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Level In Sonic Quality" 
dmproved Transport" 

azing Technology" 
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The Experts On 

When you use the machine, 
the first thing you notice is the 
vastly improved transport." 
Paul J. Stamler, 
Reviewer, 
Recording Magazine 

"The bottom line, as Casey Stengel 
used to say: `Amazing, amazing, 
amazing.' That is, amazing technology, 
amazing functionality, and amazing price." 
Howard Massey, 
Technology Editor, 
Musician Magazine 

USE READER SERVICE CARD FOR MORE INFO 

For more information on the ADAT-XT, see your Authorized Alesis Dealer or call 310-841-2272. 
Alesis and ADAT are registered trademarks, ADAT-X7' is a trademark of Alesis Corporation. 

-In every case, the XT demonstrated 
a noticeable improvement in sonic 

detail over the original ADAT." 
George Petersen, 

Editor, 
MIX Magazine 

he XT's improvements in sound quality, 
transport speed, and lock-up time alone are 
worth the price. I believe that the XT makes 

recordists an offer they just can't refuse." 
Michael Molenda, 

Editor, 
Electronic Musician Magazine 

'The XT has new A/D and D/A converters, and the 
improvement in sound quality is unmistakable. If you 

are looking to take your ADAT-based studio to the 
next level in sonic quality, features and raw 
speed, the ADAT-XT lives up to its hype." 

Loren Alldrin, 
Reviewer, 

Pro Audio Review Magazine 

Alesis Corporation 3630 Hold rege Avenue Los Angeles CA 90016 310-841-2272 alecorp@alesis1.usa.com ALEsis 



For some people, 
only one console is good enough. 

Dolly Parton with producer Steve Buckingham ( right) and engineer Gary Paczosa ( eft) pit tured at Sound Stage. Nashville. 

"We cut the tracks for Dolly's new album on the SL 9000 I Sei it's at S t u I gage. We were so impressed with the way the tracks sounded that we are going 

back to mix on it. What I liked most was the warmth that we got back oil il•er tape through the SL 9(X)0. We found this console to be a superb complement to 

the digital recoroing process. The SL 9000 uses state-of-the-art technology to create that wonderful sound associated with classic consoles." 

Steve Buckingham, Producer. 

"The SL 9000 I Series console has more than exceeded my expectations. From the bottom to the top we were very impressed with this console. 

It is extremely clear, quiet and punchy. The need for any outboard processing was vinuallv eliminated. Sonically it is superb." 

Gary Paczosa, Engineer. 

9000 

Solid State Logic 
International Headquarters: Begbroke, Oxford OX! 1RU, England • lel: (01865)8423(X) Fax: (01865) 84,2118 

Paris ( I) 34 60 46 66 • Milan 12) 262 24956 • Tokyo ( 1) 54 74 11 44 • New York (212) 115 1111 • Los Angeles (211) 463 4444 • Toronto (416) 431 9131 • Singapore 285 9300 



THE STUDIO 400 
TOWERS OVER THE COMPETITION. 

Meech 
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S (JCiie) 400   
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•  
4 IN 4 OUT MULTI-EFFECTS PROCESSOF, 

Extensive Library of Effects ; 
Including Intelligent Pitch Shifti 

191 Factory Presets, 
100 User Presets 

you Cod, get the processing power 

of four independent multi-effects 

processors, capable of doing up to 8 

different, truly professional quality effects at 

once all in one affordable box? And, oh 

yeah, how about throwing in balanced XLR 

analog and digital I/O capability? 

Well, it's here, the new Studio 400 from 

DigiTech. It does all of the above and much 

mote! Use up to 8 high quality effects at 

one time in any order in an endless number 

of combinations. Choose from multiple 

Revers, Delays, Choruses, Flangers, Auto 

Panner, Intelligent Pitch Shifting, Rotary 

Speaker Simulator, Compressors and more. 

The Studio 400's quick and easy editing 

capabilities make changing effects and 

parameters painless. And for automated 

studlios, an extensive modifier section lets 

you control up to S parameters per program 

via MIDI or with the Studio 400's unique 

dynamic and ILF0 parameters. Digital studios 

can access the Studio 400 in the digital 

domain using both AES/EBU and S/PDIF 

formats with the optional digital I/O. 

Looks like the competition just can't 

measte up. Get the facts. Then get the 

Stuc jo 400 from your local DigiTech dealer. 

Up to 8 Effects at Once 
in Any Combination 

Easy To Use 
Interface 

I -avge, Graphié 
Display 

Auto Level 
Automatically 

Sets Input Level 

.• 
STUDIO 400 ENSONIQ DP/4+ TC M2000 

Ins/Outs 4/4 - P/4" IRS + XLR 4/4 1/4" IRS 2/2 - XLR 

8 different yes no no 
Effect; in any 
order 

Groahic Display yes no yes no 

A/o 18 bit 128X 16 bit 20 bd 64X 16 bit 

C/A 20 bit 8X 16 bd 20 bit 64X 16 bit 

Sampling Freq. 44.1, 481We n/a 32, 44. 1, 48kHz n/a 

Freq Response 20-20kHz 2-18kHz 10-20kHz 2-16kHz 

Digital I/O AES/EBU, S-PDIF none AES/EBU, 5-POE none 
(optional plug-in) 

THD tx lkHz <0.003% <0 0032% 0.033% 

S/N ratio -96d8 90dB > -96dB 

Power Supply Internal Internal Internal 

Price $869 $1799 $1995 

Dual S-DISC® 
Twice the 

Processing Power 

ENSONIO DP/2 

2/2 1/4" IRS 

no 

<0 0032a, 

-90dB 

External 

$795 

• selectable with optional digital I/O card 

Balanced XLR & 1/4" 
Inputs & Outputs 

Optional Digital I/O 
using AES/EBU and S/PD1F 

Full MIDI 
Implementation 

Internal 
Power Supp4 

Made in USA 

EE [leech 
Al' product trademarks are tse property of their respective owners. H A Harman International Company 

8760 South Sandy Parkway, Sandy Utah, USA 84070 • (801) 566-8919 • Fax (801) 566-7005 • Intl Fax (603) 672-4246 • Visit DigiTech on the World Wide Web at hep://www.digitech.com 

USE READER SERVICE CARD FOR MORE INFO 
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ACTIVE MONITOR SERIES 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 • le I 1 1 

Perspective Monitoring 

Pros And Their Tannoys.. 

centuries ago, Leonardo da Vinci 

brought art and science together to 

create beautiful images using his 

knowledge of engineering, physics, 

geometry and perspective. • His 

images were so clearly rendered, 

so precisely represented, that the 

mechanisms he drew then could 

be recreated today. • Da Vinci main-

tained that the artist had to use the 

methods of science, and the scientist 

the tools of art. • Now, five hundred 

years later, Tannoy once again blends 

science and art to deliver the world's 

most advanced monitoring systems. 

Bob Why lev, Director of Audio 
fin the Emmy award-winning Tonight Show 

The most accurate powered monitors 
Frc er.-er heard. More muscle and 
aut/writy particularly in the bottom 

than any other powered 
itur I've worked with." 

• Through the exacting application 

of science, the AMS monitors provide 

the accurate perspective to clearly 

render the musical image created by 

the top recording engineers and 

producers. • The AMS monitors are 

technically uncompromised 

designs, combining hand-selected 

models of Tannoy's exceptional 

Dual Concentric1" drivers, with 

the finest quality electronics 

design and construction. 

• Beginning with the precise 

phase coherent drive units, the 

AMS series builds on Tannoy's 

unrivaled reputation for accurate 

imaging perspective. • Active 

monitors provide unparalleled 

low frequency accuracy, due to 

the extremely low impedance 

coupling of the amplifier and 

drive units, and the elimina-

tion of parasitic passive crossover 

elements. • Precise tailoring of 

the active filter elements allow 

matching of production 

tolerances to within 0.25dB, 

guaranteeing superb stereo 

imaging. • The amplifiers use 

aero-space tolerance components 

and design, with the components 

selected for their sonic qualities 

as much as their reliability. 

• The amplifiers are truly 

unlimited in performance to 

ensure that there is no coloration of 

dynamics due to over-protective 

protection circuitry. 

II These are studio monitors designed 

to step aside and let you inside the 

musical perspective. 

pun Gehimin, 
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re Hootie and the 
Blowfish 
Traci' Chapman 
John- Aiello:cam 
Better Than Ezra; 

'1 hare ncrer been - 
close to final results, 
in my life. These a 
the most accurate, 
balanced speakers ; 
Ire heard yet.' 
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• All of the specifications and hype 

in the world cannot replace a real life 

encounter with the Tannoy Active 

TANVOY  

I--11 E A R  

BELIEVE 

TannoyITGI North America•300 Gage Avenue, Unit 1 *Kitchener, Ontario, Canada N2114 2C8 *519 745 1158 * Fax: 519 745 2364 • 

Monitor Series. 

• We guarantee that 

your smile will be 

bigger than the 

Mona Lisa's, and 

your art—who knows— 

even more famous! 
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It Is Ain't Exactly Clear hi' Stephen St.Croix 
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by Paul D. Lehrman 
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Cover: Rear Window Recordirg 
h Brookline, Mass., opened in 
March of this year. Designed by 
Rosati AoaJstics, the studio offers 
an 8,500-cubic-foot main room 
and two iso booths, one vve a 
variable-distance microphone 
pulley system. Major equipment 
includes a Trident 80-B aJto-
mated console, a Sony APR-24. 
Genelec monitors and an exten-
sive vintage mic collection. 
Photo: Joe Greene 
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Studio Audio Digital Equipment, Inc. 
1808 West End Avenue, Suite 1119, Nashville, TN 37203. 

Tel: 615 327-1140 Fax: 615 327-1699 
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hiss and broadban'd noise but 
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FROM THE EDITOR 
THESE ARE A FEW OF MY FAVORITE SITES.« 
The Internet has been called everything from the most important develop-
ment since movable type (thanks, Mr. Gutenberg!) to a morass of shame-
less hoopla. The reality is somewhere in the middle, and if you dig 
around, there's some useful stuff out there. Here are some sites ( all have 
http://www. prefixes) you may want to bookmark. 

You may have noticed the bright red "Bookmark This!" pages announc-
ing the Mi.v Web site. Well, it's here. The magic word mixmag.com will 
transport you to our electronic edition. And just as we've done to the mag-
azine since Mix started out 19 years ago as a small newsprint publication, 

we'll be expanding our cyber-zine in the future, adding more features, 
such as online classifieds, back issues listings, facility databases, reprints of 
popular articles and more. Visit the site and drop some e-mail telling us 
what kind of features you'd like to see. 

In audio, there's no better place to begin Internetting than aes.org. This 
site has plenty of technical resources and Audio Engineering Society-relat-
ed info. AES also provides audio links to dozens of audio companies, 

organizations and newsgroups, such as everybody's favorite, 
rec.audio.pro. Its ProAudio.FAQ answers common problems that confront 
engineers today. Download it. 

Other industry organization sites worth perusing include NAB 
(nah.org), NAMM ( namm.com), SMPTE (smpte.org) and SPARS 
(spars.com). Wondering who wrote that song? Searching song 

titles/authors/publishers is easy at bmi.com or ascap.com. 
Need upcoming tour schedules? Enter performancemag.com for 

Pedinmance magazine's database of touring artists, with all the venues and 
dates you require. Speaking of bands, links to thousands of band Web sites 
are available at wirthrmitedu/bandlist or american.recordings.com. And 
harmony-central.com has tons of musician-oriented links and files—every-
thing from onstage one-liners to downloadable copyright forms, PA, SR, etc., 
in TIFF fi)rmat ( hmi.com has forms in PDF format). 

If you need info about manufacturers, you can turn to InfoSeek, Yahoo, 
Lycos or any of a zillion search indices, or if you're in a hurry, you can 
always type in company.com, such as fendencom or gibson.com. 

To hear audio over the net, you'll probably need the latest version of 
RealAudio Player. Download a free PC or Mac version at realaudio.com. 
Free/low-cost software for your PC/Mac/Unix/Amiga/Atari? Log onto 

shareware collections at shareware.com or jumbo.com. Mac(ser magazine 
has a decent Mac-only library at zdnet.com/macuser/software. 

Your snail mail speeds up with the right ZIP code; double-check it at 

usps.gov/ncsc. If you bought a CD-ROM phone hook to contact business-
es or long-lost pals, you might not want to know that the info is available 
free at places like switchboard.com or bighook.com or lookup.usa.com. 
And if anyone wants to buy a vintage 1993 phone CD-ROM set for 
Windows 3.1, just click on the Mix Mail icon at mizmag.com and let me 
know. 

V INTERN/alt.. 
B PA 

Cyhennuntally yours, 

George Petersen 
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(MAGIC'S award-winning 
Logic Audio for Macintoshrm 
and Windows 95TM offers a 
totally user definable work-
ing environment for MIDI 
Sequencing, Scoring and of 
course Multi-Track Digital 
Audio Recording and 
Editing. Experience the 
power of real-time, non-
destructive editing, the 
highest resolution available 
in any MIDI Sequencer 
(960 ppq), virtually unlimit-
ed MIDI tracks/Staves and 
user definable screen sets 
(up to 90 per song). 

Logic Audio offers unprece-
dented power over multi-
track digital audio with a 
built-in Sample Editor and 
an incredible suite of DSP 
functions known as the 
Digital FactoryTN. You cam 
even use different digital 
audio hardware configura-
tions simulataneously. If you 
are a professional, you owe 
it to yourself and your music 
to switch to Logic Audio for 
Macintosh or Windows 95'. 
Available NOW at fine 
Music and Computer stores 
worldwide. 

when I was five I was 
stretching rubber 
bands across brooms 
and making sounds. 
My father was my 
first real inspiration. 
I watched him create 
wonderful music on 
piano and came to 
understand that you 

could just compose 
your own songs. 

Logu c 
AUDIO 

That composing is 
just another form 
of improv. And vice 
versa. It could be 
used as a way to 
reach into your soul 
to get the music out. 
I give myself some 
goals... it's important 
to define where I am 
trying to go. For me, 
writing is my alter 
ego. I'll sit here with 
Logic Audio at the 
center of this very 
sophisticated system, 

Lee Ritenour - Los Angeles 199f 

work for a week 
or two, get one 
or two songs down, 
and then the really 
good stuff starts to 
pour out. It's very 
intuitive. It follows 
my stream of 
consciousness." 

Lee Ritenour 

Elu1LGI gte 
Technology with Soul. 
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TOOLS 

Introducing the coolest upgrade path in all of digital audio 

Here's news for every musician, editor, producer, and engineer: The industry standard digital audio workstation— Pro Tools 

from Digidesign—now comes in a range of products tailored to your needs and budget. Now you can start with the all-

new Pro Tools with DAE PowerMix' for just $ 795. As your needs grow, you can climb all the way to the world's best-selling 

now 
available for 
PCI-based 
Macintosh 
Systems 

4.11, .1e. a 4.1110.....;. 

owerMix ' 

udioMedia III 

New. Pro Tools software and Pro Tools Project Audio 

This audio card adds 2 channels of high-quality Card. Adds 8 tracks of simultaneous record/playback. 

New. An amazing value that turns your Power Macintosh or Mac-OS clone analog and digital I/O. and is capable of 24-bit Up to 8 channels of analog and digital I/O. 

into a multitrack digital workstation with no additional hardware. Pro Tools DSP processing. 

interface. Random access, non-destructive editing. Up to I 6 tracks of play-

back. Automated digital mixing with 2 bands of EQ per track. 



workstation, PrcTools Ill, with mountains of record 

tracks, I!0, and real-time effects and mixing. 

Each steo of the way, you'll learn and grow with 

Pro Tools software, share work between 

The ultimate workstation. 16-48 tracks of record/playback. 

8-64 channels of high-quality analog and digital I/O. TCM 

virtual digital mixing and processing environment accommo-

dates a wide variety of real-time Plug- Ins from companies such 

as TC Electroric, Focusrite.Waves and QSound. 

systems, and take an upgrade path that lets you build on the value of your 

investment. Audio professionals now have more choices and flexibility than 

ever before. And getting started couldn't be easier. To learn more about 

the clearest path to the best in digital audio, call I- 800-333-2137x260. 
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Pro Tools version 4.0 is the most powerful DAW software yet, adding 
dramatic new mixing capabilities, including dynamic automation of all 

parameters. And its free to owners of Pro Tools Ill systems purchased 

after June 1,1996. 

For audio professionals and musicians, as 

well as for more than 100 Digidesign 

Development Partners, Pro Tools is the 

industry standard. That's why more audio 

professionals use Pro Tools than all other 

digital audio workstations combined. 

A Division of Avid Technology, Inc 

-1996 Digidesign. a division of Mod Technology. Iry At features and specibcations 

subiect to change without nonce Audiomedu III. Pro Tools. and Sound Denise are 

trademarks or registered trademarks of Digidesign or Avid Technology Inc 



WORLD AUDIO NEWS 
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CURRENT 
MARTINSOUND EXPANDS, 
OPENS EUROPE HQ 

Strengthening its presence in the inter-
national audio market, Martinsound 
Inc., developer and manufacturer of the 

Flying Faders automation system for 
Neve consoles, announced the opening 
of its European headquarters near Cam-
bridge, UK. Martinsound International 
will serve as international sales and 
marketing operations headquarters, and 
will he the European manufacturing 
and service facility. 

The announcement marked the kit-
est growth move for Martinsound Inc., 
and followed two recent acquisitions. 
Earlier this year, Martinsound acquired 
console manufacturer Neotek Corp. 
Craig Connally, CEO of Neotek, was 
named vice president of the Neotek di-
vision and will continue to oversee 
operations at Neotek's Chicago head-
quarters. The new name for the com-
pany is Neotek, a division of Martin-
sound Inc. Also joining the Martin-
sound group was Anatech, the Cam-
bridge, UK, console design firm. 
Anatech was founded in 1995, by a 
group of former Neve employees. 

In a related development, Martin-
sound reached a distribution agreement 
with Audiomation, in which Martin-
sound will be exclusive distributor of 

the Audiomation system. In addition to 
offering the system for retrofit on a va-
riety of consoles, Martinsound will fea-
ture Audiomation on all consoles in the 
Neotek division and on the new Ana-
tech recording console. 

DIGIDESIGN ANNOUNCES 
ALLIANCE WITH DOLBY, MACKIE 
Digidesign recently announced strate-
gic alliances with Dolby laboratories 
and Mackie Designs. Digidesign an-
nounced that in a developmental 
agreement with Dolby, it will support 
the new Dolby Drive-, Dolby's digital 
dubber; and that Dolby will soon re-
lease a Dolby Surround- TDM Plug-In 
for Pro Tools. Digidesign also an-

nounced a joint development strategy 
with Mackie Designs. Initial plans call 
for the development of a new, low-
cost hardware control surface for Pro 
Tools, as well as other DAE ( Digi-

design Audio Engine)-based products. 
New products are scheduled to be re-
leased later this year. 

PHILIPS FORMS 
DEVELOPMENT PARTNERSHIPS 
Philips Key Modules M&D Business 
Unit recently announced that it has 

agreed to be a key supplier of DVD 
technology to Professional Audio AG of 
Switzerland, a Harman Pro company 

and a division of Studer Professional 
Audio. Studer will in turn integrate this 
technology into turnkey solutions for 
the developing DVD post-production 
market. According to the agreement. 
Studer will sell, distribute and support 

a number of Philips audio and video 
DVD post-production products. The 
agreement also calls for joint support 
for the continuing standardization 
process as well as joint participation in 
exhibitions and presentations. 

In other Philips news, the compa-

DEADLINE EXTENDED FOR 
TEC SCHOLARSHIPS 
The Mix Foundation for Excel-
lence in Audio has extended the 
deadline for submitting applica-
tions for the TEC Awards Schol-
arship Grant to Friday, August 
30, 1996. 

Administered by the Mix 
Foundation, the TEC Awards 
Scholarship Grant was created 
in 1995 to award funds to de-
serving individuals pursuing ca-
reers in audio and currently 
enrolled in an audio program. 
Last year, William Carpenter of 
San Francisco State University 

and Alexandra Loubeau of the 
University of Miami became the 
first two recipients of this new 
grant program. 

If you are interested in re-

ceiving an application, send or 
fax your name, address and 
phone number to MFEA, 6400 
Hollis Street, Suite 12, Emery-
ville, CA 94608; fax 510/939-
4022. No phone calls please. 

ny's Semiconductors' TriMedia Pr duct 

Group announced a partnership with 
sound library developer InVision Inter-
active Inc., in which Philips will inte-
grate InVision's CyberSound PC music 
synthesis technology in the forthcom-

ing TriMedia TM-1 programmable mul-
timedia digital signal processor. Also, 
the CyberSound code libraries will be 
available to TriMedia customers to as-

sist audio development for their multi-
media applications. 

TIMELINE, MOTIONWORKS 
FORM ALLIANCE 
According to a new alliance between 

synchronizer manufacturer TimeLine 
and synchronizer interface manufactur-
er Motionworks, the Motionworker 
machine control system will now in-
clude TimeLine's Lynx-2 synchronizer 
as a key component. TimeLine consid-
ers the agreement a logical step, even 
though it manufactures a similar unit. 
Director of European operations. Chris 
Hollebone says, "We are happy to ac-
knowledge that Motionworker is the 
market leader for this type of system 
integration. Our main interest is in sell-
ing the modules, and Motionworks 
needs a module that is properly sup-
ported and still being developed to in-
terface to the new machines on the 
market. The Lynx-2 is really the only 
choice." 

CD-Rs BOOST GROWTH 
IN WRITABLE MEDIA 

"Hie Internatiimal Reoncling Media As-
sociation ( ITA) reported a 34% increase 
in shipments of writable optical disk 
media in 1995. The dominant growth 
factor was a 360% jump in CD-R unit 
shipments, with a 156% increase in dol-
lar volume, according to the ITA's 
statistical program. In contrast, unit 
shipments of MO ( magneto-optical) 
disks rose 14%, with a dollar volume 
decline of 6%; shipments of WORM 
(write once, read many) disks climbed 
48%, while dollar volume rose 14%. In-

dustry figures were derived by combin-
ing sales figures of ITA member 
companies with estimated sales figures 
of non-members. 

—CONTINUED ON PAGE 
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Freedom. r The kfOriu 
No matter where you are on earth, or what you do, there is one thing you can count on: Sennheiser Wireless. It delivers the most natural and transparent 

sound ever transmitted. Phase- locked loop ( PLL) frequency synthesis provides frequency agility and stability, so that you can easily adjust your equipment 

to local RF conditions. Advanced transmitter battery management systems even allow remote status indication. And, our HiDynp/us noise reduction system 

yields tremendous signal-to-noise ratios. Only Sennheiser offers real-time computer monitoring and remote control of all receiver functions. 

Only Sennheiser provides service facilities worldwide. Free yourself with confidence. Count on Sennheiser. 

BF Wireless Systems 
SENNHEISER ELECTRONIC CORPORATION 

6 VISTA DRIVE, P.O. BOX 987, OLD LYME, CT 06371 • TEL: 203-434-9190 FAX: 203-434-1759 
CALIFORNIA: 4116 WEST MAGNOLIA BLVD., SUITE 100, BURBANK, CA 91505 • TEL: 818-845-7366 FAX: 818-845-7140 

MEXICO: PALENQUE NO. 663, COL. NARVARTE, 03600 MEXICO, D.F. MEXICO • TEL: ( 5)-605-7686 FAX: ( 5)-605-6473 
CANADA: 221 LABROSSE AVE., PTE- CLAIRE, PO H9R 1A3 • TEL: 514-426-3013 FAX: 514-426-3953 

Manufacturing Plant: Am Labor 1, 38900 Wedemark, Germany 



THE COMPRESSOR LIMITER EXPANDER/GATE 

The name that 

defines great 

compression! 

db 

A/5 the sound with 
and without 

sidechain processing. 

No patching required. 

MEMO 

OverEasy@--

the choice 

of top 

professionals 

for soft-knee 

compression. 

12-segment gain 

reduction meter 

allows precision 

monitoring of 

compression. 

GAIN REDUCTION dB 

satiantlel 
MMMMM • l• •11 

Tells you when 

the zero-attack 
F'eakStopplusTM 

limiter is doing 

its thing. 

Link both 

channels the 

best way with 

True RM5 Power 

Summing— 

a very musical 

way to achieve 

stereo 

compression. 
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THRESHOLD RATIO Al7ACK RELEASE 
EXPANDER /01E 4 COINIEUOIL 

CHANNEL ONE A 

Flexible 

expander/gate 

works over a 

70 df3 range. 

Internal 

power supply 

with easily 

replaceable 

power cord. 

• 

Monitor sidechain 

processing when 

setting up the unit. 

Prevents low-
frequency energy 

from punching holes 

in the sound. 

Get that classic 

dbx sound by 

selecting program 

dependent attack 

and release times. 

or (see #18) 
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LANIER 

Monitor 

either input 
or output 

signals. 

111 

-45te 

OFF 
1H 

The illuminated 

switches are not only 

cool, but are easily 

seen in light or dark. 

VOLTAGE 

SWITCH 

d6x 
PROFESSIONAL PRODUCTS 
A HARMAN INTERNATIONAL 
COMPANY 
SALT LAKE CITY. UTAH 
MADE IN USA 
MODEL 1066 

OPERATING 
LEVEL 

lidos 
AM loan 

CHANNEL TWO 

'D, LN 

L OUTPUTS INPUTS  

Easily accessible fuse 

—you'll probably never 

need to find out how 

easy. 

Connect the unit hassle 

free using either 

unbalanced or balanced 

1/4" IRS or balanced XLR 

connectors. 

Ensure signal path 

integrity with gold 

plated locking 

Neutrik® XLR 

connectors. 

Add processing to 

detector path for 

frequency-conscioLs 

compression/gating/special 

effects. 
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HAT WILL TURN THE WORLD ON ITS EAR. 

Over/Under LED's 

let you know at a 

glance if you're 

expanding/gating. 

3-segment 

OverEasy® 

indicator lets 

you know when 

that classic dbx 

compression 

starts happenin'. 

Fully adjustable 

attack and release 

controls offer 

maximum flexibility. 

or (see #7) 
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Peak-reaciing 

meter allows easy 

setting of 

optimum input 

and output levels. 
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o 
1066 
Compressor/ 
Limiter/Gate 

o 

Vary the Ratio 

to select 

anywhere from 

gentle 

downward 

expansion to 

gating. 

Servo-balanced 

outputs drive up 

to +22c1Du 

Detented controls 

and soft-touch 

knobs assure 

precision 

adjustments. 

Adjusts 

from mild 

compression 

to 00:1 

limiting. 

Convert semi-pro 

-10d5V signals to 

the dbx 1066's 

professional +4c1f3u 

internal level. 

Add make-up 

gain or match 

levels over a 40 

c113 range. 

Newly developed 

Peak5topPlus" 

circuit intelligently 

tames signal peaks. 

Acid optional custom dbx output 
transformers manufact_wed 

Jensen®. 

Precision 

balanced 

inputs reject 

hum and noise 

in tough audio 

environments. 

Separate sidechain 

send and return jacks 

—no special "insert 

Y-cables" required. 

-411 

Heavy-duty 

steel chassie, 

will take years 

of road use 

and abuse. 

AGAIN. 

You've seen and heard 

dbx signal processors for 

as long as you've been 

involved with audio. 

After all, our boxes are in 

daily use all over the 

world, with major touring 

companies, world class 

recording facilities, radio 

and television broadcast 

facilities and anywhere 

else audio professionals 

ply their trade. 

Now, after over 

twenty years of pleasing 

the most finely tuned 

ears in the business, 

dbx has done it again 

with the new 1066. 

The dbx1066 will, of 

course, be the standard 

against which all 

compressor/limiter/gates 

are judged. State of the 

technology VCA's, 

meticulous component 

selection, and 

scrupulous testing 

procedures are just a 

few reasons the new 

dbx 1066 is the latest in 

a long line of pedigreed 

signal processors. 

So head on down to 

your local dbx dealer and 

audition this box. We're 

sure you'll see why the 

dbx 1066 is destined to 

turn the world on its ear. 

For more information 

contact us at: 

(801) 568-7660 

Fax ( 801) 568-7662 

dbx 8760 S. Sandy 

Parkway, Sandy, UT 

84070 USA or if you 

prefer surfing to snailing 

send e-mail to 

customer(wdbxpro.com 

c 1994 db. 

Jensen>, and Neuradat are named 

trademarks °Omani...forma', On 

and New* USA respecter* 
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INDUSTRY NOTES 
David Froker was promoted to GM 
of Digidesign ( Palo Alto. CA). a divi-

sion of Avid Technology Inc... 
Sony Electronics' Production Sys-
tems and Professional Audio Group 
in Montvale, NJ, brought onboard 
Michael Tapes as marketing manag-
er, professional audio pr )ducts... 
Canoga Park, CA-based AKG Acous-
tics appointed Tracy Cranton as 
marketing manager, professional 
sound; Thomas J. Stotler as market 
development manager, music retail-
ing; and David Rahn as market de-
velopment manager of recording/ 
broadcast/touring sound... Dennis 
Bohn, vice president of research and 
development at Rane Corp. in Muk-
ilteo, WA, was awared an AES Fel-
lowship for his contributions to 

equalizer and crossover theory and 
design...Steven M. Meyers was ap-
pointed to the newly created posi-

tion of sales manager for the central 
region of Quantegy Inc.. based in 
Mountain View, CA...Apogee Elec-
tronics (Santa Monica, CA) named 

Erika Lopez as media products man-
ager and Lynn Welsh as sales engi-
neer...Gayle Watts joined Symetrix 
Inc. in Lynnwood. WA, as project 
manager. In other Symetrix news. 
the firm honored JAMM Distributing 
with an Outstanding Sales Acheive-
ment award for more than a decade 
of service...The Harman Music 

Group (Sandy, UT) announced the 
appointment of Sandy Morgan to the 

newly created position of customer 
satisfaction specialist for DOD and 
DigiTech...The Palm Springs, CA-
based Women in Music Business As-
sociation (WMBA) recruited Sandy 
Serge, CEO of Serge Entertainment 
Group, to coordinate its Atlanta 
chapter...David Zinman, music di-
rector of the Baltimore Symphony 
and the Tonhalle Orchestra, accept-
ed the position of music director of 
the Aspen Music Festival and School 
in Aspen, CO...D.A.S. Audio SA. of 
Valencia, Spain, opened U.S. sub-
sidiary offices in Van Nuys, CA, and 
Austin, TX. For information, call 

818/786-0904...The UK's Associa-
tion of Professional Recording Ser-
vices announced that its president. 
George Martin has been awarded a 
knighthood by Buckingham Palace 
for his services to the recording in-
dustry...Bag End Loudspeaker Sys-
tems in Barrington, IL. appointed 
Acoustisearch of Huntingdale, Vic-
toria as its exclusive distributor in 
Australia and new Zealand.. Irvine, 

CA-based Renkus-Heinz named 
Taub Sales as its representative of 
the year; Sound Marketing has the 
year's most improved territory. 
Awards were presented at the NSCA 
show in St. Louis... Rank Video Ser-
vices America ( Los Angeles) pro-
moted Mary Ann Fialkowski to the 

position of executive vice president 
of finance and planning, and Ameri-
co Silva to the post of vice president, 
purchasing and quality assurance... 
Graham-Patten Systems in Grass Val-
ley, CA, appointed the Waterfront 
Group as its newest sales represen-
tative to handle sales of D/ESAM Se-
ries digital edit suite audio mixers 
for northern California, northern 
Nevada and Hawaii...WHo Did 
THaT MUSiC moved to new offices 
and studios in West Los Angeles. 
The address is 2048 Annacost Ave., 
Los Angeles, CA 90025. Phone 
310/442-1440; fax 310/442-1448... 
Apogee Sound Inc. in Petaluma, CA, 
named Mainline Marketing as its rep 
of the year...Prosound Equipment, 

the audio products sales division of 
Provide° Equipment A/S, was ap-
pointed to sell Belfast-based Audio 
Processing Technology's WorldNet 
digital audio codes and peripherals 
in Scandinavia.. Mobile Fidelity 
Sound Lab's Web site ( www.nofi. 
com/.) was recently given a three-
star designation by Magellan, the 
world-wide intemet directory pub-
lisher...AM Systems in Melbourne, 

Australia, announced the opening of 
a representative office in Brazil to 

service the South and Central Amer-
ican market. Call ( 55) 71-358-4902 
for information. 

-FROM PAGE 12. 'RRENT 

WEB ANNOUNCEMENTS 

Apogee Electronics lias a Web site at 
www.apogeecligital.com/. Here, find 
downloadal,le files including manuals 

and pr )duct installat kin information. 
Audio Visual America is now online, 

at www.avamerica.com. The home 
page lists product intOrmation. news 
and employment opportunities. 

Visit Innertulx- Audio's Web site, at 
www.gr8music.com/innertubeaudio.ht 
ml. Featured information includes in-
formation for the U87 retrofit kit. 

The Masque Sound home page, at 
www .. ma sq u e-sou nd com , provides 
technical support, mailing list informa-
tion and "specials of the month." 

Pacific Microsonics recently debuted 
a Web site, at www.H1X:D.com. This 
site will be updated monthly with the 
latest HDCD development information. 

Thorburn Associates is posting 
acoustic theory articles from its quarter-
ly newsletter on its site. Visit www.TA-
Inc.com for more information. 

EVENTS CALENDAR 

The PLASA Light and Sound Show hap-
pens next month. at Earl's Court in Lon-
don. The show will take place on 

September 8-11, and will feature hun-
dreds of light and sound products. For 
registration information, call ( 44) 171-
370-8179. 

OMF (Open Media Framework) De-
velopers Desk hosts the 5th annual 
OMF Developers' conference. on Sep-
tember 9-12 in San Diego. Calif. The 
convention will include group discus-
sions. OMF demonstrations and an 
end-user vendor training session. Call 
800/949-0MFI for details. 

Atlanta hosts the 20th anniversary of 
Jack the Rapper's Music Convention 
this month. The JTR Music Expo '96 
takes place August 22-25, at the Geor-
gia International Convention Center in 
College Park, Ga. Convention high-

lights include a signed and unsigned 
artist's showcase, seminars, exhibitors 

from various areas of the music indus-
try and entertainment events. For more 
information, call -)04/724-2022. 

CORRECTIONS 

The June "Industry Notes" column in-
correctly referred to Richard Elen as 
vice president of marketing at Apogee 
Acoustics. Elen's o mnpany is Apogee 

Electronics. In addition, the June article 
on Bruce Springsteen's home studio 
misidentifies Scott Bassons company. 
The correct name is West Coast Video 
Services. 3 
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Now add Goo more. 

you're on 
the right track. 

If you've bought one or more ADA ! or DA-Ms, you've made a smart investment in 

the digital biture. But there's so much more that can be done with the digital medium. 
The Roland DM-800 disk-based Digital Audio Workstation can exponentially 
increase the power of an ADAT-based recording system. Or, if you're just getting 

started, you can skip tape and plunge right into the DM-800. Either way, you'll get 

creative freedom far beyond the reach of tape-based digital. 

NTs have opened the door to high-quality 8-track digital recording. 

The DM-800 opens the doors of your creativity. Using Roland's 
DIF-800 interface, you can digitally transfer any of your ADAT 

' tracks to the DM-800 for some serious editing power. Fix the 

pitch of notes or eut out a breath in a vocal track. All edits 
are completely non-destructive, so you can experiment 
without worry. 

Loop your best drum part, or use time compression to correct 

the timing of a drum fill. Or, you can sync the DM-800 via SMPTE 

or a MIDI sequencer. Synchronization is instant. A hundred 
alternate takes can be stored for any given track. Choose the best 
parts from up to 600 total takes and then edit them into one killer track. 

Using a tempo map, compiled and edited parts can be flown anywhere in a song. 

Imagine making 10 digital copies of your song and then trying out 
different arrangements: extra choruses, different endings, alternate vocal takes 
with different lyrics. Then prepare for mastering using the dynamic level and EQ 

automation. The built-in video output lets you keep track ol different song versions 

on a large screen. 

You'll get all this creative freedom, plus the DM-800's incredible sound quality: 
wide imaging, warmth and punchiness, and a well-defined bottom end. And you'll be 

ready to do film and video projects, too. Just bring the portable DM-800 and DIF-800 to 

the video house and use an RS-422 to control your audio for layback or assembly. 

Visit your Roland dealer for a trip on the last track. Or call us now at 

(213) 685-5141, ext. 756, for your free DM-800 promotional video. 

Powerful, Non-Destructive Editor 
600 Virtual Tracks; Time Compossion and 
Pitch Correction, Cut, Copy. Erase, Move; 
Waveforms, Preview and Scrub Preview for 
fast, accurate editing 

Instant, Accurate Synchronization 
Reads and writes all WPTE formats with 
fully resolved frame-edge lock; MTC. SPP, 
MMC sync capable 

storage and Backup Options 
2 internal 540 Meg drives; Record to 1 Gig 
lomege Jae drives. Backup to audio DAT, 
data DAT, Jaz drive,, etc. 

Full MIDI Implementation 
Trigger mode for in.tant firing of audio; 
Tempo maps for SPI' -Inc and fast editing 
by bars and beats aue 960 ticks: MIDI 

punch in and out 

DIF-800 Interface Option for 
Modular Digital Multi-tracks and Video 
8 tracks- of digital audio transfer and 

sample-accurate sync with ADAT, DA-88; 
Video outs; 13,i-442 as master or slave with 
capable videodecks and video caitiffs 

Dedicated Hardware Platform 

Exceptienal diting and syncing speed; 
Completely stable: Easy to learn; Weighs 
only 12 pounds; aunpletely sell-contained; 
I8-bit AD/DA conversion with 24-bit 
internal processing 

Multi-dunnel Dtal Mixing 

Full onboard dynamic and snapshot auto-
mation of all mixer functions; 16 bands of 
EQ. 12 channels of digital mixing; Full-
featured digital patch bay with direct outs. 
stereo aux busses and digital bouncing 

lk_r=2Rolande 
DM-800 Digital Audio Workstatio 

Mane Corporalien US., 721S) Dominion Circle, Los Anee/es. CA 90040 (.7,) 3)685-5141 Roland Canaau Mask Ltd. :48i( Par 

COMPUSERVE': GO ROLAND Fax-Back Information: (213) 685-5141, ex 
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THE FAST LANE 

SOMETHING IS MISSING HEAR 
WHAT IT IS AIN'T EXACTLY CLEAR -
Mi ell. We all got here. We all 

made it through the pain-
ful and complex transition 

from analog to digital. More or 
less. Actually, more or less is the 
topic of today's column, but more 
on that later, less you think I move 
too fast. 

Now, don't panic; this is not go-
ing to be another 2,000 words on 
why digital bites and how I really 
miss that old sweet sound of 
Mom's analog voice calling me. 
(She still calls, but it's not for din-
ner anymore; now it's just to check 
in from 3,000 miles away, and it's 
that old new 8-bit Telcom Special 
Digital Mom-voice.) And to think 
that she once told me that if you 
can't say anything that sounds nice, 
don't say anything at all. No, I am 
not going to tell you how digital fa-

tigues your inner ear, bends your 
karma or sounds harsh and brittle. 
Been there, done that. Nor will I 
again expound on those persistent 
lies about how many bits Joe's 
House of Converters' A/Ds really 
give you (that's over—if you have 
the bucks, dB Technologies can 
deliver 21 real bits). 

Nah, nothing so crass, so bla-
tant, so obvious. In fact, I will con-
cede that the overall state of 
technology is now generally ac-
ceptable for most 16-year-old head-
bangers, as long as they listen at 
speeds above 80 miles per hour 
with the top down on a winding 
canyon road. After all, what's a 
byte or two among bends? 

No, today I think that I shall 

ST STEPHEN ST.CROIX 

delve directly into the depths of the 
real question; assuming we have 
storage, error correction, AID and 
D/A conversion, jitter and all that 
other techno-noise worked out; 
why do analog and digital record-
ings sound different? Wait! Trust 
me. I am not talking about all the 
stuff you think. I am not talking 
about analog tape compression, 
digital's ruler-straight frequency re-
sponse or analog's noise. These 
factors are way too obvious for so-
phisticated readers such as your-
selves. 

Today I will discuss what I call 
The Vulcan Mind Meld. Here we 
go. Digital, with all the new ad-
vances, still sounds different from 
analog. You can buy a CD and in-
stantly tell DDD from ADD, and 
from AAD, and, of course, from the 

ILLUSTRAION MARTHA CRAWFORD 
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INTRODUCING THE LIBRA MUSIC CONSOLE 

A NATURAL 

The seventh sound wave has 

arrived. Libra is the new digital 

console from AMS Neve, with a 

straight ahead musical bias. 

o ....... . 

Fully automated and entirely 

digital, Libra takes the maestro 

features of its six predecessors and 

adds phenomenal musical abil.ty, 

at a midrange price. 

Worldclass technology designed 

and configured by those who write 

the digital score. 

Sounds like you've got to have 

a demo. 
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ever-so-rare AAA CDs. Fully digital 
(DIN)) recordings simply lack The Vul-
can Mind Meld. Each track remains pris-
tine, clean and mean. Each track, 
though mixed, remains unaltered by 
the others, isolated—with all the other 
tracks merely superimposed. 

But an analog mix does something 
very different. It really mixes the tracks; 
they interact, they "meld" and produce 
a new result—an environment in 

which each separately recorded ele-
ment actually interacts with each of the 
other tracks or elements. This results in 

each track being modified slightly by 

each of the other tracks, so a sort of 
"commonality" is introduced, making 
the overall mix sound more as if it 
were recorded live. Not a bogus " live" 
recording, of course, but it's as if the 
various players on the song might have 
at least been within sight of each other, 
rather than the cold hard truth: They 
have never even met and probably 
didn't even lay down their tracks on 
the same weekend. 

WHAT CAUSES THE 

VULCAN MIND MELD? 

First, then c 1, the analog record head. A 
ferrite core with an inductor wrapped 
around it, a big gap and a bunch of rust 

f.1_11 I ràel 

• OVAL 7.1 PReAMI 

It all started with the Summit TLA-1 00A tube leveling amplifier. 

If you bought one back in 1985, it's probably still working. And, 
worth more now than what it cost new. 

Summit's growing family now includes the TPA-200B mic preamp, 

EQP-200 program equalizer, EQF-100 four-band equalizer, and the 

DCL-200 dual compressor- limiter. All share Summit's distinctive sound, 
and, of course, quality throughout. 

HEAR THE WARMTH. 

Summit Audio, Inc • P.O. Box 1678 • Los Gatos • California • 95031 

(408) 464-2448 • Fax (408) 464-7659 

rushing by. A "power amp" driving 
each track's coil. Driving them so hard 
that they actually get hot! Oh yes, there 
is that wonderful 130kHz or so bias, 
which helps homogenize everything 
even more. Then the old playback 
head. Another ferrite core with an in-
ductor wrapped around it, another gap 
(but a different size), with different res-
onances, different phase and noise 
characteristics, with the sanie rust rush-
ing by, carrying the desired signal in bil-
lions of misaligned rust rods. Wow! And 
all these little gap/coil combos live right 
next to each other in a stack of 24 or 
more. Yeah, no interaction here. 

And what do you guess the "ho-
mogenizing" factor is of all these mag-
netized rust chunks sitting right next to 
each other on the tape after you have 
made the recording? Rust chunks that 
have been magnetically arranged in one 
direction right up against others 
arranged in totally different directions? 
And what if they all sit next to each 
other for a day, a month? The result is 
even more marginally understood inter-

Wine and analog 

improve with age, 

until they mature, 

and turn to mud. 

Beer and digital, 

on the other hand... 

action—proximity influence; homoge-
nization. We all know that a tight wind 
produces print-through. That's why we 
all learned to wind slow and loose, or 
better yet to store un-rewound so what-
. ever print-through did take place was 
behind, not in front of, the signal. If 
these particles have enough gauss to 
print through the tape binders, the anti-
print-through layer and the thick back-

ing layers, imagine what they do to the 
other particles directly adjacent to them. 
It is not as simple as the obvious high-
frequency self-erasure issue; there is 
some "time slur" or minor low-frequen-
cy echo component generated. Well, 
not echo that you can hear, hut LF 
modulation tails that generate minor 
AM, and possibly some FM components 
as well. 

Then there is tape aspiration artifact. 
It has been decreed by those who de-

-CONTINUED ON PAGE 218 
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1 VIZ CIRCUITRY FOR ULTRA-LOW NOISE 
AND CROSSTALK. A fancy 
new name for the same 
old circuitry? Nope. VLZ 

(Very Low Impedance) is a 

Mackie innovation based 

on solid scientific 

principles. Through the 

careful deployment cf 

high operating current 

and low resistor values 
at critical points in our 

consoles, thermal noise & 
crosstalk are dramatically 

reduced. Open up all the 

channels, subs and 
masters on an .50f3us 

console and compare 

what you hear (or rather 
don't hear) with any 

Brand X console. And 

because VLZ 

circuitry needs 
loads of high 
current, we ship 

a humongous, 220-Watt 

power supply with every 
&abut, & 240E expander. 

7 MAC' S WINDOWS' 95-
BASED AUTOMATION 

THAT'S RELIABLE. PROVEN AND 
AFFORDABLE. Along with 
affordable digital multi-
track recorders, the Mackie 
E3013us has made it 
possible to do world-class 
productions on a modest 
budget. But until now, Sig 
Studios have still had one 
remaining and unattainable 
creative "secret weapon"... 
computerized level 
automation. That's why we 
developed the UltraMix" 
Universal Automation 
System. It gives you fully 
editable and recallable 

7 REASONS TO BUY OUR 
TO MIX MORE CREATIVELY, 

ig IT EXPANDS ALONG WITH YOUR 
NEEDS AND BUDGET. You'd be 

surprised just how many beaus 
console setups like the one below are 
currently in use. Sut you don't have 
to start out this way. Start out 
with a 24'8 or 3208 and then grow 
your .5•5us console 24 channels at a 
time with our 240E add-on modules. 
1, 2 or even 3 of 'em connect in 
minutes. They come with their own 
220-watt power supply; optional 
meter bridges are available. 

(al IMPECCABLE MIC PREAMPS. A 
console can have motorized 

docilammers and an optional MIDI 
espresso attachment, but if the mic 
preamps aren't good, you don't have 
a ful&-useful production board. Our 
discrete preamps with large-emitter-
geometry transistors have won a 
critical acclaim for their exceptional 
headroom, low noise (-129.5d5m 
E.LN.)& freedom from coloration. VLZ 
circuitry in the preamp section aleo 
reduces crosstalk. 

JTHIS CONSOLE JUST PLAIN 
SOUNDS G000. Sure, you may 

be able to buy a brand X console for 
less. Sut you end up with a console 
that sounds like...well...a brand X 
console. Granted, we're getting into a 
piety subjective area here...but we 
have tall mounds of .505us warranty 
cards that rave about our consoles' 
"clarity," "sonic purity," "sweet sound," 
"transparency," "lack of coloration" 
and a lot of other superlatives we 
wish we'd thought of first. 

r**_-ffltilte-.~-jetkeei « me. esirom,... e 4' 
- - - - - • • 

É É IffilL   

Above: 24.E 24-ch. expander with option,i1 
MI3•E meter bridge and stand. 

control of 
input, 

channel and 
master levels — 

plus features not 
found on even the 

most expensive 
proprietary Mega-

Console automation 
systems. Equally 

important, it doesn't 
degrade sound quality, introduce 
zipper noise or cause audible 
"stepping." UltraMix is currently 
being used to mix network television 
music themes and on several major 
album projects — by seasoned 
engineers who grew up on Sig 
Automation Systems. Their verdict 
is that UltraMix is a serious 
automation solution — stable, 
reliable and frankly easier to use 
than more expensive systems. The 
basic system controls 34 channels 

and can be 
expanded to 
as many as 
128 channels. 
UltraMix ProTM 
software, for 
030/040 & 
Power PC 
Macintoshes 
and PCs 
(Window? 
95 required), 
includes a wealth 
of features like 
editable fader 
curves, built-in leve 
display, up to eight 
subgroups, 5MFTE time code 
display, event editor with 
pop-up faders, optional 
control of outboard effects 
devices, and the ability to play 
Standard MIDI files from within 
the program. 

z 

Above: 32.9 with optional MD*32 
meter bridge and stand. 

UltraMie" includes the Ultra-34 
Interface, UltraPilot Controller and 
software for $2797 euggested U.S.. 
retail. Macintosh' or Windows' 95-
compatible PC not included. 



>BUS CONSOLE... AND 2 TIPS 
EFFICIENTLY AND, WELL, MORE FURY: 

ON 

Al PROFESSIONALS REALLY USE 
THEM. The members of Boyz11 

Men could have afforded any console 
they wanted for their studo's second 
room. They chose an 80-input 8•Bus 

setup with 102 channels of 
UltraMixT" automation. In the 
studios of artists as diverse as k.d. 
!ang 1, Yes, Oueensryche, Aerosmith, 
Lee Roy Parnell, Bryan Adams, Carlos 
Santana, Whitney Houstor., Eric 
.:lapton & U2, our consoles really are 
used to make great music. 

e '.241 

• 24•E 24-ch. expander va, h optional 
%413•E meter b-idge and stand. 

.7 WHAT ULTRAMIX AUTOMATION 
CAN DO FUR YOU: 

• Hone a complicated mix one 
track at a time with every fader 
move recorded 
• Clone your best fader moves and 
use them :n other places in the mix 

• Automute unused sections of your 
tape tracks or noisy /v1IPI sound 
modules 
• Via automated mute or fader cuts, 
make a composite mix ("comp track") from the 
best moments of several tracks of the same 
vocal or instrument 
• Save mixes for recall and editing at any time 
(great for mixes with music beds or "donuts") 
• Make six voice-over versions of a jingle mix - 
and then easily make the inevitable ritpicky 
client cha,iges three days later 
• Step up to big-league 
automation without 
breaking the bank! 

= 1996  MALAIS OESII1NS INC 
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WIDE MID RANGE Ell. Whether 
you're tracking or mixing, 

equalization is one of your most 
important creative tools. Mackie's 
5•Bus consoles feature extremely-wide-
bandwidth peaking EC2 that can be 
used to acnieve effects that simply 

aren't possible with narrower EQ. Most 
brand X midrange EQ5 have a fixed 
bandwidth of about 2 octaves (blue 
graph at right). You can sweep it up & 
down the frequency spectrum, but the 
"sharpness" of the E0 curve is always 
the same. This kind of E0 is good for 
some purposes... but if you've worked 

Above The SideCar, 
matchirn3 8•13us 
equipment rack. 

LEGENDARY 
RELIABILITY. 

One of those factors 
you probebly don't think 
much abcut - until your 
console goes down in the 
middle of a critical late-
night session. guilt with 
pride ..r7 Woodinville, WA USA, 
Mackie 808us consoles have 
an env:able three-year track 

record for enduring continuous, 
round-the-clock use 
and abuse. 

Woodinville • WA • 98072 • USA • <, 8110/898-3211 t.206/487-4331 • e-mail e 
Outside the USA t.. 206/487-4333 t..206/485-1152 Represented in Canada by Si Marketing 

HOV 

with it before, you know 
it's too drastic and 
localized for gentle 
changes in overall tona 
coloration. 

The 8•Bus' t 
parametric 
Mid lets y 
spread 
band-
widt 
out 
as m 

as 3 octaves (red cur.' 
above). That extra oc 
of "width" gives you a 
whole new creative pal 

• Poetic liceneo applied for. 

1 Mention in this ad denotes u 
only, an reported to Mackie . 
and is in no way intended to 
constitute official endorsernen 
the artists or groups listed. 

Wmackie.com 
0/363-8855 



INSIDER AUDIO 

A TALE OF Two COUNTRIES 
REQUESTS FROM FAR AFIELD AND CLOSE TO HOME 

ILLMORADON 

ometimes it's a new song on 
the radio, sometimes it's a 
new piece of gear, sometimes 

it's the death of someone you 
know or admire. Once in a while, 
something crosses your awareness 
that makes you stop, really stop, 
and think. Last month, for me, it 
was two things: a letter and a 
phone call. 

The letter was from a research 
associate in anthropology at a 
large Russian university. Written 
in excellent ( although unmistak-
ably Russian-accented) idiomatic 
English, laser-printed and ad-
dressed to my school office with 
nine-digit ZIP code, it contained a 
remarkable plea. 

"As 1 do ethnomusicological 
research and often use a synthe-

sizer for making demos and pre-
sentations.** the gentleman wrote, 
"I have somehow been drawn 
into MIDI stuff. There is absolute-
ly nothing published on MIDI in 
this country, so I learn it by my-
self, relying on what I can order 
through the West through interli-
brary loan.. . 1 came across your 
book ilílDljbr the Professional. 
which I found most comprehen-
sive and most helpful in all re-
spects. I ordered it three times for 
the past year and wrote down for 
myself as much as I could. But, 
alas, I cannot do that anymore, for 
they let you order any single hook 
no more than three times. 1 could 
not copy it either, because the xe-

BY PAUL D. LEHRMAN 

roxing of the loaned books is not 
allowed for copyright purposes, 
and they also would not let me 
take it out of the library. 

"For this reason, I decided to 
ask you, clear Dr. Lehrman [I'm not 
a "Dr.", but all of Eastern Europe 
doesn't have to know thatl, to send 
me, if possible, a copy of this out-
standing book (of course, if you 
happen to have a spare copy). 

"Please excuse me for such an 
impertinent request, but there is, 
frankly, no other way I could ob-
tain the 1-xx4c. Unfortunately, I am 
not able to buy it from the publish-
er, since the price comes up to 
nearly half of my monthly salary 

(oh yes, Russian academy is surviv-
ing the worst days now). 

"I hope you understand the 

24 MIX. Al GI ST /996 
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When digital audio pitch shifting 
exceeds a third above or below the 

original, the results are very synthetic 
and unpleasant... it's the laws of physics." 

So said a recent software review in a popular music technology magazine. 

But that was before Digital Performer 1.7... 

Transpose your vocals by a fifth or more in Digital Performer 1.7 and they still sound like 
the original singer. No squeaky chipmunks. No darth vader. 

Gender- bend your male vocals into female vocals. Turn a soprano 
singer into a baritone. Even build an entire mixed chorus from a 
single vocal track. It's all possible with Digital Performer because 
of our ground- breaking PureDSP technology. 

With audio effects like these, Digital Performer is a must- have. So 
get Digital Performer and start breaking a few laws of your own. 

Now Supports t 
,udioniedia Ill 
Pro Tool; 111.PCI 

Incredible PureDSP is —.1/441.11 
now available in Version 1.7 fa 
free update to 1.6 users). Special upgrades eiegii 
from Performer and other sequencers are available for 
a limited time; contact MOTU or your dealer for details. 

ST 

Macintosh midi sequencing • digital audio recording/editing/mixing/processing • music notation printing 

cf the Unicorn, Inc. 1280 Cambride„ MA 02138 VOX 617.576.2760 FAX 617.576.3609 WEB ht.tolt:iir:i.inotu.com AOLl<r.ftllord MOTU 



complexity of my situation. I just can-
not tell you how much I would like to 
have this book at hand...On the other 
hand, if you cannot send me a copy 
for any reason, I will understand, and 
I appreciate the knowledge I have 
managed to get from the book any-
way. Thank you. With best regards, 
sincerely..." 
I sent him a copy of my book. I fig-

ured, even if he's a scam artist and he 
wants to sell it and make some money, 
I've got to admire his chutzpah. But I 
don't think he is. 
When I showed the letter to the 

dean of my college, who was iecently 
in Russia and has seen the state of the 
"academy" there firsthand, he threw in 
a couple of other books on music tech-
nology, took the package to the post 
office himself, and paid the airmail 
postage out of his own pocket. I hope 
the package is there by now, and I 
hope that it hasn't, as several col-
leagues warned me might happen, 
been stolen. 

Meanwhile, I had been running an 
ad in a local paper offering some no-
longer-needed equipment for sale. 
About a week after the letter from 
Russia came, I got a phone call from a 
fellow who said he "wanted to discuss 
the capabilities of the system." What 
he really wanted to do was pick my 
brain—he didn't know anything about 
me, but he figured that because I had 
some computers and studio gear for 
sale, I must know what I was talking 
about. The fellow writes music, he ex-
plained, and has an analog multitrack 
that he is looking to replace with a 
digital equivalent, using a couple of 
thousand dollars he's expecting to get 
back from the IRS. He couldn't decide, 
however, between a stand-alone hard 
disk system, a computer-based system 
or a modular digital multitrack tape 
deck. Our conversation went some-
thing like this: 

Me: What kind of music do you do? 
Him: You know, acoustic, guitar and 
voice, and maybe some synth and a 
drum machine. 
Me: So you use MIDI? 
Him: Yeah, I got a Korg module. 
Me: And what SMPTE interface do you 
use? 
Him: What's that? 
Me: Well, how you get the tape to sync 
with the synthesizer? 
Him: Oh, I just play in the parts to the 
tape. 

Me: So you don't use a sequencer. 
Him: No, everyone tells me that sounds 
had. 
Me: How did you decide on the Korg 
module? 
Him: A friend of mine told me about it. 
Me: What do you do with the finished 
tapes? 
Him: I make CDs. 
Me: Oh, you have some records out? 
Him: No, I send my masters to a guy in 
Texas, and he does them for me. 
Me: So then you sell the CDs? 
Him: No, he just makes one at a time. 
Charges me a dollar a minute. 
Me: Why do you do that? 
Him: I think it's more, like, impressive 
when I go to a record company to 
show them my CDs. 

Once in a while, 

something crosses 

your awareness 

that makes you stop, 

really stop, 

and think. 

Last month, for me, 

it was two things: 

a letter and 

a phone call. 

Me: But if you only have one of each, 
you can't give them any. 
Him: Yeah, that's right. 
Me: So what do you give them? 
Him: Well, I haven't actually gone to 
any of them yet. 
Me: Why do you want to get a digital 
system? 
Him: I hear it sounds better than the [he 
names his analog tape deck]. 
Me: What don't you like about the 
sound of that deck? 
Him: Uh, nothing. I just hear it's better 
to go digital. And I need more tracks. 
Me: Do you know that the hard disk 
system you're looking at has the same 
number of tracks as your analog deck? 
Him: Yeah, but it's digital, so I can ex-
pand it, right? 
Me: Actually, no, you can't. 
Him: Gee. 
Me: What else would you like to know 
about the computer I'm selling? 

Him: Well, like how fast is it? Is it faster 
than [he names a low-cost hard disk 
systemP 
Me: I don't know what you mean by 
that. They'll both handle the same num-
ber of tracks. 
Him: But does one work faster? 
Me: As far as I know, they both play at 
the same speed. The hard disk system 
has eight outputs, but the computer 
hardware has four. 
Him: So the computer is only four 
tracks? 
Me: No, four outputs. Actually, with the 
right software, it will handle 16 tracks. 
Him: How do you get 16 tracks out of 
four outputs? 
Me: Listen, do you have any literature 
on any of this stuff? 
Him: I have a brochure on [he names a 
MIDI/audio sequencing program]. 
Me: Oh, so you do want to do MIDI se-
quencing at the same time. 
Him: Gee, I don't know. This guy who 
gave it to me said it was a cool way to 
mix audio. 
Me: Have you gone to a music store to 
look at any of this stuff? 
Him: No, I just have some brochures. I 
called the company and asked them if 
their stuff will do what I want. 
Me: Did they tell you that you can buy 
an audio editing program for one-third 
the price? 
Him: I can? 
Me: Tell me, what magazines do you 
get? 
Him: Like what? 
Me: You know, Mix, Electronic Musi-
cian, EQ, Keyboard. Do you read those? 
Him: No. I think I've seen them, hut I 
don't get them. 
Me: Why not? 
Him: Oh, I thought I could just figure it 
out by myself. 

Obviously, he is wrong. I doubt I'm 
going to sell him anything, and in all 
good conscience, I wouldn't really 
want to. When I hung up, I couldn't 
help comparing him to my Russian 
correspondent. The American believes 
he is doing things his own way, but 
actually he is waiting for someone to 
come along and tell him what to do 
with his couple of thousand dollars. 
Unfortunately, all that is getting 
through to him is vague, incompre-
hensible hype. The companies he is 
talking to are doing their jobs, trying 
to sell him their products, but he re-
fuses to look beyond what they're 
telling him, to find products that will 
really work for him. He is surrounded 
by information, in the form of books, 
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The new MIDI Timepiecem 
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BETA 87 

KICK DRUM 

SHURE 

BETA 52 

BETA 56 
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VOGNI 

Just what is it that makes Beta microphones 

the world's most respected for live performance? 

Ask a professional performer and you'll hear 

about Beta's remarkable response to vocals and 

instruments. While an engineer will talk about 

their tight, uniform supercardioid pick-

up patterns which allow exceptional 

gain- before-feedback. And how Beta's 

technical precision turns every live 

_performance into a studio-quality 

Performance Shure Bet 

If you're miking an entire stage, you'll want 

the full Shure Beta Line. It includes the 

improved Beta 57A and 58A with smoetrer/ ...7 

JMEN response and lower handling noise. 

The premier Bete brinp accuracy 

and detail to ve..saielt to drive t al 

home, complete your stage with the 

exciting new Beta 52 for your kick 

drum and the unique Beta 56 for 

drums and other instrumend:i 

Is it art or engineering? With Shure Beta, it s 

one and the same. 
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magazines, dealers and online ser-
vices, but he refuses to make the ef-
fort to even look at it. 

Over in Russia, on the other hand, 
is a system designed to prevent access 
to information. While the old autocracy 
at least saw to it that some few select 
scholars and scientists got the tools 
they needed, in the neocapitalist chaos 
that is Russia today, it seems the only 
people who can afford to buy anything 
are those who have managed to attract 
investment from Western corporations 
or, in a tragically comic adaptation of 
one all-too-visible facet of Western 
civilization, to extort funds from their 
fellow citizens. Government support 
for education has been decimated. My 
correspondent gets no magazines, can 
go to no knowledgeable stores, has 
no access to a modem, a fax or even a 
photocopier. And he certainly has no 
funds burning a hole in his pocket. Yet 
he is going to pursue his goal and 
figure out a way to continue his re-
search, despite the fact that it will 
never make him rich, and even if it 
means begging someone he doesn't 
know, thousands of miles away, for 
scraps of information. 

People I know who have been to 
Russia lately say he is very brave just 
to stay in his country. The old barriers 
to emigration are down, so it could be 
loyalty to his homeland, or personal 
concerns, or fear, or a combination of 
these that keep him there. Someday, 
as tens of thousands of Russians al-
ready have, he might decide it's not 
worth it any more and emigrate to a 
land of relative plenty. Perhaps he 
would show up at my door, looking 
for help, or a job. And perhaps at the 
same time, the fellow who can't be 
bothered to pick up a magazine or „ 
talk to a dealer, who's willing to let 
his artistic decisions be dictated by 
rumor and hype, who's perfectly 
happy abrogating all responsibility to 
himself and his muse to those who 
know far less than he about what is 
best for him, would show up as well. I 
know which one I would welcome 
into my house and which one I would 
turn away. 

Paul D. Lehrman teaches at the Uni-
versity of Massachusetts Lowell and is 
co-author, with Tim Tully, of MIDI for 
the Professional, published by Amsco, 
and available from Mix Bookshelf Be 
grateful that even if you don't want a 
copy, you know where to get it. 

and their audiences? 

What's the best way to 
keep your clients 
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Surround them! 
With more than 21 million systems in use and sales up 

33%*, home theatre is the hot ticket in consumer audio/video. 
So the pressure is on your clients like never before to produce 
Dolby Surround videos, TV shows, ad spots, CDs, and video 
games. 

To help them meet that demand, you can now purchase the 
Dolby SEU4 surround encoder and the SDU4 decoder outright 
from your Dolby dealer. It's never 
been so simple or cost effective to 
equip your facility with the 
industry standard for surround 
sound production. 

For more information and the name of your Dolby profes-
sional products dealer, contact us at 415-558-0200. 

PEI 
00 Dolby 

Dolby laboratories Inc. 100 Potivro Avenue, San Francisco, CA94103-4813 Telephone 415-558-0200 Facsimile 415-te-1373 

Wootton Bassett Wiltshire SN4 tIQJ England Telephone 01793-842100 Fax 01793-842101 http://dolby.com 
11.11, eel the doublr rnia àrc nJecurb or RI,- Lalseennlarrt.cCorrenten '1..11.. ahr.ers IOC 'ton...,5.00 ,umund .1n.fing. ‘• ON 
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New York City's Gallery Recording Studios was designed by Sam Berkow and Arus Inc. (the design wing of Systems Development Group) and opened in 

March. The main studio is a large, live room with a brick wall and cherry wood flooring. The control room is based around a 144-input automated 

Trident 90 console with moving faders and includes two Studer 827 2-inch decks and a Quested HQ-410u monitoring system. 

The Class (4'96 
A LOOK AT 21 OF THE YEAR'S NEW ROOMS 

John Brasher & Associates, Glendale, Calif. Designed by McKay 

Conant Brooke, Stage 2 features a 72-input LaFont Chrome with 

Optifile Tetra automation, an Akai DR-8, and outboard gear 

including Lexicon, Publison, Quantec and 855. This room is also 

equipped for 35mm and video projection and handles Dolby Digital, 

DTS and SDDS formats. 

INV 

The Sego Music Group, San Francisco. Sego Music's Studio B, inspired by 

the studio baulon design of Studio A, features a Mackie 56-input 8•Bus 

system with 68 channels of Ultramix" Universal automation, Pro Tools Ill, 

ADAT XTs and SampleCell li. Monitors are Genelec 1032s. Tielines con-

nect rooms A and B to each other and to a skylit performance room. 
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The A room at Coravell Recording in Branson, Mo., includes a 56-channel 

Euphonix CS2000M, a Sony/MC1JH 24-track, 48 tracks of ADAT with BRC and 

URE1, KRK and Tannoy monitors. Originally constructed in 1984, the facility was 

recently upgraded by studio VP Rodney Dillard and designer Steven Durr and 
re-opened in October '95. 

Reggae combo Inner Circle built a private, two-control-room studio in 

Miami, designed by John Arthur of Introspect 7 Design and completed in 

May. Pictured is the API room, with a 64-input Legacy complete with 

Uptown moving faders. The room also offers Genelec 1035 monitors and 

Sony 3348 digital and APR 24 analog recorders. 

Opened in January, new San Francisco audio post foci4 Dubeytunes was designed 

by studio bou:ton. Pictured is the Blue Room, equipped with an Amek Big automated 

console with virtual dynamics, 32 channels of Pro Tools III, 16 tracks of DA-88 and 

Dynaudio/Transnova surround monitoring. 

o 

Mad Dog moved into a new, 3000-square-foot facility in Burbank, Calif. 

The Chris oelonis-designed studio features a 48-in Neve 8108 with 

custom patchbay and Necam 96 automation, an MCI 2-inch 16- track 

and a Studer A800. Tielines connect to a 40x60-foot sound stage and a 

1,000-square-foot recording room with three iso booths. 

Located on a 56-acre farm in rural Argyle, N.Y., Sweetfish Recording 

Studios opened its expanded, 2,000-square-foot studio and control room 

in July 1995. John Storyk designed the facilities, where the centerpiece 

Neve 8068 with GML moving fader automation is complemented by an 

Otan MIR 901112-inch 24-track, 24 tracks of ADAT with BRC and Tannoy 

System 215 DMT monitors. 
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As part of a complete facility overhaul, San Francisco's 

Robert Berke Sound remodeled its Studio B, working in 

consultation with original designer Randy Sparks of RLS. 

Completed in June '95, the post room now includes an 

automated Otani Status console, a 24- track TimeLine DAW 

80, 16 tracks of Tascam DA-88 and JBL surround monitoring. 

Glenn Sound in Seattle is a new post/ADR/music-recording 

facility designed by Studio Pacifica Ltd. Major equipment 

includes a 16-channel Audio Vision system, Pro Tools III, Tascarn 

3700 and 24 channels of DA-88 Monitors are KRK, Audire and 

Crest; outboard gear includes Focusrite, Symetrix and LIREL 

Named for its inspiring river view, the Hudson Suite at Chung King's new Varick Street 

Studio was completed this February. The studio was designed by owner John King and 

Frank Commentate and features a 72-input Neve VRP with Flying Faders, Augspurger 

215 mains, and 48 tracks of both analog and digital Studer recorders. 

NRG Recording Services, North Hollywood. The Moroccan-motif Studio 

B was completed by Studio 440 and opened in November 1995. Gear 

includes a 64-input custom Neve 8078 with flying faders, Private 0 

headphone mixers and custom Dynaudio M-4 monitors. The room is 

decorated in Indian silks with lanterns and tables from Morocco. 
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The main con ho! room at Toyland Studios in ?iqua, Ohio, 

was designed by Arus Inc. Equipment includes a 56-input EL.-

phonix console with 32 channels of dynamic., 24 tracks of 

ADAT XT, 8 tracks of Pro Tools and six racks of outboard 

gear. Monitors are Tannoy mains and Genele.c near-fields. 

The rear, live-end wall is treated with Systems Development 

Group's Art Diffusors. 

This studio boulon-designed 48-track room is part of a new 11-studio complex at the Los 

Angeles Recording Workshop, North Hollyw-Jod. The console is an SSL 4000 G Plus with 

Total Recall and Ultimation moving fader automation; other gear includes a Studer A827, 

Otan i MTR-90, Lexicon 300L and PCM 90, and Pro Tools III with PosfView and Masteriist CD. 

6 u 

o 

John Storyk of Walters-Storyk Design Group designed new facilities 

for Echo Beach Studios in Jupiter, Fla., which got up and running this 

spring. Studio A features a 56-channel Amek Mozart with Neve 

modules and Supertrue automation, a Studer Dyaxis Multidesk along 

with Sony and Fostex recorders, and Tannoy 215 main monitors. 

American Sector Studios in New Orleans is housed in a former 

Masonic lodge, built in 1922. Studio A, re-opened in April, 

was designed by Michael Blackmer, with acoustics by Bob 

Hodas, and includes an SSL G Plus 4064 with Total Recall and 

Ultimation, Dynaudio Acoustics M3 mains and a Studer A827 

24-track. 
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In creating his Upstate 

producer Mutt Lange 

Grant Associates. Siste 

Coastal Acoustics supp 

Boxer T4 monitor syste 

9000 ! Series console, 

of SSL Disk Track and a 

online early this year. 

New York private facility, Loon Echo, 

orked with designer/consultants Harris, 

r companies Discrete Systems and 

lied the technical facilities and a stereo 

m, respectively. Equipped with an SSL 

a Sony 3348 digital 48-track, 48 tracks 

Studer A800 24-track, the facility came 

Broadway Sound, a new division of Broadway Video in New York City. Facilities 

were designed by the Downtown Group; all rooms feature Sonic Solutions 

MediaNet workstations, digital video and extensive MIDI and outboard gear. 

Studio A, shown, features c Soundcraft console, Genelec monitor., a large 

vocal booth and a window overlooking Broadway. 

Southern California's 

facility in Santa Mania 

Thoeny of BOTO Desig 

including the Red Stud, 

Genelec 1031A monitt 

24 tracks of Tascam D, 

or to Ear relocated to a new 6000-square-foot 

and re-opened in January. Designed by Brett 

, the studio houses three control rooms, 

, equipped with a 56-input D&R Orion console, 

rs, a Spectral Synthesis 16-channel DAW and 

A-88. 

Whitney Houston enlisted the Russ Berger Design Group to design a personal 

recording studio at her New Jersey estate. The control room, shown here, is 

based around the first-ever built SSL 9000, and features a 48-track Studer 

digital multitrack deck and 24- track analog deck, and RPG Diffusor blocks. 

Monitors ore custom Questeds. 

Pacific Ocean Post, Santa Monica, Calif. POP's Bay 2, a digital 

component edit bay, was redesigned this year, by BOTO Design Inc. 

Featured are an Axial Editing System with RAVE nonlinear assembly, 

Sony 8000 digital video switcher, Discrete Logic Flint, Graham-Patten 

D/ESAM 400 digital audio mixer and surround sound capable EXAKT 

monitors from AID. 
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Get 20/20 
Vision. 

Visualize this... 
A monitoring system so 

good that it's easy to recognize 
the perfect detail of each 
sound. 

Introducing the 20/20 bas 
system from Event Electronics. 

2 020 bas 
BIAMPLIFIED MONITOR SYSTEM 

• Internal BiAmplified; 200W Total Power 

• An Active Asymmetrical Fourth Order 
Crossover that separates the line- level 
frequencies prior to amplification 

• A 130 Watt Amp that receives ony the 
low frequencies and is designed to 
perfectly match the 8" Mineral •illed 
Polypropylene Low Frequency Driver 

• A 70 Watt Amp that receives only the high 
frequenbies. designed to perfectly watch 
the 1" Natural Silk Dome Tweeter 

• A Large Diameter Low Air Restnction 
Front Mounted Bass Port for full, aciturate 
bass response 

• An intelligent combination XLR or 4"1Input 
Connector 

• Continuously Variable Precision Low and 
High Frequency Trim Controls 

• Input Sensitivity Control and Clip LED 
Indicator 

• Circuit Breaker (no looking for fuses in 
the middle of the night) 

It's easy to put the puzzle 
together when you can clearly 
see each piece. Seek out your 
nearest Event Electronics 
dealer and start your next mix 
with perfect sonic vision. 

$1000 per pair* 
• Unpowered 20/20's available 

for under $400 per pair. 

USE READER SERVICE CARD FOR MORE INFO 
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TREATMENTS 

TO THE RESCUE 

BY SARAH JONES 

y
ou've finally got that hot session guitarist in 
your studio, and she's cut some shredding 
licks that would put Yngwie Malmsteen to 

shame. You notice, however, that during play-
back you hear a slight ring in her tone. That's 
funny, it sounds a lot like the ring you heard 
when recording that jazz trio last month. Now 
that you think about it, hasn't that ring been there 
a long time? As long as you can remember? 

It could be that your room itself is the source 
of that ring. Or that nimble. Or worse yet, that 
dreaded slapback echo. Less-than-optimal 
acoustic properties in any studio, big or small, 
can contribute to a variety of sonic anomalies. 

Design and constniction issues aside, the best 
method of controlling the 
acoustics of your studio involves 
achieving the correct balance of 
absorption, diffusion, isolation and 
reflection of sonic energy. The 
proper application of surface treat-

_CA  LN 
INGED 

ments can be effective at 
achieving this balance. 
However, some room as-
sessment is needed in 
order to determine the 
ideal materials for your sit-
uation. 

There are many factors to consider when 
evaluating the acoustical parameters of your stu-
dio. Overall, the frequency response and rever-
beration time should be optimal for your 
particular needs (recording, mixing, etc.). Ambi-
ent noise should be minimal. You also need to 
examine specific aspects of your room's behav-
ior. Is it free of flutter echoes, standing waves 
and resonances? Is there an ideal balance of di-
rect-to-reflected energy, and is reflected energy 
uniform? Is reverb time consistent at all levels? 

Some research is necessary before choosing 
acoustic materials for your studio. The right prod-
uct, properly applied, can work wonders to im-
prove a sonic environment. However, the sanie 
product may complicate a problematic situation if 
used inappropriately. The following is a partial list 
of materials available; it should give you a starting 
point in your search for the products that meet 
your acoustical needs. 

ACOUSTIC FOAM 

F(iain is a studio staple; it's simple 
to install, cost-effective, and al-
though (contrary to popular lx-

MOW -.as-
11111. 11C 
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lief) not suited for soundproofing, is highly efficient at 
attenuating mid-to-high frequencies as well as mini-
mizing reverberation and early reflections. Foam is 
available in a wide variety of chemical compositions, 
dimensions, surface patterns, colors and flame-retar-
dancy ratings. 

Alpha Pyramid- acoustical foam from Alpha 
Audio ( Richmond, Va.) is an absorbent foam with a 
uniform, pyramid-pattern surface. Made of open-cell 
polyurethane, Alpha Pyramid is available in 2x2-foot 

sheets, in 2-, 3- or 4-inch thicknesses, and in four col-
ors. NRCs range from .70 to 1.05. Also from Alpha 
Audio is Alpha Wedge" acoustical foam, which is 
more absorbent at lower frequencies, due to its thick-
er hase and increased surface area. NRCs for Alpha 
Wedge range from .80 to 1.25. 

Studiofoarn- from Auralex (Fishers, Ind.) is a line 
of absorbent wedge-surface panels, sold in 2x4-foot 
sheets, available in 1-, 2- and 4-inch thicknesses; as 
well as a 12-inch-thick model, the Venus Bass Trap. 

LJIIfIT DO TE SPECS MEE111? 
9011•1110•••••••• OOOOO • 11••00.0.0 

Acoustical materiaLs are given ratings for various proper-
ties, including absorption and transmission of noise. These 
numbers are meant to be used as guidelines, as they are 
often the results of testing performed by independent con-
trol environments that do not take into consideration the 
variables inherent in the average studio. It's also important 
to remember that the ratings are averages of performance 
values at different frequencies, and those values can vary 
widely from octave to octave, depending on the material. 
Two specifications that you will come across often: 

NRC stands for Noise Reduction Coefficient, a numeri-
cal rating that represents how much sound energy is ab-
sorbed by a given material. The NRC is actually an, average 
of absorption values at various center frequencies be-
tween 125 and 4k Hz (not an absorption value across the 
bandwidth!). The higher the NRC. the greater the absorp-
tion. For example, a concrete wall has an NRC of 0.01 at 
128 Hz and .035 at 4k, but an overall NRC of .023. 

STC, or Sound Transmission Class, specifies the 
amount of sound (in decibels) blocked by a barrier and 
generally applies to dense, hard materials or walls. STC is 
an average of transmission loss values taken from center 
frequencies across a wide bandwidth. Some examples: 
Brick walls often have STCs in the 50 range; a %-inch 
plate-glass window may have an STC of 30. 
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The foam is chemically tinted and 
cornes in a variety of colors. Auralex 
also makes Sonomatt" a convoluted-
surface "egg crate" foam panel sold in 
ix8-tbot and 2x4-foot sheets, all 2 inch-
es thick. It's available in charcoal gray. 
Wedgies' are a smaller version of Stu-
cliofoam, with a higher concentration of 
surface wedges, useful for spot treat-
ment. LENR1Y" bass traps are triangular 

wedges of Studiofoam, designed for 
corner placement. All foams are Class 
B-retardant; NRC ratings range from .50 
to 1.35. 

illbruck (St. Paul, Minn.) manufac-
tures the SONEX line of products. 
SONEX panels are designed to be 
mounted on walls, partitions or barri-
ers. Surface patterns include anechoic-
wedge and pyramid designs, and a 
number of thicknesses, sheet sizes and 
colors are available. New SONEX prod-
ucts include SONEXgraphicS," which in-
tegrate custom surface printing of 
four-color artwurk/photographs; and 
SONEXcolortec.. a color-saturated ( as 
opposed to paintud) timm. All SONEX 

Revolution 
Equitek E-200 
Introduced in 1989, as the Equitek 
the first microphone under a S1000.00 
featuring: 
• State of the art servo head amplifier, 

eliminating coupling capacitors phase 
anomalies and feedthrough distortion. 

• High SPL capabilities ( 148dB), 
providing tremendous ballistic integrity 

• Non capacitive 20dB pad 
• Proprietary H-frame internal shock 

mount, isolating capsules from 
most vibrations 

• High fidelity audio reproduction 

CAD created a revolution in the 
microphone industry by redefining high 
end performance and great value. With 
continual enhancements the E-200 has 
established a bench mark which remains 
to be equaled or excelled. 

Every hour of every day, in thousands 
of project and world class studios around 
the world, Cad Equitek servo-condenser 
microphones continue to provide a 
unique level of performance, with a 

unparalleled return on investment. 

P22Égeee 

/ I 03 11 
Also available 

in matched 

pairs. 

0,11 

• *0 

Join the Revolution! 
ittin 

Conneaut Audio Devices 

For a CAD dealer near you call: 1-8006762.9266 

a division of Cil Audio, Inc. 341 Harbor St. Conneaut, OH. 44030 
Phone (216) 59301111 Fax (216) 59305395 

E-200 Shown 

with optional 

2M-1 Shock 

Mount 

panels are fiber-free and Class 1-rated. 
NetWell Noise Control (Minneton-

ka, Minn.) makes polyurethane pyra-
mid-surface foam panels, cut into 
24x24-inch squares and available in 2-, 
3- and 4-inch thicknesses. NRCs are . 50 
for 2- inch foam, 1.0 for 3-inch foam 
and 1.05 for 4-inch foam. Also available 
are wedges, anechoic wedge "sound 
blocks" and FireFlex Class A foam. 
RPG Diffusor Systems (Upper Marl-

boro, Md.) offers the Melatlex- Series of 
fire-resistant melamine fi ram pr )ducts. 
hie Melaflex line is based on VDAC'," or 
Variable Air Depth Cavity, technology, 
which spaces most of the foam away 
from the mounting surface for more effi-
cient absorption. Melaflex is designed 
with aesthetics in mind and looks like a 
design element rather than a foam panel. 
Three shapes are available: SoundWave, 
with a surface made up of sine wave-
type curves ( NRC=.80); SoundRound, 
macle up of an irregular, alternating 
raised hemisphere pattern ( NRC=1.05); 
and the smooth SoundFlat ( NRC=.65). 
Melafiex is available unfinished or oxtted 

with a white- or gray-flecked pattern; 
custom colors are also available. 

Hush-Foam is a line of urethane 
products from Silent Source 
(Northampt(m, Mass.). Hush-Foam pan-
els are available in either a pyramid or 
anechoic-wedge surface pattern, in 
thicknesses of 2, 3 and 4 inches, with 
NRCs ranging from 1.00 to 1.25. Also 
available from Silent Source are 12-inch 
Max-Wedges, and Flame-X melamine 
panels, which meet Class 1 rating spec-
ifications. 

Cutting Wedge timm from Systems 
Development Group ( Frederick, Md.) 
is made from 2-pound-density poly-
ester, with a sawtooth surface pattern 

that begins and ends with a half-wedge 
for seamless matching. The panels are 
available in five sizes, four thicknesses 
and in tan, charcoal or blue. 

WALL PANELS 

It the egg-carton look is not for you, 
and you'd like more flexibility in your 
noise-control system, consider acoustic 
panels. Units are generally constructed 

of fabric-covered frames lu )using Fiber-
glas panels, often with reversible front 
and back surface textures offering var-
ied absorbency. Although generally 
more expensive than foam, panels are 
more resistant to regular wear-and-tear, 
such as surface tears and scratches. 

AlphaSorb wall panels from Alpha 
Audio are designed to combine ab-
sorbency with durability and aesthetic 
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BUILT LIKF BUILFT _ 
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The Sony PCM-2600 and PCM-2800 DAT recorders 

are durable enough for the daily battles of the audio 

professional, sophisticated enough to provide day in 

and day out great sound. 

Four direct-drive motors (on the head drum, 

capstan, supply 
25 

and take up 

reels) QUANTIZATION 
NOISE LEVEt (de) 

and our servo-

controlled 

mechanism mean 

better tracking, 

lower error rate, 

longer motor and tape life, and faster, smoother 

high speed cueing and shuttling. 

20 50 100 200 500 lk 2k Sk 10k 15k 

FREQUENCY (Itz) 

‘01,1:1 ,11itlied itt`he ,Imptsw 
mtr..antly redurts 1101,e' .1711.111V. II 
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And only Sony offers Super Bit Mapping (SBM), 

a patented technology used in major mastering facil-

ities and now available on our pro DAT recorders for 

improved sonic performance. 

SBM maintains much of the sonic quality of 

the 20-bit signal created in the recorder's advanced 

A/D converter and stores the data in the 16-bit 

DAT format. The result is superior sound resolution 

with added clarity and greater imaging. 

And the PCM-2800 adds Read-After-Write 

(RAW) confidence monitoring for those critical 

recording situations. 

But don't just take our word for it all. Call 

1-800-635-SONY, ext.SBM for more information. And 

prepare to be blown away. s oNy 

,e.,1996 Sorry Electronics Inc All rights re,erved Reprocuctioi in who or u, pdit without written pernission is rohil: led Sony and Super Bit Mapping are trademarks of Sony 
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GLENN PHOENIX 
PRESIDENT OF WESTLAKE AUDIO 

or just over 25 years, the 
name Westlake Audio 
has been prominent in 

three complementary areas of 
the audio industry. Westlake is 
most highly visible as the Pro-
fessional Audio Sales Group 
based in Hollywood, Calif., 
providing sales and service for 
products from some 200-plus 
equipment suppliers. Westlake 
also operates a total of eight 
state-of-the-art recording and 
audio-editing facilities in West 
L.A. and Hollywood, serving a 
wide cross section of music, 
TV/radio, motion-picture and 
multimedia clients. The firm 
also designs music-recording, 
post-production and listening 
rooms, an activity that led 
to the development of its 
Manufacturing Group, which 
currently offers a range of 
loudspeaker systems for the 
professional and high-end con-
sumer markets. 

Glenn Phoenix, whose hand 
has been firmly on the Westlake 
tiller for the last two-and-a- half 
decades, began his professional ca-
reer with the 3M Company. He 
joined the fledging Westlake com-
pany just a few months after it had 
been set up by Paul Ford and Toni 
Hidley; Phoenix soon provided the 
business acumen necessary to 
corral and focus the success gener-
ated in those early days of multi-
track recording. I first met Glenn 
Phoenix in the early 'Ms, soon after 
I joined the editorial staff of the 
late, lamented Recording Engi-
neer/Producer magazine; he and 
RE/P publisher/founder Martin Gal-
lay formed a close friendship in ad-
dition to a business relationship. 

Our extended interview ses-
sions at Westlake's sales and 
recording complex on Santa Moni-
ca Blvd. in Hollywood recalled 
those halcyon days when the firm 
provided one-stop shopping— 
hardware and facility design—to 

the fledgling recording community. 
Soft-spoken yet highly articulate, 
Phoenix still champions the ideal 
of consistency: consistency of sales 
and service, of studio operations 
and of manufacturing quality. 

How did you first become involved 

with the 3M Company? 
When I got out of the Air Force in 
1966 I had already lined up a cou-
ple of jobs working in electronics 
at Motorola and IBM, but they 
were in Arizona and Colorado. So, 
instead of going to those jobs. I got 
into my car and drove back to L.A., 
where my parents lived in Canoga 
Park lwest San Fernando Valleyl. I 
sat down with the I Green-
sheet, and lo and behold, there was 
a small ad that said: -Help Want-
ed-3M Mincom Division.- And I 
went, "That's it!" 
You knew of 3M as a solid "For-
tune .500"-type of company? 
You have to remember that at this 
time I was 21 years old, and my 

BY MIL LAMBERT 

whole experience outside of 
where I grew up was in the Air 
Force, working on bombing 
computers, radar systems, etc. 
But, while I was in the military, 
I purchased a l3M1 Wollensack 
tape recorder, which I thought 
was the greatest piece of 
equipment on the planet; I just 
loved it. 

So when I saw that ad, I 
knew that 3M made audio tape 
recorders, and I wanted to 
work for them. I got in my car, 
applied for the joli and secured 
a position. But I soon found 
out that at that 3M plant they 
were making instrumentation 
tape recorders-2 MHz on 
half-inch—for the security 
agencies. I graduated from 
check-out to field engineering 
and at sonic point, met jack 
Mullin, who hacl originally 
started the 3M Division with 

Bing Crosby. He said he could use 
me so, after a few years, I went to 
work for him in the lab. 
Do you have a musical back-
ground? 
I wasn't a musician; I was in the 
choir in school, but that was about 
it. As far as recording went, I got as 
far as knowing that if you drag a 
piece of magnetic tape across a 
headphone you get an audio out-
put. During my tenure at 3M, to 
keep myself busy at home I con-
verted the house into a recording 
studio. 

By then I had pretty much de-
termined that I was an "audio" per-
son. 3M staff were being moved to 
St. Paul to form a division that, 

eventually, reincarnated itself to 
handle the IDMSI digital recording 
system. We knew that there were 
tremendous changes going on 
there, as 3M started to discontinue 
whole divisions. 
What made you leave 3M to be-
come involved with Westlake 
Audio? 
Westlake had been founded by 
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Wally Traugot-. 
Capitol Records 

Pat Scholes 
Ardent Studics 

P7000 Trans•nova 

Hafier 
PROFESSIONAL 

Mark Egan 
Wavetone Records 

Wayman Tisdale 
Recording Atitist 

Erick Labsom 
MCA Music Media 

Brilliant Award Winning 
Amplifiers 

Musicians • Broadcasters • Engineers 
• Producers... It's not a coincidence! 
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Flaner 
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Loves al 
winner* 

P30001 Winner Technical Excellence and Creativity Award 
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AssociaMor. of Broadcasters 
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Paul Ford and Tom Hidley six months 
before I joined the company. At that 
time, back in 1971/72, they were sell-
ing MCI gear. That was their original 
franchise—the big explosion of multi-
track. Jeep Hamed had just set up MCI 

fin Florida], and Tom and Paul had a re-
lationship with him. The truth of the 
matter was that MCI was undercapital-
ized and struggling to produce equip-
ment. 3M, on the other hand, like 
Ampex, was well-financed with large 
production capacity. So Paul and Tom 
picked up the 3M franchise. Remember 
that prior to this time, 3M—and proba-
bly Ampex—sold their products with 
their own internal sales force. When 
Paul and Torn went after the franchise. 
they needed sales-oriented people that 

were familiar with 3M equipment. And 
because I had gotten to the point where 
I was ready for a change, I ended up 
joining the team at Westlake. 

Paul and Tom secured the 3M fran-
chLse and then started picking up other 

lines. I guess they were becoming one 
of the first full-line pro audio dealers, 
before we maybe even understood the 
term? 

The faces behind the name: Westlake Audio staff, circa 1996. 

That's right. And the company did 
very well, mainly because we came on 
the scene just at the time there was a 
need for a Westlake Audio. Before 
Westlake, people just went down to 
Pacific Radio, or wherever it was that 
they bought their parts, and that was 

it. It quickly got to a point where Paul 
and Tom couldn't handle all the sales 

themselves, so they brought in two 
outside salespeople—myself and Brian 
Cornfield (who eventually founded 
Everything Audio'. 

Like a lot of fledgling companies. 
Westlake went through a learning curve 
about business practices. We went off 
in a few too many directions at once. 
Over a short period of time, we had a 
representative office in Mexico City; a 

staffed office in Nashville; and Torn 
moved to Switzerland to open an office 
in Montreux. 
So during that time Tom Hidley was 

making the transition from being 
a pro audio dealer, which is a third 
of your business now, to studio de-
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sign under his "Eastlake" logo. 
Well, believe it or not, when Westlake 
started out it was doing all these things. 
It began with sales of equipment be-

cause there really wasn't anyone who 
specialized in pro audio sales. So we 

started out selling gear, designing and 
constructing studios, developing our 
proprietary monitor speakers. 

The recording side came pretty early 
on. Westlake first began operating at 
6311 Wilshire Blvd., close to Beverly 
Hills, in a brownstone, walk-up type of 
building. We had real nice demo facili-
ties. We put so much money into them 
that it became one of the major attrac-
tions in town. In late 1972, early '73, 
people started booking the mix room 
after hours, and that started 'the Studio 

Groupl. 
Customers would come to you and say 

that the), liked what you did with your 
demo studio—would you build them 

one? 
Absolutely. The company grew, and we 
had quite a few employees. How do 
you get the capital? It was a good learn-
ing experience for me. Having been at 
3M. I saw the opposite of what small 
audio entrepreneurial companies are; I 
saw the organization of the Finance De-

0 Ile eteb 
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partment, Legal 1)epartment: this and 
that department. 
So you brought some managerial 
strengths to the company—structure 
that helped its running as a business? 
Running a California corporation is an 
entirely different discipline from han-

The discussion 

about "magic" traps, 

into which sound 

enters and never 

comes out, 

is a little bit naive. 

dling a construction crew, etc. Ulti-
mately, Tom's creativity and energy 
outstripped the company's ability to de-
velop capital and support it in an orga-
nizational sense. Somewhere around 
1975, I secured an option to acquire a 
majority interest in the company. and 
officially became president in 1976. In 
the separation of its principals, we ef-

fectively spun off the European office, 
and Tom re-created it as Eastlake 
Audio, which he ran until he sold it to 
David Hawkins. 
Hou, many studios did Westlake build 

during those years? Is it still active in 
design and construction? 
The total is probably more than 100 and 
less than 2(X) throughout the world, in-
cluding Singapore, Taiwan and Japan. 
In the old days we did the original 
Record Plants here and in New York, as 
well as Electric Lady [New York City'. 
Here in L.A., we also did what's now 
known as Cherokee, although back 
then it was the MGM recording facility. 
And, of course, the five rooms here at 
the Westlake Sales facility on Santa 
Monica Boulevard', West Hollywood, 
plus Paisley Park and Flyte Tyme Stu-

dios in Adina, Minn. 
I still do design and some construc-

tion, but we don't pursue it on an ac-
tive basis; we do it as we find clients. 
We're currently involved with a studio 
for Lionel Ritchie at his house. We've 
also done a lot of listening rooms— 
many of them overseas—and we did a 
store for a company in Singapore. 
How many studios is Westlake build-
ing a year now? 
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Just two or three. Sometimes we just do 
the design, and I might not set foot in 
the studio until a year or two after 
they're done; sometimes we'll do the 

whole design and construction process. 
Which of all the rooms you put togeth-
er are you most proud of? 
Probably Studio D at this facility: also 
the work we've done at Paisley Park 
and Flyte Tyme. 
Do you try to extend your art with 

each room you design? Do you like to 
grow and learn with each experience? 
Oh, absolutely. If you're talking about 

just the acoustic design and construction 
details, of course, it's a very complex 
and challenging process. Most people 
think that it's simple. You take a speak-
er, for example, put it in a box, cut a 
hole for the tweeter and woofer, and 
connect an amp and cross( ver. For the 
room, you don't make the walls paral-
lel. If you do all this, you have a good-
sounding control room. Maybe not! 
Where did you learn acoustics and 
multitrack room design? 
The School of Hard Knocks! On the sci-

ence level—and this is a major issue— 
a lot of people don't take the time to 

study the physics of what's going on 
here. You can open a text book and 
find whatever the formulae are, but ac-
tually getting a grasp on the whole con-
cept of air molecules in a space is 
complex. With magnetic tape, you can 

put some flux material on it and see the 
tracks and patterns. But the science of 

To be a professional 

about cables, 

one must know 

the system: the source, 

the load and the 

interconnecting details. 

sound propagation within a room is a 
very complex concept. Of course, you 
have to study and get some technical 
background, but experience is essential. 
One thing that's given our company a 
lot of experience is that [Westlake] has 
been making loudspeakers for 25 years. 
If you think about it. till' insidu of a 

speaker is nothing more than a minia-
ture room; all of the design considera-
tions that go into a room also go on in 
building a speaker. 

People sometimes give a very sim-
plistic presentation of: "We'll just use 

some insulation," as though any insula-
tion will work. Insulation has many 
properties: weight, density, directional 
grain characteristic; there is a myriad of 
parts to insulation. We feel that we have 

a good handle on it but, after 25 years, 
I'm just getting a grip on the art. 

Have you reached the stage where you 
can pretty much predict the way a 
room will behave from a reasonably 
complex sketch, as well as a knowledge 

of the materials you plan to put in that 
room? Is knowing how the sound 
would behave in that room, in terms of 

sound reflections and arrival tbnes to 
the listening position, pretty much an 
exercise in geometry as much as any-
thing? 

Absolutely. There is the travel-path 
analysis part of an acoustic design that, 
by and large, an astute designer will be 
aware of and pay some attention to. 
Having said that, however, we would 
be remiss in not pointing out that travel-
path analysis is only applicable in a cer-
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OThe M1600 represents innovation in console design. For 
example, next-generation MHRTM (maximum headroom) mic 
preamps, 48V phantom power and extremely low noise AST 
circuitry. 
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• Balanced/Unbalanced D-Subs: previously only available 
on consoles costing 10 times more, these threaded 
connectors provide a more secure connection to the 
Ml 600's Direct/Group Outputs and tape returns, not to 
mention less confusing to hook up and a lot less clutter 
in your studio. 

• AUX section w/selectable monitoring: 6 AUXes (stereo 
pair and 4 mono). Just AUXes 1-2 do the work of four: I) 
tape monitor during tracking; or 2) stereo effects 
sends pre fader, or 3) post fader; or 4) live input 
control of virtual MIDI tracks. Plus AUX summing lets 
you take a single effect and apply it to both channel and 
monitor paths. 

• The EQ section: greater frequency range with 3-bands 
including semi-parametric mid sweep (100-I0k) on each 
channel. Use it on either the monitor or channel path. 

• Every channel includes TRS bal/unhal line inputs, 
stereo in-place solo/mute, insert points, long throw 
faders, plus signal and overload indicators. 
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tain part of the frequency band, where 
the surface thickness that the [sound 
wave] is hitting is considerably smaller 
than half a wave length. Once its the 
other way around, where the surface is 
getting larger than a wave length, then 
you have a different phenomenon other 
than the direct travel-path analysis. 
What sort of frequency range are we 

talking about in which travel-path 

analysis is appropriate? 
Depending on the size of the room, that 
might occur in the 300Hz range— 
maybe lower if the room is larger; most 
people agree that below 100 Hz, that 
phenomenon is not the relevant factor. 
When you start getting to those longer 
wavelengths, the relevant factor is the 
total amount of absorption within the 
physical volume of the room, as well as 
the structure's diaphragmatic character-
istics. That's why if you build a room 
and you've got a brick wall on one side 
of the room and not on the other, don't 
be surprised if the engineer turns on the 
left monitor and right monitor and says 
that the two don't sound the same! 
So ([you have some degree of symme-
try and you're looking for first reflec-

tions into the listening area, above 300 
Hz that's pretty much taken care of 

given some knowledge of the absorp-
tive surface behind you. But below 300 

Hz, you're trying to redirect the waves 

so they don't come back into the 
room—to trap them into whatever de-

vice you're going to put into the rear 

wall and ceiling 
Again, at very long wavelengths it's re-
ally a matter of how much of the ener-
gy you can absorb. But you can only 
pass a certain amount of the energy 
into the absorptive systems. 
In reality, at low frequencies you are 

trying to make it seem as if there is no 
surface from which the sound wave 

can be reflected back into the room. So 
you redirect the wave, refract it,flare it 
out so that it never gets to a point 
where it turns around and comes back 

into the room? 
Acoustic designers have their own con-
cepts, hut if you want to get rid of or re-
duce the reflections, you can't send the 
energy into something [so that] it's not 
going to come back. The fact of the 
matter is that it is coming back. If you 
do a reverb analysis of the room, you 
see that it's got a 0.5- or 1-second decay 
time. The sound must have passed sev-
eral times through the material before it 

[was attenuated], say 80 or 90 dB, to 

where you can't hear it. The discussion 
by some people in this business about 
the "magic" traps, into which sound en-
ters and never comes out, is a little hit 
naive. 
Talking of marketing hype, what about 

the alleged differences between cable? 

Westlake makes its own brand. Is there 
a measured difference? 

People say that certain things are going 
on within the cable, and it's very diffi-
cult to give physical evidence to refute 
that. We can't actually get inside of the 
copper and run around with the elec-
trons, but there's some empirical evi-
dence that can refute it. 

To really be a professional about ca-
bles, one must know the system: the 
source, the load, and the interconnect-
ing details of how long the cable is, 
what bandwidth and so on. Without ad-
dressing these matters, any discussion 
that Brand X or Y is a better deal is re-
ally a disservice to the client. Yes, we 
make our own cables. Our take is that 
we know what our load is, what speak-
er, and while we don't always know 
what the source is—the amplifier—we 
do represent many of the industry's 
leading amp manufacturers and have 
been able to measure their characteris-

Watch out. This console is changing the rules. Simply put, 
TASCAM's M1600 8-bus recording consoles deliver the highest 
performance, studio-quality specs, slick recording-oriented 
features and great sound — all at prices about half of what 
you'd expect. Plus, with totally new circuitry and impressive 
signal flow flexibility, the M1600 is designed to work 

and interface easily with modular digital 
multitracks (like the DA-38) and hard disk 
recording systems. Sure, you can find other 
mixers comparable in price, but they sacrifice 
features, quality and value to get the price down. 
Not TASCAM. And whatever you do, don't let 
anyone tell you that a 4-bus live sound mixer 
will work fine in the studio. It won't. If you're 
into recording. Get into an M1600. The high-
performance 8-bus that does what you want, for 
a price you can handle. 

There's more, get your comprehensive 8-page 
FAXBACK document detailing all of the 
VI 1600s hot features, next-generation design, 
specifications and diagrams. Options include 
an impressive meter bridge and the MA-8 mic 
preamp for additional XLR mic inputs. Or get 
to your dealer and get your hands on one today. 

The M1600's Selectable Monitor design gives the AUX section 
incredible power and flexibility. FAXBACK has all the details. 

GET THE FULL M1600 STORY NOW! 
800 • 821 • 2268 

RI QUEST DOCUMENT 56610 

You'll 

buy it 

for what 

it costs. 

(51,699* ) 

TASCAM 
Take advantage of our experience. 

MSRP for *M1600116. $2,199 for M1600,24 
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tics. So we have an idea of these prod-
ucts' working range. 

Take the 1315N1 in panicular: its im-
pedance characteristics are very h nv be-
cause we try to impart as much of the 
dampening fact( w that the amplifier has 
to offer to the system thmugh the 
crossover. The g(xxl news is that it's a 

low-impedance crossover; the had 
news is that it's a low-impedance 

crossover. Since the load is very low, IR 
cable losses—let's not get into the skin-
effect nonsense—are going to be more 

significant. To minimize them, we have 
to decrease the cable impedance: We 

have a big cable. And, yes. there are 

some trade-offs. People say it has a lot 
of inductance, or it's got this or that. 
That's true. But when you stop the 
sound—meaning the band is done 
playing—it's simply the IX: resistance 

or the cable impedance that's limiting 
how fast that happens. 

No cable is right for everybody in 
every situation. You have to consider 
cost, complexity, size,. .a lot of different 
issues. For Westlake speakers, I think 
that ours is the answer. 

/s it true that the original reason for de-
signing Westlake loudspeaker systems 
for (lie professional market was that 

you couldn't find anything that u,ould 

If you think professional 
automation is too 
expensive............ 
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Think again! Optifile DRAX 
for 8-bus has arrived 

"...I% 800-350-4626 
Fax 905-469-1129 

SYSTEMS Web www.sascom.com 

SASCON1 
MARKETING 
GROUP 

Optifile Drax prices start as low as $2,995 for 32 channel system. Installed inside your console. 
Uses existing faders and mutes. No external fader pack required. TimeCode based. 

work in the rooms you were designing? 
Our initial TM-1 monitor was devel-
oped to address the demand for high-
power/SPL, wide bandwidth and 
dispersion, along with low distortion. 
We felt that the dual 15-inch woofer 
and wooden horn combination in a bi-
limped configuration fulfilled the re-
quirements better than other products 
available at that time. 

Are your crossovers active or passive 
designs? 

In our current product line, we use a 
combination of active and passive, de-
pending on the systems. The 13135M is 
all-passive, all high-level in the box; the 
HRTM and SM systems are a combina-
tion of active or passive, depending on 
the configuration. 

Would you use active designs for im-
proved pou'er handling? 
If everything were perfect and you 
were simply left with the power han-

dling capacity of components, you 
could probably make a case that a 
high-level ' passive] network is not as 
good as an active system. But where 
the trade-offs start coming in—and why 
you'll still find those high-level net-
works—has to do with cost and com-

plexity. When you get into the circuits, 
you find that you can do some devil-
ishly clever stuff with high-level com-
ponents. When you try to duplicate 
them in active circuits, you get a lot of 
op-amps that are going to deteriorate 
the signal to some degree. 
We think that our active circuits are 

pretty good, but we went through a 
long learning curve to figure out exactly 
what kind of circuit topologies do not 
deteriorate sound quality. We've 
tweaked the crossover circuits both in 
the active domain and in the passive 

domain. The crossover network in our 
BBSM monitors covers the entire back 
of the speaker and probably weighs 50 
pounds! 

Regarding the issue of powered 
speaker systems, integration of the am-
plifier, speaker and crossover into one 
unit is a tough assignment. However, 
,:ome manufacturers have done a re-
spectable job of it, offering user conve-
nience and consistency. Is it as good as 
a top-notch separate power amplifier 
that's properly interfaced? Probably not. 

Westlake may offer self-powered units 
in the future. 
Are you a bands-on kind of guy? 
Oh yes. Probably as almost a detriment. 
If I weren't so hands-on, we would 

maybe be a larger company than we 
are today. We like good audio; we like 
good sound. 
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PORTADAT DELIVERS 
PNoNts 

New MS1000 
Master Sync Module 

New HM1000 Headphone Matrix 

No wonder PORTADAT is the industry standard choice of professional 
sound recordists. While other DAT portables claim to have the 
features and reliability you need, on.y the PORTADAT really delivers. 
And because we listen and respond to ' he changing needs of our 
professional customers, the PORTADAT just keeps getting better. 

New TCP1000 Timecode Upgrade PORTADAT PDR1000 
owners can now upgrade to Lill PDR1000TC timecode specification. 

New MS1000 Master Sync Module Makes the PDR1COOTC 
the most accurate timecode DAT recoider !n the world, with a 
maximum drift of 1 frame in 10 hours.. Also provides pull up from 
29.97DF to 30DF and Aaton camera compatibility via a standard 

Lemo socket. 

New TCP1CIXI 
Timecode Upgrade 

MHB220 re hargeable finery powers the PORTADAT 
PD-R1000 for 2 bows 

New MCA1000 
4 Bay Fast Charger 

New HM1000 HeadpFone Matrix Switchatale for Stereo, 
Mono Left, Mono Right, Mono Sum and MS (Mid-Side) Stereo 
modes. Can be fitted to both PDR1000 and PDR1000TC. 

New MCA1000 4 Bay Fast Charger AC/DC powered for fast 
charging and discharging of 4 MHB220 batteries, provid ng a total 
of 8 hours of power for the PDR1000. 

New Aluminium Case A new, light weight, hard shed case now 
complements the standard PORTADAT quick access soft case 
(supplied) and the optional Portabrace cases. 

For the serious choice in professional location sound recording, 
contact HHB or your nearest PORTADAT dealer today. 

HHB DA- Tape — independently proven o be the world's most advanced range of professional DAT tape. 

HHB Communications Inc • 43 Deerfield Roe, Portland, Maine 0410' 1805, USA 
Tel: 207 773 2424 • Fax: 207 773 2422 • E-Mail: 75671.3316@commserve.com 

HHB Communications Ltd • 73-75 Scrubs Lane, London NW10 6QU, UK 
Tel: 0181 962 5000 • Fax: 0181 962 505C • E-Mail: salesehhb.co.uk 

Studer Canada Ltd • 1947 Leslie Street, Toronto, Ontario M3B 2M3, Canada • Tel: 416 510 1347 

Visit HHB on line at: http://www.hhb.coa.k 

DigitalTudic7Tarie 

• Fax: 416 510 1294 
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Let's talk about Westlake speaker line. 
At the top end you make the SAIL What 
does it house? 
The SM1 is a dual- 18, five-way system. 
We can provide it as bi-. quad- or pent-
limped. A bi-amped system will have 
an active 200Hz crossover, and the rest 
of the crossover points are high-level in 
the box. The quad-amp system will 
have everything active with the excep-
tion of the 10kHz crossover point, 
which again will be a high-level net-
work in the box. Optionally, the cus-
tomer can buy the pent-amp system 
where we provide the quad-amp lac-

tivel crossover and the hi-amp 'active] 
(•rt)ssover. 

How does the customer decide what 
they want? 
It depends. Are we talking a pro or a 
consumer application? In the world of 
high-end consumer products, its not 
unusual for customers to invest a hun-
dred thousand dollars. We just designed 
a listening room for a customer in 

Taipei. His construction budget for the 
room was $ 125,000. The speakers and 

amplifiers will cost between S 150k and 
$200k. Then he'll probably have who 
knows how many dollars worth of D-

to-A converters, etc.; we are also pro-
viding storage for 7,000 CDs. 
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Is the Pacific Rim an expanding mar-
ket for 3,ou? 

We've been in the Far East market for 
quite a long time. Believe it or not, our 
first representative in Japan back in the 
early '70s was Tascam. Since then. 
we've equipped a number of rooms in 
Japan, including JVC Studios—a num-
ber of facilities there use the Westlake 
product. 
Do you design post facilities as not 
just recording studios? 

Not too many, but we have done a 
few. There is a room out at the Eisen-
hower Medical Center in Rancho Mi-
rage, which is essentially a post center. 
Hibino Sound in Japan also has several 
post rooms. 

If I came to Westlake as a prospective 
client for a studio, what would you tell 
me about the company? 

I'd just try to assure you that being a 
studio operator as well as a designer, I 
know that sometimes the very first con-

sideration is the cost of the project. 
Sometimes doing a big deal isn't always 

the answer. If you can address scnne is-
sues in a more simple fashion. those 

cost-effective solutions can sometimes 
be worth a lot more than the "Taj 
Mahal" design. I would also try to ex-
plain to you in plain English what the 
ramifications are of doing something. 
Of course, our track record is based on 
not just what we do but also in what 
we recommend you don't do. 
Is the studio construction aspect of 
Westlake an important part of your 
business? 

Not in terms of overall dollars; it's pret-
ty much a support activity. We enjoy it. 
So the core business is the dealership 
and, of course, the manufacturing? 
Yes. 

What percentage of your turnover 
comes from manufacturing? 

Between ten and 12 percent. 
You must hold a large product inven-
too, as part of your dealership? 
If you're talking about the market value 
of the products, its between 52.5 mil-
lion going on $3 million. 

How ;natty lines do you currently 
cam'? 

Around 200. 
How big is your sales team.? 

Excluding myself, we have 11; ten here 
[at the Santa Monica Blvd. location' and 
one in Newbury Park lai the manufac-
turing facility'. 

You have people that have been u,ith 
you for many years? 
Margy [Mark] has been here 14 years, 
and Glenda 1Myersl, our accounts pay-
able person, has been here 18 years. 
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We have a "normal turnover of people 
who want to extend their horizons. 
Westlake alumni include Ed Chemey, 
Brian Reeves. John Lawrence, Steve 
Hodge, Chris Carey, who's head of 
Disney's sound department, Robert 
Winder, who's just taken over at 
Warner-Hollywood.. the list goes on. 

I don't necessarily want to think that 
they will only be with us for a short 

while; that we'll train them and then 
they'll go off and do something else. 
But the fact of the matter is that West-

lake is very visible, and there are a lot 
of opportunities—be it as a recording 
engineer or producer, or starting their 
own company. 

Is it a bouse rule that the recording stu-
dio side of the business has to be treat-
ed strictly off-limits and separate from 
the pro audio sales side? 
We have different staff here. While 
there is some common support staff in 
terms of general management, the stu-
dios have their own studio manager, 
traffic manager and so forth; they are in 
control of the studio facilities. If a sales-

person needs a room for demonstra-
tion, they have to check with the 

studio-traffic people and then book the 
room just like a client. 

Michael Jackson did all the pre-pro-
duction here on the Dangerous album, 

and we worked with him on the HISto-
ry project [with producer/engineer 

Bruce Swedien]. When Bruce started 
the H/Story album, he went through his 
monitor situation again and decided 
that the 1313SM would be their reference 
monitor; they have two or three pairs 
that they carry to each studio they go 
to. Bruce also likes Studio D because he 

knows the room very well. 
What does the future hold for West-
lake—the studio divisioulnanuliwtur-
ing division, and pro audio sales 
division? 

If you look to the past, one of our 
salient points is consistency; for the fu-
ture we will try and maintain that con-

sistency. There are certain trends that 
continue in the studio area; with more 
and more home studios being built. 

mainline facilities will have to provide 
services that musicians/producers are 

not finding at home—be it a higher 
investment in capital equipment. be it 

more space. support activities and so on. 
In the sales end, we'll continue to 

support and stay with the current prt )d-

SSL EIG Console 

NEVE Console 

Digital and Analog 

America's Largest Remote Audio Truck 

ucts, and offer the selection, service ancl 
price the clients require. For the manu-
facturing side, we will continue to offer 
what we consider to be the very best 
high-end speaker products. 
Who do you admire most in the pro 
audio business—maybe Jack 
Well, jack was the first mentor for me 
and I have total respect for him; cer-
tainly a lot of electronic techniques 
rubbed off by just hanging with jack for 
all those years. Certainly I have a lot of 
respect for people who are doing a 
good job in the studio industry. We've 
good local competition here [in Los An-
geles] with Buddy Brundo [owner of 

Conway Studios], Allen Sides [owner of 
Record One and Ocean Way], a num-
ber of other facilities. I have the highest 
regard for anybody that's still currently 
in business in today's very tough eco-
nomic climate! 

If you could be reborn as anybody in 
history, who umdd you be? 
I guess it would have been fun to have 
been Edison, and play around with 
light bulbs. 

Mel Lambert beads up Media&Market-
ing, a consulting service jie pm audio 
firms and facilities. 
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IT WAS A 
BEAUTIFUL DAY HIGH IN THE 

COLORADO MOUNTAINS. In the trees next to a 
lake there was drumming. The drummers included a 
general contractor, a carpenter, an electrician, a stu-
dio equipment dealer, a studio 
designer (me) and Kitaro. 
the internationally re-
nowned musician from 
Japan. A new studio was 
going to be built on this 
spot, and several trees 
had to be removed to 
make room. We had 
given each tree a little 
sake, and for the next 
hour, we all drummed for 
the trees. Afterward, we 
also enjoyed the sake. 
This was not going to he 
an ordinary studio design 
project. 

Kitaro is known as a 
composer and performer 
of what he refers to as 
"modern classical music." 
He has been a Grammy 
nominee and has sold 
more than 11 million albums. 
Besides his own albums, Kitaro 
has produced many projects for other acts and created 

the soundtracks for numerous films. He recently won 
a Golden Globe Award for the soundtrack to Oliver 
Stone's Heaven and Earth And Domo Records has in-
troduced World of Music, a new series of compact 
discs produced, arranged and in some 
cases written by Kitaro, recorded in   

PHOTO: PETER DOKI., 

When we first met, I was quite surprised to find 
that Kitaro had a huge vintage 32x24 Neve console in 
the master bedroom of his home. I was even more 
surprised when I went into the master bath and found 
a 32-track Otani digital recorder in the tub alongside 
the Synclavier rack, which was perched on top of the 

commode. 

His new studio, called 
Mochi House, is located 
on a pristine property 
9,200 feet up in the Rock-
ies. Several homes and a 
lake full of large trout are 
located on the property. 
The views of the Conti-
nental Divide are breath-
taking—it is so close that 
you feel as though you 
could reach out and touch 
the snow-capped peaks. 

Kitaro had a vision for 
his new studio—not the 
specific details, but he 
knew the sound that he 
was looking for and how 
he wanted it to feel. This 
studio was to be strictly a 
personal-use facility, so 
the goal was to tailor it to 

his needs. He owns a vast 
collection of instruments from 

all over the world, including horns, strings, percussion, 

keyboards, the beam, and some that I can't even cate-
gorize. He also owns three very large, 200-year-old 
taiko drums that produce very low frequencies, so the 
room liad to support their sound. He further needed 

to physically house all of his musical 
instruments, and the room had to be 

his studio. 
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Kitoro's studio during different stcges of construction 

would also be used for rehearsals prilm to a tour). 
We knew that this would be a high-volume room. 

To get the "large room" sound required a high ceiling 
and optimum proportions of height vs. length and 
width. The location is absolutely silent, most of the 
time, except of course when the very common 100-
mile-an-hour winds are blowing. Producer/engineer 
Gary Barlough (co-producer of Kitaro's Mandala and 
An Enchanted albums, as well as Healvn and 

Earth), oversees the studio and provided an enormous 
amount of insight into the details of how he and Ki-
taro work. This information was incorporated into all 
facets of the studio design. 

Our first proposed design was a five-sided build-
ing that included a control room, two isolation booths 
and a main studio. After Kitaro returned from record-
ing symphony tracks for Heaven and Earth at the 
Warner Bros. soundstages, he felt that he needed a 
larger studio. He wanted a room where he could ex-
periment freely, and he wanted to be able to explore 
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different microphone placements, as 
well as have the freedom to locate in-
struments in different acoustical spaces. 
I redesigned the facility to have a very 
large main studio. To withstand the ex-
treme winds, the design included dou-
ble-grout-filled block walls and a 
concrete roof. 

While this accomplished our goals of 
a large, quiet recording space, it did not 
have the "right feel"—a large cin-
derblock building did not fit in with the 
environment and would have a cold 
feeling. So we canned that idea. Kitaro 
believes in Environmental Architecture, 
and he felt that logs had the right look 
and feel, so the decision was made to 
build an all-log studio. Logs would not 
be silent and rigid in 100-mph gusts, 
which meant that quiet acoustic instru-
ments could not be recorded during ex-
treme wind storms. But this seemed like 
a small price to pay. 

Kitaro's 1995 world tour was set to 
begin soon, and the decision was made 
to rehearse in the studio. This gave the 
construction team a mere six weeks be-
tween receiving the building permit and 
the start of rehearsal. Adding to this 
seemingly impossible goal was the fact 
that at 9,200 feet in April, the weather is 

unpredictable to say the least, and snow 

is quite common. Only the shell of the 
building was needed for rehearsal, 
along with electricity. 

The construction team included con-
tractors Doug Kirk and Russ Fignoca, 
electrician George Walck, log construc-
tion expert Dave Monchke, producer 
Barlough, Kitaro ( it turns out that he is 
also skilled at carpentry!), Tibetan flutist 
Nawang Khechog, Fumiyo Nakanishi, 
engineer Damon Gold, photographer 
Jim McCrea and some local mountain 
folks. Design team members included 
myself, Mickey Houlihan of Wind Over 
the Earth, Bob Fritz of Fritz Engineering 
and David Kahn of Acoustic Dimen-
sions. The crew became more of a fam-
ily rather than a typical construction 
crew. 

The studio is situated at the end of a 
very narrow, winding, mile-long moun-
tain road. The huge gambrel trusses 
(44x16-foot) had to be very carefully 
brought in one at a time on a giant fork-
lift. Four clays prior to rehearsal, the 
roof was not yet closed in, and a large 
rain storm passed through. Eight people 
spent the day sweeping the water out 
of the studio. Fortunately, the crew had 
the "show must go on" attitude one 

finds with touring road crews, and the 
six-week goal was met. Rehearsals took 
place in the new structure, as planned. 
After rehearsal, construction resumed. 

THE STUDIO 
The facility consists of a main studio, 
smaller studio, control room and ma-
chine room. The main studio is a beau-

tiful 54x44-foot log structure with a 
34-foot ceiling at the peak. A gambrel 
roof was incorporated into the design, 
as it allowed maximum volume while 
breaking up the large flat roof surfaces. 
The logs present a more diffusive sur-
face than drywall. Curtains around the 
perimeter of the studio allow the ab-
sorption to be tailored to achieve a de-
sired effect. Because the location never 
gets hot and the room has such a large 
volume of air, the nonnal air-condition-
ing systems required in most studios are 
not present. It does get cold however, 
so heating was needed. We implement-
ed a system that pipes hot liquid 

through the slab floor; the room stays 
quite comfortable. Also, the Japanese 
tradition of taking your shoes off upon 
entering a building is practiced, making 
the heated floors a major benefit; your 
feet stay toasty. 
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fIll EPCHRI1TED EVE111[16 
by Gary Barkmgh 
After completing tour rehearsals in Kitards 
new studio, Kitaro and Eiichi Naito ( president of Domo 
Music) decided they wanted to do a live CD and a con-

cert film of the then upcoming "Mandala" tour. 
To ensure that all the bugs were worked out before 

filming, we wanted to find a way to record many shows 
across the United States rather than just the night of the 
filming. We wanted to eliminate a costly recording truck 
and do the recording nightly as part of the process of the 
show. The instalments onstage would eventually fill 62 
inputs and included everything from a drum kit and three 
taiko drums to didgeridoo, flutes, electric guitars, electric 
violin, giant gong and four timpani. 

The Marin County, California, show was targeted to 
be the best venue for filming, and as our first show of the 
tour approached in Atlanta, we began to assemble the 
recording gear. I assembled eight DA-88s for this project. 
This would ensure 64-track recording and give us one 
extra machine in each of two racks for backup. Clair 
Bros. provided transformer-balanced splits to send us 
each line separately. No submixing would be required, 
even though there were 62 inputs. 

The next and most critical step was getting signal to 

tape. Michael Grace of Grace Design and 
Mickey Houlihan of Wind Over the Earth 
(both located in Boulder, Colorado) com-
bined to build an 8-channel preamp that 
would sound as good as any preamp in 
our studio and be very cost-effective. 
They went to work and by showtime had 

delivered eight prototypes of what is now the Grace 801. 
Assistant engineer Damon Gold assembled all the vari-
ous connections and we were ready to sound check. The 
Grace preamps were stunning and, indeed, beat our most 
costly tube preamps in a blindfold test. 

What proved to be a major step in the recording 
process was achieved by eliminating all but four moni-
tors onstage. All performers went to an earphone system 
designed by monitor whiz Steve McCale except for Ki-
taro, who used Clair Bros. wedges. In the final recording, 
this step helped us create amazing separation. 

Each night, Damon and I would check the tracks dur-
ing soundcheck for any surprises. Steve McCale and 
house mixer Bob Jernigan were careful with their micro-
phone selection and placement. Since the preamps lock 
in place and the ten performers were quite consistent 
with their output volumes, we rarely changed any levels 
once they were set. Before each show, we would hit 
record and I would play my parts onstage while Damon 
watched the levels. No audio monitoring of signal was 

needed after the first few nights, as the system worked 
perfectly. 

MASTERING YOUR OWN CDs? IT'S AS EASY AS STUDER. 

VOU PII( )BARI 1 1.11INK of Studer as the world's 
leading tape recorder manufacturer — but there's 

more to us than that. Much more. Take the D741, for 
example, our new second-generation CD Recorder. 
We took a half-century of experience with tape 
recorders and designed a Cl) recorder that's as easy to 
use as any other Studer machine. With helpful features 
like reading [ MI' II) codes and auto-defining TNOs 
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based on audio threshold sensing, so you can copy 
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Now, CD mastering is as easy as tape — as easy as Snider 
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The control room is unusual in that it 
is L-shaped. All monitoring is done with 
reference monitors ( Meyer HD-1s). Ki-
taro's keyboard equipment is located at 

the short end of the L. This equipment 
includes a 16-input Synclavier, several 
vintage analog pieces by Korg. Roland 
and Moog, and a Hammond organ. 
Much of the recording is done in 20-bit 
digital, directly into a 32-channel Sonic 
Solutions US!' system. 

Wind Over the Earth and Westwood 
Music supplied most of the equipment. 
A large array of outboard processing 
equipment is available in the control 
room. The machine room is the only 
air-conditioned space in the facility. It 

houses ten Tascam DA-88s (see side-
bar), videotape recorders, the Synclavier 
and Sonic Solutions nicks and the con-
sole power supply. 

THE WIRING 

All inputs and outputs in the main stu-
dio come through four panels, one on 
each wall. A 2-foot-high log wall with a 
wooden lid goes around the perimeter 
of the studio, providing a nice place to 
sit, and the lid opens for easy access to 
all wiring. The electrical wiring is in 
conduit and is separated from all audio 
wires by at least one foot throughout 
the facility. Each \ vall in the studio has 
an ludio panel with an ELCO connec-

Knock Knock... 
inere? 

NEVE 8048 
that's who! 

The 
ViIIiqe 
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tor, along with two video and two MIDI 
connectors. Four "stage boxes," custom-

made for the studio with 40-foot snakes, 
plug into the wall panels. Each stage 
box has 12 microphone, eight line, two 
cue, two MIDI and two video jacks. 
Grace Designs 801 mic preamps are lo-
cated in the studio, allowing the signal 
to be sent to the control room at line 

level. An active MIDI extender system 
by .fi.Cooper is built into each stage box, 

with the other end of the electronics 
housed in the control room racks. This 
allows the MIDI signals from Kitaro's 
keyboard rack to be tied into equip-
ment in the studio without length con-
cerns. The studio also has ambient 
microphones, including AKG C-12VRs, 
high up in the trusses, along with room 
cameras. The small studio room has a 
similar stage lx)x configuration. 

Rather than fabricate the wiring in 
the studio, we decided to have the har-
nesses and patchbays manufactured re-
motely and shipped to us with both 

ends terminated. One end of the cable 
harnesses, which contained video, 

audio and MIDI cables, went to patch-
bays and the other went to ELCOs, 
BNCs, etc. Joe Wasser of North Springs 
Pro Audio built all of the panels, stage 
boxes, harnesses, patchbays, etc. to our 
specifications. Kitaro and I did our best 
job of carefully measuring a very cir-
cuitous and long route through the 
floors and walls. To be honest, I was a 
bit worried about whether measure-
ments were sufficiently precise. But I 
knew that we could always relocate the 
panels if the cables did not reach. Then 
I went to the studio and discovered that 
Fumiyo, the carpenter, had cut the 
panel holes out of the logs where we 
had left the marks. Its pretty hard to 
"patch up" logs, so I went home and 
oiled up my cable stretcher. Fortunately, 
when the cable harnesses arrived and 

were installed, they were perfect! North 
Springs Pro Audio also provided patch-
bays and wire harnesses for the key-
board setup and machine mom. 

THE ELECTRICAL SYSTEM 

We were tbrtunate to have an electri-
cian (George Walck of EMF Electrical 
Corporation) who used to own a 
recording studio. He has provided the 

electrical systems for several studios that 
I have worked on over the last 17 years 
and truly understands the requirements. 
Ile knows about keeping his wires 
away from our wires and has a thor-
ough knowledge of grounding. Because 
the studio would also be used for re-
hearsal, complete with the touring sys-
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tern (sans speaker stacks), he provided 
400-amp service for temporary hookup. 
For the main studio, Walck added a 
subpanel and moved the existing con-
trol room circuits. Provisions were made 
for a 240-to- 120-volt isolation trans-
former ahead of the new subpanel. This 
can also be wired for balanced 60V-
60V-60V to ground power. All the new 
studio circuits are wired to the sanie 
common 120-volt bus in the new sub-
panel, so they are in effect on the sanie 
phase. All the studio wiring is installed 
in ferrous pipe (EMT) and steel flex to 
eliminate the electromagnetic flux from 
bleeding into the audio and video lines. 
Spacing is maintained as much as possi-
ble between power and audio lines. All 
outlets in the studio are hospital-grade 
isolated grounding-type, with a separate 
isolated ground and a bare dirty me-
chanical ground back to the subpanel. 

At each wall is a four-conductor 
twist-lock receptacle with a 35-foot rub-
ber sealtight plug that can be pulled out 
to the center of the studio. The rubber 
sealtight is computer-grade with a 
woven steel insert sleeve to eliminate 
electromagnetic flux, a phase and neu-
tral conductor, and a bare dirty and iso-
lated ground conductor. All the dirty 

grounds bond back to the frame of the 
subpanel. All the isolated grounds run 
hack to the lifted ground bars at the sub-
panel. This subpanel is then connected 
to a 500MCM copper cable, which con-
nects to a buried ground plane consist-
ing of 20 feet of hare 500MCM copper 
and a %-by-4-inch-by-15-foot copper 
plate. This creates the star grounding 
path for all studio and control room 
equipment. The proof of the system was 
when Barlough proclaimed, This is the 
quietest its ever been. 

The look and feel of a studio, along 
with room acoustics, are usually the first 
things one notices when entering a fa-
cility. The grounding scheme has an 
equally important, though much less 
glamorous, impact on the quality of the 
end product. For the overall ground 
scheme, the electrical, audio, data and 
video wiring were seen as one system. 
An important rule that had to be fol-
lowed was that all equipment and ca-
bles had to have one and only one path 
to ground. Oversize ground wires were 
used throughout. It always amazes me 
how much difference a gocx1 grounding 
design makes to the noise floor of a Fa-
cility. Many of Kitaro's vintage key-
boards required special attention, but as 

long as we liad a plan and followed it, 
we were able to accommodate them. 

The studio was a great success. Ki-
taro's vision was accomplished. Every 
musician who has worked in the studio 
loves it. It sounds great both in the 
room and on tape, and the taiko drums 
work very well in the room—their low 
end is supported with good definition 
across the full-frequency spectrum. The 
volume and proportions of the studio 
allow Kitaro the freedom to experiment 
and find the sound that he desires. 

The feeling is very conducive to cre-
ativity; it also helps to be able to take a 
break and go catch an 18-inch trout or 
go canoeing between songs. The studio 
blends in with the natural surroundings 
in both look and feel. Noliody wants to 
leave. Creating a recording studio for a 
highly creative artist such as Kitaro re-
quires that his vision and needs be 
translated into wood, concrete, wires 
and a lot of intangible items that create 
a particular "feeling." The success of the 
project is best expressed by Kitaro, as 
he frequently refers to the studio as "my 
dream." 

Richard Zwiehel is a studio designer 
uho also enhys the Great Outdoors. 
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Genelec 0y, Olvitie 5 FIN-74100 IISALMI. FINLAND Tel: +358-77-13311 http://www.finhost.fi/genelec 
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\A/ ED IR. K I N CI FOR YOU 

ane Corporation is ship-

ping braid new techno.-

ogy at brand new prices. Fr 

over 15 years Pane has been 

procucing th-e world's finest 

signal processing. Yet rramy 

of you have been asking fpr 

Rane quality th-at's even 

MQ302 eregrce ariliev-/ae 

A fresh twist utilizing our Constant Q technology. 
The MQ302 is a stereo 1/3-cl octave equdIzer 
which features a single set of faders that controls 
both left and right ch.snnels! 
A ground breaking idea which 

fills a void in true stereo appli-
cations. Get hip to the MCI302. 

MX 22 
.911«ejc, 
ariapdciWs. 

You'll love this easy-to-oper-
ate, extremely accurate 
stereo 2-way, 24 dB per RkJ 

octave crossover. It incorpo-
rates an additional mono 
sub output. The MX 22 out- performs 
other brands that cost much more! 
The MX 22 will work for you. 

MX 23 ste.j. aubet. 
You'll find no other brand of 

stereo 3-way crossover that can 
outperform this gem. Like the 
MX 22, the MX 23 offers a mono 
sub output, and uses Rane's 
popular 24dB per octave techno,ogy 
to assure that your system 
remains in phase Cross over to 
the MX 23. 

more af‘ordable. We give 

you Moj D. The new Mojo 

SERIES is American made, 

inexpensive, and built to 

outperform " bargain" 

brands in every respect. 

Why wait?... Get your Mojo 

worki -ig ripw! 

go; . _ 
- 
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eest.re.r, 

In a word  innovative! Rane's 
own Acousticlear technology will 
help improve your system's overall 
perfoimance. No compressor/ limiter 
can compete with the MC 22's superi-

or design and sonic quali-

jo ties. Destined to be the 
• number one choice of our 

music industry. The MC 22, 

at a Rene dealer near you. 
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RAM 

Cleheu. 

bp:p 

Mil 4 .9,eryee efiamve 

You won't believe the performance 
you'll get from the MH 4, designed 
by the company that pioneered head-
phone amplifier technology. You will 
agree that this is the finest 4-channel 
cans alp out there. Play it loud! 

Hear the MH 4 now. 

RANE CORPORATION Phone 206- i55-6000 0 fax 204- 347-7757 • m...g. http.://www.rane.com 
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MULTIMEDIA 
BY PHILIP DE LANCE 

SRROUN Q., rig§ Pç 

Few companies can 
match Dolby Labora-
tories when it comes 
to successful dissemi-
nation of technologies 
and standards. Indeed, 
in almost every area in 
which the company has 
brought its expertise to 
hear its products have be-
come prominent, if not domi-
nant. One might have assumed 
that the company would lately be in 
decline as digital media undermine the 
need for analog noise reduction systems, the field 
that made the Dolby name a household word. Instead, 
the company has been able to identify new opportuni-

Mixing in Dolby Surround 

NMAITOR 

WONG BOARD 

DOLBY 
SIX/4 

DECODER 

C L S 

'n4,11  

tics for its existing 
technologies and to 
develop new tech-
nologies to meet 
evolving market 
needs. One example 
of Dolby's success at 

this game is the boom-
ing demand for Dolby 

Pro Logic-equipped sur-
round-sound home theater 

systems; another is the fact that 
Dolby's AC-3 multichannel digital 

audio encoding scheme (described in 
the October 1992 issue of Mix) was recently se-

lected as the encoding format for audio accompany-
ing NTSC video on the forthcoming SD high-density 

Listening in Dolby Surround at home 

DECODER 

UMBER 

araiPakingialb 
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WAVE 

INPUT 
BALANCE 
CONTROL 
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SEQUENCER 

DOLBY 
PRO LOGIC 
ADAPTIVE 
MATRIX 

Pro Logic decoder block diagram OUTPUTS 

ANTI-
ALIAS 
FILTER 

FULL 
WAVE 
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digital video disc (DVD). 
As a consumer format, stand-alone 

"set-top" DVD players are expected late 
this year from Toshiba and other major 
consumer electronics manufacturers, 
with DVD-ROM drives expected to fol-
low soon thereafter. Decoding chips for 
MPEG 2 video and AC-3 audio may be 
included on controller cards for these 
new drives, but without a surround 
playback system, personal computer owners 
who purchase the drives will not be able to 
take full advantage of AC-3's multichannel ca-
pabilities ( left/center/right in the front, 
left/right in the back and a sixth, bass-only 
track for subwoofers). That problem, along 
with the continuing emergence of the personal 
computer as an important home entertainment 
device, naturally led Dolby to consider how its 
surround technology might be applied in this 
new area. The company has apparently con-
cluded that there exists a need for surround 
playback systems specifically tailored for the 
personal computer market. 

From a business point of view, Dolby's in-
terest in expanding the reach of its surround 
sound line is understandable. As a product cat-
egory, home theater has proven to be fertile 
ground for the company's licensing efforts. 
Dolby claims a worldwide installed base of 
more than 20 million Dolby Surround-

AUDIO 
TIME 
DELAY 

MASTER 
VOLUME 
CONTROL 

Pro Logic adaptive matrix 

LOG-
DIFFERE 
AMPUFIER 

STEREO IMAt,i 

SPEAKERS 

BALANCE 

SURROUND 
TRIM 

O LEFT 

O RIGHT 

• CENTER 

O SURROUND 

SI 'RROUND SPEAKERS 

PHANTOM CENTER-

CHANNEL SPEAKERS 

—ID LEFT 

—e RIGHT 

—a CENTER 
___0 SURROUND 

Altec Lansing's ACS50 

combines Dolby Pro Logic 

decoding and controlled 

directivity design to provide 

surround sound for PC from 

two speaker modules. 
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Sound and Noise Control 
Products with Solutions 

CALL FOR A FREE CATALOG 
ACOUSTICAL AND SAMPLE 
SOLUTIONS 
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24 Bit Digital I/O 

PrCle, ,, r11 

AES/EBU 
°peal & Canal 

S/PDIF 

Presenting Multi! Woe Digital PRO: 
The best in professional digital I/O for Windows. 

Use MultillAkw Digital PRO to make digital masters, 
digital mixdowns, sample edits, and direct transfer 

of audio files with NO GENERATION LOSS! 

Use Multi! Way Digital PRO to break the 16 bit 
Bonier! Master projects in full 24 bit audio fidelity! 

Mufti! Way Digital PRO is software upgrockible! 
Add new HARDWARE fatures from software! 

Way Digital PRO installs easily into your 
EXISTING setup WITHOUT IRQs! 

Use it with any WAV editor, such as SAW, 
Sound Forge, Samplitude, Cakewalk, PA.. 

Best of all, Mufti! Woe Digital PRO sounds great! 
Use it for your most demanding work! 

O 
El 

PERFECT SOUND 

18 Bit Analog Output 

Professional Digital I/0 for Windows 
Multi! Way Digital PRO Series Features 

• Professional AES/EBU Digital I/O Capability 
• Optical & Coaxial S/PDIF Digital I/O Capability 
• High Quality 18 Bit Analog Output (PRO 18) 
• Real-Time Digital Format Conversion 
• Software Upgradable Hardware Design 
• Multi-Track Transfer Mode 
• Shielded Digital Audio Transformers 
• Jitter Reduction Circuitry 
• Flexible Ground Strapping 
• Independent Master or External Sync Clock 
• Support for Multiple Cards in one PC 
• 256/512 Bit Upgradable RAM FIFO Buffer 

All-Star Competition. This offer is limited. n 
Contact AdB International for details. 

NOW, bundled with >UMW. Digital PRO is Sound C) • • • • t 
For, BP, Winner of the MS Itulteetedia World 

For complete details, give us a call or visit our Web site. 
MB International Corporation • 2180 Pleasant Hill Rd. Suite A-5100 • 

Duluth, GA 30136 • Voice: 770.623.1410 • Fax: 770.623.1629 • 
E-Mail: infogadbdigital.com • Web: http://adbdigital.com 
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equipped consumer playback devices, 
including five million sold in 1995 
alone, up 33% over 1994. The company 
says there are currently over 6,000 
Dolby Surround programs available on 
video tape, laserdisc, Cl), TV, radio, 
video games and CD-ROM. 

In April, Dolby announced that it 
had signed a letter of intent with Mi-
crosoft pledging to " jointly develop 
technologies and specifications to sup-
port the use of Dolby Surround Pro 
Logic and Dolby Digital for PC and 
multimedia platforms." Dolby also an-
nounced that it is "working closely" 
with Intel to "bring a rich sound experi-
ence to volume PC platforms through 
software-only implementation of 'virtu-
al surround sound' technology that is 
enabled both by Dolby's AC-3 and 
Dolby's Pro Logic matrix surround tech-
nology." Several other complementary 
efforts were announced as well, includ-
ing use of the Motorola DSP56009 
processor in surround decoding appli-
cations and the development by Dolby 
of a Dolby Surround encoding plug-in 
for Digidesign's Pro TocAs environment. 
In addition to these initiatives, Dolby 
has developed a set of design specifi-
cations for manufacturers interested in 
making "Dolby Surround Multimedia" 
playback systems for the PC market. 

DOLBY SURROUND TECHNOLOGY 

The Dolby Surround product line is 
r(c)ted in the Dolby Stereo system for 
movie theaters, in which a four-channel 
signal ( left, center, right and surround) 
is encoded and stored in two-channel 
form, to be subsequently decoded to the 
original four channels upon playback. 
As VCRs and cable made their way into 
consumers' homes, the Dolby Stereo 
playback system was simplified and 
adapted for the nascent honte theater 
market in the form of Dolby Surround, a 
passive system for the decoding of two-
channel 1Mby Surround signals into left, 
right and surround channels. Today, that 
earlier system, which compromised the 
surround effect, has been largely sup-
planted in the consumer arena by Dolby 
Pro Logic. According to Bill Barnes, 
manager of Dolby's Licensing Engineer-
ing department, "the Pro Logic decoder 
is functionally equivalent to the decoder 
in movie theaters. It is the correct way 
to decode a Dolby Surround movie or 
show." 

Dolby Pro Logic uses "active signal 
steering" to derive four-channel play-
back from two encoded channels. "The 
Pro Logic circuit effectively steers the 
dominant sound into the appropriate 
output channel by canceling leakage 
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THE FACTS 
(8, no Bull) 

41 Soundcraji, 
designing ¡be mixing 
consoles people actually want 
bas been a serious business for 
over 22 years. We've listened to 
our customers -front budding 
musicians to world-renowned 
artists and sound companies - 
and we've built their wish-lists 
into our mixers. We don't hype 
our new features and we don't 
e in for gintmicks. When 
you listen to SX you 71 renlhe 
we listened to you. 

NO HYPE 

NO GIMMICKS 

NO BULL. 

FOLIO SX is a powerful, multipurpose 
mixer with DAT quality sound, housed in a 

freestanding frame with carry handle. 

• 20 inputs (including 4 stereo channels) as 
standard, enougll forrpost live and recordit. 

situations 
`,L'. 

• 12 mono inputs liith UltraMienl preatups 
giving 60dB of gain range and + 22dIht of 

headroom, allowing any ink or line device to he 

plugged in. 

• Two sub-buses allow you to record groups of 

instruments to multitrack, send them to 

additional speakers, or sub-group to mix. SX also 

has a dedicated Mono Out. 

• 8 Direct Outs switchable pre/post fader, 
equally useful when recording in the studio 

or at a gig. 

'4M4) 
• 100mm faders throughout ' 

• Real British 3-band EQ with swept mid 

• 18dB/Octave High Pass Filter effectively 

reduces low end muddiness. 

• 3 Auxiliary Sends: 2 can be pre- or post-fader. 

• Custom-designed consistent controle give an 

even spread ntrol around their sweeps. 

• Surface-mo 

technology 

• Rack mount 

option 

Oli4.1. 
:Sr fllre& Outs on the 

first 8 inputs are front 

panel su itcbahte pre-

fader for live track laying, 

or post-fader su you can 

"niassagç recording 

/evelsitaW studio, le 
- 1-

MONO INPUTS 

UltraMic' padless preatup 
gives 60dB of gain range with 
22dRu of headroom 

Insert point for effects 

Direct Out on channels 1 - 8 

10011z steep slope High 
Pass Filter 

3-Band -British" EQ with 
swept mid 

3 Auxiliaries confle 

2 x Pre/1 x Post or 
x Pre 2 x Post 

Channel -ON" switc 

MD(/SUB routing switch : 

Full 100nam fader 

Pgimigaêàfilegittià 

STEREO INPUTS 

13, 14, 17 & 18: simple phono 
inputs With Level and 
M I \ 'SUB routing 

is. t6, 1,/ A. 20: Balanced jack 
inputs s ici Gain. 2 band EQ. 
Aux levels. Channel "ON". 
MIX/SU/fronting, 100aun 
fader and PEL 

IRFACE MOUNT As one of the world's largest : Jurfacé Mount double-sided 

:CHNOLOGY mixing console manufacturers. glass epoxy PCBs means lower 41 
Soundcraft has invested in the manufacturing costs without 

MANS THE most advanced production any downside._ 

MURES/PRICE systems available. Leading edge The result mutore mixer 

WRIER circuit construction using *Wei. e  
dirdmitaKtraianeaz:+4.4ssor-s,-1 Spirit by Soundcrafti" Inc. 

11820 Kemper Road 

Auburn, CA. 95603 
Tel: (916) 888 0488 By Souncicraft 
Fax: (916) 888 0480 H A Harman International Company 

$769 95 
Suggc.nn Itctail in USA 

APPLICATIONS 

LIVE SOUND 

Bands, small venues, 

conferences, schools, 

places of worship 

STUDIO RECORDING 

Digital and analogue 

multitrack 

(4 & 8 track), 

small or home studios, 

pre-production, 

video post production 

SUBM1XLNG 

LOCATION SOUND 

TYPICAL 
SPECIFICATIONS 

Mk FIN -129dBu 

Crosstalk ( IkHz): 
Channel Mute <95dB 
Fader Cutoff <90dB 

Frequency Response 
(20Hz to 30kHz) <1dB 

THD <0.006% 

SPIRIT 
http://v.spirit-by-souncicraft.co.uk 
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with an expert 

The Wizard M2000 comes with free expert: You! 

In designing this multieffects processor, great care 

has been taken to create easy access to all of its 

outstanding capabilities. For example, with the 

Recall Wizard you can instantly 

find the preset that suits your need 

in any situation. You simply enter 

your preferences, such as gentle 

reverb for vocal', and the Wizard 

serves you a short list of presets 

ready to compare and use. The single-layer inter-

face also ensures that all parameters are always 

only one menu-level away - no more paging through 

endless menu-levels. 

Ultimate effects is a given when you deal with TC 

Electronic, a company with 20 years of experience in 

the field. For example, among the reverb algorithms 

you will find the CORE. Reverbt", that is built on a 

whole new concept for reverberation, 

which creates a smoothness, 

intensity, and desity beyond any-

thing you have heard to date. 
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Contact your local Authorized TC 

Dealer, and hear more about Ultimate Sounds. Find 

out why this unit is number one in Digital Processing. 

Check out the Preset Gliding, Dynamic Morphing, 20 

bit audio path, and hear the Magic. 

Call 1-800 798-4546 for the dealer nearest you. 

Wizard l M2000 
Art + Science = Magic 

TC Electronic Inc., 705-A Lakefield Road, Westlake Village, CA 91361 Phone: (805) 373-1828 Fax :(805) 379-2648 Email: usinfo@tcelectronic.com WWW: http://www.tcelectronic.com 



into adjacent channels," says Barnes. 
"Our whole sumnind system overall is 
what we call a matrix encode and de-
code system. Any time you are work-
ing with two channels you really only 
have two parameters to work with, 
phase and amplitude. So the decoder 
looks at the two input channels, and it 
is constantly looking at relative ampli-
tude and relative phase, and then mak-
ing decisions based on that as to 
whether the dominant signal is a left-
only signal, a right-only signal or a cen-
ter signal. It actually involves a fairly 
complicated matrix of VCAs that are 
splitting the signal up into a whole 
bunch of different parts and taking the 
sums of signals and the differences of 
signals and feeding it through a whole 
matrix of gain-control VCAs. 

"For example, if you have dialog in 
the center channel, and music playing 
in the left and right channels, the dia-
log will usually be mixed at a higher 
level so it is audible, and the decoder 
will look at that dialog as the dominant 
signal. It will see equal amplitude and 
phase in the two input channels, deter-
mine that the dialog is supposed to be 
center channel, and therefore cancel 
that signal out of the left and right, leav-
ing the music in those channels. It is 
not perfect, but you can get over 30 dB 
of separation between channels." 

The use of surround encoding raises 
a couple of issues of compatibility. Re-
garding the playback of non-encoded 
material through a surround system, 
Barnes says " If a soundtrack is not 
Dolby Surround encoded, you will still 
get a surround effect, just because of 
the way Dolby Surround works. It 
won't be controlled; it won't be what a 
producer has crafted or intended for 
you to hear, but you will get an effect." 
The playback of surround-enaxlecl ma-
terial without decoding has its own ef-
fect, he says. "If you just listen to the 
Dolby Surround mix in normal stereo, 
chances are you are not going to tell at 
all that it has been surround-encoded. 
But all the material that has been 
panned to the surround channel will 
end up out of phase in the encoded 
mix. For those particular signals there 
will not he a solid center. For people 
listening in stereo, that does produce a 
diffused effect on the imaging," which 
can be likened to the "wide" setting 
available on some boom boxes. 

Recognizing the market appeal of 
surround sound and the benefits that 
digital technology could bring to it, 
Dolby developed the AC-3 coding 
scheme in the early 1990s. AC-3 is an 

outgrowth of Dolby's AC-2 coding, a 
psychoacoustically based approach to 
coding in which knowledge of what 
humans can and cannot hear is used to 
minimize the bit-rate requirements of 
the resultant storage and transmission 
system. By coding 5.1 channels togeth-
er ( five full-range; one bass-only) and 

Will the availability 

of movies on DVD in 

surround motivate 

computer consumers 

to pay for surround 

playback capability? 

eliminating redundancies between 
tracks. AC-3 achieves even greater 
economy of per-channel data rate than 
AC-2, allowing high-fidelity multichan-
nel sound with data streams as low as 
325 kbits/second (excluding data re-
dundancy for error correction). 

AC-3's first commercial application 
was in movie theaters under the 
"SR•D" name (now called Dolby Digi-
tal), but Dolby's engineers recognized 
from the outset that for SR•D releases 
to work in the home video market pro-
vision would have to be made to en-
sure AC-3 playback compatibility on 
systems with fewer than six playback 
channels. "One of the inherent parts of 
the AC-3 code," Barnes explains, "is the 
ability to take that 5.1-channel sound-
track and have the AC-3 circuit down-
mix' it to mono or stereo or even to a 
two-channel Dolby Surround-encoded 
soundtrack, so that it can then he 
played back through a Pro Logic de-
coder, or recorded on videotape and 
enjoyed in Pro Logic later." 

SURROUND FOR PCs 
The ability of AC-3 to deliver a usable 
signal to the input of a Pro Logic de-
coder is a crucial aspect of plans for 
Dolby Surround Multimedia because it 

means that one common set of play-
back decoding specifications can be 
applied whether the source is a sur-
round-encoded audio file resident on 
a conventional CD-ROM or an AC-3 
hitstream from an SD or DVD-ROM. 
"The fundamental implementation of 
the Dolby Surround Multimedia play-
back system," Barnes says " is that 
there will be a left and right input, and 
whatever is being fed into the system 
will already be ready for that." From 
that starting point Dolby, based on de-
sign requirements prepared for li-
censees, envisions two different ways 
to achieve acceptable playback setups: 
"controlled speaker directivity" and "3-
D sound processing." 

Each of the two methods is simpler 
and less expensive than a full-blown 
home theater setup, mainly because, 
according to the design requirements, 
"the well-controlled, near-field seating 
arrangement offers unique opportuni-
ties to derive a credible surround expe-
rience without the use of rear-placed 
surround speakers." In addition, Dolby 
says that certain components of the typ-
ical Pro Logic decoding circuitry, in-
cluding 7kHz lowpass filtering and 
modified Dolby B noise reduction 
(both on the surround channel), are not 
needed in the PC application. 

The "controlled speaker directivity" 
setup involves a total of four speakers, 
two on either side of the computer 
screen. One speaker on each side, the 
main left and right speakers, would 
point toward the listener. The other 
pair, one wired out of phase with the 
other, would be aimed outward to the 
side. Pro Logic's Phantom Center mode 
would be used to eliminate the need for 
a center speaker. Altec Lansing's 
ACS500, which includes Dolby Pro 
Logic encoding, is one example of this 
kind of design, with front and surround 
speakers incorporated into one mini-
tower for each side. 

Perhaps more likely to appeal to a 
broad market is the "3-D sound pro-
cessing" setup, which requires only two 
speakers to implement. This "virtual sur-
round sound" technology is feasible, ac-
cording to Dolby's design requirements, 
because 3-D sound processors "are gen-
erally able to work more successfully in 
the PC environment than in home 
stereo systems. This is because of the 
single-listener, near-field, controlled lis-
tening environment that the multimedia 
PC provides." Dolby's plan is to have li-
censees design systems that will repro-
duce the surround channel from a Pro 
Logic decoder through the main left and 
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right speakers. The company says such 
an approach can "produce acceptable 
results when [the audio] is first 
processed by an appropriate 3-D sound 
processor. Such processors typically 
make use of a head-related transfer 
function (HRTF) to create the illusion of 
sound originating from behind or to the 
sides of the listener." 

"There has been an awful lot of 
progress made in the last five years or 
so on things like HRTF and that whole 
science of tricking the brain into think-
ing that sound is coming from where 
it's not," Barnes says. "It has really got-
ten to the point where it is very con-
vincing. We have had companies 
asking us to allow them to do some-
thing like this for five or six years, and 
the technology was not to the point 
where we thought it was really credi-
ble, that it would really produce a 
good effect. Now they have perfected 
it, the processing power is there, the 
DSP chips are cheap enough, and the 
computers are getting more powerful 
all the time. So we think they can now 
produce a very good surround effect 
in a computer platform using 3-D pro-
cessing." 

Because the virtual surround sound 
approach would only require two final 
audio outputs, Dolby envisions that 
the entire Pro Logic and 3-D process-
ing circuitry could be housed within 
the computer itself and make use of 
the computer's own stereo audio out-
puts. "Today, if someone wanted to 
sell a Pro Logic Multimedia decoder 
they would have to sell a sound card, 
because there is no commercially 
available executable Pro Logic de-
coder routine that you can run on a 
Pentium. All of the Pro Logic decoders 
on the market are either dedicated 
analog chips or dedicated DSP chips, 
like the Motorola 56009, that load Pro 
Logic code and run it. The code is not 
running on the computer's CPU, 
which is what companies like Intel 
and Microsoft envision." So instead of 
buying a card that has a dedicated 
DSP chip, Barnes says, "in the future 
you might get Dolby Surround by buy-
ing a software package, essentially 
part of the operating system, that rec-
ognizes a sound file as Dolby Sur-
round and runs the decoding module." 

Barnes has no information on 
when software-based decoding will 
become available. But he thinks the 
prospect is restraining sound card 
manufacturers. "Right now there has 
not been a whole lot of interest in 
doing sound cards," he says, "and I 

think the reason for that is because it 
looks like the software solution is 
going to be much more attractive, and 
it is going to be here pretty quickly. 
What we have seen in the meantime is 
approaches like the Altec Lansing 
model where they put the processing 
in an outside box that can work with 
any sound card that can produce a 
stereo output." 

PRODUCING FOR SURROUND 
According to Barnes, Dolby expects the 
adoption of AC-3 as an audio format for 
DVD to he the "driving force" behind 
the incorporation of surround playback 
into the typical multimedia PC. But will 
watching movies from DVD in sur-
round sound be an important enough 
motivation to make computer con-
sumers—many of whom will buy 
DVD-ROM drives not for watching 
films but for other benefits such as 
greater capacity and faster through-
put—pay for surround playback capa-
bility? That question won't be critical to 
movie studios; they won't have to alter 
their production procedures to accom-
modate the new format because they 
already prepare multichannel audio 
mixes for theatrical release. Multimedia 
producers, on the other hand, will have 
to decide whether the installed base of 
surround-capable machines is likely to 
grow large enough to make it worthwhile 
to use surround sound on their multime-
dia CD-ROMs. It is not a trivial decision, 
because delivering surround sound re-
quires mixing in a surround-capable 
setup, which could involve a substantial 
departure from the typical audio-for-mul-
timedia production process. 

The production of Dolby Surround-
encoded audio starts with a mix to four 
analog console output channels: left, 
center, right and surround. These four 
signals are fed into a Dolby Surround 
encoder (model SEU4). The left and 
right inputs each pass through the en-
coder unchanged to the respective "left-
total" and "right-total" outputs. The 
center and surround inputs are each di-
vided equally between the two outputs, 
with the surround input first undergo-
ing additional processing, including a 
relative phase shift. Monitoring of the 
surround signal during the mix is ac-
complished by feeding the encoded 
"left-total" and "right-total" outputs into 
a model SDU4 decoder, which repro-
duces the original four channels. The 
left-total/right-total mix is distributed as 
if it were a normal stereo signal; in the 
case of a CD-ROM this would—for 
now—mean digitizing the signal 

through an audio card to an AIFF or 
.WAV file. This fall Dolby plans to re-
lease a surround encoding/decoding 
plug-in for Digidesign Pro Tools to allow 
processing of already digitized audio 
files. 

Adding to potential complications in 
the surround preparation process is the 
capability that Dolby devised with an 
eye toward dedicated video game sys-
tems and the PC market—of letting the 
end user interactively control the posi-
tion of individual sound elements in the 
surround soundfield. "The playback 
hardware will be the same, if they al-
ready have a Dolby Surround Multime-
dia system," Barnes says. "But they will 
need a software driver that will know 
what to do to those sounds, how to han-
dle them in response to input to pro-
duce the desired sound positioning." 

Preparation of these interactive sur-
round files, Barnes says, "is a relatively 
new thing. You have to mix a little bit 
differently. If you have things like music 
beds that you want to be stationary, you 
can encode them in the normal man-
ner—put them in the center or the left 
or mixed into all four channels. That will 
give you your regular Dolby Surround 
encoded mix. Then in a separate pass 
you mix your dynamic sounds, such as a 
sound effect that you want to be able to 
control in response to some sort of user 
input. That has to be encoded in a mod-
ified manner and handled separately. 
You use a modified SEU4 encoder, 
switched into what we are currently call-
ing "game" mode, and you run the dy-
namic elements through separately. The 
encoder will produce a two-channel 
output consisting of two components, 
which you store as a sound file. 

"At playback," Barnes continues, 
"the control software, the driver, will 
take those two components, mix them 
together with the static sound and pan 
them forward, back, left or right. It is 
essentially assembling a two channel 
Dolby Surround encoded soundtrack 
on the fly." The question of how the 
various sound elements of this interac-
tive mix are accessed from disc for si-
multaneous playback has not been 
worked out by Dolby. "There would 
have to be buffering," Barnes says, "but 
that is something that we are going to 
leave to the computer programmers to 
figure out how they want to do it. They 
are the experts." 

Mix 's media & mastering editor, Phil De 
Lancie, is a mastering engineer and 
multimedia designer for Fantasy 
Records in Berkeley, Calif 
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...the first new Neumann 
Tube microphone in 
more than 30 years. 

Neumann  underStu1ds tube ¡microphones. We've been 

making them since 1928. The U 47, M 49, 1: 67, and 

1::%1 53 are legendary - coveted by engineers and produc-

ers worldwide. When asked to reproduce a microphone 
with the classic' characteristics of our older jems, we 

decided to go one better. Enter the new M 149 Tube. 
utilizing the 1: 49 capsule and headgrill from the classic 
M 49, coupled with the transformerless YET 100 circuitr) 

from our Tl.N1 50, the M 149 Tube is a modern 

microphone in the classic Neumann tradition. 

The M 149 Tube features 9 polar patterns and a 9-position 

high-pass filter. With a self noise of 11 di-X, the M 149 

Tube is the quietest tube microphone in the world. The tube 

and associated circuitry for the M 149 Tube are mounted on 
modular 'circuit cards.' in the future. a ¡variety of tube 

modules will be offered, allowing you to customize your 

M 149... different tubes for different recording situations. 

Neumann has brought more than 50 years of desip 

expertise to the M 149 Tube, and it shows in every detail of 

this truly outstanding microphone. 

Neumann... the choice of those who can hear the difference. 

IleumannIUSR 6 Vista DriVe • PO Bo% 987. Old LVIIIC. CT 06371 • Tel: 860.434.5220 • FAX: 860.434.3148 

ln Canada: 221 Labrosse Ave.. Pointe-Claire. PQ 119R 1A3 • Tel: 514-426-3013 • FAX: 514-426-3953 Neumann 11:SA West Coast • Tel: 818.845.8815 • PAX: 818.845.7140 

World Wide Web: http://u-n-u.neumann.com 
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MY DAN DAUM 

BUSS 
This is not a music software story. If you are an en-
gineer who has taken this magazine into the 
bathroom or behind the console during a 
break to catch up on the latest in sequenc-
ing or sample storage software, it's not 
too late to grab other reading materi-
al. However, on your way, please 
leave this article on the desk of 
any or all of the following: the 
studio owner, manager, assistant 
manager, traffic manager, accoun-
tant, business manager, bookkeeper, 
or—perhaps more precisely at a time 
when studios are trying to accomplish more 
with less—the assistant engineer, whose job it 
is to do all of the above. 

In a software-rich industry, with hundreds of ap-
plications designed to make the recording and edit-
ing of audio easier and more productive, studio 

PROGRAMS 

FOR THE 

RECORDING 

INDUSTRY 

SOFTWARE 
owners have been somewhat underwhelmed by 

the software developed to help them run their 
businesses. Until relatively recently, studios 

have made do using off-the-shelf business 
software solutions for accounting, 

scheduling, inventory and basic 
spreadsheet operations such as 

P&L reports. That's resulted in a 
business that, quite frankly, 

often doesn't pay enough atten-
tion to business. Some integrated 

software programs, such as Claris 
Works, are useful to a degree, but 

they're designed to appeal and apply to a 
broad array of businesses. The paucity of busi-

ness software products for the recording indus-
try puts the niche aspect of what we do into 
perspective (doctors' offices have dozens of special-
ized software titles to choose from) and at the same 
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time underscores the need for a more focused ap-
proach to handling day-to-day business matters in 
studios. 

There are an increasing number of products that at-
tempt to tackle the ironic problem of being software-
poor in an industry that is increasingly based on 
computers. And they are starting to cover more bases. 
Here are a few. 

Above: VizuAll Inc. s ScheduAll; left: Archie's work order template 

STUDIO BUSINESS 
The newest and probably the most unique studio busi-
ness software product is E Ware's (Nashville) Studio 
Business Music Production Manager. Not a studio man-
agement program per se, it addresses the needs of pro-
duction budgeting, and with more and more recording 
studios adding in-house record companies, the need 
for and applicability of such a program become obvi-
ous. Creator John Leslie Hug, a producer with credits 
that include Marty Balin, The Busboys and Dwight 
Twilley, says he noticed a lack of software that allows 
producers and record companies to budget produc-
tions accurately. Hug says that Music Production Man-
ager offers spreadsheet-like budgeting that can 
incorporate revisions at a keystroke, rendering it as cre-
ative as it is practical for record production in the '90s. 

"Records are made with hopes and dreams that 
often outweigh the money available," Hug says. "This 
software at least helps make realizing those dreams 
more precise" But it also includes reams of function-
ality specific to the business of making records, such 
as complete American Federation of Musicians and 
AFTRA session reports (contracts), as well as talent 
benefit funding, including health and welfare pay-
ments. An overtime calculation allows producers to 
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• Seamless integration into an Alesis ADAT/BRC system, 

providing random access editing and processing of 
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• Digital audio workstation power without a complicated 
computer interface. 

Price and ease of use comparable to 
multi-track tape machine. 

a modular 
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• Records onto inexpensive 1GB Iomega Jaz cartridges 
eliminating the need to back up and restore between projects. 

Ready to record right out of the box, no cards, 
no computer, no headaches! (no kidding) 

Call for a dealer nearest you at 408.439.0368 
E-M 

E-mu Systems 
For more information, contact: P.O. Box 660015, Scotts Valley, CA 95067-0015 
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compare the costs of an extra hour or 
two of overtime vs. two standard book-
ings with any number of musicians 
working at any number of rates. One 
interesting feature is the fact that union 
regulations are integral to the program; 
if you attempt to pay any musician 
quadruple scale, for instance, the pro-
gram reminds you that triple scale is the 
legal maximum. 

That attention to detail is what will 
make Music Production Manager attrac-
tive to record companies, Hug believes. 
(Elektra, Warner, PolyGram and Zomba 
are all using it to some degree, he says.) 
He has sold an expanded version of the 
software to several major labels, allow-
ing them to distribute copies of the 
basic program under license to staff 
producers, whose budgeting data can 
then be fed back into a central account-
ing station. Individual versions of Music 
Production Manager retail for $895; 
server-based versions will run between 
$7,500 and $30,000, with X-Ware of 
New York doing customization of larger 
programs (under a joint venture agree-
ment) for record label users. Music Pro-
duction Manager came out initially for 
the PC platform, but a Mac version was 
scheduled to debut in August. 

The higher cost of the record com-

pany version is supported, according to 
Hug, by the fact that it is designed to 
handle far more complex situations than 
the solo producer version. For instance, 
the record company version will allow a 
label's management to monitor and 
control a recording "fund" that feeds 
multiple budgets in the case of projects 
with multiple producers and remixes. 
The management reports that the record 
company version can generate are more 
detailed, and Hug says he will cus-
tomize the software for the particular 
needs of individual labels. Those who 
have taken him up on the enhanced 
label versions include Elektra Entertain-
ment's and PolyGram Records' New 
York offices; Hug says he is on the 
verge of deals with Virgin and MCA in 
Los Angeles. 

"If you want to make music using 
software, you're in good shape; if you 
want music business software, you have 
to look pretty hard and you still don't 
see much," says Hug of what motivated 
him. Programmer/musician Andy Zuck-
erman of San Francisco, who met Hug 
after sending him tapes of his band for 
consideration, did Music Production 
Manager's programming, reinforcing 
what Hug says is a program designed 
by and for professional audio users. 

SCHEDUALL 
VizuAll Inc. (Miami) has been offering 
its integrated ScheduALL software pack-
age for several years. Originally 
designed for television and post-
production facilities, the program, 
which integrates resource-scheduling 
and management into a single package, 
has become more popular with record-
ing studios over the last year or so, says 
sales director Dave Legow. "I was a 
scheduler in a post-production facility 
for six years, so I know firsthand how 
much redundancy of data input there is 
and how much time and energy that 
wastes," Legow explains. "Recording 
studios are under a tremendous amount 
of pressure right now; they're trying to 
get more productivity and profitability 
out of a facility using fewer people. So 
software solutions are the right answer." 

ScheduALL takes the client-generat-
ed request or inquiry from the bid level 
through the final billing, including in-
voicing for work and materials, and up-
dates the status of materials such as tape 
and boxes left in inventory. There's ad-
ditional detail in the PC-based pro-
gram's (no Mac version is yet available) 
capacity, though: It not only schedules 
but tracks projects (down to minutes, if 
required), stores and reminds you of 
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USA & Canada 
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Burlington A/V Recording Media, Inc. 
106 Mott Street • Oceanside, New York 11572 
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equipment setups for specific clients, 
monitors time between scheduled main-
tenance, beeps you when rentals are re-
quired, manages personnel resources 
such as vacations and overtime and 
produces labels. It also has a bar-cod-
ing option, monitors accounts receiv-
able, and creates estimates and stores 
pricing information for clients. In addi-
tion, it is designed to interface with ex-
isting accounting programs on an ASCII 
file interchange basis. 

"Scheduling is the heart of the pro-
gram," says Legow, "but the bigger part 
of the equation is management of re-
sources—human and materials. And it 
lets you input all this data and use it in a 
lot of different ways for future projects, 
which seriously increases productive 
use of time." This comes at a price that's 
higher on average than most music soft-
ware packages; ScheduALL starts at 
around $3,600. With all the options for 
the equivalent of a three-room record-
ing studio, including the billing option, 
the package would run about $7,000. 

VizuAll has no plans to modify the 
program for smaller facilities, although 
Legow says that even two-room studios 
and very busy multi-console personal 
studios can benefit from the basic pack-
age. It's designed to raise the level of 

operations of the business side of an 
audio facility, a level that Legow says 
has historically been behind the curve 
of other types of businesses. "The stu-
dio business is one in which a lot of in-
formation has traditionally been written 
down on slips of paper," he says. If 
one of those slips of paper falls behind 
a desk, a studio can lose $2,000." 

ARCHIE 
Archie has gained a small hut loyal fol-
lowing since its release in the early 
1990s, with more than 100 users in the 
U.S. and more overseas. Written by soft-
ware consultant and studio/record com-
pany owner John Alcock, it was 
originally distributed by San Jose soft-
ware marketer Words & Deeds; it's now 
available directly from Alcock, who 
lives in Thousand Oaks, Calif. A Macin-
tosh-based studio management pro-
gram, Archie creates and handles client 
databases, accounts receivable, work 
orders and purchase orders, bookings 
and scheduling, tape inventory and 
archiving, equipment lists and deprecia-
tion. It can also classify clients in data-
bases by type and by project, as well as 
generate quarterly P&L reports. It was 
designed, says its creator, for "computer 
illiterates," with single-keystroke opera-

tions for everything from accessing 
databases to billings. Archie costs $ 1,250 
for the basic single-facility program, al-
though it can include options to work 
on a server for multiroom facilities. 
Capitol Records studios in Los Angeles 
uses a heavily modified version of the 
program for its 12-room facility, and Al-
cock stresses that much of his business 
is predicated on modifying the basic 
program for specific facility applications. 

Alcock says he saw a lot of interest 
generated in studio-specific business 
software programs around 1990, in the 
depths of the recession. An improved 
economy then led to a decline in inter-
est—much, he says, to the detriment of 
small studios, which still have to try to in-
crease profitability with smaller staffs in 
an increasingly competitive environment. 
"I've also seen more studios developing 
their own hybrid software, to meet their 
own particular needs," Alcock observes. 
"That tells me several things: that studios 
have become more computer-literate on 
the business side in recent years, that 
they are becoming more aware of the 
need for software solutions to business 
issues as well as for recording ones, and 
that hybrid solutions are sort of a stop-
gap measure, at best. 

"I've had a number of people come 
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If digital was supposed 
to make things easier, 
why do you have a 
snakepit behind your 
rack of digital gear? 
Tired of battling the constant tangle of cables every time you 
need to configure and reconfigure your set-up? Wondering 
how you're going to make this AES/EBU device talk to that 
S/PDIF device or that optical device? Let a ZSYS Digital 
Detangler take care of your digital audio interface problems 
so you can get on with more important things. Whether you 
need 8, 16, or even 32 ins and outs... manual, remote, or 
software control even format conversion and custom 
configurations.... one of our Detanglers is perfect for you. 

ZSYS—The last name in audio engineering. 

Z-Systems Audio Engineering 
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Gainesville, Florida USA 32609 
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BRYSTON PROFESSIONAL ST AMPLIFIERS 

Introducing a New Standard 

in Professional Amplifier 

Design and Performance 

In the demanding professional 

environment, you need an ampli-

fier that is transparent, neutral 

and uncoloured. You want to hear 

the music, not the electronics. 

Preserving the integrity of the 

source signal is paramount to 

Bryston's design philosophy. 

Bryston amplifiers are versatile 

performers, designed for use in a 

variety of demanding professional 

and commercial applications, 

including high quality recording 
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broadcast facilities, theatre and 
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and nightclub installations and 
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Our ultra- linear input bufier-
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Listen past the equipment and experience the periiemance as intended. Bryston professional ST amplifier,, 

from the top: 8B ST 4 drannel 120 tepe, 5B ST 3 channel 120 win-, 4B ST 250 upe stereo, 'B S7 500 watts 

mono. Not shown is the 3B ST 120 upe stereo. 

Powei supplies are completely 

indepencierdt per channel and 

e-nploy multiple smaller filter 

cipacitors, rather than single 

large filter cans, improving high 

frequency response. 
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Wiring harnesses have been 

completely eliminated, so that 

channels plug directly onto the 

power supply PCB, reducing 

resistance and improving Cur-

rent flow. 
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Nashville, Tennessee: 615-321-5544 

London, UK: 081-451-5544 

Call now for your copy of our rate card and/or our latest list of 
ex-rentar equipment available for purchase. 

to me recently saying that integrating 
several off-the-shelf programs to create 
one integrated system isn't as elegant a 
solution as it first seems," Alcock con-
tinues. And while he's taken a low-key 
approach to marketing the program, the 

growth of personal recording has 
sparked him to consider "Archie-Light," 
a project studio version that would offer 
pared-down functionality aimed at the 
owner-operator of a single-room facility. 
"The studio business in general has 
been kind of slow to follow the busi-
ness software trend, but that's because 
there have been very few programs out 
there that address this business specifi-
cally," he says. "Studios are often run by 
ex-engineers or ex-musicians, and 
they're not going to get everything they 
need just by buying Quicken off the 
shelf. But hopefully that's changing. A 
program like Archie gives them a leg 
up." 

DO IT YOURSELF 

Still, some studios prefer to develop their 
own software solutions. Four years ago, 
Richie Kessler, owner of Platinum Island 
Recording in Manhattan, did just that 
using the services of Brad Worrel, pro-
grammer and leader of punk band The 
Goops, and cartoonist/musician Mike 
Callahan. The two musicians integrated 
individual spreadsheet, database and 
scheduling programs, including Filemak-
er Pro and Quicken, to come up with a 
system that tracks the studio's bookings, 
client database and archiving. Functions 
include the ability to automatically with-
hold tape releases until either an invoice 
has been paid or a purchase order is is-
sued by a record company. "The soft-
ware we saw that was designed for 
studio management wasn't flexible 
enough for our taste," says Kessler. "I 
was able to get the kind of software I 
needed, and I was able to utilize the very 
creative musician elements in New York, 
many of whom do a lot more than just 
make music," says Kessler. 

With business software aimed at spe-
cific niches like production budgeting, 
you can expect more programs de-
signed specifically for recording studio 
functions to crop up in the next year or 
so. It will certainly not be a deluge. But 
as the awareness of and necessity for 
such capabilities grows, it appears in-
evitable that people will respond. Cre-
atively. • 

Dan Daley is Mb's East Coast editor. He 
note realizes that running his former 
studio with an abacus was perhaps a 
mistake. 
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It's uncanny. 
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your breath away. 
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you'd expect on 

consoles costing many 

times more. 
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of Ghost you need to see and 
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So call 818 227 1800 

to find cut more. 
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PRODUCER'S DESK 

BOB ROCK 
THE NAME SAYS IT ALL 

B
ob Rock has worked with 
some of the biggest names 
in power rock, with engi-

neering credits on albums by Bon 
Jovi and Aerosmith, and producer 
credits ranging from Joan Jeu to 
David Lee Roth to Cher to, most 
recently, Metallica. 
When Mix caught up with this 

Canadian native, he was finishing 
up nearly a year of tracking with 
Metallica in the newly renovated 
Studio A at The Plant in Sausalito, 
Calif. (see sidebar). He and his en-
gineer, Randy Staub, were getting 
ready to head to New York with 
the band to mix the album at Right 
Track Studios. Rock took a few 
minutes out of one of the final ses-
sions to discuss his background, 
influences and his views on pro-
ducing powerful rock 'n' roll. 

How did you get into the business? 
I guess it was in about '76. I come 
from a musical background, basi-
cally. I was a guitar player in a 
band, wanting to be an artist, but it 
wasn't working out that way. I was 
from a small town called Victoria, in 
Canada. I moved over to Vancou-
ver and took a recording course, 
from which I not so much learned 
how to record, hut basically met 
some people in the business in 
Vancouver. And through that, one 
of the engineers—Roger Monk, 
who was at a studio there called Lit-
tle Mountain—gave me a job as a 
runner, doing tape dubs, etc. I start-
ed there and worked myself up 
through Little Mountain from '76 
until they closed about two years 
ago. I was engineering, mixing, 
doing local bands and Canadian 
bands with Bruce Fairbaim, another 
producer up there; I was his engi-
neer. I did Loverboy, Bon Jovi, 
Aerosmith, etc., and then just after 
the Aerosmith album, I decided to 
produce instead of engineer. I start-
ed off with a project for Geffen— 
Blue Murder—and I ended up 
doing Kingdom Come, Motley 

Bob Rock in the Plant's Studio A 

Crüe, The Cult and then Metallica. 
How did you get involved with 
Metallica? 
They really liked the sound of the 
Motley Crüe album. They had ac-
tually approached me to mix the 
last album, and I didn't want to re-
ally do that, but I said I'd produce 
it. I guess they were taken aback 
by the fact that I would actually 
produce them; they came up to 
see me, and we talked, and we 
had the same view of what they 
had to do. I'd seen them on the 
Justice tour, and I was impressed 
with their sound live, in terms of 
how powerful they were. I didn't 
really hear that on the records. 
Some of their earlier stuff had a lot 
of power in it, but the Justice 
album wasn't quite as big and 
powerful as they were onstage, so 
that's why I said I could produce 
them. 
Is that what they were looking for? 
A more powerful sound? 
They wanted to improve the 
sound. They wanted to have a lot 
more power, and they wanted to 
get more melodic. So when we 

BY SARAN JONES 

talked about things, we talked 
about the approach of recording. 
Previous to my involvement with 
them, they had done a lot of work 
bit-by-bit, drums separate from 
guitars, etc. So I got them playing 

in one studio. They hadn't done 
that before, and they liked it. That 
was the Black album. This time, 
basically, it was the same thing, 
only they're from [the San Francis-
co Bay Area], so they wanted to 
record here, and they mentioned 
The Plant. They talked to Arne 
[Frager, The Plant's manager]; they 
were going to do some renova-
tions, so at that point, I became in-
volved in terms of the design, 
along with the engineer I work 
with, Randy Staub. And we came 
down, and we told them what we 
needed in terms of the room. 
What kind of environment did 
you have in mind? 
When we had done the previous 
Metallica album, we worked in a 
place in L.A. called One on One. It 
was quite a dead room, and we 
ended up taking all of the baffling 
out to make it a live-sounding 
room. We went in there because 
that's where they had done the 
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justice so they were comfort-
able there. And what we found is that 
when we livened it up and took every-
thing out, and started from scratch, we 

basically had to bring back some of the 
acoustical treatment to cater it to what 
we were trying to get. 

When they were talking about thi, 
room [at The Plant], Manny [LaCarrubba. 
technical director] and Ame had the idea 
of making a live room, so we told them 
to make it as live as they po§sibly could, 
because our theory was, we'll bring in 
different acoustic materials and surfaces 
and custom-contour the room to what 
we're looking for. So when they fin-
ished the room, we came up here about 
three months before we started the 
album and made suggestions like dou-

ble-seal the doors, use different kind of 
materials on the walls, etc.—things we 
learned through our experience and 

through working at Little Mountain with 
a couple of technicians named John 
Vrtacic and Ron Obvious. Ron just built 
Bryan Adams' studio in Vancouver and 
[Bruce Fairbairn's studio] The Armoury. 

So we brought them into this place, 
and the isos became a lot better—they 
became bigger, they had a lot more iso-
lation in them. And in the big room, we 
started with the drum kit and spent 
about two weeks bringing in different 
baffles, different materials, and we 
basically contoured the room to the 
decay and to the sound that we were 
looking for. Manny designed a system 
where baffles would just hang on the 
walls, and we could just flip them over 
for hard surfaces, etc. The harder 
surfaces would bring out a lot more 
highs and more wash in the room, and 
the deader ones would soak up the 
bottom. Most of the wall area is stucco 
in there, which is quite a hard, reflec-
tive surface, so we got them to lacquer 
plywood, which really gives the room a 
warmth. And we just brought tons of 
sheets of plywood in, and we would 
take out two or four, and you could 
really hear the difference. I think any-
body that comes into the room is going 
to be impressed with how much you 
can customize the space. Rather than 
using reverbs and all sorts of gear, you 
can really get a great sound from the 
natural instrument. 

It's tweaked kind of nicely now, just 
in time to leave. And we're really just 
moving for the console size, more than 
anything. So we're going to Right Track 
in New York, and we're going to mix 
on the new SSL 9000. 
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insisted that we have an unob-
structed view," explains LaCar-
rubba. "Previously there were 
supports coming up through the 
window, dividing it into three 
sections. To have that unob-
structed view, yet maintain the 
rigidity we needed to keep the 
low end tight, meant that we 
had to have some rather sophis-
ticated steel work to form the 
front wall. It's a span of almost 
15 feet, with compound mitered 
joints in the glass." The isolation 
between the control room and 
studio ended up at 60 dB. 

All wiring was laid out by 
LaCarrubba and Plant tech Jack 
Dubowsky, who put together an 
in-house wiring crew. "The orig-
inal room was a relatively stan-
dard configuration, with rows of 
outboard gear permanently 
mounted in front of a producer's 
desk, raised on a platform be-
hind the console," LaCarrubba 
explains. The crew leveled the 
floor and installed new LaCar-
rubba-designed and Omnirax-
built outboard racks. The racks 
roll into various configurations 
and lock together with a table-
top that fits over them to form a 
counter if desired. The monitors 
are customized TAD component 
systems, also designed by LaCar-
rubba, with some newly in-
stalled power amps. A Studer 
A800 24-track machine was 
added to the new room. 

The work was finished in 
February of 1995. "We built a 
building inside the building, a 
new front wall for the control 
room, new machine room, 
three iso booths, installed two 
new air-conditioning systems— 
all in about 90 days," says 
LaCarrubba. "Then Bob [Rock] 
came in with Randy [engineer 
Randy Staub], and they did a 
test setup before they started 
the project in earnest. They had 
a request for us to make some 
alterations in the iso booth and 
the machine room adjacent to 
it. And that took about another 
ten days." Metallica began 
tracking the new album Load in 
March of '95, and really put the 
new studio through its paces. 

—Sarah Jones 

ILL 44«, w#,#2 # r_ rwororrirorm 

Describe your own studio. 
I just built a studio in my house in Maui; 
John Vrtacic is designing it. I bought the 
consoles at Little Mountain; I bought the 
old Neves that I had learned on, and 
now I have them all in modular boxes. 
Right now, I have 40 inputs of Neve 
modules. So that's my portable studio, 
and I have the same setup that Bryan 

Adams has, which is a 56-input Mackie 
console. I use that for monitoring. And 
it's all prewired in a patchbay, so I have 
a complete modular studio. And that's 
what I'm going to use until my control 
room is built. I'm building a mix room 
in the house, and I'm going to put an 
SSL in there, a new 9000. 
What about monitors? 
I pretty much use NS-10s, and I use little 
ARs at home or in a hotel room, wher-
ever I'm working. But generally I use 
whatever's handy. I like the NS-10s be-
cause I've been using them for so long I 
know what they sound like; I'm used to 
them. Sometimes they don't sound all 
that great, but it's a question of what 
you're used to. We went to KRKs for a 
while, and they were very close, they 
were a lot better to listen to—you could 
listen to them longer, louder, etc.—but 
things were just missing. I started adapt-
ing what I was doing just so I could use 
the KRIC.s. So I went back to the NS-10s 
for a mix and it was easy, and it sound-
ed better. I still actually use Auratones, I 
went back to them about three or four 
years ago. There's something about 
them...they're so boxy and so mid-y. 
They're great for hearing vocal, pitch, all 

sorts of stuff that you don't hear on bet-
ter-sounding speakers, even the NS-10s. 

And I know a lot of people like even 
more transparent speakers. For myself, 
the balance is NS- 10s. We use a little bit 
of a Yamaha subwoofer, just to give 
them a little bit more bass, because we 
just kept blowing woofers every day. 
We had a lot of bottom on this album. 
Do you find that you produce more 
from a musician's perspective, or from 
an engineer's? 
Project to project, it varies. Being a mu-
sician and learning, working with other 
producers for many years, and engi-
neers, I value that sometimes the engi-
neering, technical end can get in the 
way of the music. And by the same 
token, coming from an engineering 
background, I have my version of 
audio, what I like to hear. So it's always 
a balance, but I pretty much go with 
what the band wants to do. One of the 
reasons I made the switch to producer 

is because I was always interpreting as 
an engineer what somebody else was 
hearing. I pretty much had to stick to 
what they wanted to do even if I didn't 
agree with them. Becoming a producer 
enabled me to be a lot more creative. 

My main rule is that there are no 
rules. There are people that can go out 
and mike a whole band and bring up 
the faders, and it's pretty much there. 
That's actually the way I learned, doing 
jingles and commercials. Up in Canada, 
I worked with very English-style engi-
neers, and we worked on an old Neve, 
and they could pretty much set the 
whole console, all the levels—that's 
how I learned. But, I quickly learned, 
they used to use condensers on every-
thing. Well, I brought in a Shure. The 
studio didn't even own one! And that 
opened that up. So I'm always the guy 
that doesn't like the rules. 
What would you say is your produc-
tion philosophy? 
Ultimately, the performance is the most 
important thing. By the same token, 
many a performance is lost in crappy 
audio. So like I say, it's a balance. You 
don't ever want the technical end of it 
to get in the way of the performance, 
but you still want things to be present 
and have character. It's a balance. It's 
much like the digital and analog argu-
ment that still goes on: I still cut my 
drums and guitar on analog, but bass 
and vocals I do on digital. And it's 
mainly pretty much for vocals, the 
comping, the lack of hiss, being able to 
use a vintage mic and actually hear the 
vintage mic when you play it back. But 
I also like the sound of drums on ana-
log. I know what I like, so I tend to use 
equipment that way. 

It's pretty much the same philoso-
phy, in terms of making a record. It's 
funny, every artist looks at a producer's 
career and thinks, 'Oh, I want that pro-
ducers sound.' For example, I have 
people that want to sound like Metallica. 
Well, I can give them the same ap-
proach to audio, but it's not going to 
make them sound like Metallica. 
They're not going to have the power, 
or they may have a different thing 
about them. My approach is to use 
whatever I know to get what they 
want. A lot of engineers and producers 
collect microphones; well, I do that, 
but I also collect musical instruments. I 
have a warehouse full of keyboards, 
guitars, drums, etc. I try and get the 
sound from the source, in most cases. 
You learn that over the years, too: It's 
not the EQ or the effect, it's the actual 
instrument. 
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THE Ro Y HARGROVE QUINTET 
LIVE AT THE JAZZ FESTIVAL PLAZA '96 IN HAVANA, CUBA 

T
he Roy Hargrove Quintet 
landed in Cuba on a sooth-
ingly warm Monday morning 

to join Havana's Jazz Festival Plaza 
'96. The festival is organized by 
legendary Cuban pianist Chucho 
Valdes, who currently heads a jazz/ 
salsa ensemble called Irakere. The 
festival has taken place every Feb-
ruary for the past 16 years, but be-
cause of the political isolation of 
Cuba, the festival's delights have 
gone largely unnoticed outside of a 
limited group of South American, 
Cuban expatriate and Canadian 
jazz artists. 
My invitation came only weeks 

before from Hargrove's manager 
and producer, Larry Clothier, who 
sensed the possibility of some 
unique recording opportunities. 
The quintet features Hargrove on 

trumpet and flugelhom, Ron Blake 
on tenor saxophone, Charles Craig 
at the piano, Gerald Cannon on 
bass and Karriem Riggins at the 
drums. This article is a diary of our 
Cuban excursion. 

TEATRO NACIONAL 

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 13 

One of our translators, Carlos John-
son, pointed out the Teatro Na-
cional as we passed it on the way 
from Jose Marti Airport to our 
hotel. On the same plaza as the 

Teatro Nacional is the Ministry of 
the Interior building, which fea-
tures a nine-story wrought-iron 
portrait of Che Guevara. 

The interior of Teatro Nacional 
seems about twice the size of its 
exterior. It seats about 3,000 on 
two levels, and the enormous stage 
has wings as large as tennis courts. 
Comfortable but dusty red velour 
seats blanket the room. Ceiling 
acoustic treatments appear to he 

BY ADAM BLACKBURN 

Above: At the Casa de Music° Roy Hargrove 

(trumpet) and other members of his Quintet 

jam with members of Irakere and Anga (con-

gas). Left: Hargrove and the recording setup. 

more decorative than absorptive 
and, even when the room is filled 
to capacity, do not smooth out the 
reflections caused by the smooth 
plaster walls and ceiling. The 
trucked-in P.A. featured ancient-
looking, light gray, double-15 two-
way JBL cabinets without grilles. 
These were stacked three abreast— 
on a flat vertical plane—and two 
high, on either side of the stage. 
Amplification came from a rack of 
four Peavey 800 Series amps posi-
tioned in front of the stage, facing 

the house's main aisle. The house 
console was an early Peavey 32-
input, and the 24-channel monitor 
board was from a manufacturer 
unfamiliar to us, LEM. Monitor 
speakers were mostly Peavey 
wedges, with a couple of JBLs, 
again powered by Peavey amps. 
I took a big gulp and began ne-

gotiating with the house and festi-
val engineers about splitting and 
where I could set up separate mi-
crophones. Few engineers I met in 

—CON77NUED ON PAGE 88 
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SPOTLIGHT 

BETA SOUND RECORDERS 
Edmonton, Alberta 

2,_‘,. lot of audio post 
work is done in 
Canada, and it 

may surprise some that 
many of the projects are 
being done in Edmon-
ton, Alberta. One facility 
that's contributed to the 
increasing activity in this 
region is Beta Sound 
Recorders, a two-room 
music/post house that 
has been gradually up-
graded over the past sev-
eral years. 

Beta was started in 
1988 by musician/com-
poser/engineer Gary 
Koliger, who previously 
made his living as a ses-
sion player. He pur-
chased an existing one-
room studio, the former 
Sundown Sound, and 
began recording indie 
CDs for himself and oth-
ers in what is now the 
facility's Studio 1. At first, 
he was using the gear 
that came with the place: 
an MCI 428 board and 
an MCI JR 16/24 2-inch 
tape machine. "Studio 1 
had actually been the 
first 24-track studio in western Canada," says Koliger. 
"And there used to be big bulkheads in the back cor-
ners. It was originally built in '75 to be a quadraphonic 
recording place, back when quad was happening. There 
were these huge JBL monitors. Long before I [purchased 
the studio], I was a session player, and I'd came in. and 
boy, the SPL levels you could get in that room were un-
believable." 

Koliger removed the rear quad speakers from the 
room, but the major changes began when he was joined 

a couple of years later by eteran producer/engineer 
Doug McCann, who had worked for years in Vancou-
ver's booming music and post community. McCann, 
who now co-owns the studio with Koliger, is also an ex-
perienced studio builder, and he and Koliger designed 
and converted a large area adjacent to Studio 1 into what 
is now the facility's dedicated post-production room, Stu-
dio 2. Studio 2 contains a Sony/MCI 636 console, a Fos-
tex Foundation, DA-88s and Genelec   
1030 monitoring. 

Control rooms 2 (above) and 1 

The owners have also 
gradually upgraded the 
look and equipment in 
Studio 1, which now of-
fers a 72-input Amek Big 
console with Total Recall, 
an array of outboard gear 
and tube mks, and Gen-
elec 1032 monitoring. 
"We've got JBL 4430s in 
the soffitts," says Koliger, 
"but we never turn them 
on unless we're doing a 
really loud guitar track. 
For us, the Genelecs are 
it." The facility also has a 
selection of reference 
monitors from Yamaha, 
Tannoy and Auratone 
that can be used in either 
room. "In the last two 
years, we've put a quar-
ter of a million bucks into 
this place," Koliger says, 
"just in upgrading all the 
fixtures, the infrastruc-
ture, the new carpets, the 
nice-looking walls, the 
track lights. And that's 
not to mention all the 
gear that we bought. 

"But it's not enough 
just to have the gear," he 
continues, "because in 

the past, a loi of film and video producers, locally and 
regionally, had to go either to Vancouver or Toronto to 
do their audio mixing, and they no longer have to. We're 
in the process of letting them know that they don't have 
to, but it's a hard job, because when there's a percep-
tion out there, it takes awhile to change it. So we don't 
just have to have the gear and the people to do the job; 
it's having the ability and gear, and having them come in 
the door, and then having them feel that they've made 
the right choice. It's like the essence of sales is not selling 

somebody your fish; it's selling them the great feeling 
that they get from deciding to buy the fish from you." 

Beta has apparently been making its case quite suc-
cessfully so far. The studio's credits include post work 
on television programs such as The X Files, Lonesome 
Dove, Kung Fu— The Legend Continues, Due South 
and on ads for the Edmonton Oilers and the Alberta 
Motor Association. Recent music projects include 

recordings for Long John Baldry, Peter 
BY BARBARA SCHULTZ McCann, and Verlon Thompson with 
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Ihas long been acknowledged that 
line-arrays provide optimum coverage 
and low-frequency coupling with the 
correct number and accurate spacing of 
loudspeakers. 

Problem: The spherical waveforms 
from each driver create a chaotic 
soundfield inducing comb-filtering 
and phase inconsistencies. 

Solution A: Trapezoidal, fan-shaped 
arrays show some reduction of 

problems but there is still no 
coupling especially in the mids 
and highs. 

Solution B: Wavefront 
Sculpture Technology TM, 
the true solution - a focused 
cylindrical waveform is 
produced that is seamlessly 
prolonged as each enclosure 
is added, providing a perfectly 
coupled, truly coherent 

soundfield at all frequencies. 

System types: 

Line-array: VDOSCTM 

Side-by-side array: ARCSTM 

V-DOSC is 
typically 

10 dB louder 
at 100 meters 

SPL attenuation 
with distance 

Mtrs. Feet 

10 33 
20 66 
30 100 

50 164 

100 330 
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events using the V-DOSC demon-

strates that the Wavefront Sculpture 
Technology is not just a corkept 

but a refined technology that pr 
sides accurate controlled cover 

astounding long-throw capability, 

increased intelligibility and unpar-
alleled sound quality. 
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Suzi Ragsdale. And the facility does 
ongoing mixing work for Karvonen 
Films, North America's second-largest 
producer of nature films (after Nation-
al Geographic). 

McCann, the studio's production su-
pervisor, still does a lot of the engineer-
ing work that comes into Beta, but 

Koliger's work as general manager 
keeps him too busy with clients, banks, 
etc., for him to jump behind the board. 
"All I ever engineer now is my own 
stuff," he says, "which I mainly have to 
do at night. I have to stay out so the 
people can get their work done." 

Visit Beta Sound Recorders' Web 
page at comsept.ab.ca/betasound/ 
index.html 

"ZERO GRAVITY" 
SURFIN' FINLAND 

Zero Gravity is the latest release 
from Laika and the Cosmo-
nauts, a band you may not 
have heard of unless you listen 
to college radio, or unless you 
make it your business to search 
out Scandinavian surf guitar. 
These guys are from Finland, 
and they sound like a slightly futuristic 
version of Dick Dale and the Del-
tones. The new CD, on Rounder's Up-
start label, includes the material that 
made up the band's first two albums: 
C'mon Do the Laika and Surfs You 
Right, which until this year were only 
available in the Cosmonauts' native 
country. Highlights indude the rockin' 
title track from C'Mon Do the Laika 
and a smashing version of Dizzy Gille-
spie's "A Night in Tunisia." 

This unusual band's early record-
ings were made on a shoestring. "Nei-
ther one of those records was made 
in a studio at all," says drummer Janne 
Haavisto. "We recorded the first one, 
C'mon Do the Laika, in a rehearsal 
room that we had at the time. It was a 
big basement with a huge echo." The 
band did their own production and 
recording on a Teac 4-track machine; 
they also had a Teac 2A board and 
some borrowed mics. "The best mics 
we had were Shure SM57s," recalls 
bassist Tom Nyman. "We used them 
on the guitars, but I don't remember 
what the others were. I think we had 
a bass drum mic and one overhead, 
and then we had one mic for each 
amp and one mic for the room. 
Drums, bass and the ambience mics 
were all put to one channel, and one 
guitar to one channel, and the other 
one to another, and we even had one 
more channel to put overdubs." The 
record was mixed in Haavisto's one-
room apartment on a Teac 2A board 

with tape echo and a Roland DEP5. 

Haavisto says the monitors were a 
makeshift concoction by his brother-

in-law. 
Sue You Right was cut in a wood-

en house near Helsinki using a Fostex 
R-8 8-track machine, a 12-channel Fos-
tex console and some more borrowed 
mics. The band, again, did all of their 
own engineering and production, mix-
ing at a small radio commercial-pro-
duction studio called Soundart. Today, 
the band records in their own studio, 
a four-room loft next door to Finnvox 
Studios, where the early material was 
remastered for U.S. release. These 
days, they record to a 70s Studer A80 
2-inch, 24-track machine that the 
maintenance engineer from Finnvox 
restored. They also have a Mackie 8-
bus console and Genelec 1031A mon-
itors. "The first album was with a 
4-track," Nyman says. "The second 
one with an 8-track, the third one with 
16 tracks, and I think the fourth was 
with a 16- and a 24-track, so the next 
should be...well, you figure it out." 

At press time, the Cosmonauts 
were shopping for a producer to 
work on a new release that they'll 
begin recording this fall, and they 
were getting ready for a 15-gig U.S. 
tour opening for Ministry(?!) this 
spring, during which they will also 
play ten of their own dates in smaller 
clubs. If Laika and the Cosmonauts 
land in your town, walk, don't run 
to check out Finnish surf music at 
its finest. 

—Barbara Schultz 

"Amaziug" 
- Bob James 

"Pheaomeaal" 
- Jon Anderson 

"Remarkable" 
- Don Murray 

"Blew me away 
- Nathan East 

"Most accurate" 
- Sheffield Labs 

"Terrific" 
- DMP Records 

"A masterpiece" 

• 
- GRP Records 

Award-winning pro-
fessionals from around 
the world are calling 
our Platinum Session l's 

the best studio monitors they've 
ever heard. Designed with the 
input of top industry profes-
sionals, they're specifically voiced 
for accurate near-field mixing. 
Call toll-free and order a pair 
today at our introductory price 
of $ 1995pr. And if you're not 
shouting their praises within 30 
days, just ship them back at our 
expense. Guaranteed. 

PLATINUM AUDIO'S NEW 
SESSION 1 STUDIO MONITORS 

$1995pr. 

PLAT I \UM 

1-888-PRO-SPKR 
or (603)-647-7586 

(Credit cards and cap. only please) 

USE READER SERVICE CARD FOR MORE INFO 
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—FROM PAGE 84, ROY HARGROVE QUINTET 

Cuba seemed to have the passionate 
zeal ( read "propeller-headedness") of 
North American engineers I've met. I 
later learned that most were state em-
ployees, meaning that they are paid in 
Cuban pesos. At the current exchange 
rate of 25 pesos to the dollar, items 
such as fresh produce, cooking oil and 
soap—available on the dollar-only 
black market—are practically out of 
reach. That might make any person's 
job frustrating. 

Using signal-flow diagrams and ob-
scene-looking hand gestures, the house 
engineers and I managed to reach an 
agreement on signal splitting. Only the 
two horn mics would be shared, while 
separately placed mics would account 
for the balance of house and recording 
inputs. We had attended a show at this 
theater the night before, and I feared 
that the howling buzz we'd heard from 
the main speakers was always there. 
Upon listening to my solo'd channels 
during the soundcheck, these fears 
were confirmed. On the channels we 
split—Hargrove's trumpet and Blake's 
sax—the buzz was loud and clear. 
With 15 minutes left before the sched-
uled show time—in "island time," 
about an hour before the show would 
actually start—I still couldn't convince 
the engineers in my flailing "Spanglish" 
that the problem was worth chasing 
down. I took a pair of ATM-35s origi-
nally to be used as room mics and 
taped them onto the horn mic stands. 

Our 16-track DA-88 system per-
formed flawlessly. I had to format both 
the master and slave reels simultane-
ously while recording, but the tapes 
locked effortlessly in playback. I used 
the Mackie CR-1604 mic preamps and 
sent the signal to tape from the direct 
outs, the six aux sends and the alternate 
3/4 stereo bus, using 16 tracks on the 
DA-88s. In order to make a rough 
stereo mix on the spot, I used the MS 
1202 to mix the tape returns, with one 
of the stereo aux returns used to return 
reverb from a Sony HR-MPS. The MP5 
is a half-rack unit, but it includes some 
large-sounding effects, including the or-
chestral hall algorithm used to approxi-
mate the Teatro Nacional. 

The only serious problems were on-
stage. First, an ornery new Steinway D 
grand detuned itself 20 minutes into the 
set. Then, during his bass solo, Cannon 
inadvertently clobbered the ATM-35 in 
the bridge of his bass, sending it flying 
into his monitor speaker. Pianist Charles 

Craig drew cheers from the crowd and 
a stunned gape from me when he dove 
from his bench and crawled under the 
piano, reattached the microphone and 
scooted back to his keys in time for the 
opening bars of the Hargrove-penned 
groove, "Roy Allen." I quietly resolved 
to find a better place for the bass mic. 

SALON INTERNACIONAL, 

HOTEL HABANA RIVIERA 

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 14 

The gangster-haunted, faded Jetsons-
style glitz of the Riviera Hotel was the 
epicenter of Jazz Festival Plaza '96. Its 
Bar Elegante and Salon Internacional 
were sites of evening and late-night 
shows each day, with jam sessions in 
the bar winding down close to 5:00 
a.m. or 6:00 a.m. With its Alexander 
Calder-meets-Salvador Dali-in-Metropo-
lis chandeliers, the huge oval room's 
suspended ceiling is the hands-clown 
winner of the hemisphere's Most 
Bizarre Acoustical Treatment. 

The Roy Hargrove Quintet would 
perform first. The second band would 
be Grupo Klimax, an 11-piece, wildly 
talented salsa band from Cuba. They 
were to he followed by Sintesis, an 
eight-piece Afro-Cuban jazz-pop en-
semble of Cuban and Puerto Rican mu-
sicians. During soundcheck, Grupo 
Klimax's FOH engineer couldn't track 
down the house technicians, who were 
needed to point out AC outlets. Al-
though the technicians never did arrive, 
we finally located AC at about 3:00 
p.m., and Klimax's engineer began 
a grueling soundcheck. The drop-ceil-
ing—rather like a bowl hanging upside 
down inside of a larger bowl—acted as 
a transmission tube with a four-second 
delay; a snare drum, delicately brushed 
on one side of the room could be heard 
clear as a bell emanating from the gap 
between the wall and the ceiling on the 
opposite side of the room. Larry Cloth-
ier and I agreed that we would favor 
minimal sound reinforcement. 

The SR rig for the Habana Riviera 
was the sanie one we had seen the 
night before at the Teatro Nacional, 
with some variations. The house and 
monitor consoles were now older 
Soundcraft 24-input desks, and amplifi-
cation came from Crown Macro-Tech 
units. The mie collection was much the 
same—a variety of '70s Silures, all 
showing their age. 

Hargrove's set went smoothly and 
produced among the best-sounding 
tracks from the entire trip. Again, not 
all the mics were split, in part because 
of the general pointlessness of ampli-
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fication. The recorders and house 
shared only the horns, electric piano, 
timbale and conga mics. The only 
bass amplification was from an on-
stage amp fed by a direct box, which 
was not recorded. We found that hav-
ing any bass in the P.A. resulted in a 
low-frequency deluge that no amount 
of EQ could diminish. 

The band was joined for two tunes 
by Fluerine Verloop, a talented young 
Dutch vocalist, before launching into 
"The Public Eye," a 23-minute guest-
artist jazz orgy that included legendary 
Cuban musicians Chucho Valdes 
(piano), Changuito (timbales) and Anga 
(congas). Young Cuban trumpet maes-
tro Indio joined Hargrove in mid-tune 
to trade speeding, climactic solos and 
a call-and-response of machine-gun 
riffs. n)llowing a relaxed changeover, 

we enjoyed Grupo Klimax's set and 
decided to check out Sintesis, the last 
ensemble of the evening to play. Sin-
tesis' engineer was Ernesto Hernan-
dez, a softspoken gentleman who 
became a good friend. Hernandez 
agreed with Clothier and me that this 
room was truly a hear. But he had a far 
more daunting task, as Sintesis are, 
save for percussion, a largely electronic 
group. 

UNEAC 

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 15 

UNEAC is the Writer's Union, a meeting 
space for novelists and other literary 
types, housed in one of the spectacular 
old mansions of Havana. Although 
most of these huge villas are now crum-
bling homes for five or six families, 
some have been partially or fully re-

BITS h PIECES 
Studio Funk, which has facilities 
in Hamburg and Berlin, recently 
opened a post-production complex 
in Dusseldorf. The studio is equipped 
with a DAR SoundStation Gold con-
sole...The Factory (Vancouver, B.C.) 
recently hosted sessions for Ferron's 
Warner Bros. release Still Riot. Studio 
owner John MacLean engineered the 
recordings with Sheldon Zaharko as-
sisting. MacLean, who used both a 
Studer 16-track and an Otani MTR-90 
24-track machine, says he also em-
ployed a lot of tube preamps and 
"old-school miking" on the sessions, 
which he calls "spiritual"...Living-
ston Studios (London) hosted ses-
sions for a new release by London 
Records artist Mike Flowers Fogs. 
The singer, whose easy-listenin' 
cover of Oasis' "Wonderwall" re-
ceived notoriety in the UK, is re-
cording an album of covers. Mark 
Chamberlain engineered; the pro-
ducer is Mike Roberts...Solid State 
Logic opened a new Asian office, lo-
cated at 447A Macpherson Rd., Sin-
gapore 368157. The office is headed 
by Chan Kheng Wah, who was di-
rector of Studer Revox in Singapore 
for 14 years. SSL also reports recent 
console sales to Bulgarian National 
Radio, Amsterdam's Artisound Stu-
dios and the Parisian Radio Net-
work...AR is a new music-recording 
studio in Brazil. The facility, de-

signed by the Walters-Storyk Design 
Group, features a restored 60-input 
Neve V-3 console, two Otan MTR-90 
multitracks and Genelec main mon-
itors in its Studio A. Studio B is 
equipped with a Mackie 32-input 
board and Pro Tools.. The leg-
endary Olympic Studios (London) 
was the recipient of Music Week's 
award for Best Studio of 1995. Re-
cent clients at Olympic include Tina 
Turner, U2, Bjork and Madonna... 
Hullabaloo Studios is a new post-
production facility in Manchester, 
UK. Situated in the Cosgrove Hall 
Films complex, the studio specializes 
in track laying, sound effects design 
and autoconforming. This facility is 
equipped with the first Amek Digital 
Mixing System and an Avid Audiovi-
sion workstation...Shepperton Stu-
dios, Saunders & Gordon, Taran 
Studios and Twickenham Studios are 
among the UK facilities that have re-
cently purchased Harrison con-
soles ... London's School of Audio 
Engineering has begun offering a 
dedicated three-month course for as-
piring DJs. The program will cover 
studio maintenance, basic mixing, 
fading and megamixing, as well as 
communications skills. 

Send international news to Barbara 
Schultz at Mix: fax 510/653-5142 
or 74673.3672@compuserve.com. 
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stored to their original colonial glory. 
UNEAC is one of the latter. 

This evening's show fit in as a sort of 
a "second stage" to the main venues of 
the jazz festival, but it happened to fea-
ture two of the festival's prime attrac-
tions: Hargrove's Quintet and Grupo 
Perspectiva, a fusion outfit headed by 
bassist Jorge Reyes, formerly of Cuban 
expatriate and trumpet legend Arturo 
Sandoval's band. It was a beautiful 
evening, and the UNEAC estate provid-
ed a fitting backdrop. The band played 
on the mansion's veranda overlooking 
a semicircular patio in one of the gar-

dens, where the audience was seated 
under a sextet of palms. 

Although we had originally intended 
to record only the larger-venue shows, 
interest in the historic nature of the 
whole festival made us want to pre-
serve it all. We did, however, decide 
that not every show needed to be cap-
tured with the bulky 16-track rig. So, a 
miniature live-to-DAT subset was as-
sembled: two microphones only—the 
SASS stereo PZM for the ensemble and 
an ATM-35 on the bass bridge—and a 
mono DI for the electric piano were 
mixed on the Mackie MS 1202 and 
recorded via the Symetrix A-to-D con-
verter onto my portable DAT. The SASS 
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MICROPHONE PREAMPLIFIER 
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(ACTUAL SIZE) 

"No comparison!" "Whoa!" "Even the producer could tell the difference!" 
A few typical comments! The M-1 is clearly superior. Here's why: 

The JENSEN JT-16-B INPUT TRANSFORMER. The world's best mic-input 
transformer . If you thought transformers were a compromise, you haven't heard the JT-16-BI 

The 990 DISCRETE OP-AMP. The 990A-24V discrete op-amp is superior to the 
monolithic op-amps found in other equipment. 

NO COUPLING CAPACITORS IN THE SIGNAL PATH. DC servo circuitry and 
input bias current compensation circuitry eliminate all coupling capacitors and the degradation 
they cause 

Standard features: LED-illuminated push-buttons; shielded toroidal power transformer 
v, it 6- position voltage selector switch; silver plated XLRs; ground-lift switches; phantom 
pO55 Cr. polarity reverse and gain controls. 
Options: VU- I meter (shown); PK-1 meter, the Jensen JT-11-BM output transformer (the 
world's best); gold plated XLRs. 

THE JOHN HARDY COMPANY 

Phone: 847-864-8060 
P.O. Box AA631 

Evanston, IL 60204 Fax: 847-864-8076 

sat atop my 15-inch telescopic mic 
stand—a holdover from my salad days 
as a Grateful Dead taper—at the edge 
of the steps up to the veranda. This 
placement was ideal because it did not 
interfere with either the seating arrange-
ment or the view of the stage; in addi-
tion, the foot of the stairs was about 
seven feet from the front of the band, 
giving the SASS mic, roughly at eye-
level with the horn players, a nice 
blend of all the acoustic instruments 
and onstage amps. 
We were granted a special treat by 

Jorge Reyes and Perspectiva, who al-
lowed us to record their set following 
Hargrove's. Their set was fantastic, aug-
mented by the presence of Hargrove's 
tenor player Ron Blake, who added 
Latin-tinged saxophone to a good half 
of the set. 

FORMER UNITED STATES 

AMBASSADOR'S RESIDENCE 

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 16 

Our invitation to play at the former U.S. 
Ambassador's residence typified much 
of the vibe we felt during our stay in 
Cuba: two nations, formally not speak-
ing to each other, still could find ways 
to share their art and communicate in 
human terms. [Editor's note: The festival 
took place just weeks before the Ameri-
can plane was shot down in disputed 
Cuban airspace, prompting a cultural 
and economic embatgo of the island 
There is no official U.S. embassy in Ha-
vana; rather, there is an organization 
called the American Interests Section. 
We had been invited to a reception 
there, honoring Cuba's most respected 
jazz musicians and marking the inter-
national significance of the Jazz Festi-
val Plaza '96. The event was made 
possible by the spirit that in part fuels 
the jazz machine: the devotion to the 
form by its audience, in particular this 
night's host, United States diplomatic 
representative Joe Sullivan. I had the 
sense we were going to enjoy our-
selves when we scouted out the resi-
dence—a sprawling stone mansion 
overlooking the city of Havana, in the 
town's equivalent of Beverly Hills—and 
discovered Miles Davis' Kind of Blue 
flowing from a pair of vintage Bose 
speakers in the foyer. 

Our original intention had been to 
record to 16-track with the band play-
ing outside on the large marble patio 
behind the residence. All was a glori-
ously sunny "go" until an ominous dark 
mass began to form on the horizon to 
the north. A huge thunderstorm fero-

-CONTINUED ON PAGE 225 
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IIFIDC13 is the closest thing 
to the original 

performance, period... 
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The Twelfth Annual 

Technical 

Excellence Ek 

Creativity 

Awards 

Saturday, November 9, 1996 

Biltmore Bowl 

The Biltmore Hotel 

Reception 6:00 p.m. 

Dinner 7:00 p.m. 

Awards Ceremony 8:15 p.m. 

For information about TEC Awards tickets, 

contact Karen Dunn, TEC Awards 

Executive Director, at (510) 939-6149. 

T
he Technical Excellence & Creativity Awards 

was created in 1985 by the publishers of Mix magazine to recognize and 

promote outstanding achievement in recording and sound production and 

technology. Proceeds of the TEC Awards benefit organizations dedicated to 

the cure and prevention of deafness and hearing impairment, students of audio, and 

nonprofit groups serving the professional audio industry. 

In its 12-year history, the TEC Awards has raised nearly 8300,(XX) for these wor-

thy causes, while offering attendees the opportunity to mingle with audio and music 

industry luminaries at what has become one of the most important annual events for 

audio professionals. 

The TEC Awards are divided into three major categories—Technical, Creative 

and Institutional Achievement—and 26 sub-categories. Voting for the TEC Awards 

winners is a two-step process. A Nominating Panel, comprising approximately 150 

prominent members of the professional audio industry, makes initial selections in 

March. Their nominations appear on the Voting Ballot in subscriber copes of this 

issue of Mix. The winners of the Twelfth Annual TEC Awards will be announced at a 

ceremony on Saturday. November 9, at the Biltmore Hotel in Los Angeles. 

Half of the proceeds will once again be donated to hearing conser-

vation programs—to Hearing Is Priceless ( HIP), co-founded by Mix magazine and 

the House Ear Institute of Los Angeles, and Hearing Education and Awareness for 

Rockers (H.E.A.R.). The HIP campaign seeks to educate music listeners, especially 

young people, about the dangers of noise-induced hearing loss. The House Ear In-

stitute is a nonprofit organization supported entirely by private donations, and has 

been a recipient of TEC Awards funds since 1986. H.E.A.R, a San Francisco-based 

nonprofit organization, works to educate the public. especially musicians, about the 

dangers of noise-induced hearing loss. 

Fifty percent of the TEC Awards proceeds will be distributed to past win-

ners and nominees of the TEC Award for Recording School/Program that have already 

established scholarship or grant programs with TEC Awards funds, and to scholar-

ships and other educational programs of the Audio Engineering Society Educational 

Foundation and the Society of Professional Audio Recording Services. A portion of the 

proceeds will also go to the TEC Awards Scholarship Fund to assist deserving indi-

viduals pursuing careers in audio and currently enrolled in audio programs. 

TEC Awards Hall of Fame 

The TEC Awards Hall of Fame was created in 1988 to recognize the 

contributions of those special individuals who, during their lifetimes, 

have hest exemplified the spirit of creative and technical excellence 

in professional audio. This year, the TEC Awards will honor the late 

Will Studer, founder of Studer Revox. 

Les Paul Award 

The Les Paul Award was created in 1991 to honor individuals or insti-

tutions that have set the highest standards in the creative application 

of technology. This year the Les Paul Award is being presented to 

Brian Wilson, composer, producer and vocal mastermind of 

the Beach Boys. 
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1996 TEC Awards Sponsors 

Platinum Sponsors 

Cardinal Business Media 

Cardinal Business Media, Ft. Washington, Pa., is the publisher of MLT, Mir Spanish Edition and Electronic Mu-
sician. It also publishes the Recording Industry Sourcebook and operates Mix Bookshelf, the leader in information 
resources for music professionals. The company is a diversified infomiation services provider that publishes 17 
magazines, operates four trade shows and runs two Imok publishing operations. In addition to the music and en-

tertainment field, the company has properties in the high-technology, sports/fitness, vision and retail industries. 

Jill. Profes  • al 

In this its 50th anniversary year, JBL Professional is proud to serve as a Platinum Sponsor of the TEC Awards for the 
12th straight year. JBL is the world's preeminent manufacturer of state-of-the-art professional loudspeakers and 

speaker components for music, contracting, tour sound, cinema and recording/broadcast applications. JBL Profes-
sional is part of the Harman International network of professional and consumer audio and video companies. 

Gold Sponsors 

Alesis Corporation 

Founded in 1984, Alesis Corporation is a leading manufacturer of professional audio equipment and musical 
instruments. Best known for its creation of popular, value-packed recording equipment. Alesis has received TEC 
Awards for its ADAT Digital Multitrack Recording System, as well as its signal pmcessors, synthesizers, moni-
tor speakers and drum machines. 

AMS Neve 

Based in the UK, AMS Neve plc supplies facilities worldwide with mixing and editing systems for film, video 
post-production, broadcast, music recording and live/theater applications. AMS Neve's product range includes 

the Capricorn, Logic Series and Libra digital mixing consoles; the Audiaile hard disk recorder/editor; the VR 
Legend analog mixing console; and the 55 Series analog broadcast console. 

Dise Makers 

Disc Makers offers major label-quality CD and cassette manufacturing for independent bands and studios. Com-
plete packages include free award-winning design and printing, along with the only money-back guarantee in the 

business. New Disc Makers services include professional mastering at The SoundLabTm and their new "five days 
or it's free" printing service. 

Harman Music Group (formerly DOD) 

Founded 22 years ago by its president, John Johnson. I /01) has evolved into a state-of-the-art factory utilizing the 
latest computer-aided manufacturing and testing equipment. DOD is an integrated leading manufacturer of sig-

nal processing equipment, digital effects processors, equalizers, limiters, crossovers, mixers, pedals and other 
audio electronic components. DOD, DigiTech, dbx and Allen & Heath are trademarks of the Hannan Interna-
tional family. 

Meyer S I Laboratories, Inc. 
Meyer Sound continues to break new ground with its Self-Powered Series of loudspeaker systems, including the 

full-range MTh-4 and the High-Q MSL-4. Since its founding in 1979, Meyer Sound has designed and manufac-
tured high-quality loudspeaker systems, equalizers and sound measurement tools, providing systems for a vari-
ety of venues, including Carnegie Hall, and for tours with performers such as k.d. lang. 

QSC Audio Products/Sound Image 

QSC Audio Products: Since 1968, QSC Audio Products, Inc., of Costa Mesa, Calif., has engineered and man-
ufactured the finest power amplifiers and advanced audio systems in the professional audio industry, including 
the revolutionary PowerLight Series. Sound Image: Celebrating its 25th year in the live sound reinforcement in-
dustry, Sound Image has new expanded headquarters in Escondido, Calif.. and offices in Nashville. The Design, 

Sales and Installation Division, inaugurated in 1991, has been highly successful. 

Solid State Logic 
Solid State Logic changed the world of recording and mixing forever when it introduced a fully functioned, in-line 

console with direct control of external tape machines and a built-in automation system. The company has con-

tinued to improve and refine the art and science of audio production in music, broadcast, film and television 
post-production. SSL's innovative use of digital technology has consistently sel new standards. 

Sony Professional Audio 

Sony Professional Audio has established its track record by leveraging its unique position as both an inventor and 
manufacturer of pioneering audio hardware technologies. Continuing its tradition of innovation, Sony has re-
cently intro(luced the Oxford OXF-R3 24-bit digital recording console and the PCM-3348HR 24-bit, 48-track 
recorder. 

Tektronix, Inc. 

For 50 years, Tektronix has been synonymous with signal measurement, from its first oscilloscope, the Type 511, 
to today's professional audio monitoring equipment. Tektronix products range from handheld troubleshooting 

devices to MPEG-2 signal analysis. Its professional audio equipment—including the 764 Digital Audio Moni-
tor—are at work in recording and broadcast studios, factories and post facilities around the world. 

Cardinal „. 

11BL 
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AMS  
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Meyer 
ç- Sound 
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SOUND 
IMAGE 

Solid State Logic 

SONY 

Tektronix 

Silver Sponsors 

Aphex Systems 

Apogee Electronics 

Audio-Technica 

Digidesign 

Eastern Acoustic Works 

Lexicon, Inc. 

Ocean Way 

Panasonic/Ramsa 

Quantegy Inc. 

Roland Corporation U.S. 

t.c. electronic 

TGI North America/Tannoy 

Yamaha Corporation of America 

Bronze Sponsors 

BASF Magnetics 

Night Technologies, Inc. 

Otan i Corporation 

Skywalker Sound 
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0.0-1 
Institutional 

Awarded to those companies. facilities or institutions 

that hate contributed most significantly to excellence 

and innocation in audio during the eligibility year. 

‘cousTicsw tci I Try DESIGN 
I :M1 l'INY 

Russ Berger Design Group, Inc., Dallas, TX. As a leader in 

the architectural/acoustical design field. RBDG has provided de-

sign for more than 50 projects during the eligibility year. A par-

tial list includes Houston Lighting & Power; Reel FX: screening 

rooms for ABC Studios, Sony/Tree and Walter Bennett Commu-

nications; CNN; TNN; KERA; NFL Films; WBUR-radio; and 

recording studios for Mel Tillis, Daryl Simmons, Music Mill Stu-

dios and Whitney Houston. 

Tom Hidley Designs: During the eligibility period, Tom Hidley 

completed the Ifkli infrasound "Tracking Room" at Masterfon-

ics in Nashville. 

Pelonis Sound, Los Angeles. CA: During the eligibility period, 

Pelonis Sound completed Future Disc Mastering, Hollywood 

(three-room project, two redesigns and one ground up); Inter-

lock Studios, Hollywood (mix stage, as well as Foley room fea-

turing waveless water pit); Davidson & Associates, Torrance; 

Disney. Orlando (Euphonix mixing room); Mad Dog Studios, Bur-

bank (control room); Orangewhip Studios, Santa Barbara (mod-

ular control room); Peer Music, Hollywood; John Tesh, Sherman 

Oaks (control room/studio); Premiere Post, Hollywood (mixing 

stage and Foley/ADR room); and Synchromesh Studios, Birm-

ingham (control room and studio). 

studio bamton, Los Angeles, CA: During the eligibility period, 

studio bau:ton completed Royaltone Studios, North Hollywood; 

EFX Systems. Burbank; LA Recording Workshop, North Holly-

wood; Dubey Tunes, San Francisco; Anacapa Studio, Malibu; 

Murielle Hamilton Studio, Pacific Palisades; Mesmer A/V, Cul-

ver City; Audio Cafe, Hollywood; Leeway Entertainment, Santa 

Monica; Rocktropolis/Internet Holdings Group. Hollywood; 

Mega Studio, Paris, France; The Embassy Studio 'Peter Wolf), 

Weiler, Austria; Tremens Film, Vienna. Austria; Estudios Chu-

rubusco Aztecas, Mexico City: and VTU Production Studios, Ho 

Chi Minh City, Vietnam. 

Walters-Storyk Design Group, Highland, NY: Eligibility year 

projects include Sweetwater Studios. Saratoga Springs, NY; 

Cotton Hill Studio, Albany, NY; SynchroSound. Kuala Lumpur, 

Malaysia; Russian Hill Studios, San Francisco; Clive Davis 

(home theater). NYC; American Academy of Arts. NYC; Coupe 

Recording, Boulder. CO; Parallax Audio, NYC; Betelgeuse. NYC; 

AR Studios (World Studio Group member), Rio de Janeiro, 

Brazil; Kampo Recording, NYC; First Edition. NYC: Shag O'Neal 

home studio, Orlando, FL; Interlochen Public Radio, Interlochen, 

MI; Moody Broadcasting, Chicago, IL: and Echo Studios. Jupiter 

Beach, FL. 

B. SOUND REINFORCEMENT COMPANY 

Audio Analysts, Colorado Springs, CO: The 1995-1996 season 

was one of innovation for Audio Analysts. With the implementa-

tion of its new technologically advanced AALTO speaker system, 

tours during the eligibility period included Alan Parsons, U.S. and 

Europe; Bruce Springsteen, U.S. and Europe; Natalie Merchant, 

U.S.; Ringo Starr. U.S.: and Wynonna Judd, world tour. 

Clair Brothers Audio, Lititz, PA: Touring clients during the el-

igibility period included Page & Plant, REM., The Eagles, Bon 

Jovi. Seal, Elton John/Billy Joel, Tim McGraw. Amy Grant, 

Bush, Lynyrd Skynyrd, Joe Cocker, Little Texas, Bob Dylan, 

Steve Miller, Kitaro, Johnny Hallyday, Rusted Root. DC Talk. 

Steve Perry, Indigo Girls and Young Messiah. With more than 

30 years of experience, Clair Brother Audio includes both tour-

ing and installation divisions, as well as worldwide offices in 

Lititz, PA; Nashville. TN: Mexico City; Basel, Switzerland; Tokyo; 

Sydney. Australia; and Singapore. 

Electrotec Productions, Inc., Westlake Village. CA: Elec-

trotec sound systems were the choice of Tom Petty, Lenny 

Kravitz, Rod Stewart, David Bowie/Nine Inch Nails, Queen-

sryche, Black Sabbath, Green Day, Ted Nugent/Bad Company, 

Alabama, Garbage, Joan Armatrading and Power Rangers. The 

company acquired UK-based Audio Lease in December 1995 

and now offers services from Westlake Village. CA; Nashville, 

TN; and Cambridge. England. Principals include Pierre D'As-

tugues, president, and Jim Douglas, operations manager. 

Shown°, Inc., Dallas. TX: Worldwide credits include: Rolling 

Stones Voodoo Lounge World Tour, Bob Seger. Janet Jackson, 

Alunis Morissette, Reba McEntire, Alan Jackson, Phil Collins, 

Soundgarden, Vince Gill, Boston. Jeff Beck/Santana, Harry 

Connick Jr., Ozzy Osbourne. Pantera, James Taylor, Linda Ron-

stadt, Kiss-Japan, Clint Black, Ritchie Blackmore's Rainbow. 

Megadeth, Beach Boys, Extreme, Farm Aid VII. Gin Blossoms, 

the Highwaymen. Moody Blues, Willie Nelson. PBS Town Hall, 

Joe Satriani, Charlie Sexton. Siouxsie & the Banshees, Luther 

Vandross, George Strait-Texas Stadium/Alamodome, The Cult 

Ministry, Anita Baker and the Arizona State Fair. 

Sound Image, Escondido, CA/Nashville, TN: Touring clients in-

cluded Brooks & Dunn, Jimmy Buffett, Mary Chapin Carpenter. 

Melissa Etheridge. Barbara Mandrel', Jackson Browne. Peter 

Cetera, The Mavericks, All 4 One, Joe Diffie and Boz Scaggs. 

Seasonal S/R installations included Los Angeles Philharmonic, 

the San Diego Symphony, the Del Mar Fair, San Diego Street 

Scene, the Long Beach Blues Festival, Humphrey's Concerts by 

the Bay and the 1995 Alcoholics Anonymous Worldwide Con-

vention, held at Jack Murphy Stadium. Sound Image also built 

and installed systems at the Hollywood Bowl, Advanced Car-

diovascular Systems. Advanced Marketing Seminars, Shrimp-

boat Studios, the Hotel Del Coronado and the San Diego Navy 

Veterans Hospital. 

C. MASTERING FACILITY 

Bernie Grundman Mastering, Hollywood. CA: During the el-

igibility period the studio worked on projects by such artists as 

Michael Jackson, Alunis Morissette, 2PAC, Johnny Gill, Montell 

Jordan, Selena, R Kelly, Quincy Jones, Bone Thugs N Harmony 

and Delinquent Habits. 

Bob Ludwig's Gateway Mastering, Portland, ME: Eligibility 

year credits include Mariah Carey Daydream, Tori Amos Boys 

for Pele, Natalie Merchant Tigerlily, Sting Mercury Falling, 

Janet Jackson Design oía Decade, Gloria Estefan Abriendo 

Puertas, Lou Reed Set the Twilight Reefing, Green Day Insom-

niac, Tears for Fears Raoul and the Kings of Spain, Bryan 

Adams/Don Juan DeMarco soundtrack, Bryan Ferry/Roxy Music 

Greatest Hits, Everclear Sparkle and Fade, Melissa Etheridge 

Your Little Secret and Matthew Sweet 100% Fun. 

Future Disc Systems, Hollywood. CA: Projects mastered dur-

ing the eligibility period included Hootie & the Blowfish Cracked 

Rear View, Boys II Men P. Offspring Smash. Pulp Fiction sound-

track. Candlebox Candlebox, Nine Inch Nails The Downward 

Spiral, Waiting to Exhale soundtrack, Marilyn Manson Smells 

Like Children, Gerald Albright Acoustically Speaking, Stabbinç 

Westward Wither, Blister. Burn & Peel, Ministry Filthpig, All 4 

One And the Music Speaks. Tracy Chapman New Beginnings, 

Iggy Pop Naughty Little Doggy, and Kirk Franklin What Cha 

Lookin' 4. 

Georgetown Masters, Nashville, TN: Georgetown Masters 

completed albums for Mark Knopfler. Keith Richards, Edgar 

Meyer, Mark O'Connor, Yo Yo Ma, David Ball, Vince Gill, 

George Strait, Acoustic Alchemy. Willie Nelson, Garth Brooks, 

Trisha Yearwood, Faith Hill, Alison Krauss, Nanci Griffith. Dolly 

Parton, Pam Tillis, Ruby Lovett. Gretchen Peters, Martina 

McBride. Mary Chapin Carpenter. Janis Ian, CeCe Winans. Iris 

DeMent, Bela Fleck, Duane Eddy, Junior Brown. Chet Atkins. 

The Tractors, Wynonna Judd and Etta James. 

Masterdisk Corporation, New York, NY: During the eligibility 

year. Masterdisk worked on albums such as the Smashing 

Pumpkins Mellon Collie and the Infinite Sadness, Blues Travel-

er Four, Garbage Garbage, Method Man Tical, Lenny Kravitz Cir-

cus, Spacehog In The Meantime, Bob Dylan MTV Unplugged, 

Herbie Hancock The New Standard, David Sanborn Pearls, Soul 

Asylum Let Your Dim Light Shine, Indigo Girls Z000 Curfews, 

Sonic Youth Washing Machine, Joshua Redman Moods wing 

and Live at the Village Vanguard. PJ Harvey To Bring You My 

Love, The Toadies Rubberneck and Rancid ...And Out Come the 

Wolves. 

0_ AUDIO POST-PRODUCTION FACILITY 

Howard Schwartz Recording, Inc., New York, NY: During 

the eligibility year, this nine-room audio post-production facility 

worked on Toy Story, Hunchback of Notre Dame, Pocahontas, 

Third Rock From the Sun. New York Undercover, The Nanny 

Christmas Special, ABC Wide World of Sports, Shell's Wonder-

ful World of Golf, Peter Jennings Reports Oklahoma Bombing 

Special. CBS World Ride With Charles Kuralt Sergei Grinkov...A 

Celebration on Ice, Sesame Street. and spots for American Ex-

press, IBM. Wendy's. Miller Beer and Sears. 

Pacific Ocean Post Sound, Santa Monica, CA: Among Pacif-

ic Ocean Post Sound's commercial credits are Lotus "Sony" and 

"Fed Ex" and Coca-Cola "Olympics." Other projects include dig-

ital sound mixing for The Rolling Stones: Stripped, Bonnie Rain: 

Road Tested and the Shoah Foundation's Survivors of the Holo-

caust. POP Sound also mixed the music score of Disney's The 

Hunchback of Notre Dame and provided Dolby AC-3 mixing for 

MGM Home Video's recent releases of Dr. Zhivago and Fiddler 

on the Roof. 

Skywalker Sound, San Rafael, CA: Eligibility year credits in-

clude (features): Casper, The Celluloid Closet Follow Me Home, 

Home for the Holidays, Jumanji, The Last Supper. Nine Months, 

Species, Strange Days and Toy Story, (Imax) Arkansas, The 

Great American West, Sol Films Mexico, Ozarks, Zion and Mex-

ico; (commercials) Coca-Cola " Secret Weapon," Hallmark 

"Magnets," National Potato Board "Potato," Orkin "Roach Bar." 

and Pepsi "Casper/Ref rigerator;"and (music recording/scoring): 

Bot Scaggs, Gary Ramal, Harmonia Mundi, Isaac Stern and 

Robert Macdonald, Kathie Gisler and Kronos Quartet. 
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Sony Music Studios, New York, NY: During the eligibility pe-

riod, the Sony Music Studios audio post department worked on 

The Dana Carvey Show, MTV Unplugged, Mariah Carey Live 

From Madison Square Garden, Bruce Springsteen-Blood Broth-

ers, VH-1 Duets, Carole King Tapestry Revisted, Carly Simon 

Live From Grand Central Station, Marvin Gaye-A Tribute, Mary 

Chapin Carpenter Live from Wolf Trap, TV Nation, Del Comedy 

Jam, Tribute to Bill Clinton from Ford's Theater, and Peter, Paul 

and Mary Lifelines. 

Sync Sound. New York, NY: Sync Sound mixed three of the 

five Oscar-nominated documentaries, as well as the winner, 

One Survivor Remembers. Five films mixed at Sync Sound were 

invited to the Sundance Film Festival. Additional projects in-

cluded Homicide (NBC), Beavis and Butt-head (MTV), The Bar-

bara Walters Specials (ABC), The Metropolitian Opera (PBS). 

The Head (MTV). Turning Point (ABC). Gypsy Kings—Live at 

Wolf Trap (NW), and Aliens in the Family(ABC). 

E. REMOTE RECORDING FACILITY 

Effanel Music, Inc., New York, NY: Eligibility year credits in-

clude the 38th Annual Grammy Awards telecast, the MTV Video 

Music Awards, The Foo Fighters—Live in London, The Newport 

Jazz Festival, the Pope's Mass at Central Park, five segments 

of MTV Unplugged ( Seal, Alice in Chains, Tori Amos, Chris 

Isaak and Kiss), the VH-1 Fashion Awards, Mariah Carey—Live 

at Madison Square Garden, REM—Live in Dallas, Elvis Costel-

lo—Live at the Beacon Theater, MTV's 120 Minutes and Alter-

native Nation and the Billboard Music Awards. 

Le Mobile, Encinitas, CA: During the eligibility period, Le Mo-

bile recorded Tracy Chapman. Reba McEntire. Nine Inch Nails, 

Adam Sandler, Dingo Boingo. Tish Hinojosa, Peter Frampton, 

and Jimmy Page/Robert Plant; live broadcast performances 

with Red Hot Chili Peppers. Ozzy Osboume. Jackson Browne. 

Gin Blossoms. Los Lobos. Silverchair The Toadies, VH-1 Melissa 

Etheridge Duet, and 1996 Movie Awards; and (movie scoring) 

Kansas City, Now & Then, Amanda, Pinocchio, Dead Man, The 

Arrival, Disney El Captain and Festival of Fools. 

Remote Recording Services, Lahaska, PA: Eligibility year 

credits include Bonnie Raitt—Road Tested, a live CO and con-

cert film; Die Hard with a Vengance, and Mr. Holland's Opus, 

orchestral film scores; Live From the Metropolitian Opera, a 

season of live television shows; 1995 Grammy Awards and 

Rock & Roll Hall of Fame Opening, live television broadcasts, 

Dave Matthews Band, New Year's Eve live radio broadcast; and 

Wynonna Judd. network television special. 

Sheffield Audio Video Production, Phoenix, MD: Sheffield 

A-V Productions eligibility year credits include the MN Music 

Awards, the Grammy Awards, Live From The House of Blues ni 
series, Late Show With David Letterman (Los Angeles), the Jazz 

Central Series—Black Entertainment TV, Boston Pops Series— 

PBS, Billboard Music Awards and the Aerosmith tour. 

Westwood One Mobile Recording Division, Culver City, 

CA: Westwood One is busy throughout the year recording and 

mixing concerts for its internationally syndicated Superstar Con-

cert Series and In Concert programs. A few of the artists they 

worked with during the eligibility period include Page/Plant live 

from the Shark Tank in San Jose, Doobie Brothers, Van Halen, 

Bush, Oasis. Seal. Hootie & the Blowfish. Alanis Morissette, 

Bad Religion, Joan Osborne and Foo Fighters. 

F. RECORDING STUDIO 

Hit Factory, New York, NY: During the eligibility period Hit Fac-

tory worked with Mariah Carey, Paul Simon, Anita Baker, Tony 

Rich, Madonna, Boyz Il Men, Celine Dion, Toni Braxton. Michael 

Jackson, TLC, Notorious BIG.. Quincy Jones, Waiting to Ex-

hale, Whitney Houston, David Bowie, Luther Vandross, Poca-

hontas, John Mellencamp. Hunchback of Notre Dame, SWV, 

Bette Midler, Mary J. Blige, Selena, Michael Bolton, Soul For 

Real, Heavy D., Birdcage, Smokey Joe's Cafe, Company, Freedy 

Johnston, Junior MAFIA., Silk, Vanessa Williams, Jodeci, 

Kathleen Battle, Dawn Upshaw, Itzhak Perlman, Get Shorty, 

Spin Doctors, Take That, Total, Faith Evans. Slick Rick. Michael 

Franks. Sarah Brightman, Pat Metheny, Placido Domingo, Bob 

James, Rollins Band, LL Cool J. Run DMC. Lisa Stansfield, Guy 

Tevin Campbell, 112, Sunset Boulevard, Deion Sanders, Chaka 

Khan, Robert Plant & Jimmy Page, Mandy Patinkin, Bonnie 

Tyler, Groover Theory, Montell Jordan. Natalie Cole. Cissy 

Houston, Tina Turner, Chantay Savage. Nuno Bettencourt. Yoko 

Ono, Aaliyah, Stevie Wonder, Billy Joel. Anastasia, First Wives 

Club and the Bee Gees. 

Mastert onics, Inc., Nashville, TN: Masterfonics has done a 

wide range of projects over the past year. The three studios, 

"The Mix Room." "Studio Six" and the new "Tracking Room" 

(opened in October) have been busy. Some of the artists that 

recorded and/or mixed in them during the eligibility period in-

clude Hank Williams Jr., Suzy Bogguss, Vince Gill, Trace Ad-

kins. Randy Travis. Collin Raye, Alabama, Tanya Tucker, Bad 

Company, Faith Hill, John Berry. The Judds, George Strait, Reba 

McEntire, Patty Loveless, Diamond Rio and Neil Diamond. 

Ocean Way Recording, Los Angeles. CA: Ocean Way's seven 

studios have custom API. Focusrite and Nene consoles with 

GML Automation; 100-input SSL G+ and 9000J, with Ultima-

tion. Studio 1 houses a discrete 80-input Neve 8078. Eligibility 

year projects included Tori Amos, Black Crowes, Johnny Cash, 

Green Day, Michael Jackson, Quincy Jones. R. Kelly, Dave 

Matthews Band, Willie Nelson. Bonnie Raitt, REM., Brian Set-

ier. Travis Tritt, Wallflowers, Toy Story, Dead Man Walking. 

The Craft, The Cable Guy, Mission Impossible and The Hunch-

back of Notre Dame. 

Record Plant, Los Angeles, CA: During the eligibility period, 

Record Plant worked with Celine Dion, Vanessa Williams. Baby-

face, Toni Braxton, Luther Vandross, Johnny Gill, Social Distor-

tion, Porno for Pyros, AC/DC, Bob Bylan, Liza Minnelli, Richard 

Marx, and international artists Luis Miguel, France Gall aid 

Mari Hamada. Films included Waiting to Exhale. Pocahontas 

and Forget Paris. 

Sony Music Studios, New York, NY: During the eligibility pe-

riod, Sony Music Studios was involved in projects for pop, clas-

sical and jazz artists, including Tony Bennett, Michael Bolton. 

Blues Traveler, Mariah Carey, Harry Connick Jr., Corrosion of 

Conformity. Des'ree, Celine Dion, Dionne Ferris, Sophie B. 

Hawkins, Michael Jackson, Natalie Merchant, Nas, Ozzy Os-

bourne, Patra, The Presidents of the United States of America, 

Soul Asylum, Bruce Springsteen, Emmanuel Ax, Kathleen Bat-

tle. Placido Domingo, Yo Yo Ma, Wynton Marsalis, Bobby Mc-

Ferrin, Marcus Roberts and Isaac Stern. 

I )uistanding 
Creative 
‘cliti•‘(.1114•111 

Awarded to those individuals or teams who have 

achieved the highest levels if excellence in profes-

sional audio during the eligibility year 

A. AUDIO POST-PRODUCTION ENGINEER 

John Alberts: Alberts worked on MTV Unplugged: Mariah 

Carey Live From Madison Square Garden (Fox); Bruce Spring-

steen-Blood Brothers (Disney): VH-1 Duets: Carol King Tapestry 
Revisited(Lifetime); Carly Simon Live From Grand Central Station 

(Lifetime); Marvin Gaye-A TributelMIVI Mary Chapin Carpenter 

Live From Wolf Trap, TV Nation(Fox(and Del Comedy Jam(HBO). 

Lon Bender/Per Hallberg: During the eligibility period, the 

team of Hallberg and Bender worked on Braveheart. winner of 

the Academy Award for Best Sound Effects Editing 

Rick Dior/Scott Millan/Steve Pederson/David Macmil-

lan: The team of Dior, Milian, Pederson and Macmillan mixed 

Apollo 13, winner of the Academy Award for Best Sound. 

Ken Hahn: Mixing credits include One Survivor Remembers 

(1996 Oscar winner) and Real Sex (HBO); Mystery Science The-

ater 3000—The Feature (Universal Pictures); Gypsy Kings—Live 

at Wolf Trap (NHK), Hollywood Sound. Opening Night at 

Carnegie Hall, Julie Andrews—Back on Broadway, 20 Years of 

Dance in America, In Performance at The White House, Language 

of Life and Pavarotti—My World (PBS); Mr Willoby's Christmas 

(Henson/ABC); Aliens in the Family (ABC); How To Succeed in 

Business Without Really Trying (Grammy-nominated Broadway 

cast album) and Alexander Nevsky (Grammy-nominated, BMG). 

Gary Rydshent/Gary Summers: During the eligibility period, the 

team of Rydstrom and Summers worked on Casper and Toy Story. 

B. REMOTE/BROADCAST 

RECORDING ENGINEER 

Biff Dawes: During the eligibility period Dawes recorded and 

mixed numerous concert series shows for Westwood One's pro-

gramming and live radio broadcasts, including: Trisha Year-

wood. Hootie & the Blowfish and the Playboy Jazz Festival. 

Randy Ezratty: Randy Ezratty is the owner and systems de-

signer of Effanel Music. Eligibility year credits include the 1996 

Grammy Awards telecast, Elvis Costello. VH-1 Storytellers and 

MN Unplugged for Kiss. 

Ed Greene: Eligibility year credits include Kennedy Center Hon-

ors, Christmas In Washington. Neil Diamond's Under The Ten-

nessee Moon. the Grammy Awards, the Emmy Awards. the 

Tony Awards. A Capitol Fourth (PBS), National Memorial Day 

Concert and Pittsburgh Pops Symphony. 

John Harris: John Harris is Effanel Music's lead mixer. Credits 

include Lou Reed—" Magic & Loss," MTV's Video Muisc 

Awards, Columbia Records' Radio Hour, The Jon Stewart Show, 

Tony Bennett "Live By Request," the 1996 Grammy telecast. Eric 

Clapton and Dr. John VH-1's Duets, the Rock and Roll Hall of 

Fame. MTV Unplugged segments (Sheryl Crow, Hole, The Cran-

berries, Melissa Etheridge, Live, Lenny Kravitz, Alice in Chains, 

Seal and Tori Amos), Elvis Costello—Live at the Beacon The-

ater, VH-1 Fashion Awards, Billboard Music Awards. REM— 

Live in Dallas, Bruce Springsteen—Live at Tower Theater in 

Philadelphia and the Foo Fighters—Live in London. 
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Bernie Grundman: During the eligibility period Grundman 

worked on recordings by Michael Jackson, Sergio Mendes, Se-

lena, R Kelly, Simply Red, and internationally. Luis Miguel, Yumi 

Matsutoya and Umberto Tozzi. 

Ed Chemey: During the eligibility period. Cherney recorded and 

mixed Bonnie Rain Road Tested. mixed Jackson Browne Look-

ing East, recorded the Rolling Stones Stripped and mixed Bob 

Dylan Unplugged 

David Hewitt David Hewitt is president and chief engineer of 

Remote Recording Services. Eligibility year engineering credits 

include Rolling Stones Live in Miami (home video remix): Hard 

Rock Hotel Las Vegas Opening ( live television broadcast); 

Jimmy Page and Robert Plant ( live tour recording); Julie An-

drews' Broadway play, Victor/Victoria (live television recording); 

John Pizzarelli Live at the Algonquin ( live CD); and Live From the 

Met 95/96 season ( live television recordings). 

C. SOUND REINFORCEMENT ENGINEER 

Robert Colby: During the eligibility period, Robert "Cubby" 

Colby was front-of-house mixer for Phil Collins' Far Side of the 

World tour from mid-March through mid-May. He recorded the 

shows to ADAT, then later mixed them for future use during 

June, July and August 1995. Colby was also a Billboard Awards 

music mixer and front-of-house mixer for Bob Seger and the Sil-

ver Bullet Band's It's A Mystery tour. 

Dave Kob: Kob mixed front-of-house sound for Jimmy Page 

and Robert Plant's Unleaded tour. Musicians included a six-

piece acoustic/electric rock band, an eight-piece Egyptian vio-

lin/percussion ensemble, a 20-plus piece locally contracted 

string section, a hurdy-gurdy player and occasional belly dancer. 

The 13-month, 112-show tour played to audiences ranging from 

a 200-seat pub in London to a 50.000-seat open-air festival in 

Brazil. It also included tours of North and South America. Eu-

rope. Japan and Australia. 

Ricky Moeller During the eligibility period. Moeller was front-

of-house engineer for Reba McEntire, mixed the Tennessee Per-

forming Arts Center video Starting Over, and mixed the Reba 

McEntire Frito Lay commercial. 

Greg Price: Price's engineering projects over the last year in-

clude The Cult, The Doobie Brothers, Foreigner, Boston and Ozzy 

Osbourne, who he is currently working with on a sold-out world 

tour. Price's clients have taken him through 20 countries, using 

a variety of equipment in different situations. In addition to his 

mixing duties, Price oversaw live recordings, simulcasts and 

audio- for-video for these artists. This year. as in other years, 

Price has had articles published about his engineering tech-

niques. 

Robert Scovill: During the eligibility year. Scovill was enlisted 

as front-of-house mixer for Tom Petty and the Heartbreakers' 

Dogs With Wings world tour. During his stint with Petty. Scov-

ill's duties included mixing Petty's concert sound for more than 

150 sold-out shows, as well as multitracking live audio for tele-

vision specials and live CD releases, in addition to mixing live 

radio broadcasts. Scovill also hooked up with Toto for a Euro-

pean tour of more than 40 cities. 

D. MASTERING ENGINEER 

Greg Calbi: During the eligibility year, Calbi mastered projects 

such as Blues Traveler (Grammy Award-winning single "Run-

Around") Four album, Bob Dylan MTV Unplugged. David San-

born Pearls, Lenny Kravitz Circus, Sarah McLachlan The 

Freedom Sessions. Sonic Youth Washing Machine. Jane Siber-

ry Maria, Loudon Wainwright Ill Grown Man, Ruth Ruth Laugh-

ing Gallery. John Scofield Groove Elation. Yo La Tengo 

Electr-O-Pura. Guided By Voices Under the Bushes, Under The 

Stars. Yellowjackets Dreamland, Cassandra Wilson New Moon 

Daughter, Will Downing Moods, Bobby McFerrin Bang! Zoom, 

and Girls Against Boys House of G Vs. B. 

Ted Jensen: CDs Jensen worked on during the eligibility peri-

od include White Zombie Astro Creep 2000(one of the few 

Hard Rock/Metal albums to be nominated for an Engineering 

Grammy), Eagles Hell Freezes Over(nominated for an Engineer-

ing Grammy), Dave Matthews Band Crash, Madonna Something 

To Remember, SilverChair Frogstomp, GooGoo Dolls A Boy 

Named Goo, and Patti Rothberg Between the 1 and 9, Also this 

year were albums by The Verve Pipe. Pat Metheny, Babylon 

Zoo, Luther Vandross, Lisa Loeb, The Story, Dada and Local H. 

Bob Ludwig: Eligibility year credits include: Mariah Carey Day-

dream, Tori Amos Boys for Pele, Natalie Merchant Tigerlily, 

Sting Mercury Falling. Janet Jackson Design of a Decade, Glo-

ria Estetas Abriendo Puertas, Lou Reed Set the Twilight Reel-

ing, Green Day Insomniac, Cowboy Junkies Lay It Down; Bryan 

Adams/Don Juan DeMarco soundtrack, Melissa Etheridge Your 

Little Secret, k.d. lang all you can eat Tracy Bonham The Bur-

dens of Being Upright and Matthew Sweet 100% Fun. 

Denny Purcell: During the eligibility period. Purcell completed 

albums for Mark Knopf ler. Keith Richards, Edgar Meyer, Mark 

O'Connor, Yo Yo Ma, David Ball, Vince Gill, George Strait, 

Acoustic Alchemy, Willie Nelson, Garth Brooks, Trisha Year-

wood, Faith Hill, Alison Krauss, Nanci Griffith. Dolly Parton, Pam 

Tillis, Ruby Lovett, Gretchen Peters. Martina McBride, Mary 

Chapin Carpenter, Janis Ian, CeCe Winans, Iris DeMent, Bela 

Fleck, Duane Eddy. Junior Brown, Chet Atkins, The Tractors, 

VVynonna Judd and Etta James. 

E. RECORD PRODUCER 

Glen Ballard: Eligibility year credits include Alanis Moris-

sette*s Jagged Little Pill. 

Tony Brown: Projects during the eligibility year included Marty 

Stuart The Marty Party Hit Pack, Rodney Crowell Jewell of the 

South, Tracy Byrd Love Lessons, George Strait Strait Out of the 

Box, Reba McEntire Starting Over, Mark Chestnutt Wings, Vince 

Gill Souvenirs, Bobbie Comer Girl of Your Dreams, Nanci Griffith 

Buddy Holly Tribute Album "That's Alright," and Wynonna Rev-

elations. 

Trevor Horn: Eligibility year credits include Seal by Seal. 

Rick Rubin: During the eligibility period, Rubin produced Tom 

Petty Wildflowers, Red Hot Chili Peppers One Hot Minute and 

AC/DC Ball Breaker. 

Don Was: Eligibility year credits included Brian Wilson I Just 

Wasn't Made For These Times soundtrack; Highwaymen The 

Road Goes On Forever, Kris Kristofferson A Moment of Forever, 

The Rolling Stones Stripped; Randy Newman/Lyle 

Lovett"You've Got A Friend in Me" (from Toy Story); Bonnie 

Rain "You Got It, " Jonell Mosser "Crossroads," Stevie Nicks 

"Somebody Stand By me from Boys on the Side): and Randy 
Newman Faust 

F. RECORDING ENGINEER 

David Bianco/Richard Dodd/Jim Scott During the eligibili-

ty period, the team of Bianco, Dodd and Scott engineered Tom 

Petty's Wildflowers. 

Bob Clearmountain: Albums recently mixed by Bob Clear-

mountain include the self-titled 2nd Collective Soul LP, the 

Rolling Stones Stripped, Bon Jovi These Days, The Cons debut 

Forgiven Not Forgotten, Wet Wet Wet Picture This, four new 

tracks on Bruce Springsteen's Greatest Hits and four tracks on 

Tori Amos' Boys for Pete, including "Caught A Light Sneeze." 

Singles he mixed include Bryan Adams' "Rock Steady" and Rod 

Stewart's "So Far Away." 

Mick Guzauski: During the eligibility period Guzauski worked 

on Mariah Carey's Daydreams, Boyz II Men's "Water Runs Dry" 

and All 4 One's "I Can Love You Like That." 

Bruce Swedien: Completed projects during the eligibility pe-

riod included Quincy Jones' O's Jook Joint and Michael Jack-

son's HIStory. 

Technical 

Awarded ill those produits or innovations that have made 

the most significant contributions to the mho:ire:will I y• 

audio technology daring the eligibilit.1 year. %ow: The fol-

lowing product descriptions u-ere supplied lui the companies 

nominated. 

A. ANCILLARY EQUIPMENT 

Apogee Electronics AD- 1000: The AD- 1000 20-bit A/O con-

verter from Apogee features premium-quality microphone pre-

amps with phantom power and line level inputs. Sync options 

and interfaces include AES/EBU, ADAT and S/PDIF, and a digi-

tal calibration oscillator. It has Apogee's UV22® process for 

transferring the detail of 20-bit signals flawlessly into the 16-bit 

domain. Latest enhancements include PaqRat-compatible 20-

bit recording/playback and the FC, which converts between 

ADAT optical and DA-88 TDIF formats. 

Audio Precision System Two: System Two is the next-gen-

eration true Dual Domain® audio analyzer used by profession-

als worldwide for product design, production and service 

applications. It offers a unique combination of performance, 

features and flexibility. including guaranteed specifications like 

analog residual THD+N of - 108dB, digital analyzer dynamic 

range of 140dB and 48-bit FFT dynamic range. System Two also 

analyzes and measures digital interface and control status in-

formation and interface pulse stream signals, both according to 

AES3 spec. 

dB Technologies A0122 22- bit A/D: The AD122 is the 

stereophonic analog- to- digital converter of choice among 

today's most demanding professionals. Far surpassing standard 

conversion devices. the AD122 actually measures - 122 dB 

THD+N, the most accurate measurement of performance. Uti-

lizing proprietary technology, the combination of superior lin-

earity, fast and accurate transient response, extremely small 

quantization steps and low noise performance enables the 

AD122 to produce a true 24-bit digital audio stream accurately 

emulating the smoothness of analog. 
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compuTER SOFTWARE & 
PERIPII ERALS 

Otan i PicMix: Designed for mix-to-picture applications. Otari's 

PicMix products bring calibrated multichannel surround sound 

monitoring and panning into virtually any audio console. The 

PicMix modular approach is cost-effective and is compatible 

with Dolby Stereo, and Dolby Digital, DTS, SODS and HDTV sur-

round formats. Presets for speaker levels and channel assign-

ments permit instant recall of multichannel monitoring 

configurations. The panner rack, along with the joystick/knob 

panner controller, provide flexible multichannel panning. 

Symetrix 620 20- bit AID: The 620 20-bit A/O converter fea-

tures true 20- bit quantization. selectable output word size. 

dither and noise shaping. The 620 outputs digital data in either 

AES/EBU or S/PDIF digital formats at sample rates of 48, 44.1. 

32 or 22.05 kHz. Digital inputs are provided as well. For multi-

media production applications, the 620 down-samples from 

44.1 kHz to 22.05 kHz, as well as bit- rate converts from 16 to 8 

bits. 

Whirlwind MASS Connector (pinable type): Whirlwind's 

MASS multichannel connector is machined from a solid block 

of aluminum and fitted with hard composite pin blocks and MIL-

spec gold-plated pins. Its unisex pin block design means that 

users never find themselves with "the wrong end" of a MASS 

terminated cable. Designed to protect critical connections 

against moisture and extreme physical abuse, it is now speci-

fied as standard equipment by major sound companies, broad-

casters and recording facilities. 

MI( PRE.‘11PLIFIER TECHNOLOGY 

Amek-Rupert Nene RCMA: ; lie RCMA Remote Controlled 

Microphone Amplifier allows Hupert Nave's microphone ampli-

fiers to be located remotely, eliminating the need to send mic 

level signals over long distances. Parameters are digitally con-

trolled either from the RCMA front panel or the remote control 

unit. Each RCU allows up to 64 mic channels (eight RCMA de-

vices) to be operated together to provide a complete micro-

phone input section. An optional 20- bit digital output is 

available. 

ART Tube MP: ART's Tube MP provides the user with the lat-

est state-of-the-art tube microphone preamp. The Tube MP of-

fers a superb level of sound quality by using a special tube and 

integrated circuit design providing exceptional signal integrity. 

The active balanced input utilizes a hybrid multiple-paired tran-

sistor/op amp design providing extremely low noise. The XLR 

output is active balanced, and the 1/4-inch output is unbal-

anced. Switchable phantom power is also available. 

ATI Pro Multi-Mode Audio Processor: The ATI Pro' is 

based on the input module found in the legendary Paragon mix-

ing console. A high-voltage mic preamp, highpass and lowpass 

filters, parametric ED, compressor, ducker and noise gate pro-

vide six stages of audio control in a single compact unit occupy-

ing only one rackspace. Each segment can be switched in or out 

independently, and extensive facilities are provided for visual 

monitoring of the signal, stereo linking and sidechain control. 

Crookwood Paintpot The Paintpot dual-channel microphone 

preamplifier is designed to surpass the most exacting record-

ing requirements. A unique blend of discrete and integrated 

concepts, Paintpot is intended to be placed near the source and 

drive, at line level, back to the recording input. All local features 

of the system, including M-S decoding and tilt equalization, can 

be remotely addressed via the Control Pot. Up to 16 dual de-

vices (32 preamps) can be configured with one remote. 

Focusrite Red 7: I lie Red 7 is a combined mic preamplifier and 

dylli11111CS processor principally for vocal use, both speech and 

song, where every subtle nuance captured by the mic may be 

amplified and enhanced by a combination of compression and 

either de-essing or excitation to enable the ultimate recording 

or live performance. Applications include post-production 

(voice-overs), overdubs, radio and television work, as well as 

recording studio, concert and theater sound. 

Night Technologies, Inc. Pre113: The Pre03 is the only full-

featured microphone preamp with NTI's VARIable AirBandne 

equalizer, usable also on line inputs. The adjustable, high-fre-

quency shelf equalizer can move above the mic hiss and bring 

out the high end before any distortion is introduced by any ac-

tive circuits. The Pre03, with switching power supply, trans-

former-coupled inputs and actively balanced outputs, provides 

four channels in a single rackspace, and is also available as a 2-

channel upgradable unit. 

ANIPLI FI ER TECHNOLOGY 

Crown Studio Reference I/11: The Crown Studio Reference 

amplifiers are designed to be the most sonically accurate am-

plifiers available. A distinct lack of coloration of any type keeps 

the mix clean, true and transient. The Studio Reference low-fre-

quency ultimate damping factor exceeds 20,000. Both models 

offer stereo, bridged-mono and parallel-mono modes for opti-

mum flexibility. Studio Reference I & Il amplifiers are housed in 

finely crafted packages taking up only four rackspaces. 

Focusrite Red 5: Designed for critical monitoring, the Red 5 

precision stereo power amo features a huge peak capacity and 

outstanding frequency and phase responses. Dynamically cou-

pled power supply rails ensure that the power supplies are con-

sistently operating as a tri.ly balanced system, fully protected 

without any signal-degrading sensing resistor or fuses. The out-

put stages run in A/B mode with a sliding bias arrangement, 

and the output circuit has a very low inductance allowing "dif-

ficult" loudspeaker loads without compromise. 

Mesa Engineering The Baron: This all-tube, hand- built, dual-

mono amp has separate power transformers and AC cords. Out-

put is switchable between 150 watts all- pentode, 100 watts 

triode/pentode and 50 watts triode/triode ( triode and switches 

allow more options). Components include self- balancing, dual-

differential drive circuitry, six 5881 tubes, and four-way selec-

table feedback circuit. The front panel has large VU meters and 

switches for bias/balance adjustment, meter selection (power 

or adjust) and standby mode. 

DSC PowerLight"" 4.0: The Powertight 4.0, QSC's most pow-

erful amplifier to date, boasts exclusive Poweiwave Switching 

Technologylm. delivering 1.400 watts per channel into 4 ohms 

and 2,000 watts into 2 ohms in a 3U package weighing less 

than 30 pounds. Its three-step, high-efficiency output and very 

stiff supply rails offer phenomenal bass and high end. Features 

include - 105dB unweighted S/N; remote AC control; HO- 15 

"data port" for full control, load monitoring and power standby 

via Ethernet and QSC's new MultiSignal Processor. 

Stewart Electronics PA- 500: the PA-500, also known as the 

Pro Refeience 500 ( PR - 5001 is perfect for professional record-

ing studios, broadcast, and studio applications. The PA-500 is 

convection-cooled, featuring polished chrome face plates, gold-

plated input and output connectors and harmonic shift correc-

tion. It occupies a single rackspace and is backed by Stewart's 

five-year warranty. The PA-500 will accept balanced and un-

balanced signals by XLR or 1/4- inch phone jacks. 

Apogee Electronics MasterTools: A mastering plug-in for 

Digidesign's Pro Tools TOM system, MasterTools features a 

three-dimensional metering system that displays both current 

peak/average stereo levels and phase, and their history. 

"Dyers" are indicated and can be logged, while the special 

"Novel" (no over) feature ensures that digital ovens do not 

make it to the final master. Central to MasterTools is the UV22 

encoding scheme, which takes 20-bit signals and flawlessly en-

codes them into the 16- bit domain. 

Digidesign DINR v. 2.0,11 TDM: DINR is a software-based 

digital signal processing module that "plugs- in" to both TOM 

and/or Sound Designer II-equipped systems, enabling the user 

to reduce the full spectrum of unwanted noise, from air condi-

tioner rumble to guitar-amp buzz. DINR offers two modes—one 

tailored for broadband noise, such as tape hiss; the other for 

more "pitched" noise, such as hum. DINR is a highly useful and 

cost-effective option available for all of Digidesign's Macintosh-

based recording and editing systems. 

Emagic Logic Audio 2.5: The Logic Audio 2.5 seamlessly in-

tegrates MIDI sequencing, professional quality scoring and up 

to 48 tracks of hard disk recording into one program available 

for either the Mac or Windows platform. Besides offering an 

unmatched level of configurability, Logic Audio boasts the high-

est resolution of any available sequencer (960ppq). unlimited 

MIDI tracks and scoring staves, and an onboard Sample Editor 

with a suite of DSP functions, including Time Expansion/Com-

pression, Pitch Shifting and Audio Quantization. Furthermore, 

Logic Audio is the only program of its kind to allow the use of 

multiple digital audio interfaces simultaneously. 

Macromedia Deck II 2.5: Award-winning software for pro-

fessional-quality multitrack music and sound production. DECK 

II Digital Audio Workstation for the Macintosh enables users to 

arrange an unlimited number of audio elements n time, play up 

to 32 tracks at once, and record new tracks while hearing pre-

viously recorded tracks. Users can simultaneously manage hun-

dreds of files, then arrange, synchronize and mix those tracks 

into a professional audio production on a Power Macintosh. No 

additional audio hardware or software is required. 

Mark of the Unicorn Digital Performer 1.6: Digital Per-

former 1.6 combines state-of-the-art MIDI sequencing with Pro 

Tools Ill support (up to 48 channels), the Mixing Boardm virtual 

console for integrated TDMIm. MIDI, digital audio mixing and 

effects, built-in digital video window, real-time MIDI output pro-

cessing including velocity compression, MIDI Machine Control, 

SMPTE synchronization, zoomable waveform display with any 

number of tracks in one window, and much more. 

Opcode Studio Vision Pro: This Macintosh MIDI sequencing 

and digital audio recording software features mixing consoles, 

track overview, notation, groove quantize and powerful OSP 

plug- ins, such as audio-to-MIDI, MIDI-to-audio, time compres-

sion, pitch shift and EQ. Studio Vision Pro supports MIDI Ma-

chine Control, SMPTE Synchronization and the Open Music 

System (OMS). The program performs seamless digital audio 

editing when teamed with Digidesign's Pro Tools Ill, TDM, Ses-

sion 8, Audiomedia It or Apple's Sound Manager. 
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‘1Ig uf PHONE TECHNOLOGY 

Audio-Technica AT873R: Natural sound quality, elegant de-

sign and rugged dependability distinguish the AT873R wide-

range, hand-held condenser microphone. Its combination of 

high sensitivity and SPL capability delivers exceptional perfor-

mance for live sound reinforcement and studio applications. 

Supplied hypercardioid polar pattern is easily altered via op-

tional interchangeable elements (available in cardioid, subcar-

dioid and omnidirectional). Tri-level screen system provides 

excellent pop-protection, while superior internal shock-mount-

ing minimizes handling noise. 

Earthworks 0M1/TC3OK: Earthworks 0M1 and TC3OK utilize 

a small, very accurate omnidirectional capsule, stainless steel 

body and innovative circuitry for accurate, coherent response 

from 9 Hz to 30 kHz. They are excellent for all applications 

where natural, uncolored sound is desired and the SPL level is 

moderate to extremely high. They work well with upright bass, 

drum overheads, kick drum, acoustic and electric guitar, brass. 

vocals (chorus and solo), instrumental ensembles and location 

recording 

Microtech Gefell M900: The M900 condenser mic features a 

large-diameter capsule suited for recording vocal and instru-

mental soloists in studios and in acoustically difficult stage en-

vironments. Its cardioid pattern exhibits smooth frequency 

response in free and diffuse fields, for superb performance on 

axis. It has the sonic qualitites of a large studio mic, but its small 

size makes it quite easy to get into tight spots. The state-of -the-

art electronics include a transformerless balanced output. 

Peavey PV1141"19000: The PVM 19000 tube microphone sys 

tern combines a self- polarized condenser capsule with a vacu-

um-tube preamplifier to provide the mellow warmth for which 

tube microphones are revered. Its smooth, extended-range fre-

quency response, uniform cardioid directional pattern and up to 

137dB SPL handling is ideally suited for studio vocals and other 

critical applications. The unique, multipurpose shock suspen-

sion incorporates a finned heat-sink to help dissipate tube fila-

ment heat. 

Sa nk en CSS-5 Stereo Shotgun: Sanken's CSS-5 is an ex-

tremely compact shotgun microphone with switchable 

mono/stereo functions. The revolutionary five-capsule design 

provides precise directional pickup for production audio in 

film/video, broadcast and sports events. A significant advance 

in microphone technology, the CSS-5 is especially effective in 

the 400Hz to 3kHz range, which largely contributes to stereo-

phonic perception. The CSS-5 has excellent mono/stereo corn-

patibililty, and its frontal sound characteristics remain 

unchanged when switching from mono to stereo. 

Shure Beta 58A: The Shure Beta 58A is a high-output super. 

cardioid dynamic vocal mic for professional sound reinforce-

ment and project studio recording. It maintains a true 

supercardioid pattern throughout its frequency range, ensuring 

high gain before feedback, maximum isolation from other sound 

sources and minimum off-axis tone coloration. Its shaped fre-

quency response is ideal for close-up vocals. Rugged construc-

tion, a proven shock-mount system and hardened steel mesh 

grille protect it from road hazards. 

F. SOUND REINFORCEMENT 

LOUDSPEAKER TECHNOLOGY 

Eastern Acoustic Works KF860/KF861 Virtual Line Array: 

The KF860/KF861 Virtual Line Array achieves real low-frequen-

cy directivity by integrating three or more compact, portable en-

closures into a single acoustical unit. Virtual Line Array 

Technology has been developed as a solution to the conflicting 

requirements of events that have both live and broadcast audi-

ences, including high SPLs and full bandwidth reproduction for 

the live audience; minimal " spill" onto the stage where wire-

less and podium mics are typically used: and unrestricted sight-

lines for television cameras. 

JBL Professional EON System: JBL's EON system is based 

around bi-amped, powered speakers and enclosures molded 

from polypropylene with a cast-aluminum front baffle/horn. The 

EON 15 has 50/130 watt amps, 15-inch woofer, neodymium HF 

driver and BiRadial horn—in a 39-pound cabinet angled for 

main or monitor chores. Heat sinks are mounted in the woofer 

ports for extra cooling. A powered subwoofer and powered 10-

inch, two-way version are available. 

L'Acoustic V-DOSM: V-DOSC elements are identical, mod-

ular and designed to be arrayed vertically. When coupled, the 

array generates a predictable, cylindrical wavefront Adding en-

closures allows the user to build and shape a layered wavefront 

and sound field. This field is totally free of phasing, comb filter-

ing and lobing interferences, and can be focused on the desired 

area. V-DOSC offers accurate, adjustable coverage control with 

previously unattainable results. It is the only full-bandwidth, 

perfectly coherent line array. 

Martin Wavefront 8: The Martin W8 is a three-way enclosure 

utilizing 6.5- inch and 12- inch horn-loaded cone technology. The 

compact trapezoidal footprint is capable of high SPLs ( 135 dB) 

while at the same time delivering unprecedented fidelity in the 

touring industry. Specifications include an 80-18kHz bandwidth. 

constant 55° horizontal dispersion, and a 30° vertical disper-

sion. With 3.5 kHz being the point at which a compression driver 

is introduced, the system lacks harshness and allows for highly 

articulate mid-band performance. 

Meyer Sound Labs MIS-4: The MIS-4 is a fully integrated 

reinforcement loudspeaker system. The control electronics, 

quad amplifiers and drivers are contained within the enclosure. 

The system features a triple-tuned cabinet, with each driver in 

its own compartment. The MTS-4 utilizes 18-inch, 15- inch and 

12-inch LF driver and one 2-inch throat (4- inch diaphragm) HF 

driver. Frequency response is 26 Hz to 18 kHz. The modular am-

plifier utilizes the Intelligent AC® system to provide automatic 

voltage selection. 

Professional Audio Systems RS-2.2: The RS-2.2 full-range, 

single-enclosure reinforcement loudspeaker system uses TOC"' 

(Time Offset Correction) technology, a compact system with ex-

tended bandwidth and acoustical compatibility in arrays. Space 

efficiency and 40x60-degree pattern control provides flexibility 

to sound companies that service medium and large venues. 

Sound companies nationwide have chosen the RS-2.2 as the 

solution that addresses the diversified applications in today's 

sound industry. The RS-2.2 requires PAS Model TOC R2 active 

filter set. 

G. STUDIO MONITOR TECHNOLOGY 

Bag End Studio-A Monitoring System: The system provides 

a flat frequency response beyond the range of human hearing 

and wider than the digital recording formats in use today. This 

wide-band performance not only assures the ability to accu-

rately monitor the audio signal at the extreme ends of the spec-

trum, but the audible range is effortlessly reproduced. Its 

coaxial Time-Align® design coupled with the musically con-

nected ELF bass provides superbly accurate reproduction in the 

frequency and time domains. 

Dynaudio Acoustics BM15: The Dynaudio Acoustics BM15 

is a two-way monitor system that uses a new 8.5-inch bass dri-

ver with a 4-inch voice coil and the 1.1- inch Esotech tweeter 

found on several models. Power handling is 250W/ch. Peak 

handling is in excess of 1.000W/ch. Frequency response is 40 

Hz-20 kHz. Applications include project studio mains, high-out-

put near-fields and LCRS satellites. Dynaudio Acoustics' pm-

duction techniques reduce costs while maintaining high-quality 

standards. 

Genelec 1039A: The 1039A three-way active control room 

monitor system features two 15-inch woofers, Genelec's 5- inch 

mid, and a 1-inch hard dome tweeter set into Genelec's propri-

etary Directivity Control Waveguide'N. This provides further 

control of the system to its acoustic environment, maximizing 

frequency balance and stereo imaging. Amplification is provid-

ed by 1,270 watts per channel with unparalleled sonic accuracy. 

KRK RoK Bottom: Designed to provide superior low-end re-

sponse in close-field monitoring applications, the RoK Bottom 

utilizes the same unique enclosure shape as KRK's popular 

K*RoK, which minimizes parallel walls to maximize low-end 

punch. The 2.1-cubic-foot enclosure features a 12- inch poly-

glass long-stroke woofer with a metric sensitivity of 91 dB, LCR-

summing 140-watt power amplifier and internal crossover. 

Tannoy AMS 10A: The AMS 10A bi-amplified. fully active, 

fully powered reference monitor uses a 10-inch dual-concentric, 

point source driver, a sophisticated power module and active 

circuitry to deliver dynamic, articulate sound with exceptional 

stereo imaging. The system features linear amplitude and phase 

Ion and off axis), and independent HF and LF high-current MOS-

FET amplifier modules producing 160 watts each continuous. 

The electronics do not utilize compression or limiting to ensure 

transients are reproduced with astonishing impact. 

Westlake Audio Lc6.75: The Lc6.75 is a unique. 100% hand-

built, two-way loudspeaker designed to be an affordable com-

pact monitor with the "Westlake Sound." The 3/4- inch 

soft-dome tweeter, dual ports, aligned cabinet and 6.5-inch 

polypropylene woofer produce a frequency response of <60Hz-

18kHz +/- 3dB. Power handling 80W continuous, and it mea-

sures 16 ( HI x 8 (W) x 10 ( D), with a weight of 22 pounds. 

31USICAl. INS'FILLNIENT 

TECHNOLOGY 

Alesis DM5 18-Bit Drum Module: The Alexis DM5 packs 548 

drum and percussion sounds in a compact single-rackspace unit. 

It offers a huge selection of sounds that encompass studio 

drums, world/ethnic percussion, orchestral drums and special-

ized sounds for techno, industrial, rap and dance music. The 

DM5 may be controlled via MIDI or through its 12 rear panel 

drum trigger inputs Iwith built-in MIDI converters). Performance 

features include Random Sample mode, Expanded Dynamic Ar-

ticulation and MIDI overflow. 
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Digidesign Sample Cell IITm: SampleCell II is a powerful 

Macintosh RAM-based sample playback system designed for 

professional music. sound design and post-production applica-

tions. When combined with a SampleCell TOM card and a Pro-

Tools Ill system, it provides seamless sample playback 

integration into a ProTools Ill session at 20-bit resolution. The 

combination of SampleCell with TDM allows unlimited pro-

cessing of samples through Digidesign and third-party plug- ins. 

SampleCell's intuitive Editor makes Instrument creation simple, 

and couples that with powerful database functions. 

Ensoniq KT-88: The KT-88 features unparalleled piano feel 

coupled with a completely programmable synthesizer/sequenc-

ing system. 88-key weighted piano action, 64 voices, 308 on-

board sounds and full GM support. Fast transposing, up to eight 

zones for splits, layers and MIDI control make the KT-88 perfect 

for performance. Ensoniq's SoundFinderm, interface simplifies 

sound selection. An onboard 16-track sequencer and access to a 

large library of ROM sound cards and RAM memory cards round 

out the package. 

Korg Trinity Plus: The 61-key Trinity Plus utilizes a newly de-

signed PCM-based tone generation system operating at 48 kHz. 

It employs 375 Multisounds and 258 drum samples (24MB PCM 

ROM). The TouchView')." high-res LCD touchscreen display is 

standard, as are more than 100 effect types (up to ten simulta-

neously) with real-time control, four outputs and an 80,000-

note, 16-track MIDI sequencer. A DSP-based Solo Synthesizer 

enhancement delivers physically modelled analog synthesizer 

and emulative sounds. 

Kurzweil 1(2500XS: The K2500XS(88 weighted keys) is an in-

tegrated production synthesizer, sampler and master MIDI con-

troller featuring Kurzweil's acclaimed Variable Architecture 

Synthesis Technology synthesis engine. Features include 48 

voices, a 600mm ribbon controller, eight programmable real-

time sliders, a 32-track sequencer, analog and digital I/O. 8-

channel proprietary outputs (KDS-Kurzweil Digital Stream) and 

compatibility with CD-ROM sample libraries from Akai, Ensoniq 

and Roland 

Roland VG-8 V-Guitar System: The VG-8 allows accessing 

classic amp/guitar tones from the past or creating new sounds 

for the future, yet the VG-8 is unlike any other guitar processor 

or synth. Unlike a guitar synth, the VG-8 with GK-2A pickup 

doesn't transform picking into a complex series of MIDI data; it 

processes the entire waveform and "models" it into the desired 

sound. The player's picking style is translated exactly as it is 

performed, with all the subtleties. 

I. SI(;NAL PROCESSING TECHNOLOGY 

dbx 1066: The dbx 1066 is a dual-channel compressor/lim-

iter/gate driven by the all-new dbx Vrm VCA featuring True 

RMS Power Summingim stereo operation. Each channel fea-

tures PeakStopPlusim limiting, power-dependent attack and re-

lease or user-definable attack and release. Hard- Knee or 

Overease compression, and selectable +4dBu or -10dBV op-

erating levels. New lightpipe LEDs and sidechain external and 

sidechain monitor functions make setup a snap. 

DigiTech Studio Quad: The Studio Quad features four inde-

pendent inputs and outputs that give the user the power of four 

separate mono processors or two true stereo processors. Imag-

ine two true stereo sources simultaneously without sacrificing 

control. Imagine four independent reverbs for vocals, guitar. 

keyboards, and each reverb can be optimized to achieve the 

best audio for each application. Imagine the power to create 

any combination of effects, in any order. Then multiply by four. 

Ensoniq DP/4+: The top end of Ensoniq's professional signal 

processors, the DP/4+ offers four discrete 24-bit processors in 

an integrated package. With four inputs and four outputs, the 

DP/4+ handles from one to four input signals, with true stereo 

processing and output submixing for easy integration into the 

studio environment Fifty-four algorithms and 400 presets range 

from high-quality reverbs and delays to compression, speaker 

simulations, duckers and guitar amps. 

Lexicon PCM90: The PCM90 offers Lexicon's highest-quality 

reverb in an affordable package. 11 provides the sought-after re-

verb programs of Lexicon's world-class digital effects systems, 

complete with a powerful new interface, with the convenience 

of easy access and a wealth of program capabilities for dis-

cerning professionals. The PCM90 features 250 all-new presets, 

exclusive keyword search, custom controllers, dynamic patch-

ing. tap tempo/tempo control, dynamic spatialization and a PC 

card slot for expansion and upgrades. 

Sony DPS-V77: The DPS.V77 is a 2-channel digital signal 

processor offering a dual-effects block architecture. each con-

taining more than 60 different effects, including reverbs, delays, 

modulation effects, intelligent pitch shifting and dynamic filter-

ing. The flexible dual-effects structure allows for serial, parallel 

and dual-mono processing. Additionally, a morphing structure 

offers a seamless transition from preset to preset. The DPS-W7 

has XLR and 1/4-inch analog I/0s. and AES/EBU and S/PDIF dig-

ital I/0s. 

tc electronic M2000: The TC M2000 is a " Dual Engine" 24-bit 

stereo effects processor featuring 256 factory presets, including 

reverb, delay, pitch. ambience. EQ. de-essing, compression, lim-

iting and expansion. Dynamic Morphing'm switches between 

two effects at a user-definable threshold. Highlights include on-

board owner's manuals. six routing modes, 20-bit AD/DA con-

version, AES/EBU and S/PDIF digital I/O. Preset Glide, 16-bit 

dithering tools, four Snapshot memories and Tap/MIDI tempo 

modes. 

J RECORDING DEVICES/ 

STORAGE TECHNOLOGY 

Alesis ADAT-XT 8-Track Digital Audio Recorder: The Ale-

sis ADAT-XT is the next generation of the world's most popular 

professional recording format. The ADAT-XT features an intelli-

gent software-controlled transport that operates up to four 

times faster than the original ADAT. Its improved digital con-

verters result in better sonic quality, while its onboard digital 

editing and autolocation tools make it a powerful tool for music 

recording and other professonal audio applications. 

JRF UltraAnalog 2-Inch, 8-Track Head Assembly: On the 

cutting edge of retro, UltraAnalog combines the "fatness" and 

"warmth" of analog with near-digital dynamic range. Output is 

greater than 10 dB hotter than that of standard 24- track. A dis-

crete ninth track (timecode) is positioned at the standard "track 

24" location. Track layout is playback-compatible with standard 

16- and 24-track. 2-inch formats. Also available for Studer A80 

and A827 recorders. 

Panasonic SV-3800: Building on the performance and relia-

bility standards set by the SV-3700, the SV-3800 offers in-

creased user control of all unctions and improved performance 

features. with 20-bit playback resolution, front panel selection 

of digital I/0s and SCMS-defeat. adjustable analog output lev-

els and independent L/R input levels. The single program play 

function plays program material up to the next start ID, then 

stops until the " play" key is pressed again. 

Pioneer D-9601 DAT Recorder The D-9601 is the world's 

first DAT recorder capable of recording at 44.1. 88.2 and 96 kHz. 

In high-sampling mode, recordings capture higher harmonics 

that are important for transient and spatial perception. An on-

board sample rate converter provides 44.1/48kHz digital output 

of a 96kHz recording. Other features include AES/EBU and 

S/PDIF digital I/O, balanced analog I/O, RS-422 Sony 9-pin con-

trol and double-speed digital copying between two machines. 

Rane PagRat Rane's RC 24 Peat is a cost-effective solution 

for the studio wishing to produce high-quality 18- to 24-bit mas-

ters. The RC 24 allows easy recording and playback of 18- to 

24-bit stereo tracks using four 16-bit tracks from a digital 8-

track machine. The RC 24T is used with the Tascam DA-88. The 

RC 24A is used with the Alesis ADAT and Fostex RD-8. 

360 Systems Instant Replay: This digital audio recorder of-

fers immediate access to 1,000 individual audio cuts of any 

length, stored on a 4-, 8- or 16-hour internal hard disk using 

Dolby AC-2 compression. Cuts are mapped to 50 panel-mounted 

buttons for ready access in ten user-groups. Features include 

built-in sample rate conversion, bright VF display, AES/EBU and 

S/PDIF digital I/O, analog +4dBu I/O and a printer port. It's self-

contained, portable and weighs 9.5 pounds. 

R. WORKSTATION TECHNOLOGY 

Akai DR16 Disk Recorder The DR16 combines 16 tracks of 

audio from a single disk, nondestructive and random-access 

editing tools. and an automatable 16-channel digital mixer. Its 

expandable hardware platform offers speed. stability and relia-

bility that computer-based products can not match. Available en-

hancements include a VGA display card. ASCII keyboard input. 

up to 32 channels of 3-band parametric digital ED and MIDI, 

SMPTE, RS-422. bi-phase and ADAT sync. Multiple DR16s can 

be controlled via the OM tactile remote control surface. 

Digidesign Pro Tools® III y.3.2: With the release of Pro 

Tools III v.3.2. Pro Tools software has become the common cen-

terpiece of all Digidesign Macintosh-based digital audio pro-

duction systems. Regardless of which hardware platform the 

user chooses. Pro Tools' core recording, editing and mixing en-

vironment remains the same, providing Session compatibility 

and mobility. Pro Tools 111v. 3.2 also includes PowerMix°'—the 

Digidesign audio engine (DAEN) technology that allows Pro 

Tools software to run on qualified PowerPC-based Macintosh 

computers with no additional Digidesign hardware. 

E-mu Danyinni: Darwin is a stand-alone. disk-based 8-track 

recorder that combines workstation features with tape-based 

system ease-of-use. all at a price competitive with ADAT and 

DA-88 modular digital multitracks. Darwin features an icon-

based graphic user interface, a 240x64 graphic display and six 

soft keys to provide powerful DAW-style editing. Darwin op-

tions include ADAT digital I/O and sync for complete ADAT/BRC 

compatibility, SMPTE and DSP option cards. 

Roland VS-880: The VS-880 is the first self-contained work-

station to integrate a digital recorder. digital mixer, digital editor 

and multieffects processor—priced for the average musician. 

Data storage for the VS-880's 64 digital tracks ( eight primary 

tracks, eight virtual tracks per primary track) is via an internal 

lomega JazC) drive with removable 1 GB cartridge or a fixed 

hard drive. An expansion slot can be fitted with the VS8F-1 Ef-

fect Expansion Board with two stereo multieffects processors. 
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N.. LARGE FOR MAT CONSOLE 

TECHNOLOGY 

SADiE Master System: The SADiE Master System enables 

mastering to Exabyte DDP, Red Book CDR and 1630. With Ex-

abyte OOP, the user gets verification not only that the PO list 

read back from the Exabyte tape is correct, but also verification 

of the integrity of the audio on the tape. In addition. SADiE al-

lows audio to be replayed directly from DDP tape, so cues can 

be previewed to ensure correct positioning. Mastering to 

recordable Red Book CDs can occur at twice the normal speed. 

Sonic Solutions Multitrack USP: Sonic Solutions' Multitrack 

USP cards are designed to offer the ultimate in digtial audio 

workstation performance. With 24 channels of 24-bit digtial 

audio playback and 16 channels of digtial and analog I/O, Son-

icStudio is ideal for music production and editing, film scoring, 

and audio post applications. Up to six SonicStudio cards may 

be used in a single system, creating a 96-channel digtial audio 

production system. 

L. SOUND REINFORCEMENT CONSOLE 

TECHNOLOGY 

Allen & Heath GL3000: The GL3000 is Allen & Heath's latest 

in the line of flexible front-of-house or monitor consoles. This 

8x2x1 front-of-house console with eight auxiliary sends and four 

bands of EQ is switchable to a full- function dedicated stage 

monitor console with eight mixes plus an engineer's wedge mix. 

Crest Century Vs: The Century Vo has eight VCA groups, eight 

audio groups, four mute groups, a 21-VU meter bridge, eight 

matrix outputs, true LCR panning and fully balanced buses on 

all eight aux send systems. Other features include eight aux 

sends per channel and 4-band sweep EQs with switchable Q on 

the mido and switchable peak/shelf on the high and low bands. 

Mackie SR24.4: A true 4x2x1 bus, the 51324.4 has 20 

mic/line and two stereo line inputs, and six independent bal-

anced aux sends with masters. Channels 1-20 have high/low 

shelving and mid-sweep EQ ( 100Hz-BkHz); stereo channels 21-

24 have high/low shelving and hi-mid and lo-mid peaking EQ. 

All channels have OL. -20dB signal present and mute/solo 

(PFL/AFL) LEDs. Patented mic pros offer 60dB of gain; four subs 

are balanced with special 16kHz "air" EQ. Four stereo aux re-

turns with several routing options are available. 

Midas XL200: The XL200 has 40 mono input modules with mic 

preemie, eight aux sends, eight VCA subgroups, six mono and 

two stereo subgroups, eight mute groups and space for an ad-

ditional four input modules. The XL200 retains the traditional 

Midas motherboard design, with all input and insert connectors 

integral to each module. Optional MIDI automation allows users 

to set up to ten mute groups. 

Ramas SX-1: The Ramsa SX-1's versatile mixing and routing 

capabilities enable it to function comfortably as a front-of-house 

or monitor board. Available in 32-, 40- and 48-input configura-

tions, the SX-1 offers a 20-aux. 10-matrix mixing environment 

with ten VCA subgroups and ten mute groups. MIDI Snapshot 

Scene automation stores all fader settings, channel and on/off 

buttons, mute group assignments and VCA subgroups to 128 in-

ternal memory locations. 

Soundcrah K3 Console: I he modular 8-bus Soundcraft K3 

sound reinforcement console is available with a choice of 16-, 

24-, 32-, 40- and 48-channel frame sizes and modules. The K3 

Standard Input model delivers everything required for general-

purpose live mixing, with a high-spec, wide range mic preamp, 

classic Soundcraft 4-band EQ, paired routing to groups and LED 

input metering. An integral MIDI control module provides the 

K3 with comprehensive "scene set" automation, enabling the 

user to recall mute groups and make program changes to exter-

nal MIDI effects devices at the touch of a button. 

M. SMALL FORMAT CONSOLE 

TECHNOLOGY 

Mackie MS1402-VLZ: The MicroSeries 1402-VIZ is a 14x2 

stereo mic/line mixer with 45mm faders. 3-band EQ, six mic/line 

channels with high-headroom/low-noise mic preamps, four 

stereo inputs, an extra stereo bus, AFL/PFL, solo on all chan-

nels, balanced inputs and outputs (including XLR outs), mega-

monitoring flexibility. and VIZ—Ivory low-impedance circuitry) 

for low noise and high headroom. 

NVision NV1055: The NVision NV1055 is a four-layer, 4x1 dig-

ital audio mixer. Each AES3 output channel is generated as a 4-

to-1 linear mix of the inputs. Other features include channel 

swapping, independent phase inversion and gain adjustment 

for each input. Four unique 4x1 mix setups are easily defined, 

and each finished mix is assigned to either channel of either 

AES3 output. Gain adjustments for each output channel are also 

provided. 

Oram Series 8: Developed by John Oran acclaimed "father 

of British EQ," this analog 8-bus recording console with 16-, 24-

and 32-input options uses surface-mount technology, unique to 

all Oram designs. Incredibly low noise and amazing Oram Son-

ics® EQ Magic m originated with Oram's Vox and Trident de-

signs. Individual channel modules and sturdy construction 

preserve vintage values, complemented by robotic assembly, 

confirming Oram's philosophy: perfect quality with futuristic en-

gineering geared to tomorrow's economies. 

Spirit ProTracker ProTracker is an 8-channel, in-line, multi-

track recording mixer in a 3-rackspace enclosure. Each of the 

eight channels ( 16 in remix) has balanced line and mic inputs 

with phantom power, switchable limiters on each channel. PFL, 

overload LED indicator, highpass filtering and direct channel 

output. Other features include a stereo effects return, 2-track 

monitoring return, LED output meters and expansion sockets for 

daisy-chaining multiple units. 

Tascam M-2600MKII: Designed to interface with modular dig-

ital multitracks or hard disk systems, the next-generation Tas-

cam M-2600MKII 8-bus recording console is available in 16-, 

24- or 32-channel configurations. This insert automation-ready 

console features two stereo and four mono aux sends, low-

noise circuitry and premium-quality mic preamps. With features 

like balanced and unbalanced tape inputs and outputs. 48V 

phantom power and direct/group out switching, the M-

2600MKII is the ideal console for multitrack recording. 

Yamaha 02R: The Yamaha 02R all-digital recording console 

features real-time automation with snapshot memory and in-

stant reset of all console parameters, including control of its in-

ternal compressors and effects via a powerful onboard 

computer. Architecture consists of 40 digital and analog inputs. 

26 digital outputs and eight aux sends. Compressor/limiter 

gates are included on every input and bus, as are two internal 

effects processors. It digitally interfaces with ADAT, DA-88. 

AES/EBU, S/PDIF and Yamaha-format recorders. 

D&R Merlin: Merlin features snapshot recall of all console 

routings and templates, 4-band fully parametric EQ in both 

paths, highly automated dual-signal paths, 12 discrete aux sends 

(switchable to 36). and the power of Merlin's Advanced Routing 

Multiplex, D&R's new digitally controlled routing matrix. With 

Merlin's true dual-input path design, the limitations of tradition-

al in- line and psuedo-dual input consoles disappear. A 32-inset 

module Merlin is an uncompromised 64-input mix machine. 

Euphonix CS2000: The CS2000 is designed for post applica-

tions in film/1V—wherever automated mixing to multiple stems 

(stereo or multichannel with full surround sound panning) is re-

quired. Systems are available for one to three operators with 

surround panning for up to 48 faders per operator. The Mix Con-

troller surface places all controls within reach of the operator; 

the central assignable controller—with its integral real-time 

color display of EQ and dynamics functions—make for fast, sim-

ple operation. 

Otani Corporation Status: The Status digitally controlled ana-

log console features dual-input architecture. console-wide 

image recall, fader grouping, snapshot automation and fader 

and mute automation—all standard. Moving faders, dynamics 

and stereo input modules are optional. The 12 buses and eight 

auxes can be sourced from either the mix or channel path. The 

4-band sweepable EQ can be assigned to either path or split be-

tween the two, and 24-, 32-. 40- and 48-dual input module 

frames are available. 

CISC/Stage Tec Cantus: Cantus is an automated digital con-

sole that uses the latest 24-bit DSP technology, offering the 

flexibility and power of digital control combined with an er-

gonomic interface. A single channel strip can control up to ten 

separate audio channels simultaneously, allowing 480 channels 

in a single 7-foot console. DSP functions include parametric ED, 

filter, delay, expansion and dynamic processing for each chan-

nel. Configurations are saved in the built-in computer, allowing 

quick reconfiguration for each session. 

Soundcraft DC2020 Console: I lie Soundcraft DC2020 allows 

facilities to offer clients a highly specified automated console 

that delivers performance and flexibility far exceeding its mod-

est price. A touchscreen-driven onboard computer controls all 

console automation, machine control and project management. 

Extremely easy to learn and operate, the DC2020 allows users 

to remotely control popular digital and analog tape machines. 

Functions include Auto Play/Return, Drop In/Out points, 

Record/Enable and Preview. Projects can be stored to hard or 

floppy disks. 

Solid State Logic Axiom: Axiom can be personally configured 

to fit the special needs of broadcast on air, sound-to-picture 

post music recording or film dubbing. Axiom's totally digital sig-

nal path removes the need for repeated conversion, providing 

preservation of the original signal. Creativity is maximized; 

Axiom incorporates an unprecedented level of dynamic au-

tomation. A single keystroke, instantaneous reset can be ap-

plied to selective controls or systemwide. It also features an 

integral router and multitrack hard disk recorder, facilitating true 

tapeless recording. 
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Someone float' 
uHF a deck that heats 

the SV-3700. 

Us! 
There's only one DAT machine that even comes close to the performance and value of the new Panasonic SV-3800 DAT recorde 

We should know—we used to make it. The SV-3700 was the standard in the industry with over 60,000 units in use worldwidE 

Now, it's time to take a step forward with the new champion, the SV-3800—all the performance you loved in the 3700, and more. 

The new 3800 gives you better sound, with D-to-A converters offering 20-bit playback resolution. The deck is more flexible an 

easier to use, with front panel assignment of all system settings, including digital I/O oonmections, SCMS status, and a new Single Pla 

mode. Coaxial and optical digital I/0s are also added for maximum flexibility. With all these improvements, however, we did retain 

key feature of the SV-3700—its price! The suggested retail price of the SV-3800 (including remote) is $1,695., so you get better soun 

and more features at the same price. 
01961.11Broadtd,116916,9691 1,966199 ot the 1996 Olymplt 1 

The SV-3800 is the new performance and value leader in DAT recorders. We should know, .96 

because our strongest competition is ourselves. Panasonic 

For the dealer nearest you, call 1-800-777-1146. 



BY TOM KENNY 

SOUND FOR FILM 

FI UTTER TO 
PICTURE EDITORS 
PART 1 

by Larry Blake 
Dear Picture Department: 
I suppose that th( se of us 
in post-production sound 
shouldn't begrudge the 
world of picture editing the 
sense of freedom brought 
about bv nonlinear, hard 
disk-based editing. Being 
freed from the shackles of 
splicing tape and inflexible 
tape-to-tape offline editing 
has to feel at least as liberat-
ing as it did to us. (Although 
I hear you have a harder 
time than we do in justifying 
to producers what, if any, 
extra costs are involved. I'll 
try to touch upon those as-
pects when possible.) 

What follows are a series 
of suggestions to help your 
picture and my sound de-
partments interface as 
smoothly as possible, keep-
ing technogrief to a mini-
mum: 
• Establish a dialog with 

your production mixer and 
with post-sound in advance 
of shooting. I know that pro-
ducer types sometimes don't 
want everyone talking; it's 
amazing that they have no 
idea of how much money 
we could save them if they 
would just let us talk among 
ourselves. What could they 
possibly view as the down 
side of such a (lake 

It is crucial that we all 
agree and understand the 
path that picture and sound 
will take on their way from 
shooting to picture editing to 
sound editing to mix to an-

swer print. And when it's 
agreed on a path to take... 
• Do a sync test. This is 

real simple. Shoot a continu-
ous 9-minute take with 
someone talking, holding a 
timecocle slate and clapping 
the sticks about once every 
two minutes. Then do two 
other short takes with the re-
maining film loft in the cam-
era. 

Have the picture and 
track printed twice each: One 
set will remain uncut as a 
bible roll for your telecine 
house; the second set will be 
conformed after you do a test 
edit, intercutting among all 
three takes. (This is a simpli-
fication of the process, but I 
think you get the point.) 

The best time to shoot a 
sync test is in the few days 
right before shooting begins, 
when the camera and sound 
teams are checking out 
equipment and the editorial 
department has just been 
hired. This will allow you to 
limit your variables because 
the chain will involve the 
production camera, the pro-
duction recorder, the telecine 
facility and the nonlinear edit-
ing system. 

While such a sync test will 
solve a multitude of post-pro-
duction problems by telling 
us that your numbers and pic-

tures do (or do not) match 
up, it will be of even greater 
help to you in providing a 
sense of security that the 
shooting/telecine/editing/con-
forming process really does 
work. Just like the old adage 
"a watched kettle never 
boils," a nontested nonlinear 
system is never up and run-
ning in the first week of 
shooting. While so many 
problems end up being real 
stupid and simple (software 
version problems, they 
didn't ship the right cables, 
etc.), just as often they are 
fundamental and serious 
(like the telecine facility 
doesn't have a clue as to 
what they're doing). And, 
as always, please observe 
Blake's Third law of Dis-
agreement: Don't let any-
one tell you that no one 
has ever complained be-
fore or that this is what 
they do for James 

Cameron. Repeat after me 
and tell them to read your 
lips: "lam complaining and 
my name is not James 
Cameron." 

In the days of 35mm 
sprocketed picture and work-
track, sync was taken for 
granted, with clunky old 
clapsticks providing an ab-
solute sync reference that 
was preserved by inked 
edge-coding. In those not-so-
olden times, when dialog 
editing would begin, we 
would receive the spliced 
work track, indicating exact-
ly where edits were made in 
addition to the source scene 
and take of each piece of the 
track. Also, any 1:1 copies of 
the worktrack were in exact 
sync with the original; there 
was never any doubt. Today, 
there are many more paths in 
the road to cutting dialog— 
and many more places to 
screw up. Sometimes there's 

—CON77NUED ON PAGE 104 
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J1111 CHM" 
SHIPS THE [HID 

by Eric Rudolph 
Robert Jackson has the full 
panoply of state-of-the-art 

multitrack recording gear at 
his disposal every time he 
tracks and posts jazz dates for 
Black Entertainment Televi-
sion's Jazz Central program 
and their recently inaugurat-
ed 24-hour Cable Jazz Chan-
nel. However, Jackson, BET's 
senior audio engineer, prefers 
to "get it right the first time," 
and masters live mixes 
straight to DAT. 

Artists such as Wynton 
Marsalis, Joshua Redman, 
Holly Cole, Dave Brubeck, 
Abbey Lincoln, Ramsey 
Lewis, Jean Luc Ponty and 
many others, along with 
scores of distinguished band-
members, have appeared in 
hourlong in-concert segments 
on Jazz Central and the 
Cable Jazz Channel. Most 
have been quite pleased with 
Jackson's first-time, only-time 
mixing approach. 

"It's an aesthetic decision, 
because I prefer to let the 
spontaneity of the live set 
come through," Jackson ex-
plains, adding that there is, 
technically, time to remix. 
"We also save time and 
money this way, though 
those are not the main rea-
sons we normally do not 
remix." 

The May and June slate of 
29 tapings, which were 
staged two per-day in a 
nightclub setting during 
weeklong production stretch-
es in BETs new Washington, 
D.C., sounclstages, included 
sets by Dee Dee Bridgewater, 
Jacky Terrasson, The Blue 
Note Allstars, James Moody, 
Marlena Shaw and Kenny 
Barron. 

The audio feeds from the 
stage are split to the house, a 
video truck and an audio 
truck—either the Record 
Plant Remote or D.C.-area 
mobiles Sheffield Audio and 
Big Mo. Tracks are recorded 
to two 24-tracks or one 48-
track recorder. (Jackson 
prefers analog at 15 ips with 
Dolby SR over digital multi-
track recording.) However, 
Jackson does not master from 
the multitracks; rather, he 
takes the mixed signal direct-
ly from the audio truck's 
board and masters to a time-
coded Sony 7030 DAT, which 
is ;ater dumped to an Avid 
system for picture editing. 

"Unless there's been a 
major problem, we do not do 
a post-production remix." 
Jackson says. "We used to 
bring the artists into the truck 
to listen to playback of the 
soundcheck, but that got to 
be more trouble than it was 
worth, because it reinforced 
for the artists that there was 
the opportunity for remixing. 
which they will naturally 
want do. And I feel that a 
remix for this type of show 
takes away some of the live 

Clockwise from left: 

Grover Washington, Jr.; Title page 

for The Cable Jazz Channel; 

Wynton Marsalis on trumpet; 

Ramsey Lewis on the piano; 

Robert Jackson on the Record Plant 

Remote API console 

aspect." 
Jackson did not arrive at 

this approach capriciously. "I 
compared several of the 
shows on which we did 
remixes to the original live-
mixed tapes, and there was 
not enough difference to jus-
tify the time and money," he 
says. This is especially true 
when you're working with 
the high caliber of artists we 
get coming through here, 
who do not need a lot of 
post-production help to 
sound great. And I pick audio 
people I have confidence in 
to get it right the first time. 
We have the multitracks as 
backup in case there are 
problems, and as archives. 
Down the road, we could 
make deals and reissue the 
material from the multitracks 

onto whatever medium is in 
use at that time." 

Jackson's choice of DAT 
as the mastering medium was 
dictated by practicality. 
"When we started, the jury 
was still out on modular mul-
titracks as far as being reliable 
as a mastering medium, and I 
felt more comfortable using a 
Sony 7030 timecoded DAT," 
he says. " Besides. I didn't 
need the eight tracks to marry 
to video; the interviews and 
performances are all self-con-
ruined." Post-production gen-
erally consists of nothing 
more than laying in sweet-
ened applause tracks and 
some voice-overs; surround-
.sound mixing is planned for 
the near future. All BET pro-
grams are final-mastered to 
digital Betacam. (The Cable 
ja,,.  is carried on 
Galaxy 7, transponder 21: 
BET is transponder 20.) 

Doing television audio 
has its special demands, to 
which Jackson attempts to be 

as sensitive as possible. "Aes-
thetics is always a problem 
doing sound for video," he 
says. "I'm always fighting 

—CONTINUED ON PAGE 106 
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still mag used solely for the purposes of 
interlock dailies, whereas at other times 
there's no mag or workprint at all, with 
the picture coming from a negative-to-
ta pe transfer. 

The constant variable (?) here is the 
telecine process. One which contains 
many minefields for the unsuspecting, 
even when it involves already-synched 
picture and worktrack. 'l low can this 
be?" you might ask. Each telecine bay in-
volves varying aimunts of video delay 
due to processing ( such as noise reduc-
tion) between the scanning device and 
the videotape recorder. A good facility 
will have quantified said delay and will 
adjust 5( und acmrclingly, either by off-
setting start marks or with a digital delay 
line ( the latter of which is fine for <Lilies. 
but I would be wary of ck)ing any scut of 
mastering this way). But many fitcilities 
don't take this into account, and you can 
conceivably leave telecine with all of 
your audio I 3 frames ahead of your pic-
ture—this when what you delivered to 
telecine was dead-nuts in sync with 
start-marks on mag. 

At least the alxwe example would re-
sult in a c()nstant. quantifiable emir that 
could be on-retied. A more sticky prob-
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lem occurs when transferring sound to 
picture either during or after telecine, 
most frequently by reading timecode 
numbers on slates. l'here are many vari-
ables, not the least of which is the 30 fps 
video/24 fps film speed dilemma and 
the fact that there are often subjective 
decisions being made by people reading 
bluny timecode slates in the middle of 
the night. ( Or, perhaps even worse, by 
an assistant editor synching dailies to a 
none4(x)-sharp digitized image.) 

The net result is that a take which is 
digitized out of sync will stay out of sync 
forever. unless d sharp-eyed dialog edi-
tor puts it back in sync. Thus, here in 
1996, you have some of the biggest pic-
tures being cut by some of the most ex-
perienced picture editors and tracks are 
coming to sound editorial OUT OF 
SYNC. No I( mger can sound editorial 
teams assume the edited worktrack is a 
reliable sync reference, and this must 
stop! 

• Use timecode in the field, including 
timecode slates. Yeah. I know some 
camera crews piss and moan about the 
extra trouble it takes to use electronic 
slates, but they will give you ( and as a 
result, us) a definitive way it checking 
that your pn)duction ( aka, source or 
Nagra) timecode for a given frame is the 
same in the system's database as it is on 
the picture image. 

And, of course, always use nondrop 
timecode. Silo( )t on sight anyone who 
tells you to use drop-frame. 
• Give us printed timelines. CMX-

style EDfis are great for telling software 
how to auto-assemble material but are a 
pain in the ass to read, not to mention 
that they're in timecode tbmt, and many 
of us only think in terms of feet and 
frames. If you can, please print out a 
timeline on ymir system that will show a 
graphic representation ( in lx )( It fix)tage 
and timecode counts) of what scene and 
take is used at any given point on either 
Video or Audio 1-4. It's a clear way of 
showing luny a reel is assembled, much 
in the wav an analog watch is better at 
showing y(nt that you have 11 minutes 
to go before the hour. 

With regard to other paperwork. ask 
assistant sound editors how they want to 
receive cut lists and change lists. It's very 
l()ssible that they will want it on disk, all 
the better to make custom printouts if 
they're so inclined ( which will save you 
time, of course). 
• Use good speakers. Don't accept 

the crappy little white speakers that are 
rented or sold with many 11(M-dined(' edit 

.•,tems. Courtesy of the wcirld of home 

theater, there are many high-quality 

shielded speakers available that will give 
you a much better clue as to what's on 
your track. 
• Digitize your picture at the best res-

olution you can afford. While picture 
resolution would seem to be out of the 
domain of sound f()Iks, it becomes a se-

rious issue when you expect us to cut 
against it for temp dubs. I put a clause in 
my contracts that specifies quality re-
garding digital outputs: If it ain't go( )(.1, 
there has to be a telecine of a con-
fonned work picture. The primary down 
side of this is that it lengthens the time 
between the lock of a new versi( in and 

the start of sound editing: for temps. a 
day can be a /wig time. 
• Talk to the production mixer. Let 

him or her km that you will crucify 
them for using EQ before you will cru-
cify them for having too much low end 
on the track during dailies. Be clear on 
the instructions for c()mbining 2-track 
material during the printing of dailies. 
• Document what sound effects you 

cut into your wc)rktrack. Those of us on 
the sound end can start the procedure 
when we first send you effects to cut in. 
l' ou should never receive from us a 
DAT that says "gunshot": it should al-
ways be accompanied by a number trac-
ing it either to our master library system 
(the preferred method), or at least to a 
film-specific number that is cross-refer-
enced to the original library number. 

And you in turn should digitize it 
under said number so we will know. 
when cutting sound for temp dubs, 
what effects we should take from your 
worktracks and which ones we need to 
cut ourselves. 
• Lay out your tracks with care. 

Since it's so easy to cut tracks on non-
linear edit systems, there's a tendency 
to spread thing ()tit, making it hard to 
sort through c\ erything during dialog 
editing. A big help would be to have 
tracks 1 and 2 containing sync pro-
duction track only. While the dialog 
editor would want access to both 
tracks individually to see your edit 
points exactly, virtually all other uses 
of the worktrack ( such as Foley edit-
ing) can use a combine with no com-
promise: this would not be the case if 
the cr(nvd walla that you cut for your 
scratch temps was on track 2 and 
w(nild muddy everything up. 

Please keep music and effects on 
tracks 3 and and keep them in mono 
to save track space. 
• Picky technical stuff. Unless 

you're doing a n)ugh scratch mix that 
is w)ing to be transferred to mag ti )r a 
screening, don't ever EQ anything 
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hen it comes to choosing the right 8 bus mixing 
console, certain things need to be carefully considered. 

It may start with features and price, but sound quality 

and performance will most certainly be the deciding 

factors. The award-winning Mixdown Classic has all 

the features you want plus superb audio specifications, 

proven reliability and the performance you need. All 

this at a groundbreaking price for consoles in this class. 

ro prove our point, the Mixdown Classic 8 recently 
ran away with Electronic Musician Magazine's Editor's 

Choice Award for Best Recording Console for 19%. It 

was also nominated for a TEC Award and has received 

nothing but critical acclaim worldwide. The Mixdown 

Classic 8 provides features not found on consoles in 

this price range, such as its comprehensive MIDI 

muting system, internal modular design and an option-

al meter bridge. 

NOUN W1111 THE BEST1 

"In a side by side contrast, the 
Mixdown Classic blew the Brand 'X' 
8 bus away in sonic quality!" 
--Michael P. Barton, Appleton, WI 

hiciiámaster Mixdown Cla 
love vou, man!" 

--Jay Ôhsiek, Savannah, GA 

• 16, 24 and 32 channel versions 

• Midi Muting 
• 3 band EQ w/mid & bass sweep 

• 6 aux sends per channel 

• Balanced mic inputs on every channel 

• Channel direct outputs 
• Optional full-width meter bridge 

• Rackmount external power supply 

f-iina-ii-er/ IT'S fiLREfErse fl CLASSIC! 
3941 Miraloma Ave., Anaheim, CA 92807 • 714-524-2227 Fax: 714-524-5096 Internet: http://www.studiomaster.com 
Studiomaster House, Chaul End Lane, Luton, Beds, 1,C4 8EZ UK • TO: 1582 570370 Fax: 1582 494343 
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boards and electric bass Jackson uses 
Countryman DIs. The Sanken CSS5 
stereo shotgun mic is used to cover the 
audience. 

Effects treatment can vary significant-
ly, depending on the artists. "I don't like 
to do a lot of radical processing with 
jazz, but generally I like to put some 
'verb on vocals and some delay to fatten 
it up a little. I use a little reverse gate on 
the snare to give it some slap. With fu-
sion, obviously we do more, but the 
pure jazz I like to leave as pure as possi-
ble," Jackson says. 

Jackson uses a TC Electronic M-5000 
or an Eventide H-3500 for all-purpose 
digital effects; a Sony D-7 or a Yamaha 
SPX1000 handles delay. His favorite 
compressor is the UREI LA-4; he also 

uses Summit tube gear, Drawmer and 
dbx 160s. 

Cabling is mostly Canare. "I like the 
quad Canare, with its four conductors; 

two for plus and two for minus, and a 
shield," Jackson says. "With this cable, 
however, the two conductors for the 
plus and minus have to he cut to the 
exact same length for optimal signal 
passage. 

"Tapewise I like Ampex 456 for mul-
titrack, usually on a 10-inch reel. I like 
Sony Pro DAT tape; however, if I have a 
higher budget, I'll go to Apogee," he says 
with a chuckle. 

The next audio production phase for 
BET and The Cable Jazz Channel is the 
debut of their own combination audio-

video truck, which is currently being 
built to accommodate a 48-track DASH 

machine, which BET will rent per-use 
initially. Built-in gear will include 48 
tracks of DA-88 and an SSL 8000 GB 

console. The truck is expected to be 
ready late in 1996. "Our truck will be 
similar to Unitel's black or red trucks. 
This spring's run of tapings will probably 

he the last time we'll hire an outside 
audio or video truck," Jackson explains. 

"The increased production demands 

brought on by The Cable Jazz Channel 
was the main driving force behind BET 

getting its own truck," he adds. "Another 
motivating factor is that if we ever have 
any down time, which right now I don't 
see happening. we can rent it out and 
make some money! I will miss working 
with audio only trucks like Big Mo, Re-

cord Plant Remote and Sheffield because 
it's great to work in a space totally de-
voted to audio. We were able to get the 

real estate we needed in order to get 
good sound. pretty much dividing the 
truck down the middle between audio 
and video. I think it's going to be a great 

truck to work in and will produce some 
wonderful sounds." 

Eric Rudolph is a freelance writer living 
in Manhattan. 

1101111JORTH? EFFECTS 
by Loren Alldrin 

When you ask sound designers or editors to explain how they 
created some of their favorite effects, you immediately place 

them in a predicament. First, they're usually so consumed 
with their latest project that they have a hard time remember-
ing anything else. Second, the effects they're most proud of 
probably have more than just a few trade secrets attached. 
and they're hesitant to share them with the 
world. A magician never explains a magic 
trick—does a sound designer/editor reveal 
the inner workings of a complicated effect? 

It turns out that some sound designers are 
eager to share their experiences with those 
curious enough to ask. We spoke with three 
such sound craftsmen, exploring how they 
created some interesting and unusual effects. 

Dean Beville, sound supervisor at Creative 
Cafe ( Los Angeles), has worked on such 
movies as Alaska, Supercop„Shougirls and Front Dusk 'Ti! 
Dawn. Paul Berolzheimer is a freelance sound effects design-
er and editor whose credits include The Lion King, Speed, The 

Net and many others. Harry Cohen has done sound design for 
such movies as The Mask, Dumb and Dumber, Disclosure and 
The Island of Dr. Moreau and is now lead sound designer at 
EFX Systems ( Burbank, Calif.). 

CREATURE FEATURES 
In the movie From Dusk Tit Dawn, Beville and his team had 
to find a way to bring vampires to life. Their goal was to give 
each creature its own unique "voice," while keeping moments 
as scary as possible. "For the vampire vocals, we decided to 
attack them organically," Beville says. "We used a unique an-
imal sound 'palette' for each vampire, to establish a real char-

acter for each. We started with base recordings of lion roars, 
Kodiak bears, puma snarls, wolves, hyenas, alligators, snakes 
and other reptiles. We then did tight-sync ADR performances 

for each vampire, recording synched grunts, attack snarls and 
other sounds. After extracting the sync from the ADR, we took 

the sonic envelopes from the ADR vocals and mapped them 
onto the animal sound effects. If you had a character that was 
laughing, and mapped that performance onto a lion roar, 
you'd have a lion laughing. We were able to take the perfor-
mance—the communication that drives the story—and apply 

that to the sound effects. The end result was much better than 
cutting the ADR live. It was scary, big and nasty—just what 
the director wanted." 

During sound design for The Island (fa-. 
Moreau, Cohen learned that it was possible 
to succeed too well. In this movie, a scientist 
populates an island witli speaking, intelligent 
half-human/half-animal creatures. "‘Xlien we 
first started the project," says Cohen, "I 
thought my ultimate accomplishment would 
be to make speech sound like an animal was 

actually talking." After experimenting with 
vocoders and other pitch-shifting software 

solutions, Cohen found that the Symbolic 
Audio Kyma digital signal processor came the closest to real-
ly making the animals talk—too close, it seems. "The Kyma 

has a 64-pole time-variant filter, which will create a template 
from the words you feed it and impose that template on the 
animal source. Sure enough, it sounds like an animal speak-
ing words. The effect is interesting, startling, even under-
standable. And it's unacceptable. 

"Turns out, most people have enough trouble paying at-
tention to a character in a movie if he has even a thick ac-
cent," Cohen continues. "Imagine if there was a leopard in the 
room that was magically able to talk—the sound would be so 
different from the usual context you're used to putting speech 
in. You'd find the sounds so distracting that you'd miss most 

of what he's saying. We're really specific about how we per-
ceive speech, and talking animals just sound too strange. And 
if you're talking about a dramatic performance, you don't 

want to alter the sound so much it becomes unrecognizable. 
"Instead, we decided to push the vocal sounds just a little 
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HOW DO YOU BUILD A HIGH 
PERFORMANCE MIXER FOR $349? 

True 48V 
phantom just 

like thei3le 
boys. I can use 

my tube mic 

with that! 

Have Rick look at 
:hat mic pre... It's 
quieter than ours 

Ind doesn't lose 
bass at full gain! 

Is that 
$ 349 
dealer cost 

or 
retail price? 

The insert jack 
doesn't lose highs 
when I patch in my 
compressor... 
are they buffering 
the return? 

Have accounting see 
what it would cost to.s'eppier..... 
add two more mic 
channels to ours. 

BUT THEY STILL HAVEN'T 
FIGURED OUT THE $349 PART. 

84$#&11! 
it's RETAIL! 

The MONITOR Magazine is a publication filled with the latest information musicians want to know. To receive 4 issues for only $5 
(price good in U.S. only) send check or money order to: Monitor Magazine, Peavey Electronics, 711 A Street, Meridian, MS 39301 it• 
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Bach's Goldberg Variations by Glenn Gould... 

...and (with less variation) by QSI. 
When the Canadian Broadcasting (_ orpnration 
discovered acetate transcription discs containing a 
rare 1954 Glenn Gould recording of Bach's Goldberg 
Variations, they made one call to QSI. For such 
an incomparable performance, the CBC chose 
unparalleled service— the audio restoration facility 
at QSI. Whether your project requires major archival 
transcription, or merely the rescue of a critical track 
of music or dialogue, call QSI— where quality 
never varies. 

Compact Disc Mastering • Historical Restoration 
Emergency Audio Recovery • Audio Forensics 

Quintessential Sound, Inc. 
1600 Broadway/Suite 610 

New York, New York 10019-7485 
212 586 4200 

FAX: 212 586 5339 
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SUCCESS 
RECORDING 
ENGINEERS AREN'T BORN 
They're graduates of the Conservatory of Recording Arts. In just 22 weeks you can 
have a career as a Recording Engineer. And with our hands-on training by industry 
professionals, you get a solid background to land that job. Plus, we 
require real world intemships to better prepare you for your cni 
career. Of course, financial aid is available to qualified students. 411M14.Én4o 
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1-800-562-6383 
Accredited by Hie Accrediting 

Commission of Career Sc! ools and Colleges of Technology 
2300 East Broadway Road 

Tempe, AZ 85282 

off-center.- says Cohen. "The solution 
came from a variety of direct j( 

happens between words. overlays with-
in the dialog and very special voice tal-
ent. The end result wasn't ; IS dramatic' 
as id first imagined. It's a real ttnigh 
thing to make the point without de-
stroying what the director worked to get 
out of the actors.-

"For flying bat elements in From 
Dusk 'Ti! Dawn,- says 1k-ville, "we had 
great success with squeaks In« differ-
ent types of door hinges. Various-sized 

hinges gave us squeaks and chirps at 
different pitches. The squeak you get 
from wiping dry glass also worked well; 
something you'd hear as a bat sound 
might actually be the rubber ball from a 
computer mouse being dragged across 
the face of a computer monitor. We 
took these sounds and multilayered 
them, thickening them up with an 
Eventide Harmonizer and mute TI M 
effects. We then washed them through 
a Lexicon PCM-80 processor to give 
them sonie room. We got a nice thick 
bed of bats, thousands of them, chirp-
ing and flying about. Because we ap-

plied the effects, we were able to pre-
serve the aural perspective when we 
went to the mix. Given the nature of the 
dub schedule, there really wasn't time 
to experiment with effects at the dub." 

DIFFERENT DIMENSIONS, 
DIFFERENT EFFECTS 

-In a low-budget science fiction film I 
recently finished,- says Berolzheimer. 
-we needed a sound for scenes where 
characters traveled to different dimen-
sions. At the heart of these sounds were 
noises macle into a 6-foot-long PVC 

pipe with a microphone stuck in one 
end. Some of the noises were mouth 
noises, resonances from swinging the 
pipe through the air. scraping the pipe 

and scraping pieces of metal in fnmt of 
it. We did multiple layers of different 

sounds and then processed them 
through various outboard gear. I have 
an old Moog 12-stage phase shifter that 
t used on the sounds. as well as some 
fairly radical EQ. I did a lot of multiple 
layers with Itmg delays on alnu)st infi-
nite decay, so they would repeat the 
sound over and over. I built up all these 
layers. recorded them off to DAT, then 
selected which sections to use.-

"We did an interesting thing on Alas-
ka- continues Berolzheimer. "There are 
lots of scenes in the beginning of the 
movie with a small plane flying in and 
among huge mountains and glaciers. 

For these scenes. I used two different 
sets of airplane sounds—one was a 
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• 32-Volce I 6-Bit Professional Ster2o Sampler. - 

• Powerful 530001_51 allows full Akai Power-Ecit" capability. 

• Two megabytes of on board RAM. 

• 25 PIN SCSI port. 

• MIDI file player. 
• Reads S I 000/53000, Roland, and E-M1.1" SOL nd libraries. 
• M.E.SA.T" sampler editor/librarian MA( software compaltbie. 
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In 1986 Akai revolutionized digital sampling with 
the introducticn of the legendary 5900. The 
revolution continues with our new fully expand-
able 52000 professional sampler. 

Open architecture design allows such powerful 
options as output expansion from 2 to 10, on-
board 5ampleVerbTM effects processing, second 
L.51 card for doubling your processing power, 
and virtually limitless control over floppy disk, 
flash ROM, SIMM RAM, hard disk, and CO ROM 
sample acquisition, editing, and playback. 

M.E.5.A.'M (Modular Editing System by AKA11 is our 
incredibly intelligent Mac based sample. editor/ 
librarian software that enables an unprecedented 
level of control and customization of the 52000's 
sampling capabilities. M.E.5.A.'s remote control 
and data transfer capabilities extend to other Akai 
gear like our DR8 Hard Disk Recorder, allowing 
complete control over an entire Akai editing suite. 
M.E.5.A.Ty is free to registered 52000 users. 

Don't let your creativity be limited by inferior 
sampling products. You owe it to yourself to test 
drive the Akai 52000 at gour local Akai dealer. 
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• Mulli-8/13T"-board adds 8 assignable outputs plus 

5/PDIF digital I/O. Price 5299. 

• SampleVerb-m- zl bus voice-assignable, studio-

qualitu, multi-effect processor board Price 5399. 

• ProRlterTM- Three filter modes including high pass, 
band pass, and digital swept peak/notch as well as 

a third multi-stage envelope Price $399. 

• RAM expandable to 32 MEG using standard zl or 16 

MEG 72 pin SIMMS. 

• 121 ROM card slots allow up to 16 MEG of non-volatile 

flash ROM for critical applications 

• Floppy based operating system software allows easy 

software upgrades (no more 0/5 ROM replacements!] 
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waste time and money 
canvassing the country when 
one call to EAR will do it all? 

11 
you need complete digital 

workstation systems 
or computers and peripherals, 

call tra for: 

• Most Extensive Selection 
in the U.S. 

• Leasing, Buy/Sell/Trade 
• New and Used. 

Buy/Sell/Trade 

Merging Post Production and 
Music Technology since 1977 

THE 
WORKSTATION 

COMPANY 
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Avid Digidesign 
Mackie SG! 
Yamaha 02R Otani 

Alesis 

EARTM PROFESSIONAL AUDIO/VIDEO 
2641 E. McDowell Phoenix, AZ 85008 602.267.0600 
fax. 602 275.3277 e-mail. Info@Ear Net www.ear.net 
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• 
Power up with the ASC ATTACK Wall 

-CALL NOW- ACOUSTIC 11" 

l-800-ASC-TUBE ASC SCIENCES iy„ CORPORATION 

more constant perspective, Fairly close 
to the airplane, with good engine and 

prop noise and some variation in the 
engine revs. The other sound was more 
distant. For each shot of the airplane. 
we used an appropriate blend of the 
two sounds. We used the closer one for 
the primary sound of the airplane, and 
brought in the distant one as the plane 
came close to the mountains and the 
glaciers. This created the reflections of 
the airplane sound coming back off the 
surface, an effect that played really nice-
ly. It gave a realistic sense of perspec-
tive on the airplane, because you could 
hear the natural echoes. 

"For a lot of the computer sounds in 
The M4,- adds Berolzheimer, "we ran a 

microphone through a chain of delays 
and harmonizers, pointed it at a speak-
er. and moved it around to get different 
types of feedback through the proces-
sors. That made up the basis of many of 

the data 'whoosh' s()unds used in the 
movie." 

"In The . 1Iask.- says Cohen. "we did 
a lot of tests to get the perfect sound for 

when the main character spins and 
moves from place to place. We tried 
wind and other sounds, and nothing 

satisfied the director. So we went to the 
Foley stage and started from scratch. 

We twirled garden hoses, power cables 
and a whole bunch of stuff to get good 
'moving thr(mgh the air' scninds. I to()Ic 
the spinning sounds, put them into the 
Synclavier, pitched them and layered 
them, and played a handful of them at 
one time. I routed these sounds through 

a speaker and took a mie and waved it 
in front of the speaker to get the char-
acteristic Doppler phase-shift sound. 
Then we added jets, fire whooshes and 
pitched-up wind gusts to move him 
around. In the end, there was a layer of 
eight elements to make up the spinning 
sound—four macle Wm Garrey] spin, 
and four moved him from place to 
place. 

-To build up massive backgrounds 
and eerie, tonal ambiences, we've used 
the Lexicon 1)-Verb's ' infinite' reverb 
program," says I3eville. " Because this re-
verb is an additive process. the sound 
will slowly evolve and change as new 
elements are added. A rocking chair 

squeak, for example, will sustain out 1-br 
a whole scene. We'd wash over the tail 
end of a gunshot to get a tunnel ambi-
ence, or a canyon-like trail-off. These ef-
fects played really well in the finished 
film." 

Loren Alldrin is a Nashville-based free-

lance audio and video prochicer. 
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2031 2 Channel Valve Overdrive Unit 

2051 Mono Valve Voice Processor 

(T rrm 
Jif srl .rJ ri 

9,595 

82,395 
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EQ-1 Dual Valve EQ 

EQ-2 Stereo Valve Parametric EQ 

C-1 Dual Valve Compressor 

PA-1 Dual Pentode Valve Pre-amp 

PA-2 Dual Valve Mic Pre-amp/DI 

TL A... ese s Lbanner bees. Rondo» 

V1-1 8 Channel Valve Interface 

VI-S 8 Channel Switching Unit 

-AfaZetafree.«.././7/Wre 

TWO 
SERIES 
ONE 
PHILOSOPHY assured a valve signal processor from TL Audio and you're 

assured outstanding quality and the acclaimed warmth 

which only TL Audio Valve Technology can deliver. 

The question is, which series to pick - Indigo or Classic? 

Not an easy choice, as they both offer a combination of 

superb design, quality manufacture and unique sound. 

It's more a question of apblication. 

The Indigo range offers 

intuitive, easy-to-use valve 

processing at an incredibly 

affordable price, whilst the 

Classic products feature 

superb on-board mic pre 

amps and unparalleled 

control of all signal 

parameters. 

The choice is 

yours! 

SASCOM 
MWKETING 

GROUP 
Canada & USA: 

Sascom Marketing Group 
Tel: +1 905 - 469 8080 

Fax- +1 905 - 469 1129 

WEB: www.sascom.com 

For UK sales: Tony Larking Professional Sales Ltd. 
Letchworth, SG6 1AN ( UK) 

Tel: +44 (0)1462 490600 Fax: +44 (0)1462 490700 

Alex Mmcou • Abbey Rood 
Studios (House recording 
engineer) • The 21.1 makes 

hard sounding digital sound 
Ike cosy, rounded analogue 
• a joy to listen to The con-

tro) that the ECts Pre Amps S 
Compressors gar is excel-
;ent 

Andy Jackson Rink Floyd 
Sound engineer) • 'All the 
lead vocals on the -Drwslon 

Bell' album mss mere run 
through The ECE1 ' I certainty 

prefer the E0- to other Valve 
Equalisers for , Dcals The new 
EQ-P is probably the best all-
round E0 Ise ' ser used ' 

Porter (eroducer • Take 
at) - iboo,,Btooeolthe 

lest E0- Is and he enjoyed 

using it immensely It Blv• a 
unique quallt to the vocals 
in particular • Tole That's 
'Back For Good' is a WPC& 
example of the EO• I adding 
depth and pu-troce to a 

vocal track ' 

U.d-A* ¡ Dual Grammy 
Award Winning Engineer) • 
'The Indigo 2, 11 EQ has 
given me the sbility to EQ 
with clanty, rather than just 
tone I rind it to be very MuSl-
cal Any problem sound I 
have come •rOiS, I patch m 
the 2011 smut allows me ro 
add depth and clanty" 

Stephen Olen ¡Producer, 
Arranger, Engseeer - 
Fleetwood Mec, Kerry Loggels, 
Jennifer Wanws.. - 'The Indigo 

2011 E0 and :ell Cooloeeoo, 
We exceptional - both respon-
sne end ',e'er. Iran stomp or 
be subtle, hr t t a sowdorjust 
detain mm. me red tools for 

ein.1 'eel of mode production " 

READER SERVICE CARD FOR MORE IS I 
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Of111 PRODUCTS FOR Fluff! VIDEO SHOD 

AKG D230 ENG MIC 
AKG (Canoga Park, CA) in-
tros the D230 dynamic mi-

crophone, a high-output 
omnidirectional mic engi-
neered for maximum intelli-
gibility and low noise. 
Designed primarily for ENG 
applications, the D230 fea-

tures an integrated wind-
screen, cast metal housing 
and shock-mounted cap-
sule, an extra-long 8.5-inch 
shaft and a frequency re-
sponse of 40-20k Hz. 

GEFEN TSE AND ADB 
The USE and AIM Series 
from Gefen Systems (Wood-
land Hills, CA) enable Mac-
intosh users to switch 

between two or more differ-
ent computers using one 
keyboard and monitor. The 
TSE sender and receiver 
boxes allow keyboards and 
monitors to be set up as 
much as 500 feet away from 
their CPUs, improving secu-
rity and preserving studio 
space. As many as four 

CPUs may be linked to one 
keylx)ard and monitor, and 
two monitors may be linked 
to one CPU, as in DAW-
based post-production ap-
plications. The TSE and 
ADB series are compatible 
with DAWs from Avid, 
Digidesign, Sonic Solutions. 
Studer, Dawn and others. 
TSE100 S/R and TSE150 S/R 
systems, which include send 
and receive units, are priced 
at $495 and $595 respective-
ly. The ADB100 sender and 
receiver is $295. 
Cycle 190 en Reader Service Card 

STUDER POST:TRIO 
VIDEOMIX-
Studer Eclitech (Redwood 
City. CA) has added nonlin-
ear video capability to its 
Post:Trio digital post-pro-
duction studio. Post:Trio al-
lows from eight to 24 tracks 
of digital audio recording 

and playback and features 
moving fader automation. It 
can now record video direct 
to hard disk, ensuring com-
plete lock between audio 
and video in Scrub. Shuttle 
and Play modes. VideoMix''' 
records variable-quality 
video, from online to draft, 
and Studer's video engine is 
QuickTime-compatible. 
Circle 191 on Reader Service Card 

TASCAM TIMECODE DAT 
Tascam ( Nk)uchello, CA) 
debuts the DA-60 MkII syn-
chronizable four-head time-
code DAT recorder for film 
and video post applications. 
Among the enhancements 
to the original DA-60 plat-

form are an improved servo 
system, better noise and dy-
namic range figures. and in-
creased audio quality thanks 
to next-generation A/D con-
verters. The DA-60 MkIl has 
a built-in chase lock syn-
chronizer that supports 

Sony P2 protocol, enabling 
the DA-60 to behave like a 
VTR. The improved servo 
system allows continuous 
timecode recording in the 
Assemble mode and also al-
lows for jam sync recording 
of timecode. 

The new A/D 
converter uses 
64x oversam-
piing 1-bit 
Delta-Sigma 
technology; the 
D/A converter 
is 8x oversam-
piing 20-bit 
Sign-Magnitude 
type. Price is $6,499. 
Circle 192 on Reader Service Card 

BRAINSTORM 

TIMECODE ANALYZER 
The SA-1 timecode analyzer 
from Brainstorm Electronics 
(distributed by Audio Inter-
visual Design) is a portable 

unit that identifies timecode 
format ( 2i. 25, 30, 30DF) 

• • 

tery pack for location appli-
cations, and a rear panel se-
rial port allows for compre-
hensive report printing. 

Price is $895. 
Cade 193 on Reader Service Card 

CALREC RETURNS TO 
U.S. WITH BROADCAST 
MIXERS 
Absent from the U.S. market 
for some years, Calrec Audio 
Ltd. (Yorkshire, England) 
has returned with a broad 
range of audio mixing con-
soles for broadcasters. The 
Calrec T Series is a digitally 
controlled analog console 
that provides four inputs 

per channel and has dy-
namics available on all 
channels, groups and 
main outputs. Automa-

and monitors its phase with 
video. Front panel displays 
show timecode or video 
phase and frames per sec-
ond, and a beeper alarm 
sounds when errors are de-
tected. The unit can be 
powered with a 6VDC bat-

tion and memory 
functions are under PC 

control, allowing offline 

editing, and recall and reset 
parameters can be stored in 
100 locations. The Calrec S 
Series console is available 
with up to 72 channels and 
features two mix-minus out-
puts per channel, eight 

stereo groups, 32-track mul-
titrack routing, ten aux 
buses and comprehensive 
monitoring and communica-
tions facilities. The Calrec 
Minimixer II is a rack-
mountable unit available 

with up to 24 channels and 
four stereo or mono groups. 
Gicle 194 on Reader Service Card 
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Warm It Up With 
ADL Pure Tube Equipment 

Many manufacturers combine solid state circuits 
with tubes (known as hybrid circuitry). This may 
be less expensive, but certainly will not 'warm up' 
or 'fatten' your sound like an ALL-TUBE product. 
Anthony DeMaria Labs is the company that 
brings you the finest hand-built, pure-tube equipment 
in the world. Of course, you don't have to take our word 
for it. Check out our client list and hear the difference! 

Remember... It's not ADL unless its ALL TUBE. 

We Rely On The Best 
Ears In The Business. 

1;Ii1 11111111 
; • e 

(Shown Above) 
ADL 200 D1 Stereo Tee Direct Box 
ADL 1000 Mono Tube (:ouirrc,stIr 
Al)I. 1500 Stereo Tube Gmipressor 

Partial Client List: 

The Rolling Stones • Aerosmith (Steven Tyler & Brad Whitford), Flood (U2, Depeche Mode), London • Bon Jovi • Sony Music, NY • Butch Vig (Nirvana) 
Bearsville Studios, NY • Peter Moshay (Paula Abdul, Des'ree, Mariah Carey) • DJ Pooh (Ice Cube), LA. • Chung King House of Metal, N.Y. • lsley Bros. • Heart • Hall & Oates • Foreign 
Ted Nugent • Masterdisk, N.Y. • Paul Northfield (Rush, Oueensryche, Alice Cooper), Canada • EMI Studios, Australia • Sunset Sound Factory, L.A. • Kevin Leonard (Whitney Houston) 

The Cult • Neil Dorfman (Sting, Paul McCartney, Def Leppard) NY • Platinum Studios, Thailand • Bad Animals Studio, Seattle • Margarita Mix, L.A. • Sony Studios, Japan 
John Jennings (Mary Chapin Carpenter),,Nashville • Glen Phimister (Olivia Newton John), Australia • Bernie Becker (Neil Diamond) • Jimmy Buffet • Shawn Colvin 

Walter Affanasief (Mariah Carey, Barbara Streisand, Michael Bolton & Kenny G • Guy Babylon (Elton John Band) • Paul Simon • Greene St Recording NY 

- 

"Top Dog In Audio" 

Anthony DeMaria Labs 
Sales: (818) 340-0228 • Fax: ( 818) 340-4331 • Service: (914) 256-0032 
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AMEK REMBRANDT 

Arnek ( North Hollywood, 
CA) announces the Rem-
brandt, its newest automat-
ed music and post-
production console. Avail-
able in 40- or 56-input 
frame sizes with onboard or 
external patchbay, the dual-
path architecture provides 
80 or 112 inputs for mix-
down, each with identical 
four-band parametric EQ. 
In addition to 24 output 
buses, the Rembrandt offers 
16 aux sends and direct 
outputs from each module. 
Mic pre circuitry is similar 
to that on Arnek's Angela 
console and features dis-
crete arrays of transistors. 
Amek Supertrue VCA fader 
automation is standard and 
incorporates Recall, Virtual 
Dynamics, and Visual Ef-
fects functions. Prices range 
from $ 114,352 for a 40-
channel model to $ 146,895 
for a 56-input board. 
Circle 226 on Reader Service Card 

HARRISON 

SOFTWARE UPGRADE 

Harrison by GLW 

(Nashville, TN) announces 
Version 3.2.0 software for 

the SeriesTwelve/MPS auto-
mated consoles. The 43 
new features in V3.2.0 in-
clude the SmartStart- archi-
tecture, which provides 
seamless transitions after in-
terruption or during recov-
ery of the automation 
mainframe; and the Smart-
Stick- motorized panning 
joystick with graphic con-
trol, offering fully automat-
ed control of multichannel 
panning within any speaker 
format. Version 3.2.0 is 
available to existing Series 
Twelve/MPC customers at 
no charge. 

Circle 227 on Reader Service Card 

DIGITAL LABS 
ADAT UPGRADE BOARDS 
Digital Labs (Cape Gi-
rardeau, MO) announces 
new pricing on its Solution 
Series of Alesis ADAT up-
grade cards. The replace-
ment input and output 
boards can be installed in 
minutes and are now priced 
at $349.95. The input board 
adds V.-inch balanced input 

capabilities, automatic input 
impedance adjustment and 
full volume control for 
EDAC and v-inch input sec-

tions. The output board can 
drive 50ma outputs (a 
100ma option is available), 
and the %-inch outputs can 
drive professional levels, 
eliminating the need for 
EDAC connectors. 
Circle 228 on Reader Service Card 

REMOTELY CONTROLLED 

MIC BOOM 

The Sonic Boom from Stu-
dio Techniques (Danbury, 
CT) is a remotely controlled 
studio mic boom that al-
lows an engineer to reposi-
tion microphone(s) without 

leaving the mixing console. 
Suitable for recording, 
broadcast and live sound 
applications, the Sonic 
Boom is similar in concept 
to Studio Techniques' 
Positioner product. 
Price is $349. 
Circle 229 on Reader Service Card 

MARANTZ CD RECORDER 

The Marantz Professional 
CDR620 CD recorder (dis-
tributed by Superscope 
Technologies, Aurora, IL) is 
a rackmount write-once 
compact disc recorder com-
pletely compatible with Red 
Book and Orange Book 
specifications. The unit of-
fers comprehensive analog 
and digital I/O ( including 
AES/EBU and IEC-958-II in-
terfaces); a SCSI-II interface 
enables transfer of data in 
CD-ROM ( CA), CD-Photo, 
CD-I, Video-CD and CD-DA 
formats, and also allows the 
CDR620 to be integrated 
with a DAW system. Fea-

tures include adjustable dig-
ital fade, auto track 
incrementing and indexing, 
and audio delay. A cascade 
function allows parallel op-

eration of multiple units. A 
34-key wired remote is pro-
vided and a 9-pin GPI inter-
face facilitates external 

automation. Price is $3,600. 
Circle 230 on Reader Service Card 

EQUI=TECH 

AC POWER SYSTEMS 

Equi=luch Unix man( ni 
(Selma, OR) announces a 
new line of turnkey, bal-

anced AC power systems to 
ease installation of clean 
power. Available in 5KVA, 
7.5KVA and 10KVA (50, 75, 
100 amp) configurations, 
the systems meet 1996 Na-
tional Electrical Code stan-
dards and feature a pre-
cision balanced toroidal iso-
lation transformer, industrial 
breaker distribution, elec-

trostatic shielding, double-
isolated internal chassis, 
and transient voltage and 
ground fault protection. The 
company claims that a typi-
cal system can lower the 
noise floor by as much as 
20 dB and can eliminate 
buzz and hum completely. 
Circle 231 on Reader Service Card 
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Plum 
BENCHMARK 

A/D CONVERTER 
The A1)200-1 from Bench-
mark Media Systems (Syra-
cuse, NY) is a 4-channel, 
20-bit A/I) converter with 
outstanding low noise and 
jitter specs. Intended for 
20-bit-plus recording envi-
ronments, the unit does 
not include a DSP for red-
ithering to 16 bits. Supplied 
standard in either a 44.1kHz 
or 48kHz version for $ 1,795, 
a unit is available with 'loth 
sample rates for $ 1,995. All 
units include a Varispeed 
mode for sampling at any 
rate between 28 kHz and 
54 kHz. Front panel LEI) 
meters feature coarse and 
fine scales and selectable 
peak hold; individual 
channel sensitivity is 
screwdriver-adjustable. 
Circle 232 on Reader Service Card 

CAM DEOXIT 
MINI-SPRAY 
CAIG Laboratories ( San 
Diego, CA) now offers its 
DeoxIT 1)5 deoxidizer fluid 
in a pocket-size 15g mini-
spray. Deox1T dissolves 
oxides and sulfides that in-
hibit conductivity, and pre-
vents dissolved oxides and 
contaminants from reattach-
ing to metal surfaces. De-
signed to clean, preserve, 
lubricate and improve con-
ductivity on all metal con-
nector and contact surfaces. 
DeoxIT is also available in 
non-aerosol pump spray, 

precision dispenser, pen 
applicator and as wipes and 
bulk liquid. 
Circle 233 on Reader Service Card 

BASF HI-8 

MASTER CASSETTES 

Digital Master 936 Hi-8 cas-
settes from BASF ( Bedford, 
MA) are available in 60- and 
113-minute formats and are 
designed specifically for 16-
bit digital recording applica-
tions. DM 936 metal particle 
tape is manufactured to 
stand up to the stress of 
takes, retakes, pauses and 
repeated track jumping. 
Circle 234 on Reader Service Card 

RE'AN PATCHLABEL 

SOFTWARE 

Re'an Products ( Fairfield, 
NJ) has upgraded its Patch-
Label software for Windows 
(a Macintosh version is in 
the works) and dropped 
the price to $79. PatchLabel 
simplifies the creation of 
accurate and legible labels 
for a wide range of stan-
dard patchbays. Version 2.1 
is easier to use and includes 
a library of templates of 
patch panels from major 
manufacturers. 
Circle 235 on Reader Service Card 

Z-SYSTEMS 

DIGITAL PARAMETRIC 

lue z-ql stereo digital four-
band parametric EQ from 
Z-Systems ( Gainesville, FL) 
incorporates a 32-bit float-
ing-point DSP and is capa-
ble of handling 2A-bit 
inputs. Filter bandwidth is 
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adjustable from 0.4 to 8.0 
and there are additional 
high and low filters. The z-
q-1 has an analog-style in-
terface with detented 
knobs, but works entirely in 
the digital domain 
(AESFIIU in and out). A 
variety of dither options to 
control output word width 
(16-, 20-, 24-bit) include 
Apogee's LIV22- Super Cl) 
Encoding Process, which 
captures 20-bit resolution 
on the 16-bit CI) format. 
The z-q1 offers 80 EQ re-
callable presets; an optional 
snapshot automation pack-
age for Mac or Windows 
allows users to reference 
EQ settings to timecode 
and download them auto-

matically. 
A master-
ing ver-
sion, the 
zq-lm fea-
tures a 
complete 

set of displays for each of 
the EQ bands. Pricing be-
gins at $3,800; UV22- and 
timecode options are extra. 
Circle 236 on Reader Service Card 

KYMA 

SOUND DESIGN 4.1 

Symbolic Sound Corpora-
tion (Champaign, IL) has 
upgraded its Kyma sound 
design workstation software 
to Version 4.1. New features 
are tools for performing 
spectral analysis and creat-
ing user-defined tuning ta-
bles, and a MIDI scripting 
language. New synthesis 
modules include time-vary-
ing filter banks derived by 
analyzing voice or instru-
ment samples, and an addi-
tive synthesis module that 
relies on 3-5 oscillators with 
complex waveforms rather 
than hundreds of sine wave 
oscillators. A multifile disk 
player enables MIDI trigger-
ing of stored audio tracks 
for almost unlimited sample 
lengths. 
Circle 237 on Reader Service Cord 

TC ELECTRONIC 
FINALIZER 
The Wizard Series Finalizer 
from TC Electronic (West-
lake Village, CA) is a digital 
dynamics processor for 
mastering applications. 
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based ( kt the successful 

Wizarcl \ 12000 and its intu-

Il  Y user interface. the Fi-

nalizer features a large I.CD 

readout that Shows signal 
Ill w :nut all effects in use. 

Factory presets include a 
five-band stereo parametric 

equalizer and three-band 

stereo compressor limiter 

expander, all with extensive 

contn>1 parameters. Featur-
ing 20-bit A I) c mverters, 
16-bit dithering and 11P-
TI ) 1 noise shaping tools. 

the Finalizer also includes a 

normalizer to ensure opti-

mum signal levels at tut..' 
.'Fs ' and S PDIF out-

puts. Analc)g I Os are XI.R 
balanced. and remote-

switch .- inch and MIDI 

connections ar(. standard. 
Circle 238 on Reader Service Card 

CUBASE 3.0 

FOR POWER MAC 

Stciill)crg Nonit America 

(Chatsw(wt h. ( A) an-

nounces Cul ase 3.0 fin- the 

P(RviT Macintosh. featuring 
Vinual Studio Technol()gy 

in real time, total 
automation, a 
virtual effects 

rack featuring 

four multi-effects 
processors and 

an interface that 
pnwides access 

to external audk) 

processing de-

vices from other 

vendors. No 

extra hardware 
(VST). VST inci)rporates up is required. Price of Cubase 
to 32 tracks of C:)-)juality 3.0 is 5349. 

digital audio, up to 128 EQs Circle 239 on Reader Service Cord 

HOT Off THE SHELF 
SoundTech's new 32-page catalog includes specs and 

product info on its line of speakers. amps, mixers, sig-
nal processing and accessories. For a free copy, call 

800,' 877-6863 ext. 292...Selco offers its extensive range 
of knobs in thousands of custom colors. Colors may be 
specified by referencing the Pantone Matching System 

or by providing a color sample. There is a 5,000-piece 

minimum order. Call 800/229-2332...Microboards has 
reduced prices on its PlayWrite CD-recordable systems; 

PlavWrite 2000 ( 2x lis now 51.195; PlayWrite 4000 ( 4x) 
is now SI »95. Both systems include premastering pack-

age software on CD-R( 1\1 tin- Windows, Macintosh and 
l'NIX environments. Call 800/646-8881.. .Yamaha an-

nounces new prices ti)r its CD Expert family of Cl) 
recorder players. At $769, the internal CDR102 ( 2x re-

cord/4x playback) is now among the lowest-priced CD 

recorders available. The externally mounted 2x/4x 
CDE102 now costs S859. The quad speed ( 4x/4x) 

CDR100 ( internal) is 51,149. and the quad speed CDE100 

11 ( external) is SI . 249. Call 408/467-2300...Sound Identi-

ty's 30-CD Centennial Olympic Games Music Library in-
cludes a computerized search engine that allows 
producers to select music according to mood ( bitter-

sweet. celebrati)n, disappointment, etc.) and preview 
ten-second clips. The library also includes recommenda-

tions for matching music to events and associates types 
of music with Olympic events ( water, new age; gymnas-
tics, classical; etc.). Call 212/807-6500...TRF Production 

Music Libraries' 1996 Tele Music catalog is a collection 
of separate jingle-length tracks, underscore versions, al-

ternate mixes and short stings. Instrumental combina-

tions range from symphony orchestras to small groups 

and individual instruments. A small part of TRF's 50,000 
selections, ele Music new releases may be ordered on 
approval. Inexpensive unlimited-use licenses are avail-

able. Call 800/899-MUSIC or fax 914/356-0895 or e-mail 
to trfemail@aol.com...Manhattan Production Music has 

added three new CDs to its Apple Trax library. Each of 

the three CDs—Action, Romance (S: Comedy, Suspense 
News, and Blues & Soul Revival—was recorded by 

the 18-piece Apple Orchestra of New York studio musi-
cians. Manhattan has also added Sports Effects, a 97-ef-

fect collecti((n of sports stings such as golf swings and 

food tall hits. Call 800/227-1954 or 212,/333-5766... Op-
code Systems Inc announced that Open Music System 

Version 2.1 provides a serial port fix for Power Macin-
tosh and A/V M 21C in:( sh users who llave experienced 

problems when inputting high bandwidth MIDI data on 

both serial and primer ports simultaneously. OMS 2.1 
incorporates Apple's serial DMA extension, which facili-

tates robust MI1)1 performance. Call 415/856-3333... 
DigiTech has a new demo CD that shows off the capabil-

ities id the company's Studio Vocalist vocal harmony 
processor. To order the free CD (there is a S5 shipping 

and handling charge), call 800/999-9363...HF Media So-

lutions AB (.4. Stockholm, Sweden, has developed inter-

faces for visually impaired audio professionals that allow 
them to read equipment displays in Braille. HI' Media 

has fitted M5000 iind 2290 effects units from TC Elec-
tronic with a display reader card that converts the infor-
mation to ASCII characters that can then be read with a 

Braille display. Call 805/373-1828. 
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BUILT ON A SOLID 

SOUND FORGE', THE MOS 

COMPREHENSIVE DIGITA 

SOUND EDITOR FOR 

WINDOWS', PRODUCE 

AUDIO-PROCESSIN 

EFFECTS, CREATES LOOPS 

AND REGIONS, GENERATES 

PLAYLISTS, AND PROVIDES 

AN EXPANDABLE 

ARCHITECTURE FOR 

POWER- ENHANCING 

SONIC FOUNDRY" PLUG-INS. 

WICKED EFFECTS 

• Dynamic Compression • Noise Gating 

• Envelope Editing • Resample 

• Delay/Echo • Distortion • Fade In/Out 

• Multi-Tap Delay • Vibrato • FM Synthesis 

• And, of course, the basic editing tools 

- SOUND FORGE 4.0 
NOW FEATURING 

- • Overall improvements in audio quality 

and speed • AVI File Support • Direct 

Edit Mode(Fast Open/Save) • Vertical 

Zoom and Ruler • Reactive Preview 

• Sync Support for Record • Crossfade 

Loop • Paragraphic EQ • New Reverb 

• Improved Time Compression/ 

Expansion Redesigned Pitch Shift 

• Faster Graphic EQ 

Sound Forge includes versions 

optimized for VVindowe 95, Windows 

NT, and Windows 3.1. 

00:00:10.24 

SOUND FORGE 4.0 NOW SHIPP 

1 800 57 SON1 577 6 

100 South Betdem Surte 204, Madison, Wisconsin ',3703 
- Tel: (608) 2% i133, Fax: (608) 256 7300, CompuServe; 

74774,1340 or.GC SOMG. Internet: saiesejeurtdrY.corn. 
Sorac Foundry web: http://mv.s-foundry.com Sonic Foundly 
and Sound Forge arc adernak otSonk Foundry Inc Odle. 

- products mentioned are tadernsrks of their respective-
manufacturers. 
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SIX MIC PREAMPS 
LOW-COST OPTIONS FOR THE PROJECT STUDIO 

I
IL) \ e a number of friends with 
project studios. Lately, many 
of them have been interested 

in checking out outboard mic pre-
amps that provide better perfor-
mance than the units found in the 
typical 8-bus console. To this end. 
I've put together a demonstration 

of affordable mic preamps, includ-
ing several tube models. 

Anyone with a $5,000 mixer 
probably isn't going to go out and 
buy racks of Focusrite, Manley, API 
or GML gear, so the sights were set 
a little lower. What fUllows is a 
representative display of preamps 
priced from S349 to S950. 

The contenders are Aphex, dbx. 
Bellari Rolls, Groove Tubes and 
Peavey. Also included is a small 
preamp circuit, manufactured by 
Audio 1 ipgrades, which is meant to 
replace the original equipment in 
some mixers. The device retails for 
$100/channel, and labor is $75 to 
install it. For this demonstration, 
they put the preamp in a box with 
a small power supply and XLR 
connectors. Finally, as a control el-
ement in the demonstration. I 
added two ringers to the proceed-
ings. First was the Langevin, which 
retails for $ 1,475, and second was 
a prototype mono unit from 
Martech that has been demonstrat-
ed at various trade shows and will 
retail for ar()und $2,2(X). 

Listening tests were made at 
Frank Day's Ocean Studio in Bur-

bank. Located in a f()rmer Chrysler 
dealership, it's been transformed 
into a beautiful, warm, open facili-
ty. But, as this demo was focused 
at project studio owners. a Sound-
craft Delta mixer was used in lieu 
of Ocean's Neve. And in place of 
the studio's large TAI) monitors, 
we used JI31. • 4410As. The micro-
phone was an AKG 414, a favorite 
among many project studio Own-
ers. A stand-alone AKG phantom 
power unit allowed the proceed-
ings to move quickly. To ensure 
fair comparisons, we fed a lkHz 
tone int() the room and adjusted 

each preamp's gain so that the\ 
matched exactly. 

For the sound sources. we used 
Dick Monda ( male vocals), Nancy 
Rando ( female vocals). Bob Shep-
pard ( tenor sax). Alan Steinberger 
(piano) and Jim Fox ( acoustic gui-
tar). These in-demand studio play-

ers in the Los Angeles area not 
only played for the demonstration 
but offered their comments on the 
sounds of the devices. 

Besides the musicians, listeners 
included Dave Crigger ( author/ 
percussion specialist). DJ. Olsen 
(cc )mposer/orchestrator. who has 
worked on such movies as Bat-

BY GARY WOODS 

1 

VI» 2 

e 

171a n Fowl 'eh, Stephen Paul 
(renowned microphone authority), 
Craig Ga rfinkle ( composer/orches-
trator/pr( )ject studio owner), and 
finally. my good friend. compos-
er/songwriter Jay Ranch). 

All the sound sources were 
recorded to a Sony DAT with 
Ampex tape, and the evaluations 
were conducted from this tape. I 
was u)1(.1 that a DAT would not be 
able to pick up the fine gradations 

in some of the preamps, but as 
most project studio owners don't 
have 30 ips. V,- inch recorders, t fig-
ured DAT would make the most 
sense. This was a blind test, in that 
the listeners did not know which 

--covnyr uto.\ i(d. 226 

Aphex Model 107 

• 

te 
— • 

Peaver VMP-2 

Groove Tubes MP 1 
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Creative control, superlative sound and uncompromising support — Lexicon's commitment to the audio professional. 

The PCM 90 PCM 80: so good, you'll need both. 

Introducing the PCM go Digital 

Reverberator. It's the latest addition to 

Lexicon 'a great-sounding line oil ebbects 

*stem& joining the acclaimed PCM So 

Effects Processor. Individually, they're 

impremive: together, they're phenomenal. 

The PCM go: optimized tor reverb. 

250 new programo from Lexicon's most 

bamous algorithms — specibically tor 

mimic production, audio post and aound 

deaign — drawn brom Lexicon's top-ob-

the-line procemora. Available tor the birat 

time in a compact, abbordable package. 

PITERFUL 
PRESETS 

Pnweim Registe 
Berets Banks 

e 

Tie new KM go includes :50 all-new presets — or Lexicon's most 
pcwerful rexerb algorithms The PCM Bo features le presets. wi:h a 
wealth of stunning effetis apabilities and two neVt algorithm cards. 

had In RE The Rigid Places 

The PCM 80: ebbects with a capital 'e'. Its 

delays, modulation, eQ, time domain and 

6patialization elects will leave you 

breathless. (And aa you'd expect brom the 

descendant ob the bums PCM 70, ¿t'a 

reverbs are <superb.) 

Which to buy? Take our advice — get both. 

The PCM go and PCM 8o are totally com-

plementary. The ultimate quality reverb; 

the leader in astounding ebbects; both 

with that special Lexicon sound. Try them 

at your authorized Lexicon dealer — you'll 

want to keep this perbect pair together. 

Contact! loo Beaver Street, Waltham MA 02154 Tel 617 ,736-0100 Fax: 617/8ot-034o I- Mail: 71313.414econpuserve.com 
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ADB INTERNATIONAL 
MULTI!WAV DIGITAL PRO 
PC SOUND CARD 

W
hile the lion's share of 
audio cards for the PC 
platform are low-budget 

"sound cards," there are a growing 
number of lower-cost professional 
PC audio products on the market. 
One such example is the AdB 
Multi!Wav Digital Pro, distributed 
by Tracer Technologies, whose 
principals include ex-Turtle Beach 
alumni. 

Priced at $549, Multi!Wav is a 
digital I/O-only product, a half-
length 16-bit ISA bus card 
equipped with AES/EBU, S/PDIF 
or optical digital I/O. The board 
does not have any analog inputs 
or outputs, so you'll need another 
sound card or external digital-to-
analog converters. Those burned 
in previous PC board installation 
trials can relax—this card doesn't 
require any interrupt request lines 
(IRQs), just a configurable memo-
ry address and a DMA channel 
(two DMA channels are used if si-
multaneous play and record is de-
sired). The latest driver (available 
on the company's Website) syncs 
to external clock and also supports 
multiple cards in one PC. 
A common problem with PC 

audio boards is their limited rear-
panel connector space, which 
often results in nonstandard or ill-
fitting connectors. Further, space 
limitations usually limit the num-
ber of interfacing options provid-
ed. Fortunately, that's not the case 
with the Multi!Wav, which in-
cludes not one, hut three digital 
audio I/O formats. 

AdB made a practical choice by 
using V4-inch TRS balanced con-
nectors for its AES and S/PDIF dig-
ital audio. While those two specs 
call for XLR and RCA jacks, re-
spectively, an adapter or custom 
cable makes it possible to interface 
the Multi!Wav with either format, 
without resorting to an external 
breakout box or a custom-wired 9-

DsivesLink Card 2 ( PRO1 011 

Options I/0 I Hardware rc 5pecieil 

f— Monitor Input Source 
'Digital Format Conversion) 

Default Playback Carrier Rate 

r i.aslUcedd 
r 44.1 (Hz 

e 48 KHz 

C 32 KHz 

lTel Enable Analog Output 

Irc Wain on Frequency Mismatch 

ri Warn on No DMA Charnels 

SCNS Copy Protection 

r No Further Copies 

r One Copy Allowed 
e Unlimited Copies 

Ft Sync Playback to External Clock r Preemphasis 

Register . Qelaults I QK Hglp 

pin D-sub connector. 
The inclusion of optical digital 

connections is a feature unique to 
products in this class. While less 
common than AES/EBLI or 
S/PDIF, optical digital audio can 
he found on higher-end con-
sumer, some pro audio equipment 
and popular tiny DAT recorders, 
such as the Sony DA-7 DATMan. 

In addition to providing for 
these three digital audio formats. 
AdB has made extra provisions for 
the electrical interfacing of the 
card into your system. Ground 
loops can cause problems for dig-
ital audio interfacing, including in-
creased jitter, according to the 
manufacturer. 
AdB addresses this potential 

problem by providing flexible in-
terfacing to the Multi!Way. Electri-
cal inputs and outputs use 
shielded transformers, and DIP 
settings on the card allow any 
combination of signal and trans-
former shield grounding or 
ground-lifting, allowing you to 
adapt the card to the rest of your 
system. 

All the documentation for the 
product is provided on disk with 
just a few pages of printed materi-
al in the box. While online docu-
mentation is convenient, you can't 
flip through it like a book. Based 
on my experience with the initial 

BY RUDY TRUBITT 

The logical configuration 

of the card is handled via 

software, so you won't be 

opening the case to change 

jumper positions. 

release, MB added a sheet show-
ing software highlights to help ori-
ent you to the materials. The 
online help is clear and complete, 
and the configuration software 
shows you a picture of the card's 
DIP settings, a very convenient 
and thoughtful touch. 

The main competition for this 
product comes from Digital Audio 
Labs, whose well-regarded CardD 
series includes products with both 
analog and digital I/O. However, 
DAL offers RCA-S/PDIF-only, mak-
ing the Multi!Wav unique in its in-
terfacing flexibility ( both from a 
format as well as grounding stand-
point). 

Overall, this is a promising first 
product from a company that pre-
viously has been involved in man-
ufacturing medical products. 
Future plans include a software re-
lease to support 24-bit digital 
audio and additional products, in-
cluding the (soon to ship) 
Multi!Wav PRO 18, which adds an 
18-bit D/A converter, and a future 
PCI card with multichannel digital 
audio support. 

Ad13 International. distributed 
by Tracer Technologies, 717/843-
5833; fax 717/843-2264. 

Ruch' Trubitt is an independent 
engineer and author whose most 
recent work is Mackie Compact 
Mixers, available through Mix 
Bookshelf 
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MEYER SOUND LABS MSL-4/650-P 
POWERED LOUDSPEAKER SYSTEM 

1
-; st year, Meyer Sound pre-

viewed its first self-powered 
sound reinforcement speak-

ers. The Meyer MSL-4 has the same 
footprint as an MSL-3, hut at three 
feet tall, it is 20 inches shorter, hav-
ing only a single 12-inch driver. At 
180 pounds, it is 60 pounds lighter 

and more than equals the punch of 
the MSL-3 due to improved tuning 
of the cabinet and the addition of 
matched amps to the drivers. The 
MSL-4 is not just a chopped-down 
MSL-3 with an amp thrown in, hut 
rather a complete redesign. The 
midrange driver now has its ports 
on each side of the HF horn. The 
12's retuned resonance means it 
has better excursion control and 
more efficiency than the double-
12s in an MSL-3. The speaker has 
a tight, controlled coverage of 40° 
horizontal by 35° vertical, about % 
the dispersion of an MSL-3, and it 
drops like a rock beyond that. 

Though the Meyer 650-P sub-
woofer retains the same dimen-
sions as its predecessor, it weighs 
25 pounds more due to the MP-2 
amplification and processing mod-
ule mounted in the back. Before 
hearing these, my favorite Meyer 
sub was the USW dual- 15. The in-
ternal volume of the 650-P moves 
the tuning up almost a third of an 
octave from the 650-R2 while 
maintaining its frequency response 
profile, resulting in a more musical 

sound. The 650-P requires less 
cone movement to achieve the 
same output as the older subs, 
keeping the transducer in its linear 
operating range. This means less 
chance of hitting the pole piece, 
more efficiency, lower distortion 
and a more damped impulse re-
sponse. The damping factor has, of 
course, improved because of the 
proximity of the amp, plus the fact 
that it's being run as an 8-011111 
load, which makes a huge differ-
ence in the amp controlling the 
speaker, instead of the other way 
around. The economics of external 
amplifiers force designers to run 

subs at 4- or even 2-011111 load-
ing, resulting in the loose low-
end response heard in many 
systems. 

The MP-2 amplifier is a de-
rivative of the HD- 1's module 
that Meyer has been manufac-
turing for six years. It's a 2-
channel Class AB/H amp, 
operating just like the HD-1 
module until the last 12 dB, 
where higher rails kick in. pro-
viding up to 620 watts of burst 
power into 8-ohm loads. Pro-
cessing cards for each different 
model determine crossover, 
EQ, phase alignment and pro-
tection for drivers, but because 
they are matched to the com-
ponents, there is no need for 
peak limiters. Indicators are a 
green power LEI) and red 
limit LEDs, one for each dri-
ver, lighting up when the amp 
exceeds the driver's power 
handling for more than 100 
milliseconds. 

The amp moclules are simple to 
operate, offering phase polarity, ei-
ther Pin 2 or 3 hot, as the only user-
adjustable parameter on a recessed 
switch below the LEDs. The input 
connector is a female XLR, with a 
parallel male for boping through to 
another speaker. Intelligent AC'" 
provides automatic voltage selec-
tion and surge suppression, and 
any normal international AC will 
power it up automatically. The 
modules are easier to replace than a 
traditional amp—removal of eight 
Phillips #2 screws and disconnect-
ing the Phoenix connector going to 
the speakers takes about three min-
utes. The down side might occur if 
you have to change one once 
they're flown, but it's much easier 
than swapping a driver, and both 
are less likely to need service due 
to matched amps-drivers. 

The benefits of a self-powered 
speaker system are many. Con-
cerns over matching power amps 

BY MARK HUNK 

to the transducers are eliminated, 
as is the need for the correct 
processor, and there's no amp rack 
to miswire. Design of complex, 
multizone systems is no longer 
limited by the number of proces-
sors, amplifier channels or even 
length of speaker cables on hand, 
as these are all contained within 
the powered speaker. Designs can 
be configured into as many differ-

ent zones as there are speakers, al-
lowing tailoring of individual 
levels, frequency response and 
delay times to optimize overall 
ciwerage and perfbrmance. Elimi-
nation of amplifier racks and 
speaker cabling relieves the shop 
fr<411 constantly having to match 
up racks and cable trunks for vari-
ous chores, and new requirements 
for power distribution and line-
level XLR signal distribution are 
easier to administer and require a 
fraction of the space. Additional 
benefits include availability of 
cross-rental inventory that is inher-
ently compatible. Simplified oper-
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ation for less sophisticated users who 
need to be able to "plug and play" 
means systems can be rented without 
the fear that the customer will rewire 
the rack or overdrive the system. 

The MSL-4 lists for $8,030, but it is a 
bargain if you add the full pricing of 
power amps, controllers, speaker and 
interconnect cables, amp rack fabrica-
tion and labor. The M-3 controller is 
$2,300, or $ 100 for a speaker cable, 
$2,000 for a decent amp, and hundreds 
each for a rack, the internal fabrication 
of its wiring, as well as the labor to put 
it together; call it about $5,000 addi-
tional expense to make the MSL-3 a 
working sub-system. Of course, by 
sharing amp channels and processors, 
the cost of unpowered speakers com-
pares favorably, hut all the other ad-
vantages of self-powered speakers are 
lost. 

ON THE ROAD 

The first test for the system was as side-
fills for a James Cotton show at the Uni-
versity of Oregon's EMU Ballroom, and 
then as a drum fill for a show with 
Confederate Railroad at the Ross 
Ragland Theater in Klamath Falls. Both 
Cotton and CR's drummer are veterans 
of decades of live sound and require 
extraordinary monitor levels. Both mu-
sicians were thrilled with the sound 
quality and the levels these speakers 
produced, and at no time did any of 
the protect indicators flash. Sound ser-
vices for these events were provided by 
George Rellis, who said that because of 
the directionality of the MSL-4, the 
speakers performed extremely well in 
reverberant spaces, keeping more 
sound in the listening area than with 
the MSL-3 inventory he normally runs. 
They require less EQ than a 650/MSL-3 
combination and get several dB louder, 
but the main benefit seems to he the 
better control of mids and highs, with 
the drawback being a requirement for 
half again as many speakers to cover a 
given listening area. 

The system was also used as FOH 
speakers for the Portland Art Museum's 
After Hours series. Equal parts enter-
tainment, society happy hour and so-
cial event, these events take place in an 
extremely reverberant ballroom at the 
Masonic Temple next to the museum. 
Live music varies from rock 'n' roll or 
blues to salsa. The MSL-4's 40° cover-
age pattern allowed us to focus the 
sound directly in front of the stage onto 
the dance floor and adjacent listening 
areas, while conversation-level listening 
was possible at the rear of the room, 

where Northwest wines and hors 
d'oeuvres were served along with after-
work discussions by not-so-young pro-
fessionals. 

The sound quality of these speakers 
is extremely flat, requiring very little 
EQ, other than at about 125 Hz, where 
the subs meet the MSL-4s; a 6dB/octave 
filter was helpful there. This was veri-
fied using the SIM II measurement sys-
tem, which also confirmed the system's 
extremely flat phase response above 
500 Hz, where pattern control is hest. 
Meyer has released a new product 
called the LD-1, a multichannel line dri-
ver for the new series of self-powered 
speakers. The LD-1 not only has - 12dB 
to +6dB pots for level control of indi-
vidual cabinets, but also provides 
100Hz or 160Hz low-cut filters for sum-
ming more evenly to subs, optimizing 
the power bandwidth of the MSL-4 and 
reducing the amount of equalization 
needed. 

Finally, our review system was used 
as the FOH speakers at the Aladdin 

Theater, a renovated 800-seat, 1920s-
era cinema with a tiny balcony. The Al-
addin is narrow and live, with a flutter 
echo provoked by parallel side-walls. 
The MSL-4s were helpful in controlling 
the amount of sound hitting the walls, 
while covering the last seat in each 
row. The speakers were used for 
shows ranging from folk solo acts, 
adult-contemporary and jazz to full-
blown pop music, including Alejandro 
Escoveclo and reggae act Pablo Moses, 
providing a smooth, natural sound that 
required minimal EQ. Several visiting 
engineers remarked on the recording 
studio quality of the system, comparing 
the sound to that of their favorite large 
studio monitors. Meyer could have eas-
ily named them HD-4s. 

Self-powered speakers mark a new 
beginning for both Meyer and the live 
sound industry. The simplicity of setup 
made them a breeze to install in each 
case, but the savings of truck space and 
weight didn't really hit home until a 10 
gistical conflict had the bobtail at the 
wrong end of town at the end of the 
last show. I was able to fit the entire 
front end into the back of my Chevy 
S-10 pickup, the cables in a milk crate 
in the front seat, and drive off to find 
the tour truck. Never has so much, for 
so many, fit into so little space. Just add 
a good console, some mics, a pile of 
XLR cables and, voila, instant sound 
system. 

Meyer Sound Labs Inc.; 2832 San 
Pablo Avenue, Berkeley, CA 94702; 
510/486-1166; fax 510/486-8356. • 

Performance 
Tested 

Quality 
Materials 
. . • • 

Superior 
"Value 

INTERNATIONAL SALES 
The Sound Network 
London, U.N. 44-181-372-3170 

FAX 44-122-574-2155 

—ea& 

For Free Application Assistance 
Call 1-800-221-8975 

For Sales Please Call 
1-800-321-8975 

('SE READER SERVICE CARD FOR MORE INFO 
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FIELD TEST 

PHILIPS MODEL IS 5022 
PROFESSIONAL SOUND ENHANCER 

n outboard analog/digital 
or digital analog conver-
ter can make a noticeable 

improvement in the recording or 
playback quality of your digital 
recorder or workstat ion, particular-
ly for systems that are several years 
old. Unfortunately, many outboard 
converters are priced higher than a 
studio DAT deck, and when you 
add in the cost of a pair of con-
verters, you may need to get a sec-
ond mortgage on your SSL before 
you consider upgrading. With this 
in mind. Philips offers the IS 5022, 
a digital outboard processor with 
20- bit A/I) and 1)/A converters, 
priced at an affordable $2,400. 

In addition to its A/D and D/A 
functions, the 5022 provides a vari-
ety of digital domain processing: 
EQ, sample rate conversion, 
scratch/ noise removal, spatial en-
hancement, compression/expan-
sion, digital fade in/ out and more. 

Installation and setup are 
straightforward. A front panel but-

ton switches the 5022 for analog or 
digital inputs. Analog I/O can be 
-10dI3 ( via RCA jacks) or + 4d B, 
with electronically balanced XLIts. 
S/PDIF ( IFC 958) coaxial and 
AES/E13U XLR digital ports are 
standard, as is a I3NC word clock 
input for slaving the 5022 to other 
devices. Both sets of analog and 
digital outputs are always active, 
while recessed rear-panel switches 
select whether the digital input is 
S/PDIF or AES, and the analog 
input is XLR or RCA. Ten lighted 
pushbuttons select the desired ef-
fect or function, and 12 LEDs indi-
cate status at a glance. Effects can 
be tweaked using the +/- adjust 
buttons; the effect parameter is vi-

sually indicated by the meters. The 
approach is unconventional, but 
it's actually easy to use. 

When n(e displaying effect lev-
els. the LEI) meters indicate input 
level in 26 steps between -60 and 0 
(113. Interestingly, the 5022 has an 
"overload- LEI) and a + 1dB mark 
on the meters. Why both? The 
overload LEI) operates instanta-
neously, while the ballistics of the 
LEI) meters have more of an ana-
log VU feel. 
On the A/I) side, input level is 

adjusted with two front panel gain 
pots. These continuous controls 
and small-diameter knobs make it 
hard to match previous settings, 
and the pots' taper is fairly sensi-
tive, so a small touch sometimes 
makes a big difference in input set-
tings. However, the manual in-
cludes a procedure for bypassing 
the pots entirely ( via internal 
jumpers) and using internal trim-
( es to calibrate the input stage for 

optimal performance. 

Obviously, the primary use of 
the 5022 is for its converters, and 
the Ail) section is exemplary, pro-
viding excellent pert wmance with 
all types of program material and 
sources. The D/As are based on 
the Philips DAC7 and are very 
good. with excellent soundstage 
characteristics and a smooth, nat-
ural sound. For those interested in 
high performance, an optional 
daughterboard improves D/A per-
formance by a couple of d13. but 
the 5022 is more than acceptable 
right out of the box. 

The 5022's digital effects can be 
used singly or in combinations. For 

BY GEORGE PETERSEN 

example. bass/treble/spatial/fader 
can be used with either compress-
expand or scratch/noise/stereo en-
hancement. 

The treble or bass EQ sections 
are adjustable in ldI3 steps to a 
maximum of about 9.5 dB. Both 
are extremely wide Q shelving fil-
ters. I wasn't impressed with the 
bass—it seemed too broadband to 
add punch to a track, and while it 
does increase LF energy overall, it 
also increases the upper bass 
"boom." A tighter filter, centered in 
the 80 to 100Hz range, would be 
much more valuable in a produc-
tion setting. The treble control, on 
the other hand, was quite nice, 
adding a gentle sheen and pres-
ence without becoming shrill. 

The 5022 includes sample rate 
conversion of any input from 15 to 
50 kHz and w ill oil/pill this to ei-
ther .44.1 or .18 kHz. No means for 
outputting to other clock rates ( i.e., 
22.05 or 32 kHz) is provided, but 
the SRC function it offers is high-

quality and useful for most studio 
chores, such as changing 44.1 to 
48 kHz, and vice versa. 

The onboard compressor/ex-
pander offers only an output ratio 
control and would be of little use 
in most pro applications, where 
mc)re parameter contn)I ( attack, re-
lease. threshold, decay) is re-
quired. 

Pros will definitely be more in-
terested in the 5022's click and 
noise filter features, which are 
ideal for removing surface noise 
from 78. -15 and 33 rpm records. 
Some experimentation to find the 
optimal click removal is necessary, 
as this varies with each record. 
Once this is achieved, the noise fil-
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FIELD TEST 

ter—actItally a second-order ( 12dli oc-
tave) lowpass filter with cut-off ad-
justable from 5.5 to 16 kHz—can be 
used to get rid of any nonmusic HE 
noise. These features don't exactly 
equal the power and versatility of a 
Sonic Solutions NoNoise." or CEDAR 
,\ stem, but are surprisingly effective 
\\ ' ten dealing with scratchy discs. 

"Fader" provides automatic digital 
lack. ins/outs, adjustable from 0.5 to 11 
seconds. I would have preferred longer 
fade times—even the 11-second setting 
seems too short. 

The 5022's "stereo enhancement" 
(stereo from mono) and "spatial" ( stereo 
image widening) functions are useful, 
but a little of both goes a long way. I 
fctund both of these effects more useful 
on individual tracks than on mixed pro-
gram material. Interestingly, the "spatial" 
effect adds a reverberant field to the 
sound, so if you ever need access to a 
quick digital reverb, you have it. 

One very useful feature is Quantiza-
tion Noise Imaging, a form of inband 
noise shaping that works with 16- or 
18-bit signals and moves any quantiza-
tion noise present to outside the audi-
ble frequency range. The output result 
is a 16-bit noise-shaped signal, with im-
proved clarity, particularly in lower-
level signals—such as soft passages, 
reverb tails and fades—where quanti-
zation noise is most evident. 

Several functions are not listed on 
the front panel. When passing digital 
signals, the 5022 also includes SCMS 

tva I, jitter reduction and AES-to-
Sf forma t ( and vice versa ) 
conversion. Additionally. when using 
the 5022 as an A/1) converter, both of 
the digital outputs are active, so it's pos-
sible to simultaneously route S/PDIF to 
one and AES Hit to another. 

Combining a high-quality converter 
set and many valuable functions, the 
Philips IS 5022 is worthy of considera-
tion by engineers looking to upgrade 
the quality of digital audio in the stu-
dio. The unit retails for $2,400, but any-
one on a budget could also look into 
the IS 5021. which offers a similar fea-
ture set ( minus the AES/EI3II ports, 
analog XLR I/Os and SCMS removal) in 
a brick-sized package for $ 1,500. 

Distributed by Mackenzie Labs, 1163 
Nicole Court, Glendora, CA 91740; 
909/394-9007; fax 909/394-9411. Also 
distributed by Superscope/Marantz Pro-
fessional Products, 1000 Corporate 
Blvd., Suite , Aurora, IL 60504; 
708/820-4800; fitx 708/820-8103. • 
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HAT YOU HEAR:11is , 
The TOC" RS-2.2 is rapidly becoming 
the full range loudspeaker of choice 
among live sound professionals seeking 
high definition sound reinforcement and 
maximum flexibility. 
"High output, high definition in a compact 
enclosure" is not a new idea for full range 
sound reinforcement. However, the RS-
2.2 has redefined the standard for others 
to follow. 
Using concentric loudspeaker design and 
the near perfect phase response of TOC" 
technology, PAS engineers have devel-
oped the ultimate single box, full range 
arrayable loudspeaker system with 
Adjustable High Frequency Pattern 
Control and Ease of Installation. 

• XIX' 

ee-
14.4«—Amig.nalline 1 

Versatile flying options make the RS-2.2 
unparalleled for ease of installation and set-
up. Anchor plates with Detachable Fly-
rings are standard. Truss Brackets are 
optional and provide safe and secure arrays 
of RS-2.2s for installations. PAS Customer 
Service provides assistance in selecting the 
appropriate combinations of hardware to fit 
your installation requirement. 

RS-2.2 

r REAL 

Dialed in performance. Linear Phase filters, 
Precise equalization and Time Offset 
Correction results in a precision loudspeaker 
system with smooth response, increased 
bandwidth, and near perfect phase 
response. 

Active Filters with TOCTm. Maximum acoustical output in the RS-2.2 is achieved when 
using TOC R2 electronics. 

PROFESSIONAL AUDIO SYSTEMS 
2270 Cosmos Court • Carlsbad, California 92009 
TEL: (619)431-9924 • FAX: (619)431-9496 

Attention to Detail. PAS has pioneered 
the development on Concentric loud-
speaker design for sound reinforcement 
applications. 

Polyfoam Edge Treatment, Constant 
Coverage Horn Design, Kellar 
Reinforced Cones. Edge Wound Ribbon 
l'oice Coils, Die Cast Aluminum 
Frames, High Output Magnet 
Assemblies, and Extended High 
Frequency 2 inch Compression Driver is 
the fundamental element in the perfor-
mance oPhe RS-2.2. 

Audition the RS-12 and experience: 

What You Hear Is For Real. 

USE REA DEI? SERVICE CARO FOR MORE INFO 



KEITH STEGALL 
NASHVILLE'S MAN OF MANY HATS 

M
any people thought Keith 
Stegall bailed as Randy 
Travis' original co-produc-

er b(cause "On the Other Hand" 

bom )ed—well. the first time it was 
rele sed, anyway. The second 
time, it took country radio by 
storm, but by that time Stegall was 
Out on the road with his own 
thing, relinquishing all Travis' pro-
duction to Kyle Lehning. 

"Warner Bros. had suggested 
Kyle co-produce with me since he 
was my producer and I was on the 
road quite a bit,- says Stegall, who 
had basically macle his living as a 
songwriter. ( He has written such 
songs as "Sexy Eyes" for Dr. Hook, 
Al .larreati's " We're in This Love 
Together," -Lonely Nights" for 

Mickey Gilley. "Simple- for Johnny 
Mathis and later many of Alan 
Jackson's hits as well as "Between 

Left to right: Steve Lindsey, Aaron Neville and Keith Stegall 

an Old Memory and Me- for Travis 
Tritt.) Back before Randy Travis 
ever had his record deal. Stegall 
had produced a live tape that 
Travis had sold at his concerts, but 
Stegall went on to have his own 
Top 20 country success in 1985 
with "California" and "Pretty Lady," 
which became the priority. 

"Finally. I told Randy he need-
ed a full-time producer because I 
was gone so much. When my ca-
reer went sideways and I got my 
first royalty check [for Storms (#' 

L(fel, I went, 'Holy smoke! If I ever 
have the chance to produce talent 
like that again, I'll be sure to stick 
with it." 

He was lucky enough two years 
later when he "found" Alan Jackson 
hanging out at Glen Campbell's 
publishing company. "I would 
come in there and play some 
(lentos that t was working on and 
Alan would always go. 'How did 
you get that sound"?' or 'I like the 
way the vocal sounds on that.' One 
thing led to another, we started to 
write together, and Alan finally 
said, ' Hey man, would you do 
some demos on me?' There was no 
question about what to do with 
him in the studio. I'm a huge fitn of 
traditional country music. I grew 
up being around it and I saw the 
same thing in Alan. I saw the 
chance to make the kind of coun-

try records I used 
to like to hear on 
the radio." 

In fitct, Stegall 
says he was so in-
fluenced by what 
he calls the Billy 
Sherrill era of the 
'60s, and Johnny 
Horton records, 
that he tried to 
recapture those 
sonies by using 
the upright bass— 
a usual Nashville 
no-no—on jack-

son's records. To date, Roy Huskey 
Jr. has played upright on such Jack-
son songs as "Chasin' That Neon 
Rainbow, - ( from the first album, 
Hew in the Real World) "Love's Got 
a Hold on You" and ' Just Playin' 
Possom" from Don't Rock the fake-
bu  "Walkin' the Floor Over Me," 
"I Don't Need the Booze (to Get a 
Buzz on)," "Up to My Ears in 
Tears," "She Likes It Too" from A 
Lot About DIM' (and a Little 'Bout 

BY ROUYN FLANS 

Lave) and Jackson's recent smasli, 
-Tall, Tall Trees" from the current 

The Greatest Hits Collection. 
"I can't stress enough what a 

genius lengineerl John Kelton is, 
sonically," says Stegall. "He has, ir 
a lot of Ways, become my right 
hand. Togeti-.er. he and I can up 
wi:h a recording technique that we 
used on Alan. I don't think it's any-
thing spectacular, but it works fin-
us. It's a conination of digital and 
analog formats together. I take my 
line and ‘vant to use as much 
color as I can, so t rely on the dig-
ita: fonnat, but I really prefer what 
-1,11ppens to an analog signal. We 
usually track using a 24-track and 
32 'track locked up together. What 
I leave analog is the bass, the 
drums, an instrument like the fid-
dle, which. when it's digital, can 
cut your ears off, and electric gui-
tars. The things we leave digital are 
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dB Technologies 
Introduces the 

a clear winner! 

stereophonic analog-to-digital converter 

'We have never encoun-
tered this level of image 
width, image depth, 
and low level detail in 
an A to D converter:" 
- Sony Classical Productions 

"It's far and away 
the best converter 
I've ever beard." 

- Dave Collins, A&M Mastering 

"The AD122 has the 
widest dynamic range 
of any converter I have 
measured. It comes 
with the widest choice 
of re-dithering and 
noise shaping choices. 
It is my new standard." 

- Bob Ludwig, Chairman 
Gateway Mastering Studios 

Nominee 

hy AD122? Unlike other converters, it actually measures 

-122 db THD&N, the most accurate measurement of 

performance. In shootouts around the world, the AD122 has beat all 

the competition in A-D conversion. It's not "warmer," "sweeter" or 

"punchier" - you just hear the source like never before. Superior 

linearity, fast and accurate transient response, extremely small 

quantization steps and low noise performance enable the AD122 to 

produce highest resolution digital audio, clearly the winner!!! 

NEW from dB Technologies... MODEL MICPCPCIPS 
DIGITAL OPTIMIZER 

• 44.1 - i_:_-)KHz sampling rate converter 

• Selectable Noise Shaping • St,perb Metering • Format Conversion 

• THD and N measurements • Adjustable gain/attenuation 

• External sync input for film 8: video • Adjustable Delay 

...and much more! 

t7-
Distributed worldwide by: 

AUDIO INTERVISUAL DESIGN 
1155 N. La Brea. W. Hollywood, CA 90038 

(213) 845-1155 FAX (213) 845-1170 

From the think tank at 

JR WM) 
Technologies 
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=Prtc•Di lcuer:rpm= 
acoustic guitar and grand piano—espe-
cially on a ballad. At the end of the 
day, we bounce the things that are ana-
log over to 32 tracks because all a dig-
ital signal does is give you back exactly 
what you give it. Even though the ana-
log is transferred to digital, lthe feel] is 
still analog, so when we mix, it's a hy-
brid of the two formats together." Ste-
gall likes to use an Otani analog 
recorder and Mitsubishi digital 32-track 
to make his records. 

"I make my records in three places," 
he continues. "I track at one place, then 
I have my own studio where I have a 

Trident 80C con-
sole and Otani ana-
log machine where 
I do the bulk of the 
overdubs, then I 
go to another stu-
dio to mix. My two 
favorite rooms in 
town are Sound 
Stage and the Cas-
tle. Both places 
have SSL G Series 
in the rooms for 
mixing. Two of 
Alan's albums IA 
Lot About Livin' 
and Who I toil 

Left to right: Keith Stegall, Alan Jackson, 

Jim McBride, Dan Wilson and Donna Hinlley 

THE COMMON 
DENO 

Now any of these dynamic 
microphones can become 
wireless by plugging them into 
the exciting new Azden 31XT 
transmitter. Experience your 
tried and true transducer as a 
wireless microphone. Superb 
frequency response and wide 
dynamic range let the true sound 
of your mic come through with-
out coloration. Adjustable level 
control allows you to use a wide 

>.,zIDEN 

range of microphones, while Ill 
power on/off, audio mute and '. . 
status LED, complete the full 
array of on-board controls for 
operational flexibility. Matched 
with the ultra-durable 
Performance Series receivers 
and the new Producer Series 
111R receiver, systems start at i an incredible $405.00 list price.i 
Call or write us for more details', 
and the Azden dealer nearest you. --

AZDEN® 
QUALITY YOU CAN HEAR. 

147 New Hyde Park Rd., Franklin Sq.,  NY 11011(516228-75% FAX (516) 328-7506 1 

were actually tracked at the Castle. 
which is a little harder, although they 
have since configured the room a little 
more toward tracking. I like those two 
rooms just because things sound good 
to me in them and it's a good vibe; 
the environment to work in is good. 
I think feeling is as much a part of this 
as technology." 

"Here in the Real World," cut at 
Omni Recording Studios, is a track Ste-
gall describes as magic in the making. 
"It was the last song on the tracking 
date," he recalls, "and we had done it 
three or four different ways and it 
didn't come together. But Rob Hajacos 
had been telling Mel Tillis stories all 
day and he had been playing some of 
these fiddle intro things off of Mel Tillis 
songs. Finally, everybody was back in 
the room, putting their instruments 
away and Alan Jackson looked at me 
and said, 'What's the matter, man? 
You're not smiling, something's not 
right.' The guys were signing the time 
cards, and I turned around and said, 
'Could you guys do one thing for me?' 
I looked at Ha jacos and said, 'Rob, play 
one of those Mel Tillis kind of intros 
and let's try to cut this thing one more 
time.' They went out and that was the 
track. We knew it was the record, and 
it ended up being the breakthrough 
for Alan." 

"Chattahoochee," which won CMA 
and ACM Single of the Year awards, 
also felt magical as it was going down, 
as did a ballad on the same album (A 
Lot About Living) called "(Who Says) 
You Can't Have It All." 

"The solo that [piano player] Pig 
Robbins played on that song made the 
hair on my neck stand up," Stegall 
comments, although he admits that that 

—CON77N1IED ON PAGE 247 
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Introducing1heu 11 a 
for Digidesign‘ Erot'U'ols 

TrueVerb, from Waves, is a Reverb,Distance plug-in processor for Digidesi 
rueVerb produces a high quality, natural-sounding roonboCom 
imulator with a Reverb. 

an define the room size, its decay time and freqqeney' response, 
ost uniquely, the distance (beyond the speakere to 

the sound source. Make a room, put a sound 
in it, then decide how far away you 
are. It's amazing. A design 
driven by pschocoustic 
research gives TrueVerb' e 
its very convincing, yet 
uncolored sound. 

TrueVerb is carefully 
designed for the multi-
channel mixing environment. 
It will not change the origi 
stereo image or the 
perceived level balance of. 
the mix. And TrueVerb is'a 
full stereo-in/ stereo-out 

i! -

reverb. 

As with other Waves 
plug-ins, TrueVerb feat un 
a flexible and informative g 
interface with a wide ran 
setup library. 

TrueVerb 

T,mP Re5P005e 

byP 3ss 

160 J 1 30x F_ Revert, Dampmg 0 30 3609 

Frequency Response 

_ 
us a comprehen 

PreDelay 

Agait.1 
Early Roll 

JEW 
Reverb 

ks Waves lishe el-Aviv, Israel 65165 Tel: 972-3-5107667, Fax: 972-3-5105881, e-mail:support@ kswaves.com 
us Waves Cent e. Pike Suite 8 Knoxville, TN 37912 Tel: 1-423-689 5395, Fax:1-423-688 4260, e-mail: waves@waves.com 
uk Waves Box 34 wquay, Cornwall TR7 1 TU, UK Tel: 44-1637-8T7170, Fax: 44-1637-850495, 100613.760@Compusenre.com 
HomeP p://www.Wiáves.com Compuserve: GO WAVES 
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"So, how bout the truth? 
I know walk I knowjower, and 
I really know soundmrowerlights 5, 

Baum 

are the best, jt_ive imrnS;DBuunffcleEffnagnidneether, ScoouraindRleemafegreBand 

(and Restorer of Classic Machines) 

When PowerLiem Professional Amplifiers were introduced in late ' 94, we said 
they were the best sounding amps we had ever made. Now that they've passed the 
uttimate road test, you can take somebody else's word for ft. While on tour with some 
of the best sound engineers and hottest acts, PowerLight amplifiers have delivered on 
every kind of performance and musical demand—without missing a beat. In fact, 

two international tours using over 240 PowerLight 1.8's have been on the road 
continuously for the past year with 

not one channel failure! PowerLight 
has emerged as the new standard 

in sound quality and reliability 
by which all other amps will 
be compared. 

-4Powerlight Models 
Output Power in Watts per Channel 
IIKICIEL l an- IQ* tn.* 

Pomertigell .0 

Powerll9M 1.4 

Poweft,qhlt 8 

200 Watts 

300 Watts 

400 Watts 

PowerteM 4.0 900 Watts 

325 Watts 

500 Watts 

650 Watts 

1400 Watts 2000 Watts 

'20Hz-20kHz. 0 1%1HD. •• 1 kHz 1%/HO 

500 Watts 

700 Watts 

900 Watts 

What makes PowerLight amps work so well? 

Refined "stepped linear" output circuits 
for optimum efficiency 
PowerWave Switching Technology for 
tighter, fuller sound. 

Remarkable 2 ohm load performance with 
unsurpassed thermal capacity. 
Extensive, proven protection circuitry, 
providing continuous fail-safe operation. 
Full compliance with worldwide safety and 
EMC requirements assures trouble free 
system integration. 

All PowerLights now include a data 
port for integration with OSC's computer 
controlled Network Audio Systems. 

For more details, cal1714-754-6175. 

AUDIO 

OSC Audio Products, Inc. 1675 MacArthur Blvd 
Costa Mesa. CA 92626-1468 Pk (714)754-6175 
Fax (714)754-6174 E-mail: info@qscaudio.com 
OSC WorldGroup MIS: (800)856-6003 or (714)668-7569 

(In Canada) S.F. Marketing 6161 Cyphot St. Laurent, 
Quebec, Canada H4S 103 PP (514)856-1919 
Fax (514)856-1920 

Copynght 19960SC Aude Products. Inc Powerbght PowerWaye. and 
Hear Me Power of Technology are trademarks of OSC nude Products Inc 
OSC and Me OSC logo are regetered wrth thell S Patent and Trademark Otte 

('SE READER SERVICE CARD FOR MORE INFO 
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KIRBY SHELSTAD 
THE IMPORTANCE OF BEING ERNEST 

IK irby Shelstad's dilemma 
is Nashville's dilemma. 
Shelstad and partner 

Bruce Arntson built a project 
studio in Shelstad's Nashville 
home. It's a collaboration based 
on their scoring work for four 
feature films and one TV show 
starring the "Hey, Vern!" guy, 
Jim "Ernest" Varney. The pair 
has put together a sophisticated 
MIDI-based sequencing studio, 
running Opcode's Studio Vision 
and Digidesign's Pro Tools on a 
Mac Quadra 950. (The board is 
a 40-channel CAD Maxcon con-
sole; storage is 32 tracks of Tas-
cam DA-88.) But, despite the 
Varney features and CBS show, ad-
ditional film and video work has 
not been forthcoming. Their busi-
ness is now based around song 
demos and pre-production tracking 
for artists like Beth Neilsen Chap-
man. "We were really reluctant to 
do any press relating around those 
movies," says Shelstad. "We were 
afraid of getting typecast; we didn't 
want to become known as the 
'Ernest' guys." 

Nashville itself has been type-
cast by everyone in the entertain-
ment industry as a place to go to 
get a fiddle or a banjo on a track, 
then get the hell out before dark. 
While CBS seemed to have no 
problem with the fact that the 
music for Hey Vern, It's Ernest! orig-
inated in Nashville (the Saturday 
morning program ran in 1988), Dis-
ney's Touchstone division was a bit 
more hesitant. "When we went out 
to Hollywood to do some spotting 
work on the first movie, Ernest 
Goes to Jail, we sat down with the 
guy at Disney and showed him our 
stuff, and he seemed fine about it," 
recalls Shelstad. "Then when we 
got back to Nashville, we got a call 
from a music supervisor in Holly-
wood who said that Disney asked 
him to get involved because they 
were all freaked out that a bunch 
of guys from Nashville couldn't 

handle the music for 
a major Hollywood 
movie." 

Nashville advertis-
ing executive John 
Cherry, who invented 
the Ernest character 
for a series of region-
al milk commercials 
and hired Varney, 
went to bat for Shel-
stad and Arntson (a 
comic who was origi-
nally hired to write sketches for the 
TV show). They went on to do all 
four Ernest films. 

The pair composed and tracked 
in their personal studio, using se-
quencers and synthesizers. Shel-
stad, who trained as a percussionist 
at the University of Minnesota 20 
years ago, would then add effects 
using his Malletkat MIDI xylo-
phone. As new cuts were made 
during filming, the rushes were 
flown to Nashville, and Shelstad 
and Arntson would edit the music 
tracks. After the MIDI tracks were 
notated in Finale and prepped by 
orchestrator Conni Ellisor, the 
SMPTE-striped tracks were taken to 
Nashville's Javelina Studios for a 
session with local string players; 
those tracks were then combined 
with the synthesized tracks. 

BY DAN DALEY 

"It was a very over-the-top 
musical effect," explains Shel-
stad. " It was meant to be big 
and cartoonish-sounding, like 
the old Carl Stalling soundtracks 
for 'Looney Toons.' When we 
needed to, we'd add things like 
a big church organ on Scared 
Stupid, but it was always based 
around the work we did in our 
project studio. We always print-
ed our click tracks, and the live 
sessions were done to those and 
our synthesizer tracks, never to 

picture. All the tempo 
changes would get 
worked out before-
hand. And doing it that 
way always worked. 

"It was pretty inter-
esting to go from be-
ing able to do tracks 
and sessions and over-
dubs whenever you 
felt like it to the ultra-
intense scheduling of 
a film date with live 
musicians," continues 
Shelstad. "At home, 
you get the luxury of 

doing things as you feel like; in the 
studio, you have two days and 40 
people on the session, and you 
have to decide right then and there 
if it's the take you want." 

Ernest has become a double-
edged sword for Shelstad. He and 
his partner found that they had to 
be cautious about using the 
biggest credit of their careers in 
promoting themselves. "That's 
why so many artists tend to sound 
the same from record to record," 
Shelstad mourns. "Because that's 
what the business wants from 
them. And even Nashville itself is 
a little guilty of that mindset. 
When I first moved here, I was 
playing some pretty strange stuff. 
And I found that if you're not 
playing something they under-
stand, they think you're a jazz 
player. And if you're a jazz player 
in Nashville, forget it." 
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BY BOB McCARTHY 

Where They Come From 

And How To Deal With Them 

C
omb filtering is the principal cause of 
coloration of sound system response. 
The addition of two similar signals that 
are offset by time produces a combined 
signal that exhibits marked nodes of can-

cellation and reinforcement at regular and 
predictable points in the audio spectrum. The 
resulting arrangement of peaks and dips, 
when displayed on a high-resolution analyzer 
in a linear frequency axis display, looks like a 
comb, hence the name. However, the image 
of a comb—with its regularly spaced teeth—is 
somewhat misleading. To our ears, the spac-
ing between the peaks and nulls is not even. 
When viewed on a logarithmic scale, as in the 
accompanying illustrations, we see it as we 
hear it, a series of wide peaks getting closer 
together at higher frequencies. 

The exact causes of comb filtering are 
poorly explained in most audio texts and, not 
surprisingly, are widely misunderstood. Most 
engineers are familiar with the audible effects 
of comb filters, which can be used to produce 
such delay-based effects as phasing and flang-

ing. While useful in controlled situations, un-
wanted comb filtering can have a devastating 
effect when applied to an entire sound sys-
tem. The purpose of this article is to help pre-
dict and recognize when and where combing 
will occur in practical sound design applica-
tions. Fluency with the concept of comb fil-
tering can improve your ability to design 
efficient, coherent sound systems. Successful 
control of the effects of comb filtering en-
hances the efficiency of a playback system by 
ensuring that speakers work together rather 
than cancel each other, and it can minimize 
the effects of unfavorable room acoustics. 

HOW COMB FILTERS ARE CREATED 

TI lure are a \ arict\ \\ a \•-, in hkh comb fil-
tering can be introduced into a sound system. 
Four of the more typical causes are reflection, 
multiple speaker interaction, multiple micro-
phone interaction and the addition of direct 
and miked signals from the same source 
(such as bass guitar or keyboards). The result 
is the same in all cases: measurable ripple in 
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Figure I: A comb filter created by 

combining two identical signals at 

the same level but with a 1 ms 

time offset. The upper window 

shows the combined frequency 

response—a series of deep notches 

due to cancellation starting at 500 

Hz (half the comb frequency of 

1,000 Hz). The lower window shows 

the combined phase response, which 

cycles 360 degrees every 1,000 Hz. 
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the phase and frequency response, and a loss of sig-
nal-to-noise ratio. 
Two factors independently determine the magni-

tude of the effect of comb filtering and the frequen-
cy response of the comb filter curve. The first is the 
relative levels of two similar ( if not identical) signals 
arriving at different times. The magnitude of the 
peaks and clips increases as the two signals ap-
proach equal levels. The second factor is the time 
offset between the two signals. Only the highest fre-
quencies are affected at short time offsets. As the 
time offset increases, lower frequencies are affected. 

The formula for calculating comb filters is simple. 

The comb frequency (CF) equals 1 divided by the 
time offset in seconds (TO), or CF = 1/TO. The first 
cancellation, or "null," occurs at one-half the comb 
frequency. Additional nulls are found by adding the 

Figure 2: The upper window 

shows the separate frequency 

response of the original signal 

(flat) and an identical signal 

(delayed 1 ms) with HF roll- off. 

The lower window shows the 

phase response of the two 

signals. The original signal shows 

close to zero phase deviation. 

The delayed signal cycles through 

360 degrees of phase deviation 

(relative to the original signal) 

every 1,000 Hz. 

comb frequency to the frequency of the first null any 
number of times. For our "easy math" example, con-
sider two signals with a time offset of 1 millisecond. 
(At room temperature, 0.001 second equals just over 
a foot, or al-x)it a third of a meter.) See Fig. 1: The re-
inforced frequencies are multiples of the comb fre-
quency, in this case 1.000 Hz. The addition occurs 
because the phase relationship between the two sig-
nals is a multiple of 360 degrees, bringing it "full-cir-

cle" and resulting in phase addition. The maximum 
cancellation occurs at the halfway point between 
peaks, in this case 500 Hz, 1,500 Hz, 2,500 Hz, etc. 
This is due to the phase cancellation that occurs 
when the signals are 180 degrees apart. During comb 
filtering, when the phase responses are 120 degrees 
apart there is no addition or cancellation. Notice that 
below the first null, in the area of 400 Hz and clown. 
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there is only coupling, which is audible 
as low-frequency boost. 

COMB FILTER FREQUENCY 

The Irequency where comb filtering 
starts depends on the time offset. How-
ever, above the first null, the shape ot 
the response is the same, illustrating 
how the same sonic effect moves 
through the audio range as the time off-
set changes. In all cases the peak be-
tween the first and second nulls is an 
octave wide, and the first two nulls are 
an octave apart. Succeeding peaks are 
always g-, g, %-octave, etc. 

At longer time offsets, the frequency 

at which the first null occurs slides 
lower, and each successive null also 
moves down, with the spaces between 
them seeming to get smaller due to the 
log scale. At a shorter time offset of 0.1 
milliseconds, the peaks and dips are 
pushed higher in the frequency domain, 
and the 6 dB of coupling below the first 
null ( half the comb frequency) covers a 
larger part of the audible frequency 
spectrum. Any strategy that minimizes 
the time offset reduces the effect of 
comb filtering in the audible spectrum. 

COMB FILTER LEVEL 

Maximum addition of 6 dB occurs 
when two signals of equal level and 
phase are combined. This is perhaps 
the only potentially positive aspect of 
comb filtering. On the other hand, the 
out-of-phase cancellation is extremely 
deep and narrow. The widths of the 
peaks and dips are not symmetrical, 
and the peaks are broader than the 
dips. While the size of the peaks may 
be reduced by equalization, the dips 
are too deep and narrow to be practi-
cally equalized, hence the audio adage, 
"You can't fill a hole." 

As we move away from the case of 
two signals equal in level, the peaks 
and dips are reduced in size, and the 
steepness of possible corrective EQ fil-
ter shapes becomes less severe. For ex-

Figure 3: The frequency and phase response that results when the original signal is combined with a 1 ms-

delayed signal showing HF roll-off. The depth of the frequency response notches caused by comb filtering is 

reduced as frequency rises (upper window). The combined phase response deviation is also reduced at 

higher frequencies (lower window). 

ample, with one signal 6 dB louder than 
the other, the ripple is reduced to +3 dB 
and -6 dB. This allows the system to be 
more adaptable to equalization. Once 
all the other means of system alignment 
have been exhausted (such as reposi-
tioning loudspeakers, adding absorp-
tion, accurately setting delays and 
levels), you will have minimized the 
time offsets and maximized the level 
offsets. The response ripple that is left 
can be dealt with by equalization. 

EQUALIZATION 

Recall from the earlier discussion the 
gradual narrowing of the bandwidth of 
each successive peak, starting with an 
octave, then a g-octave, a g-octave, a %-
octave and so on. For equalization to be 
effective, the equalizer must have ad-
justable bandwidth and center frequen-
cy—'Á-octave graphic equalizers are 
wholly inappropriate for correcting 
comb filtering. EQ devices with fixed 
center frequencies and bandwidth only 
provide, at best, one filter whose band-
width matches the system response; all 
the other filters are either too wide or 

too narrow. Further, that one filter will 
only be useful if the peak frequency re-
quiring EQ happens to fall on one of 
the ISO standard center frequencies— 
not very likely. The phase response of 
graphic EQs is often blamed for poor 
results. While this may be true in some 
cases, more often it is the graphic EQ's 
inability to create the complementary 
amplitude and phase response that is to 
blame. For this reason, users of high-
resolution FFT-based alignment systems 
such as SIM System II exclusively speci-
fy and use parametric equalizers. 

It is much easier to assess and mini-
mize the effects of comb filters if they 
can be seen on an analyzer. Unfortu-
nately, the most common audio analyz-
er, the 3d-octave RTA, is not very useful 
in this application. In order to display 
the effects of combing, the analyzer 
must have high resolution, such as 
octave, and should also display the 
phase response and signal-to-noise 
ratio. With these parameters displayed, 
you can more easily assess the full ex-
tent of the combing, what the best so-

-CONTINUED ON PAGE 218 

Offset Offset 
(inches") 

0.1 1.35 
0.2 2.7 
0.4 5.4 
0.5 6.75 

0.8 10.08 
1.0 13.5 

Comb Filtering Effects at Various Time Offsets 
Freq. Spacing 

10,000 
5,000 
2,500 
2,000 
1,250 
1,000 

1st null 1st peak 
(Hz) 
5,000 10,000 
2,500 5,000 
1,250 2,500 
1,000 2,000 
625 1,250 
500 1,000 

at room temperature, assuming your room is 68°F 

2nd null 2nd peak 

15,000 20,000 
7,500 10,000 
3,750 5,000 
3,000 4,000 
1,875 2,500 
1,500 2,000 
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CRAWFORD 
AUDIO SERVICES 

Crawford 

does it 

all with 

Euphonix 

"This console seems to do 
just about everything in the 
world." 

di 

Why does Crawford Post in 
Atlanta, one of the largest full 
service post production houses in the 
Southern United States, do their audio 
mixing on a CS2000F Euphonix console? 

Let's ask Steve Davis, Manager, Crawford 

Audio Services: 

Steve Davis '96 

. - - 

SINK. 
'We needed a console that could handle any 

type of session, day after day, with different 
1.1111Milients and projects. The Euphonix CS2000 has the 

range of capabilities and automation to go back 
and forth from TV surround mixing, to a voice over 

on a digital link from California, to sweetening 
commercials with a D-2 machine, to ADR, sound design 

or to an orchestra recording date." 

- 

• — •, • 

• • --re.-ot".I.lls»;: 2 ••• 

• 
%. 

'When you recall your entire mix, it's complete with fader 
levels, pans, mutes, EQs, dynamics, stem formats, tape machine 
locate points plus external effects devices MIDI 

prograrr numbers." 

Whether its two operator film- style post mixing stems with surround 

panning on every channel, or a stereo music mix with automation of the 
er-tire enviironment, Euphonix gives you the ultimate in sound quality with 

the maximum flexibility. 

ELphonix and Crawford Audio Services—Doing it all and doing it well. 

Headquarters Los Angeles New York Nashville London 
(Palo Alto, West US) (West US a Int'l) (East US) (Central US) (Europe) 

2.,es4 5 102 17;' A.e 5,, e 202 
New Vo'. ' NashvIlle TN 37212 

415, 855 0400 18181 766 1666 (212) 302 0696 (615) 327 2933 1171 602 4575 
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SOUNDCHECK 
NSCA EXPO '96: "SHOW ME" STATE HOSTS "HEAR ME" SHOW 

The Expo '96 conference and exhi-
bition staged by the NSCA (Nation-
al Systems Contractors Association) 
in St. Louis, Mo., May 10-14 was a 
relatively low-key affair—a pleas-

ant contrast to the noise and hype 
of many other industry conven-
tions. Unfortunate scheduling— 
which put the Expo in head-to-
head competition with AES Europe 
and Mother's Day—kept some ex-
hibitors away, but close to 500 oc-
cupied a large exhibit hall and 

three dozen demo rooms in the 
downtown America's Convention 

Center. NSCA also presented a 
four-day program of seminars, 
classes and certification programs. 

Total attendance peaked slightly 
above last year's total at 8,002, in-

ch:ding exhibitors. The 1997 con-
ference is scheduled for April 18-20 
in Charlotte, N.C. 

NSCA is a "table-top" show, and 
exhibition rules prevent extrava-
gant promotional displays and 

audio playback on the show floor. 

Nevertheless, NSCA is a popular 
forum for new speaker introduc-
tions, and the abundance of demo 

rooms makes this casual and en-

Bag End Gem Series 

joyable event a favorite for inspect-
ing and auditioning new products. 
Here are some highlights from the 
many new SR products on display. 

SPEAKER CORNER 
Bag End ( Barringt( n, Ill.) added to 
its Gem collection the $2,750 Crys-
tal full-range enclosure and the 
$3,500 Quartz subwoofer. The 

BY MARK FINK AND CHRIS MICHIE 

Left Renkus Heinz TRAP Jr. 

Below: Sound Image G-2 MULE 

Crystal has two 12-inch drivers, the 
same 40°x50° oval wave guide and 

compression driver found in the 
single- 12 Sapphire, and a passive 
Time-Align" crossover. The 100-1b., 
43-inch tall enclosure's polygonal 
footprint has side angles that allow 
it to be used in arrays, and an addi-
tional angle for use as a floor mon-
itor. The Quartz quad 18 is an 
extremely high-output subwoofer 

—CONTINUED ON PAGE 146 
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FESTIVAL 

PROFILE 

SNOWJOB 96 
Rockin' in the Rockies With Melissa Etheridge, 

The Goo Goo Dolls and the Presidents 
Of the United States of America 

M
y company, LiveWire Remote Recorders, special-
izes in location recording for concerts. We oper-
ate two systems: a dual 24-track analog setup 

in a five-ton truck and a 24-track digital airpack stored in 
16 flight cases for gigs where the truck would not be 
practical. 
We were contacted last November by MuchMusic, 

Canada's equivalent to MTV, about the possibility of 
recording a week of televised concerts at various loca-
tions in Alberta's Banff National Park as part of their 
"Snowjob 96" special, to be recorded in March. In the 
States, students go to Fort Lauderdale during Spring 
Break. In Canada, Spring Break is also known as Ski 
Week, and students flock to resorts in Banff, Lake Louise 
and Whistler, B.C. Some of the concerts were to take 
place outdoors, at the foot of ski hills, where parking a 
track beside the "venue" would be out of the question. A 
couple of the sites were only accessible by ski lift or 
Snowcat. But, hey, we're Canadians! Snow is not an ob-

stacle! 

Barenaked Ladies 

Snowjob 96 turned out to be an ideal situation for the 
airpack. After receiving input lists and stage plots from 
each of the six bands being recorded, we assembled a 
system. The airpack was based around three Mackie 
16-8 8-bus mixers that were modified by Thomtronics 
(Toronto) to function as a single 48-in, 24-bus console  

The solo buses were linked so that any input soloed on 
any of the three boards appeared at   
the control room output of the mas-

Presidents of the United States of America 

ter console. The aux sends were also combined 
using a Mackie mixer. Mix B was used as the 
two-mix to the video control room, and Mix B 
source buttons were changed into monitor mute 
buttons. 
We used three 16-input boards, rather than 

two 24s, because of size constraints. Often, on 
remotes in strange locations, you don't have ac-
cess to a van, and cases have to be put into 
trunks of cars. I've also learned to avoid having 
gear in a case so large or heavy that it can't be 
lifted by two people. You can't always count 

on forklifts, or even human loaders, at some 
venues. Having three discrete consoles is also handy 
in case of an accident. I can always count on at least 
32 inputs and two working power supplies if one con-
sole fails. 

Although the two-mix to video was of primary im-
portance, the plans included recording the concerts on 
24-track digital using three Tascam DA-88 recorders. 
We've had no problems with the DA-88s in the two 

years we've had them, during which 

BY DOUG MeCLEMUNT —COINTINUED ON PAGE 144 
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Above: Coral Sky Amphitheatre, 

Right: Concord Pavilion 

N ENV SUMMER VENUES 

As concert-goers are well aware, there are few 
venues ideally suited to large-scale amplified 
music productions. Yet despite the discomfort 

and often appalling acoustics, rock music fans have for 
decades spent good money to see their favorite artists at 
ice rinks, armories, field halls, county fairgrounds, sports 
arenas and football stadiums. As the concert business 

continues to grow, many promoters are securing access 
to more suitable venues by building their own, and the 
outdoor summer amphitheater, or "shed," is the most 
popular design. Three new amphitheaters opened this 
season, and one older classical-music shed, the Concord 
Pavilion, has been remodeled. Here's what to expect 
when your tour bus rolls in. 

SONY MUSIC/BLOCKBUSTER 

CORAL SKY AMPHITHEATRE 

The >um, NItisic blockbuster Coral Sky Amphithcatru in 

West Palm Beach, Fla., is a 19,800-capacity amphitheater 

designed to accommodate the largest touring shows. The 
concrete stage is 108 feet wide and 64 feet deep, with a 
central 64x30-foot sprung wood deck section. Trim 
height is 54.5 feet from stage. A   
covered loading dock can handle 

seven trucks simultaneously, and there is additional 
parking for five buses. The FOH mix position is 100 feet 
from stage center, behind the 6,809 reserved seats, which 
are under a metal canopy. Sound for the 13,000-capacity 

lawn area is supplemented by a delayed system of Clair 
Bros. R-4 cabinets. At press time, no upper SPL limit had 
been fixed. Production manager is Ray Steinman. Tel. 
407/795-8883, fax 407/795-6608. 

L -  
Virginia Beach Amphitheater 

VIRGINIA BEACH AMPHITHEATER 

The Virginia Beach Amphitheater in Virginia Beach, Va., 

is a 20,000-capacity open-air amphitheater (7,500 re-
served. 12,500 lawn). The stage is 120 feet wide and 60 

feet deep, with a trim height of 66 
BY CHRIS MIMI feet and total rigging capacity of 
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120,000 pounds. The 100x30-foot load-
ing dock can handle ten trucks; three 
16-foot-wide roll-up loading doors lead 
directly to the stage. The FOH mix po-
sition is 96 feet from the down-stage 

center edge and is 18 feet wide and 15 
feet deep (the lighting director's area is 
directly behind). Both mix areas are in 
front of the main transverse aisle that 
divides the reserved seating area—VIP 
boxes are directly behind the aisle. The 
lawn delay system is supplied by Mary-
land Sound and consists of 12 NW2 
cabinets. SPL limitations are 102 dB SPL 
(A-weighted) at the board, 95 dB at the 
top of the hill and 60 dB at the proper-
ty line. A curfew goes into effect at 11 
p.m. There is parking for five buses 
(with power), and the seven dressing 
rooms may be reconfigured as suites. 
There are also separate guest produc-
tion offices and laundry facilities. Pro-
duction manager is Rob Manley. Tel. 
804/368-3000, fax 804/368-3025. 

Star Pavilion 

HERSHEYPARK STADIUM 
STAR PAVILION 
The 7,0M-capacity Star Pavilion is a 
new addition to the Hersheypark Stadi-
um complex in Hershey, near Harris-
burg, Pa. The open air amphitheater is 
designed to complement and share fa-
cilities with the 25,000-capacity Her-
sheypark Stadium, where Electric 
Factory Conceits have been promoting 
outdoor shows for more than two 
decades. The Star Pavilion is a con-
toured bowl situated be-
hind the Stadium's 70-foot 
wide by 49-foot deep 
stage; Star Pavilion acts 
play on the same stage 
but with their hacks to 
the Stadium. Additional 
27x49-foot sound wings 
have been added for Star 
Pavilion productions, and 
the loading dock will ac-
commodate six trucks. 
FOH mix position for the 
4,000 reserved seats and 
3,000-capacity lawn is a 
long 120 feet from center 

stage. There is no delay system in-
stalled, but there is no SPL limit either. 
Additional facilities include four dress 
ing rooms and generous backstage 
parking. Rich Weimar is the Star Pavil-
ion booking/events manager, and John 

Stephenson of Electric Factory Conceits 
of Philadelphia is the technical contact 
at 215/569-9400. 

CONCORD PAVILION 
The Concord Pavilion, Concord, Calif.. 
has finally undergone its long-anticipat-

ed and extensive ($21-million) renova-
tion, resulting in a new seating capacity 
of 12,730 ( 230 premium box seats, 
7,500 reserved, 5,000 lawn), an increase 
of 4,000 over former capacity. The strik-
ing Frank Gehry-designed square roof 
structure remains, hut the seating and 
lawn areas have been completely re-
contoured and new concession areas 
and bathrooms added. The new stage 
house features a 120-foot wide by 50-
foot deep stage with 48 feet of vertical 
clearance. A five-truck loading dock, 
plus parking for eight buses, eases ac-
cess for large productions. The new 28-
foot wide by 30-foot deep FOH mix 
position is 90 feet from center stage and 
can be reached via the underground 
dressing room and lounge area, all that 
remains of the original circular thrust 

stage design. ( Because of its previous 
history as an orchestral concert hall, the 
Pavilion boasts unusually large dressing 
room facilities, including a chorus rcxxii 
and lounge area.) AC power specs in-
clude a 400-amp isolated service for 

sound. 
Though the addition of 4,000 seats 

is significant, the stage redesign is the 
key to the Pavilion's future viability as 
a reinforced music venue. Until now, 
the Pavilion has been compromised 
by an unfortunate combination of lim-
ited capacity and a 360-degree thrust 
stage unsuited to modern show pro-
duction. Designed as an outdoor con-

Concord Pavilion FOH position during construction 
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recording industry. 
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cert hall for classical music, the Pavil-
ion originally incorporated several in-
novative techniques designed to 
reproduce the acoustical signature of 
an enclosed concert hall, including an 
assisted resonance (AR) system, reflec-

tive panels and an architect-specified 
sound system. The " theater in the 

round" concept was a popular concert 
hall design feature in the '70s and was 

a particular hallmark of the Pavilion's 
acoustic designer, Dr. Christopher 
Jaffe. However, commercial realities 

soon forced management to pursue a 
wider audience, and the demands of 
amplified rock shows exacerbated the 
practical and acoustic limitations of the 

original design. There was nowhere to 
put the P.A., onstage equipment ob-
scured sight lines for many prime seat-
ing areas, and the circular catwalks 
designed to support AR systems and 

reflectors imposed a frustratingly km' 
trim height. Plus, the acoustic treat-
ment originally specified for the un-
derside of the metal roof was only 
partially installed. due to construction 
cost overruns. This year's near-total re-
design undoubtedly brings the Pavil-
ion up to current professional show 

production standards: the first show 
on August 3 will give some indication 
as to whether the acoustic characteris-
tics have been similarly upgraded. Pro-
duction manager is Bill Keithland. Tel. 
510/798-3319. fax 510/676-7262. MI 

-FROM R-IGE Iii..NOWJOB 96 

time we've clone remotes for Annie 
Lennox, Van Halen, the Rolling Stones 
and Lenny Kravitz. We've often been in 
situations where the tapes have to be 
mixed and laid back to video immedi-
ately after the show, and the fact that 
the decks have internal SMPTE genera-
tors and synchronizers is a very handy 
feature, not to mention the almost two 
hours of continuous recording time. 

The Live Wire airpack also features a 
rack of outboard effects consisting of 
two Lexicon reverbs. a Yamaha ddl, 
four Drawmer noise gates, two dbx 
160vu compressors, eight CDT com-

pressors, a Drawmer stereo compressor, 
two JVC video monitors, a Clearcom in-

tercom system, Furman AR-PRO AC 
power regulator, Sony DAT and Tascam 

cassette recorders, and an Amcron 
power amp, with a pair of Yamaha NS-
10M monitors. It takes about two hours 
to set up the system, including running 

a 250 54-pair transformer-isolated split 
mie snake, intercom and a talkback 
speaker to the stage. 

We shipped the gear by air from 
Toronto to Calgary and had it trucked 
the final 90 miles to Banff. It was then 
taken to the foot of Mount Whitehorn 
near Lake Louise, for an outdoor show, 
by Canadian Celtic rocker Ashley 
Maclsaac. The stage was an 8x2.1-1Oot 
platform in the snow, and the nearest 
practical area to set up the audio con-
trol room was in a gazebo housing a 
"Beaver Tails" fast-food snack bar. 
There was no way to drive a truck di-
rectly to the gazebo, so the P.A. and 
recording equipment had to be of-
floaded into large containers and car-

ried by Snowcat to the stage and the 
makeshift control room. 

My assistant. Anthony Montano, han-
dled the outdoor setup, including 
snakes, audience mies and communica-
tion to the stage, while I set up the con-

trol room after clearing a I2x12-foot 
area in the unheated snack bar. 

By 1 p.m., the base of the mountain 
was crawling with skiers in anticipation 
of the show. Maclsaac was brought to 
the stage in a Ski-Doo and proceeded 
to play a blistering set of tunes on elec-
tric fiddle, accompanied by bagpipes, 
bodhran ancl a rock rhythm section. 
Some of the songs featured vocals in 
Gaelic. The band's instruments and vo-
cals used up 22 inputs, and I added four 
audience mies, as well as a handheld RF 
mie for the host veejay. Over the years, 
I've found that condenser mies don't al-

ways work in sub-zero temperatures, so 
SM58s were used for the audience, with 
additional windscreens—it sometimes 
gets windy a mile above sea level. I al-
ways use four audience mies, so if one 
goes down. I still have a pair available 
somewhere. 

The two-mix output of the console 
was fed to a Sony BVW-30 13etacam 
video recorder, which was receiving 
picture from a camera mounted on a 

20-foot jib. A video sync generator fed 
sync to the video recorder, a SMPTE 
generator and the master DA-88. This 
ensured that the SMPTE and the speed 
of both machines was referenced to 

house sync. The other four cameras 
were jam-synched to the SMPTE gener-
ator just before the show, because they 

were running in ENG format. There 
was no video mobile or switched video 
feed on this shoot. The two-mix was 
also fed to tracks 1-2 on the DA-88 as a 
backup. 

After the show, the gear was torn 
down and taken to Chateau Lake 
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Louise, a stately old ski re-
sort that reminded every-
one on the crew of the 
hotel in The Shining We 
expected Jack Nicholson 
to break through the 
doors with an axe at any 
moment! The lobby fea-
tured a huge picture win-
dow with a gorgeous 
view of the frozen lake 
and the mountains in the 
background. This was 
to be the setting for an 
intimate performance by 
Melissa Etheridge. 
We built the audio 

control room in a corner 
of the Edelweiss restau-
rant, about 200 feet from 
the performance area. 
Etheridge's setup was fairly straightfor-
ward, with only 15 inputs. The trickiest 
part of this shoot was fitting the monitor 
console, the FOH console, the band 
gear, a guitar tech area, five cameras ( in-
cluding a 20-foot jib), a 20-man crew 
and an audience of 250 into such a 
small space. The band's crew was very 
cooperative, and after sorting out some 
minor grounding problems between the 

video mobile and the audio setup, the 
show went off without a hitch. It's hard 
to go wrong when you have excellent 
musicians playing great songs with well-
maintained, good-sounding equipment! 
We then took the gear 30 miles to 

Mount Norquay, where we set up in 
the ski patrol hut to record Rusty, a 
Canadian alternative band. Nothing like 
doing a live mix while skiers with twist-
ed ankles are being carried through 
your control room on stretchers! The 
band played outdoors, and again the 
P.A. gear had to be brought to the stage 
in small trailers, towed by Ski-Doos. 
Live sound was provided by FM Sys-
tems of Edmonton, Alberta, and was 
operated by Blair Mac 
Ewan and Pete Vil-
leneuve, who did an 
amazing job given the 
logistical problems 
posed by the mountain 
venues. The bands un-
derstood the limitations 
and had to put up with 
substantially less geai 
than they were used to. 
both in terms of P.A 
and monitors. On a gig 
like this, your technical 
knowledge gets you 
through a third of your 
day. The rest of the 

Goo Goo Dolls 

time, you're just cooling people out 
The following day, we drove to the 

base station at Lookout Mountain. The 
gear was loaded onto freight gondolas 
for a 20-minute trip up to Sunshine Vil-
lage. It took about two hours te) get all 
the equipment to the top, four cases per 
trip. From there, it was loaded onto a 
Snowcat and taken to the day lodge, 
7,100 feet above sea level. We set up 
the control room in the basement car-
pentry shop, about 300 feet from the 
outdoor stage. It was snowing as one of 
Canada's most popular bands, Bare-
naked Ladies, started their set. More 
than a thousand people jammed the 
performance area, as the Ladies per-
formed some cf their old hits, as well as 
songs from their new album, referring 
to themselves as the Sunshine Village 
People. The cold temperatures caused 
major tuning problems with the acoustic 
instruments (including a stand-up bass), 
but the crowd was thoroughly enter-
tained. The recording, in our makeshift 
control room among the table saws and 
drill presses. also went well. 

The author in the control room in Banff Community High School science lab 
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"The best sound 
effects library is 

The Hollywood Edge 
without a doubt!" 

Oliver Stone, Director 
(J.F.K, Born on the 

Fourth of July, Platoon) 

"Excellent!" 
Martin Scorsese, Director 

(Cape Fear, GoodFellas, 

Raging Bull, Taxi Driver) 

"Nothing else even 
comes close!" 
Shadoe Stevens 
(American Top Forty) 

Hot off the press!!! 
ANIMAL TRAX 

Listen for yoursel f-
If you buy sound effects 

for your company, 
call us for a 

FREE DEMO DISC! 

Call Toll Free 

800-292-3755 
In CA Call 

213-466-6723 
In Canada Call 

1-800-717-4745 

70611 ' loll \l‘'11111„1 lilVd. • 

USE READER SERVICE GIRD FOR MORE INFO 
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The final concert took place in a 
field on a festival stage beside Banff 

Community High School. We ran 
snakes into the science lab in the 
school, where we constructed the 
audio control room amid Bunsen burn-
ers, test tubes and pictures of Albert 
Einstein. During the morning setup, I 
took the opportunity to remix three 
songs from the previous concerts and 
lay them back to picture. The time win-
dow between the shows and the actual 
nationwide broadcasts was only a cou-
ple of days, so a remix of the entire set 
of each band would only take place in 
the event of a catastrophe. We had the 
three remixes completed by 1 p.m. and 
then began soundchecks for the Presi-
dents of the United States of America 
and the Goo Goo Dolls. We recorded 
the sound checks and had the bands 
come in afterward to listen and ap-
prove the mixes. They offered a few 
suggestions and we made the desired 
adjustments, one of which involved 
adding a Sennheiser 421 to the bass 
drum to thicken the sound provided by 

the band's Shure SM91. Sometimes, a 
mic chosen for its ability to cut through 
a P.A. speaker has too much midrange 
for a recording mix. The Goo Goo 
Dolls' mixer, Hutch, stayed in the con-
trol room to act as producer during the 
show. This often happens on remote 
recordings and is really helpful on a 
show like this, where you're trying to 
avoid remixes. After dozens of shows 
on the road, the hand's audio liaison 
will have a much better idea than the 
recordist of where the solos happen, 
and which effects to use where. We're 
all there for one purpose: to make the 
hand sound amazing, so any input 
from the band's audio crew is valuable. 
It also makes the band feel more 
at ease to know that they have a set 
of ears in the control room that they 
can trust. 

Due to a noise curfew imposed by 
the town, the concert ran earlier than 
usual (6 p.m. to 8:30 p.m.). More than 
5,000 kids cheered, danced, stage-
dived, body-surfed and generally had a 
great time as both hands put on solid 
performances despite the below-freez-
ing temperatures. After the show, the 
gear was packed up for the last time to 
be shipped back to Toronto. 

Recording six shows in five days in 
five different locations was a lot of 
work, but due to good planning on the 
part of the MuchMusic/Platinum Moon-
light production staff, and cooperation 

from the bands, their road crews and 
the Banff-Lake Louise Tourism Bureau, 
we ended up with some memorable 
footage and some great road stories. 
Next year, we'll take the casters off the 
cases and have skis mounted on them 
instead. 

Doug McClement founded Live Wire 
Remote Recorde  in no-onto in 1975. 
Live Wire has done 1,400 remotes in 
canada and the U.S. LiveWire's 

airpack system has been used to 
record concerts in Spain, Germany, 
Nigeria, Jamaica, Israel and Kuwait. 

—FROM PAGE 140, NSCA EXPO '96 

using Bag End's unique ELF processor 
technology to produce flat response 
down to 20 Hz. Two pairs of 18s in sep-
arate, sealed enclosures face each other, 
presenting two 4-ohm loads. The 225-
pound enclosure is 40 inches high and 
fitted with casters and handles. Mast 
hardware allows mounting full-range 
Crystal or Sapphire enclosures on the 
Quartz subs. 
BGW Systems (Hawthorne, Calif.) 

introduced the M1100, a self-powered 
dual-15 sub priced at $2,895. The 190-
pound Baltic birch plywood enclosure 
is about 28 inches high and deep by 32 
inches wide and is road-ready, supplied 
covered in carpet with a front-mounting 
caster plate. Based on BGW's previous 
powered quad-15 sub, the M1100 incor-
porates an amplifier module based on 
the successful GTA amplifier that in-
cludes a stereo summing amp and a 
lowpass crossover ( adjustable over ten 
frequencies from 63 to 180 Hz). BGW 

claims that eliminating long speaker 
cables preserves high damping factors 
and eliminates cable power loss. BGW's 

Internet server can be reached at 
http://www.bgw.com. 

Electro-Voice ( Buchanan, Mich.) 
has revised and expanded its DeltaMax 
line of loudspeaker systems and has 
added new controller cards which slot 
into Crown and E-V amplifiers. The 
DeltaMax Series II line includes many 
new features ( many of them in re-
sponse to feedback from contractors), 
including newly designed LF and com-
pression drivers, added handles, grille 
and aircraft track mounting hardware. 
The two-way DMS-1152/64 features two 
new components, the EVX-155 15-inch 
woofer and the DH2T compression dri-
ver, mounted on a 60°x40° horn and 
rotatable 90° for wedge monitor appli-
cations. The two-way DMS-1122/85 in-
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Meyer Sound's New 
Self-Powered Loudspeaker Series 

Just add signal and mix well. 

The new, award-winning Self-Powered Series from Meyer Sound revolutionizes the design of 
traditional loudspeakers by integrating the amplifier and control electronics into the cabinet 
itself. The result is not only a better sounding loudspeaker, but a complete audio system that 
eliminates the need for amp racks, and requires less cabling, truck space, and set up time than 

traditional loudspeaker systems. When equipped with the optional Remote Monitoring Sys-
tem TM (RMS), the user can monitor the status of each unit during performances. Additional 
benefits found in every cabinet include True Power Sense TM limiting ( the actual power used by 
the driver is measured and used to determine when limiting is required) and Intelligent ACTm , 
which performs auto-selection from international voltage ranges. All of this assures you of a 
well-protected, user-friendly system. But don't just take our word for it, ask Blackhawk 
Audio, the Bushnell Auditorium, La Boom 
dance club, or any of the hundreds of other 
Self-Powered Series users. 

Wth Meyer Sound, you only houe lo hs1_711. 

Meyer 
e Sound 

USE READER SERVICE CARD FOR MORE INFO 

Call us at ( 510) 486-1166, or visit our WWW site: 
http://www.meyersourrIcorrt/ 
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dudes a new 12-inch woofer and the 
DH2T compression driver mounted on 
a 80°x55° horn. Both of these speaker 
systems are 30° trapezoidal boxes suit-
able for arraying and are designed to be 
bi-amped. The DMS-1183/64 is a three-
way system with an EVX-180A LF 
woofer and a 12-inch mid-bass driver 
horn-loaded on a 60°x40° mid-bass 
horn. Coaxially mounted inside the 
mid-bass driver is a N/D4 compression 
driver mounted on a modified HP64M 
horn; the entire mid-bass section may 
be rotated 90 degrees. The DMS-2181 
and DMS-1181 subwoofer systems use 
dual and single EVX-180A 18-inch dri-
vers respectively. 

JBL (Northridge, Calif.) introduced a 
new three-way, large-format enclosure, 
the AS 3218, as part of its Architectural 
Series of modular speaker systems de-
signed for fixed installation. Weighing 
185 pounds, this trapezoidal enclosure 
measures just under four feet tall, two 
feet wide and 22.5 inches deep. The 
system's horn-loaded midrange pro-
vides pattern control down to 300 Hz, 
with a coverage pattern of about 60? 
The AS 3218 makes use of JBL's latest 

transducer technology, including the 
new 2242H Super Vented Gap- 18-inch 
woofer, and a new 2012H 10-inch cone 
driver specifically designed for the 
speaker's wooden midrange horn. A 
2447J compression driver is coupled to 
an Optimized Aperture Bi-Radialx horn, 
which lowers throat distortion and ex-
tends frequency response to nearly 20 
kHz. An outdoor installation option is 
available. The AS 3218 lists for $3,995 
and is designed to be tri-amped using 
the DSC280 digital controller, which is 
an OEM version of BSS's OmniDrive 
built for JBL. JBL's BBS number is 
209/787-2955 (8N1, 2400 and up) and 
uses First Class- client software or com-
mand line instructions. 

Meyer Sound Labs (Berkeley, 
Calif.) introduced three new speaker 
systems, the self-powered CQ-1 and 
CQ-2 and the phantom-powered HM-1. 
The CQ-1 and CQ-2 are two-way trape-
zoidal enclosures measuring 30 inches 
high, and loaded with a new 15-inch 
woofer and a 4-inch diameter compres-
sion driver. Estimated price is about 
$6,000. The CQ-1 has an 80°x50° (HxV) 
coverage pattern, while the CQ-2's cov-
erage is 50°x40? CQ stands for "constant 
Q," meaning that the distribution of 

acoustic energy is evenly distributed 
through the coverage angles, with min-
imal outside spill. The horn design was 

developed over the past year in Meyer's 
anechoic chamber. The CQ systems 
both use the MP-2 amplifier module, 
first introduced in the Meyer MSL-4 
speaker (see the "Field Test," page 124), 
and Intelligent AC- provides automatic 
voltage selection and surge suppres-
sion. 

Meyer's compact phantom-powered 
HM-1 speaker weighs only 15 pounds 
and is 8.5x11x9.5 inches. The hi-ampli-
fied HM-1 is loaded with a 7-inch 
graphite cone and a neodymium center 
horn for 40 to 20k Hz response and 

100° dispersion. As the HM-1 system 
operates on 48VDC phantom power in-
stead of 120VAC, lines carrying power 
to the units may not need to be run in 
conduit, allowing easy upgrades to 
older installations with under-balcony 
and other fill zones. Meyer's Web site is 
at http://www.meyersound.com. 

Following on the success of its PS15 
and PS10 speakers, French manufactur-
er Nexo (distributed by QMI, Hopkin-
ton, Mass.) introduced the Alpha Series 
of large-format concert sound rein-
forcement speakers. The 40°x30° high-

Achieve Exce 

see 
The Joemeek Stereo Compressor 

"Classic British Designed Photo-electric Optical Sensing Compressors" 
Also Available: The Tube Channel • Studio Channel • Pro Channel 

Distributed Exclusively By 

c_id(IP(D 
Peninsula Marketing & Import Company 23773 Madison S: • Torrance,CA 90505 310 373 9119 Fax 310 373 4714 Et-o joemeek@amhsales.com 

USE READER SERVICE CARD FOR MORE INFO 



I'm 
back' 
Jack! 

The continuing saga of D.B. 
Hertz, that retro, kinda 70's 

kinda guy with a 
'tude about 

Pro Audio and a 
rep for goin' 
head-to-head 
with any and 

all competition! 

aC011SbC 

18521 Railroad St. 

Industry, CA 91748 

818-964-4700 

Check out all deese EQ features here. 
Deep six da low-end stuff! Compare 

dis new Acoustic product ta brands like 
White, Rane or Klark Teknik! 

White® is a trademark of White instruments. Rana® is a trademark of Rana Corp . "Teknik® is a trademark of Mark IV Pro Audlo 
EV,1 is a trademark of Electro Voice (a Mark IV company). ..181.® is a trademark of Harman International. lAn don -tcha fergit it') 

Sti 

Ya know all about Pro Audio, ri ht? 
Ya fink ya got all the PA. stuff ye, 
ned, right? Well, fink again. 
Acoustie's gonna make yer day! 

Acoustics new speakers got da widest 
frequency response in .da histry 
sound reinforcement. Period! 

Compare 'ern ta EV or JBLs' best! 

Lookit me here! We're talkin' ultra high 
end performance wit a killer 10- year 
buyer protection plan; da longest , 
strongest warranty in da bidness! 

Lookit dis! 

So, listen up! Here's whatcha 
gonna do..Ya gonna pick up da phone , 
ya gonna call us, an ya q_onna maka ton 

'o cool sounds on Acoustic. 
It's an ' offa ya can't refuse! 

Souna Reinforcement You Can't Refuse 
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TUBE STAGE 
(kiss A high-voltage tube st 

for super linear freque 
response and low n 

VU r METERS L_ Illuminated analog Vii meters H  
18 BIT DIGITAL OUT-

PUTS 
AES/E811, S//PDIF for 
connection to digital 

recorders or workstations 

PHASE INVERT 
corrects multi-mic phase cance-

lotion 
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TRANSFORMER OPTION 
Customize your sound with 
optional input transformers 

o 
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SELECTABLE SAMPUNG 
RATE 

44.1 kHz or 491dz 

The VTP-1 Story   
We had been upgrading our 
studio but there was still 
something missing. You told us 
that some tracks lust sounded 
too clinical, too brittle, 
especially the vocals. With all 
the new technologies available, 
none of us seem to capture the 
warmth that can still be heard 
in 25 year-old classic recordings. 

So, we took a fresh look at 
equipment designs behind those 
classic recordings, added what 
we've learned since then and 
came up with the VEP-1. 

Designed for tracking, mixing 
and mastering, the VIP-] meets 
the challenge of today's studios. 
Two discrete, metered channels 

H A Harman International Company 

1010011100 
0001100101 
1110010100 

0110000110 

0001110111 
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CONNECTORS 
Nord LP 8, 1/4" Inputs& 
Outputs for voice and inst,u-
ments 

of vacuum tube preamplification 
ard 4- band semi- parametric EQ 
allow for dual mi: recording, es 
well as individual instrument 
processing and tone shaping. 
18- bit digital corwecters and 
AES/EBU and S/FDIF output 
formats mean that you can use 
the VIP-1 to interhce directly to 
your multitrack 4i,a1 recorde', 

E0 
4 bond semi- parametric EQ. 
with " air" band at 18kHz to 

add breathiness 

Ilie 

of, NTOM POWER 

et d mirs 
power for your 

enser 

EXTERNAL LOOP 
To use with your favorite corn-

pressor, de-esser etc 

or for mastering from analog to 
DAT. 

The VIP-], another vocal 
solution from Digitech. 

Available at your dealer now. 

2 CHANNEL VACUUM TUBE MIC PRE AMPLIFIER WITH DIGITAL OUTPUTS 

8760 S. Sandy Parkway, Sandy, UT USA 84070 (801)566-8800 Fax (801)566-7005 
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mid enclosure is the M4; the M8, a 
lower-Q version, provides 80°x50° dis-
persion. Both use a pair of 10-inch mid 
drivers sharing a common horn; a 1.4-
inch-exit HF driver is mounted on its 
own horn in the center. Nexo's single-
18 B-1 subwoofer system is a resonator 
design and has been re-engineered for 
improved performance. The B-2 dou-
ble-18 sub will be offered in an enclo-
sure twice the height, as will full-range 
enclosures combining mid-high and 
sub modules, called the S-4 and S-8. 
Like Nexo's PS systems, the Alpha Se-
ries relies on a servo-controlled proces-
sor to reduce distortion, increase 
headroom and protect the components. 
QMI also reports that they are now 
handling British manufacturer Chevin's 
line of high-quality switching-supply 
MOSFET amplifiers. 

Renlcus Heinz (Irvine, Calif.) dem-
onstrated the TRAP Junior full-range 
speakers. Featuring a passive crossover 
(no need for a processor), the system 
has a natural, smooth sound quality. 
Weighing 63 pounds and loaded with a 
heavy-duty, Kevlar-reinforced 12-inch 
woofer and a 1-inch compression dri-
ver, these speakers are 26 inches high 
and 15 inches wide with 20° side-an-
gles. The TRAP Junior combines RH's 
TRue Array Principle" with develop-
ments in Complex Conic- designs— 
constant-directivity wave guides that 
eliminate dispersion distortions found 
in conventional horns to optimize the 
performance through all angles of cov-
erage. Both versions have 40° horizon-
tal dispersion; the TRAP Junior/6 has 
60° vertical dispersion, the TRAP Ju-
nior/9 has 90? They can be used as 
array modules, or the horns can be ro-
tated when used as individual defined 
coverage systems or as low-profile hor-
izontally mounted enclosures. Priced at 
$1,275, the TRAP Junior system sets a 
new price-performance standard for 
Renkus Heinz. 

In other RH news, the TRAP40 series 
has added Tri-pole- low-frequency di-
rectivity control, which allows creating 
consistent dispersion clusters in the ver-
tical and horizontal planes down to fre-
quencies as low as 80 Hz. This provides 
better gain before feedback in off-axis 
areas, for a more natural sound with 
less EQ requirements. 

Also showing a large-format two-box 
concert sound trap system was a new 
manufacturer, Sound and Lighting 
Specialists (Springfield, MO). In a room 
shared with Stage Accompany, they 

demonstrated speakers featuring SA's 
unique Compact Driver for extremely 
clean reproduction of frequencies above 
1 kHz at full output of 130 dB. The T3-R 
three-way full-range enclosure has a 
front-loaded 15, a horn-loaded 10-inch 
mid and Stage Accompany's 8535 
neodymium high-frequency ribbon 
transducer. The 4x2x2-foot, 210-pound 
cabinets list for $4,400. An identically 
sized trapezoidal dual-18 sub weighs 
175 pounds and lists for $2,700. The rec-
ommended crossover is the BSS Omni-
Drive, but because of the extremely flat 
response of the system, any high-quality 
four-way crossover would work well. 
Also shown was the 112RM floor moni-

tor loaded with a 12 and an SA Compact 
Driver and listing for $2,250. SLS can be 
reached at http://www.PCIS.net/SLS. 

Sound Image (Escondido, Calif.) 
showed a patented carbon-fiber com-
posite two-way G-2 enclosure. This 
Multiple Use Loudspeaker Enclosure, or 
MULE for short, employs similar materi-
als to those used in the stealth bomber, 
for light weight, high stiffness and low 
resonance. Listing for $2,499, the G-2 
MULE is loaded with a custom version 
of the 2206 and a custom 2450 loaded 
onto a specially designed 75° conical 
wave guide for extremely even cover-
age above 2 kHz. The enclosure weighs 
only 47 pounds and measures only 

Evolution. 
The Acclaimed PA-500" 

is now the 
PRO REFERENCE 500 

*see TEC award nominees 

The PRO REFERENCE" 500 features: 

Polished Chrome Faceplate 

Gold Plated Input and Output Connectors in a 

Convection Cooled single Rack Space. 

Perfect for professional recording, broadcast and project studios. 

The PRO REFERENCE" 500 utilizes Stewart's own Harmonic Shift 

Correction" and In Rush Current Limiting". The PRO REFERENCE" 500 

uses an ultra-efficient Switch Mode Power Supply enabling the PR-500 to 

reproduce crystal-clear highs with unsurpassed low frequency response. 

And, it weighs only 10 pounds! 

The Evolution is complete. Experience the PR-500 

at your local Stewart dealer. 

Also available. PRO REFERENCE" 1000. 

The PR- 1000 - when more power is demanded. 

Made in the USA with a 5 year warranty 

When the Performance Depends On It-

Stewart 
ELECTOKI I CS 

120 Blue Ravine Rd., Suite 2, Folsom, CA 95630 • Tel. 916.985.7200 • Fax 916 985 7600 

USE READER SERVICE CARD FOR MORE INFO 
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NUCLEAR ACCIDENT 
SHRINKS PROJECT 
STUDIO TO SIZE 
OF TOASTER 

In a dramatic accident that has profound 
implications for the music industry, a nuclear 
"incident" decimated a project studio and shrunk 
its entire collection of recorders, sequencers and 
tone generators—worth millions of dollars—into a 
size slightly larger than a pair of Pop-Tarts. 
Fortunately, no one was hurt since the incident 
occurred at 10:00 am. 

"It's a miracle, really," said Shizzy Rock, the 
studio owner. "All the equipment still works fine. 
it's just all really small. Now that's helpful, 'cause 
I'm going to have to move around until 1 find a item 
place to live." 

In his insurance report, Shizzy listed the fol-
lowing equipment involved in the carnage: an XG 
tone generator with 480 voices and three effects 
blocks; an 110,000 note sequencer with battery 
backup and 1/480 quarter note resolution; 3,800 
ready-made musical phrases (and thousands of his 
own) used for professional composition and a 
large screen TV. 

"I thought I was really screwed. I mean. I cre-
ate everything in my project studio; from compo-
sition to production. But now I can take it all with 
me." 

After the detonation, Yamaha engineers 
rushed to ground zero to record the affects of the 
blast. They were then able to duplicate the effects 
of the nuclear nightmare and package the newly 
configured studio as the QY700 music production 
studio in a box. "Funny how a disaster of biblical 
proportions can actually turn out for the best," 
Shizzy declared. 

CY700 

Man Survives 60 Days Adrift At Sea, 
Records Definitive Rock Album on Raft 

Cast adrift when his 3 hour tour got rocked by a freak squall, a Hawaiian man not only survived the ele-
ments but managed to write and record a 3-CD rock opus on the high seas. 

"My wife made me go on the trip. I didn't want to be there. so I brought along some gear. Just a few things: 
my portable computer, my Yamaha CBX-D5 HD recorder, a few Jazz cartridges, a mic and my ukulele." 
explained a very tan Dano Kulani. 

"SHARK SHARK, oh no it's a SHARK" is the first hit single off the album. Kulani explains how it came 
about. "After the squall there were still a few of us left of the raft. On day 13, someone saw a shark and started 
screaming. I got it all with the mic, then recorded some background vocals and a riff with my ukulele. Then I 
started mixing and finessing on the computer using the CBX-D5. I added 
some of the CBX-D5's on board effects and worked out a few addi-
tional lyrics—I've had some time to think about it." 

Asked if this experience has changed his life. Dano respond-
ed, "Oh definitely. Now I'm going to take my recording studio 
everywhere I go. You never know when you'll have a little extra time 

on your hands." CBX-D5 HD Recorder 

"Sound... is exceptional (particulaily the 
low noise and sensitive EQ) for a board in this 
class.n"Inexpensive, great sound, very versatile" 
EQ Magazine. 

"As the first eight bus recording mixer to 
come in under $2,000...it offers the home studio 
market more features per dollar than any other 
mixer in its class." Electronic Musician 

When asked what price she had paid for her 
RM800-16 she said, "$ 1699.00. First thing in 
my life I paid full price for. It was such a bargain! 

9 RM800-16 

41.1evaiiiite 

Haunted Mansion Scam Exposed. 
"We were taken for a ride by this crook and her "music playing ghosts" spit out a 

betrayed patron of Madame Wiley's haunted jazz house. Wiley had been charging $40 
admission since last month when her house allegedly became spooked by the spirits of 
jazz greats. They had been performing twice nightly. 

Paranormal experts, intrigued by the regular visitations, quickly unearthed Wiley's 
nefarious scheme. " We found these two tone generators," reported Captain J. Muir, lead 
investigator, holding up a Yamaha P5Om piano tone generator and VL70m virtual acoustic 
tone generator. 

Mrs. Eunice P. Wiley, convicted felon and frustrated musician, had been performing the piano parts using a 
Yamaha P5Om piano tone generator. With the P5Om's 12MB of waveROM condensed into 6MB, 40 types of effects and 
3-band EQ controlled by front panel sliders, it was easy for her to accomplish any piano or electric piano sound. After 
studying the jazz greats in prison, she was accomplished at their techniques. 

For the sax and horn parts, Wiley ingeniously chose the Yamaha VL70m. She blew into a Yamaha breath controller as she played 
ing computer models of the wind instruments—not samples. " That was what had all the patrons fooled. She was playing an expressive 
ment with uncanny acoustic properties," explained Muir. 

The otherworldly sounds patrons heard as the spirits supposedly arrived from the netherworld was also one of the VL7Om's 256 
hole torn in the spiritual continuum. " Wiley picked up the P5Om for only $499.95 and VL70m for just $799.95, yet she raked in some 
a devious criminal mind and a pretty fair musician," commented Muir. 

P5Om 

a keyboard, trigger-
melodic lead instru-

voices, not a gaping 
mondo bucks. She's 

FLESH EATING PETUNIA LIKES NEW RBX 
While devastating a small urban community in Des 

Moines, the large carnivorous flower stopped for a brief 
moment outside a local music store. " I just had to check out 

one of the new RBX basses." "After reading the reviews I 
couldn't believe that those boy's over at Yamaha could deliv-

er so much bass for so little cash!" The flower was last seen... 

FOR MORE INFORMATION 
ABOUT ANY OF THE PRODUCTS SHOWN IN THIS ISSUE 

PLEASE Call ( 800) 291-4214 ext.820 
or visit us at www.yamaha.com. 
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REGULAR GUY BUYS DIGITAL 
MULTITRACK RECORDER! 

"It cost the same as some 4-track cassette recorders!!" Guy exclaims. 
It's unbelievable, but true. This reporter has tmcovered evidence that regular musicians — not just cash- encrusted 

music moguls — can now afford digital recording. Yamaha, those same crafty devils famous for their technological 
know-haw, now brings digital to the masses. Yamaha's MD4 is the lowest cost digital multitrack recorder available 
anywhere. According to Joe Jones, musician, "I got my MD4 for around a thousand bucks while most digital mul-

&rackets are going for $2400 and up!" 
Eager to blow the lid off this story, we visited Guy as he recorded a demo with his band, Psyddc Poodle. We 

wrified the facts... using the MD4 4-track muhitracker, Guy's audio quality was incredible (even if the Poodles 
don't have the best licks.) With digital audio storage, there's no audible noise, 0% wow and flutter and full range 
frequency response. The MD4 reconiing was so good, it could be used as final product — not just a scratch 
pad — even for professional composers. 
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4404 4- Track Mutt/tracker 

It gets even juicier. Because the MD4 is digital, the sonic performance doesn't degrade with track bouncing. And we can 
even botmce to the same track— you don't have to keep an open track like you do with cassette recording. And get this. bu can locate an exact 
(and we mean exact ) place in your tune easily. According to Guy, "That means ru can find, hear, and re-record even a short passage without 
erasing any of the good stuff. If only Nixon had had this instead of tapes." 

Still, we were skeptical. What was the secret of the MD4? Our inquiring minds found out when Guy popped a MiniDisc out of the MD4. That 
explains why he could record for 37 minutes per track instead of the 22 maximum that's normal with cassettes.Those MiniDiscs are small and 
portable, but then again, so is the entire MD4 system. After revealing his story, Joe packed up his Poodles, his MD4 and left (Cont. on Page 24) 
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WOMAN CHANNELS 39 SPIRITS: 
STILL BEAT BY YAMAHA'S 02R! 

Dozens of lonesome or distraught spirits use psychic Junebug Jones to channel to the living world. That's quite a feat ... but that's still not as 
many channels as Yamaha's 02R offers! The 02R Digital Recording Console offers an incredible 40 channels for input/output capacity that's out 
of this world! Miss Junebug's powers are nothing compared to the extraordinary signal processing power of 40 input channels, 8 output busses, 
16 direct outputs, and 8 auxiliary sends. That means it can handle digital mixdown of up to 32 tracks while the psychic can only track down 
one spirit at a time. • Junebug also helps clients recall exciting past lives. If only she had the 02R, she could instantly recall 64 memo-

- ries of all mix settings, that is. The instant recall can save EQ, effects and even settings from the 50 on-board compressor/limiter/gates 
units. Both the psychic and the 02R will take you back in time ... but the 02R can be synchronized to SMPTE or MIDI timecodes for mixdown 
automation. • And while MIDI control is supported by all parameters, Miss Junebug is supported by paranormal amateurs. Her psychic read-
ings require an open mind. The 02R features an "open system" so it can be directly connected with digital multitracks like ADAT, DA88 and 
a variety of digital audio workstations! • Huffs Junebug, "I was using crystals long before Yamaha started using a large liquid crystal display 
to make learning the 02R easy. Sure, the 02R offers powerhouse 32 bit signal processing in a very compact dimension... 
hut I deal in a different dimension altogether." 

02R Digital Recording Console 

BARGAIN HUNTER 
BUYS COMPLETELY 
USELESS YAMAHA 
RM800 MIXING 
CONSOLE! 

Lucretia Rubinesky prides herself on her abil-
ity to seek out unbelievable bargains. Her house is 
full of objects that repre-
sent incredible values. Her 
friends refer to her as a 
"Black Belt shopper". 
Rubinesky's husband has 
accepted his wife's ten-
dency toward recreational 
shopping until recently, 
when she came home with 
a Yamaha RM800 mixing Rubinesky ponders 
console. wife's purchase 

When confronted with the fact that no one in 
the family has any interest in recording, she con-
fessed that she just couldn't help herself! 

"The RM800 was such a bargain! stated the 
somewhat distraught Rubinesky. With 16 channels 
and 40 feature packed inputs, six aux sends, eight 
buses and direct outputs, the RM800 has the most 
plumbing per buck of any comparable recording 
console. In fact, the RM800-16 has over 93 con-
nectors to get signal in and out of the console. We 
know, Lucretia counted them. 

But Ms. Rubinesky doesn't know from plumb-
ing - that's Edward Rubinesky's domain. 

The only consolation for tüCretites distress is 
she didn't spring for the larger RM800-24 - with 
56 inputs. ($2,399) 

Not to be undone, Mrs. Rubinesky found a 
solution to the useless nature of her newly found 
bargain. She went shopping. Before leaving, 
however, she called the dealer from whom she 
bought the console for advice. Fern Yoblinsky, of 
Yoblinsky Music told her.. "the Yamaha RM800 is 
the perfect recording console to be used with the 
new breed of digital multi-track recorders, sam-
plers and MIDI equipment." He went on to point 
out that the RM800 has high performance mic 
pre's that interface with professional microphones 
and smooth 3 band EQ with mid sweep to bring 
acoustic and electric sounds to life. 

On the way to the store she came upon a yard 
sale and solved her problem with the purchase of 
an "almost new" 8-Track Cartridge player and a 
complete library of Italian Rock Operas. When 
she complained to the dealer that her system did-
n't sound so good, he was quite surprised. What 
with major magazines declaring 
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29x14x12-inches. Side-angles allow it to 
serve as either a full-range array mod-
ule, as a front fill or a floor monitor. 
Sound Image's large-format G-5 enclo-
sures, using the same composite materi-
als technology, are out this summer 
with the Jimmy Buffett tour and have 
been installed at the Hollywood Bowl. 

Turbosound (distributed by Audio 
Independence, Middleton, Wis.) 
showed its new Impact line of contrac-
tor-friendly loudspeakers. Offered in 
three models, the Impact line features a 
new molded cabinet design that pro-
vides durability and stiffness combined 
with low weight. The Impact 80 ($574) 
and Impact 120 ($914) are two-way 
passive systems with 8-inch and 12-inch 
woofers, respectively; the Impact 180 
($1,075) is a subwoofer (45 Hz to 150 
I Iz ) design featuring a single 18-inch 
woofer. The two larger units feature 
Speakon NL4 connectors. All units fea-
ture built-in passive crossovers, integral 
handles and pole-mount sockets. 

Yorkville TX systems 

Yorkville (Niagara Falls, N.Y.) 
demonstrated the new TX8 concert 
speakers. This large-format, trapezoidal 
2-box system is constructed of 13-ply 
Baltic birch and is equipped with ATM 
Fly-Ware-. The three-way TX8 has two 
custom BNC 15s, a horn-loaded Audax 
Aerogel 8-inch mid and a 2-inch BNC 
HF driver. The TX8S is a companion 
dual-18 subwoofer in an enclosure that 
also measures 24x24x50 inches. The 
system uses a single-rackspace servo-
controlled self-calibrating stereo proces-
sor. As remarkable as the sound quality 
was the pricing of these speakers, with 
the TX8 listing for $2,799 and $2,199 for 
the sub. Other speakers in this line in-

dude the TX2M floor monitor, which is 
loaded with a 12 and a 2-inch compres-
sion driver; the TX3, a similarly loaded 
small-format trapezoidal speaker; and 
the TX4, loaded with a 15 instead of a 
12. These use a similar single-space 
processor, with the TX2P handling four 
bi-amp mixes. The speakers were pow-
ered with Yorkville's Audiopro ampli-
fiers, which represent a similar level in 
price vs. performance. Yorkville's home 
page can be reached at http://www. 
yorkville.com/netwerks. 

SIGNAL PROCESSING 
JBL (Northridge, Calif.) introduced the 
Smaart' System, a $695 software pack-
age for Windows that performs a wide 
range of useful acoustical measurement 
functions via a standard Windows-com-
patible sound card. The Smaart- system 
has obvious applications for sound sys-
tem designers, and its low cost and 
ease of use recommend it to touring 
and theatrical sound engineers; the 
FFT-based system can use music as a 
test signal, enabling in-performance 

analysis and correction. A 
Real-Time module offers 
1- or 2-channel FFT-based 
spectrum analysis and dis-
plays results in logarithmic 
or linear frequency scales 
at octave, 'Á-octave, or 
octave resolution. resolution. A Delay 
Locator- displays and cal-
culates necessary delays 
to align two signals for 
comparison, and a real-
time transfer function 
graphically displays any 
differences, allowing cor-
rective EQ to be set quick-
ly and accurately. Multiple 
curves and delay settings 
may be stored and re-
called, and a coherence 
function indicates unreli-

able data. The Analysis Module offers 
various tools for displaying and analyz-
ing stored acoustical data, including 
color displays of frequency and time 
domain information at various resolu-
tions. Analysis functions include reverb 
time and early decay time calculation 
and high resolution analysis of user-de-
fined "slices" of time and frequency do-
main information. Additional functions 
via software upgrades are promised. 
New Frontier Electronics (New 

Hope, Pa.) introduced its DSP 2010-X 
precision audio analyzer, a 1U rack-
mount measurement system that offers 
many functions normally found on larg-
er, more expensive systems. The DSP 
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Smart. 

VVCR 

Any way you 
look at it. 

The smart high quality Digital Disk Recorder that meets 
the needs of professionals today and tomorrow. 

VVCR has the smarts to provide a standard, fully 
functional front panel and industry standard rear 
panel connections. 

The standard RS-422/232, GPI, MIDI and optional 
LTC connections allow VVCR to integrate seamlessly 
into any sequencer, MIDI controller, digital or analogue 

multi-track recorder system. 

Of course, what is inside is smart too. VVCR plays 
and records in PAL or NTSC Composite, Component, 
S-VHS, or D1 video, at full CCIR 601 resolution, along 
with two or four channels of balanced uncompressed 
audio. 

DRASTIC 

VVCR 
enGneepnI 

NAB • 1 9 9 6 • NAB 

VVCR delivers a visually-lossless image at a 
compression ratio of 2.5:1. For audio applications 
and to maximize storage, ratios of up to 20:1 and off-
line modes are selectable. 

VVCR provides RAID support, multi-head 
capabilities, network data transfer support, and 
removable storage media. These features allow 
VVCR to compliment the way you work not dictate it. 
With instant frame accurate seeks, you can be sure 
your video will be there when you need it. 

By combining the familiar aspects of a traditional 
VTR with the freedom of a nonlinear recorder, VVCR 
lets you work smart, not hard. 

ID 
TECH ., NOCTGIIFS 

Drastic Technologies 
37 Kodiak Crescent #6 
Dowrisview Ontario Canada, M3J 3E5 
Tel: (446)636-4444 Fax: (416) 636-4454 

CARD FOR MORE INFO 
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2010-X performs a range of measure-
ment functions, including real-time 
spectrum analysis ( linear and logarith-
mic modes), long-term SPL measure-
ment and envelope mode, which 
enables RT60 measurement. An internal 
signal generator, a dual-trace audio 
bandwidth oscilloscope and a MIDI an-
alyzer mode aid in troubleshooting and 
monitoring, and the system can 
control programmable EQs 
through its RS232 port. The sys-
tem includes its own VGA card 
and will drive any standard h/w 
or color monitor. Price is $2.995. 
AB International Electronics 

(Roseville, Calif.) introduced the 
SUB3600 ($2.599), a new 3-chan-
nel amplifier designed primarily 
for stereo systems with passive, 
full-range speakers and a single 
mono subwoofer. It provides 800 
watts into 4 ohms from each of 
the two high-frequency channels and 
2,000 watts into 2-ohm loads on the sin-
gle low channel. Channels 1 and 2 may 
also he bridged. A derivative of the 
popular 9620 touring amp, the full-fea-
tured SUB3600 has three balanced in-

puts, each with ground-lift and selec-
table input sensitivity, detented level 
controls, and nine-segment LED dis-
plays. Built-in 24 dB/octave crossover 
filters on the inputs can be switched to 
one of four frequencies: 80. 800, 1,200 
and 1600 Hz. Custom crossover fre-
quencies can be specified. 

BSS (Nashville, Tenn.) was showing 
an installer's version of the FDS-388 
OmniDrive called the FDS-380. Priced 

Klark-Teknik ON 4000 

SI,(X)0 less, at about $3.500, the FDS-380 
has simple front panel instrumentation: 
LEDs for level and clip on each band, a 
preset indicator and a PCMCIA slot. Of-
fering the same internal functionality as 
the original OmniDrive, the FDS-380's 

60 user presets can be recalled via MIDI. 
However, due to the lack of front panel 
controls, the FDS-380 can only be pro-
grammed and updated from another 
FDS-388 using a MIDI dump, a PCMCIA 
card transfer, or by using a PC running 
BSS's proprietary SoundBench software. 
SoundBench is designed to be a system 
controller and also allows configuration 
of BSS's VariCurve parametric equaliz-
ers. BSS can be reached on the Web at 

http://www.b.s.saudio.co.uk/bss/. 
Klark-Teknik (distributed 

by Mark IV I'm Audio Group. 
Buchanan, Mich.) introduced the 
20-bit DN 4000 digital parametric 
EQ, priced at $4,600. The stereo 
5-hand device offers high- and 
lowpass filters and high and low 
shelving, for a total of nine filters 
per channel plus up to 300 mil-
liseconds of delay on each chan-
nel. The LCD shows the actual 
frequency response of both chan-
nels simultaneously. Three sepa-

rate rotary encoders adjust Q, 
Frequency and Level, and dedicated 
switches under the display allow instant 
access to filters, gain and delay. Up to 
15 DN 4000 units can be MIDI-con-
trolled from one master. Also shown 

FBX FEEDBACK EXTERMINATOR-: Ti,. Standard in Automatic Feedback Control 

4 Most Frequently 
Asked Questions 

WHY 
Feedback is the number one problem in most sound 

• systems, and the old graphic equalizer solution to 
• feedback doesn't make sense anymore. The FBX 

controls feedback automatically, without taking a big chunk out of your sound. 
Digital FBX filters are ten times narrower than graphic EQ filters, so you get 
more gain before feedback and a dramatic improvement in your sound. 

HOW 
The patented FBX digital signal processor detects 1 

• feedback frequency and precisely places a super-
• narrow filter directly on the ringing tone, all in less th 

1 second. FBX filters are automatically set just deep enough to remove feedbac 

WHERE_ FBXs are providing more gain before 
feedback  in mains and monitors arour 

• the world. Theaters, concert halls, 
churches, conference rooms, and sporting venues all sound better with th 
FBX. Teleconferencing and distance learning centers also benefit from 
automatic feedback control and increased intelligibility. 

WHICH. FBXe-SOLO toFeedback 
se the FBX-

SOLO for targeted feedback control—one 
SOLO for one input channel: the SL-610 for insert points only, the SM-610 with 
built-in mic preamp for mixers without inserts. 

FBX-Feedback Exterminators — Use the FBX-901 for single out 
channel feedback control, or insert one on an input or sub-group; choose the 
FBX-1802 for two-channel applications, or when you want more control. 

The new ADF-Workstations — The ADF-2402 is the ultimate feed-
back controller and digital parametric filter set. Control all aspects of the FBX 
algorithm, and program each of the 12 filters per channel as parametric or 
adaptive FBX filters. New features include graphic filter editing and Windows 
Remote Control Software. The ADF-1201 is the single channel version. 
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MADE IN USA 

13301 Highway 441 
Alachua, FL 32615-8544 USA 
Tel: (904)418-2000 
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Don't Compromise on Your Connectors. 

M
ASS connectors are what you want to have ter-
minating all of your multi-channel cable runs. 

Designed to reliably deliver top perfor-

mance in the face of explosions, liquids and daily 

life on the road, these connectors have rapidly 

become the standard at organizations that 

don't intend to have their system investment 

brought to its knees by a bad connection 

somewhere. 

Each MASS connector is machined from a solid 

aluminum block, and its hard rubber insert is fitted 

with Mil-spec gold-plated pins. A standardized pinout and 

unisex connector design ensure that whatever end of the 

cable you have grabbed is the right one, and whatever 

MASS connector you plug into will work properly with 

the one in your hand. 

Last year, Whirlwind introduced a new, field-

pinnable version of the connector to permit 

rapid field repair and assembly. We sold every 

one we could manufacture, and that was a lot 

of connectors. 

This year, the MASS connector has been nomi-

nated for an award (a connector!) and we're jus-

tifiably proud. But our greatest satisfaction comes 

from knowing that in thousands of installations and setups, 

MASS connectors are ensuring great performances. 

99 LING RD • ROCHESTER • NY • 14612 • U.S.A. • PHONE +1 716.663.8820 • FAX +1 716.865.8930 



were the new DN 7103 and DN 7204 
18-bit delay lines with built-in EQ, 
which list for $2,250 and $2,460, re-
spectively. The 7103 is a 1-in/3-out 
delay line of up to 1.4 seconds; the 
7204 is a 2-in/4-out delay of up to 2.7 
seconds. Each output's level is digitally 
controlled and adjustable from +6 dB to 
-24 dB in ldB steps, with a mute facili-
ty. Outputs feature two bands of para-
metric EQ, plus peak limiters. Delays 
can be displayed in units of time or dis-
tance (a temperature compensation fa-
cility ensures accuracy when in distance 
mode), and a master delay is provided 
on the input. All configuration and 
delay settings can he stored in non-
volatile memory. 

LCS W-88 

Level Control Systems (Toluca 
Lake, Calif.) introduced the SuperNova 
LD-88 digital mixer for theater, sound 
reinforcement and location-based 
entertainment applications. The 2U 
rack-mount 8x8 mixer provides 20-hit 
audio processing and features nine 32-
bit floating point DSPs for 144 dB of in-
ternal dynamic range. Using the LCS 
NovaBus'," up to 16 LD-88s can be con-
nected for 128 inputs and 128 outputs. 
Five parametric EQ filters can be as-
signed per input and six on each out-
put, as well as up to %second of delay 
on each output. At a list price of 
$17,500, it sounds expensive until com-
pared with the cost of individual delays 
and EQs for eight outputs, let alone the 
cost of alternative automation and mix-
ing facilities. The LD-88 supports RS-
422, RS-232 and MIDI control formats, 
is equipped with XLR, %inch and DB-
25 audio connectors and offers five 
external sensor inputs. Other LCS prod-
ucts in the works include the LD-16S, a 
16-track SCSI record/playback card pro-
viding instant-start multichannel digital 
audio playback, and the LD-8SP, an 8-
DSP board for effects such as reverb 
and multitap delays. The LCS Web site 
is http://www.LCSaudio.com 

David Carroll Electronics (Rich-

mond, Calif.) demonstrated its Swing 
Rack front-access 19-inch rack system, 
which enables easy equipment mount-
ing and access in situations where rear 
access is difficult or impossible. Avail-
able in single and paired configurations 
in standard 45U, 15U and 12U heights. 
the doors swing out like any hinged 
cabinet doors, and the steel tube frame 
ensures that racks stay plumb and 
square, even when fully loaded. An 
"oven door" version that swings down 
is available, and a rear-mounted frame 
kit allows additional rear-facing equip-
ment or connector panels to be mount-
ed. All visible hardware is finished in 
black textured epoxy paint. 

SUMMERTIME 
TONG TOR CHEST 
by Mark Frink 
Professionals know that the difference 
between just getting the job done and 
doing it better than the next person 
often requires having the right tool for 
the job. Here are some equipment and 
application ideas that may help you pro-
vide better service this summer, and 
throughout the year. How many of the 
20 tools on this list do you already have? 
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POWER TEAM MARKERTEK. 
America's Largest Systems & Equipment Catalog. 

312 PAGE 
CATALOG 
FREE! 

REQUEST IT 
TODAY! 

Featuring Custom Cables • Custom Patch Bays • Custom Patch Panels • 
Video & Audio Cables • Connectors • Bulk Cable • Patch Cords • Fiber Optics 
• Svatchcraft • Nerank• In-Line Audio Adapters • Patch Bays • Audio Interlace 
Boxes • Midi Interlace • Duct. Reels, Ties, I G Supplies, Comp Tools. 
Strippers • Tool Kits • Power Cords • Power Centers • Power Inverters • 
Equipment Racks & Accessones • Telephone Interface • Computer To Video • 
Character Generators • Teleprompting • Delay Lines • Hum Eliminators • Time 
Code • Tuners • Test Equipment • Signal Generators • Encoders & Decoders • 
TBC • Stick-Ons • RaCk.Ups • Deribution Amps • AuclioNideo Svatchers • AV 
Mixers • Audio Distribution • Audio Mixers • Power Amps • PA. Speakers 
Monitors • Crossovers • Analyzers • E0s • Multi Effects • Psycho Acoustical • 
Noise Gates • Mic Preamps • Compressors/Limiters • Drrect Boxes • Muni-
Track Recorders • DAT Recorders • Cassette Decks • Studio Reference 
Monitors • Microphones d Accessories • Wireless • Mc Stands • Um 
Accessories • Headsets d Headphones • Intercoms • Listening Centers 8 
Systems • Pk Systems • Lecterns • Audio Cassette Duplication • Cassette 
Recorders • Sound Systems • Ns • VCRs • Camcorders • Video Punters • 
Video Tape Duplication • Standards Conversion • TV Mounts • Portable Lights 
8 Batteries • Camcorder Batteries d Chargers • Rack Cases • Equipment 
Caus • Shooting Supplies • LigMing Equipment • Overhead Protectors • LCD 
Panels • LCD Protectors • Protection Screens • Wall Rail Systems • Slide 
Protection • Visual Presentation • Film Protectors • Film.To.Video • 
Presentation Boards • Easels. Copy Stands • Laminators • Binding Equipment 
• labels • Warning LigMs 8 Signs • Music 8 OK1OO Libraries • Audio d Video 
Tape — Stock, Storage, Albums, Reels, Cleaners. Demagnetizers. Edit Blocks 

Revanders • High Tech Storage • IV F. AV Carts • Furniture • Hand Trucks • 
Acoustic Foam B Barriers PLUS LOTS MORE! f! 
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7‘540eieómereter! 
PLUS 400 OTHER 
TOP LINES AT LOW 
PRO-NET PRICING! 

WE'RE HOME OF THE UNIQUE & HARD-TO-FIND 

SALE! PA I.DYISEIIRVY 
MARKERFOAM- ACOUSTIC FOAM yi GIANT 54"x54" 

111 Immediate Shipping  

Ant 2" Reg. $29.95. Now $19.99 
3" Reg. $39.95. Now $29.99 

KILL NOISE WICK! High performance, full size sheets of 
super high density Markerfoam. EZ mount. Blue or gray   
Super-effective sound absorption for studios. Markerfoam MARKERTEK JUMBO 
otters best value, looks professional and is proven in stu-
dios worldwide. .Request Foam-Buyers Guide/Catalog, SOUND ABSORB BLANKETS 
specs and free samples today. VISA, MC. AMEX, COD Heavy duly. r2 y 80 padded blankets 
POs, QUANTITY DISCOUNTS. ' absorb sound whenever them hung or 

draped fabulous lot stage, sluda and held 
MARKERSTIK"' foam adhesive. FREE with any use Top prolessional quakty at a super 
foam purchase in this ad. Limited Offer. A $5.95 per tube value, saver price. Weight 61M Bhck $1199 

MARKERTEK 
BLADE TILES 

NIGH PERFORMANCE 
LOW, LOW COST! 

$3.49 per file. 16x16x2 • America's best 
acoustic tile value, only from Markertek. 
Charcoal Also available 16016x3" as 
shown. $4.49 each. 

4431Lttr. SON EX 
=111=111=i ALL THE COLORS & SIZES 

t-=_ Lit"— Ill PLUS GREAT PRICES! 

11/114FUÇEFITEIC 
VIDEO SUPPLY 

800-522-2025 • 914-246-3036 • Fax 914-246-1757 
4 High Street, Saugerties, NY ( USA) 12477 

Browse Markertek on the World Wide Web: http://www.markertek.com/ 
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Excerpts from our catalog... 

OPTICAL DISK REPLICATION 

Disk Price ( Bulk) Set- tip Cost vs Turn-Around-Days' 

Quantity: Price Ea. 3 oars 5 DAYS 10 oars 15 pHs 
200 to 499 S.95 t SI,I 00 $850 $500 5450 
500 to 999 .90 1,000 775 375 350 

1,000 to 1,999 .80 900 625 200 100 
2,000 to 4,999 .72 725 250 no charge 
5,000 to 25,000 .65 no charge no charge 

From your GD-R, replicated CD, or 1630 master & label film. Prices include 2-
color CD label ( I - color on 999 or les I, Premostering & Packaging are available. 
' Roomers days, doy "0" is doy of re eipt of materials in acceptable form 
Jewel Case d Shrink-Wrap Porkoging, 5.28; 5.25 @ 5,000 8 over, 

RETAIL-READY CD PACKAGES 
with Full Color Graphics 

CDs in Jewel Case + Full Color Booklet and Tray Card 
Bookie: 300 SOO 1,000 2,000 5,000 
1- Pone! S1,627 $1,748 $1,903 $2,893 55,943 
4-Panel $1,957 $2,078 S2,233 $3,353 56,643 
6- Panel S2,387 $2,508 52,663 53,873 57,093 
Includes rappels layout, typesetting, graphics proofs, film and printing for booklet. 

tray cord and 2-color CO label l I color for 999 or less), replicotion and packaging 
in shriek. wrapped jewel rose You supply o layout sketch, photos and Premostered 
(D-R le., do the rest 

NEED CD-AUDIO PREMASTERING? From your Dal 
we produce Sonic Salem PAO Master and Reference Disk for your approvol. 
SI 25 to 25 minutes; $ 140 to 63 minutes; $150 to 74 minutes 

RETAIL-READY CASSETTE 
PACKAGES with Full Color Graphics 

Full-Color Standard J-Card, Morelos Box - CHROME! 
Length: 500 1,000 2,000 3,000 5,000 

to 12 Min. $720 $1,004 $1,588 52,090 $2,974 
13 - 29 Min. $750 $1,071 $1,714 52,267 S3,247 
30 - 49 Min. $791 $1,148 $1,865 52,478 9,575 

Full-Color 0-Cord Single - CHROME! 
to 12 Min. 5715 5935 SI 391 SI 918 52 600 
, to 29 Min. S740 $979 S1,47(r S2,033 $2,778 

Includes-graphics layout, typesetting, graphics preots. film, graphics printing, shell 
printing, tat cassette, and shrink-vnapping You warily sketch, photos rod master. 

Call For Our Complete Catalog 

E ROPADISK,LTD• 
75 Varick Street, New York, NY 10013 
c (212) 226-4401 FAX (212) 966-0456 

(800) 455-8555 j  

An extra 101 1 graphic EQ is always 
handy when visiting summer venues 
with center clusters, delays or lawn 
speakers. It seems there's always some 
third zone fed by a budget EQ, usually 
buried in the amp room. Set up a spare 
EQ and leave it permanently plugged 
into your last matrix out. You'll use this 
extra EQ more often than you think, 
and many times it will make all the dif-
ference in keeping the punters in "nose-
bleed heaven," for whom the stage 
looks like a postage stamp, from com-
plaining about how bad it sounds way 
up there. 

Delay lines were once considered a 
luxury for touring sound systems. As 
the benefits of distributed zones in large 
venues and the alignment of sub-com-
ponents of a P.A. are better understood, 
the additional cost of these devices is 
more easily justified. While many instal-
lations incorporate their own delay de-
vices, the quality of older installed units 
may compromise the sound quality of 
permanent systems. Many older units 
have significant amounts of high-fre-
quency skew and shallow noise floors, 

making them acceptable only for non-
musical public address applications. 
Carrying your own delay line allows 
you to bypass older delays installed in 
permanent systems, and to adjust the 
delay setting from the mix position. 

Triple-tapped mono delays can be 
used in subwoofer amp racks to tailor 
the response of individual cabinets in 
sub arrays in millisecond increments. 
This can keep the lows from building 
up a power alley down the middle 
where the mix position usually is. Also, 
stereo delay lines can he used to delay 
the main hanging P.A. a few millisec-
onds to match the arrival of the live per-
formance that is being reinforced and, 
with an extra pair of outputs, to further 
delay deck-stacked fill speakers. 

Walkie-talkies for communication 
with the venue's house audio tech and 
the sound company's system tech are 
extremely handy, time-saving tools. A 
pair of dedicated sound department 
walkie-talkies for coordinating the 
audio resources of the facility and 
sound company can be a time saver for 
improving the sound of the system at its 
extreme reaches. These are important 

-CONTINUED ON PAGE 228 

DEUSUISEIES 
Hollywood's House of Blues installed 
three BSS Varicurve programmable 
equalizers. BSS also reports that 
Phish's touring sound system, from 
Snow Sound (Berlin, CN), includes 14 
FCS-920 Varicurves...Jands Production 
Services (Sydney, Australia) purchased 
32 Meyer Sound MSL-4 loudspeakers. 
MSL-4s are also being used on con-
temporary Christian artist Carmen's 
U.S. tour. The system, which is being 
supplied by Blackhawk Audio of 
Nashville, also includes 19 of Meyer's 
650-P subwoofers, 10 UPA-1C loud-
speakers, 6 UM-1C monitors, 12 LD-1 
remote control units and the SIM Sys-
tem II...Hootie & The Blowfish and 
sound company Special Event Services 
have agreed to a two-year relationship 
with Crown for the band's upcoming 
'96/'97 tour...Thunder Audio (Detroit) 
purchased a 40-input Soundcraft 
SM-24 console, as well as a 40-input 
Vienna Il and a new K-1.. NYC's The-
atre Technology provided gear from 
Meyer, TOA and AKG for the Feld 
Ballet's spring performances at New 
York's Joyce Theatre...The premiere 

of avant-garde composer Karlheinz 
Stockhausen's opera Freitag Aus Licht 
will take place at the Leipzig Opera 
House (Germany). The sound system 
for the event includes 16 Tannoy S300 
12-inch SuperDual loudspeakers, two 
13400 14-inch SuperDual horn-loaded 
subwoofers, six CPA15s and three 
CPA5s. Two of the company's AMS8 
near-field speakers will be used for 
monitoring the recording for a CD re-
lease. Tannoy SuperDual loudspeak-
ers were also recently installed in 
Russia's Kemerovo Philarmony, the 
1,200-seat concert hall where the State 
Symphony Orchestra of Siberia per-
forms. The system was provided by 
Russian distributor MS-Max...JBL 
reports that its EON loudspeaker 
system was used for President Clin-
ton's recent campaign stops in the 
Northwest...Royal Caribbean Cruise 
Lines recently installed Technomad 
Weathe(fech Berlin loudspeakers in 
several ships. The speakers are being 
used for poolside performances by 
Calypso acts, as well as for parties and 
other fun functions. 

IISE READER SERVICE CARI) FOR MORE I \ FO 
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Worldwide Dynaudioacoustics Distributor list 
For further information on Dynaudioacoustics products worldwide, please contact: 

In North America 

Canada 
Sonotechnique 
200 Gince Street, St-Laurent, 
Quebec H4N 2W6 
Tel: + 1 514 332 6868 
Fax: + 1 514 332 5537 

USA 
Audio Exchange International Inc. 
357 Liberty Street 
Rockland, MA 02370 
Tel: +1 617 982 2626 
Fax: + 1 617 982 2610 

In Western Europe 

Austria 
ATEC GmbH 
Velm-im-Winkel 5, A-2325 Himberg 
Tel: +43 22 34 74 004 
Fax: +43 22 34 74 074 

Belgium 
Amptec 
Helstraat 25, 3500 Hasselt 
Tel: +32 11 28 14 58 
Fax: +32 11 28 14 59 

Denmark 
New Musik AIS 
Vesterport 8, DK-8000 Arhus C 
Tel: +45 86 19 28 99 
Fax: +45 86 19 31 99 

Eire 
Control Technologies Ireland Ltd. 
Fumbally Court, Fumbally Lane 
Dublin 8 
Tel: +353 1 454 5400 
Fax: +353 1 454 5726 

Finland 
Oy HedCom AB 
Lauttasaarentie 50, 00200 Helsinki 
Tel: +358 0 68 28 66 
Fax: +358 0 68 28 489 

France 
Mille et un Sons 
2 Villa Ghis, 92400 Courbevoie 
Tel: +331466702 10 
Fax: +33 1 47 89 81 71 

Germany 
Mega Audio GmbH 
Vorstadt 8, 55411 Bingen 
Tel: +49 67 21 26 36 
Fax: +49 67 21 13 537 

Greece 
Bon Studio S.A 
6 Zaimi Str., 10683 Athens 
Tel: +30 1 380 9605/6/7/8 
Fax: +30 1 384 5755 

Iceland 
Verslunin Pfaff hf. 
Grensasveg 13, 121 Reykjavik 
Tel: +354 533 22 22 
Fax: +354 533 22 30 

Italy 
Technice del Suono s.r.l. 
via del Cignoli 9, 20151 Milano 
Tel: +39233400350 
Fax. +39 2 38 00 04 6 

Italy 
Syncrom 
via Fabio Massimo 32/34, 00192 Roma 
Tel: +3963242971 
Fax: +39 6 32 42 971 

Netherlands 
TM Audio Holland BV 
Zonnebaan 52, 3606 CC Maarssenbroek, 
Utrecht 
Tel: +31302414070 
Fax: +31 30 2 41 00 02 

Norway 
Norsk Lydteknikk 
Elletoppen 11, PO Box 184, 1441 Drobak 
Tel: +47 64 93 20 90 
Fax: +47 64 93 01 51 

Portugal 
Valentim di Carvalho Eletronica SA 
Estrada de Paco de Arcos 26, Paco de Arcos, 
2780 Oeiras 
Tel: +351 144 13 584 
Fax: +351 144 32 195 

Spain 
SGT S.A 
Edificio ALFA II, Local 106, Avda de Manoteras, 
22, 28050 Madrid 
Tel: +34 1 383 21 60 
Fax: +34 1 383 99 16 

Sweden 
Ton Kraft AB 
Villa Sater, Box 4045, Jonsered Vagen 101 
S-433 04 Jonsered 
Tel.: +46 31 795 75 95 
Fax: +46 31 795 76 95 

Switzerland 
J&C lntersonic 
Aarauerstrasse 69, CH 5200 Brugg 
Tel: +41 56 450 21 70 
Fax: +41 56 442 61 01 

United Kingdom 
Unity Audio 
Upper Wheeler House, Colliers End, Nr Ware. 
Hertfordshire SG11 1ET 
Tel: +44 1920 822 890 
Fax: +44 1920 822 892 

In Eastern Europe 

Czech Republic 
Audio Sales Prague 
Plzenska 66, CZ- 151 24 Praha 5 
Tel: +422544 173 
Fax: +422573 11 779 

Hungary 
Audio Sales Hungary KFT 
Kiss Janos Altabornagy u. 35/a, H-1126 Budapest 
Tel: +36 1 156 95 15 
Fax: + 36 1 156 95 15 

Russia 
ISPA 
Sredne-Tishinski per. 12, Moscow 123557 
Tel: +75 0395 618 26 
Fax: + 75 0395 623 09 

Slovakia 
Audio Sales Bratislava 
Nad Dunajom 6, SO-841 04 Bratislava 
Tel: +42 7 722 249 
Fax: +42 7 726 809 

Turkey 
lmaj Communications Group 
Gazeteciler mah., Hikaye sok. No:9, 
Esentepe 80300, Istanbul 
Tel: +90 212 275 83 10 
Fax: +90 212 275 83 84 

In Rest of the World 

Hong Kong 
Linfair Engineering ( H.K.) Co. 
Block B # 1908, Ming Pao Ind. Centre, 
18 Ka Yip Street, Chai Wan 
Tel: +852 2898 31 33 
Fax. +852 2556 71 86 

India 
P.A.C.E Communications 
17-11-B, Ghanshyam Ind. Estate, 
Veera Desai Road, Andheri (W), 
Mumbai 400 053 
Tel +91 22 633 54 50/1/2 
Fax: +91 22 633 54 53 

Indonesia 
Para-DI 
JI. Jaya Mandala 11/2, Jakarta 12870 
Tel: +62 21 829 22 02 
Fax: +62 21 829 25 72 

Japan 
General Traders 
No 2 Nissei Building, 5-2 Kanda Mitoshiro-
Cho, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo 101 
Tel: +81 33 293 22 74 
Fax: +81 33 293 53 91 

Malaysia 
Meteor Sound & Light System 
1105, 11th Floor, Campbell Complex 
98 Jalan Dang Wangi, 
50100 Kuala Lumpur 
Tel: +60 3 291 65 59 
Fax: +60 3 292 25 60 

Pakistan 
Pakwestrex & Co (Pvt) Ltd 
55 Ghafoor Chambers, Abdullah Haroon Rd. 
Karachi 74400 
Tel: +92 21 772 39 59 
Fax: +92 21 722 72 59 

Phillipines 
Stage Craft International Inc 
2277 Pasong Tamo, Makati, Metro Manila 
Tel: +632 819 12 43 
Fax: +632 817 18 67 

South Africa 
Prosound Pty Ltd 
Box 261458, Excom 2023, 
Tel: +27 11 334 65 50 
Fax: +27 11 334 68 26 

South Korea 
Avix Trading Co. Ltd. 
2,3 F, Seobuk Building, 
740-3 Yeoksam Dong, Kangnam Gu, Seoul 
Tel: +822 565 35 65 
Fax: +822 565 35 61 

Taiwan R.O.C. 
Linfair Eng & Trading Ltd 
7th FI, 7 Jen Ai Road, Sec. 2, Taipei 
Tel: +886232144 55 
Fax: +886239329 14 
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dynaudioacoustice 
"WE ARE HONORED TO BE NOMINATED FOR THE 1996 
TECHNICAL EXCELLENCE & CREATIVITY AWARD." 

CATEGORY: STUDIO MON1TOR TECHNOLOGY 

THE 
BM15 

NEARFIELD 
FROM 

dynaudio acoustics® 

BM15 Features: 

• 2-way passive, front ported system 

• Frequency Response of 40Hz to 22kHz 

• High Sensitivity (88 dB/ 1W/ 1m) 

• High Power Handling (amplifier range 100 - 
250 Watts into 4 ohms, 1000W/Chi. peak) 

• 8.5" bass driver driven by 4" voice coil 
(as used in our flagship M4 monitors) 

• Modified Esotec tweeter (as used in M Sehes) 

• Magnetically shielded for use with video 
monitors 

• Supplied in mirrored imaged pairs for 
excellent stereo imaging 

Retail price: $1599/pr. 

[W HAT YOU W ANT._ 
Alaite 

Dynauclio Acoustics & AXI thank these 

BM Series Dealers for their support 

• Professional Audio Design, Boston 

• Da:e Electronics, NYC 

• K&A Audio. Fort, Lee, NJ 

• Underground Sound, Nashville 

• Studio Tech Supply, Dallas 

• David Carroll Electronics, SF 

• Berler Communications, Chicago 

• Jon Dressel Associates. Minneapolis 

• Coast Recording Equipment, Hollywood 

• Cutting Edge Audio Group, SF 

• Recording Media, Miami 

• Sound Check, Metarie, LA 

• SADiE. Nashville 

• Tech Star Services. Nashville 

• Music Loft, Greensboro, NC 

• EAR Professional, Phoenix 

• Klay Anderson Audio, Salt Lake City 

(617) 982-2600 

(212) 485-1124 

(201) 302-9180 

(615) 242-2442 

(214) 358-0050 

(510) 528-8054 

(708) 550-0321 

(612) 338-1880 

(213) 462-6058 

(415) 487-2323 

(305) 791-9797 

(504) 454-6331 

(615) 327-1140 

(615) 242-2925 

(910) 378-1068 

(602) 267-0600 

(801) 942-8346 

For more irformation about the BM15 and other Dynaudio Acoustics products, please mail or fax 
this coupon to: AXI, 357 Liberty St., Rockland, MA 02370 Fax (617) 982-2610 Tel. (617) 982-2626 

Name  Company  

Address  

St/Zip Country  

Tel.  Fax E-Mail  

Product Interest: BM Series Nearfields 
(Please circle category of interest) 

Midfields Main Monitors Active Systems 
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«MIR WITH 
111[1111 ZHU 
by Robyn Flans 
Merle Haggard thinks Down 
Every Road, the new Capitol 
boxed set encompassing his 
body of work from 1964 to 
1994, is really quite wonder-
ful. It contains never-released 
recordings and photos even 
he had never seen. His only 
question is why the record 
company never consulted 
with him on the project. 

"I wonder what authority 
they have to pull rehearsals 
off tapes and put them out as 
masters," he ponders."'White 
Line Fever' was never re-
leased as a studio cut; it was 
always a live cut we did in 
Oklahoma. We didn't put the 
studio cut out because it was 
no good. And here it is on 
there! Then it said, 'Every-
body's Had the Blues' was a 
rehearsal cut they believed 
was done in New Orleans. 
The fact that they say 'I be-
lieve' is an admission that 
they didn't ask me. It was 
done in New Orleans, but it 
was never to be released. It 
was just us standing around 
rehearsing. I cleared my 
throat on one part. 

"A lot of the stuff you're 
hearing are work tracks. I 
don't even think they have 
anyone down at Capitol who 
would know if they have the 
right take. Think about it— 
who would you call to ask, 
'Is Merle's take seven on 
'Swinging Doors' the right 
one?' I called the great Jimmy 
Bowen who was still in 
charge of the record label 
until about two years ago. I 
found out what they were 

doing and he said, 'You've 
got to he kidding.' I said, 
swear. I know my own rec-
ords.' He said, We've got 
some young kids running 
things who don't know what 
they're doing. I apologize. I'll 
see if I can get to the I3ottom 
of this.' He was out of there 
six months later.' 

After 34 years of record-
ing, Haggard just isn't sure 
he wants to do it anymore. 
Instead of technology creat-
ing an easier recording envi-
ronment, Haggard relishes 
the good ol' days of cutting 
fast and live in the studio. 
And making his latest studio 
album, 1996, released earli-
er this year, was an arduous 
task, which Haggard de-
scribes as among the most 
difficult sessions of his ca-
reer. 

"I guess it's just a matter 
of age," says Haggard, who 

will turn 60 next year. Actu-
ally, though, it seems to he 
more about morale. Record-
ing almost feels pointless to 
the singer/songwriter since 
country radio appears to 
have all but abandoned the 
genre's elder generation in 
favor of so-called Young 
Country artists. 

"If we went into the stu-
dio with the belief that if we 
happened to hang some-
thing, they would play it, it 
would be different," Hag-
gard says. "We don't have 
that going for us anymore. 
The reason for music is not 
the same anymore. It's nol 
to listen to; it's to back had 
videos. I think we've passed 
over a period and we may 
pull out of this sad sono-
fabitch we're in now, but it 
won't ever he like it used to 
be again." 

-CONTINUED ON PAGE 172 
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performance. 

not promises. 

Superbowl XXX 
Larry Estrin, Designer 

Pro Mix, Contractor 

he National Football League's Super Bowl 

/lotion Picture Arts and Sciences' Academy Aw . National 

cademy of Recording Arts and Sciences Grammy Awards. And 

ow, the 1996 Summer Olympics' Opening & Closing Ceremonies. 

At events like these, it's all on the line: 

live sound for tens of thousands, broadcast 

feeds going out to millions, careers going up 

in smoke if the system doesn't deliver. 

With stakes this high, why are the industry's 

leading sound system designers choosing the 

new KF860/KF861 Virtual Line Array? 

Performance. Precise pattern control that 

delivers high definition audio to the last row 

without searing the seats in front. Compact 

iower that preserves sightlines while filling stadiums or auditoriums 

iith sound. Consistent directivity, over a wider bandwidth than 

ver before. 

enton (. Forsythe, 
xecutive VP, Strategic 
'roduct Development 
eft), and Gary Hardesty, 
, Engineering, led the 
am that created Virtual 
ne Array Technology. 

1996 Academy Awards 
Patrick BalCell, Designer 

ATK, Contractor 

• %.•°` 

, 

' uiis. 
1996 Grammy Awards 
Patrick Baltzell, Designer 

ATK, Contractor 

Technology. Tuned dipolar array design. 

Frequency shading. A rigging system 

engineered for precise, repeatable alignment. 

Complex midbass horn flares using wood 

veneer and high-density foam construction. 

Undercut throats that minimize high 

frequency distortion. 

Virtual Line Array Technology is an 

unprecedented comb;nation of adventurous 

engineering concepts. Does it deliver 

spectacular performance in the real world of high-profile, 

higher-pressure sound production? Ar the Grammys, the Oscars, 

the Super Bowl, the Olympics and scores of other special events, 

the votes are already in. 

EAW's KF860 has been 
nominated for a 1996 
Technical Excellence & 
Creativity Award in the 
category of Sound 
ReiMarcement Loud-
speaKer Technology. 

_ 

UEA1111 
One Main Street, Whitinsville, MA 01588 tel 800 992 5013 - 508 234 6158 fax 508 234 8251 

EASTERN ACOUSTIC WORKS 

web http://www.eaw.com 

USE REA DER SERVICE CARD FOR ,MORE INFO 



"TWISTED WILLIE" 
RANDALL JAMAIL PLAYS 
OUTSIDE THE RULES 

by David John Farinella 
Considering what engineer 
Donnell Cameron went 
through during the record-
ing and mixing sessions for 
the Willie Nelson tribute 
album, Twisted Willie, one 
has to wonder why he even 
picks up the phone when 
he knows producer Randall 
Jamail is on the line. Not 
only does Jamail go to all 
the trouble of recording live, 
without any type of digital 
effects, but it also turns out 
that even after hours and 
hours of engineering work 
Jamail has a habit of walking 
into the control room and 
changing the whole direc-
tion of the track. 

Take the recording ses-

L to R: John Doe, D.J. Bonebrake, Exene Cervenka and Tony Gilkyson of X, who recorded the 

track "Home Motel." 

sions for Jesse Dayton's take 
on the tune -Sad Songs and 
Waltzes" as a first example. 
Cameron recounts: "I spent 
a period of time getting a 

great, really big ocal sound 
on Jesse, and I was really 
happy with it. Randall listens 
to it and says, You know, I 
think we ought to run this 

through a notch filter. Make 
it sound weird and messed 
up.'" When a notch filter 
was not to he found Jamail 

av PAGE 182 

THEY ME 
DE Ogg 
WITH SOME HELP 
FROM THOMAS EDISON 

by Gina M. Costa 
In the recording industry 
today manufacturers keep 
coming up with new tech-
nology in an effort to pro-
vide musicians with the best 
equipment to capture and 
sometimes enhance their 
performances. Many artists, 
of course, prefer the sound 
of older gear, but leave it 
to the quirky musical duo 
known as They Might Be 
Giants to take the vintage 
trend to its extreme. On their 
upcoming album, instead of 
using the latest technology, 
they used the oldest. 

On April 27, bandmem-
hers John Flansburgh and 
John Linnell went to the 
Thomas Edis(m Laboratory 
in West Orange, NJ.. where 
they recorded several songs. 
at least two of which are to 
be included on their fourth 
album for Elektra Entertain-
ment, due early this fall. Ac-
cording to Flansburgh, "We 
were intrigued by the idea 
of using technology from the 
past. \X"e've long been using 
innovative, state-of-the-art re-
cording equipment, so it 
was interesting to go so far 
back in technology." 

Basically, what guitarist/ 
singer Flansburgh, keyboard-
ist/singer Linnell and three 
support players did was re-
create an 1890s recording 
session. They recorded on 
wax cylinders, and the re-
cording machine used was 

—CONTINUED ON PAGE 186 They Might Be Giants in the Thomas Edison Laboratory 
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DEVO'S " 11111IP IT" 
by Blair Jackson 
The late '60s gave us music for the rev-
olution. But in the mid-'70s, five self-de-
scribe(' "spud boys" from Akron, Ohio, 
gave us something much more interest-
ing: music for man's de-evolution back 
to the apes. Ah yes, Devo. Get a load of 
the kind of stuff that the band's co-
leader and nunithpiece—Jerry Casale— 
was spewing at the height of Devo's 
success in the late '70s/early '80s: 
"We're showing people a technique so 
that they can take everything around 
them, mutate it and deprogram them-
selves. That is de-evolution...Devo is 
designed to make new connections and 
disorient people's pat reactions to reali-
ty so they stop thinking like they're 
'supposed' to think.. We're providing 

entertainment for people who live an 
absurd, surreal existence...1Peoplel 
know what they pretend to believe in is 
wrong and bad for them, but no one 
can seem to stop it. Everybody knows 
the smile face really has fangs and 
horns and that 'have a nice day really 
means 'I hope you clic.'" 

Devo was cynical in the extreme, 
but also very funny. They were com-
pletely dead-pan at the sanie time they 
were overtly ridiculous—remember the 
red flower pot hats they sported in '80? 
How about the plastic Jack Kennedy-
esque "hair" they wore for a while in 
'81? Then there were the bizarre short 
films ( mostly conceptualized by the 
band and directed by Chuck Stotler), 
full of bright primary colors, unusual 
lighting, odd characters ( who can for-
get Booji Boy and General Boy?) and 
disturbing visions years before MTV. 
Their music was filled with robotic syn-
thesizers and guitars that sounded like 
they were being strangled. and they 
thought nothing of completely decon-
structing songs like the Stones' "Satis-
faction," Johnny Rivers' "Secret Agent 
Man" and Lee Dorsey's "Working in the 
Coalmine" ( which, coincidentally, is 
next month's "Classic Track"). But 
bassist Casale and lead singer/synth 
player Mark Mothersbaugh also wrote 
songs with memorable hooks and 
provocative and often ironic lyrics. The 
group made three truly great albums— 
Q: Are We Not Men A: We Are fleto! 

(1978), Freedom gl Choice ( 1980) and 
New naditonalists (1981), and they 
were easily among the best live bands 

to come out of the American new wave 
in the '70s. 

Alas, with culture being disposable 
and all, most people today, if they 
know Devo at all, only know their one 
mega-hit, "Whip It,- which came out in 
the sumiller of '80 and macle it all the 
way up to Number 14, a nice breath of 
weird air on the radio waves. Devo 
purists would probably prefer I write 
about early oddities like :he unforget-
table "Jocko Homo- or "Mongoloid," 
but truthfull. I like the middle-period 
Devo that "Whip It- represents even 
better, so I'm happy to go with the pre-
dictable "Classic Track" for a change. 

Devo's first recordings, macle in 
1975 for their own licioji Boy Records 
label, were made in Akron using Bob 
Mothersbaugh's Teac itrack. Then, 
when they started to attract a sizable 
cult following. Devo was signed by 
Warner Bros. Records and packed off 
"to this wild German studio where 
Kraftwerk and Can and all these strange 
German bands had worked," Mark 
Mothersbaugh remembers. Brian Eno 
and David Bowie, who were in the 
midst of making their strange and state-
ly late-'70s electronic art music trilogy 
(Lou., Heroes, The Lodger) in Berlin, 
signed on to work with Devo, though 
Bowie's involvement encied up being 
minimal. "Brian was incredibly patient 
with us when you consider how artisti-
cally neurotic we were at the time," 
Mothersbaugh says. 'He was a really 
good father figure for us at a time we 

definitely needed somecme. - NI( nhers-
bough notes that in Enos original 
mixes for that album "he usually had 
two or three of his own synthesizer 
parts on there, but we ignored them 
and used only our own stuff. We were 
very insular and had our own ideas 
about how we thought it should 
sound." Today. Mothersbaugh muses 
about how the Eno mixes would be re-
ceived. " but I'm not sure Brian wou ld 

take my call." 
For the second album, Duty 

the Future, the band considered several 
top producers, including Eno, Giorgio 
Moroder and Torn \ isconti, but went 
with Ken Scott, who had worked with 
The Beatles and Bowie, among others, 
and was known as someone sympathet-
ic to musicians' needs. He brought the 
group into the now-defunct San Fernan-
do Valley studio known as The Chateau 
and proceeded to change the way the 
band recordeci• Instead of essentially 
playing live. Scott had the quintet build 
tracks, up from Jerry Casales bass and 
Alan Meyers' drums, then layering Bob 
(Bob 1) Mothe.sbaugh's guitar, brother 
Mark's synths, and Bob ( Bob 2) Casales 
guitar. The result is sonicallv solid, but 
the performances are a little stiff and the 
material uneven. 

So that brings us to the end of '79. 
The group had enjoyed considerable 
popularity outside of the U.S. and been 
around the world on tour twice. Their 
following in the U.S.. while still build-
ing slowly on the strength of their live 
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Kenny Rage's, Diorme Warwick, Natalie 
Cole, Reba McEntire, Boyz II Men, 
Paul McCarrney...It's the most flexiole, 
best sounding mic I've ever heard." 
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we did Freedom of Choice." The band 
returned to playing mainly live in the 
studio; indeed, for all the technological 
sheen in the grooves, there is little there 

that the band wasn't able to reproduce 
live as a five-piece. 

The music for "Whip It" evolved 
from some jam sessions Mothersbaugh 
played with Captain Beeffieart drummer 
Robert Williams: "I got him to play a few 
dnim tracks for me and then I'd take the 
tape home and I could play along to it 
in my bednx)m. where I was writing the 
music. By 1980 I had a Prophet 5. At the 
time we were talking about music for 
this song, the band was rehearsing at a 
place called Modern Music off Sunset, 
and the five of us would get together 

and play in this room every day. I 
brought in some music and Jerry 
brought in some lyrics. I think 'Whip It' 
actually started off as 'Dump Truck'— 
that's what I'd written for it. But Jerry 
ended up doing the lyrics for it." 

What inspired Casale's surprisingly 
optimistic anthem? "One of the things 
we'd noticed when we were out around 
the world was people were saying 
.Your president is such a wimp. Carter 
sucks. He vacillates back and forth,— 

Mothersbaugh says. "So then the song 
sort of turned into this Dale Carnegie 
'We can do it if everyone pulls togeth-
er'-type feeling. 'We can solve these 
problems!' And then we put it with this 
sort of aggresso dance beat." 

Freedom of Choice was recorded 
mainly in the old (Third Street) Record 
Plant's small Studio B, with some addi-
tional work in the large Studio C. Both 
control rooms were equipped with SSL 
E-Series consoles and Studer A800 24-
track recorders. Bob Casale was the 
principal engineer on the record, though 
Mothersbaugh notes that Bob Mar-
gouleff "helped us with things that we 
hadn't been aware of on the first two 
albums, like the fact that you can play 
a synthesizer or even a sequencer 
through amps out into speakers and 

then mic that: I thought that was really 
clever—it sounded so good. Or even 
taking a direct bass line out of the 
board and blowing it back out into an 
amp. We didn't know about that kind 
of stuff." Margouleff also taught the 
group how to mix the signals from dif-
ferent amps together, creating one 
sound from two or three sources. 

As for the propulsive main riff that is 
the song's signature, Mothersbaugh 
says, "The big technological thing we 
did is rather than just using a Prophet 5, 
my brother Jim, although he wasn't 
performing in the band anymore, mod-
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died all our synths and guitar racks and 
he had modified two Minimoogs so 
you could trigger them at once, so we 
had—count 'em!—six big oscillators on 
the bass line. So that had a lot to do 
with the bass lines being what they 
were on that album." The whip crack 
sound was created by using a percus-
sive synth pad with a fast attack run 
backwards on tape. 

Mothersbaugh says that the sessions 
for the song and album were relatively 
uneventful. "The Record Plant was a to-
tally cool place. It was a little rock n' 
roll for us. Rod Stewart was working 
there at the same time we were, and 
we made fun of that world to a certain 
extent, but at the sanie time it was cool. 
There was a hot tub room, rooms for 
groupies. It was great!" The only crisis 

that occurred during the recording 
came when a winter storm dumped so 
much rain on L.A. one day that the stu-
dio was flooded with six inches of 
water. "It was the only time the Record 
Plant ever shut off their power until 
they closed down [years later]," Moth-
ersbaugh says, but there was no lasting 
effect from the flood. 

The first single from Freedom of 
Choice, "Girl You Want" created a bit of 
a stir but wasn't a really a hit. "Then." 
Mothersbaugh says, "we went to Eu-
rope, and while we were over there 
they released 'Whip It' and that was a 
different story. When we came hack I 
took it as a good omen because Carl's 
Jr. [the hamburger chain] had plastered 
all of Southern California with these big 
billboards with four hamburgers on 
them and in giant letters above the 
burgers, 'FREEDOM OF CHOICE.' All 
right, free advertising! It was perfect for 
Devo." "Whip It" became the hest-sell-
ing single in Los Angeles in 1980, sell-
ing more than 300,000 copies there, 
and of course many more nationwide. 
The album ended up going Gold, 
which ended up being a mixed bless-
ing for these iconoclasts. 

"We were under the radar screen at 
Warner Bros. for the first two records," 
Mothersbaugh says. "They had the rep-
utation as a pretty cool label. They'd let 
Beefheart do a lot of records, and they 
had art bands on that label. We weren't 
costing them very much; in fact they 
made money off of us. So that was 
great. But then when the third record 
was so successful, the record company 
started to look at us totally different, so 
when we did the next album, New Tra-
ditionalists, it was like 'Hey, do any-
thing you want, but do another 'Whip 
It.' We had managers on our neck and 
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record company people that would 
show up, and we were very shy about 
all that business stuff." 

The band never quite recaptured 
that kind of glory again, though they 
went on to make more fine music, and 
the group's members still work togeth-

er, while also doing their own projects. 
Mark Mothersbaugh runs his own 

music house, called Mutato Musika, 
and has scored numerous commercials, 
TV shows and feature films. ( For more 
on MM's recent career see Mix, January 
'95.) Bob Casale produces and engi-
neers at Mutato, and Bob Mothers-
baugh is also in the scoring game. Jerry 
Casale directs rock videos and has 
spearheaded a forthcoming Devo in-
teractive CD-ROM called Adventures 
of the Smart Patrol, featuring old and 
new Devo music. Who would have 
guessed that more than 20 years down 

the line, Devo would still he (()evolv-
ing successfully? 

-FROM PAGE 162, MERLE HAGGARD 

With great pride, Haggard still re-
calls the times he recorded four hits in 
one three-hour session. "In those days, 
we had three hours to record, so some-
times we'd meet at Dupar's clown the 
street from Capitol 30 minutes prior to 
the session. I'd have all of these talent-
ed people appear in front of me— !gui-
tarist] Glen Campbell, [pianist] Glenn D. 
Hardin, Idrummerl Jimmy Gordon— 
and Merle Haggard was paying the bill, 
so Merle Haggard got thirty minutes to 
make these guys understand what we 
intended to do. 

"Sometimes I'cl have a little clemo 
tape I'cl play them. Most of the time it 
would have been something I had writ-
ten too recently to have made a demo. I 
would take a guitar and say, 'Here's the 
way it goes.' We didn't write sheets in 
those days. People learned the song, we 
tuned up to the piano—there was no 
such thing as electronic tuners. If the 
piano happened to go out, it would go 
out, and barometric changes could do it. 

But Capitol was good about that. They 
kept things in tune and they had tuners 
come in during the night. so when we 
got there, the room was kept meticu-

lously at the right temperature. You 
could leave your instruments there and 
a guard would watch them overnight. 
Nowadays, you'd be afraid of a drive-by 
shooting or getting from the back of the 
studio safely to your car without getting 
killed," he laughs. -If we were recording 
three days in a row, everything would 
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• Smoother tape travel across the heads 
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• Improve transport stability 

• Accurate location readings 

Also note: Our exchange program reduces down time! 
Call 415.589-5206 for references, more specifications & information. 

really get good about the second day 
because we could walk in and our 
things were set up and in tune." 

He cites "The Fugitive," his first 
Number One song ( 1966), as one of the 
"most in-tune records I've ever heard in 
my life." And he cut that song four 
times before settling on the Hollywood 
recording. "We put a mute across the 
piano strings on or Glenn D. Hardin's 
piano," he recalls. "That's how we got 
that sound. We wanted a repetitious 
raindrop sort of thump that wouldn't be 
annoying. We came up with that be-
cause we were talking about a guy that 
was walkin'. And at the time, The Fugi-
tive was a big series on television, so 
the song was very timely." 

Haggard's first records came out in 
1962 on the Tally label, and he remem-
bers that in that era, "Some of the first 
things I did were recorded on 2-track. It 
was just about that time they started ex-
purimenting with 3-tracks. Our sessions 
\\cre like two months apart, and it 
seemed like every time we went into 
the studio, it leaped a track or two. It 
was 3-track and then 4-track and we 
said, 'Wow, four tracks! We'll he able to 
put harmony on one track and...' We 
began to use our minds on how to uti-
lize it." Haggard signed with Capitol in 
1965, the same year he formed his 
backing band, The Strangers. "From 4-
track, it went to 8-track and we 
thought, 'Man, where can it go from 
here?" he recalls. "We were going into 
Capitol and watching them wheel these 
obsolete machines out before they 
were ever used." 

The Academy of Country Music's 
1965 Female Vocalist of the year, Bon-
nie Owens, (who was married to Hag-
gard from 1964 to 1978 and still sings 
harmony with him) recalls her favorite 
studio memory as the cutting of "Swing-
ing Doors" in early 1966. "We had done 
about five or six takes, but had to stop 
because it wasn't happening," says Bon-
nie, who helped arrange the harmony 
parts in the studio. "Jerry Ward, me and 
Merle tried other mics, but it didn't seem 
to work; we couldn't seem to get the 
feel or spirit. So in the end, the three of 
us went around one mic. Merle thought 
of it because he said, 'That's the way 
Bob Wills did it.' Standing around the 
microphone, getting the chills down our 
spines, we knew this was the take. 
It was a first take after we gathered 
around the one mic." 

Owens remembers that overdub-
bing entered the Haggard picture after 
"Okie From Muskogee" and "The Fight-
in' Side of Me" were cut in 1969. Hag-
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gard was not a huge proponent of the 
process. nor was Haggard's producer at 
Capitol, Ken Nelson. "But I didn't like 
to record him because I was so en-
thralled with his voice that I would sit 
there and listen to it and enjoy it," Nel-
son laughs. "That wasn't good because 
sometimes I wasn't paying attention to 
what was going on in the background. 
I loved his voice. All I did was sit in the 
booth next to the engineer and tell him 
when certain things were coming up. 
For instance, what the background 
would be—if it were steel guitar behind 
him, I would tell Hugh [Davies] and we 
would adjust it accordingly so we could 
understand the lyrics, unlike today 
where you don't hear them; all you 
hear is the drums. I sat there and de-
cided if a record was okay. if Merle had 
put enough feeling into it. and Fuzzy 
lOwens, Haggard's manager] would 
help out in that area and guide Merle's 
singing, up to a certain point." 

"Ken Nelson was so good to me," 
says Haggard, who always had the final 
say on recording decisions, but notes 
there were never disagreements any-
way. "He was such a great man to let 
me be myself. He never got in my way 
or suggested anything. He'd just sit 
there and listen and make sure we 
were in tune. He'd call out the num-
bers: 'Take two.' I thought he was crazy 
for a while. I thought. 'This guy doesn't 
know whether I'm doing any good or 
not because he's got his glasses clown 
on his nose; he's from Chicago, he 
played in a big orchestra up there, so 
what does he know about a guy from 
Oildale?' Then I went in there and this 
old man was so wise and he was so 
helpful. He stepped out of his role in a 
lot of areas and tried to get me with the 
right people, financially, and did things 
for me. He was sort of my father 
around there for a while and I love 
him," says Haggard, who lost his own 
father at age nine. 

"Fuzzy Owens and Ken Nelson sat 
in there producing," recalls Bonnie 
Owens. "Merle kind of left it up to me, 
too. If I got cold chills on my ami while 
it was happening and he got all the 
way through the song, that was his 
gauge of a take. They'd play it back 
and see if anything was a problem. If 
not, that was it. If everything was right, 
Ken would say, 'A joy to hear and a 
sight to behold.' Everything seemed so 
easy in those clays. I don't like to record 
now. The magic there was the oneness 
that the whole group had. Merle didn't 
have a big group—drums, bass, the 
harmony singers, everybody in the 
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same room. It was like we were in a lit-
tle club, performing this tune." 

"They didn't use earphones in those 
days," recalls Hugh Davies, the engineer 
on all of Haggard's Capitol recordings 
except Okie From Muskogee. "Every-
thing was live. They could do it because 
they were a band that played together, 
and they knew every lick that was hap-
pening. It was pretty standard record-
ing—no gimmicks, straight ahead. He 
let the song speak for itself; he didn't 
have to do anything fancy—no guitar 
delays, just steel guitar, rhythm guitar, 
lead guitar, keyboards and great songs. 
He'd sing and then add his fiddle later. 
"He liked to play the fiddle, but he was 
really, really had at it. He got good 
later, of course, but in the early days, 
he'd try and try and then say. Take that 
out.' I'm sure some of it is on some of 
the outtakes, hut none of the early stuff 
really made it to record, I don't think." 

The session for "The Bottle Let Me 
Down" ( 1966) is one of Haggard's fa-
vorite studio memories. "I remember 
James [Burton] standing on a kitchen 
chair with his eyes closed because he 
was just grooving, playing that guitar so 
good. It was a great performance; there 
was no reason to do it anymore. We 

played it back and said, 'Put that dude 
out.' I was amazed with that record. 
The only thing I felt was that it was too 

thin. Back in those days, they didn't let 
you turn the bass up because the juke 
box operators wouldn't give you a sec-
ond buy if you had too much bass on 
the record. If you had too much, it 
would knock the needle out. So there 
wasn't much bass on the record, but I 
listened to it and thought, 'Well, maybe 
it's all right. The harmonies are so 
good.' I was very proud of putting that 
record out." 

The session for "That's the Way Love 
Goes," (written by Sanger D. Shafer and 

Lefty Frizzell), which earned Haggard 
his only Grammy, in 1983, is another 
fond memory for the singer: "I went 
into the studio in Nashville at ten 
o'clock with a little five-piece band, and 
at one we walked out and we had four 
songs, including that one. Reggie put on 
a second part on his guitar solo, but 
there was not even any harmony on my 
voice, so that was the only punch-in 
that was done, and it was done imme-
diately on the first playback. We lis-
tened, we walked back in and said, 'Is 
that a Number One record, or am I 
crazy?' And we said, 'Probably both.-

Some of Haggard's MCA catalog was 
produced by Jimmy Bowen, including 
"I Think I'll Just Stay Here and Drink" 
(1980), which Haggard insists is not au-
tobiographical, and "Leonard" ( 1980), 
about songwriter Tommy Collins. "I 
loved working with Jimmy Bowen," 
Haggard says. "A lot of people hated 
him, and he and I were so different, but 
we got along so well in the studio. He 
was the first guy I ever agreed with that 
had ways of doing things. Until I met 
him, I didn't put songs into groups; I 
went in there and said, 'Okay, this song 
we'll record this way,' but after I 
worked with Bowen, I grouped thing! 
up. He wouldn't use fiddle, for exam 
pie, or steel on a record until after the 
vocal was already on it because it 
would influence the vocalist. That's a 
very important thing to know. When 
you got something moving around un-
derneath you that's a pitchy instru-
ment—anything that doesn't have a 
fret—it might interfere if you're laying 
serious vocal track." 

Haggard considers "Misery and Gin" 
(1980)—also for MCA, but produced by 
Snuff Garrett—his most unusual ses-
sion. "We had 100 players in that room. 
There was every player in Los Angeles 
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that was any player at all," Haggard 
laughs. ' John Hobbs played the piano, 
all these great guys in a row were play-
ing rhythm, including James Burton. 
Emory Gordy was playing electric bass, 
somebody else was playing upright 
bass. There were two keyboards, plus 
the piano, 80 strings, an oboe, percus-
sion, drums, kettle drums, everything 
you can possibly think of. They had a 
big podium up there with the words to 
the song. I didn't write it and didn't 
know it, but the guy who had sent it to 
me said it was going to be in Clint East-
wood's next movie. Snuffy said, 'Hag-
gard, go out there, I'll let you do it 
maybe two times. We ain't got the time 

to keep all these people here.' I said, 'I 
sure agree with that. Let's do it.' We 
went out there, and 100 people hit that 
sonofabitch and played it right. We cut 
it twice, and they kept the first take." 

If Haggard does go back into the 
studio again, he says it will have to be 
considerably simpler than most of his 
recent sessions—in fact, he wants the 
sound totally stripped down again. 
"Willie Nelson and I are planning to do 
an album together, just the two of us," 
he says. "There's been some talk about 
a record and a tour where Willie and I 
are by ourselves, with just our guitars, 
no bands." Never shy about speaking 
his mind, Haggard adds, "The worst 
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thing they do now is sampling. They 
sample Larrie Londin's snare drum and 
put it on top of whoever is playing, and 
I think that's criminal. God, how could 
you do that to somebody who is dead 
and gone? It seems to me that ought to 
be personal. That would be like sam-
pling my voice and giving it to some 
young kid who didn't hit his note just 
right. There's no decency left in this 
business. 

"I wasn't really interested in technol-
ogy," he continues. "It got to be where 
I thought, If it gets any cleaner than 
this, the humanity is going to leave.' 
And it did. Now you hear things to a 
degree that would never occur in reali-
ty, for example, the way there are five 
or six microphones on a set of drums. 
As the drum is hit with all this force, 
here's this microphone an inch away 
from the drums, and here are all these 
microphones that are isolated and each 
individual instrument is being recorded, 
but here you are with two ears. 
Nowhere on God's earth are you ever 
going to come by a condition where 
you're going to hear this like you hear 
it on a record. There's nobody that's 
ever going to be able to reproduce it 
the way you hear it on record, so any-
thing you hear live is going to be less 
than the record performance, so in the 
critical areas of pitch, people will have 
problems. It's serious when you sing 
that straight with no vibrato and you 
get it perfect on record, but you can't 
do it perfect every time live. They've 
placed the mark on the wall at an un-
believable height, and you can't kick 
that high in public." 

Haggard still pleases his audiences, 
although even touring conjures up 
mixed emotions these days. "I have a 
young family now," says Haggard 
whose fifth marriage has produced 
Janessa, age 7 and Binion, age 3V.,. 
"When they came into the world, I 
said, 'I've really been given a second 
chance to be a father. My first four chil-
dren by my first wife Leona are grown, 
and I didn't get to watch them grow 
up. I think some of their lives are 
messed up because of my failure to be 
there," he says. "I got this little guy call-
ing me every day—he's 3V, years old, 
and I'm here in Kentucky, hurtin'. I'm 
torn between that and the love of the 
music. I do love the music, though, and 
always will." 

• • • 

Special thanks to Bonnie Owens, 
whose help in securing some of these 
interviews was invaluable. 
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—FROM PAGE I63. "MISTED WILLIE" 

looked around and suggested that they 
run the signal through a telephone in-
stead. "Then Randall goes, That's not 
weird enough. Let's run it through a 
Leslie." 

Rather than jumping to his own de-
fense Jamail says, "Yeah, he got a great 
vocal and he recorded it beautifully. If 
you hear the original track, it's a gor-
geous vocal that Donnell got." and then 
he takes a breath, starts to laugh, and 
finishes, "I f—d it up, which is really 
my forte." 

Apparently so. since it was not the 
only time during the Twisted Willie ses-
sions that Jamail took a morning's 
worth of work and tossed it. During the 
mixing session for Steel Pole Bathtub's 
contribution, "The Ghost," Cameron 

The only way 

to tributize Willie 

was to let these kids 

do whatever the hell 

they thought 

these songs should he. 

—Randall Jamail 

says, "I spent quite a hit of time getting 

a great drum sound: it went real quick, 
and the band was great. When it came 
time to mix I was bringing up the 
drums and Randall walks in and says, 
1 low about if we put those drums in 
one speaker?" And rather than throw-
ing the tracking sheet in his face and 
walking out the door, Cameron appar-
ently did it, and now says of the idea, 
"It worked very well with the arrange-

ments, and the drums just ended up 
sounding real far away." 

Although those times ‘'ere challeng-
ing, it was nothing compared to the 
day when Kelly Deal strolled into 
Ocean Way Studios in Los Angeles and 
announced to Cameron that she want-
ed to use only guitar feedback and a 
sewing machine for her track. "When 
Kelly told me her concept for the song 
was to have orchestrated feedback 
where the chord changes of the song 
were created by interweaving layers of 
guitar feedback. t thought, 'How many 
weeks do you want to spend on this?" 

They started on the basics, but it 
wasn't the usual drums and bass: "We 
went into the studio and we recorded 

the sewing machine first," Cameron 
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Check out the Pro MPA at your favorite ART dealer today. It's the 

only tube mic preamp you'll ever need. 
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"The Pro MPA is 

exactly what I'm look-

ing for. Its sound is 

exceptional. The day 

we received it, we 

used it for my vocal 

tracks." 

-Jon Anderson, Yes 

"I am very impressed 

with the tonal quality 

of the Pro MPA from 

ART. We've used it all 

over the live and stu-

dio albums for vocals 

and for direct record-

ing of instruments. 

It's a great product." 

-Tom Fletcher, 

Producer, Yes 

SOUND SOLUTIONS FOR THE REAL W ORLD 

Applied Research and Technology, Inc. • 215 Tremont Street, Rochester, New York 14608 
Phone 716-436-2720 • Fax 716-436-3942 

World Wide Web: http://www.artroch.com • email: artroch@cis.compuserve.com • AOL: artroch 
USE READER .NERVICE CARD FOR MoRE INFO 
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In the Digital Recording 
market there are some things 
you want to get right. 

IT MUST SOUND 
GREAT, 

BE DURABLE, 
FUNCTIONAL, 

USER FRIENDLY, 
EXPANDABLE & 

AFFORDABLE. 
That's why you need a 
Digital Audio dealer who 
knows how to ensure that 
the products you buy are 
exactly what you need to get 
the job done - a dealer who 
gets it right the first time. 
Sounds like you're talking 
about MacREAT. We're not 
some huge sales organiza-
tion, just the best, dedi-
cated sales people 
and technicians in 
the business who 
are musicians them-
selves. Call us now, 
and you too can 
experience what it's 
like dealing with Pros in 
the know. 
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John Carter Cash and Johnny Cash 

says. "I found an old Electro-Voice ( ,•16 
microphone and we set that up. Then 
we had to slow it down using VSO on 

it. We actually ended up bouncing it 
onto her Portastudio and back to 24-
track and then back to the Portastudio, 
cranking the VSO down as low as it 
would go every time." They finally got 
it down to the right tempo, which took 
four bounces, and then they started on 
the guitar feedback tracks. Seven tracks 
of feedback later, the track was a mess, 
according to both jamail and Cameron. 
Then, all of a sudden, Kris Kristofferson 
walked through the dose. 

"He didn't say it. but he looked at 
me and I knew what was going 
through his mind was that I had lost 
mine," .lamail remembers with a laugh. 
"But he hung in there and he tried to 
listen to what we were trying to do." In 
the end they threw him into the room 
with a headphone mix filled with the 
sewing machine and feedback tracks 
and asked him to track a harmonica 
part and an ending vamp vocal. "What 
he didn't realize was that right after he 
left we decided to get rid of the feed-
back tracks and leave it very open and 
sparse," remembers jamail. "I ended up 
taking his harmonica track and running 
it back through the Leslie cabinet, and 
the song became what it became." 

While "Angel Flying Too Close to 
the Ground" is the mos:. um. interest-
ing interpretation of a Nels. in classic, it 
fit in perfectly with what Jamail's vision 
of the album should be. " It was, from 
the beginning. our intention to have the 
artists interpret these songs as if they 
were a part of their own repertoire," ja-

mail says. "The only way to tributize 

Willie was to let these kids do whatev-
er the hell they thought these songs 
should be. That's what Willie did 30 
years ago, and so for them to do any-
thing other than just reinvent the song 
in a way that is consistent with the kind 
of music they are making would have 
been a sham to Willie." 

Now, actually implementing this 
concept proved a little more difficult 
than thinking it up. Fourteen of the 
album's 16 tracks were recorded in five 
different cities over eleven months, a 
process macle easier because of ja-
mail's good instincts for marching the 

right studio with the right project. The 
majority of the tracks were mixed by 
Cameron and amail at Ocean Way in 
Los Angeles, while recording sessions 
were scattered from Seattle's Bad Ani-
mals to Nelson's former siudio, Peder-
nales, in Spicewood, Texas. to Hyde 
Street Studios in San Fran( so. The 
track by X, "Home Motel,- was record-

ed at Cornerstone Recorders in Chats-
worth, Calif., and Waylon Jennings' "I 
Never Cared For You" was done at 
Revolution Sound in Nashville. Jerry 
Cantrell's version of "I've Seen All This 
World I Care to See" was actually cap-
tured in his bathroom by his guitar 
tech Darrell Peters, whi!e "Shotgun 
Willie," the Tenderloins track, was 
recorded at Red House Recording in 
Lawrence, Kansas by Ed Rose. 

Because he likes to record live with 
minimal, if any, overdubs, jamail prefers 
a good-sounding recording room, but 
he notes, "For nie, the limitations are 
born out of what kind of equipment a 
studio has and not necessarily the room 
size. On the equipment side, there are 
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Leading edge performance has been a defining 

feature of Audio Precision products since the 
inception of our company in 1984. Thousands of our 

System One audio analyzers are in use worldwide, 
selected by design engineers for high performance 
and by test engineers for our comprehensive pro-

grammable analog and digital audio measurement 

capabilities. 

Now our System Two true Dual Domain audio ana-

lyzer joins the System One, setting a new standard 
for performance and flexibility in audio frequency 

test & measurement. 

System Two is a true Dual Domain analyzer. Other test 

instruments may have both analog and digital inputs 
and outputs ... but they're not true Dual Domain! 
They rely on performance- limiting converters to pass 
analog signals back and forth to a DSP core of digital-

only hardware. Passing signals through a/d or día 
converters for every measurement robs the test 

instrument of performance. System TWo includes 

Audio 
peasuon 

separate, independent hareare for direct audio 
measurements in both domains, plus additional and 

extensive interface measurement capability in-
cluding jitter measurements, eye patterns and all 

other parameters described in AES3, the serial audio 

interface standard. 

The new standard of System Two is represented by 

performance specifications such as guaranteed 

analog generator and analyzer residual THD+N 

of - 108 dB, guaranteed analog signal flatness of 
.0.01 dB for the generator and analyzer; and 24 bit 

digital signal generation with 48 bit FFT dynamic 

range. 

From aircraft to automobiles, satellites to cell 
phones, headsets to hearing aids, System Two 
represents a new standard for audio frequency test 
& measurement applications. Compare for yourself - 

our worldwide force of representatives will be 
pleased to provide comprehensive specifications 
and a true Dual Domain on-site demonstration. 

Audio Precision 
PO Box 2209 
Beaverton, Oregon 97075-3070 
Tel: (503) 627-0832 FAX: (503) 641-8906 
US Toll Free: 1-800-231-7350 

INTERNATIONAL DISTRIBUTORS: Australia: IRT Electronics Pty Ltd., Tel: 2 439 3744 Austria: ELSINCO Gmbil, Tel: ( 1) 815 04 00 Belgium: Trans European Music NV. Tel: 2 466 5010 Brazil: INTERWAVE LTDA... 

Tel (21) 325.5351 Bulgaria: ELSINCO Office Sofia, Tel: (2) 58 61 31 Canada: GERRAUDIO Distribution. Tel: (416) 696-2779 China, Hong Kong: ACE (Intl) Co. Ltd., Tel: 2424-0387 Czech Republic: ELSINCO Praha spol s co.„ 
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Tel 521 648723 Japan: TOYO Corporation, Tel 3 (5688) 6800 Korea: S&P International Co., Ltd., Tel: 2 546-1457: S&P (Kurni Office), Tel 546 53-7347/8 Malaysia: Test Measurement & Engineering Sdn., Tel: 3 734 1017 
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certain control boards and tape ma-
chines that I always try to have available 
when I'm recording." Specifically, he 
looks for either a Neve 8068 or 8078 Se-
ries board and a rack of API 5031 EQs. 
"If I'm going to record on a Neve," Ja-
mail comments, "I'll always keep a rack 
of APIs handy, because guitars and 
stringed instruments are very friendly 
through the API EQs. 

"I consider the critical issue for the 
kind of records I make [to bel the in-
teraction between the musician, the 
musician's instrument and the micro-
phone. That's where the sound meets 
the vehicle that's going to record it," he 
says. " It has to start on the production 
end with the right microphone, and 
that always changes, it's never fixed." 
Jamail travels with a wide variety of 
vintage tube microphones and a num-

ber of condensers to make sure that 
wherever he goes he knows that the 
iflic is going to work. 

Jamail notes that he also prefers to 
mix in studios that have "live chambers, 
plate reverbs and additional analog ma-
chines for us to create the kind of ef-
fects that we want for the record." In 
fact, during mixing sessions at Peder-
nales, Cameron says, they had to re-
vamp the studio's echo chamber since 
it had been hardly used. 

It's that sonic outlook that has pulled 
Cameron and Jamail together. "Randall 
and I share a similar philosophy of 
recording, in that we believe the fewer 
electronics you put between the micro-
phones and the tape machine, the bet-
ter," Cameron says. "You spend a little 
more time achieving what you want, but 
I think the end result is well worth it." 

Indeed, Jamail echoes, "To me, the 
fun and the creativity of recording 
and mixing is utilizing things that save 
the emotion and the mood of the 
music." 

—FROM PAGE 163, THEY MIGHT RE GIANTS 

an Edison studio phonograph from 
1898. For playback another Edison 
phonograph, from 1906, was used. The 
two horns chosen for the session were 
a small horn for the vocals and a long 
horn for the instruments. The recording 
engineer for this session, Peter Dilg, 
notes that "There was no electricity 
used. Everything was powered by 
acoustical energy." Jerry Fabris, curator 
of sound recordings at the Edison Na-
tional Historic Site, explains, "The 
phonograph is powered strictly by 
acoustical and mechanical energy, 

which is basically what they had to 
record with before there were micro-
phones." 
How does the Edison recording 

process actually work? "The sound 
pressure from the voice vibrates the air 
in the horn and as the horn funnels 
down to the phonograph. the shape of 
the horn compresses the air," Fabris ex-
plains. "At the end of the horn is a 
piece of thin material that vibrates; the 
sound pressure that's hitting that mate-
rial causes it to vibrate. In the center of 
the diaphragm is a stylus, which is 
touching the wax cylinder. As the cylin-
der turns, the stylus is cutting the wax 
and creating sound waves. On the 
recording machine, the stylus is a knife 
shape so it's actually cutting the wax 
and making a groove in the cylinder. 

"Playback is the exact opposite. The 
phonograph that's playing the cylinder 
back is the same setup except that the 

shape of the stylus is a smooth ball 
shape, instead of a knife shape. So you 
put the finished cylinder on there and 
you run the stylus over it the same way 
as you did when you recorded, except 
this time instead of cutting the wax, the 
ball-shape stylus rides over the sound 
waves that are already in there, and 
that vibrates the diaphragm, disturbs 
the air on the horn and causes the air in 
the horn to vibrate. So the air in the 
horn gets pushed out and into the 
room for you to hear." 

The hand allowed a live audience to 
sit in on the recordings. They sched-
uled three 40-minute sessions through-
out the day. What the audience heard 
that day was what an audience back in 
1898 would have heard. Nothing had 
been done to the equipment. Fabris 
comments, " It was all original equip-
ment. Some of the parts that deteriorate 
over time, like rubber gaskets or leather 
brakes, had been replaced, but they 
were always replaced with the same 
type of parts." The band had no fears 
that the equipment, old as it is, 
wouldn't work. The Edison staff has 
not only maintained the equipment 
meticulously, they have also had other 
notable musicians record with it over 
the years. 

The first person to record there 
with Edison's equipment was Wynton 
Marsalis, back in December 1993. and 
Les Paul recorded there in August 1994. 
Dilg was the recording engineer tbr 
both of these sessions. Fabris states, 
"Every time we used pretty much the 

same equipment, except we've tried dif-
ferent horns because Edison experi-
mented with many different shapes and 
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sizes of horns, and we have so many to 
choose from. So each time we do this, 
we try different horns just to see which 
one works best and compare results." 

Each wax cylinder only holds two 
minutes of information and runs at 160 
rpm. "We had to shorten the songs to 
fit them," Flansburgh says. "For most 
bands that would be a problem, but 
for us it's par for the course." They did 
about a half-hour of test recordings 

beforehand, hut that's it, DiIg says. 
"We tried to set it up the way they 
would have in the old days. The vo-
calist was right in front of the horn. 
The tuba player was pretty far back. 
The guitar players were up close to 
the longer horn. After we heard each 
recording played back, we could 
make adjustments for the next one. So 
if the singer was too loud, he would 
simply back up a little more. This way 
the energy would be dispersed before 
it got down to the horn." When it's put 
into its digital format, Di1g thinks it will 
sound remarkably clear and "that's 
strictly from wax onto a digital format 
without playing around with it, so it's 
still in its pure form as far as the engi-
neering goes." 

"Out of the recordings done at the 

Edison Museum, TMBG was a more 
difficult band to record, but that's only 
because of the instruments they chose 
to use," Fabris adds. "Because of the 
way the equipment works, when we 
played the record back the tuba player 
was really loud, even though he was 
standing in the back." 

As you might expect, recording with 
this equipment is very different from 
recording with microphones. Di1g ex-
plains, "Horn instruments record very, 
very well, but most string instruments 
don't pick up well. The drums are also 
difficult to record. The only way to turn 
an instrument clown is to move farther 
away from the horn. After they did the 
first setup and recording, they had to 

reorganize themselves to move things 
forward that weren't loud enough and 
vice versa." Although today you set up 
the microphones around the musicians, 
with this equipment you have to move 
the musicians around the horns. "You 
don't want too many horns because 
then the sound starts to go in one and 
out the other," Fabris says. For many 
recordings like this you would just use 
one horn. This way the music goes 
straight in there and it doesn't escape. 
The problem with using two horns is 

the sound is a little bit weaker. The ad-
vantage is that it's easy to get everyone 
close because there's more space in 
front of two horns vs. one." 

From the group's perspective, "The 

performance positions were not entire-
ly comfortable," Flansburgh notes. "We 
had to sit close to the phonograph, sing 
right into it and at the top of our lungs. 
We can't really say whether using the 
Edison equipment was better or worse, 
but we are very pleased with the 
recordings." 

They Might Be Giants don't plan on 
editing any of the material they record-
ed at the Edison site; it will be used as-
is. And who knows—the ever-eccentric 
TMBG are definitely the kind of game 
types who would try this kind of stunt 
again. "The fact that the technology to 
record sounds existed that long ago was 
not only incredible to us, but the rapid 
development of recording to what it is 
today is phenomenal," Flansburgh says. 
"It became all the more apparent when 
recording with the Edison equipment 
that the innovations in the recording 
process have happened so quickly with 
such wonderful results. It makes you 
wonder where recording will be in an-
other 100 years from now." 
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TAPE & DISC NEWS 

Integrated Network Solutions' RCDT 1020 CD-R duplicator 

CD-R DUPLICATION 

MOMENTUM GROWS 

As the tise ( if recordalile CDs grows in 
popularity. more systems are being 
devised to make duplication of the 
discs practical and cost-effective in 
quantities below the normal mini-
mums for production at a replication 
plant. One example of how such ca-
pabilities can be used in the music in-
dustry is found at 1Iollywood's 52nd 

Street Digital Masturng Services. The 
company recently developed an in-
house production capability based on 
proprietary CD-R writing software and 
hardware from Kodak, including the 
PCD 600 6x writer and the Disc Trans-

pcirter, which features automatic' load 
and unload functions and a -5-disc 

capacity. The company is offering 
record companies same-day turn-

around on small-run CD orders. 
Evidence of the overall increase in 

use of CD-Rs comes from the ITA, a 

recording media trade association, 

which reports that unit 
shipments grew from 
2.057 million in 1994 to 

9.471 million in 1995, 
an increase of 360%. 

In response to the 
growth in demand for 
recordable blanks. Mit-
sui Toatsu Chemicals, 
(me of the leading pro-
ducers of CD-Rs in 
Japan, has announced 
plans for its U.S. sub-

sidiary. MTC America 
(Purchase, N.Y.), to 
construct a CD-R plant 

in Colorado Springs, 
Colo. The plant will be 
operated by the newly 
formed company Mit-

sui Advanced Media 
Inc. MAMI says it plans 
to run the facility 24 
hours a clay once com-
mercial production be-
gins in early 1997. 

MTC America has 
also announced the 
AOL-501C Trans/Corder, 
a CD-R disc transport 
system with a built-in 
2x • ix CD recorder/read-

er. The system works its way through 
a stack of up to 50 discs, reading fin-

ished master discs into memory and 
then recording onto subsequent 
blanks. This approach allows several 
master discs to be interspersed with 

blanks so that several different pro-
grams may be copied without opera-
tor intervention. 

Meanwhile, Microlx)ards (Chanhas-
sen, Minn.) announced price reduc-
tions on its CD-R duplication gear, 
dropping the cost of its single-disc Cl) 
Blaster system to $4,495. The compa-
ny's networkable CD-Maker line is 
now priced at $ 13.995 for a system 
that records four discs at once, and 
$19.995 for an eight-disc system capa-
ble of duplicating up to 64 discs per 
hour. Another option in the field is In-
tegrated Network Solutions, offering 
the RCDT 1020 Cl) computer-based 
system for Win( I( ws PCs. The compa-

BY PHILIP DE LANCIE 

ny claims that ten to 15 sources of any 
fommt may be copied onto ten to 15 
CD-Rs in less than 32 minutes. 

For those requiring integrated print-
ing, Rimage ( Minneapolis. Minn.) re-
cently announced an enhanced version 
of its Perfect Image CD-R Automated 
Publishing System. The APS is a Win-

dows-based system consisting of soft-
ware, an in-line Rimage CD-R printer 
and the Kodak Disc Transporter with 
integrated CD-R recorder. Prices for the 
APS range from $20,250 for a 2x sys-
tem to s32.550 for 6x recording. Those 
with lower budgets or less-sophisticat-
ed printing requirements might consid-
er the Neato kit from MicroPatent of 

East Haven, Conn. The kit provides 
templates for creating custom labels in 

common PC and Macintosh graphics 
programs, as well as pre-cut, CD-
shaped adhesive labels that can be 
printed on a laser printer and applied 
to a CD-R with the included labeling 
tool. 

BASF SNIPS NEW C-1 00 TAPE 

BASF Magnetics began shipping a 
new audio cassette duplicating tape. 
AT 11 Ferro Plus C-100. According to 
BASF, the new tape features signifi-
candy increased oxide packing densi-
ties. which allows a thinner coating of 
oxide to produce the same sound 
quality as a premium C-90 tape hut 
with more than 100 minutes of play-
ing time. The 11-micron tape is based 
on the layering technology and base 
film used in the company's AT 12 

Neato kit from MicroPotent 
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bvieetwater Sound 

IFIE ULTIMATE MUSIC RETAILER 
  Welcome to Sweetwater Sound . . . the fastest growing music retailer- in the WORLD  

WAccessing this site is. known to be highly addictive, not to mention quite entertairrirm. Just ask the 
' hundreds of thousands of other musicians who. check in to get the latest up-to-the-minute industry 
a news. Like them, you'll probably fino yourself inexplicably drawn back to it over and over again. Cool! 

CCI 

5 B ad • Ft. Wayne, Indiana 451168 • (219j 432-81i6 • FAX: (2191432-1758 • salies@sweetwater.cont 
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1 BMW 111 111 UM FM RI r=riff== 

Cii111 11 
505.292.0341 

For Price Quotes & Information! 

800.444.5252 
For Orders! 

grandma's 
music G sound 

800 S-T JUAN TABO BLVD. NE / ALBUQUERQUE, NM 87123 
505/292-0341 FAX 505/293-6184 

WEB SITE / http://www.grandmas.com 

MICROPHONES 

PROCESSING 

MULTITRACK 

CONSOLES 

MIDI GEAR 

GUITARS 

TAPE 
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I Slf RE,Inne eARD FOR MORF L\TO 

FIRST CALL 
Why do world-class producers and studios call us first for 
digital transfers, digital editing, audio rentals and service? 

WE'RE THE DIGITAL SOURCE 
DAT, Sony 3348/24, Mitsubishi 
X-880 and X-86HS (96 kHz) mas-
tering decks—we own 'em all. 
Equipment breakdown? Call us 
for a "Special Emergency" low-
rate rental replacement. 

DIGITAL MASTERING, 
EDITING, TRANSFERS 
All-digital multi-format suite with 
Harmonia Mundi Format Con-
verter, Sony digital 
editor w/EQ. DIGITAL ASSOCIATES clibia You're never too 

far to go 

.111/010FOUX. digital. 

WE'RE DIGITAL EXPERTS 
Call anytime for tech support, 
whether you rent from us or not. 

WE'VE GOT WHAT YOUR 
RACK NEEDS 
Lexicon & AMS, Neve EQ... the 
latest digital and analog gear, 
plus hard-to-find "classics." 

WE NEVER CLOSE 
That's right-24 hour service. 

WE SHIP WORLDWIDE 

SOUND RENTAL LOGIC 
630 9th Avenue • Room 1012 • New York, NY 10036 

For your FREE rate card, call 800/847-4123 toll free in USA 
(212/262-2626 in NY State) or fax us at 212/262-2632.  

Ferro 949 audio tape, and is designed to 

match the electroacoustic and mechni-

cal parameters of its predecessor. AT 11 

Ferro Plus C-100 ships in pancakes of 

22.000 feet, which are approximately 
the same diameter as 20,000-foot C-90 
pancakes. 

SPLICES 
Northeastern Digital Recording ( South-

boro, MA) remastered three David 

Bowie albums for Rykodisc, two new 

Arlo Guthrie albums and the latest from 
jay Geils and Magic Dick for Rounder 
Records...Nkirk Knoptler's latest, Gold-

en Heart, was mastered at Georgetown 

Masters ( Nashville) by Denny Purcell 
using the Model One HDCI) Processor 

from Pacific Microsonics...At New York 

City's Digital Domain, engineer Bob Katz 
mastered Love Notes Front the Bass for 

the jazzHeads label and the Westminster 
Choir's latest on Chesky Records.. Also 

in New York, Engine.RDA completed an 

enhanced CD single for Atlantic act 
!footle & the Blowfish...Engineer Ken 
Lee of San Francisco's Rocket Lab mas-

tered blues albums from John Lee H(x)k-

er guitarist Michael Osborn and Mick 

Overman. Lee also worked on releases 

by the Bobs, Zydeco Flames and Assas-
sin, a compilation featuring 2-Pac and 

other Bay Area rappers... Time Capsule 

Mastering ( Long Beach, CA) announced 
the purchase of a Focusrite ISA-315 Blue 

Series mastering equalizer and a dB 

Technologies 3000S 96kHz Digital Opti-

mizer and sample rate converter... 
'Foronto-area mastering house Music 

Lane ( Markham, Ontario) reports mas-

tering releases by Domenic Trolano for 
EMI Music Canada and the Irish Descen-

dants for Warner Music Canada.. Alpha 
Records Mastering opened in Plantation. 
FL, with a Sonic Solutions-based system 

that includes components from Bryston, 
Z Systems, Mytek Digital, Sony and Tan-

noy. The company's services include 

digital editing, PMCDs, CD- Plus and 
NoNoise...Gauss ( Sun Valley, CA) re-

ports international sales to duplicators in 

China, United Arab Republic, Thailand 
and Indonesia, while sister company 
Electro Sound reports sales of its 

"budget- duplicating system, the Series 

75(X), to The Audio Source (Northbrook, 
IL). Aaztec Recording ( Phoenix, AZ), 

and to duplicators in Palestine, Indone-
sia and India. Electro Sound also sold 
Series 9000 systems to several clients 
recently. including Disc Makers/Music 
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B EQ- Series 24 

Throughout the world, John Oram is known 
as 'the Father of British EQ'. It's no surprise, Vox amps, 

Trident consoles and Martin guitar Pre-amps have taken John 

Oram's EQ and circuit design philosophy Ito every corner of the globe. 

Check out these products at your Studio Supplier and experience the warm, 
Vintage sound of dES-c-srvi sorb c s® enhanced by ultra low-noise 

characteristics and reliability of SNIT (Surface Mount Technology). 

You too can enjoy that classiz'Brit'sound and take advantage of a board full of 

serious Mic-pre's and EQ's that are as good as any external rack gear 
you care to name. 

HD EQ -2 High Definition Eq eliser _ . . 

The ultimate Stereo EQ. 
A total 0f-8 band per channel 

utilising sweep ana shef ci•rcuitry. 
epa rate Filter and EQ Bypass. Switchable 

±1 /6dB for High Definition detail. 

MWS Microphone Work Station 

Two Citannel Mic F-re - am) 
with 4 bands-of Eweep and _fixed EQ . 

+High and Low filters 

VU-More Intelligent Audio Measurement 

Unique Stereo measurement 
of line and noise levels. Built-in patchable 

Oscillator and Phase correlation indicator. 
USE READER SERVICE CARD FOR MORE IrFo 

BEQ - Series 8 Console 
starting at under S10,300 

Blue Ribbon Award Winner 1995 
TEC Award Nominee 1996 

Nxrninee 

PROFESSIONAL 
in> 

BEQ - Series 24 
Available through 

Chris Pelonis 

Pelonis Sound 

& Acoustics, Inc. 
PO Box 1246 

Downey, CA 90240 

Tel: 805 563 0505 

Fax: 805 563 9604 

Peter Lanzilotta 

Double Take 

Studio Services 
246, 5th Avenue 

Suite 206, New York 
NY 10001 

Tel: 212 685 7900 
Fax: 212 725 3806 

TGI (North America) Inc. 
300 Gage Avenue 

Kitchener, Ontario 

N2M 2C8, Canada 



COAST WCOAST 

NEW YORK METRO 
by Dan Daley 

New York in a post-Power Station world. It was 
quiet, disarmingly so. The usual stream of faxes 
and e-mail from New York studios continued 
coming in. It was as though nothing had 
changed. New York, the city with no cemetery 
space left, buries its corporate dead quickly and 
moves on. As of late May, Power Station—which 
will be renamed after new owners Takashi 
Kanamori and a group of Japanese investors close 
the deal on the studio, scheduled for just after 
Memorial Day—remained under 24-hour guard, ac-
cording to the publicist for auctioneer Rabin Broth-
ers. Meanwhile, sightings of former owner Tony 
Bongiovi were rivaling those of Elvis—on the same 
day in late May he was reported to be in Southern 
District Court in Manhattan (filing motions to void the 
sale and prevent Power Station's new owners from 
using the studio's client lists to generate business), and 
simultaneously in Tokyo setting up capital funding for 
potential new studios, consulting on studio design for 
new studios in Japan and Bali, Indonesia and North-
ern Ireland, and preparing financing and other plans 
for a string of Power Station Cafes. The cafes were 
planned before the forced sale of the studio, and 
Bongiovi retains rights to the name Power Station. 

—CONTINUED ON PAGE 206 

In the recently remodeled Studio A at New York City's 

Quad Recording, facility owner Lou Gonzales stands behind 
the new 64-channel SSL 9000 J. 

The main tracking room at the new focilifies of Soban Entertainment, 
Los Angeles, designed by Studio 440 

L.A. GRAPEVINE 
by Maureen Droney 

This month we check in with three Southland stu-
dio designers: 1994 TEC Award winner studio 
bau:ton, the year-and-a-half-old Studio 440 and 
1996 TEC nominee Chris Pelonis. 

After opening in 1990, studio bau:ton quick-
ly jumped to the forefront of studio design com-
panies. Partners Peter Grueneisen, Peter Maurer 
and George Newburn built rooms with a simple, 
clean-lined look individualized for well space, and 
almost immediately they found themselves involved 
in prestigious projects. In 1995, Newburn left 
bau:ton and opened Studio 440, and the industry 
wondered how things would go. This month we 
visited with both to find out. 

studio bauaon's projects have covered a wide ge-
ographic area, from Bad Animals in Seattle to Studio 
Mega in Paris. X-Art and Peter Wolf s Embassy Studios 
in Austria and VTU Bach in Vietnam; in Southern Cal-
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ifornia, their work has encompassed major 
music recording studios, post-production hous-
es and project studios, including the expansion 
and renovation of Record Plant, work at Signet 
Sound, Post Logic Video, Ice T's project studio 
in Hollywood, and Bill Bottrell's Toad Hall in 
Pasadena. 

Grueneisen and Maurer, both Swiss, orig-
inally met while attending architecture 
school in Switzerland and later joined forces 
in Los Angeles. Maurer, en route to 
Bangkok for a project consultation as we 
were going to press, has a degree in archi-
tectural engineering and is an alumnus of 
acoustic designer Vincent Van Haaffs Wa-
terland Group. When he and Grueneisen 
hooked up, Grueneisen tells us, in his 
quiet and self-deprecating way, "I was just 
a boring little architect, doing a lot of dif-
ferent commercial and residential proj-
ects." Grueneisen, however, also has an 
architectural engineering degree, has a 
master's degree from the Southern Cali-
fornia Institute of Architecture and an ar-
chitects' license from five states, includ-
ing California. 

Almost immediately upon startup, 

• 

oo , • 

bau:ton was involved in two projects: 
sound designer Craig Harris' home studio o ost, Hollywd d 

in the Hollywood Hills and L.A. Reid's stu- and Acoustics and f eaturing a Quad Eight console 

Mix 3 at Interlock Audi P esigned by chris Pelonis of Pelonis Sound 

dio in Atlanta. About the latter, Grueneisen comments, "It 
was not a very large project, but it was definitely presti- ect, depending on what is re-
gious. Also, quickly after that we did Bad Animals, and quired. "We are very flexible," smys Grueneisen. That may 
then Record Plant L.A.'s renovation—all the overall archi- he our most significant trait—that there isn't any! We are 
tecture, the central atrium design for the lounge, and the very flexible for what anyone needs. We do everything 
big tracking and mix rooms." from consulting to creating a turnkey facility—it just de-

bau:ton gets involved on different levels for eadl FT+ pends on what someone wants. 
"There are some rules that we 

West Los Angeles studio King Sound and Pictures reopened in March with a vintage API restored by Jerry Steck- follow that are pretty universal," 
ling, who is also responsible for the room's acoustic design and custom TAD monitors. Owned and outfitted by pro- he states. "A lot of it is pretty 

ducer/engineer Jimmy Sloan, the facility includes a Studer A827 24-track, pragmatic science. And then a lot 
of it is experience—we've done 
about 100 studios by now. 
There's always uncertainty in it, 
but in general we have the expe-
rience to know that what we do 
will be okay, to say the least. 
And, of course, there are calcula-
tions that we do and certain 
things that we can check on the 
drawings and an the computer to 
make sure it will work." 

But what about rooms that are 
problematic? How does a design 
team rope when called in to try 
to fix an incorrect room? "Always, 
of course," Grueneisen answers, 
"should come first the physical 
environment. The tuning, well, 
that is fine, but you cannot solve 
the big problems that are inherent 
in a room with just tuning. That 
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Murielle Hamilton's 
personal studio in 
Los Angeles was 

designed by studio 
bau:ton and includes 

a Mackie 32x8 
console. 

#367 AUTOMATIC 

DOOR BOTTOM 

Unique scissor-action 

spring gradually lowers 

and raises double 

neoprene seal. 

#950 CAM HINGE 
Lifts and lowers door during 

movement 

Neoprene 
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#119W 

SPRING SEAL 
Compresses 
to saddle 
and jamb with 
door action 

-- #3708 HEAD & JAMB SEAL 

Double neoprene seal, 

compression magnet and 
sound absorber 

#564 DOOR SADDLE 

Heavy gauge aluminum or bronze, 
with rabbeted neoprene seal. 

ZERO SoundTrap systems can help you 
reduce sound control problems to zero. 

ZERO sound control systems for doors are designed to achieve up to a 53 Sound 
Transmission Class (SIC) rating as tested to ASTM standards. And that is with a 
door that can open and close—not sealed shut. It would take more than II inches 
of concrete to achieve that kind of rating. 

You have enough to worry about in the studio without having to worry about sound 
penetration. For 70 years ZERO has designed and built sealing systems that perform 
under conditions where most others will not—and are still working when most others 
are not. If you need to block sound, smoke, air, or fire, ZERO can help you reduce 
your door worries to zero. Just write or call for assistance and our 32 page catalog. 

ZERO 
INTERNATIONAL 

ZERO INTERNATIONAL, INC. 
415 Concord Avenue, Bronx, NY 10455-4898 
1-800-635-5335 
In NYC, call 718-585-3230 FAX 718-292-2243 
TELEX 239777 ZERO UR 

GASKETING • THRESHOLDS • SADDLES 
HINGES • ADA SURFACES • LIGHT/SOUND SEALS 

FIRE/SMOKE SEALS • WEATHERSTRIPPING 
STAIR NOSING • RAMPS 

just shifts the problems around. So typ-
ically our projects involve construc-
tion—if someone thinks they can fix 
their room without it, usually we are 
not brought in. When it needs con-
struction is usually the point when 
somebody %%ill give us a call." 

But kw:toll's work doesn't always 
involve majcw construction. "Sometimes 
we can work with what's there," he 
says, "and do just a minimal treatment. 
EFX is a post-production house in the 
Valley, where what we did is an exam-
ple of going in and working with what 
already exists. For another example, at 
Ground Control in Burbank. we simply 
put in a new front wall." 

What's in the works for bau:ton? 
They're designing a scoring stage con-
trol room on the Fox movie lot, a 

10.000-square-foot post-production fa-
cility for Glendale sound design com-
pany Creative Cafe, and, in Houston, a 
ground-up facility called Rap-A-Lot Stu-
dios, comprising large tracking and mix 
rooms, a mastering suite and two MIDI 
studios. Just completed is a 20,000-
square-foci' facility in a Chicago high-
rise for video production company 
Swell; work is in progress for Kiva 
Oceanway, Allen Sides' Nashville stu-
dio; the much-anticipated Hollywood 
studio now under construction for 

Kenny "Babyface- Edmonds; and, in 
keeping with the project studio explo-
sion, a lot of home studios. "So many I 
don't know where to start," laughs 
Grueneisen, who then lists off projects 
for Perry Farrell, David Lynch, james 
Newton Howard and Teddy Riley. 

In November 1994, George New-
burn started Studio 440 with Ross 
Brennan and Jim McClintock. The 
name 440 refers to A440—the center of 
tone on the piano, and the basis of the 
Western musical scale. It's also general 
enough, according to Newburn, to be 
used for architectural purposes "be-
cause we are architects first, but with a 
specialization in architectural acoustics 
and studio design." 

Newbum, who also studied and cur-
rently teaches a seminar in architectural 
acoustics at the Southern California In-
stitute of Architecture, ti)rmerly worked 
with Vincent Van Haaff at Waterland. As 
he tells us, "About 1984 I met Vincent 
Van Haaff, at allout the time he needed 
to hire somebody. We worked together 
until the end of 1989, which is when I 
left there and joined Peter Maurer and 
Peter Gnieneisen at studio bau:ton." 

The other partners in 440 had their 
own company designing both retail and 
residential architecture. Before that, Mc-

USE NADER SEMICE (:ARD ME AK IKE INFO 
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The MONITOR Magazine is a publication 'illed with the latest informakn musicians 

want to know. To receive 4 issues for only $5 (price good in U.S. onlyi5.end check or 

money order to: Monitor Magazine, Peavey Electronics, 711 A Street. Meridian, MS 
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he new Peavey PVM" T9000 
tube microphone features a 

special, self-polarized condenser 
capsule coupled with a vacuum-tube 
preamplifier to provide all of the 
mellow warmth for which tube 
microphones are revered. 

With a smooth, extended-
range frequency response and a 
uniform cardioid directional pattern, 
the PVM T9000 is ideally suited for 
studio vocals and a host of critical 
applications. 

This microphone will easily 
handle SPLs of up to 137 dB and 
includes a 10 dB attenuator and 
80 Hz, low-cut filter switches. The 
unique shock suspension 
incorporates a finned heat-sink to 
help dissipate tube filament 
heat! 

Get all of the vintage sound 
and state-of-the-art 
functionality from a company 
dedicated to quality and 

performance in professional 
sound productions. Get the tube 

microphone that combines classic 
styling with today's technology— 

the PVM T9000. 

IJSE READER SERVICE CARD FOR MORE INFO 



Clintock owned his own company, 
while Brennan, who also worked for 
bau:ton. had worked internationally in 
Finland. Paris and on the floating Kansai 

In Control A at New York's 

Kampo Studios (L to R) poet 

Allen Ginsberg, guitarist Marc 

Ribot, engineer Scott Anse 

facility manager Alex Abrash 

and producer Lenny Kaye 

recorded Ginsberg and Kaye's 

anti-materialist lament "The 

Ballad of the Skeletons" for 

Mercury's new spoken-word 

label, Mouth Almighty. 

International Airport in 
Osaka, Japan. Both have a 

master's in Architecture from UCLA. 
Some of 440's first projects were to 

continue with L.A.'s Royaltone Studios 

"...DETAILED IN THE EXTREME." 
Pro Audio Review Magazine 
Dr Fred Bashour reviewer 

"I've never heard our rnics 

sound this clean on piano." 

Jack Renner President 
Telarc International 

"SOUNDS BEST OF THE UNITS 

EVALUATED... TRANSPARENT IN 

THE EXTREME... WILL BE HARD 

TO BEAT." 

Studio Sound Magazine 

(UK), Sam Wise, reviewer 

High Voltage, High Accuracy 
Microphone Preamplifiers 

"...for those who seek abso-
lute purity in reproduction." 

Mix Magazine, Review 
George Petersen, Editor 

THE HANDS DOWN WINNER 
THE CATEGORY OF ACCURACY." 
¡Home and Studio' Recording Magazine 

Blind test of nine professional mic prennes. 

"Your preamp is brilliant." 
Frank Serafine. 

Engineer extrodinaire 

"Our most neutral 
microphone preamp" 

David Smith. Mr of Engineering 
Sony Classica I Productions 

Now available with 20- bit 

UV-22" Analog to Digital 

Converters. Record 20 bits 

direct to ADAT & DA-88! 

IN 

Available At: 
Sam Ash Professional, NYC 
Coast Recording Supply, LA 

Leo's Pro Audio, SF 
and others 

The Cleveland Orchestra (20 ch) 
Los Angeles Philharmonic (40 ch) 

Remote Recording Services (26 ch) 
Sony Classical, Telarc Records (20 ch) 
NHK, Japan Broadcasting Co. (24 ch) 

Unsurpassed for critical recording 
Our ultra-high accuracy Mixing 

Suite' will begin shipping soon! 
Call or fax for more information 

T 916-363-1096 F 916-363-9506 
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and a remodel of the sound department 
of Estudios Chumbuscos in Mexico City, 
under the auspices of batuton. Since 
that transitional phase. 440 has com-
pleted a studio in downtown Santa 

Monica for Earth Wind & Fire's Maurice 
White. called Magnet Vision, and a large 
installation for Saban Entertainment. 
Saban, which experienced phenomenal 
growth with -Power Rangers" cartoons 

and the resulting merchandising. took 
over five floors in a highrise in West-

wood and hired 440 to design the audio 
production floor. 

"It was a large and problematic proj-
ect," says Newbum. "The second floor, 
about 14.000 square feet. was the des-
ignated production floor because it had 
20-foot-high ceilings. But it was also the 
mechanical floor, which posed its own 
set of problems—it had the equipment 
for the first 12 floors of a 24-story build-
ing, like the air conditioning units, heat 
pumps, etc., all of which generated a lot 
of noise and a lot of vibration. It was 
complicated, but it ended up being a 
very successful project. It's probably the 
largest complex like this built in some 
time in L.A., with a nu mixing stage, a 
music recording rc sun, dialog recording, 
a composers' suite and ten edit bays. It 
was a huge project, and we didn't have 
much time to finish it. We were hired 
about May 1, and they started construc-
tion September 1—the entire project 
was completed in nine months." 

Everyone at 440 is currently excited 
about their work with the computer 
games company 7th Level Inc.. which 
has built a new facility in Glendale to 
do graphics and audio production. Col-
laborating with founders Bob Ezrin and 

Scott Page, 440 turned a 3.000-square-
foot area into a music reo tilling studio. 
MIDI composing room with attached 
overdub booth, and six edit bays. 

Newburn took time out to give this 
writer, fitirly ignorant of the studio de-
sign process, a synopsis of what his 
company does. "We try to focus on pro-
viding a thorough service to a client," 
he says. "That ranges all the way 
through the typical services that are pro-
vided by an architect: the consultation 

regarding site selection: creating a bud-
get with the owner: working with them 
to maintain that budget: creating a thor-
ough set of construction documents and 
specifications for a project so that when 
a client starts construction, they can start 
confident that there aren't going to be 
any hidden costs, and that everything is 
clear, well-defined and specified. 

"Usually the owner hires the con-
tractors and we do what's called con-
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RANDOM ACCESS DIGITAL AUDIO RIECORDER 

"RADAR sets a new standard 
for multitrack recording." 

MIR OMR SR MI Ma o• 

2 3 4 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 11 3 r r 

CALL TODAY FOR A FREE RADAR DEMO VIDEO. 

Trevor Horn, 
Grammy award 
winning producer 

RADAR VIEW'S elegant visual interface 
provides a detailed view of all recording, 
editing and session parameters. 

CZAR I 
Otani Corporation 
U.S.A 
Phone. 415-341-5900 
Fax: 415-341-7200 
L.A. Sales: (818) 972-3687 
C r 01. (0401 foC enrun 

Otani Inc. 
Japan 
Phone: 181) 4-2481-8626 
Fax: (Bi) 4-2481-8633 

..... 

Otan Deutichland GmbH 
Germen,, 
Phone. (49) 2159-50861,62/63 
Fax: (49) 2159-1778 

Otari Sinsapors Pte., Ltd. 
Phone: (65) 284-7211 
Fax (65) 264-4727 



New facility Comer Canyon Studios (Draper, 

Utah) features an Allen & Heath G53 V-32 

console, 24-tracks of DA-88 and Tonnoy 

Gold mains. 

struction observation or contract ad-
ministration," he adds. "The architect 
normally doesn't really supervise the 
construction. Usually the plans and 
specs are sent out for competitive bid-
ding, and when the plans come back, 

we sit with the owner and make a deci-
sion on who is the most qualified of the 
contractors to do the project based on 
experience and price, etc. And then the 
contractor and owner will sign a con-
tract, which of course we'll review and 
advise the owner on, and then we're 
there to observe the construction as it 
progresses and to make sure it's in con-
formance with the plans and specifica-
tions. Then at the end of the project, 
we'll walk through with the owner and 
create a punch list, as it's called, which 
is an itemization of all of the things that 
a contractor needs to complete or redo 
in order for final payment to proceed." 

Upcoming for 440? A demo studio 
on L.A.'s West Side for MCA Music; in 
Portland, Oregon, a surround sound 
theater for film director Gus Van Sant— 
"He bought an old turn-of-the-century 
nickelodeon theater, which we are re-
modeling and bringing up to THX 
specs. There will be a dubbing 
stage/screening room. He also wants it 
to be able to function as a performance 
venue for live music because it has a 
stage and a small fly space, so we are 
working that into the design." In Tai-
wan, a post-production studio for film 

—CON77NUED ON PAGE 207 
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"Firs(, place your microphones on acoustic guitar, piano, 

vocals, snare, whatever. Next, turn up the PreQ3 preamp. 
You'll like what you hear." 
Ed Seay, Producer/Engineer 

Money Pit, Nashville 

"The performance of the PreQ3 exceeded my expectations 
and filled in the gaps of my existing preamps. The 

AirBandTm is just fantastic, It gives that open, intimate 

feeling to the mix." 

Richard Dodd, 1995 Grammy Award Engineer 
Wildflowers, Tom Petty 
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"If I think it sounds great, that's one thing, but when the 
artist notices the difference, that really tells you something. 

I use the PreQ3 because it is good for my craft" 
Dave Reitzas, Grammy Award Winning Engineer 
Barbra Streisand, Michael Bolton, Madonna, etc. 

"If I had to choose just one mic preamp, it would be the NT! 

PreQ3. The PreQ3 is a versatile, punchy preamp that 
sounds great on just about everything" 

Csaba Petocz, Engineer 

For more information contact us at: Night Technologies International, 1680 W 820 N. Provo, UT. USA - (801) 375-9288 - FAX (801) 375.:9286 
Or check us.orb a!Mat..—  brolaWarris.comintit 
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Fostex 

SLAVE D-80s toi 16 & 24 TRACK RECORDING 
the 1)80 can he date Ul  ,111 ill Odin 0.80111)M1 ns 

and the outside ¡mid tql1 111 standard M  U and 

is sample Laramie and, Word Clock (moo:al Sin ) 

D-so Dis i+ctI 

Now youi can 
vtecorci 8 iracks 
simuiltaneomsly 
cf CD-qutalify 

on a oemovable 
haed clktive \milk 
no c_ompv&ession 

and no compromise! 

rin 
....1/ 

ally, you can have an expandable Of based 
digiaal removable hard disk system which oilers up 
to 40 minutes* of true multitrack recording. 11011 -
destructive 'cut, copy. move 6 paste' edit ing, 
instant locate 6 search, five virtual reels'. digital 
and analbg inputs/outputs along wit It .t removable 
front panel which acts as a lull ¡Ill n lion remote 
control all in a package which is a st op to use aid 
ii 'credibly affordable. So much so, you might want to 
buy two or three lor 16 or 24 track recording 
capàbility. Visit you Fostex Peale today! 

titlflfvcick 
For truillet inlon nat ion contact Fostex Corp ol Anew:a. 154 II Blar kburn Ave. • Nor walk. CA 906S0 • Vol( e. ( S10)921 1117 Fax:(310)802 1964 
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SESSIONS & STUDIO NEWS 

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA 

Geffen artists Cowboy Junkies mixed 
their single "Speaking Confidentially" at 
Image Recording in Hollywood with 
mixer Chris Lord-Alge and producer 
John Keane...At Red Zone Studios, 
Tommy Eyre produced material for his 
band Animal Legends with recording 
and mix engineer Ric Bowles.. .Jane 
Weidlen of Go Go's fame mixed the 
Geffen debut of her new hand Frosted 
at Scream Studios (Studio City) with pro-
ducer Marc Waterman and mix engineer 

Douglas Trantow...Producer/engineer 
Carmen Rizzo tracked RCA artist 
Junkster in Studio B at L.A.'s Skip Saylor 
Recording. Rod Michaels amisted...Wayna 
Morris of Boyz H Men mixed four 
songs for an upcoming project with en-
gineer Rob Chiarelli in Cherokee Stu-
dios (Hollywood)... 

NORTHEAST 
Zero Hour recording artists Varnaline re-
cently finished up their second record 
with producer/engineer Adam Lasus at 
his Studio Red in Philadelphia.. Irish liv-
ing-legends The Chieftains returned to 
New York City's Clinton Recording for 
recording. editing and mixing of their 

SIMPLY THE BEST! 

...and it just keeps getting better. Simon Systems has set the new standard of 
excellence in professional audio signal processing. The four channel RDB-400 
Integrated Direct Box is simply the best direct box you can buy. This AC powered 
unit is based on a totally active (transformerless) audio path design with no 
insertion loss. And with features like variable line level output, variable attenuation 
trim, unbelievable headroom, speaker level input pad, active unbalanced/balanced 
outputs, front and rear inputs and output connectors, ground isolation switch, and 
toroidal power transformer, it's easy to see why so many professionals insist on it in 
the studio as well as on the road. 

The portable single channel DB-1A Active Direct Box is based on 
the same design philosophy as its big brother. Its three-way 
independent power scheme* facilitates a unique design that simply 
blows every other DI away! In addition to features like line level 
output and no insertion loss, the DB-1A has rechargeable battery 
capability and automatic system power check. 
*Simon Systems PS-1 Power Supply is recommended. 

And for the ultimate in headphone distribution systems there is 
the CB-4 Headphone Cue Box. The CB-4 features four 
headphone outputs independently controlled by conductive 
plastic stereo power controls. The XLR input/output connectors 
allow numerous boxes and headphones to be connected to the 
same amplifier with headroom, clarity, and flexibility that cannot 
be achieved with active headphone cue amplifiers. A 
three-position switch selects left mono, right mono, or stereo mix, 
allowing for additional cue mixes. It's no wonder why the CB-4 
has become a standard in the industry. 

So the next time you think signal processing equipment, think like the pros: 
Simon Systems - Simply The Best! ® 

Thanks for setting the trend: 
Alabama • Fleetwood Mac • Whitney Houston • Tito Jackson • Jimmy 
Johnson • Kenny Loggins • John Mellencamp • John-Luc Ponty • Jeff 

Porcaro • Leland Sklar • REO Speedwagon • Universal Studios 

tM  SIMON SYSTEMS ENGINEERING, INC. 
1= 707 Clear Haven Drive, Agoura Hills, California 91301 (818) 707-9980 

new RCA release. Bandleader Paddy Mal-
oney produced, and Jeffrey Lesser engi-
neered, assisted by Adam Blackburn; staff 
engineer Troy Halderson helped out with 
editing and sequencing...Kathy Mattea 
mixed an upcoming Mercury Records re-
lease at BearTracks Studio in Suffern, NY, 
with producer/engineer Ben Wisch and 
assistant Steve Regina... Pranksters the 
Jerky Boys are on the phone again, mak-
ing their third album (and Mercury 
debut) with Paul Goodrich at Merlin Stu-
dios in New York City...Tori Amos 
mixed some live material for the B-side 
of an upcoming single at Boston's Sound 
Techniques. Mark Hawley and Marcel 
Van Limber engineered for Atlantic 
Records with assistants Dave Kirkpatrick 
and Andy Martin. Also, the studio hired 
Ted Paduck as staff producer/engi-
neer...The latest release from leading 
Swiss act Zuri West was completed at 
Philadelphia's Tongue & Groove Studio 
by producer Dave "Stiff" Johnson and en-
gineer Mike Klein... New York City's 
D&D Recording hosted sessions for an 
array of hip hop and R&B artists, includ-
ing DJ Premier, Onyx and Bahama-
dia...Producer/engineer John Agnello 
mixed the new Atlantic release for Jaw-
box at The Magic Shop (New York City) 
with assistant Juan Garcia.. Albany's Cot-
ton Hill Studios recently hosted mix ses-
sions for the new Hair of the Dog release 
on October Eve Records, produced by 
hand member Rick Bedrosian...Produc-
er Dave Fridmann was at Sweetfish 
Recording (Argyle, NY) recording Warn-
er/Reprise act Lotus Crown and Elektra's 
Jennyanykind... 

NORTHWEST 

Patti Austin tracked and mixed her new 
album for Pony Canyon Records at 
Homesite 13, the private studio of her 
producer, Louis Biancaniello...Multi-Plat-
inum types Live recorded basic tracks 
for a new release at San Francisco's 
Coast Recorders with producer/engineer 
Jay Healy; Mike Johnson assisted...At 
Toast, a San Francisco facility, Skold were 
in remixing a single from their RCA 
debut with producer Philip Steir and en-
gineer Chris Haynes. G Love & Special 
Sauce were also in, mixing songs with 
producer Jim Prescott and engineer 
Jacquir King... 

SOUNIEAST 
Mem Shannon was in New Orleans stu-
dio The Boiler Room recording his sec-
ond record for HannibaVRyko with pro-
ducer/engineer Mark Bingham...Soul 
great Curtis Mayfield worked on a new 

album at Atlanta's Doppler Studios. Lead 
USE READ1,1? SERI10E CARD FOR MORE INFO 
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Iiiink about it. You spend hours tracking, editing, 
and mixdown on your projects. And, you've spent a 
small fortune on your mixing console, mikes, tape 
recorders, and all that outboard gear. So why settle for 
just any CD recorder when you can get the best—the 
new, very affordable Ricoh RS- 1420C? 

A third generation CD-R recorder and player, 
the Ricoh RS- 1420C is the true choice for music 
professionals. The RS- 1420C can write a CD at double 
speed (2X) or single speed ( IX). It sports a generous 
2MB buffer to ensure reliable recording across a wide 
range of systems. 

Making a one-off Compact Disc is easy when 
the RS- 1420C is mated with a Digidesign" Inc. system* 
such as Pro Tools', Sound Tools': 
or Audiomedie along with 
Digidesign's MasterList CD-
software.Whether your applica-
tion is creating a master 
for replication, or just burning 

Photo shows the intcrnai version. the RO- 1420C. 

a few demo discs to pass around, the Ricoh RS- 1420C 
is an ideal addition to your studio. 

The RS- 1420C can also do double duty as a 
CD-ROM recorder/reader. It can read CD-ROMs at 
quad speed (4X) and record them at 2X/1X. Ideal for 
backing up sound files when a project is done, the 
RS-1420C frees up your hard disk for the next job. 
What's more, the RS- 1420C can be used to digitally 
bounce tracks from a music CD to your hard disc in 
several different file formats. 

The RS- 1420C, an external model, is compatible 
with both PC and Macintosh based systems. It is very 
easy to use. And, at an attractive $ 1095 list price, you 
can afford to have the best! Internal models are also 

available at lower prices. 

Want to know more? 
Give us a call at 1-800-955-
3453, or contact our master 
distributor Consan at 
1-800-229-DISK 

itne -uiL 
*Please contact Digidesign at 1-WO- 333-2137 tor details of compatible systems. 

Pro Tools. Sound Took., ',ructionledia, and Maslerkist CD 

are trademarks of Dtgadestr,n. Inc Figt.le•agn I: a drvis:or of AVID Technoldey, Inc.. 
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CLEAN 
PATCH BAYS 
NO DOWN 
TIME 

VERTIGO BURNISHERS AND INJECTORS 
RESTORE ORIGINAL PERFORMANCE 
TO YOUR PATCH BAYS 

VERTIGO 1/4" TRS AND TT BURNISHERS: 
Each used lo eliminate noise caused by contamination 
of main contacts in normal patching situations. 

VERTIGO 1/4" TRS AND TT INJECTORS: 
Each allows injection of cleaning solvent in breaking 
contacts (normals), to eliminate intermittency that 
occurs when patch cord has been removed 

ONLY $34.95 Ea. (cont. Lisa) Please write 
for additional information and order form. Used by 
Professionals Worldwide US Patent No. 4.733,678 

VERTIGO RECORDING SERVICES 
12115 Magnolia Blvd. # 116 
North Hollywood, CA 91607 
Telephone: (818) 907-5161 
Fax: (818) 784-3763 

I ISE READER SERVICE CARD FOR illORE INFO 
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HEAD RELAPPING 
The contour and performance of 
your heads are restored to factory 
specifications before a precise 
optical/digital assembly 
alignment is performed. Original 
replacement heads also in stock. 

MOTOR 
REBUILDING 

_,. 
Your Capstan. Reel, and q e,,,eirg 
Tachometer motors are rebuilt to geTiv.,„ 
quiet, flutter free perfection. 4-. 

— Become an AMP SERVICES 
customer and enjoy a level of quality 
workmanship and individual attention 
rare in today's business environment. 
Call: 

Audio Magnetic Professionals / 

MEN AMP. 
224 Datura Street, Suite 614 
West Palm Beach, FL 33401 

1 (800)826-0601 In Florida (407)659-4805 

Authorized OTARI. SONY TEAC Parts Dealers 

vocal recording and mixing tracks \N'ere 
produced by Narada Michael Walden 
and Daly! Simmons of Silent Partner. 
with engineers Thom "TK" Kidd, Dave 
Frasier and Carlos Glover and assistant 
Alex Lowe., Recent activity at Fort 
Lauderdale, FL. facility New River Stu-
dios included Latino star Juan Gabriel 
self-producing his next release, as well 
as producing a project that includes 
singers Lola Beltran. Lucha Villa and 
Amalia Mendoza. Engineering and co-
production duties were handled by 
Vavy Lozano, assisted by Brad Kinney 
and Riley J. Connell.. Tanya Tucker 
tracked for Capitol in Nashville's Mas-
terfonics with producer Greg Brown 
and engineer Rob Feaster.. At Miami's 
Criteria Recording, Mexican singer Gra-
ciella Bertrand completed mixes for an 
upcoming LP on Capitol Mexico. Pro-
ducer/arranger Bebu Selveti oversaw 
the dates, which were engineered by 
Carlos Nieto and assistant Chris 
Carroll,. Local stomp metal combo 
Obey Bizar recorded and mixed their 
latest effort with producer/engineer 
Tracey Schroeder in Studio A at Re-
flection Sound Studios in Charlotte. 
NC... 

SOUTHWEST 
Atlantic artists DFC remixed a single at 
Planet Dallas ( Dallas) with engineer 
Rick Rooney.. .Omar & the Howlers re-
cently wailed at Austin's Arlyn Studios 
with producer/engineer Richard 
Mullins, while over at sister studio) Ped-
ernales, Billy Joe Shaver was in with 
producer Randall Jamail and engineer 
Larry Greenhill...At Keith Harter Music 
in San Antonio, the Dead Crickets 
overdubbed and mixed material for 
their new Cl) with engineers Keith Har-
ter, Marius Pernm and Steve Cureton... 

STUDIO NEWS 

l'n)ducer o)inposer Daryl Simmons of 
Silent Partner Productions recently 
opened his own studio in Atlanta, 
named Silent Sound. Designed by the 
Russ Berger Design Group, the facility is 
equipped with an SSL 4064 G with Ul-
timation. Northwest TAI) monitors and 
two Studer 827 2A-tracks. Technical in-
stallation was provided by Comprehen-
sive Technical Group.. Austin. TX, 
recording Mecca Hitshack Studios in-
stalled 38 channels of Uptown 990 au-
tomation on its Neve 8058, while 
Kokopelli Sound Studio of Miami added 
39 channels of Uptown to its refur-
bished Class A discrete Neve 
8068...Full Sail Real World Education in 
Winter Park, FL, became the first school 

to purchase an SSL 9000 .1 Series con-
sole. The board will be installed in the 
school's Studio B in September, after 
the room has been refurbished by de-
signer John Storyk. 

—wolf N.Lir irikk.iftfRo 
Former studio manager Zoe Thrall 

has been named president of the as-yet-
unnamed facility. She, like a number of 
Power Station staffers, has remained. She 
said the studio was not taking bookings 
until after the closing and a tentatively 
scheduled reopening on July 15, and that 

\wer Stalin-1 had to cancel the equiva-
lent of nearly two months of bookings, 
with some of them redistributed to other 
Manhattan studios. She c(infirmed the 
21-hour guard on the studio. which she 
said would remain in effect at the ex-
pense of lienholder Chemical Bank until 
the financial closing, which was sched-
uled for sometime in early lune. 

Still. Thrall said. she and new owner 
Kanamori were extremely optimistic 
about the future of the facility, with a 
new Pro Tools suite and a new 
MIDI/composing suite planned for 
construction this year. "\ Ir. Kanamori 
sees the potential in this studio," she 
said. " It has a wonderful history, and 
once we put a lot of what's gone clown 
in the last month behind its, there's a 
lot of potential here and in New York." 
While the studio does not have a new 
name, it does have a new phone num-
ber: 21/ 6(11-11-1-1. 

Other news—Bradshaw Leigh has 
been named chief maintenance techni-
cian at Sound On Sound Recording. 
Leigh will also keep working as an in-
dependent recording engineer: current 
project is John Onclrasik for FMI 
Records.. Anthony M. Giovanniello 
was named operations manager at 
I loward Schwartz Recording. Giovan-
niao originally joined IISR in 1981. 
and after stints with other production 
companies, returned there in 1995. 

Arnie Rosen, a well-known and 
long-standing engineer and studio 

owner in Manhattan. passed away on 
May 31. Ile was 60 years old. At the 
time of his death, Rosen was working 
as a sound designer and engineer for 
I loward Schwartz Recording. Rosen 
was perhaps best known, however, as 
Ilk.. founder and owner of Audio One, a 
studio he opened in the early 1970s and 
nin for the next seven years. He joined 
ISR in 1979 and worked there for five 

years, helping Schwartz build that busi-
ness. After stints elsewhere, including Su-
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perdupe, he returned to HSR in 1995. 
Rosen is survived by a wife and two 

sons—Steve, who is also a mixer at 
HSR, and Eric, a colorist who recently 
left New York for Seattle. Contributions 
in Rosen's name should be made to ei-
ther Sloan Kettering Memorial Hospital 
or the New York Philharmonic. 

Fax your New York news to Daley at 
615/646-0102 or e-mail danwriter@aol. 
com. 

—FROM PAGE 202. LA. GRAPEVINE 

and video audio, and in Mexico, a pack-
age for the acoustics, architecture and in-
terior finishes for the screening room of 
a major film school. 

1996 TEC Award nominee Chris 
Pelonis is a different breed of studio de-
signer. As he puts it, "I definitely have 
approached studio design from a user's 
standpoint. I started out being a record-
ing artist; I went from that to engi-
neer/producer. Then, when I built my 
own studio, I found a lot of dead ends 
on people helping me with the acoustics. 
It's very frustrating to work really hard in 
a studio and to listen in your car or at 
home and find you've got something en-
tirely different than you thought. And 
that was always a pet peeve of mine. I 
burned a lot of money in studios that 
were inaccurate, and I became obsessed 
with pure musical sound." 

Pelonis, who has offices in Santa Bar-
bara, Huntington Beach and Downey, 
has credits that include, among others, 
several rooms for Disney, both in Bur-
bank and Orlando, mastering rooms for 
Geffen Records and Futuredisc, and the 
new Mad Dog Studios in Burbank. 

About his philosophy, he explains, 
"There's the real analytical laboratory-
type of environment that isn't inspiring, 
and then there's the overly colored 
sound that doesn't tell the truth. I've mar-
ried the two, because I come from an 
artistic background. I don't really go for 
the super lab sound because I want it ac-
curate but still inspiring. 

"When I started, the biggest problem 
I was having was the low frequency, 
which everyone encounters, so I started 
shopping around and trying the different 
bass traps on the market. None of them 
did anything for me. So I designed my 
own, which led to inventing and patent-
ing The Edge bass trap ten years ago. I 
really built it for myself, but all of my 
peers were engineers and producers and 
home studio owners—they started hit-
ting me up to build them these traps, 

and next thing I knew I sold thousands 
That led to, 'Well, now that I've got the 
bass handled, can you help me with 
some diffusion?' And, 'What kind of 
monitors are you using and where do 
you place them?' 

"I grew up in the recording busi-
ness," Pelonis continues, "and a lot of 
this was really second nature to me. 
But I sort of stumbled into designing 
because I had the answers that were 
working for people. Now I'm doing full 
ground-up drawings and CAD designs, 
and I've developed a whole line of 
modular devices, including completely 
modular studios where we prefabricate 
the walls. 

Recent projects? "For Futuredisc, I 
redesigned the original rooms 1 and 2 
and then built their latest room from 
the ground up. Mastering rooms to me 
are easy, because it's just sound. 
They're not that worried about, 'Hey. 
I've got to have a TV and a couch over 
here, and what about the guy who 
wants to hang out with his girl-
friend?'—there's none of that. I can be 
totally symmetrical—place things 
where I want, place the door where I 
want, and the monitoring system is de-
signed not for hype but for musical ac-
curacy. 

"I did some redesign on Randy 
Alpert's Scream Studios when we put the 
main monitors in—great records come 
out of there, and Randy is constantly up-
grading. They're so hooked, though, it's 
hard to get in to do the few little things 
we want to change! For the post house 
Interlock, I designed their film dubbing 
stage and their Foley pit. I also designed 
a waveless water pit for them." 

Other projects include a multimedia 
facility for Davidson and Associates, a 
home studio for Christopher Cross, a 
room for songwriter Ben Margulies, 
John Tesh's home studio, and, of 
course, Mad Dog Studios. "We've done 
in the hundreds of rooms," Pelonis 
says, "but I don't really keep track—I 
don't have a portfolio. I just went after 
the jobs to do the best work that I 
could to make people happy with their 
studios. I'm not a glitzy guy—I go to 
work in shorts, T-shirts and thongs, and 
I don't keep trophies on my wall. But 
it's nice to he recognized, and I'm 
grateful to be noticed, because I'm not 
really that good with promotion. My 
idea of PR is to invite you to come to 
Santa Barbara where I'll take you down 
to the Press Room for a Guinness!" 

Maureen Dmney is Mix s LA. editor. She 
can be reached by fax at 818/346-3062. 

Dealers come 
8( Dealers go... 

One Pro 
Audio 
Company 
has been 
tops for 
40 years 
and going 
strong. 
Put our strength 
to work for you. 

o Leo's 
San Francisco • Oakland 

V:415-775-1316 F:673-8663 

C510-652-1553 F652-6575 j 
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MITSUI GOLD 
The Sound Choice 

I csEmc, 

THE ONLY CD-R 

YOU CAN TRUST 
TO CREATE YOUR 

VALUABLE AUDIO MASTER 

Write, FAX or call for how to 
receive a free sample. 
MTC America 

2500 Westchester Ave. 
Purchase NY 10577 

Call: 1-800-MTC-CDRS 
FAX: 1-914-253-0790 

For further information on warranty write MTC America 
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appeal. Available in standard and cus-
tom sizes up to ix 10-feet, AlphaSorb 
panels come in 1- and 2-inch thick-
nesses. They are wall- or ceiling-
mountable and are available in a 
variety of fabric covers. AlphaSorb pan-
els are Class 1-rated and have NRCs of 
.80 and 1.05. 

NetWell manufactures Fiberglas-

core, fabric-covered panels in 1- or 2-
inch thicknesses that are custom cut in 
width, length and geometric shape for 
specific applications, up to . tx10 feet. 
These wall-mounted panels are available 
in 30 fabric oilors and are Class A-rated. 
NRCs are .80 fitr 1-inch panels and 1.05 
for 2-inch panels. Also offered are Silex 
panels, which combine NetWell's Si-
lence wallcovering material and Firenex 
foam panels, and C-STC Wall panels. 
which combine fabric panels with dB 
BLOC acoustical Ixtrrier materials. 
RPG Diffusor Systems offers 

AcousticTools: a line of affordable 
products geared toward project studios. 
The Abflector" is an upholstered, "Vari-

UnconventionarWisdom for 
The 21st Century 

- EIGHTEEN-STUDIO MEDIA COMPLEX 

- EXTENSIVE HANDS-ON TRAINING 

• LEARN FROM TOP INDUSTRY 

PROFESSIONALS 

• FINANCIAL AID AVAILAB 

THOSE WHO QUALIFY It°  

• JOB PLACEMENT ASSIST dE 
• ACCS/CT ACCREDITED 

1 800 226 76 
www.fullsail.com 

Orlando, Florida 

able-Depth-Air-Cavity" panel absorber 
that absorbs and deflects sound away 
from the mix position. The panel pro-
vides broad-bandwidth reflection con-
trol and extends low-frequency 
response beyond that of a flat absorb-
ing panel. Also from RPG, the BASS 
Trap is a membrane absorber designed 
to control low-frequency modal prob-
lems often found in project studios. 
BASS Traps offer high efficiency at 80 
Hz, where the axial modes of small 
rooms are located. 

The SP-1 and SP-2 from Studio Pro 
(Huntington Beach, Calif.) are quarter-
round wall panels, wrapped in diffusive 
fabric. The SP-1 offers absorption 
above 125 Hz and diffusion above 500 
Hz; the SP-2 is absorptive clown to 50 
lz and diffusive above 500 Hz. 
Systems Development Group of-

fers Sonora Panels, built from Fiberglas, 
with hardened edges. Custom thick-
ness, panel size and fabric coverings 
are available; panel edges can be 
beveled, mitered or rounded at no 
charge. 

BAFFLES 
Baffles are the most flexible of acousti-
cal treatments. They usually provide a 
combination of absorption and diffu-
sion and can be set up in a variety of 
configurations to solve ao)ustical pr )I)-
lems. as well as to temporarily modify 
control room acoustics and create mini-
environments. Baffles can minimize re-
verberation, serve as free-standing iso 
booths, work in corners as bass traps or 
be arranged as walls to eliminate leak-
age between instruments, to name a 
few uses. 

AlphaFlex- Class 1-rated ceiling ban-
ners from Alpha Audio are designed 
to reduce excess reverberation in large-
volume areas, and attach to ceiling or 
structural 1)eams with grommets or rigid 
fasteners. Banners have a PVC exterior 
and are available in 4-foot widths, 2-
and 4-inch thicknesses, and custom 
lengths up to 400 feet. Available in 
white, black or gray; NRCs range from 
1.00 to 1.15. 

New from Accusonics (German-
town, Mcl.) is the Clear-Sonic line of 
transparent acoustic isolation panels for 
stage and studio use. Standard 8-foot 
systems are available in 4- 5- and 6-foot 
heights. and options include transparent 
hinges, nonslip steel- reinforced base 
channels, cable cutouts and edge pro-
tectors. Also available are heavy-duty 
covers and acoustic foam attachments. 

Acoustic Sciences Corp. (Eugene, 
Ore.) is mostly known for its extensive 
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M 'king your kit is as easy as 

1,02 
Getting your kit to sound great takes effOrt — we beEeve that 
iking it shouldn't. That's why we've created the Audix D-Series. 
esigned for the serious percussionist, each microphone has 
lique sonic qualities. It's this uniqueness that ensures 

capture all the snap, sizzle, crash and bottom end 
wr kit has to offer — miking with Audix is as easy as it 02, 113. 

unlike some mies that rely or. neodymium magnets for high 
nput, the D-Series uses LNI (Very Low \lass) technology. 
Audix exclusive, VI.NI is created with a super strong, 

;t very thin and light weight diaphragm. This ightness 
lows quicker response to acoustic impulses for unequalled 
veis of resolution as well as the ability to handle huge PI s. 

The DI is ideally suited for snare and smaller high pitched 
.ms. The noise rejecting hypercardioid polar pattern and 
nurally enhanced presence peak enables the 01 to compliment 
crcussion and mallet instruments. 

03. 
Because of added warmth to the low end, the 02 is perfect 

for use on low toms and kick drum. The hypercardioid pattern 
greatly reduces the chance of feedback during live pertiwnlance 
while allowing the lower frequencies to punch through. 

The ultra linear frequency response and greater dynamic 
range of the 03 make it the perfect choice for use in the studio, 
where every nuance of the drums is critical. Extremely 
compact, the HS uncolored sound can handle sharp transients 
without clipping. 

All of the D-Series are built for the road as well as the studio. 
A rugged e-coat finish, durable gold NI,R connector and 
precision tooling milled from a single piece of aluminum 
put the D-Series a class of their own. 

Don't buy a mil: without trying ao Audix. 

AUDIX. 
For more information call, 1.800.966.3261 ext. 123 

We also make a lime of pertfessional studio condense's. 
With intenhangewHe ettpsules. differeta pen patients and evreitietv flat 

firquemy response - the SCV-I is idea/for tier/heads and stiff& recording. 

_• le. 1).; and \ 

dIe." 
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• STUDIO SHOWCASE • 

Record Plant Remote 
109 Pinecliff Lake Dr. 

West Milford, NJ 07480 
(201) 728-8114, Fax (201) 728-8017 

Record Plant Remote has been an in-
( asti)' leader in locution recording tin-
over 20 years. We've kept abreast of 
new developments in audio technol-
ogy without sacrificing our sonic in-
tegrity. Some of our recent clients in-
clude MTV, Aerosmith, Elton John. 
Michael Bolton, Spin Doctors, REM., 
lave, Meatloaf, Wynton Marsalis, 
John Mellencamp, Keith Richards. 
Chuck Ben', Guns N' Roses, Whitney 
I lousion, Pavarotti, INDLS, James Taylor. 
Emmylou Harris, Shawn Colvin, Billy 
Ray Cyrus, Mary Chapin Carpenter, 
Trisha Yearwood and Harry Connick 
Jr Our reputation speaks for itself! 

Rockingchair 
Recording Studios 
1711 Poplar Ave., Memphis, TN 38104 
(901) 276-8542; Fax (901) 276-8546 

e-mail: rknchair@vdospk.com 
http://www.vdospk.com/rknchair 

Rockingchair Recording Studios, lo-
cated in the heart of midtown, adds 
to Memphis' rich musical heritage. 
Offering a relaxed and creative ambi-
ence, state-of-the-art equipment and 
an advanced staff. Rockingchair is the 
perfect retreat for today's recording 
artist. Our philosophy is simply this: 
An easygoing atmosphere allows for 
the best performance and maximum 
productivity. Established in 1989, the 
new facility went online December 
1993 with two independent studios 
and an expanded equipment list. 

111111q. 
Quad Studios 

723 7th Ave. 
New York, NY 10019 

(212] 730-1035; Fax (212) 730-1083 

Quad Studios is a six-floor facility 
with four world-class Solid State 
Logic studios, two complete MIDI 
rooms and a digital editing suite— 
available for all your music recording 
needs. The newest SSL console— 
J9000—has been installed into our 
completely rebuilt Studio A. Artists 
who use our state-of-the-art facility 
include Metallica, Pat Metheny, 
D'Angelo, Yoko Ono, David Morales, 
Fugees and Dave Matthews Band. 

Brooklyn 
Recording Studio 

8000 Beverly Blvd. 
Los Angeles, CA 90048 

(213) 655-9200; Fax (213) 852-1505 

Owned by music industry veteran 
Freddy DeMann and run by Chief 
Engineer Bill Dooley, Brooklyn 
Recording Studio has developed a 
reputation for first-class service 
and sound. Featured equipment 
includes "the classic" Neve 8078 
console with GML Automation, as 
well as the finest tape machines, 
mies and outboard gear available. 
Recent developments include the 
addition of a state-of-the-art digit-
al mastering suite. 

Savebone Music Inc. 
130 West 42nd St., Suite 952 

New York, NY 10036 
(212) 997-0206; Fax (212) 997-0481 

Recent projects feature former 
Rolling Stones guitarist Mick 
Taylor, Sasha, Carlos Alomar, 
Lenny Pickett, Robin Clark, Steve 
Ferrone, T.M. Stevens, Vivian 
Cherry, and Tawatha Agee. The 
engineer is Nenad Gracanin, and 
the producer is Sasha. Studios 
feature SSL 4064, (i Series com-
puter, Studer A827, Sony PCM 
3324, Sony PCM 800s, state-of-
the-art recording, mixdown and 
mastering. Highest possible qual-
ity is our main concern. 

Skyelabs 
Mobile Recording 

520 Penngrove Ave. 
Penngrove, CA 94951 

(707) 792-2000; Fax (707) 792-2500 

Skyelabs offers the finest in mo-
bile acoustics and equipment for 
live concert recording, remote 
broadcast, audio for picture, and 
in-house recording. We are the 
most popular live-to-2-track and 
multitrack mobile because of our 
ability to deliver clean, accurate 
sound with virtually no guess-
work. If you are looking for more 
than just saturated tracks, or pre-
fer recording and mixing at your 
place, give us a call. 
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Different Fur 
3470 19th St. 

San Francisco, CA 94110 

(415) 864-1967 

Different Fur offers custom serv-
ice in a private atmosphere, fea-
turing a Solid State Logic 4056 
E/G console w/TR, Sonic Solu-
tions digital editing and a large 
selection of echo, reverb, delay 
and microphones. Clients include 
Bobby McFerrin, Faith No More, 
Suede, George Winston, Primus, 
Windham Hill, Phil Collins, Kro-
nos Quartet, Digital Underground 
and TV/film soundtracks. Bro-
chure available. 

Infinity Studios 
27 Cobek Court 

Brooklyn, NY 11223 
(718) 339-1336; Fax (718) 339-1424 

The only Neve VR60 with Flying 
Faders and Total Recall in NYC out-
side of Manhattan. Newly renovat-
ed control room. Pro Tools DAW. 
24- or 48-track recording on new 
Studer A-8275 or ADAT(ligital for-
mats, at low block rates. Studio B, 
refurbished Harrison Raven con-
sole. MIDI suite for pre-production 
work. Mackie 8-Bus 32-input con-
sole. ADATS. "Ml-in" lockout. All 
three rooms for one low price' Pro-
gram in the MIDI suite. Cut tracks 
in Studio B, mix on the Neve in 
Studio A! We'll even supply the 
transportation from any midtown 
h >cation! 

- 

Artisan 
Recorders Mobile 

PO Box 70247 
Ft. Lauderdale, FL 33307 
Tel/Fax (954) 566-1800 

For over 20 years, Artisan 
Recorders has been providing ex-
cellence in remote recording and 
broadcast. Our 36-foot "Mobile 
Red" trailer offers a comfortable 
environment and an extensive 
array of equipment combined 
with an expert staff of technicians 
who love music and desire per-
fection. Recent credits include 
Seven Mary Three, MTV Latino 
Unplugged, Luciano Pavarotti and 
many more. Please call Natalie for 
more information. 

VER SLEEPS! 

7 days a week, 24-hours a day, Purple Dragon 
Recording offers you, the discerning musician/ 
producer, a unique blend of the latest in digital and 
analog audio technology available. Located in the 
heart of Midtown Atlanta. Purple Dragon is within 
minutes of Atlanta's finest restaurants, nightclubs 
and adult entertainment. 

Our studio hosts top record labels and recording 
artists including Elton John, TLC, Indigo Girls and 

• -4-erafe" 
Outkast to name a few. 

We utilize both 32-track digital and 48-track analog recording 
formats, and are the only studio in Atlanta offering Dolby SR capa-
bilities. Our consoles include an SSL 4048G with total recall and a 
fully automated Neotek Elite. Purple Dragon is the second commercial 
facility in Atlanta to install SSL's proprietary moving fader automation 

system "Ultimation:" In addition, our studios use 
vintage and state-of-the-art equipment by NEVE. 
Neumann, Lexicon, R)cusrite. Eventide. Tube-Tech 
and more, and can offer clients further access to 
virtually any piece of equipment desired. 

Purple Dragon has the only studio lounge in 
Atlanta containing a Digital Satellite System offering 

our clients more than 100 channels of movies and 
sports. A full kitchen, stocked refrigerator, as well 
as shower and bathroom facilities means that our 

clients experience the ultimate in comfort and entertainment throughout nheir recording experience. 

To arrange a tour of our facility or to book time for your 
upcoming project. call 404-876-2337 or FAX us at 404-876-8664 24 hours a day. 
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DESIGN 
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4006 

BELTLINE 

SUITE 160 

DALLAS 

TEXAS 

75244 

214/661-52U 

FAX 

214/934-3935 

• RECORDING AND BROADCAST FACILITY DESIGN AND PLANING 

• ARCHITECTURE/INIERIORS FOR ACOUSTICAL SPACES 

• NOISE AND VIBRATION CON-RD1 

• ROOM ACOUSTICS AND SOUND ISOLATION 
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Aardvarks AD / DA 
A perfect Companion! 

Dealer Inquiries Welcome. Ak.ardVark. 

Ph 313•66.1 •11899 • I oo• 1136(4.5*(3694 • 202 E. Washington Ste 306 • Ann Arbor • MI • 48104 
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...Especially when that warmth is based on 
actual analog tape  characteristics. The breakthrough 
True Analog' s' technology not only duplicates these 

characteristics, it lets you control them. 
Full Control. Analog Tape Warmth. No Tape Hiss. 

The AardScape: The most powerful analog processor available! 

line of Tube Traps': stand-alone tube-
shaped gobos that provide a combina-
tion of diffusion and absorption. New 
from ASC is the Studio Trap system, 
which consists of a set of 9-inch Tube 
Traps, in which half of each surface is 
covered with an acoustically reflective 
membrane. This diffusor works in com-
bination with broadband-absorptive 
material to control room frequency re-
sponse. Different Modular Acoustic 
SubSpace (MASS) configurations of 
golx)s provide solutions in a variety of 
situations: A wall of Studio Traps, for 
example, provides an absorptive im-
pedance barrier for soffit-mounted 
mains, while a Quick Sound Field 
(QSF") horseshoe pattern creates a 
semi-isolated acoustic subspace, ideal 
for miking. 

The Cloaking Device acoustic con-
ditioning system from Folded Space 
Technologies (Acworth, Ga.) is de-
signed with the home and project stu-
dio in mind. The building block of the 
Cloaking Device system is a 2x4-foot 
panel, with one side treated with 2-inch 
acoustical foam and the other with 
inch hardwood ply. These panels can 
be flipped, grouped, wall-mounted and 
stand-mounted or linked or stacked to 
form wall coverings, barriers and en-
closures. Included with a basic system 
are four panels and two adjustable 
swivel stands. Options include single 
panels, stacking straps, stilts, linking 
hardware, wall standoffs and foam 
slices. 
SONEX baffles from illbruck are 

designed to hang from ceilings in large 
rooms. They feature integrated nylon 
webbing straps for easy hanging, and 
are available in four SONEX patterns 
with a variety of finishes. 

NetWell offers 24x48-inch baffles 
that are convoluted on both sides for 
maximum absorption. Baffles are con-
structed of polyurethane foam lined 
with a wire structure to improve 
strength when hanging or connecting 
units. 

PilloBaffles* from RPG are baffles 
designed to provide broadband ab-
sorption when suspended from ceilings 
or spaced from walls. PilloBaffles are 
fabric-covered and available in seven 
colors; logos can be silk-screened for 
an additional charge. 
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ActualIly, with the powerful reverb algorithms in the 
Alesis Q2 , you can go to any room you want. 

Q2 has the power to take your music to shimmering 
halls, bright chambers, dark caverns, or anywhere 
your creativity leads you There's 300 carefully-designed 
reverbs, delays, EQ.. pitch and special effects that 
provide the high-end professional processing you need 

without breaking the bank. 

IBut the best reason to use a Q2 is the incredible flexibility 
it gives you to create your own space. Because the place 
where the music sounds the best - the room to be in - 
might be the room you call your own. 

«0» 

"I love the 02. I'm using it in the show every night." 
— Robert Scovill, 3 Time 11EC Award Wanner (Sound Reintorcemenz Engineer) 

"I love that Q2. We're using the hell out of it." 
— Ray Benson. (Asleep At The Wheel), MuRime Grammy® Winner 

"Q2 is the presetter's fantasy and the tweaker's dream." 
— Francis Buckley Top Independent Dance/Pop Engineer 
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Alesis Corporation 363011oldrege Afflue Los Angeles CA 90016 31C-841- 72 alecprpeal 

USE RE.- DER SERVIC,i CARD FOR MORE WE0 

- 
VALUE ,INTER 

• Stereo or Independent 
Dual- Channel Operatic n 

• 100 Preset And 200 Usar-
Editable Programs 

• Octal Processingrm—Up to 
Eight Effects At Once In 
Any Drder 

• 24-Bit Internal Processing; 
18-Bit DIA Converters; 
48kHz Sampling Rate 

• +4dBu Balanced and - 103BV 
Unbalanced Operation 

• ADAT® Optical Digital I/0 

• Custom LCD Graphic Lser 
Interface with Virtual 
Patch Cables 

• NEW! Version 2.0 Software 
Now Features Up To 5 
Seconds Of Sampling, 
Plus Overdrive, SurroLnd 
Encoding, Triggered Pan 
with Doppler and MomeP 

tar, bulk. Pita .90, 
• 2-11,ani Sweep, .igl4.Band 

s, separate L/R inpat levels 
sue. For more QA info, see 
trademark of NAMS. 

sis1.usa.com 
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• Pro Audio Equipment 

• DAT Recorders 
• Signal Processors 

• CDR Processors 
• Multi-Million Dollar Inventory 
• Great Prices 
• Same Day Shipping 
• Knowledgeable Staff 

Hours: Monday-Friday 9am-8pm 

SATURDAY 9am-6pm 
E-Mail : direct@pop.flash.net 

5500 E. Loop 820 S. #207 
Fort Worth, TX 76119 

817-561-9696 

LEARN THE ART CDF 
1=t E c CZ, Ft C) I IN G 
You can get the practical, real-world skills needed to successfully start your 
career as a recording engineer, producer or studio musician. 'Hands-on 
approach, learning by doing 'Previous experience not required ' Complete 
300 hours of training in less than 2 months •6 studios filled with the latest 
equipment *Small classes, excellent personal attention •Job placement 
assistance • Financial aid available *Low cost, on-campus housing 

>> 

Recording 
WorkShop 

For free brochure, call or write today 
1-800-848-9900 1-614-663-2544 
THE RECORDING WORKSHOP 
455-X Massieville Rd 
Chillicothe, Ohio 45601 
Ohio State Board of Proprietary School Registration *80-07-0696T 

Silent Source's Noisemaster baffles 
are 24x48-inch baffles consisting of a 
Fiberglas core with a polyethylene 
cover; edge grommets facilitate hanging. 
A sailcloth-covered version comes in 13 
colors. Both versions are ASTM E 84-
rated and have an NRC of 10.5. 

The SP-9 from Studio Pro is an all-
purpose rectangular goho measuring 
51x24x8 inches. An optional cymbal 
shield assists in drum isolation, and 
color choices include a white frame 
with black, gray or white grille cloth. 
The SP- 16 is a "tube"-type, free-stand-
ing bass absorber. Color choices in-
clude black, white and gray, and 
rubber dampening strips transform the 
SP-16 into a monitor stand. The SP-17 
is a bass absorber designed to be 
mounted in corners and is available in 
black, white or gray. Both traps are said 
to provide absorption to 35 Hz. 

Available next month is Taytrix's 
(Jersey City, NJ.) Stackit- system, a line 
of stackable gobos that can be assem-
bled in different configurations to meet 
various production needs. Panels can 
be used as wall coverings, baffles, 
room dividers or connected together to 
form enclosures. Stackit gobos are 8-
inch-thick panels constructed with a 
combination of absorptive and reflec-

tive materials (custom acoustic treat-
ment is available), or assembled from 
clear Plexiglas* panels. Various sizes 

are available, from 16x24-inch to 4x8-
foot. Panels have rounded edges with 
hook-and-loop closures to allow setup 
:it any angle. The entire system is mod-
ular, allowing for expansion. 

BARRIERS 

Ordinary home ( or business) walls 
alone are not enough to completely 
isolate noise—just ask your mother. 
Adding layers of dense, limp mass to 
wall structures is an effective way to 
help soundproof your studio. If you 
can't retrofit your walls (not a good 

idea for renters), some of the products 
listed below can also be hung on wall 
surfaces. 

AudioSeal'" from Alpha Audio 
blocks the transmission of sound 
through walls, floors and ceilings. The 
barrier consists of a lead-free, 1-
pound/square-foot vinyl sheet, avail-
able in either a reinforced or 
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inSpeIROOM 
Sound Isolation Enclosures 

'41 

Sound Isolation Rooms 
Vocal Booths 

Amplifier Isolation Enclosures 
Practice Rooms 

Tel: 423-585-5827 Fax: 423-585-5831 

116 S. Sugar Hollow Rd. 
Morristown, TN 37813 USA 
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lets Gel Reef 
Introducing To North & South America 
The Newest Real Time 10 Pocket 
Cassette Recorder/Duplicator. 
In Use In Japan Since 1987 

Call For Price! 

• Produce Up To 10 Original Stereo 
Master Cassettes From Any Line 
Source, I.E., CD'S, Dat, Mixing 
Console,Etc. 

• Duplicate Up To 9 Cassettes From A 
Single Cassette Master 

• Auto Bias Sensing Chrome/Normal 

•Studio/Field Applications 

•10 Pocket Slaves Available 

Distributed By: 

NOW! Recording Systems 
32 West 39th St 9th Fl., New York, NY 10018 

(212) 768-7800 (800) 859-3579 Fax (212) 768-9740 

nonrcinliirce(l version. Its available in 
I- inch-by-60-f( )( )t rolls, or by the lin-

ear foot. A Class 1 fire-rated version is 
STC is 27. 

Sheet13Iok from Auralex is a sound 
barrier formed from I - pound/square-
foot vinyl sheeting. SheetBlok is a non-
reinforced material designed to be 

layered with wall and floor materials: 
the SIC is 27. 

NetWell offers dB BLOC, a 1-
pound/square-f()ot PVC vinyl barrier: 
NetMat, a V.-inch urethane foam bond-
ed to a vinyl barrier layer and then a 

vinyl film: and Noise Barrier, a com-
posite material combining the effects of 
dB BLOC, a '.- inch backing foam and a 
1-inch front-facing foam ( an optional 
pressure-sensitive backing is available). 

Sound Barriers from Silent Source 
are sheets of 1-pound/square-foot vinyl 
sheets, available in a nonreinforced ver-
sion for horizontal layout or reinforced 
with Fiberglas mesh for vertical hang-
ing. SIC is 26. 

CEILING TILES 

Your studio ceiling is an ideal surface 
to treat because it has the largest avail-
able area. In addition, the ceiling can 
be made absorbent without complete-
ly deadening a room. Acoustic ceiling 
tiles are easy to install—most just drop 
into standard ceiling tile grids. 

AlphaTec- ceiling tiles from Alpha 

Audio are Class 1-rated absorptive tiles 
designed to drop into standard ceiling 

grids. Constructed of melamine foam 

with fiberboard backing, the tiles have 
NRC ratings of .75 to 1.(X) and an SIC of 
21. Four patterns and a smooth tile sur-

face are available, in white, tan or gray. 
Netwell offers ceiling tiles in 2-inch-

thick. 2x2-foot squares to drop into 
ceiling grids. Four patterns and a flat-
faced version are available; tiles have 
an NRC of . 90 and come in natural 
white with optional painting available. 

Acoustic ceiling tiles from Silent 
Source are compatible with square sus-

pended ceiling tiles. Standard colors are 
white, gray and charcoal black; five tile 
patterns are available. Painted or Hy-

palon-coated tiles are optional. 

DIFFUSION DEVICES 
Diffusion devices scatter sound reflec-

tions by breaking up large, flat surfaces 
into areas of varying size, depth and 
angle. Used properly, diffusion can 
widen a sweet spot, increase clarity by 

delaying early reflections reaching the 
listener, and reduce standing waves 
and flutter echoes without diminishing 
acoustic energy. 

T'Fusors- from Auralex are 23.75-
inch-square panels that can drop into a 
suspended ceiling grid or wall-mount 
to flat surfaces. Made of thermoplastic. 
paintable resin (a transparent version 
will be available soon), T'Fusors vary 
reflective surfaces by introducing differ-
ent surface shapes in a "l'-type pattern. 
A modified version, the MiniFusor is 

12x12x5 inches, geared toward project 
studios. 

RPG Diffusor Systems' new 
AcousticT()ols line. which is geared to-
ward project studios, features Skyline," 

an omnidirectional, two-dimensional, 
primitive-root sound diffusor. Each 

MU FORM THE DOOR • • • 
\lore often than ii, fi. studios arc in noisy areas. Common isolation goals 
include not only preventing sound from escaping your studio but also 
keeping unwanted outside noise from seeping in. And the studio area 

most often overlooked is one of the primary sources of the problem—the 
door. 

The weakest link in most studio doors usually lies not in the door itself, 
lint rather the space around it. Zero International (Bronx, N.Y.) offers a 

variety of products to solve leakage problems and provide an alternative to 

double doors. Zero systems, integrated into your clo(w structure, create a 
seal around the edges to eliminate any spaces and improve isolation. Mod-
els range from a neoprene compression seal/adjustable gasket combination, 
to double-automatic-seal (1(x)r bottoms with magnetic gaskets. 
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JUST BECAUSE IT'S THE BEST 

IT DIDN'T STOP US 
MAKING IT BETTER 

Independent testing of seven leading DAT tape brands* proves HHB 

DAT Tape is already the clear leader, with consistently lower block 

error rates and superior archival stability. 

Now we've made it even better: 

• Increased tape lengths at no extra cost. The new HHB DAT125 is 
the longest professional audio DAT tape available. 

• Improved heat resistant shell will not warp, even after 2 hours at 

220 degrees F. 

• Improved anti-static lid discharges static twice as quickly, 

reducing dust contamination. 

• Improved base film enables the tape to mold better to the head, 

reducing surfaca resistance and head wear. 

• Improved formulation of the magnetic recording layer increases 
resolution, lowers block error rates and extends the secure archival period 

to 30 years. 

• Improved J card and a new shatterproof, reusable Polypropylene case. 

• Shrink wrapping ,s replaced by a new, eco-friendly 'freshness seal'. 

HHB professional AT tape. 

Would you seriously consider using anything else? 
Contact your nearest HHB Advanced Media Products dealer today. 

• Studio Sound OAT On Trsil'. Call HHB Communications tor a free cop. 

NEW 

ICO FRI,J101)1 
PACKAGING 

HHB Communications Inc • 43 Deerfield Road, Portland, Mane 04101 1805 USA 
Tel: 207 773 2424 • Fax: 207 773 2422 • E- Mail: 75671.3316@compuserve.com 

HHB Communications Ltd • 73-75 Scrubs Lane, London NW10 60U, LIK 
Tel: 0181 962 5000 Fax: 0181 962 5050 • E- Mail: salesOhhb.co.uk 

Studer Canada Ltd • 1947 Leslie Street, Toronto, Ontario M3B 2M3, canada • Tel: 416 510 1347 Fax: 416 510 1294 
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module is 2 feet by 2 feet by 6 inches. 
Standard finish is a white Class A-rated 
paint. 

Studio Pro's SP-72 is a diffusion 
panel that uses Triangular Geometrical 
Diffusion to provide uniform diffusion 
over five-octave hands. The panels are 
available in white and measure 4x2 feet. 

The Art Diffusor from Systems De-
velopment Group is a modular sys-
tem designed to combine acoustic 
treatment with aesthetic appeal. The 
system provides two-dimensional dif-
fusion through varied-surface, tile-like 
panels. The Model C Art Diffusor pro-
vides diffusion over a four-octave 
bandwidth, is made of Class A-rated, 
molded thermoplastic resin and re-
places 2x2-foot ceiling tile. Model DL 
is similar hut has a cutout to accom-
modate a light fixture. A wall version, 
Model WM, is also available. The 
Model E Art Diffusor, a 15-inch-square 
panel, offers diffusion over a five-oc-
tave bandwidth and is formed from 
EPS plastic. The Model A diffusor is 
handmade from unfinished hardwood 
and offers greater than five-octave dif-
fusion. The 15-inch squares are avail-
able in a variety of wood types. 

WALL COVERING 
Fabric wall covering is ideal for absorb-
ing excessive highs while maintaining 
aesthetic appeal. A bonus with fabric 
wall covering is that it is unobtrusive 
and is available in a huge variety of tex-
tures and colors to match any studio. 
Fabric wall covering is generally more 
affordable than some other types of 
treatment. Watch out for boominess 
caused by disproportionate absorption 
ratio of high end to lows. 

Soundtex'" acoustical wall covering 
from Alpha Audio is made from Class 
1-rated polyester, available by the bolt 
or yard and sold in 18 colors. Sound-
Tex installs with wallpaper adhesive for 
a seamless finish. NRC is .65. 

Netwell offers Silence, a ribbed-sur-
face, woven-polyester fabric wall cov-
ering with an NRC of .65. Silence is sold 
by the yard or bolt and is Class A-rated, 

mildew- and mold-resistant and avail-
able in 24 colors. • 

Sarah Jones is a Mix assistant editor. 

-FROM PAGE 138, COMB FILTERS 

lution might be and whether the curve 
is equalizable. 

MEASUREMENT 
Measuring the frequency response of a 
system will show a complex series of 
peaks and dips. Before equalization is 
applied, it is helpful to identify the 
sources of interactions that caused the 
peaks and dips. This puts us in a better 
position to take the most effective steps 
toward system optimization. 

When an offset between two sources 
is known, the chart on page 138 can be 
used to predict how the frequency re-
sponse will be affected. The frequency 
multiplier, or comb frequency (CF), and 
the frequency of the first null can be 
found to the right of the time offset. 
Once the comb frequency is determined 
(i.e., the first peak), succeeding peaks 
will be spaced above it by an octave, - 
octave, 1/3-octave and so on. The dips 
will be halfway between each peak. 

Although an accurate calculation of 
the time offset between two identical 
signals will predict the comb frequency 
and related frequency-response dips, 

the actual amount of attenuation that re-
sults will depend on the two signals' rel-
ative amplitude responses. The off-axis 
frequency responses of speakers and 
microphones typically show an I-1F roll-
off a reflective architectural feature that 
produces a delayed signal (such as a 
floor or wall) will tend to absorb 1-IF en-
ergy. The combination of a direct signal 
with a delayed signal that exhibits HF 
roll-off will result in deeper comb filter-
ing in the LF than the HF region. The 
depth of the comb filtering reduces as 
frequency rises (see Figs. 2 and 3). 

In order to minimize comb filter 
cancellations, follow these two basic 
guidelines: 

1) Keep time offsets to a minimum. 
This pushes the frequency of the first 
null up higher in frequency. Higher is 
better since this means less of the audi-
ble spectrum has cancellations. 

2) Design the system so that level 
offset rises as time offset rises. This 
keeps the size of the ripple down. If we 
can achieve reasonable isolation at fre-
quencies above the first null, the range 
below it is very usable power addition. 

These principals are fundamental to 
the concept of point-source speaker ar-
rays—let the low end couple, but keep 
the high end separate. 

Bob McCarthy is director of SIM engi-
neering at Meyer Sound Laboratories, 
Berkeley, Calif. 
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-FROM PAGE 20, SOMETHING IS MISSING HEAR 

cree such things that when you record 
a tone on analog tape, a noise pattern 
is generated around that tone. In other 
words, if you lay down a 1 kHz tone 
and then examine the playback with a 
spectrum analyzer, you will see the ver-
tical line of 1 k, and noise energy that 
starts somewhere below 1 k and climbs 
to a peak at 1 k, and then descends, 
like an inverted ice cream cone: wide 
at the bottom and narrow at the high 
(1k) amplitude peak. Then there are 
some more of these noise energies, 
shaped the same, at other frequencies, 
sort of "ghosts" or "harmonics." Now 
please don't write me to say that this 
explanation is simplistic or inaccurate— 
I am just attempting to provide a fast 
conceptual model of this phenomenon. 

These bands are related to what is 
being recorded, so complex signals 
produce complex noise artifacts. 
These are of interest because they are 
heavily masked by the original signals, 
but they are there, happily modulating 
with the music and happily adding 
a dynamic pattern of tracking "noise 
harmonics." 

Granted, these things are relatively 
minor considerations (and they are 
only a few of about 20 functions that 
we here at the St.Croix What Went 
Wrong Research Laboratories suspect 
may contribute), but when combined, 
they may help define the missing link. 
They may be part of the key to answer-
ing that new-age question, "Why do it 
sound friendlier if it's analog?" 

You can bet your hit none of this 
soft stuff happens on that DAT you 
have sitting on the shelf behind you 
right now. 

Wine and analog improve with age, 
until they mature, then they turn to 
mud. Beer and digital, on the other 
hand... 

As an aside, I have always been fas-
cinated with Steely Dan's Aja, as I feel 
it is the first and possibly the only ana-
log album to sound digital. It's crisp-
ness, clarity and definition coupled 
with its dynamic range and use of air 
and space as musical components was 
shocking at the time, and still stands as 
a unique execution. Listen to Aja, and 
you almost feel that digital isolationism 
that I am talking about. Why and how 
was that achieved? I think I'll call some 
really old guy and find out... 

SSC is on the phone now, listening to 
some undecipherable explanation. 
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A revolutionary new microphone 
auditioning tool on CD-ROM! 

Allen Sides has recorded and mixed 
sessions for dozens of world-class 
artists such as Ay Cooder, Count 

Basie, Ray Charles, Sisead 
O'Connor and Brian Setzer. 

David Schwartz, producer of this 
CD-ROM project, is the founder and 

former editor-in-chief of Mix. 

BE A MICROPHONE EXPERT! 

Allen Sides' 
Microphone Cabinet 

FROM CARDINAL BUSINESS MEDIA 

also publishers of 

Mie, ELECTRONIC MUSICIAN' and MIX BOOKSHELF'' 
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Microphone Cabinet Is 
Is a required reference tool 
all of our classes. It really 
ws student* the Impor-
oe of subtle differences 
ween mica, but beat of all. 
n secretly use It tool-

David Gibson 
Founder sad Wet Adadaistrator 

Collionds ihoordlos lestibits 

it a great eduostional boll 
students can now loam 
technical spectiflostions 
the sonic characteristics 
nicrophones which nor-
ly aren't available to 
m. With studio time in 
h demand, Its a great way 
pst to know the mice 
ore going into the studio." 

Wedgy Bulls 
*meditator d ',audios Rods 

Unladen 
Baku« lioksrs'y 

I got the CD-ROM and it's 
atl Finally, you get a 
nee to look in a top engi-

r/producer's toolbox with-
having to buy all of the 

David Mika Hubs, 
Author and musician 

This unique, fully interactive CD-ROM lines up the top classic and contemporary professional microphones for a series of audio com-
parison tests on dozens of instruments.The disc features: 

• A " Selector Cabinet" of both popular and classic mics for recording each instrument. 
• 16- bit Red Book audio samples of the selected mics and instruments. 
• Allen Sides' "Tips" for getting the best sound from each microphone. 
• A high-resolution color photograph of each microphone and the mic placement setup for each instrument. 
• Complete specifications for each microphone. 

• A color photograph and description of each musical instrument. 
• A "Microphone Basics" section by noted author John Woram. 
• A directory of the microphone manufacturers. 

This amazing disc features tests of 66 mics and 33 different instruments. The microphones were chosen from the world-renowned col-
lection at Sides' Ocean Way/Record One studios in Los Angeles. Sort by microphone to check out the best instruments for each, or sort 

by instrument to see which mics you should use. Iltem MC) $69.95 plus $9.95 shipping and handling. 

Colt Toll- Free! 

800.233.9604 
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TASCAM 
102 PAKII / 103 

Stereo Mixdown Cassette Decks 

Best values for musicians, studio operators and production 
houses. the 102 Coll and Me 103 consistently produce only the 
higest quality tape recorded output 
They Feature: 
• 60d8 signal-to-noise ratio combines with wide frequency 
response for high-fidelity sound reproduction using any type 
of cassette tape. 
• Industry-standard Dolby 8/C noise reduction and Dolby HO 
Pro sound technology extends high frequency performance up 
to 6dB and minimizes distortion. 
• Advanced bias -sensing electronics automatically chooses 
optimal recording settings for the type of tape you load in— 
Normal. Metal or Cr02 
• Record/Mute autospacer automatically Inserts 4 seconds of 
silence between songs or broadcast segments 
• Multi-I unchon display clearly indicates transport mode, tape 
counter position. tape type and level indicator 
• Multi-counter with both tape counter and run-time modes 
• Independent L and R stereo level controls and master record 
level control 

Tascam 103 Advanced Features: 
• 3-head system allows you to record on a tape and monitor it at 
the same time, without rewinding. 
• MPS filter button eliminates pilot and sub carrier broadcast 
tones that can interfere with Dolby noise reduction 

202 mKIII 
Dual Auto Reverse Cassette Deck 

The 202 Hell provides high-fidelity sound reproduction and a 
wide frequency response, as well as a host of features that help 
you dub, edit, record or playback onto/from one or two cas-
settes easily and effrcrently. 
• Normal speed and high-speed dubbing 
• Autospacer automatically inserts 4 seconds of silence between 
songs or broadcast segments for pro quality tapes 
• Incorporates Dolby HO Pro sound technology to extend high 
frequency performance and minimize distortion on Mormat 
Metal and Cr02 tape 
• Allows you to quickly and easily create a professional-sound-
ing composite tape from several sources. Functions like Intro 
Check, Computerized Program Search, Blank Scan and One 
Program quickly find the beginning of tracks you want. 
• Twin two-head cassette decks in a durable rack-mount hous-
ing that can be used separately or rn tandem during recording 
and playback for total flexibility: 
-Play material on deck 1 while deck 2 records on one or both 
sides 
-Record simultaneously on both decks from an external master 
-Playback both sides of one or both decks In a continuous loop. 
up to five times 

-Auto Reverse automatically reverses tape direction during play-
back and record 
-Repeal rewinds tape and allows infinite looping during playback 
-Timer svatch for unattended record/playback (timer required1 

New! 302 
Double Auto Reverse Cassette Deck 
All the features ot the 202 mkIII. the new 302 adds . • 
recording and playback flexibility. Thats because the .( bY 
actually two fully independent cassette decks Both decks have 
their own set of interface connectors, transport control keys and 
noise reducing functions. 
• Auto-reverse capability on both decks 
• Individual/simultaneous record capability-both decks 
• Independent RCA unbalanced 1n/out for each deck 
• Cascade and Control I/O let you link up lo 10 additional 
machines for multiple dubbing or long playing record and 
playback applications 

CD-601 
Professional CD Player 

Frame-accurate cueing precision, extremely high-fidelity and a 
small form factor make the CD-601 ideal for post-production 
applications where sound effects and music are "flown-In- from 
compact discs The CD-601 integrates with most post-produc-
tion equipment including mmers. video editors and computer 
studio controllers. 
• Balanced XLR and unbalanced RCA outputs 
• Precision cuerno control and Auto cue 
• Linear motor-driven pick-ups eliminate dead air 
• Optional RC-601 remote control adds additional features and 
conveniences 
• Optional BU-2 RAM for instant start and seamless loops up to 
three minutes 

màueii 
PMD-101/201/221/222/430 
Portable Professional Cassette Recorders 

The world standard for field recording. the PMD line is also the value leader They all feature 
RCA line input/outputs. 1/4-inch headphone jack, built-in speaker. pause control. audible cue 
and review. tape counter, full auto shut-off and low battery indicator. 

• All models except the PMD-430 
have 1/2 speed playback/record 
capability. With 1/2 speed play-
back, musicians can slow down 
complicated passages for analy-
sis And when played back at 1/2 
speed. the pitch is lowered by 
exactly one octave, so the notes 
are still musically correct—ideal 
for figuring out complicated 
solos or picking patterns. 
• By recording at 1/2 speed, a 
three hour meeting can be 
recorded on a single tape. A 
built-in microphone and automat-
ic level control make operation 
simple, and built-in speaker 
makes transcription convenient 
• 1/2 speed recording is equally 
ideal for churches. because 90 
minutes can be recorded on a 
single side of tape—no interrupt-
ing your recording to flip the tape 
over. Line inputs make it easy to 
use and connect to your existing 
sound system. 
• Three standard '0' cell batteries 
provide up to 7-1/2 hours of 
operation and the optional RB430 
rechargeable battery delivers up 
ln 5-1/2 hours 

General 
Stereo/Mono 
Heads 

Inputs/Outputs 

PMD-101 
Mono 
2 

PMO-201 
Mono _ 
2 

P140-221 
Mono 
3 

PIA0-222 
Mono 
3 

PMO-430 
Stereo 
3 

Mie Input 114-inch- Miruplug Miniplup Minad/IR 1/4ench 
Condenser Mic Built-In_ Built- In fhalten Built-In — 
Remote Jack — 

_ 
Yes Yes  Yes — 

Modular Tel Jack — Yes Yes Yes — 
External Speaker Jack — Yes Yes Yes — 

Record Controls 
VU Meters — 1 1 1 2 ( Illuminated) 
2-Speed Recording Yes Yes Yes Yes — 
Dolby B NR — — — — Yes 
dbx NR — — — — Yes 
Mic Attenuation — _ 0.-10013. -20OB 0.-10c16._-200) 0.-10d8. -20(16 C1.-15418._-300 
Ambient Noise Cont. —_ Yes Yes Yes 
MPX Filter — — — — Yes 
Manual Level Control 
Limiter 

— 
— . 

Yes 
Yes 

Yes 
Yes 

Yes 
Yes Yes 

ALC Yes Ves 
_ 

Yes Yes 
Peak Indicator — — 

_ 
Yes Yes — 

Playback Controls 
Pitch Control  :20%—  :20% :20% :20% 16% 
Bias Fine Adj. — — — —_ yes 
Tone Control Yes—  Yes Yes Yes —_ 
Half-Speed Playback Yes Yès Yes Yes — 
Memory Rewind — — Yes Yes Yes 

Telex 
ACC2000/4000 Series Cassette Duplicators 

Designed for high performance and high production. Telex s ACC Series ( ACC2000.ACC4000i and tACC2000 
XL/ACC4000 XL) of expandable duplicators also offer easy maintenance and unsurpassed ease of use The 
ACC2000 is a two -channel monaural duplicator, the ACC4000 Is a four-channel stereo dupinator.Each 
produces 3 copies from a cassette master at 16 times normal speed and each can expend up to 27 
copy positions (with additional copy modules) With the extra copy modules. you can duplicate up to 
27 copies of a C-60 original in less than two minutes.And they copy both sides at once.The XL 
Series feature "Extended Lifecassette heads for increased performance and wear 
characteristics.They also offer improvements m wow and flutter, frequency response, signal-to-ratio 
and bias Additionally the ACC4000 XL allows for either chrome or ferric cassette duplication. XL- models are avail-
able in stereo ( ACC4000 XL) or mono (ACC2000 XL) versions. 

Fingertip Operation 
• Individual rotary audio level controls • Short tape indicators alert you if a tape 
allow for an increase or decrease of stops before the original does, identify-
audio levels as the master translates to ing incomplete copies caused by jam or 
the copies short. 
• Peak reading LED indicators allow • Automatic or manual selection of 
quick and accurate monitonng of audio rewind and copy operation: 
fluctuations. -Rewinds tapes to the beginning or end 
• Side A or A/B select button let you set automatically (AUTO mode) or manually. 
up for duplication of either 1 side or -In AUTO mode the copy button act, 
both sides of a cassette at once vates the entire rewind/copy/rewind 
• Stop all tapes instantly, at any point sequence. In manual rt starts copying 
during the copy or rewind cycle. immediately. 

Easy Maintenance: 

• Slanted Week surface and unique "heads-up" 
cassette platform allow less oxide build up on 
the heads and makes cassette loading and 
unloading much easier. 
• Each cassette position has a three point tape 
guidance system that eliminates skew prob-
lems. Plus, when a tape is inserted, each cas-
sette posrtion is activated to prevent unneces-
sary wear and tear on the tape head mechanism. 
• Audio and bias, along with head adjustments. 
are made easily from the top of the unit and a 
switch on the back engages the head and 
pinch roller for convenient cleaning 

ACC2000 Mono MasterModule: 
1/2 track.two-channel monaural duplicator produces 3 copies 
from a cassette master at 30ips ( 160 normal speed). 
Expands up to 27 copy positions by adding ACC2000 copy 
modules (four positions each). 
Erase heads in the copy positions automatically erase existing 
audio as new material is being recorded. 
Track select,short tape indicators.auto/manual operation. 
Includes removable power cord and protective dust cover. 

ACC2000 XL Mono Master Module: 
Same features as ACC2000. plus- Extended Life cassette heads 

ACC4000 Stereo Master Module: 
1/4 track, four-channel stereo duplicator. Same features as 
ACC2000 Mono Master Module/ 

ACC4000 XL Stereo Master Module: 
• All features as ACC4000. pinas-Extended Life cassette heads 
Can be configured for chrome or ferric cassette duplication 

ACC2000 Mono Copy Module: 
• 1/2 track, two-channel monaural copy module 
• Each module has four copy positions with erase heads and 
controls for side select. 
• LED displays indicate end-of -tape status for each pocket. 
• Includes ribbon cables for connection to ACC2000 master and 
other copy modules 
• Includes removable power cord and protective dust cover. 

ACC2000 XL Mono Copy Module: 
• Same features as ACC2000 Copy Module, plus-Extended Life 
cassette heads. Connects to ACC2000 XL Master Module. 

ACC4000 Stereo Copy Module: 
• 1/4 track.four-channel copy module Has all the features of the 
ACC2000 Copy Module. 

ACC4000 XL Stereo Copy Module: 
• Same as the ACC4000Copy Module. pan-Extended Life heads 
Configurable for chrome or ferric cassette duplication. 

Copyette EH Series Duplicators 
The popular Copyette series produces high quality, low cost cassettes in large quantities at nearly 16 times normal speed This means 
you can reproduce both sides of a C-60 tape in less than two minutes. Available in two versIons.the Copyelles are capable of duplicating 
either one cassette or three at a time. In addition each are available in both mono and stereo models. 
They couldn't be easier to ase You simply insert the cassettes, press the START switch and hey do the rest They rewind all tapes to 
the beginning, copy. then rewind to the beginning again before stopping. The whole process can be stopped at any time by pressing the 
CYCLE button. Side Select feature allows you to set them up to copy one side of a tape or both sides at once. 

Stereo Copyette 142.1 able 
Weighing only 8 lbs. (3.6 kg). this unit 

has a durable, impact resistant 
housing and includes a remov-
able power cord, carrying han-
die and protective covet It 
also has an optical . non-
reflective end-of -tape sens-

ing system that provides gentle 
tape handling y mono version is also avail-

Stereo Copyedit 14.3 
This duplicator copies both sides 
of three cassettes at once, yet 
it's as small as the 1•2•1. It 
weighs only 12 pounds ( 5.4 
kg) and includes a hard 
cover to protect the unit while 
not in use. It uses all DC Servo 
motors for the ultimate in reliability A mono 

TASCAM 
112 midi 

Stereo Cassette Deck 

The classic -no frills" production workhorse. the 112 MK 1115 a 2' 
head. cost effective deck for musicians and production strews. 
Extremely rugged and reliable. the 112 Me 11 is ideal for produc-
tion mastering and mixdown It also features a parallel port for 
external control an and optional balanced connector kit means it 
is flexible enough to integrate into any production stuck. 
• Utilizes Dolby B or C noise reduction with Dolby HO Pro 
• Automatically selects proper bias type, so you get optimal 
recording 8 playbank response with Normal. Metal or Cr02 tape 
• Gear independent input dials let you dial in stereo VU calrbration 
with one dial You can also adust for channel specific calibration 
• Offers two Autolocator buttons and a MEMO IN control Thes 
controls allow you to select two points on any tape for one but-
ton forward/reverse to wherever the action is. Additionally RTZ 
(return to zero) quickly spools the tape back to 0000 on the 
tape counter 
• Rear-mounted RCA rnput/output jacks for easy connection to 
high-quality sources 
• Optional LA- 112 connector provides addtrional balanced or 
unbalanced XLR inputs and outputs Installation is simple and 
requires no special tools 
• 25-pin D sub connector (parallel port) on the back, fink: the 
deck to the optional RC- 134 remote control unit or for fader 
start from any mixer that use the same protocol. 

112R PAKII 
Bi-Directional 

Stereo Cassette Deck 
The 112R well is a sonically uncompromising, auto revel smg 
and continuous play cassette deck. It offers the finest indepen-
dent head auto-reverse design at this price level, plus it hrts extra 
dubbing and ediang features that make it ideal for long program 
recording 

All the features of the 112 MK 11 plus 
• Three-head transport with separate high-performance 
record and playback heads. Manufactured from resilient 
Cobalt Amorphous materials, the independently-opent ng 
heads combine with precision FG servo direct-drive capstan 
motors to provide the highest standards of reproduction 
quality and performance. 
• Frequency response is 25 Hz to kHz with less than 1% total 
harmonic distortion. 
• Equipped with Hysteresis Tension Servo Control (HTSC1the 
112R mollvortually ellmrnates wow and flutter. HTSC is al 
advanced servo control system that maintarns consistent back 
tension on the tape all through the reel. combatting inconsis-
tencies brought on by extreme temperatures and humidity. 
• Super AcculIgn Rotating Head System alllows recording or 
playback tape direction to be changed with one button. A sin-
gle-screw azimuth adjustment makes it easy to maintain the 
head alignment after many hours of continuous use. 
• For unattended record/playback of material that is longer than 
one side of a tape, there are two features that spare you 'rom 
constantly attending to the deck: 

—Auto Reverse mode plays or records in both directions before 
stopping, switching sides on the fly. 
—Continuous Reverse mode allows you to loop the tape dur-
ing: layback up to 5 times, or record mn both directions, with-
out pausing to flip the tape and re-engage the record mecha-
nism. Bothfeatures are accessible from the front panel, with 
one-button selection. 

122R mdll 
3-Head Stereo Cassette Deck 

The standard for production and broadcast facilities. the 122 
kalll features smooth faultless tape handling mechanisms, a 
three head transport with high-performance Cobalt Amorphous 
record/playback heads and precrsron servo direct-drive capstan 
motors. 

All the features of the 1120 eut II (no reverse of course) plus— 
• XLR balanced and unbalanced RCA inputs and outputs are 
selectable with the flip of a back-panel switch There are 1/4-
inch inputs on the front panel for simple and direct plug- or of 
line-level gear 
• MPS filter button eliminates polot and sub carrier broadcast 
tones that can interfere with Dolby noise reduction 
• Bias and level line tuning for each channel These tuners can be 
used in coniunction wrth the One-touch 400 Hz or 10 kHz oscil-
lator adjustment signals to get proper VU calibration before or 
during each recording session. 
• Record/mute autospacer automatically inserts 4 sec of silence 
between songs or broadcast segments for pro duality tapes 
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A LF._SIS 
3630 Compressor  

The 3630 provides two full-featured professional compres-
sor/limiters in one rack space. Ideal for any application 
from studio recording and mixing to live sound reinforce-
ment and broadcast. 
• Dual mono or linkable true stereo operation. 
• Choose between RMS and peak compression styles as well 
as hard knee /soft knee characteristics. 
• Dual 12-segment LEDs display gain reduction and input/out-
put levels. 
• Each channel's built-in noise gate has an adjustable thresh-
old and close rate to ensure clean, transparent performance 
• Variable attack and release times and a sidechain function 
for "ducking in broadcast applications. 

tcelectronic 
Wizard M2000 

Studio Effects Processor 

The M2000 features a "Dual Engine" architecture that permits 
multiple effects and six different routing modes There are 250 
factory programs including revert", pitch delay, delay, chorus. 
hang, phase, ambience. 60, de-essing. compression, limiting. 
expansion, gating and stereo enhancement. The M2000 also fea-
tures 20-bit analog conversion.AES/EBU and S/PDIF digital 
inputs/outputs. "Wizard" help menus. 16-bit dithering tools, Tap 
and MIDI tempo modes and single page parameter editing 
• The array of enhanced pitch shift ( up to 8 voices), chorus, and 
delay effects are characterized by their precision and versatility. 
Everything from the fine and subtle to the wide and spectacular 
is handled with equal superiority. The algorithms in the dynam-
ics section (compressor. limiter, expander, gate and de-esser) 
are unique as stand-alone effects, but are particularly useful in 
combination with other effects. Those might be de-esser/room, 
gated hall or compressed pitch. The possibilities are endless. 
• Tempo Tap function lets you match effects to the beat. Tempo 
can be adjusted in beats-per-minute and sub-divided any way 
you like—even in triplets. The tempo can also be read from MIDI. 
• Preset "Gilding" ( morphing) function ensures seamless transi-
tion between effects Very useful in live and mixing situations. 

Control 5 
Compact Control 

Monitor Loudspeaker 
The Control bisa high per-
formance, wide range control 
monitor for use as the prima-
ry sound source in a variety 
of applications. It's smooth. 
extended frequency response 
combines with wide dynamic 
capability to provide acoustic 
performance that's ideal for 
recordIng studios, AN con-
trol rooms and remote 
trucks. 
• 6-1/2 inch ( 165mm) low frequency driver provides solid, pow-
erful bass response to 50 Hz and a pure titanium 1-inch dome 
handles high frequency response to 20 kHz. 
• Both transducers are magnetically shielded, allowing use in 
close proximity to video monitors. 
• Dividing network incorporates protection circuitry to prevent 
system damage and utilizes high quality components including 
bypass capacitors for outstanding transient accuracy. 
• Molded of dense polypropylene loam, with a choice of black. 
gray or white finish 
• Pleasing enclosure allows it to easily fit into any environment. 
• A host of mounting systems including ceiling. rack and tripod 
allow positioning in exactly the right spot for best performance. 

4200 Series 
Studio Monitors 

The 4200 Series are console-top monitor models designed 
specifically for use in the near held Both the 6.5-inch (4206 land 
the 8-inch ( 4208) offer exceptional sonic performance, setting 
the standard for today's multi-purpose studio environment. 
• Unique Multi-Radial sculptured baffle directs the axial output of 
the individual components for optimum summing at the most 
common listening distance (approx. 3 to 5 ft) 
• The baffle also positions the transducers to achive alignment of 
then acoustic centers so that low, mid and high frequency infor-
mation reaches your ears at the same point in time, resulting in 
superb imaging and greatly reduce phase distortion. 
• Curved surface of the ABS baffle serves to direct possible reflec-
tions of the shorter wavelengths away from the listening posi-
tion. eliminating baffle diffraction distortion. 
• Vertical alignment of the transducers across the baffle center 
produces natural mirror-imaging. 
• Pure titanium diaphragm high frequency transducer provides 
smooth, extended response. 
• Magnet assembly is shielded, allowing placement near magneti-
cally sensitive equipment like CRT's, tape recorders. etc. 
• Low frequency components also feature magnetic shielding 
making the 4200 Series monitors ideal for use in video post 
production facilities as well as music recording studios 

Fostex 
XR-5/XR-7 Multitrackers 

0H-5 Futures: 
• High-speed ( 3-3/4 ills) four-track (2-tracks simultaneously) 
recorder with built-in Dolby noise reduction can be turned off) 
• Pitch controller varies the tape speed within a range of e12% 
• Punch in/out function makes corrections and phrase inser-
tions when necessary, can be done easily with optional 
footsvatch. 
• Four inputs accommodate two microphones in channels ore 
and two. Has convenient insert points for connecting a com-
pressoakmiter and other devices for the mic channels. 
• Each channel is equipped with two-point high/low shelving 
equalizers to help shape the sound. and an AUX send function 
for processing anbient system effects. 
Trim function lets you switch High/Mid/Low input levels for 
channels one and two. 
• Alternate Mix mode lets you independently select the signa 
from the input jack or the tape playback. %fader effect send. 
inline monitor Bother functions are also possible using this mode. 
• Post foldback (monitor) send function routes the foldback sig-
nal to the AUX send. When the foldback is activated you cal 
actually modown at the same time you add reverb to a tape 

• MIDI/TAPE multi-mis 
mode supports MIDI 
synchronization. 
Together with the 
Alternate Mix 
mode the OR-5 
can simultaruously 
mix all MIDI sound source output 
with tape playback sound and effect output while 
monitoring. 

The OR-7 has all the teatum of the OR-5 plus— 
• 6 inputs, plus the ability to recall four tracks simultaneously 
• Dolby C noise reduction plus dual speed recording 
• During recording. Channels 5 a-id 6 are the primary inputs for 
microphones and acoustic instauments. They have trim controls 
and mid-sweep EQ. During mognown, these channels act as the 
main stereo L/R bus. 
• Auto rehearsal mode let's you concentrate on the music instead 
of the machine. 

TASCAM 
PORTA 03 mkIlMinistudio 

The easiest way to get into multitrack recording, the PORTA 03 is a 
well as mixdown to standard cassettes. 
• 4-track recorder with integrated two channel mixer 
• Two I/4- inch MIC/LINE inputs with trim control 
• Extended dynamic range with Dolby 8 noise reduction 
• 3-digit tape counter keeps track where you are on the tape 
• Master level control for the entire mix. and the level sen: to 
LINE OUT tor stereo mixdown 
• Track selector indicates which of the 4 tracks you're recording to 

n extremely economical 4-track iv-corder that lets you overdub as 

• SAFE selection keeps you 
from inadvertently recording' 
over tracks you've 
recorded earlier 
• Headphone jack for com-
fortable monitoring 
• RCA output jacks for mixdowb to cassette 

PORTA 07 Ministudio 
The PORTA 07 packs high-end features into a compact and economical package. Achieves great sound with high speed tape trans-
port. high-low ED and DBX noise reduction. 

• 4-track recorder with integrated four channel mixer • "Bounce or "ping pong" a submix 
• Two 1/4-inch LINE inputs and two 1/4-inch MIC/LINE inputs of multiple mono or stereo 
with trim control tracks onto a single empty 
Separate high and low BO for each track provides 10dB o track, leaving the original 
boost or cut, submix tracks free to over-
• dbx noise reduction for improved signal-to -noise ratio, dub new material onto. You g•an 
• Punch-in/out r manually or with optional RC-30 footswitch even add a hive" track to the submit while 
• Effects send with stereo return can be applied in varying you're bouncing down. to scueeze in yet another 
amounts to all four channels track 

424 /mil Portastudio PBM Series II 
Reference Monitors The 424 is premium Portastudio that takes multitrack recording to the next level. Features superior audio quality. balanced XLR 

inputs, enhanced equalization and a big-studio style AUX section 

All the features of the PORTA 0? plus— 
• 4-track recorder with 8-input mixer (4 mono MIC/LINE inputs 
with 1/4- inch and balanced XLR jacks and 2 stereo inputs with 
1/4" jacks.) 
• Separate 3-band ED section for each of the tour mono 
channels with 10dB of boost or cut and sweepable midrange. 
• Auto Punch in/out with rehearsal. plus a Repeat switch lets 
you set up a tape loop that goes over the same area of a tape 
while you practice your punch-is/out and overdub moves— 
without committing a single note to tape 
• Two independent dedicated AUX sends let you use more 
effects or use one as tape cue during tracking 

• Dual-speeds, logic-control cd tape 
transport system improves tape 
handling and sound quality 
Select 3-3/4 inch per 
second HIGH speed for 
the best possible record-
ing quality or NORMAL 
1-7/8 ips speed. 
• Monitor output makes it etrey to connect an external moni-
tor amplifier without repatching—al mixdown. 
• Tape DIRECT OUTS are provided for integration with exter-
nal mixers. 

MIDI Ma:ideas Take Note—If you've got MIDI Keyboards, drum machines and sound melules in your set up, you can 
exploit the power of : virtual tracking" with either the PORTA 07 or 424/464/488 Portastudio. You can use a MIDI synchronizer like 
the Tascam MTS-30 MIDI-Tape Synchronizer to record (stripe) a code onto track 4 (track 8 with tire 488). Just select SYNC mode 
on the DU switch and record the tone to tape. After striping the tape with FSK or Song Position Pointer information, all your MIDI 
instruments will faithfully follow the tape during playback and recording, even if you slow or sew the tape suing the PITCH con-
trols. The big benefit is that your MIDI tracks (called Wrtual tracks) don't actually have to be reconnect until final mixdown, giving 
you lots more unused tracks to record on. 

464 Portastudio 
The functionality of a pro recording studio in a small, lightweight package. the 464 Portastudio is a full-fea-
tured eight input. four-track cassette recorder complete with a 12x2 internal mixer and dual buss design 
that lets you create separate recording and cue mixes. 
All the features of tha 424 its II plus— 

• 4-track recorder with 12-input mixer • Channels 1-4 otter High and low shelving RH and a 
(4 mono MIC/LINE with 1/4-inch and sweepable Mid EQ. Tracks 5-6 and 6-7 have shelving EU 
balanced XLR jacks. 4 stereo 1/4" only. while 9-10, 11-12 are best used with input that his its own 
jack pairs. internal Ea. 

488 raKII Portastudio 
When 4 tracks are lust not enough. then you need the perfect creative tool—the 488 cell Portastudio. 
The most cost-effective 8-track recorder on the market. the 488 not only offers additional capacity 

but versatile capability and intuitive operation tor easy capturing gS manipulation of your ideas. 
Whether recording acoustic or electronic instruments or vocals, the 488 offers maximum creative 

freedom to produce your best work. With all the functionality of a professional studio, the 488 may be 
the ultimate demo recording machine. 

All the features ot the 484 tes 11 pilas-

- Includes phantom power for use with high-quality condenser 
microphones.. 
• Built-in mixer features low-noise circuitry, with 12 inputs 
and 2 group busses. There H a separate input for your stereo 
master recorder. 
• Each of the 8 main input channels includes individual 3-band 
equalizers. You get Hi and Low shelving E0s. plus a semi-para-
metric sweepable midrange ED 
• Unique multi-mix mode velth t.'•( capability of handling up to 20 
inputs at nuxdown 

• The only 8-track cassette that offers a servo controlled tape 
transpon complete with electronic braking. Equipped with a 
high-performance Hysteresis Tension Servo Controlled ( HTSC) 
tape transport. the 488 delnurs better sound than the first 8-
track reel-to-reel machines. 
• HTSC maintains precise and consistent tape tension from the 
beginning until the end of tke taper. actually dynamically 
adiusts the back tension on the tape as it moves from one end 
to the other, allowing preci-e locating capability. 

PBM 5 II 

ALEsus 
Monitor One 

Near Field Studio Reference Monitor 
Designed by engineers with decades of experience, the award win-
ning Monitor One provides the last critical link in the recording 
studio's signal chain; giving you an accurate reproduction of what 
is being recorded. 
• Delivers excellent image and transient reproduction, powerful 
bass, and smooth, extended high frequency detail. 
• Exclusive SuperPort speaker venting technology eliminates the 
"choking" effect of port turbulence for solid high-power bass 
transients and extended low frequency response. 
• Ferrofluid cooled 1" silk-dome driver eliminates the harshness 
and ear fatigue associated with metal or plastic tweeters, making 
a easy to mix on for extended periods, 
• Monitor One's powerful bass incorporates a proprietary 6.5' low 
frequency driver with a mineral-filled polypropylene cone and a 
1 5" voice coil wound on a high-temperature Kapton former 
• They come in a mirror-image left/right pair covered with a non-

slip rubber textured laminate for stable mounting. 

Monitor Two 
Mid Field Studio Reference Monitor 
With much of today s popular music demanding more bass at 
louder volumes than a 
small near held monitor 
can possibly produce—the 
Monitor Two delivers—at a 
price no higher than many 
of these smaller speakers. 
• Utilizes a 10" three way 
speaker design with a 
unique asymmetrical 
crossover to maintain the same accurate tonal balance and 
imaging of the Monitor One—but with a much larger sound held. ; 
• 10" low frequency driver incorporates Ales's' SuperPort speaker 
technology to provide powerful. extended bass. 
• 5" mid frequency driver offers exceptional mid frequency detail 
• 1" silk dome high frequency driver delivers a broad but natural 
frequency response from 40Hz to 18kHz. 
• Covered in a non-slip rubber finish. the Monitor Two comes in a 

mirror imaged pair for mixing accuracy. 

41111 

The PBM II Series is the industry standard for reference moni-
tors They feature advanced technologies such as variable thick-
ness, injection molded cones with nitrite rubber surrounds and 
the highest quality components including polypropylene capaci-
tors and carefully selected indicators. With a Tannoy monitor 
system you are assured of absolute fidelity to the source. true 
dynamic capability and most important, real world accuracy. 

• Custom 5" injection-molded bass driver with a nitrite rubber 
surround for extended linearity and accurate low frequency 
reproduction. They are better damped for reduced distortion 
and exhibit more naturally open and detailed midrange. 
• Woofer blends seamlessly with the >I" polynude soft dome 
ferro-fluid cooled tweeter providing extended bandwidth for 
extremely precise sonically-balanced monitoring. 
• Designed for nearheld use, the PBM 5 II cabinets are produced 
from high density medite for minimal resonance and features an 
anti-diffraction radiused front baffle design 

PBM 6.5 II 
• Transportable and extremely powerful, the PBM 6.5 II is the 
ideal monitor for almost any proiect production environment. 
• 65" lowfrequency driver and 3/4" tweeter are fed by a completely 
redesigned hardwired hand selected crossover providing uncom-
promised detail, precise spectral resolution and flat response 
• Fully radiused and ported cabinet design reduces resonance and 
diffraction while providing deep linear extended bass. 

PBM 8 II 
• High tech 1" soft dome tweeter with unmatched pattern 
control and enormous dynamic capability. 8" driver is capable 
of powerful bass extension under extreme SPI demands. 
• Hard wired crossover features true bi-wire capability and utilizes 
the finest high power polypropylene capacitors and 
components available. 
• Full cross-braced matrix medite structure virtually eliminates ( 
cabinet resonance as a factor 
• Ensures precise low frequency tuning by incorporating a large 
diameter port featuring laminar air flow at higher port velocities l 
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"THE PROFESSIONAL'S SOURCE. 
FOR ORDERS CALL: OR FAX (24 HOURS): 

800-947-5508 800-947-9003 
212-444-6698 212-444-5001 

OVERNIGHT AND RUSH 
SERVICE AVAILABLE 

E-Mail at 76623.570@compuserve.com 

SPIRIT 
FOLIO LITE 

Compact Professional Mixing Console 
• 12 inputs as standard 
(up to 16 at mixdown) 
• 4 mono channels d 4 stereo channels 
• Inserts on all mono inputs and 
mix outputs 
• Ultra low-noise (- 129 dB 
FIN) mic inputs 
• Musically responsive 2-band EO 
• 2 Aux sends on all channels. Aux 1 
switchable pre/post fader 
• PFL Slob on all inputs, dedicated tape return 
• Headphone socket and drscreteUR outputs fo' monitors 
• 10-segment three color bar graph metenng 
• Consistent high performance controls. global phantom powering 
• Optional rack mounting panel and PortaPower Unit 

FOLIO SI 
Stereo Input Mixing Console 

All features of Folio Lae F'LUS— 
• 18 inputs as standard ( 20 including stereo returns) 
• 8 stereo channels and 2 mono channels. with 60mm faders 
• Comprehensive 3-band E0 on inputs 1-14 
• High pass filter on mono inputs 
• Dedicated tape return and control room outputs 
• Insert points on L and R master outputs 
• 12-segment bar graph metering 
• Main outputs are ground compensated and impedance balanced 
• Free standing or rackmount versions available 
• Optional Porta Power unit allows battery poweyd operation 
horn various sources 

FOLIO RAC PAC 
4-Bus Multi-Purpose Mixing Console 
• 14 input channels with up to 
28 inputs at mordown 
• 2 stereo inputs with 60mm 
faders and 2-band Et) 
• Low-noise (- 129 df31 me 
inputs 
• Comprehensive 3-band EO 
with swept Mid, plus high 
pass filter on every mono 
input 
• 6 versatile Aux sends. 4 dedicated fully-fledged stereo returns 
plus 2 stereo effects returns 
• Stereo solo-in-place ( PR) on every input channel 
• Direct outputs on each mono channel toi recorthng direct to 
multitracks 
• Dedicated 2-track tape return routable to mix 
• Global phantom powering compact Oil rack•mount design 
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POWERSTATION 
Powered Mixer 

Studio quality mixing, with integrated 
power amp and effects provide 
an all- in-one solution for 
live performance. 
• 8 mono and 2 stereo input 
channels 
• 18 inputs at mixdown, 
includ-
ing tape and effects returns 
• Bullet-proof UltraMic pre-amps with 
60 dB gain range for 
stunning signal handling capability 
• High-spec 265W .265W (RMS) power amp 
• Built-in lexicon effects mixer 
• Consistent high performance controls. PFL solo on al channels 
• 3-band EC! with swept mid-frequency on mono chanrels 
• 2 auxiliaries for effects and foldback 
• 7-band precision dual graphic EO 
• High pass lifer on mono inputs 
• 40 Hz subsonic filter on outputs to protect speaker cabinets 
• 48v phantom power 
• Inserts on mono channels and main outputs 
• Separate power amp input to amplify note-nul sources 
• Dedicated record outs and tape returns dedicated mono output 
• Rugged steel chassis. hinged cover tor pi eection 

PROTRACKER 
In-Line Multitrack Recording Console 
• In- line monitoring signal 
format - 2 discrete 
inputs per channel 
• 8 channels with 
60mm faders 
• Expansion sockets 
for daisy-chaining 
ProTrackers 
• High quality, high gam nut pre-amp (- 129 dB). 
5Hz-150kHz) with switchable 48v phantom power on every input 
• Switchable high pass filter on every channel 
• Built-in limiter (300ms attack timer3 sec release) selectable al 
every channel. Overload and limiter Indmalors on each channel. 
• Insert and aux switchable between channel and monitor paths 
• Aux globally switchable pre/post fader 
• Monitor fader and pan control 
• Balanced tape 8 send/return. swnchable between -4d13 /1-10dB 
• Separate pre -lade insert and return sockets eliminating the 
need for Y-tables 
• Inputs switchable to mix to allow simultaneous 6001 -of -hous-
ing mixing and recording 
• Mix mutable to tape sends 7/8 for simultaneous 2-track record-
ing on a single multi-track. without effecting multitrack feeds 
from channels 1106 
• Headphone monrtoring of 2-track return, aix.7/8 or mix 
• Monitor outputs follow headphone output 
• Mix output 8. 2-track return accept .4dB 01Ro or -10 dB RCA phonos 

SAMSON® 11111XPAD 9 
Ultra-Compact 9-Channel Audio Mixer 

A remarkably compact 9-channel mixer. the MIXPAD 9 offers professional audio performance and a wide 
range of user-intensive features. It boasts low noise and distortion specifications includes wide-range 
gain trim controls for both nut and line inputs and provides exceptionally low group delay over the full fre-
quency bandwidth for a more transparent, open sound It also has a very high slew rate—usually found 
only on larger, more expensive mixing consoles—allowing it to react very quickly to transients and main-
tain a crisp, articulate sound. It offers phantom power (48v) for use with condenser microphones and an 
in-line power supply eliminates magnetically-induced hum. 

• 3 mic/line inputs and 3 stereo channels (total 9 inputs). 
• 2 auxiliary sends for effects and two Stereo returns. 
• Independent 2-band shelved ES, pan control for mono chan-
nels and balance control for stereo channels. 
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• Adjustable mic input trims allow use with a wide variety of rinc 
• Phantom powered OLA mic input connectors 
• Peak LEDs for left and right main outputs 
• Extremely durable, extruded aluminum chasms 

MICRO SERIES 1202-VLZ 
12-Channel Ultra-Compact Mb/Line Mixer 

Usually the performance and durability of smaller mixers drops in direct proportion to 
their price. Fortunately, Mackie's fanatical approach to pro sound engineering has result-
ed m the Micro Series 1202-VIZ, an affordable small muter with studio specifications and 
rugged construction It delivers no-compromise. non-stop. 24-hour-a-day professional duty 
in permanent PA applications. TV and radio stations, broadcast studios and editing suites— 
where nothing must ever go wrong 

• Working S/N ratio ot 90dB, distortion below 0.025% across the • Switchable phantom-powered ( 48v) inputs for condenser rmcs 
entire audio spectrum and .28 dB balanced line drivers • Every input channel has a gain control, pan por, low E0 at 8•1 
• 4 mono channels with discrete, balanced balanced midline Hz. high EC) at 12.5 kHz and two aux sends with 2008 gain. 
inputs and 4 stereo channels ( 12 inputs total) • Master section includes two stereo returns, herdphone level 
• Line inputs and outputs work with any line level, from instru- control and metering 
ment level, to semi-pro - 10dB. to professional .4r113 • Sealed rotary pots resist and other contammars. 

MS1402-VLZ 
14 x 2 Compact Mic/Line Mixer 

Mackie's fanatical engineers have done it again. Balanced inputs and outputs. 3-band 
EEL AFUPFL and deluxe tape monitor/Control Room feature Nice long 60mm faders 
six studio-quality mic preamps and extra Alt 3-4 stereo bus—in less than 1.3 square 
feet of space. 
• Studio grade mic preamps (chs. 1-6) with high headroom, low 
noise and phantom power. Also incorporate low cut filters to 
cut mic handling thumps, pops and wind noise. Lets you safely 
use low shelving ED on vocals. 
• Trim controls (ch. 1-6) with ultra wide range (. 10 to -40dB) 
handle everything from hot digital multitrack feeds to whisper-
ing lead singers and older, low output keyboards. 
• Pan control wrth constant loudness and high JR attenuation 
so you can pan hard left or right without bleed-through. 
• Two aux sends per channel with 15d(3 extra gain above Unity. 

The new MS- 1202, 1402 and 1604 all Include V12 (Very Low Impedance) circuitry at critical sig-

nal path points. Developed for Mackie's acclaimed 8•Bus console series. VLZ effectively reduces 

thermal noise and minimizes crosstalk by raising current and decreasing resistance 

• 60mm log-taper ladeos are 
accurate along their whole length ot 
travel and employ a new long-wearing contact 
material for longer fader life 8, uper resistance In dust, smoke etc 
• Control room/phone matrix adds incredible tape monitoring, 
mixdown and live sound versattld y 
• Mute switch routes channel output to extra ALT 3-4 stereo bus. 
Use if for feeding multitrack recorder channels.. mating a sut-
group via controlroom(phones matrix. monitoring a signal bebre 
bringing it into the main minor creating a mix minus". 
• Solid steel chassis instead of aluminum or plastic 

CR-1604 VLZ 
16-Channel Mic-Line Mixer 

The hands-down choice for major touring groups. studio session players as well as 
broadcast and sound contracting The new CR-1604 Vt.2 catares everything you 
would expect from a larger console, and then some! 24 usable line inputs with special 
headroom/ ultra-law noise Unityplus =why. seven AUX sends. 3-bandEO, constant power pan 
controls. 10-segment LED output metering and discrete front end phantom-powered mic inputs. 
• Lowest noise and highest headroom 190 dB working SMI and • True 4-bus design with channel assigns to 1-2. 3-4 or main L-R 
108 dI3 dynamic range). Many drummers consider it the only • 3-band El) with mid-frequency sweep and low c..d switch. 
mixer capable of handling the attack and transients of acoustic • AFL/PFL solo and mule switches with overload andsrgnal pre • 
and electronic drums sent indicators. 
• Genuine studio-grade phantom powered balanced input mic • Rear panel features include insert points and 114-inch /XLR con-
preamps on channels 1-6 All CR-1604 VLZ land optional XLR10 nectors on every channel, as well as RCA tape inputs/outputs, 
for ten more) discrete input mic preamp stages incorporate four • New, standard size channel trim pots are found .ft the top of 
coniugate-pair. large-emitter geometry transistors So, whether each channel. 
recording nature sound effects or heavy metal. mikmg flutes or • Rotary input/output "pod" allowing three differed positions for 
kick drums. you gel the Quietest. cleanest results possible. set-up. 

TASCAM 
M2600 midi Series 
16/24/32-Channel 8-Bus Mixers 

LOW NOISE CIRCUITRY 
• Combining completely redesigned low noise circuitry with Absolute 
Sound Transparency'. the M-2600 delivers high-quality, extremely 
clean sound. No matter how many times your signal goes through Jr, 
M-2600, it won't be colored or altered The signal remains as close lo 
the original as possible The only coloring you hear is what you add with 
creahve E0 and your outboard signal processing gear. 
• Double reinforced grounding system eliminates any hum. 
World-class power supply provides higher voltage output for 
better headroom and higher S/N ratio 

PREMIUM QUALITY MIC PRE-AMPS 
• The M-2600's mic pre-amps yield an extremely low noise floor. 
enormous headroom and an extremely flat frequency response. 
It also increases gain control to an amazing 51dB. Plus, you get 
phantom power on each channel. 
• Accepts balanced or unbalanced 1/4" inputs and low-imped-
ance XLR jacks. Better still. the TRIM controls operate over a 
51dB input range. For the hottest incoming signals, all it takes 
H a press of the -20 dB PAD button amp each channel strip to 
bring any signal down to manageable levels. Plug in anything - 
keyboards, guitars, basses, active or passive microphones. 
samplers and more 

THE BEST AUX SECTION IN THE BUSINESS 
Versatile AUX section has 8 sends total. 2 in stereo. Send signal 
in stereo or mono, pre-or post-fader Available all at once Return 
signal through any of 6 stereo paths 

FLEXIBLE HI SECTION 
Bhchrectional split Ea means you can use either or both E0 se-
lions in the Monitor or Channel path or defeat the effect alto-
gether with one bypass button Other comparably priced mixers 
will lock the shelving mix into the Monitor path ni h/limiting 
your E0 application. 

ADVANCED SIGNAL ROUTING OPTIONS 
Direct channel input switching Assign to one of eight busses. 
direct to tape or disk. or to the master stereo bus Because the 
group and direct-out lacks are one and the same, you can select 
either without repatchmg. 

ERGONOMIC DESIGN 
The M-2600 has a big studio feel. All buttons are tightly spring 
loaded, lock into place and accomodate even the itiggest fingers. 
The faders and knobs have a tight. smooth "expersive" feel ano 
are easy to see, reach and manipulate. Center delfts assure 
zero positions for E0 and PAN knobs. Smooth long throw 
100mm faders glide nicely yet allow you to position them secure 
by without fear of accidentally slipping to another , iosition 

BEHRINGER 
»X 1200 Autocom 

• Attack and release times, with Intelligent Program 
Detection, prevents common adjustment errors. 
• Newly-developed. powerful noise gate. 
• Switchable soft knee/hard knee characteristics fo, vaned 
sound pressure levels. 
• Bright, illuminated LEDs show gain reduction. 

»X 2100 Composer 

• Integrated auto/manual compressor. expander 8 peak limiter 
• Compresses " musically" in dynamic range without dfly audi-
ble " pumping" or 'breathing". 
• Attack & release times are controlled automatically or manually 
• Interactive Gain Control ( IGC) combines a clipper and peak 
limiter for distortion-free limitation on signal peaks. 
• Servo-balanced inputs and outputs are switchable between 
.4dB and - 10c113. 

Stewart 
Power 

Amplifiers 

PA- 1000 

PA- 1400 

PA-1800 

• High Ireguency switch mode power supply fully charge. 120,000 
times per second ( 1000 limes taster than most power supplies) 
requiring far less capacitance for filtering and storage. 
• High speed recharging also reduces power supply "saffung" that 
afflicts other designs. 
• Incredibly efficient, 5 PA- 1000 or PA-1400's (4 PA- 18011's) can 
be run on one standard 20 amp circuit. No need for stappered 
turn-on configurations or other preventive measures when using 
multiple amp set-ups 
• They produce smooth and uncolored sound, while &fern very 

full detailed low end response and tons of horsepower. 
• Each amp carries a full 5 year warranty on parts and labor 

PA-1000 weighs 9 lbs. is 15' deep and occupies one standard rack 
space Delivers 1000 watts into 411 when bridged to mono. 

PA-1400 weighs 16 lbs. is 15' deep and takes 2 standard rack 
spaces. Delivers 1400 watts into 41/ when bridged to maim. 

PA-1800 weighs 17 lbs. is 17" deep and takes two rack 5:races. 
Delivers 1800 watts into 411 when bridged to mono. 

Performance Series 
Amplifiers 

OV 

Performance Series 1 
300 Watt Power Amplifier 

• Measuring only 3 5 'files high and weighing 26 pounds. the 
Series 1 delivers mote than 150 watts per channel 
• Its welded steel chassis is unbelievably strong while a cxstom 
heat sink extension provides exceptional thermal capacity 
• An internal tan provides quiet background noise levels fur critical 
monitoring applications and when pushed hard the cooling sys-
tem insures continuous cool operation even in the most 
demanding situations. 
• Active balanced inputs with both OLA and 1/4" phone jacks. 
• Supplied with quality 5-way binding posts for highly reliable 
speaker connection. 
• Front panel handles are reversible for either rack mount intalla-
lion or easy handling 
• LEDs are provided for signal presence and clip Inchcatior the 
detented gain controls have large knobs for easy front pa-tel 
adjustments. 

Performance Series 2 
600-Watt Power Amplifier 

• Same as above except the Series 2 weighs 32 pounds ami deliv-
ers more Man 300 walls per channel. 

Performance Series 4 
1200-Watt Power Amplifier 

• Same as above except the Series 4 weighs 53 pounds an.I deliv-
ers more than 600 watts per channel. 
• Has a switch selectable clipping eliminator that prevents damage 
to the speakers 
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TO INQUIRE ABOUT YOUR ORDER 

800 221-5743 • 212 807-7479 

OR FAX 24 HOURS 212 366-3738 

119 WEST 17TH STREET, NEW YORK, N.Y. 10011 
Store & Mail Order Hours. 

Sun 10-4.45 • Mon & Tues 9-6 • Wed & Thurs 9-7.15 • Fri 9-2 * Sot Closed 

BUSINESS LEASING AVAILABLE 
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TASCAM 
DA-P1 Portable DAT Recorder 
• Rotary two head design and 
two direct drive motors for the 
best transport in its class. 
• ALA-balanced modine inputs 
(with phantom power) acceptf 
signal levels from -60dB to .t4d6. 
• Analog line inputs & outputs ( unbalance]. SaDIF ( RCA) 
digital inputs and outputs enable direct d Oa' transfers 
• Uses next generation A/D & DIA convenors tel amazing quality. 
• Supports 32/44.1/48kHz sample rates & SCMS-free recording. 
• MIC limiter and 20d8 pad to achieve the bits: possible sound 
without outside disturbances. 
• IRS jack & level control to monitor sound wily any headphones. 
• Built tough, the DA-P1 is housed in a solid, well-constructed 
hard case. It includes a shoulder belt. Ar adapter 8 1 battery. 

SONY" 
TCD-D8 

DAT Walkman Player/Recorder 
• Long Play ( LP) mode allows 4 
hours of record/playback 0112-bit 
audio on a single DAT cassette 
• Equipped with digital coaxial and 
optical Input connector Also has 
analog Mic and Line Inputs. 
• High-speed Automatic Music 
Sensor search function finds & plays tracks, skips forward or 
hack up to 99 tracks, all at 100x normalsneed 
• Digital Volume Limiter System increase, hsterung comfort & 
sound qualdy by automatically attesting for sudden level changes. 
• Two-speed cue-review lets you hear sound while player is in 
last-wind modes, up to 3. or 25x norm» speed 
• LCD display with backlit windows clear" shows recording 
level, track number, operating status and 4-segment battery 
indicator, even in low ambrent light conch:ions 
• Optional AM-03K System Adapter Kit for complete digital 
interface. It has input/output connector, for both the optical 
cable & the coaxial cable. Also includes a wireless remote control. 

TCD-D10 PRO II 
Portable DAT Recorder 

• lias balanced XLR input switchable 
rnic (-60dB) or line (.4481 
Inputs. A 12-pin digital con-
nector provides interlacing 
With AES/EBU digital sig-
nals of 32/44.1/48.0 kHz 
sampling rates. 
• Comprehensive self-diagnostics func-
tion constantly monitors the rotation otthe 
head drum, capstan and reels. The tape transport rode and 
load/unload time are continuously cheoted as well. 
• Up to 99 start IDs can be recorded in the subcode area. When 
the record button is pressed, the start ID is recorded automati-
cally for 9 seconds. During recording. t can also be added 
manually to any position of the tape Search for start IDs is 
1000 normal speed. 
• 20-segment droller peak level meters include overload indica-
tors Closely tracks input signal for accurate level indications. 
• During playback, the date and time of recording is displayed. 
• Has a record- level limiter with a fast attack time of 300ms Mic 
attenuate prevents distortion by suppressing signal level 20 d8 
• Immediate playback is possible througv built-in speaker 
• Supplied wired remote controller also accepts a mic holder. 
Two mic stand screw adapters are also supplied. 
• Supplied NP-22H rechargeable baffery provides 1.5 hours of 
operation. Optional NPA-D10 battery anapter enables 1 hour on 
M batt. Supplied ACP-88 AC adapter operates on 100-240v 
50/60 Hz. 

PORTADAT 
PDR1 000/PDR 1000TC 

Professional Portable 
DAT Recorders 

• Direct drive transport with 4 heads le confidence monitoring. 
• Balanced SLR mic and line analog inputs and two RCA analog 
line outputs Digital inputs and outputs include S/PDIF con-
sumer ( RCA) and AES/EBU balanced SLR 
• Let/Right channel mic input attenuation selector(OdB/-30dB) 
• 48v phantom power, built-in limiter & intenal monitor speaker 
• Illuminated LCD display shows clock ..nd counter, peak level 
metering, margin display. battery status. ID number. tape 
source status and machine status. 
• Supplied Nickel Metal Hydride rechargeable battery powers the 
PORI 000 for two hours The battery has no "memory effect" 
and is charged in two hours with the • diddled AC 
Adapter/charger. 

PDR1000TC Additional Features: 
In addition to all the features of the P1)41000 recorder. the 
PDR1000TC is equipped to record. gererate and reference to 
time code in all existing international standards. 
• All standard SMPTE/EDU time codes ire supported, including 
24. 25. 2997 (drop frame and non-drop frame) and 30 fps. 
• External syncroneatron to video field sync and word sync 

Roland DM-800 

POWERFUL EDITING 
• Tune compression, pitch compression 
• Non-desnuchve cutting, erasing, copying 
• Fast lopping tor music or ambiance edittng 
• Six levels of waveform zoom 
• Optional RS-422 interlace 

FLEXIBLE I/O STRUCTURE 
• Full digital patch bay 
• Stereo AUX send buss. 2 stereo AUX 
returns 
• Digital stereo input and two digital stereo 
outputs • Direct channel outs 
• 4 balanced analog inputs with gain con-
trols and 4 balanced analog outputs 

ACCURATE SYNCHRONIZATION 
• Frame accurate sync to any time code 
• Generates/reads SMPTE time code-
24 25. 29 97 ( Drop/non-drop) and 30 
frames per second • Locks to MTC 

Digital Audio Workstation 
A compact, stand-alone multi-track nsi • - • rder that provides an amazing 
array of features at an unbelievably lot, v., Whether for music production. 
post production or broadcast, the DM-800 lets your work easier and faster. 
A full function workstation. the DM-800 performs all digital mixing opera-
tions from audio recording, to editing, to rotation track-bouncing, to final 
mixdown. It fully supports SMPTE and MIDI time codes and also features a 
buid-in Sample Rate Resolver to synchronously lock to any time code. 

HIGHEST QUALITY SOUND 
• Sampling rates of 48/44.1/32 kHz • 24-bit Internal processing 
• 18-Bit A/O and DIA with 128 and 8 times oversampling 

FULL AUTOMATION 
• Micros ope editing of automation data 
• Dynamic and snapshot automation of 
level. p n. 2-band ED. including frequency 
select. oost and cut .Phase level editing 
of leve crossfade and lade in/out 

MIDI FEATURES: 
• MIDI machine control • Internal tempo 
maps .MIDI clock and song position 
pointer output •8 MIDI triggers for instant 
phrase playback •MIDI trigger of record 
and punch 1n/out • Tempo maps from 
external sequences, MIDI or tap input. 

RECORDING OPTIONS 
• Records to standard SCSI hard drives 
• Up to 24 hours recording time possible 
• Uses MO.Syquest or Jazz drives for last 
project change overs 

TRIGGER FEATURES 
• Trigger mode to play any combination of 
8 tracks for vocal fly ins or sound effects 
placements 
• Advanced trigger mode for live operation 
with preset or dial up cue of phrases to 
be played one after another 

PROJECT CATALOGING 
• Up to 150 projects on line at once 
• Cataloging of sound effects and projects 
• Easy transfer of sounds from one project 
to another 

VIDEO OUT 
• Composite, S-video, digital ROB output 
• All track overview with infinite level of 
project zoom 
• Views of phrase and waveform editing 
• Very accurate level meters 
• Track status and time location 

Di ital Multi-Track Recorders 

TASCAM DA-88 
The first thing you notice about the eight charnel DA-88 is the size of the cassette - its Aimmiummune, 
small Hi-8 video cassette. You'll also notice the recording time - opto 120 minutes. 
These are lust 2 of the advantages of the DA-88's Innovative use of 8mm technology. 
• ATE system ensures no tracking errors or loss of synchronization. All eight tracks of 
audio are perfectly synchronrzed. It also guarantees perfect tracking and synchroniza-
tion between all audio tracks on all cascaded decks - whether you have one deck or 
sixteen (up to 128 tracks!) 
• Incoming audro Is digitized by the on-board 16-bit D/A at either 44.1 or 48KHz . The 
frequency response is flat from 20Hz to 20KHz while the dynamic range exceeds 92dB. 
• Execute seamless Punch-ins and Punch- Guff This feature offers programmable digital crossfades, as well as the ability to insert new 
material accurately into tight spots You can r!.- • tracks to generate special effects or compensate for poor timing. 

SONY" PCM-800 
• rtveless sound quality. outstanding reliability and professional audio Interlac-
ing with AES/EBU digital I/O and XLI4 analog I/O connections. 
• Combrnes audio functions such as precise auto punch 1n/out digital cross fade 
technology, external synchronization with SMPTE/EBU time code and selec-
table sampling frequencres of 44.1 and 48kHz. 
• Shuttle dial for precise tape control, variable speed playback of 6% in 0.1% 
increments and a flat frequency response from 20Hz to 20kHz. 

• Operate up to 16 PCM-800's in perfect sync with optional RCC-S1 sync cablesfor up to 128 channels of digital audio recording. 
• Optional DABK-801 Sync Board provides SMPTE/EBU time code generation and chase sync. It locks to the incoming time code 
with subtrame accurate offset— ideal for audio-follow-video applications. Also synchronizes to external video reference signal. 
• Optional RM-D800 provides comprehensive remote control over all PCM-800 functions. The RM-D800 can control up to six units 
for up to 48 channels of digital rutio 

ALE.SIS adat xt 
8-Track Digital Audio Recorder 
An incredibly affordable tool, the ADAT-XT sets the standard in mod-
ular digital multitrack recording. With new features & enhanced capa-
bilities, the ADAT-XT operates up to four times faster than the origi-
nal ADAT, offers an intelligent software-controlled tape transpon and 
provides onboard digital editing and flexible autolocahon. 

Stunning Audio: 
• Incorporates ultra-high fidelity 18-bit. 128 X oversamplIng 
A/O converters which provide better-than-CD audio quality. 
• For outputs. the D/A converters provide 20-bit, flo oversam-
piing performance for a flatter frequency spectrum, improved 
phase response and much less low-amplitude distortion 
• 20 Hz to 20kHz s0.5dB frequency response, 92dB S/N ratio, 
crosstalk between channels better than -90dB 46 1kHz, 

Onboard Autolocator with Auto Record: 
• Onboard 10-point autolocate system provides quick access to 
mu tiple tape locations. Four specialized locate points make 
your recording sessions quicker and easier. 
• Auto play the moment any autolocation point's reached. Auto 
Return automatically rewinds at the end of a loop. 
• Auto Record function lets you automate pinch-In/punch-out 
times that are accurate to 1/100th of a second. 
• Rehearse Mode allows you to enter or exit record modes 
without actually laying tracks to tape. 
• To record on the fly, you can even use the individual Record 
Enable buttons to punch in and out of tracks. 
• Inc.udes remote control with transport and locate functions, 
offers a footswitch jack for hands-free punch-in. 

Intelligent Transport: 
• Advanced transport software continuously monitors autoloca-
lion performance and the head constantly reads ADAT's built-
in sample-accurate time code—even in fast wind modes. 
• Dynamic Braking software lets the transport quickly wind to 
locate points while gently treating the tape 

Flexible Inputs and Outputs: 
• Servo- balanced 56-pin ELCO connecter operates at ..4dB to 
interface with consoles with .4 dB bal/unbal inputs/outputs. 
Also unbalanced - 10dB inputs/outputs (phono connectors). 
• Has an electronic patch bay built-in so it can be used with stereo 
and 4- bus consoles 
• Multiple Optical Droller I/O carries up to eight tracks at once. The 

digital I/O combined with the ABAT Synchronization Interface 
make it completely compatible with any ADAT-tormat recorder 
or other devices that use Alea's' proprietary digital protocol. 

Digital Editor: 
• Make flawless copy/paste digital edits between machines or 
even within a single unit. Track Copy feature makes a digita) 
clone of any track (or group of tracks) and copies it to any other 
track (or group) on the same recorder. This allows you to 
assemble composite tracks for digital editing. 
• Use multiple ADAT-X7s and Tape Offset lets you copy and paste 
not only track to track, but from location to location Tape Offset 
assembles your project with a minimum of repetitive overdub-
bing and changes the tape position of a slave XT to its master. 
so you can "fly" audio to different locations on each tape. 
• Track Delay can delay the time reference of a track by up to 
170ms. Also easily change sthe groove of a tune. Track Delay is 
individually adjustable on each channel and is excellent for fixing 
slight timing errors in recorded tracks ( player lags behind or 
rushes the beat). In recordings with multiple microphones, you 
can time-align each track, precisely compensating for the spac-
ing between mos with accuracy to 0.0001 seconds 

Panasonic. 
SV-3800/SV-4100 
Professional DAT Recorders 

Designed tor protessional applications. the SV-3800/SV-4100 have 
highly accurate and reliable transport systems with search speeds 
up to 4000 normal, and 20-bit D/A converters to saintly the highest 
professional expectations both in terms of sound and tunctionality. 

SY-3800 Features: 
• Recording we analog inputs offers sampling rates of 44.1 or 48kHz 
When recording through digital inputs, it automatically clocks to 
incoming frequencies of 32/44.1 or 48kHz. 
• XLR-balanced digital inputs/outputs plus consumer format coaxial 
and optical Inputs/outputs SIR-balanced analog stereo inputs/Out-
puts. Output level is selectable between .4db and -10db. The input 
level is .44b 
• Built-in shuttle wheel has two variable speed ranges: 3 to 15e in 
Play mode and 1/2 to 30 normal speed in Pause mode . 
• High speed transport enables searching up to 250x normal speed. 
Search up to 4000 normal speed is possible once the tape has been 
scanned in Play. FF or REV mode. This ensures access to any point 
on a two-hour DAT in under 30 seconds. 
• Ramped record mute and unmute with three seconds fade-in and 
five seconds fade-out provides automatic level changes at the start 
and end of a recording. 
• Comprehensive display includes program numbers, absolute time, 
program time, remaining time and Table of Contents. 

SY-4100 Has all Mt futures of tin 38-3$00 Plus—: 
Offers enhanced performance required for protessIonal production. 
broadcast and live-sound systems. Features such as instant start, 
external sync capability and enhanced system diagnostics make the 
SV-4100 the DAT quality standard 

Fostex 
D-5 

Digital Master Recorder 
With professional features and a 
consumer price tag. the D-5 satis-
fies a lot of requirements It 
records or playsback four hours of 
music, includes optical and digital 
input/output, and TOC functions 

that are as easy to use as a CD player. It's 
also equipped with basic pro features such as 

ID editing function, GPI and XLR connectors and 3000 
speed locate and search functions. 

• Playback/record audio wIth32/44.1/48 kHz sampling in SP ( stan-
dard play) mode. Equipped with LP (long play) mode, it can 
play/record at 32 kHz up to 4 hrs on a 120 minute cassette. 
*Analog interface includes svatchable (.4d8/-10dB) balanced and 
unbalanced XLR inputs and outputs. 
• AES/EBU digital Interface (XLR) for professional use and optical 
(S/PLOP) input/output tor consumer/semi-pro connections 
• 5-pin GPI input connector allows Play. Stop & 5-10 search to be 
implemented through commands from an external source 
• Records CD-0 code sync ID, enabling precise music start up. 
When performing digital signal transfer from CO through it's opti-
cal input. the 05 precisely records S- IDs according to the track 
number and rodeo information of the CD-I) code. So even d there is 
a break in the middle of a song or there isn't a non-recorded sec-
tion between two songs, you can locate to the 5- ID location (cg. 
beginning of song) precisely. 

D-10 
Digital Master Recorder 

• Switchable 44.1 and 48kHz sampling frequecres 
• Analog interface includes switchable XLR-balanced ( oldB) 
and unbalanced RCA -110dB) inputs and outputs 
• Equipped With and XLR-balanced AES/EBU digital interface and 
optical (S/PDIF) input/output conforming to IEC consumer 
• Built-in 8MB RAM (4 MB 02> offers instant start as well as scrub-
bing at 1m/second accuracy 
• Advanced jog/shuttle for precision cueng and monitoring. 
• Auto Cue provides automatic locating to the exact start of audio 
modulation during ID search and tape loading 
• Universal GPI input/output enables easy and last assemble edging. 
based on A-time between a parral D- 10s. 
• Switchable 2-position reference level - 12dB/-20dB. 
• Start and Skip IDs as well as up to 799 P-NOs can be recorded and 
played back. 
• 10-digit key-pad lets you store and recall 100 cue points 
• Continuous or peak reading level meters can display available 
headroom with an accuracy of s0.1dB 
• Reads and displays A-time or Pro Rime, also provides PCM moni-
toring. 
• Optional 8333 interface card adds timecode and RS-422 (X 2) 
functionality to the D-10: 
—Reads an external timecode and records on the sub-code area 
—Reproduces and outputs the timecode from sub-code area 
—Switchable RS-422 and ESbus protocols. Using the ESbus. up to 
16 0-10s can be daisy chained 
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—FROM PAGE 90, ROY HARGROVE QUINTET 

ciously pounded the coast for two 
hours. The concert was moved indoors 
to the large foyer, which acoustically re-
sembled a colossal marble bathroom. 
Because we had to reset our gear and 
time was running out, I was forced to 
go with a simple live-to-DAT approach, 
employing virtually the same setup as 
used at UNEAC. I placed AKG 391s for 
the grand piano and used the Mackie 
CR 1604 in place of the MS 1202. 

EL ESQUINA DE JAZZ 
SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 18 
Each year, a traditional 
"end-of-the-festival" house 
party takes place in one of 
Havana's barrios. While we 
waited to depart for the 
1996 fete, Clothier told us 
how in February 1990, he 
happened to meet the hosts 
and was invited. Clothier 
and his accomplices at the 
time, Dizzy Gillespie and 
Carmen McRae, had been 
greeted by the host, Gilber-
to, a splendidly gracious 
septuagenarian, who told 
the legendary trumpeter, 
"Dizzy, I've waited a lot of 
years for this day!" 

The Esquina de jazz is. 
in fact, Gilberto's living 
room, and on special occasions it be-

comes a swinging memorial to the 
Harlem club scene that flourished dur-
ing the first half of this century. Among 
the residents here in the Santa Amalia 
district of Havana—one of the poorest 
in the city—is a colony of some of the 
same Harlem denizens who made up-
town Manhattan jazz spots so vibrant. 
Like other foreigners seeking the free-
doms of Cuba's unrestrained 1950s cul-
ture—and, without a doubt, the hottest 
dance bands on the planet—these 
Americans traveled freely between the 

States and Cuba until Castro's revolu-
tion. At the time of the blockade, any-
one in Cuba without a lifeline in the 
form of cash or connections was 
trapped, and a sizable population of 
Harlem jazz fanatics became Cubans. 

Warned by Clothier that the Es-
quina de Jazz was the least-suited 
venue for recording, I used the simpli-
fied DAT approach. I found a space in 
the corner near an AC outlet—possi-
bly the only one in the place—and 
hoped it could muster 110 volts. A 
combination of the SASS for the en-

semble plus the ATM-35 for bass was 
ample, mixed with the Mackie MS 
1202 straight to DAT, again via the 
Symetrix 620 converter. When Har-
grove and the band began their first 
number, the place turned upside 
clown, and dancing began—funky, el-

egantly sensual, shuffled versions of 
the Charleston, the Lindy Hop and the 
jitterbug. Plenty of dancing crowd ef-

fects are in the mix; this was actually 
part of the plan, as well as a natural 
consequence of using the broad-pat-
terned SASS in such a small room. The 

The end-of-the-festival party at El Esquina de Jazz 

room was small enough that the shine 
of Hargrove's horn and Blake's sax 
landed clearly among Riggins cymbals 
and bouncy double-skinned kick 
drum. With the reinforcement of the 
bass bridge mie, I quickly found a "set 
it and forget it" mix—there was no 
room for me, Cannon and his bass in 
the corner—and the result was one of 
the more lively recordings of the visit. 

CASA DE MUSICA 
TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 20 
One wek omue discovery made during 
the visit was the depth of talent among 
Cuban jazz musicians. With the gener-
ous help of Chucho Valdes, Clothier or-

ganized a closed-door recording session 
for the Quintet and the small army of 
Cuban jazz wizards they had met and 
jammed with. It took place three days 
after the festival at a brand-new theater 
in Havana called the Casa de Musica. 
Essentially an auditorium without seats 
or a balcony, the square room ap-
peared to hold about 500 people, with 
a large bar and an outside restaurant. 

Because the session was closed-

door, I was able to install the full-
fledged DA-88 setup in the middle of 
the room and use the Mackie MS 1202 
to provide a stereo audio feed for the 
state-run TV station, Television Cuba, 
which taped the sessions. The micro-
phone array was as before: 391s on 
piano. M-88s for two horns, ATM-35s 
for bass and drum overheads, and 

Audix l)-2s for kick drum and stereo 
congas. I rummaged through my auxil-

iary mic collection to cover the other 
players that joined the Quintet. The 
Crown SASS-I' MkII once again provid-

ed exemplary service as the 
room and overall stereo mie. 

Hargrove and his band 
were joined for the first four 
numbers by Chucho Valdes 
at the piano, congero Anga 
and timbalero Changuito. 
This lineup was later aug-
mented with flute, trom-
bone, alto sax and guitar by 
some of Chucho's band-
mates from Irakere. The gui-
tar player, in fact, was an 
elder statesman who was 
among the first to bring 
modern jazz to Cuba, thus 
bringing our extraordinary 
trip full circle. 

• • • 

On February 24, two days 
after returning to New York, 

memories of our trip turned melancholy 
when we learned that two small aircraft 
piloted by Cuban expatriates—mem-
bers of the anti-Castro movement Her-
manos a Rescate ( Brothers to the 
Rescue)—were shot down by Cuban jet 

fighters in the tensely guarded waters 
between Cuba and Florida. Immediately 
following came calls for revenge on 
Castro and accusations of murder of un-
armed civilians. An angry mood swelled 
in the Cuban expatriate community, 
and many called for the American Inter-
ests Section in Havana to be shut down. 
Ultimately, there was a tightening of the 
already comprehensive American eco-
nomic blockade on Cuba. I now find 
myself in the bittersweet position of 
having been possibly the last person 

this century to record the magic, the 
thunder and lightning, of Cuban and 
American musicians in the free dance of 
jazz under Cuban skies. 

— - 
Adan Blackburn is on staff at New 
York City's Clinton Recording Studios 
Inc. and is also a freelance remote 
recording engineer. 
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-FROM ¡'AGI? 120. SIX M1C PREAMPS 

preamp they were listening to. The 
units are presented here in order of in-

creasing price. 

AUDIO UPGRADES ($ 100/CHAN-
NEL, PLUS $ 75 INSTALLATION) 
Male Vocal: Natural, good across range 
(Fox); Warm and natural, nice sound 
(Garfinkle); Close to *6 [Peavey], a bit 

ugly on the top end, thinner ( Olsen); 
Smooth clear top, good air ( Rondo). 
Female Vocal: Very natural, hut weak 
overtone (Garfinkle); Narrow ( Monda); 
Natural, flattering, full top ( Fox); Even 
but hyped ( Paul); Good (Crigger); Real 

(Rondo). 
Tenor Sax: Warm (Garfinkle); Bright, 

cuts through, less low end (Fox); Not 
had ( Paul); Allows a little edge to the 
sound (Olsen); Very good, less 

midrange (Sheppard); Natural, lots of 

breath (Rando). 
Guitar: Nice and clean (Garfinkle); 
Nice, helps sound of instrument ( Fox); 
Some subtle distortion ( Paul); Sounds 
brighter than *6 [Peavey], clearer in 
sound, no bottom (Olsen); Best top, 
bottom, impressive (Rondo). 
Piano: True sound (Garfinkle); Tubby 
(Monda); Nice, commercial sound 
(Fox); Roomy (Paul); Accurate (Crig-
ger); Thinner (Olsen); Clean attack, 
good lows, least color (Rondo). 

dbx MODEL 286 ($349) 
Male Vocal: Brighter. cleaner ( Garfin-
kle); Low mids, I'd roll some out (Fox); 
Veiled, distant (Crigger); Cleaner than 
*4 tAphexl (Olsen); Good sibilance, 
thin bottom (Rondo). 
Female Vocal: Colored slightly ( Fox); 
Close to *4 [Aphexl (Olsen); Brighter, 
somewhat brittle (Garfinkle); Unclear 
(Crigger); Thin low end, clean top, 
smoother than *4 [Aphexl (Rondo). 
Tenor Sax: Warm, honest (Fox); More 
room (Crigger); Begins to open, still 
muted ( Olsen); More sound, clean 
(Garfinkle); Hard upper mids (Rondo). 
Guitar: True and clear (Garfinkle); Sim-
ilar to *4 lAphexl, top/bottom missing 
(Olsen); No bottom, better top ( Rondo). 
Piano: Warmer, still unclear (Garfinkle); 
Thinner, okay but not best ( Fox); Dull-
sounding ( Crigger); Peaky top, small 
bottom ( Rondo). 

BELLARI RP220 ($499) 
Male Vocal: Most natural yet (Garfin-
kle); Very nice consonants (Fox); Nat-
ural bass boost (Monda); Sound in 
balance (Paul); Brighter still, catches 

the gravel in his voice (Olsen); Dark 
top end, less forward, small ( Rondo). 
Female Vocal: Warm, best at main vol-
ume (Garfinkle); Good definition (Fox); 
Natural, best ( Monda); Best so far 
(Paul); Nice, smooth, nice top (Crig-

ger); Plain-sounding, not flattering, dark 
top, thin bottom (Rando). 
Tenor Sax: Brittle? (Garfinkle); Defini-
tion, more hi-mids, not tons of lows 
(Fox); Good, very natural ( Monda); 
Best of all so far (Paul); Smooth-sound-
ing ( Olsen); Transparent ( Sheppard); 
Articulate, slightly harsh high end 
(Rondo). 
Guitar: Warm, top a bit dull (Crigger); 
Not as clear (Garfinkle); Natural, no 
hype (Fox); Good, natural ( Monda); 
Best, cleanest ( Paul); Warm, top a bit 
dull (Crigger); Where's the top color, 
harmonics? (Olsen); Crisp top, clear 
(Rondo). 
Piano: True sound (Garfinkle); Okay— 
no hype (Fox); Good, natural ( Monda); 
Best of all (Paul); Muted mids—distant, 
thought might be just softer ( Crigger); 
Clean, lacks bottom (Olsen); Good low 
end, dark top, peaky mids (Rondo). 

APHEX TUBESSENCE 
MODEL 107 ($595) 
Male Vocal: Flat, no hype ( Fox); Like a 
gauze over the voice, lacks clarity 
(Olsen); Veiled ( Sheppard); Dull, 
muddy ( Garfinkle); Stuffy, dark 
(Rondo). 
Female Vocal: Good (Monda); Distor-

tion ( Paul); Not as dull (Garfinkle); 
Again, no hype (Fox); Top end muted, 
pushes the midrange, lacks bottom, 
dull (Olsen); Peaky top end (Rondo). 
Tenor Sax: True and clear (Garfinkle); 
Mutes the sound of the instrument 
(Olsen); Veiled (Sheppard); Peaky top, 
upper mids ( Rondo). 
Guitar: Warm, natural, not a lot of highs 
(Fox); Makes the acoustic guitar sound 
like a K-Mart special (Olsen); Muddy, 
muffled ( Monda); Boomy low mids 
(Rondo). 
Piano: It's definitely a piano, honest 
(Fox); No bottom, all top, unclear 
(Olsen); Honky-tonk brittle (Garfinkle); 
Constricted, compressed ( Rondo). 

GROOVE TUBES MP1 ($870) 
Male Vocal: Warm, natural ( Garfinkle); 
Good, less highs ( Monda); Natural, no 
hype ( Fox); Edgy, not smooth top 

(Crigger); More muted (Olsen); Tube-
like, clear top end, warm mids, good 
low end ( Rando). 
Female Vocal: Some distortion (Monda); 
More open, less top ( Paul); Cloudy low 
mids ( Crigger); Clearer still, mid-top a 
hit muted (Olsen); Full, smooth, pleas-
ant, tube-like (Rondo). 
Tenor Sax: Very real sound, very warm 
(Garfinkle); Narrower (Monda); Round-
colored? ( Fox); Mellower, not as real 
(Paul); Slightly edgy (Crigger); Open up 
top (Olsen); Breathy, detailed, good 
top (Rondo). 
Guitar: Clear, warm (Garfinkle); Woofy, 
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I'd roll off lows ( Fox); Better, though 
maybe hyped (Crigger); Better toward 
the live guitar sound ( Olsen); Big 
sound, smooth but muted top (Rondo). 
Piano: Round full, doesn't cut, best, 
good presence ( Fox); Smeary, slushy 
(Paul); Very good ( Crigger); Sound be-

gins to open up (Olsen); Mushy. un-
separated notes ( Rondo). 

PEAVEY VMP-2 ($ 799) 
Male Vocal: Still natural, but maybe a 
little harsh (Garfinkle); Natural but nar-

row ( Monda); Colored top ( Fox); Stiff 
(Paul); Less live, still clean (Olsen); Nat-
ural, dark top end ( Rondo). 
Female Vocal: Breaking up ( Garfinkle); 

Good ( Monda); Less definition ( Fox); 
Constricted ( Paul); Good ( Crigger): 
Full-bodied, nice top end, fat and crisp 
(Rondo). 
Tenor Sax: Low end warm ( Fox); 
Harshness creeping in on the edges 
(Olsen); Okay ( Sheppard); Smooth, fat, 
slightly dark top (Rondo). 

Guitar: Muffled ( Garfinkle); Less defini-
tion ( Fox); Not real clear ( Paul); Round, 
bell-like ( Rondo). 
Piano: Warm and clear ( Garfinkle); 
Muffled ( Monda); Good lows, not tons 
of highs, no thanks ( Fox); Closed 

(Paul); Slightly veiled ( Crigger); Better 
balance (Olsen); Distant, good low end 
(Rondo). 

LANGEVIN DUAL MIC PRE 
WITH EQ ($ 1,475) 
Male Vocal: Nicer sound, still mashed a 

little (Garfinkle); More lows still ( Fox); 
Good, natural (Monda); More top end. 
brighter, cleaner (Olsen); Class A dis-
crete-sounding, smooth vintage sound. 
dark top ( Rondo). 
Female Vocal: True sound, warm 
(Garfinkle); Warm, with some breakup 
of high-mids (Fox); Natural, little distor-
tion (Monda); Distortion ( Paul); Clean-
est yet, closest to what this woman's 
voice sounds like ( Olsen); Tube-like, 
thin bottom (Rondo). 
Tenor Sax: Very true sound ( Garfinkle); 
Flat-sounding, no hype, less top end 

(Fox); Best on sax so far ( Paul); Quite 
beautiful, allows instrument to sound 
(Olsen); Thin, clark, no lionom, all mids 
(Rondo). 
Guitar: Not as clear (Garfinkle); Warm, 
lots of lows (Fox); Narrow ( Monda); 
Best on mids so far ( Paul); Closest to 
live sound ( Olsen); Round, dark top, 
good low end ( Rondo). 
Piano: Cleanest and most natural 
(Garfinkle); Pleasant classical sound 
(Fox); Tubby ( Monda); Muffled ( Crig-
ger); My favorite so far, bright ( Olsen); 

Mushy, unseparated notes ( Rondo). 

MARTECH (ABOUT $2,200) 
Male Vocal: Very natural (( iarlinkle); Less 
definition than #1 [Audio Upgnidesl. but 
nice (Fox); Smooth (Crigger); Close to eel 
[Audio Upgrades] ( Olsen); Nice top end. 
full mids ( Rando). 
Female Vocal: Something's funny in the 
top end ( Fox); Good ( Monda); Thin 
(Paul); Warmer than el [Audio Up-
gradesl (Crigger); Top is an ugly thing 
(Olsen); Like el [Audio Upgrades] but 
less real ( Rondo). 
Tenor Sax: Bright, good definition 
(Fox); Edgy and brittle ( Paul); Top end 
continues to bother me, it's harsh-
sounding (Olsen); Very good ( Shep-
pard); Thin liottom (Rondo). 
Guitar: Colored somewhat ( Fox); Good 
presence, not real clear ( Paul); Very 
good ( Crigger); Brighter still, lacks 
liottom (Olsen); Plain, dark top and bot-
tom (Rondo). 
Piano: Not so much presence, Not had, 
but not great (Fox); Roomy, but mushy 
(Paul); Good, but cloudy in the 

highs (Crigger); Clean, but midrangey 
(Rancio). 

• • • 

For more information on these pre-
amps, see your dealer or call the manu-
facturers directly: Aphex 818/767-2929; 
dbx 801/568-7660; Groove Tubes 
818/361-4500; Bellari ( marketed by 
Rolls) 801/263-9053; Peavey 601/483-
5365; Audio Upgrades 818/780-1222: 
Langevin ( sold by Manley Labs, 
909/627-425()): Ma rtech 818/281-3555. 

SPECIAL THANKS 

To lielp Inc tin my way to listening 
ecstasy, I prevailed upon three fine re-
tailers in the Los Angeles area, Dalton 
of Project One, Peter at Nadine's Music, 
and Bruce of Coast Recording Equip-
ment Supply. Also, three manufacturers 

lent nie their products directly: Groove 
Tubes, Audio Upgrades and Martech. 

MORE TO COME 
holy' o/ inicpreampsjust keeps 

coming, and in the months to come 
we'll be looking at new models from 
Jensen, Night 7echnologies, Crookwood, 
ART and more. Stay tuned—Ed. • 

Gary Woods, a composer, arranger 
and orchestrator who has worked on 
The Mod Squad, The Love Boat, and 
with artists ranging from Whitney 
Houston to Jim Nabors, serves on the 
board of directors of the Society of 
Composers and Lyricists. 

NEXT MONTH 

Coming in Mix 

September 1996 

Sound For 
Picture 

• SOUND FOR PICTURE 
SUPPLEMENT 
Disney Studios 

Baseball on Fox 

Gloria Borders of 
Skywalker Sound 

Robert Altman's "Kansas 
City" 

• FEATURES 

Orchestral Recording 

Digital Editing for 
Classical Music 

How to Buy a 
Multichannel DAW 

Product Hits at AES Europe! 

• EQUIPMENT FIELD 
TESTS 

SSL Axiom 

Pioneer 96 kHz DAT 

Soundfield SPS 422 Mic 
System 

• LIVE SOUND 
Club Sound Systems 

Alanis Morissette 

• PLUS! 

Chicago Regional Focus, 
George Duke 

A1TENTION ADVERTISERS: 
Deadline for ad placement is the seventh of the month, two 
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Mix Editorial Calendar, space reservations and complete 
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-FROM PAGE 160, TOOL CHEST 

enough that they can go right into the 
drive rack in a utility drawer along with 
their chargers so you always know 
where they belong when not being 
used. As soon as someone says words 
like "balcony" or "delay speakers," get-
ting them out will save hand-waving, 
second-guessing, and just might make 
it sound better in the cheap seats. They 

can also be rented. 
A MIDI control source, a half-

dozen MIDI cables and a little pre-plan-
ning can automate the resetting of all 
outboard effects with a touch of a but-
ton. This not only allows convenient 
synchronization of effects to a set list, 
but also provides places to quickly go 
for generic effects presets for, say, a bal-
lad, an up-tempo two-step, or a 4/4 
rocker. The generic settings can then be 
quickly modified and saved to a new 
location for the next time that song 
pops up. Soine consoles, like Ramsa's 
SX-1, Soundcraft's K-3, and Yamaha's 
PM-3500 have MIDI scene change ca-
pability built in. Small appliances like 
the $ 125 MIDI Mouse from NYC's Tech 
21 gives operators of other consoles the 
same facility. 
A 25-foot three-pair for local TV 

crews at FOH. This can he anything 
from a few mic cables taped together in 
a loom, to a custom box with male 
XLRs mounted and a space for labels. 
Plugging these into a few matrix outs 
on the FOH console ahead of time and 
placing the males at the edge of the mix 
position allows you to simply point and 
grunt when the media people show up 
just as the band is going onstage. This 
way you can get them off your back 
and give them what they need without 
going too far out of your way when 
you're busy. Labeling each connector 
gives you the ability to quickly identify 
each circuit to either adjust it or shut it 
off, depending on how you have de-
cided to assist the local crew or Enter-
tainment Tonight that day. This can just 
he coiled up and tossed back in the 
dog-house each day with the other con-
sole looms. 

The IR-1 Automatic Mic Switch 
from D-3 (800/701-7899) is a unique in-
frared proximity gate that simply plugs 
in between the mic and cable. Intro-
duced two years ago, this relatively un-
known product is the hest unattended 
way to turn a vocal or announce mic 
on and off, over and over. It uses an 
adjustable infrared proximity beam, so 
that stepping in front of the mic turns it 

HARRY McCUNE JR. 
1931-1996 
I-'any NIcCune Jr., who died on April 
11, 1996, at age 65, was one of the gi-
ants of the sound reinforcement in-
dustry. Renowned as a gifted and 
meticulous FOH mixer with superb 
show instincts, McCune first devel-
oped his sldlls working for his father's 
sound equipment rental company in 
San Francisco in the '40s and '50s. Mc-
Cune's military service during the 
Korean conflict included training in 
psychological warfare, and he was re-
portedly involved in various Cold War 
intelligence gathering operations. 

In the '60s McCune toured the 
world with Herb Alpert and the Tijua-
na Brass and was among the first en-
gineers to ensure quality sound by 
shipping his own equipment, by air if 
necessary. In the days when many 
venues had their own "state of the art" 
sound equipment (and a union sound 
man to run it) the idea of loading in a 
traveling act's sound system often met 
considerable opposition from stage-
hands and house managers. McCune 
became adept at getting his equip-
ment set up in the best position in 
previously impenetrable halls, and an 
enviable client list of discerning and 
demanding artists (including Burt 
Bacharach, Anthony Newley, and 
Barbra Streisand, to name only three) 
gave him the clout necessary to insist 
on a decent FOH mix position, even 
in the Las Vegas showrooms, where 
table space is at a premium. 

Though not a designer, McCune 
was always on the lookout for useful 
technical innovations and better oper-
ating procedures. At a time when 
there were only a handful of pro 
audio manufacturers, McCune Sound's 
technical staff designed and built 
many unique and innovative systems 
to McCune's exacting specifications. 
For example, a requirement for a full-
frequency loudspeaker cabinet that 
would fit through a standard aircraft 
loading door led to the development 
of the John Meyer-designed JM-3 
speaker system. The integrated tri-
amped system, first used on a long-
forgotten Gene Kelly show called 
"Clown Around," redefined industry 
standards for compact P.A. systems 
in the early '70s and came to domi-
nate the emerging field of amplified 
musical theater (Beatlemania, Evita, 
etc.). Spurred by McCune's perfec-

tionism, McCune Sound not only pi-
oneered many technologies and in-
dustry practices—bi-amped monitor 
speakers; linkable, multiple-output-
bus mix consoles; standardized split-
ter snakes; and twist-lock speaker 
connectors, for example—but also 
provided a comprehensive and often 
challenging training ground for a 
"Who's Who" of sound reinforcement 
professionals. At least two major 
loudspeaker companies were found-
ed by former McCune Sound em-
ployees and many in the industry 
have been deeply influenced by ex-
posure to the show production 
methods and techniques that Mc-
Cune pioneered. A long-standing 
member of the AES, he was person-
ally responsible for managing audio-
visual production at the 1994 AES 
convention in San Francisco. 
A complex and often inscrutable 

personality, McCune was a master at 
solving the sound-related problems 
often associated with sensitive artists 
and high-profile events. Several clients 
relied on him to the point that they 
would schedule performances only 
when McCune was available to mix. 
Those who worked for McCune gen-
erally agree that he was among the 
finest FOH mixers, with an uncanny 
ability to hit every cue, no matter how 
complex the show or unfavorable the 
circumstances. He insisted on the 
highest standards of performance 
from both equipment and crew and 
his attention to detail and uncompro-
mising standards were legendary—he 
even toured with a full-size EMT plate 
on occasion. McCune was not only a 
master of his craft but was also a dri-
ving force at pivotal moments in the 
development of concert sound tech-
nology; his influence will be felt long 
after his passing. — Chris Michie 
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on and stepping away turns it off. 
When used for vocal mics in front of 
high-SPL back-line amps, it provides 
hands-free gating that doesn't suffer 
from false triggers, and allows the engi-
neer to concentrate on mixing. Used for 
the emcee's announce mic, it allows the 
FOH engineer to concentrate on more 
pressing issues, like the opening act's 
percussion and horn players that just 
showed up and aren't on the stage plot. 

Headphone amps, like Shure's FP-
22 and Whirlwind's new "Brick," are 
battery-powered field production de-
vices that can be used to trouble-shoot 
a wide variety of situations. These allow 
a technician to easily move through a 
signal chain with a pair of headphones 
and track down the exact point of fail-
ure. Another little known use is to sim-
ply plug in a sensitive dynamic mic and 
walk around the stage listening. You'll 
be surprised at the ability to hear RF-in-
terference hot spots onstage in high-in-
terference locales. 

Isolation transformers can he an 
invaluable tool when interfacing touring 
rigs and permanent systems. Many 
companies build their own from Bud-
boxes and Jensen transformers, but they 
can be bought from various manufac-
turers, like Whirlwind's Line Balance/ 
Splitter, which provides both a direct 
and an isolated output. An AC isolation 
transformer, down at the Cam-lock end 
of the sound system, can be a boon in 
reducing the effects of marginal electri-
cal service on your show. These are 
rather expensive, heavy and, yes, your 
sound system will actually work with-
out one, albeit with the occasional 
buzz. However, their ability to put you 
in your own private Idaho, electrically 
speaking, means the end of dirty neu-
trals forever. The ability to re-tap to a 
slightly higher voltage will ensure that 
all the digital devices still work when 
there's only 103 volts at the new casino 
or shed in Podunkville. These are ex-
pensive, but can also be rented. 

Carry an SPL meter with you. 
Sounds louder than 90 dB SPL eventu-
ally cause hearing loss, given enough 
exposure time. If you're working on a 
regular basis with any loud acts, you 
must eventually acknowledge the long-
term effects of what your ears are being 
subjected to. If you're mixing, it only 
makes sense that you should keep track 
of your levels. A Radio Shack SPL meter 
(priced from $31.99) is inexpensive, but 
it implies a professional awareness. You 
don't need to live by any hard and fast 
SPL rules, but the ability to track levels 
over the course of your show offers an 

advantage in dealing with individuals 
who are more concerned with it than 
you are. Even people who drive fast 
look at the speedometer occasionally. 

Foam Ear Plugs from manufacturers 
like Cabot ( EAR") or Moldex (Spark-
Plugs') can he purchased in bulk at fire 
and safety supply houses in major met-
ropolitan areas for $20-$30 for a box of 
200 pairs. They provide 30 dB of atten-
uation that, although not flat, is fine for 
noncritical listening. Wear them on the 
tour bus when you're sleeping or on 
airplane trips. Noise levels in bus bunks 
and coach class may exceed the daily 
dose of OSHA SPL exposure—before 
you even get to the venue! Remember 
that exposure while you're sleeping 
also counts. 

Electrical tape in several colors for 
giving the console and other pieces of 
sound equipment meaningful labels is 
helpful, hut when is the last time you 
found more than masking tape or even 
two colors in the work box at FOH? 
Like anything that gives you an edge for 
a couple of bucks, buy yourself a PVC 
rainbow and carry it along with your 
collection of Sharpies. 
A tiny Excelite" screwdriver ("gree-

nie") can he extremely handy to carry 
around. Taping it onto a lanyard means 
it's always handy for tightening up those 
pesky XLR connectors that rattle loose 
on the snake fan-out and mic cables. 

Pin-one-lift XLR barrels are great 
for trouble shooting when interconnect-
ing equipment from different sub-sys-
tems. These can also he manufactured 
on-the-spot by opening a mic cable 
(using that "greenie" again) and clip-
ping pin 1, but be sure to label this with 
brightly colored electrical tape to help 
you find it again and to warn others; 
also, this is one mic cable that will no 
longer pass phantom. 

Telephone-style handsets for use 
with comm systems alleviate the need 
to rip one pair of headphones off and 
shove on another in a crisis. They make 
it easy to cue up problems in one ear 
while discussing them in the other. 
There is also no need to turn off the 
mic on the comm station because of the 
momentary switch in the handle. 
A good rnic with a switch is some-

thing that can be special-ordered from 
most manufacturers. Not only useful for 
checking the P.A. and tweaking effects, 
a switched mic is indispensable for talk-
back as it leaves your monitor engineer 
without an excuse for not leaving the 
TB turned on all the time. As a monitor 
engineer, a switched mic lets you in-
stantly respond to questions onstage 

with one hand while making adjust-
ments with the other. A cheaper alter-
native is Switchcraft's T3F female XLR, 
which incorporates a switch into the 
barrel of the connector, but it may take 
others a little longer to figure out, and 
the switch doesn't stay with the mic, 
meaning you must keep track of the 
cable. 
A small powered speaker at each 

console, connected by a snake line to a 
switched mic at the other console, 
makes a great headset-free communica-
tions system. Powered speakers can be 
used instead of headphones by plug-
ging the console's control room output 
into the speaker's line input. Some con-
soles have rarely-used comm features 
that are more useful when used with a 
speaker than with headphones. Patch-
ing a delay between the console and 
speaker allows you to sync it to the ar-
rival time of the sound from the stage, 
making it more accurate for you and 
easier for others nearby to listen to 
while there's music coming from the 
stage. 

Music. Several well-chosen record-
ings for assessing and tuning up sound 
systems are invaluable. Try' to pick titles 
that you are both familiar with and can 
easily replace when they get misplaced 
or left behind in someone else's ma-
chine. Three useful titles will allow you 
to always have something appropriate 
to play on the P.A.: Top 40, male vocal; 
Top 40, female vocal; and adult con-
temporary, no vocal. When record com-
pany reps come to your show, hide 
everything in your collection by their 
label, and then show them what you 
have while complaining about needing 
something new to play at gigs. 

It can be very handy to have your fa-
vorite half-dozen songs for tuning up 
the P.A. prerecorded on DAT in the 
order you like them. When touring as 
the artist's engineer, you can then till the 
rest of the DAT with a standard walk-in 
music recording that you start when 
doors open so that you'll always have a 
feel for how close to the top of the 
show you are. Also very handy for dri-
ving the rest of the crew nuts on those 
long summer tour legs by using day in 
and out. Carry a couple of back-up 
copies of this DAT in case it suddenly 
disappears a couple of weeks into the 
tour. Same goes for those smelly tennis 
shoes you wear every day and leave in 
the back lounge of the tour bus. • 

Mark Prink, who just bought a zeu'pair 
of Nikes, lives in Portland, Oregon, and 
can be reached at 503/223-2345. 
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MARKETPLACE 
LF1:1 Eminment Lead 

DIRECT LENDERS 

SPECIALIZING IN AUDIO - VIDEO EQUIPMENT 

> No Down Payment 
--> Application Only For Up To $50,000 

_> New BZ Used Equipment 

CALL: ( 800)626- LFCI 

CALL OUR FAXBACK SERVICE: (803) 363-5936 
APPLICATIONS, QUALIFICATIONS, LEASE PROCESS 
ALSO APPLY FOR OUR $10,000 CREDIT CARD / LEASE 

PROBLEM SOLUEO, 

The Pro's agree! Eco Charge 
rechargeable power sources 
make even the most 
demanding recording situa-
tions a breeze. The KS line 
of rechargeable battery 
systems is extremely reli-
able, easy to use, and main-
tenance- free. Systems are 
available for all portable 

DAT recorders, analog 
recorders, and portable 
mixers. Battery/case 
systems are available in a 
variety of voltages and 
sizes and can be custom 
designed for specific 
requirements. Make power 
problems a thing of the 
past! Call Eco Charge today. 

P.O. Box 956 • Boulder, CO 80306 • TEL 303.449.5761 • FAX 303.449.1545 
ORDERS 800.361.5666 
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STEDMAN 

If the mic you're using 
doesn't give you a MG SOUND.. 

A natural sounding 
large diaphragm 

transformerless dynamic. 

List $399 Shock Mount $49.50 

STEDMAN 
CDR 1' ORATION 

4167 Stedman Dr 
Richland MI 49083 
Phone 616-629-5930 
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1VIA ILK Erll "'LAC 14: 
• 

CD and Cas-sette Prices 
That Are Out Of This World! 

CD Packages include: 
PMCD & Glass Muster 
2 Color On CD Printing 
Full Color 2Page Booklet 
And Much More... 

er01 
DIGITAL AUDIO 

CD's Cassettes 

Call Toll Free 500 $1075 $506 
1-800-928-3310 1,000 $1637 $752 

American Clients: No Tax * No Duty * No Problem! 

Mix ltilIKETPLACE  
When You're Ready to Stand Out From the 

Competition, Marketplace Is Ready for You! 

(800) 544-5530 
• 

empire re, 
1000 Coei-e ClYs 

Includes: CDR, 70 min. CD, 2 colors on disc, layout, 
tour page booklet & tray card, jewelbox, assembly anc4 

VISA 

Call coil tree tor a free full color broc 

1-800-305-DI 
2635 Delaware Aienu.2 • 13affaln; 

Phone: (716) K.1 -17i • ( 716 

NEW PATENTED 

ANTI-JAM SELF-CLEANING 
ENDLESS LOOP 

ii 

CHEATING YOURSELF? 
Most likely you are - If you're not producing 
"ON HOLD" telephone tapes. BIG PROFRS 
being made, just ask AT&T for their monthly 
prices. Call or fax for HOLD-A-CALL info. & 
a sample of our new "ANTI-JAM/SELF-
CLEANING" ENDLESS LOOP. 
Also ask about our Dealer Lead Program. 

MANN ENDLESS CASSETTE INDUSTRIES 
3700 Sacramento, San Francisco, CA 94118 

TEL (415) 221-2000 
FAX: (800) 683-7569 or (415) 387-2425 

ATB® for measurements 
CATT® for room acoustics 

AkAbak® for electroacoustics 

e4AE•sofbutlejtouacoustios 41,44›,•-.•,e,-••• 

Bang-Campbell Associates 
3 Water St., Box 47, Woods Hole, MA 02543 

[v] 508.540.1309 [f] 508.540.8347 

http://www.ultranetcom/qhcamp 

1-800-999 HAVE 
4 2 8 3 

Call for our 
NEW 

CATALOG 

mA 
HAVE. Inc. Dept. MX2 

Hudson, NY 12534 

• ,%yailable in 2u, 4u. 6u, 8u. 10u. 
& 12u sizes 
• kll rackmount hardware included 
• SKI3's exclusive lifetime 
warranty to the original owner 

• Data Formatting • One-Offs • Pre-Mastering • 

• Mastering • CD Audio • Production Management • 

• Mixed Mode • Hybrid • Multimedia CD-ROM • 

Optical Media • CD Express Services Group 

51 East Campbell Avenue, Suite 170 

Campbell, CA 95008 

(408) 376-3511 • (800) 347-2664 OPTICAL MEDIA 
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MARKETPLACE 

6 C. 

L 

Gfintroducing 

the Model flab 

eight-channel 

microphone 

preamplifier... 

e. 

Made in Boulder; Colorado U.S.A. - 303.4 4 3 . 74 54 

"LW- SPECIAL 
VALUE BREAKTHROUGH IN CD MASTERING 

CDR 615 
• Top Quality AID and DIA Converters 

• Sample Rate Converter 

• Digital Audio Delay 

• Fully automatic indexing from 
CD, DAT, DCC and MD sources 

MIN 
Tascam DA-20 

• Multiple Sampling Rates 
(48kHz. 44.1 kHz. 32 kHz) 

• S/PDF Digital 110 

• RCA unbalanced in / out 

• SCMS -Free recording 

• Full Function Wireless Remote Included 

ONE LOW SYSTEM 
PACKAGE PRICE* 

$2995.'") 

The NEW Generation 
Marne CDR-6I5 offers 
auto track increment from 
DAT via the IEC958-II 
S/PDIF Digital input & 
output from the TASCAM 
DA-20 to the Marcie 
CDR-61.5, for ease of 
recording your CDR's 
from DAT. 

IN STOCK! 
CALL Now 

(216) 398-0022 
or 

1-800-445-8273 
or Fax 

(216) 398-9980 
'Lumuted Turtle Offer 

THE LITTLE WAREHOUSE, INC. 
4705 VAN EPPS ROAD I BROOKLYN HTS., OH 44131 

LOOK NO FURTHER 
(Well, just a little further) 

Fully Packaged CD's - $ 1.20 

CD-Audio • CD ROM & CD Enhanced 
.4\ Real Time & High Speed Cassette Duplication 

Digital Editing • Graphic Design • Printing 

ve with our Retail Ready Packages 
Label? lo? We offer PRO VOLUME DISCO 

(". 

AMtech 
1-800-777-1927 

We WI, 
Match an 
advert, ed 

price' 

CD & CD ROM Manufacturing 
in Orlando. FL ( 800) 344-4361 

OMAN - MASTERINCi. i I I-1 A CApiTAI 

Unsurpassed mastering quality by Bob Katz. Custom hardware and software, 128x 
Oversampling 20-Bit A to D, Unique Digital Processors, Sonic Solutions Editing, 

Tube and Solid State Analog Recorders. 
CD Mastering is an art. Levels, lades, equalization, spacing... 

everything is important to you and to us. 

CD-ROM Pre-mastering, Replication - CD-R Data Storage & Archiving 
Transfer Macintosh or IBM disks ( hard drives or removables) to CD-R 

CD REPLICATION... 
1000 CDs at $ 1.55 w/iewel. shrink, insertion 2500 at $1.50 and free Glass Master. 

CD Booklet Printing and Graphic Desi n 
1000 4-Panel Booklets S0,37/ea. Full- Color Outside & Tray, B&W Inside. 

Internet CD mastering website - http://www panix comi-bobkata 

PREMIUM CUSTOM LOADED BULK AUDIO CASSETTES 

HIGH BIAS (TYPE Si CASSETTES FOR MASTERING AND/OR ORIGINAL RECORDING 

TDK PRO SA BULK 
UNLABELLED AND UNBOXED • MAC:, mEDIA CLEAR 5- SCREW SHELLS 

Cluantay 

25-99 SO 31 $0.37 

100-999 

1000 •• 

C-10 C-20 C-30 C-45 

S0.44 SO 50 

$0.40 

50.35 

C-60 C-90 C-100 

$0.61 $082 $ea° 
$ass 
SO 52 

50.28 

SO 25 

$0.34 

$0.30 

$046 

$1144 

$0.77 

$0.76 

$0.90 

$0.87 

MAXELL XLII BULK 
UNLABELLED AND UNBOXED • MAGNETIC MESA CLEAR 5-SCREW SHELLS ...vox 

Quantity C-10 C-20 C-30 C-45 C-60 C-90 C-100 

25-99 so.32 $037 so.42 $054 $0.61 Earn $090 

100-999 $0.30 $034 $0.40 80.49 $0.58 $079 $0.90 

1000 .• $027 $0.32 $0.38 $0.47 S0.52 $0.76 $0.87 

PREMIUM ROUNDED-EDGE ALL CLEAR NORELDO BOXES $0.13 each 
tepee ape per Sheet 6- up Insert cards J-cards1 300 pers.. 

All other lengths boded and priced at nett highest length Loaded precisely to your specihcations 

NOW! RECORDING SYSTEMS, INC. 
32 WEST 39TH STREET, 9TH FLOOR, NEW YORK, NY 10018 
Telephone 212-768-7800 • 800-859-3579 • Fax 212-768-9740 
We Accept VISA • MasterCard • American Express o, UPS COD Cash Only 

net...Yee, ny. new 

TEC Award Nominee 

East Regional Sales: 312-665-9066 
West Regional Sales: 805-969-3482 

R,-

Peueteizeit 
Dual Mic l'rc-Amp 

Z'adeizett 
Mic l're-Ami) 

etlietettl Pat 
Full Function Remote 

rookwood 

COMPACT DISC 
CASSETTE MANUFACTURING 

F 1-2 E FA. LOG 

800-211B-B1U 
cnAtalde U.S. (5 I 6) 244-0V/I/O 

CO REPLICAFION 
CASSEIIE DUPLICATION 
UIUIIAi MASIERING 
GRAPHIC DESIGN 
PRIMING 
PACKAGES 
LINE WE CEOs 

You'll Hear and Feel the Difference 

C4C 
M US IC 

74043 I 473e2compuserve tom 
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MARKETPLACE 

The Wireless Connedion 
A Service of Hi-Tech Audio. 

The Shure UHF microphone system is now 
available. Finally, a UHF wireless mic with the 
right features, the right capsules (SM58, 

Beta 58, SM87, Beta 87) and the right price, 

for rental or purchase. Call us. 

Tr (415) 742-9166 HliEtH 
Reducing audio stress since 1983. AU l I 0 

500 CASSETTES 
• COMPOSITE NEGS FROM YOUR CAMERA READY ART 
• CASSETTE RUNNING MASTER 
• TEST CASSETTE 
• APEX PRINTING ON CASSETTE 
• 1000 e ONE- COLOR INSERT (500 FOR REORDER) 

• NORELCO BOX CELLO WRAPPED 

REORDER ANYTIME $385 

$595 

1000 4-COLOR CASSETTES $099 
CASSETTE RUNNING MASTER 

TEST CASSETTE 

• APEX PRINTING ON CASSETTE 
2000 e 4- COLOR INSERTS FROM YOUR PRINT- READY FILM 

(1000 EXTRA FOR REORDER) 

NORELCO BOX SHRINK WRAPPED 

REORDER ANYTIME $750 

UP TO 22 MINUTES PER SIDE Ask for our free brochure,' 

Rainbo Records and Cassettes 
1738 Berkeley Street, Santa Monica, CA 90404 • 1310) 829-3476 • fat ( 310) 828-8165 

GET IT FAST 
Don't trust your audiophile duplication needs to anyone else! 
Progressive Music 
Internet: prgmus@aol.com Avail VISA & 

Master Card 

2116 Southview Ave. 
Tampa, FL 33606 
(813) 251 -8093 
FAX: ( 813) 251 -6050 
Toll Free: (800) 421-TAPE 

"Fastest Turn-Around in 
the Known Universe!" 

All Complete: 
4-Color Pkgs, Printed Inserts, Chrm 
Tape, from you- DAT or CDr 8, Film 
500 CD's $1,070 
500 Cass $610 
1000 CD's $1,599 
1000 Cass $905 
.t).00 CD's + 500 Cass $ 1,680 
1000 CDs + 500 Cass $2,209 

300 Tapes/300 CDs only SI 
add 200 more of each for only 1300 

• complete retail-ready packages • 

Call Today For Your Free Color Cafalopf 

1.800.458.6405 
CD-ROM, Blank Tapes & Vinyl, Too! 

}Clarity Packages Includet 

/Free Macintosh'' Design 

/Top Quality Duplication 

/Fir est Materials 

/Fast Turnaround 

I Satisfaction Guarantee 

ANChOR YOUR SpEAkERS 
WITH 

SOIUNd ANChOR STANdS 

279ur system will perform to its 
potential when y0u get your monitors 

off tfte meter bi pruperfy positioned 
and supported 

SOUND 

ANCHORS 

• STABLE • RIGID • 
• DAMPED • 

S0UNd ANChORS INC. 

(407) 724-1237 

GENUINE STUDER. 

Why settle for a copy when you can 
afford the original? 

STUDER REPLACEMENT HEADS have always been the best option for 
your Snide' tape machine. They offer better frequency response and 

twice the le of third-party parts; they're rigorously tested; and there's 
the confidence af knowing there are real Studer parts in your headblock. 

In the pst, Snider quality cost you extra. But now we can offer gen-
uine Studer heads at virtually the same prices as the imitations. Call our 
Nashville office at 615/391-3399 for full details. And get your hands on 

Genuine... STUDER 
PROFESSIONAL AUDIO EQUIPMENT 

H A Harman Internabonal Company 

615/391-3399 
Worlehvide Distribution: Stutle4 kensiloif, Switzerland +41 (0) 1 870 75 11 

ATTRACTIVE & EFFECTIVE 

VOLUME CONTROL! 
for 

STAGE & STUDIO USE 
Now more Zransparent 
and portable with a 
re-designed, gapless 
full length hinge! 

heavy duty cases, 
acoustic foam 

attachments, & several 
size selections are 

also a,ailable 

NEW LOWER PRICES! 

CALL NOW FOR OUR 
FREE BROCHURE! 

CLEAR-SONIC PANELS 
by ACCUSONK'S MFG 

800-888-6360 
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MARKETPLACE 
• 

Engraved Connector Panels 
Anything you can dream up!! 

'Engraved logo's and text 
•PC board layout 
*Circuit design 
•Silk screening 
'Wired assemblies 
'Folded steel enclosures 
and punched chassis 

'Rack mounting of vintage 
recording equipment 

• AAA is 
the supplier of 

custom engraved 
panels and enclosures 
to recording studios, 
acoustical designers, 

systems installers, 
broadcast facilities, 

and AV houses worldwide! 

• All American Alchemy Inc. • 
Ph. 12121 475-7330 36 E. 12th. St. NYC 10003 Fx. 12121 505-2373 

Visit our Web site at http://www.quicklink.com/-alchemy  

With 7ke Pewitio«at 
You'll discover the 
correct microphone 
placement every 
time. Contact 

Studio Techniques 
to get the details 
and the name of a 
dealer near you. 

ü Studio 
eTechniques 
100 Mill Plain Road, 3FL 
Danbury, CT 06811 
Phone 203.791.3919 
Fax 203.791.3918 
e-mail 74131.3350 
@compuserve.com 

Stulo Doctor 
Somebody Call a Doctor? d2rop 

Parts ond Service 

Factory Authorized dlr. 
, sound workshop 

Sound Workshop Specialist 

LOW Prices! 

FREE Brochure! 

MAJOR Label Duality! 

FRIENDLY Customer Service! 

Compact Disc EA Audio Cassette Manufacturing 

(802)453-3334 FAX (802)453-3343 
email - PROTOSOUNDUeol.com 

Audio Equipment Financing 
Over 20 Years in The Finance Industry 

Lease/Purchase, Re- Finance, Secured Loans, EFA's 
Specialized Finance Programs For All Types Of Borrowers. 
Excellent Credit to Start- Ups, New and Used equipment. 

You Choose Equipment and Vendor, 24 Hour Approval. 

Get a Finance Consultant Rather Than a Sales Pitch. 

Mission Pacific Leasing 
Ph: (800) 970-1542 Fax: (800) 970-1585 

CD & Cassette Prices 
ThatAre DownTo Earth! 

CD's 

500 - $ 1070 

1000 - $ 1635 

CD Packages Include: 
Glass Master 
Full Color 2 Panel Booklet 
2 Color on CD Printing 
And Much More ... 

CASSETTES 

500 - $555 

1000 - $745 

Toll Free 

I-800-876-5950 
We Accept V1SA/AmEx 
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CLASSIFIEDS  
MIX Classified Ads are the easiest and most economical means to reach a Ini.wr 

for your product or service. The classified pages of Mix supply our readers with a Employment 
valuable shopping marketplace. We suggest you bni, wisely mail-order COMUMers Offered 
have rights, and sellers must come with the Federal Trade Commission, as ux41   

as various state !GUN. Mix shall not be liable fin- the contents of advertisements. 
For complete information on prices and deadlines. call (800) 544-5530. 

Acoustic 
Consulting 

Acoustic Fo e! 
SIUDIOFOAAÏ 
SOUND ABSORBENT WEDGES 

Good gear in a bad room sounds no better than bad gear. We can smooth 
out your room's response, improve your imaging, enlarge your sweet spot & con-
trol the reflections thee messing with your sound, no matter whether you work 
in your garage or a big commercial studio. Whatever your budget or sound prob-
e, we can help. Plus, wOci just introduced two proprietary diffusors that out-
perform ones costing hundreds more & at prices you will simply not believe! 
Wall mount 'em or drop 'em into your suspended ceiling. Easy & cheap to ship, 
easy to paint, easy to mount, incredibly affordable & extremely effective (at 
any price). For once, diffusion is within the reach of EVERY budget. Call us & 
we'll fax you the test data on our new world-class T'FusorTe & 

While you're at it, ask for your own copy of our free new expanded sample & info kif Other new 
goodies: Active & Passive Studio Monitors, Hic Windscreens, Headphone Ear Cushions, 11-
}keel Floor Floaters, LENRDn' Bass Traps, NS1DM Tweeter Protectors, Rack Hardware, Etc. 

Users: AT&T • NASA. Sony. NBC Sports • Shure • ABC Radio Network • NPR • Ford • ShowCo • Kodak • 
Warner Bros . 20th Cent. Foe • Universal Studios • Maury Povich Show • Ensoniq • Community • Hitachi 
• Gen I Dynamics • Toshiba • Dennis DeYoung (Styx) . Baldwin • SkidRow • Editel • Paramount • Mike 
Wanchic IJ Mellencamp) • Rockwell. US Govt • Opryland • Carom• WhisperRoom • Pat Duke (Voice of 
McDonalds A Miller Brewing). Martin Marietta • Manley Labs • Rainbow America (Disney. Microsoft). D. 
Ervasti Mice of NFL on Fox). Plus People Who Do Work For ABC News & Sports. NBC News. ESPN. Late 
Show With D Letterman, Cell. One, Texas Instr., Stevie Nicks, The Outfield. Kurzweil, Turner Broadcast. 
ing. %Wart. NFL on Fox. Coke. Taco Bell. Levis, Mattel. Apple Records Fox TV TAP. etc .l 

Auralex, formerly USAFoam • 11571 E. 126th, Fishers IN 46038 
Free Tech Support & Advice 317.842-2600 . Fax 317-842.2760 

1-800-95-WEDGE 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 

Masie,C,vd 

,‘szte AMERICAN EXPRESS 

STUDIO DESIGN 
CONTROL ROOMS & STUDIOS 

SYSTEMS • TURNKEY PROJECTS 

%It( : II IT F:CTURA 1COUSTICS 

ROSAT! ACOUSTICS 
INNOVATIVE DESIGN & CONSULTING 

18 NEARS • BOSTON. MA 

617-423-5546 • 800-423-5505 

SILEN 
FAX 
OR 

INFO 
1413) 584.7944 

58 Nonduck Sr. Natharrpiat MA01060 

ORDER ( 800) 583-7174 
sllentOcrocker.com • httplIwww.crocker.cornt-silenii 

Acousticon Fabric Panels • Sound Barrier 
Isolation Hangers • A.S.C. Tube Traps 
Silence Wallcovering • VVhisperWedge 

Melaftex • S.D.G. Systems • Hush-Foam 
R.P.G. Diffusors • Sonex • NoiseMaster 

CUISSIHEDS 
Phone (800) 544 5530 
Fax: (510) 653-8171 

Business 
Opportunities 
LET THE GOVERNMENT FINANCE 
your new or existing small business. 
Grants/loans to $800,000. Free 
recorded message: (707) 448-0270 
(NL3). 

Recording studio real estate for 
sale or lease—Jersey City, NJ. 2-
story, 8,500-sq.-ft. multiroom 
facility, fully renovated, 3 control 
rooms, 2 recording rooms, 5 of-
fices, multizone HVAC. 10-car lot, 
10 min. NYC. house on property. 
(201) 656-7023. 

MIX Classified Dept. 
e-mail address 

boycemr@elvis.cardinal.com 

Wanted: AUDIO ENGINEERS 
for Boston area studio; 2-3 years 

exp. Must be knowledgeable with 
all aspects of digital and analog 

equipment used in the music 
industry. Send resume & DAT to: 

Steve Ferlazzo; 1185 
Boylston Street, #48, Boston, 

Mass 02215. 

RECORDING ENGINEER 
ON THE JOB TRAINING 
AT A MAJOR STUDIO 

IN YOUR AREA 

Keep your 
present lob 

No experience 
required 

Train around 
your own schedule. 

THE'. ...... 

RECORDING" 
e 48ERIENCE 

(e) 1-800-795-5750 

Audio Production Manager 
Manage operational aspects of Audio Production Studio. BA or equivalent 
prof. exp. in audio prod. Thorough understanding of the audio recording 
industry, theory & practice, current tech. dvIp.; 2 yrs. prod. exp. in five sound/ 
R, multi-track rcrd., sound synthesis, multimedia, &/or related areas. Exc. 
interpersonal/org. skills & ability to work flexible sch. Music bkground, tech. 
expertise in engineering, computer science, &/or physics. Salary commen-
surate w/qualif. Screening begins Sept. 1, 1996. Position expected to begin 
Jan. 1997. Submit letter of interest, current resume, official college tran-
scripts, & 3 recent letters of recommendation. Phone/Fax: (517) 774-3766. 
Mail to: Central Michigan University, Dr. Edward J. Kvet, Director/ 
School of Music, 102 Powers, Mt. Pleasant, MI 48859. CMU (AA/EC 
Institution) encourages diversity & resolves to provide equal opportunity 
regardless of race, sex, disability, sexual orientation or other irrelevant criteria. 

audio-technica 
NATIONAL SALES MANAGER 

Audio-Technica U.S., Inc., a leader in microphones 
and related products for the MI, studio, live sound, 
contractor and broadcast markets, has an immediate 
opening for a key position in our organization. 

Qualified candidates will have demonstrated the 
ability to achieve sales targets and successfully 
manage sales resources; will have wide industry 
contacts, a college education or equivalent, hands-on 
knowledge of audio, and excellent people and 
presentation skills. 

Responsibilities include attainment of U.S./Canadian 
sales and profit goals; creation and execution of 
sales-promotion and product-training programs; 
supervision of internal staff, regional sales managers 
and independent field reps; and direct, ongoing 
contact with national accounts. 

Compensation includes salary plus performance 
bonuses and a full benefit package with profit 
sharing and 401(k) plans. Please send resume with 
salary history in confidence to: 

Human Resource Dept./NSM 
Audio-Technica U.S., Inc. 
1221 Commerce Drive 
Stow, Ohio 44224 
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Employment 
Offered 

Recording Engineer 
No experience required! 

On-the-job-training in local major Recording Studios 
Part-time, nights, weekends - Free video and brochure tell how 

1-800/295-4433 Ask about our Record Labe! 
kup://www.sna.comimusicbiz 

Technical/Maintenance Engineer 
Busy and expanding Manhattan Audio Post Production Facility 
seeks experienced technical/maintenance engineer for full time posi-
tion. Candidate must have digital workstation experience as well as 
familiarity with all audio and video formats, wiring, patchbays, stu-
dio installation, ISDN, etc. Salary commensurate with experience 
Fax resume to: (212) 575-9412. 

Full-time in-house positions for interactive 

entertainment 

Senior Sound Designer 

This is not an entry level position. 

Experience requested 

• Digidesign Protools Ill or similar 

• Samplecell II or similar 

• Creative synthesizer sound design 

• Familiar with Surround mixing 

• Motion picture and/or TV sound design 

Field Recorder 

Work includes sound editing and audio 

supervision for our VR Sports titles. 

Experience requested 

• Expert in using microphones 

• Field recording techniques 
• Sports fanatic 

• Familiar with Protools Ill or similar 

Please send Resumes to: 
Cheryl Posner, Interplay Productions 
17922 Filch Ave. Irvine, CA 92714 

SO. CA. PRO AUDIO 
SALES REPRESENTATIVE 

Leader of Pro Audio Industry is 
in search of a career-minded in-
dividual with sales/technical ex-
perience. Candidate should have 
knowledge of Pro Audio equip-
ment, i.e. mixing consoles, 
workstations, recorders and pro-
cessing equipment. Base + 
commission and benefits oppor-
tunity for the right team player. 
Fax your resume to: Attn: Sales 
Manager 

(213) 851-0182. 
All responses will be handled in 
strictest confidence. E.O.E. 

MIX 
MAIZKETPIACE  

FoR RAMS A \ I I I \ I r \ I 51 I i\ 
(800) 5 

Begins on Page 230 

Equipment 
Financing 

LFCI 
Equipment Leasing 

Specializing in AudioNideo 
Equipment, New & Used. 

DIRECT LENDERS 

(800) 626-LFCI 

SEE OUR AD IN MARKETPLACE pg. 2_1i0 

Subscription Questions? 
Call (800) 843-4086 

EQUIPMENT FINANCING 

• Fast Approval 
• All Types of Equipment 

• Easy to Qualify 

• Long Term Leases-Fixed Rates 

First United Funding 

(800) 964-3525 

MISSION PACIFIC 

EQUIPMENT LEASING 

(800) 970-1542 

SEE OUR AD IN MARKETPLACE pg. 234  

Equipment 
for Sale 

OMNIF1AX 
STUDIO FURNITURE for MR Oncorninpleng omaceon 

800-332-3393 
P 0 BOX 1792 SAUSALITO, CA 94966 

AKAI A-DAM 12-trk digital multi-
trk (8mm) w/BRC, locator, meter 
bridge, addt'n1 AES/EBU digital 
inputs, low hrs., mint cond., paid 
over $25k, sacrifice, $4,299/ 
OBO. (905) 712-9277 Sanj. 

We Specialize in Audio/Video Equipment 

EQUIPMENT FiNANCING a 

To Apply or Request - Fast, Easy Qualification 
No Financial Statements Necessary Additional Information Call s 
True Lease or Finance Lease Option Jeff Wetter Today. 

: I *WIT-'37 LEASE, Inc. ! lim COMMERCIAL  EQUIPMENT FINANCING 
_ 

* New or Used Equipment 
* True Lease or $7.00 
Buyout 

* No Financial Statements 
Required for Transactions 
Under $50,000 

BILL BRADLEY MICS 
Neumann, AKG, Telefunken 
BOUGHT/SOLD/SERVICED 

Power supplies for 
most tube mics. 

Visa/MC/AMEX accepted 
(330) 723-6494 

Fax: (330) 723-6595 

Professional Console Housings for 

MACKIE 8•BUS MIXERS 

ate_ 
Outside U.S. 573-346-8549. Fax 573-348-2769 
ACI Ri 3. Box 4374-A • Osage Beach, MO 65065 

• 

ARGOSY 800-4274698 

Westlake Audio TM-1 3-way mon. 
sys., TAD 1601B, 4001 drivers, 
Halfer amps, exc., $7k; Westlake 
Audio HR-7 4-way mon. sys., 
JBL drivers, Halfer amps, exc., 
$5.5k; Studer A-820/827 interface 
for SSL trk. assign, $2.5k; Case 
Ampex 467 1" digital, new, $400. 
(203) 221-8061. 

Flee Case Style Speaker Cabinets 
Road Cases • Custom Cabling 
Professional Touring / Studio Quality 
Equipment At Factory Direct Prices 

KATZ AUDIO, PO Box 304, 
Charlottesville, VA 22902-0304 

(8001243-3671 

SINGERS I REMOVE e: 

Call for Free Demo Tape. 
Phone (40,04824189•Ert 8 
IT Sound , Dept MX- I 

with the Thompson Vocal Eliminator'" t .... 

Unlimited Backgrounds"' 
From Standard Tapes, Records. & CDs 

• VOCALS 9 
7988 LT Parkway 
Lithonia, GA 30058 

24 Hour Demo/Info 
Line (404)482-2485 - Ee 8 
Best Vocal Eliminator", Key Changer, Voice Enhancer! 

Are 

MEYER: MSL3, $2,600 + $120 
alum. dolly; 650R2, $ 1,200; M3T, 
$1,250; M3, $ 1,100; B2AEX, 
$800. EV: MTH4/64BPF + MTL-
4BPF w/dolly, $6,100 per stack. 
DELTAMM DML1162APF, $1,325. 
ADAMSON: B218F, $ 1,200; MH-
225F/DH 1A, $ 1,580; YAMAHA 
PM3000 - 40 $ 20k. YAMAHA 
PM1800-40, $12k. SOUNDTRACS 
MR3210 monitor console, $5,500. 
AVOLITES QM500-90 console, 
$15.5k, ELECTROSONIC 3 by 
3 VIDEO-WALLS (Hantarex) Corn 
36, $ 14k; Pic Bloc 3, $22k. All 
consoles with case and 2 sup-
plies. All equipment profession-
ally maintained and in excellent 
condition. No Sales Tax! Rob or 
Benny (7'6) 854-3607 or (416) 
752-1371 WESTBURY NATION-
AL Show Systems. 

FAX your Classified • 510-653-8171 
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Apogee 
Electronics 

has a number of 
remanufactured 

AD-500E stereo 18-Bit 
Analog to Digital converters 
we have taken in on trade. 
We are offering these units 
at a special price of $ 1,495 
with a one year warranty. 

APOGEE ELECTRONICS 
Phone: (310) 915-1000 
FAX: (310) 391-6262  

Dimensional Sound is liquifying 
entire assets of (2) 24-tk. studios, 
(2) 3M M79 24-tks. & 16-tk. w/ 
spare parts, mics, McIntosh tube 
amps, (2) Bogan 100 watt tube 
amps., MCI JH-460 24-track con-
sole, (2) Urei 813s, various Altec 
speakers (cabinets), RMI electric 
piano/harpsichord, dbx noise re-
duction 157/8, misc. equip. (212) 
247-6010. 

VINTAGE HAMMOND ORGANS 
"Music's Most Glorious Voice" 
B-3's, C-3's, A- 100's, and Leslie 
speakers. Quality units, parts, 
collectibles. I ship worldwide. 
Ready Buyers Please! 

Call John O. 
(617) 447-5612 12pm-6pm EST! 

Fax Anytime. 

MCI JH-16 w/auto locator II. 
Very good condition. Big sound. 
$4,800. Soundtracs IL 3632 
recording console w/Tracmix au-
tomation. 4.5 yrs. old. $30k. 
Equipt. well maintained in smoke-
free environment. Home studio. 
Dan (615) 952-5174. 

ADAT UPGRADES— 
MIC MODS 

Component-level upgrades for 
mixing consoles, tape machines, 
mics and all outboard gear. Also, 
high-speed, high-quality mic pre-
amps. 

AUDIO UPGRADES 
6410 Matilija Ave. 

Van Nuys, CA 91401 
(818) 780-1222 

Fax (818)346-2308 

NEW, USED, DEMO 
EQUIPMENT 

BEST SELECTION OF 
DIGITAL/ANALOG 

RECORDERS, CONSOLES, 
DAWS, OUTBOARD GEAR 

Otani Cl 4032, Yamaha 02R, 
API 1200 rack system, Dynaudio 
Monitors, Alesis ADAT, Tascam 
DA-88, Sony PCM800, Otani 
Radar 24TK, Pro Tools III, All 
Digidesign Plug-Ins, Mackie 8-
Bus, Apogee AD1000, Lexicon 
PCM80/90, TC Elec. M5000, 
CD Recorders, API, GML, ADL, 
Summit, Focusrite, Demeter, Lu-
cas, TL Audio, Neumann, AKG, 
Microtech, RODE, B&K, Gene-
lec, Dynaudio. 

Studio and System Design, 
Financing, Factory Service/ 
Installation, Experienced and 
Knowledgeable Sales Staff. 
EAR PROFESSIONAL AUDIO 

(602) 267-0600 
http://www.ear.net 

Klay Anderson Audio Inc. 
PRO AUDIO SALES Aq SERIICES 
"Good Sound is the Absence of Bad Sound" 

I .800.FOR.KLAY 
7054 sa 2300 EAST • SALT LAKE CITY. UT 84121 

VOICE 801 94 AUDIO • FAX 801.9423136 
HOMEPAGE http://www.klay.corn 

Studio Liquidation Sale 
D&R Orion 88 input mixer; (3) 
Tascam DA-88 w/remote & sync 
card; Pro Tools; K-2000; Neu-
mann; AKG; Mackie; Sony & 
much more. Priced to move. 
(406) 961-3555 or (406) 961-
4840. 

Sound Íà 
thinkim 
The Best Prices, 
The Best Service 

you'll ever find on... 

541-386-2682 

Interface Questions? 
We Can Help Make The Connection! 
Specializing in Digital Audio System Design 
• All Major Product Lines 
• Mixing Consoles 
• Recorders•DAWS 
• Am plifters •Pream ps 
• Microphones 
• Processing 

• Sales 
• Design 
• Consultation 
• Installation 
• Service 

Communication Task Group, Inc. 
716-873-4205 800-367.2844 702-736-7542 

Major Credit Cards Accepted 

Mitsubishi X-800 32-Track 
digital tape machine. Call 
(404) 876-2337 for details 
and price. 

HARD DRIVES 

I DIeldesIgn Approved I 
Storage Solutions For 

Protools - Session 8 - Am2 

NEW 4gb REMOVABLES and 
CD-Rom Recorders. From $995 

Don't Settle For Dropouts 
Get Top Performance! 

Tel: ( 3051749-0555 
Email: bigdisc@aolcom 

BIG DISC 
DATA STORAGE SYSTEMS 

FOR SALE 
Trident 80, 56 channels with TT 
patchbay great shape $45k; with 
Optile Tetra automation $55k; call 

Mike (206) 292-8384 

THE N90 
A HIGH QUALITY 

NATURAL UNDING 
DYNAM 10 MIC 

STEDIvIAN 
C UPPORATION 

SEE OUR AD IN MARKETPLACE pg. 230 

96- pt., TT-BALANCED PATCH-
BAYS. Switchcraft D1634B. 
Not the cheaper imitations. For a 
limited time, available at AVR 
for $229 (cash price only). Quan-
tity pricing upon request. Call 
(617) 924-0660 or (860) 289-
9475. 

REP - "digital AN" 
DIGIDESIGN/TRUEVISION 
WAVES/ANTARES/INVISION 
Lexicon/Drawmer/Bryston 

Pinnacle Micro/DIMMS/SIMMS 
recording, editing, software, plug-ins 

(413) 592-1153 
Fax: (413) 598-8282 

GET SMART ! 

117-3*-** * • * 

The Alan Smart Stereo Compressor 
Now available in the U.S. exclusively from: 
Sunset Sound, Hollywood (213) 469-1186 

• Sales (800) 446-7677 • 

HUGE SELECTION OF 
VINTAGE EQUIPMENT 

• API • SSL • TRtree • 
STUDER • TELEFU/sIKEN ' SONY 

Consoles • Recorders • Microphones 

Compressors • Preamps • EQ's • Effects 

We specialize in precision rediaphragming 
of vintage microphones. 

Let us refit your damaged or sonically 
inferior mic with a brand new diaphragm. 

Highest Quality • Like Original 
All work guaranteed 

We can redo the following diaphragms: 

U47, U48, M49, SM69, UM57, U67, U87, 
SM2, KM54, KM56, KM84, CMV563 

& many more! 
We stock: Capsules, Tubes, Connectors, 

Cables, Mounts, Mic Boxes, Power Supplies 
Custom Racking 

Phone: (818) 992-0999 

Fax: (818) 340-4331 
We Buy & Trade Equipment 
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Equipment 
for Sale 

Anyone who has 
heard it knows... 

SW VT-2 Dual Channel 
Vacuum Tube 

Microphone Preamplifier 

D.W. FEARN I 
610-793-2526 

Far 610- 793-1479 
P EiOX 57 • POCOPSON, PA • 19366 

Sonic Boom 
German Specialist V man: 
The 72 is what we do! 

for info call now 
phone (415) 642-8586 
fax (415) 642-8589 

MARQUETTE 

AUDIO LASS 
* RECORDING EQUIPMENT * 

V•72. V-76. NE% E. AUDIX.1.1•4:EVIN. 

MKS, PREAMPS. COMPILMTRS MORE 

phone/Ta4 (510) 264-1144 to to to pst 

MR44 U 
Harrison MR4, 32 mono mod-
ules/4 stereo, Diskmix automa-
tion, maintained in excellent cond., 
nonsmoking environment, $30k. 
(360) 793-2614 

FOR SALE: Ampex AIR- 102 
with 1/4", 2-track heads. Excel-
lent shape. Can be retrofitted for 
1/2", 2-track. $4,000. Otan MTR 
12, 4-track w/2-track heads, $3k. 

(212) 206-8561 

35mm MAGNETIC DUBBERS: 
Magna-Tech Reproducer Record-
ers w/Interlock: MD-235, MD-636, 
MR-436 for sale. Call Michael 
Temmer, (212) 206-1475. Fax: (212) 
929-9082. 

- - - - - - 
WESTERN ELECTRIC 

Rare Find CBS Control + 
Production Rooms 

B25, 23C Consoles, 126 Com-
pressor. Also 20+Tube Type 
Compressors. Also 50 + New 

Western Electric Tubes. 
International Shipping Available. 

Fax (419) 782-2399 

The Studio I Filter 
A Great Improvernen1 on a good Ideal 

• Standard flic stand 
adaptor with threaded brass insen 
• Inernwed. new double screen 

Open up he sound o' 
vocals and voice ov, 
without annoying "POl•-, 
ruining your best lake' 

Only $24no 
with optronai clamp 
300 Gooseneck '44° 

ONIYURGUARANIII 

AUDIO VISUAL ASSISTANCE 
565 SHERWOOD ROAD SHOREWOOD MN 55126 es) 

PHONE FAX 612-481-9115 

3 America's best disc, tape & component storage system 
Stackahle, portable oak units 
hold . 111 rio , ri ding formats 
Free ma LI of der brochure 

Per Madsen Design 
PO. Box 882464 

San Francisco, CA 94188 
(415) 822-4883 

Mix Classifieds (800) 544-5530 

VINTAGE NEVE"1272 PREAMPS 
• 

O 
W1 

g4e44 Ad4a1 
EINITERIPFeeSES 

o 

5929.00 Single channel 
81539.00 Two channel 

14300 Hortense Street • Shen's., Oaks, CA 91423 

818784.2046 FAX 818 784•0750 

STLIDIqTECH 

WORLD-CLASS QUALITY-COMPETITIVE PRICING 
INSTALLATION ' CONSULTATION LEASING 

AKG AMEK/Langley API Behringer Beyer B&K Brainstorm Bryston 
Calrec Canare DDA Demeter Digidesign Dolby-Pro Drawmer 

Dynaudio Equi.Tech Eventide Focusrite Fostex-Pro Genelec Hafler 
KRK Lexicon Mackie Microtech-Gefell Mogami MRL Neutrik Nil 
Optifile Otan Pro-Co Sonex Sony-Pro SPL Soundcraft Soundfield 
Studio-Technologies Summit-Audio TimeLine TL-Audio Tube-Tech 

Uptown Vac-Rac 4000 Z Systems and many more. 
AUTHORIZED SERVICE 

AMEK/Langley DDA Fostex Mackie MCI Otan i Soundcraft Tascam 
9982 MONROE #407 DALLAS, TEXAS 75220 

PHONE: (214) 358-0050 FAX: (214) 358-0947 

ATR  
Service Company 

The AMPEX Source 

• ATR100 sales and complete 
restoration services 

1/2" Two Track Mixing and 

Mastering conversions featuring 
performance selected Flux Magnetics 
precision heads. Performance plots 
provided with each conversion. 
Recontour and wear tracking 
services for all heads we sell. 

• Introducing HDV-2 Modular 
Tube Electronics tor the ATR100. 

• Ultra low flutter mastering grade 
Urethane Capstan Assemblies for 
ATR100 and ATM124. 

Contact: Michael Spitz 
Voice or Fax: 415-574-1165 

DATRAX, 
Originator in DAT Tape Storage Systems. 

• DATRAX 60 Solid Oak in Natural 
or Black Finish 

• Nylon DAT Tape Carrying Cases 
• NEW! DAT Tape Storage Drawers 320 

NEW PLASTIC LINE: • DAUM 40 • Video 
Sinin Roe • Cassette Roe • All 521.95 

Tel: 310.305.0317. Frei: 310.305.9167 

CALL TOLL FREE: 800.9.DATRAX 

BRYCO PRODUCTS, 8701 Folmoulh Ave., 
Suite 201, Ploy° Del Rey, CA 90293 

111111111111'111111 

MILAM AUDIO 
"THE SOURCE" 

SINCE 1967 

SPECIALIZING IN 
ALL TYPES OF RECORDING 
EQUIPMENT, SUPPLIES, 
DESIGN, INSTALLATION, 
AND CONSULTATION 

CONSOLES D.A.T. MICS 
MULTI-TRACKS 

MONITORS • AMPS 

CALL US TODAY 

MILAM AUDIO 
1470 Valle Vista Blvd. 

Pekin, IL 61554 
(309) 346-3161 

ORDER HOT LINE: 
800-334-8187 

FAX 309-346-6431 

THE CASE SPECIALISTS 
FREE CATALOGUE 

(800) 346-4638 
(516)563-8326, NY 
(516)563-1390, Fax 

Custom sr stock sizes 
, Our prices can't be beat! 

Discount Distributors 

Q -qibbon MicD 

Sales. Parts & Service 
The Best in the World 

1latched Pairs & Stereo Bars 

Coles 4038 
RCA 44s 8, 77s 

(800) 798-912D 

Call Wes Dooley 

VINTAGE USED  
CONSOLES. SSL 6056E/G/TR, call*SSL 44 in E/E/TR, $95k* 
NEVE 8108 36 in, $45k*TAC Magnum 36 in, call*Trident 80 56 in 
w/auto, $55k*Neotek III 28 in, call*Trident 65 32 in, $7k*Amek An-
gela 36 in, call*MCIJH636 34 input, $ 10k*Mitsubishi Superstar 52 
in w/auto, call. RECORDERS: Studer A80/800/827/820, call"Sony 
JH24, $14k*MC1JH24, $12k*MC1JH114, $ 10k*Otari MX80, $14.5k 
*Otani MTR9011, call. REVERBS & DELAYS: AMS RMX16, $5k*AMS 
DMX 1580S, $4.51eLexicon 480L, calnexicon PCM70, $ 1.3k* 
Yamaha REV7, $675*Yamaha SPX90, call. COMPRESSORS: NEVE 
83065 stereo/LA2A/LA3A/LA4/1176, call. MICS: Neumann U87, 67, 
47, M49* AKG C414, C12VR, "The Tube," C12. MONITORS: Quested 
4X12s, call. 

WE BUY AND SELL VINTAGE NEVE & API MODULES 
MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED 

New Equipment: Lexicon'AKG*Focusrite*Drawmer*Bruel & Kjaer* 
DBX*T.C. Electronics*Eventide*Demeter*Manley*Millennia*ADL*Fostex 
*Hafler*FM Acoustics*Sennheiser*T.L.Audio*Uptown Automation*Beyer 
*Quested*KRK*Symetrix*Aphex*Neotek*Proco'Optifile. 

iiii111361-"aT)-Urib 
1803 CENTRAL STREET alk VIDEO 
SAUGUS. MASS. 01906 

Ph: (617) 231-0095 Fax: (617) 231-0295 
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ODYSSEY PRO SOUND 

New & Used quality recording 
equipment 

• BiJv. & Trade 

Consoles*TapeMachines*Mics* 

Outboard*Vintage*Tube*Classic 

Quality & Satisfaction Guaranteed! 
Call for new equipment quotes! 
FOR CURRENT LISTING CALL: 

Tel: (508)744-2001 
MC Fax: (508)744-7224 VISA 

E-mail odyssey@pcix.com 

Custom Console Housings !! 
Built For MACKIE 4 Bus Consoles 

s • 
Console Housing 

24-4 

Crafted By 

PENNSYLVANIA 
Cum  

4 BUS 1/4\- Vee  
1-888-751-7770 ,e,,„ed-
fir lentil & eeffe,e 11.1.1•NIM.11,411.1 

mil die «ids ses 1.4 O RE, Box  MI Lyv mom 

,,Z,,roetArts.t. 
PRO AUDIO 

ALESIS. AKG, 013K. PANASONIC AND 
MUCH MORE 

DISTRIBUTOR FOR ADVANCED 
ACOUSTIC SOUND TREATMENTS 

BEST PRICES NATIONWIDE 
206 624 2424 ASK FOR LOU 

Neve 8128 32-input, $55k 
Trident Series 24 28x24x24 
36 frame w/tt bay, $10.5k; 

Yamaha PM3000-40, $19.5k; 
DDA 20 Series console 
24(A&B)x8x2, $3.9k; 

Ampex ATR 124 2" 24-trk, $21k; 
ATR 124 16-trk heads Vg, $2k; 

(407) 933-2796 

WE BUY, SELL AND TRADE 
VINTAGE EQUIPMENT. 

"this is not a problem" 

(508) 543-0069 TEL 
(508) 543-9670 FAX 

http://www.mercenary.corn 

Telefunken V72, 76, 77, 78, U73, 
Telefunken Tubes UF14, EF-
14, EF804S, AC 701. Neumann 
mics, many more; for actual list, 
call Christian (212) 674-5712 
or Akzent Audiotechnik. Germa-
ny. 0049-(0)721-373622. Fax 
373611. 

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA 
PRO AUDIO 

NEW, USED AND VINTAGE 
THE LAST CALL YOU'LL HAVE 

TO MAKE! 
Phone: (818) 222-4522 
Fax: (818) 222-2248 

gam ISIRISM Utritrai 0,tormints 

ORIGINAL STYLE VINTAGE SHOCILHOUNTS 

Neumann, U47, U87, U67, 563, 
UM57, SM2, S1169, 582 

AKG C12, C24 

Yokemounts for Neumann M49/M50 
$350.00 ea. plus shipping & COO 

SASE for BLUE Flyer on: 
Vintage microphoms, parts and accessories. 
Beautiful custom rn-ahogany boxes avaiiacile. 

818.986.BLUE (2583) 
FAX 818.784.7564 

AUDIO WORLD 
INC. 

T•L 

• 'The Best Gear On Earth" 

New, Used & Vintage 
MICS,PREAMPS 
COMPRESSORS 
CONSOLES, 
RECORDERS 
& MORE! 
NEVE 

NEUMANN 
TELEFU,NKEN 

LEXICON, SSL, STUDER, 
ADL & Much Morel 

I Now In Stock: ADL 200G DI 

We Buy Gear 
We Rack Modules 

  Call or Fax 

Sales: (818) 884-8400 or (310) 275-4277 

Fax: (818) 340-4331 

OCEAN AUDIO INC. 
SELLING AND BUYING USED 
EQUIPMENT SINCE 1982 

LOTS of RARE. OLD 6 NEWISH STRANGE AND SOME 

VEREFUNDE PIECES AVAILABLE 

USED EQUIPMENT YOU ASK T? 
NO ONE DOES IT BETTER! 

WORE Os 14RGEST USED LISTINGS 
(310)45427430R FAX (3101454 4003 
(303) 4498322 OR FAX (303)449855B 
EMAIL DAVIDT10639WACILCOlof 

Ml li Itt)t 

VACUUM TUBE DIRECT BOX 
The legendary sound and quality 
construction that has travelled 
millions of tour miles, and made 
multi platinum studio albums. 

Stocking vintage refurbished 
Neve and API consoles, modules. 
U-47 tube replacement for low 
noise, plug in installation $175 

212-343-0265 

AUDIO TAPES 

Call for Special Close-out Prices! 
AMPEX 631 1/4" x 1,200' 
3M 808 1/4" x 1,200' 
3M 176 1/4" x 1,200' 
3M 275 1/2" x 4,650' 
AMPEX 407 1" x 3,600' 
3M 226 1/2" x 2,500' 
AUDIOPAK 20 & 30 sec CARTS 
Other tapes available in quantity! 
Call Rudy. 
(800) 331-3191, (516) 678-4414 
Burlington AN Recording Media 

Professional 
Audio 
Design 
Inc. 

Premier Dealers for: 
AKG • ADL • API 

Aphex • Audiomate 

Avalon • Beyer 

Bruel & Kjoer • BSS 

Calrec • Chord 

Electronics • Coles 

Daking • dbx • DDA 

Dinwrner • Dynacord 

Dynaudio Acoustics 

E- Mu • Eventide 

Focusrite • Fostex 

GML • Groove Tubes 

Holler • KRK • K/T 

Lexicon • Mackie 

Manley • Microtech 

Gate. • Mkt) • Neck* 

Otan i • Quested 

Rode • Sennheiser 

Soundcraft • Shep 

Shure • Soundtracs 

Tannoy • TC   

Tasccrn • Timeine 

T L Audio - Trident 

Tube Tech • Uptown 

Vac Roc • White 

DAN ALEXANDER AUDIO 
BUYS, SELLS AND REPAIRS 
RECORDING EQUIPMENT. 

(415) 546-0200 
FAX (415) 546-9411 

da.audio@internetMCI.com 

1176 BLACK-FACE 

PEAK LIMITER, $975 

CLASSIC AUDIO 

CALL (212) 570-1872 

STUDER A 820 2-tk recorder, LESS 
THAN 100 hrs. Inc. 1/4' & 1/2" heads, 
365 NR Dolby SR, Dolby A & dbx 
noise reduction. $ 17k. Sony PCM 
250013 DAT recorder, LESS THAN 
100 hrs., $800. Sontec DRC-202 
stereo comp/lim-G.Massenburg-de-
signed classic, NEVER USED, $2k. 
(804) 985-1100 ext. 358/359. 

NEUTRIK TT CABLES' 
$10.99 (24") 

Also: 12/18/36", 5 colors 
TIIREE year warranty ! 

(615) 367-9242 
GREEN DOT AUDIO 

VINTAGE TUBE MICS 

RUSSIA 

AKG, Telefunken 
Neumann, LOMO, etc. 

Tel 011- (7-095) 299-8808 
Fax 011- (7-095) 299-1161 

NEW, USED AND VINTAGE EQUIPMENT SALES 
• REPAIR. REFURBISHING AND MAINTENANCE 

• NOIE CONSOLE RESTORATION SPECIALISTS 
• W IRING & CABLING SYSTEMS. STUDIO INSTALLATION 

• MICROPHONE REPAIR AND RESTORATION SERVICE 
• CUSTOM RACK SYSTEMS FOR VINTAGE MODULES 

EQUIPMENT SPECIALS 
API 5506 $ 1649 • API 32x24 $65« • NEVE V-III 48FF $150s • NEvE 8108 

975« • NEVE VR60 FF $285x • SSL 4080G/Uu $350k • SSL 4056G 

5185x • AMEK MOZART RN56VD $125« • SONY MXP3036 $38K • 

TRIDENT 808 30x24 w/EQ $3Sx • NEOTEK ELA/i $23x • NEOTEK 

ELITE 40-ou t $56x • SOUNDCRAFT DC2020 CALL • TUBE-TECH LCA-2B 

CALL • MANLEY VORI-MU CALL • TC ELECTRONIC M2000 $1600 • 

SOuNDSCAPE WORKSTATIONS • DYNAUDIO ACOUSTICS BM15 $1495 • 

MACKIE 32.8- IN STOCK • UREI LA-4 $1600 PR. • UREI LA-3A $2400 PR. 

UREI 1176, 1178 CALL • E-Mu SP1200 $1750 NEW • RODE NT2 $659 
SHEPNEVE 1073 $2K • NEVE 1073 $2800 • AKG C12 VR $3500 • AKG 

C12 $7x • NEUWWN U47. U48. M49, U67, KM54, KM56-CALL • AMS 
RMX 16 $4.5K • EVENTIDE H3000DSE $2500 • LEU PCM60, PCM70, 

PCM80, PCM9OPCM42, 480L-CALL • TELEFUNKEN V72 RACK SYSTEMS 
,ROM S2K • CALL FOR UPDATED STOCK LIST OR To LIST YOUR GEAR 4 SALE 

acoustics' 
specialists in high end active 
and passive monitoring 
systems for recording 
studios, post-production 
surround & mastering. The 
ultimate in high resolution low 
distortion monitoring systems. 

see us online at www.Proaudiodesign.com 

Professional Audio Design, Inc. 
tel 617 982-2600 fax 617 982-2610 

357 Liberty St. Rockland, MA 02370 to 
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Equipment 
for Sale 

TRUE STEREO! 
Rent the amazing Sound Field 
ST 250 stereo mic and hear 
what you've been missing. 
(415) 742-9166 

Hi-Tech Audio 

ES-EE OUR AD IN MARKETPLACE pg. 2331 

IN STOCK! NEUMANN U47, M49, U67, KM53/54/254/56/U64; 
SM69 tube+FET; M269; AKG C12/C24, C12a; 422 stereo; NEVE 
16x2 Kelso; NEVE 36x8x16 (33114E0, 8 aux); NEVE 8x2 (CL.A); 8 
chan. 1272 pre-rack; NEVE 24 chan mntr mix, $2k; PULTEC EQH2 
discrete; NEVE 31105 (8078 EQ/pre); NEVE 1079, 1066, 33114, 
33115, 33122, 1081 ster. mastering EQ; 1279, 2252 comp; 33314 
comp, (same as 33264); CALREC AM6/17A comp, $ 1.8k/pr; SSL 
G384 comp; ALAN SMART SSL comp; PYE comp; CALREC PQ 
14/PQ15/1161 EQ/pre; AUDIX 35102 EQ/pre; V72, $575; V76, 
$900; V76m, $950; V73 comp; DOLBY-A/16 ch, RAINDIRK SYM-
PHONY, AMEK ANGELA. 

VINTAGE KING (313) 965-0645p (313) 964-3338f. 
E-Mail rustbetteix.netcom.com 

TRADING POST 
Pro Gear on the Web 

(800) 316-2681 

http://soundwave.com  
(800) 316-2681 

100's of free listings updated daily 

digniteii; 

*.fitbatie 

dill 
o 
4 

Our Task Force Prouides The Finest 
In Pro Audio Equipment! 

• Major Brands • New, Used & Mntage 

• Huge Inventories • Studio Liquidation 

• Authorized Dealer • We Buy Gear 

We're Here To Serue You! 

Tel. 818.887.6600 Fax 818.887.4700 

AVR SYSTEMS Mi(. 

372 MAIN. ST. WATERTOWN, MA 02172 
TEL (617) 924-0660 FAX (617) 924-0497 ea 

CONNECTICUT ( 860) 289-9475 FAX (860) 291-9760 

AUDIO VIDEO RECORDING SYSTEMS 
Your source for Professional Audio and Video 

equipment new and used. 

-USED GrEALIR 
'HUNDREDS Of OUAUTT USED AUDIO, 

VIDEO AND MUSICAL PRODUCTS AVAILABLE' 
"WE BUY, TRADE AND LIST YOUR rTEMS FOR FREE" 

OVER 100 LINES OF NEW 
PRODUCTS• 

BOSTON HARTFORD 
(617) 924-0660 (860) 289-9473 

SOUND ANCHOR 
SPECIALTY AUDIO STANDS 

(407) 724-1237 
DESIGNED FOR ULTIMATE SOUND 
PERFORMANCE BEHIND E 
CONSOLE AND FREE SPACE 
APPLICATIONS. 

Srandand & LL stœn Modtls ANCHOR' 

SEE OU lt Al) IN MARKETPLACE 

[SEE OUR AD IN MARKETPLACE pg. 234  

Subscription 
Ourstions? 

Call (800) 843-4086 

MAJOR STUDIO SALE 
Neotek Series I console 16x4x2, 
recording module, flight case, 
$2995; Klark-Teknik DN60 RTA 
w/AKG 451E, $ 1,399; Dolby 
360SR (2) NR units, $ 1,230/pr; 
Luxtrol 1800W studio dimmers 
$350 ea.; TimeLine LYNX units, 
$1,250 ea.; Sony V05800 3/4" 
video deck, $2,328; plus lots of 
other Class A studio gear in su-
perb shape. For a complete listing 
call (802) 862-5184 from your 
fax machine. Questions? Call 
(802) 658-1270, ext. 201. 

Looking for new/used record-
ing, keyboard, or outboard 
equipment? We've got tons of 
super clean used, as well as new 
products from Tascam, Alesis, 
Kurzweil, Roland, Mackie, Gen-
elec, Lexicon, Fostex, Yamaha, 
Korg, and hundreds more. Dis-
count pricing and Worldwide 
Delivery! 66 years in business. 
Trade-ins welcome. Visit our 
new 22,500-sq.-ft location. Call, 
write or fax us today for price 
quotes and details. Also, find us 
on the Internet at sales@-
caruso.net. Start saving money 
today! Call Caruso Music, 94 
State St., New London, CT 06320 
USA. (203) 442-9600. (203) 442-
0463/fax. 

SOUND PRODUCTIONS 
Dallas, Texas 

We Sell the MAJOR BRANDS 
of NEW & USED 

SOUND EQUIPMENT cos Used by 
TOURING SOUND COMPANIES 

and LIVE MUSIC VENUES 

We Have WHAT YOU WANT 
at DISCOUNT PRICES 

Our SALES ENGINEERS am 
EXPERIENCED SOUNDMEN and 
can RELATE TO YOUR NEEDS 

If you are a SOUNDMAN, get 
on our MAILING LIST for your 

SPECIAL DEALS 

Call Today and Find Out Why We 

Are #1 In Sound System Sales 

"-'Ions 

800-203-5611 
(214) 351-5373 • Fax 214/351-6782 
Web Page httpd/www.  com 

E-mail: andproditleaol.com 

SSL Console 4000E with "G" 
automation. Installed 1986, up-
graded late 1989, 48 input/out-
put modules, 8 stereo input 
modules, 64 inputs, producer's 
desk, TT patchbay on right side, 
Black EQ VU meters. Great his-
tory with many hits, perfectly 
maintained. Call Jeff Greenberg 
or Jay Antista (310) 478-8227 

Equipment 
Rentals 

I en , I. . -0 ' UDIO RENTALS 

OFFERING THE FINEST IN 
STATE OF THE ART 

AND VINTAGE 
RECORDING EQUIPMENT 

CALL US, TOLL FREE 
(800) 446-3278 

WEB WE. tateJAwfweeleilleleCCeRldd 

Equipment 
Wanted 

MERCENARY AUDIO 
WANTS TO BUY YOUR: 

NEVE-SSL-TRIDENT-AMEK 
UREI-TELETRONIX-FAIRCHILD 

PULTEC-LANG-LEXICON 
UNIVERSAL AUDIO-NEUMANN 

AKG-TELEFUNKEN-AMS 
ANYTHING THAT IS 
OF EXCEPTIONAL 
AUDIO QUALITY! 

"this is not a problem" 
(508) 543-0069 TEL 
(508) 543-9670 FAX 

http://www.mercenary.com 

EQUIPMENT WANTED 
BUY OR TRADE 

YOUR USED MULTITRACK 
RECORDERS 

AND CONSOLES 
EAR PROFESSIONAL 

AUDIONIDEO 
(602) 267-0600 

What Are You 
Looking For? 

Buy it — Rent it —Sell it — 

through Mix Classifieds 

(800) 544-5530 
FAX (510) 653-8171 
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We want your used keyboard, 
recording and audio equip-
ment. We'll airmail you $$$ or 
take your stuff in trade toward 

over 350 brands of new and 

used products. Come in or do it 
all through the mail. 66 years 
in business. Worldwide deliv-
ery. Visit our new 22,500-sq.-ft. 
location. Call, write, or fax us to-
day for price quotes and details. 
Also, find us on the Internet at 
sales@caruso.net. Start saving 
money today. Call Caruso Mu-
sic, 94 State St., New London, 
CT. 06320 USA. (203) 442-
9600. (203) 442-0463/fax. 

Instruction 

MUSIC RECORDING INDUSTRY 
CERTIFICATE PROGRAM 

San Francisco State University 
College of Extended Learning. 
Classes taught by Bay Area pros. 
Expand skills and earn certificate. 
Engineering, management, song-
writing & more! 

Call (415)338-1373. 

OMEGA STUDIOS' SCHOOL 
OF APPLIED RECORDING ARTS & SCIENCES 

5609 Fishers Lane • Rockville. MD 20852 

800-93-OMEGA • 301/230.9100 
interne wwwomegastudios.corn 

The Omega Stud« School turned n 1977 offers 
numerous day an evening certificate programs in audio 

recordng and musc busness 

Programs: Recordng Engineering and Studio 

Tedndues. Electrabc Musc Synthesizers and MIDI, 

Sourd Renforcement lot Live Sourd; Aide Producticn 
TecEnçues for Advedising. Essentials of Musc Business 

an Artist Management. 

Al pagans are append tti tie /10 Flee Berea, Comma:in 
ad la Vannes Beet poems Cal a wee/arm term& 

_  

ThunderBird 
RECORDING 

bd 
SCHOOL 

Extensive Training in the 
Recording Arts 

Hands-on, Apprentice-
Style Programs 

Limited Enrollment 

Call for Video & Brochure 

1-800-914-8004 

Maintenance 
Services & 
Repairs 

"VVVVYTTVITTYVVVIITYVV`ITTTY 

Get It In Writing! 
Call for our free catalog and get the 
most comprehensive listing of books, 

instructional videos, software and other 
products for musicians and industry 

professionals. 
(800) 233-9604 • ( 908) 417-9575 

M1121111111Mal 

BOOKSHELF 

HEAD RELAP/ REPLACEMENT 

multitrack analog specialists 

Palatine, IL 
(800) 227-4323 

VVINDT AUDI( 

CONSOLE REPAIR AND 
MODIFICATION, SPECIALIZING 

IN YAMAHA PM-3000 AND 
RAMSA WR-S840 OVERHAULS 

(310) 202-8330 

Midwest Digital Services, Inc. 
(Chicagoland Area) 

Premium DAT Service 
Sony Pro Specialists since 1985 

Quick turnaround time 
Phone: (708) 448-7539 
Fax: (708) 448-7678 

Fast, expert repairs on all DAT 
recorder brands & models 
including ADAT and DA-88 

Warranty Service on most Brands 

Over 2000 Machines Serviced! 

UPS Pickup Service Available 
Compare Our Rates! 

Pro Digital Inc. 
DAT Recorder Service Specialists 

(61 0) 353-2400 

ogs Fre 
Fer. 

Expert solutions for all 
DAT recorder problems 

• All makes and models 
• Experienced. factory-trained tech, 

•Fast turnaround 

• Repairs. overhauls, parts 
"The DAT doctor is in!'' 

NXT 
GENERATION.. 

201-579-4849 Fax 201-579-6021 

Music Products/ 
Software 

ORGANIZE YOUR MIDIFILES! 

for IBM-PC & compatibles TSM handles 
Midifiles, Lyrics, Playback & MORE' 

All for only $99.95 800.9864668 
Enlrepnses VIAB666Bloonield Oulremonl Oc 42V 3S1 

THE SEQUENCE MANAGER 

AKAI MPC60 OWNERS 

NOW ADD ALL OF 
THE SOFTWARE FEATURES 

OF THE MPC3000 
Get your copy of this amazing 

3.0 Upgrade today! 
Created by Roger Linn and his 

design team. Tested by kiPC6Ousers 

from around the world. 

4111110 

408.479.3692 

New 
Products 
RAMP-RE.11.1111P-FiVAIldie 

The Rolling Stones, Aerosmith, 
Van Halen, 
Steve Vai, 

Chris Isaak, 
Neil Schon, 
Joe Blaney, 
Andy Johns, 

Torn Size, 
Matt Wallace, 

Charlie Sexton, Joe Chiccarelli 

WHAT MAKES IHESE GUYS SO COOL? 

Among other things, having the right tools 
for the job. Enter the 

With the neamp, an age old interface 
problem of providing correct impedance and 

level adjustment between all professional 
audio equipment to any instrument amplifier 

has been solved. 

The ne amp is designed and built for this and 
other applications by engineer John Cumberti 
tor records with Joe Salmi. George Lynch. 
Michael Manring, and The Neville Brothers. 

GET A Reallillo- TODAY!!! 

Worldwide distribution by: AXI 
I 617.982.2626 F 617 982.2610 
• dealer inquiries welcome • 

Recording 
Services 

Custom CDs 
cry/go 

• ef- 
fag 

fee- ele 
Cos 

1000 CDs- Packages fromP750 
MASTERING ON SONIC SOLUTIONS 

NONOISE 111 • CUSTOM GRAPHICS 

Call NOW for A Personal Estimate 
masterWrks@aol.com Memphis 

We Offer T e 
Price On CDs 
This High Quality 

CD RECORDING SERVICE: 
/Digital )(ter to Full Recibook CD 
/Disc Labeling /Color Insert 

/Digital SRC /Standard Shipping 

Unconditional Guarantee :-

Need I arge Qty? 1(X)() CDs .$ 1400 
S • So Iu 1ionsTM 

Nlastering AIM° Available 

Call NOW for F 
(800) 524-5706 

Fs! III 

SOUND CONCEPT 
943 Manhattan Beach Blvd. 
Suite C 
Manhattan Beach. CA 91066 

01101010110 

REAL-TIME DUPLICATION 

BLOWOUT SALE! 

300 Chrome (up to 45-min.) Full 
color insert, imprint, shrink, boxes 
$599.99! + ship. We'll beat any 
price! ACCURATE AUDIO LABS 
INC. (800) 801-7664. 

Your music on 

Cassettes & Vinyl 

CDs from.1 to a million • 

Low prices • fast, friendly service 

Everything included, no hidden charges 
Mastering. Sound Enhancement 

847-945-6160 
Big Dreams Studio 

CO & CO ROM Manufacturing 
The Best CD mastering... 

CO Booklet Printing and 
Graphic Design ... 

rni (8 0 013 44 - 43 61 
(212)369-2932 

OMAN " See 115 in Pl,, Mari , 

LNEE OUR AD IN MARKETPLACE pg. 2321 

CUSTOM COMPACT DISCS 
Affordable single-copy CDs 

starting at $30. Write, call or fax. 
46 PRODUCTIONS 
42W557 Hawk Circle 
St. Charles, IL 60175 
TEL (800) 850-5423 
FAX (800) 203-1725 
Contact us on the Internet at 

ForlySixP@aol.com. Visit our Web page 
at http://www.beaches.net/46P 

MIX Classifieds 800•544•5530 

.‘15 
(800) WAVE-CD1 • (213) 931-1746 

RETAIL READY PROFESSIONAL CD REPUCATION FROM roe CDR MASTER/SPEC FILM 
1000-$1499/2000-$2599 

Complete w/Glass Master 2 Color CD/4 Color Inserts/Jewel Box /Shrink Wrap 
.7.5c ea.- 2000 S•indle • 2 Color CDs Visa-MC-Disc-AMEX-Diners 

Third Wave Media 

WE'RE # 1 WHY PAY JHCI>RE? 

AUGUST 1996. MIX 241 



Recording 
Services 

COMPACT DISC 
CD-Audio / 
Retail-Ready 

CD-ROM Replication 
es with Graphics 

é VINYL RECORDS 

LOG! 

55 
ents, Since 1977 

DontwithetforyourCDscalus 
1000 Promo CD' 
1000•CD's 

500 CD's 

5 Promo CD's 

DAT/Cassette to 74 min. CD 

Full Color Packag •••• 
#1Wholeser to > Industry 500 Cassettes • LTV "; 

1000 Cassettes fi 2570 

50 

875 

$100 

$30 

"Let Us Enhanee your IViix with Digital astering 
Digital Mastering for:a›Ittle as $ 10 a track 

Sound Restoration/ 
CEDAR Processing 
78, LP, Acetate, Open Reel 

Transfers/Reasonable Rates 

Allen Lowe Archive And Sound Service 

182 Willard St. New Haven, Ct- OASIS 
Phone:203-387-99IS Fax:203-387-092I 

CD RECORDABLES 
AS LOW AS $16.00 PER DISC 

Your Logo/Fast Turnaround 

ADVANCE/PRE-RELEASE 
REFERENCE/Rat BETA COPIES 
CD MASTERING DIGITAL EDITING 

CD PRODUCTION DIGITAL TRANSFERS 
DB Plus DiCiiTAI SERViCEs, Inc. 

250 W 57th Street, Suite 725 
New York City, N.Y. 10107 

212-397-4099 / 397-2207 Fax 

MIX  

MARKETPLACE 
Starts on Page 230 

24 HR 713-781-1963 

SOUTHERN RECORDING & SOUND 

Bulk Cassette Tapes 

DAT, ADA T, D-88 Tap« 

Recording Supplées Accessones 

•• NO MINIMUM ORDER — 
Call for Free Catalog 

1-800450-8273 

Records Tapes 
CD Services 

DRT Mastering 
You will have the big, high-impact 
major-label sound that sells discs 
or the work is free! Custom signal 
chains. First class results. Outrageous 
replication prices. Free brochure. 
800-884-2576 mew dronastenng.corniba.O1 

Good Vibrations— RJR Digital 

OUR CD PRICES INCLUDE ABSOLUTELY EVERYTHI  NC. 
• MINN: SYSTEM MASTERING 
• XC »MUTT TYPESETTING »In »A DISH:SI 

• Ill YI SEPARATIONS AND( ( NOR MAI( II P1101 101 X11 S 

• IN, 011X111( QUM IlY PRINTING 

• RIPER NOON TARIM /MON. OVERWRAP 

1000 CDs - $2258 retail ready! 
CM For Mote Detail, Fax CM Demand & Cement" Service 
1•1100-8284537 • hIO.267.0307 • FAX 61`•11,7-I 339 

0 1-13) gOnle 

  . f • I rr. 

ef 

gm/ ›! 

tee CD I, 
brig nir • 

!keg] rg nivir:11't 

httehwew.Intstroam.notropson 
opsonielebttstrsamort 
lax:(612)9224874 

C2=1 
I- 800-476-8211 

:all 1,11 free 

1- 800-
We'll beat any ray 

2635 Maumee Ace's& 

Phone: a 

SEE OUR AD IN MARKETPLACE pg. 231 

TIE SHORT•RUIL REAL-TINE SPECIALIST! 

Ask About FREE Color 1-Cards 

100 Supplied J-Card." $ 173.00 
500 Supplied J-Card 8599.95 
100 W B&WJ-Card.' S199.00 
300 W B&W J-Card $546.00 
100 WFull-ColorJ-Card*S249.00 
300 W'F'ull-Color J-Card S615.00 
CD's 39°3 land Less W Order S10  
CHROME TAPE r-'" REAL TIME DUPE QUALITY 

SHELL PRINT'r, FREE GRAPHICSITWRAPPED 

M.R. Productions 180CH 831-6686 
Every Tape Direct From DAT 

' Paper Latels on runs unir 300. Available for extra charge 

rGot More Time Than Money?' 
Try the Do-It- Yourself Klarity Kit 

only S395.00 
Complete 3(Iú ..,:s'tte topes, 

quality tope duplIcotIon 8, on-sheil awing standard graphic 
design. Norelco clear boxes, printed gords & closure robs. 
,  

rà 
11 11 r00.45".6405 
Cot rtf,f,:•..  

SEE OUR AD IN MARKETPLACE pg. 233 

CD's • CASSETTES • VIDEO 
Complete State-of-the-Art Manufacturing 

Direct-from-Digital Real Time & High Speed Cassette Duplication 
CD's, CD ROM. CD Plus • Complete Graphic Design. Printing and Packaging 

500 CD pkgs. • VHS Hi-Fi Duplication • Blank Tapes & Accessories • 100% Guaranteed 

1-800-365-TAPE (8273) • 1000 CD Package - $14990 • Five Color Catalog 

EASTCO PRO AudioNideo Corporation 
1M/tut (ICE/ (Ire, a decade wrving & the leorld 

40 Gardeulle Plory W Buffalo, NY 14224- Phone: (716) 6561296 • Fax: (716) 6561589 

\el 
Record & Tape Mfg., Inc. •ie 

902 N. Industrial Blvd. 
Dallas, pc 75207 

214-741-2027 
1-800-527-3472 
CD's Starting at 

$900"  

MAJOR LABEL 
QUALITY & SERVICE 

* VINYL PRESSING 
SPECIAL RADIO & PROMO PACKAGES 

* COMPACT DISCS 
* CASSETTES 

1t8 q‘eeide4 &sail 

281H ANNIVERSARY 
FREE CATALOG 

CD-RS, HI-8, 

MINI DISKS, S-VH 

MASTERING TAPE 

,A-DAT, R-DAT, BULK VHS 

PLASTIC REELS, BOXES 

NORELCO , SOFT POLY BOXES 

VIDEO BOXES & SLEEVES 

SINGLE & DOUBLE CD BOX 

OCC, MOD, DDS2 
AND WEOFFERINHOUSEDIRECTONCASSEMPRINTING,FFATURING 
MORE THELAIST APEX ULTRA WOLETINIONG PROGSS/24. 48 HOUR SERVICE 

IN NYC 718-435-7322 • 800-221-6578. 24 HOUR FAX 718-853.2589 

I
", emu t win 
• 

ROM 1-10 MINUTE 
100 PIECE MINIMU 

4212 14THAVENUE•BROOKITN,N1112111 ,Im 

so AUDIO PRODUCTS INC ail 
0 IC1C)1._ 

LENGTH 

C-10 C-20 C-30 C-(10 C-50 C-60 C-70 C-80 C-90 

TDK 
SA 

MAMLL 
XLII .27.32.38.44.47.52.67 

.25.30.35.39.44.49.53 . 58 . 63 

BASF 
CHROME .30 . 38.47 56.65.69.80 
SUPER 

31111 
âTDK 

70 76 tl BASF 

87 89 AMPEX 

maxell 

242 MI X. :if .S is / 9% 



CD'S FAST 
*300 CD Special: S849 
*500 CD Special. $999 
-with diem provided COR 

label film g inserts 

o Digital Mastering, CD-Rom 
, Graphic Design Available 

'FelSilicon Graphics Digital Printing 
Full color inserts from $275 

10 free Posters wimple package 
Call (800) DIGIDOC 

DIGIDOC 
PRODUCTIONS 

ENDlrn,OP 

lie) • 
RELIABLE 
"ON HOLD" 
TAPErYLATERS 

*MADE IN USA 
CALL OR FAX Fen 
SAMPlf 1AOF 

MANN ENDLESS CASSETTE INDUSTRIES 
3700 SACRAMENTO ST, S.F, CA 94118 

TEL: (415) 221-2000 FAX ( 800)583-7569 

rEFEE OUR AD IN MARKETPLACE pg. 231  

Media FULL COLOR RETAIL 
  READY CD PKGS 

We rld 
Meer Label 

Quality 

CD-ROM, MASTERING, DESIGN & 
FILM SERVICES AVAILABLE 

300 CD S939. 
500 CD S1039. 
1000 CD 51525. 

TOLL FREE 1-888-793-8569 

pacific 

coast coast 

galsound 
works 

1,000 CD'S FROM: 

le- NUS iilUTIONS es- CRANK 
IsUSISE" 1.- Hoeing 

be- MASTERING Me- pACIllialle 
C3-11 Iss- SONY lei@ 

1-trax"'" ENHANCED CDs 
(130101) 4123-2133 

SRI (21 goo 4111 FAR 1215)55 
1141111  iy Blvd, Ste 600 LA, CA 

littp://www.itrax.ceS 

Orders... 
Large or Small, 
We Have It All! 

Everything h stock. 
Wholesale distributors of: 

AMPEX • AGFA • 3M • SONY 
• Audio video tape 
• Assorted reels and boxes 
• Splicing/leader tape 
• Prepackaged cassettes 
• We load bulk cassettes 
in custom lengths 
Collor mile tor FREE catalog 

(800) 854-1061 
TEL (619) 277-2540 • Fax (619)277-7610 

Advance Recording Products 
8859 kazoo Ave Ste E Soo Diego CA 9277 

,i400flomoste•cceoacceo•eo 
w-OtES•.E 0.5*.  

MMIMMIIMIL 

AAPEX 
ULTIMATE FIDELITY 

The world's largest Nakamichi 
real-time cassette duplication 
system. Full-service packaging. 
50 to 50,000 qty. Outside CA, 
call toll-free (800) 323-AAPX 

or (415) 492-1300 
—Call AAPEX today! 

PROTOSOUND 
Compact Disc & 

Audio Cassette Mfg. 

(802) 453-3334 

Fax: (802) 453-3343 

SEE OUR AD IN MARKETPLACE pg. 234 

1-800-TAPE WORLD or 1-800-245-o.... 
Well beat any price 595 SHIPPING • FREE 

1630 transfers 
cd replication 
individual cds 
multi- media 
digital noise 
reduction and 
restoration 

SONY 
DAT-120 599 
DAT-124mi:1893 
T -120V 16 
L-7500G 399 
CDR-74 699 
IADW-14 899 

MAXELL ¡DR 
XL11.90 : A'-120 649 
XL11S-90 - SDR-74 699 
ST-120 L 2v SA-90 149 
DAT124 tat 799 SM-90 199 
T12011GX 249 1120 EFIG 249 
UD35-90 899 JVCST120 599 

TAPE WORLD 

FUJI 
SVHS-T120 6 49 
(MM-120 349 
111 8 120 593 
DCC-90 699 
DR-I90 69 
XEII30no 99 

COMP I LAI ION' 
get your Rock an • CO 

NOW! 
30 an,Ralireoe 
Sinvespiezin 

$199 

lAsks 
your own 

CO 
$4849101or 500 

$145 Csragar pel.er evade (I) 
ter 1,000 experspleLpirtallnal7Srach 

1,000 CD'S 

$1,200! 
Includes jewel bom, 2 color 
t n imprint & shrink aurap 

1-800-491-8141 

Stepping Stone 
Killer Prices - Great Service 
• 1000 CDs w/color inserts, filmsep, 
layout. $ 1580 Color cassettes $975 

•Call for large qtys, graphics svcs, 
mastering, raw CDs 888-T77-DISC 
or wv.rw.mv.com/biz/steppingstone 

CD-ROM 
CD-Audio 
CD-I 
Mixed Mode 
CD-ROM 
Audio & Video 
Cassettes Bulk CD's 

••.-•• 

600 

Graphic Design 
Printing 

Interactive 
Media 
Slides 

Floppy Disk 

Ton Free 1-888-CD SONIC (237-66421 
CD Sonic Tel, (617) 424-0670 

Fax: (6171 424-0657 

CD 8, CASSETTE MANUFACTURING 
FEATURING THE SOUTHWEST'S FIRST & ONLY DIGITAL BIN 

CASSETTE SYSTEM h LARGEST REAL TIME CASSETTE FACILITYi 

PRINTING • GRAPHIC DESIGN • RANK CASSETTES • MASTERING 8. EDITING • ONE-OFF CD-PS 

PACKAGES AVAILABLE! CALL FOR FREE CATALOG! 

CRYSTAL CLEAR SOUND/TAPEMASTERS 

1_81210_880.0073 

PROMO PACKS FROM DAT 

10 CD's - $175 
10 (30 MIN.) CD'S FROM YOUR DAT - $ 1 75 

10 (45 MIN.) CD'S FROM YOUR CD-R - $ 1 50 
TO ORC.ER CALL. :lb FREE DAT 
800-684-8071 PREMASTERING 
FOR ILJFC» CALL: 48>Yt.1 SRC 
415-389-1959 GUARANTEED 

itippom cliccEss- MEDIA 
"Best Mastering Experience I've ever had!" 

CBS RECORDING ARTIST, JACKIE KING 

GUITAR FOR RAY CHARLES WILLIE NELSON, & CHET BAKER. 

NN ( MIA) 1:1ASS 
‘1 tSTERING Ifl 

SHORELME 
DIGITAL 

TOLL FREE 1-800-835-1362 
COMPLETE FULL COLOR COMPACT DISC PACKAGES: 

500 CD's $ 1099. / 1000 CD's $ 1599. 
CD Package includes. color 2 page insert, color traycard, 2 color on CD printing. pre master & glass mastering 

lewel box, shrinkwrap, insertion of graphics. Does not include film or typesetting 

COMPLETE FULL COLOR CASSETTES PACKAGES: 

500 cuss. $ 614. / 1000 cass. $909 
Package includes' 40-50 min high bias tape, 1 panel J-card, ithgital running master, on cassette printing. set-up. 

Norelco box, shrinkwrap, insertion of graphics Does not include film or typesetting 

• 

American Clients: No Tax... No Duty... No Problem! 
Cutting Edge Technology... CD ROM Available! 

HEALEYdisc 
'tfJflu/55J/fl5J 
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Records Tapes 
CD Services 

NOW! YOU CAN CHOOSE! 
TDK PRO SA BULK MAXELL XLII BULK 

C-60 C-90 C-60 C-90 

$0.58 $0.78 $0.61 $0.83 
MASTER DISTRIBUTORS OF JAI • AMPEX • BASE. DENON r, 

• US .1.4XELL • SONY • ,t« • TE Ex 
TELEPHONE. 312 7119 71100 OR 160 sae36/9 

FAX 212 lee 9710 

SEE OUR AD IN MARKETPLACE pg. 232 1 

Our CD & Cass's are 

MR it MAR! 
(800) 421-8273 

Progressive Music 

I SEE OUR AD IN MARKETPLACE pg. 233j 

3 Pk, 
4{r,„k 

500 CDs V . 
500 Cassettes 

°"IY $2,590 

• FREE Graphic Design • Includes insert Printing 

• Major label Quality • tie- fine-Print Guarantee 

Call today for your FREE, 
1995 full color catalog: 

1-800-468-9353 
24 HOURS TOLL FREE 

609-663-1030 
FAX 

609-661 3158 

Th DISC MAKERS 

'CDS 
4111% . 

• QUICK 
• BEST QUALITY 

• DIGITAL CASSETTES 
• PERSONALIZED SERVICE 

• TOTAL COMPLETE PACKAGES 
• LOWEST PRICES, CALL US LAST, 

le (813) 446-8273 = 

Total Tape Services 
639 Cleveland SI / Clearwater. FL 34615 

100 Cassette Inserts 
Shipped in 3 Days 

S94 
Includes Everything You Need' 

• Highest Quality 100 lbs Gloss Stock 

• Full Color • Full Bleed • Film 

• FAX Proof • Award Winning Designers 

• Scored • Shipped UPS 2 Day Ar 

J Card $94 117 144 160 185 274 

JC 1 Panel $132 179 233 265 314 486 

100% MONEY BACK GUARANTEE :( 
800-955-5273 

Call 24 Hours For Ordering Instructions 
ASS • 1362 E 3345 So • SALT LAKE CITY. UT 84106 

eaduciffiTat Ion 

Compact Disc 
Cassette 

Manufacturing 

1-800-375-2060 

Call us before you 

order your CDs and 

Tapes, we will save 
you money. 

10 CD's $175 
30 min. audio 
from your DAT. 
Great promo's!! 

International Audio 

847 • 734. 1695 

/ CUSTOM LOADED \ 
CASSETTE BLANKS 

all lengths to C-94 
rushed in 100 piece runs 

e 
TRUTONE INC. 
310 HUDSON ST HACKENSACK NJ 07601 

I-888-TR UTONE (13713-86Gy 

COMPACT MSC MANUFACTURING 
CASSETTE MANUFACTURING 

IIIIII-2119-9155 

SEE OUR AD IN MARKETPLACE pg. 232 j 

INDEPENDENT RELEASE SPECIAL — MAJOR LABEL %ALTO 
Or CD and cassette packages are the 
most complete, supeior quaky, renil. 

ready packages mailable. Just send us 

your master, photos, and liner notes 
sek do the rest! 

1,000 CDs • 4-Panel Folded-Coke. (4iI) 
• 4.Color Trn Cod (4(0) 

Complete Package • 3.Color CD Disc Printing 

'2 447 
• From Your DAT, 1630, au CDR 
• Color Separanons. Typesetting, and 

(Add 500 cassettes for more, Graph', Design Included! 

For The Most Compite CD and Cassette Packages Available, Call I-ROO-fir- 9491 Musicraft 

Serving THE WidirlirS1' Since You 1975 

Studio Sales & ServiceS 
Full color • CD & Cassette Album Packages Fast 

1000 full color CDs, all-inclusive $1,899 

CDRs overnight CDR blanks • Rt ,R • DATs • ADATs HI8 • VHS 

Blank cassettes (BASF & Maxell) 

Small to large orders • Warehouse prices 

Call 800-483-TAPE for FREE catalogue 

fax: 904-398-9683 • Internet: warehous@jaxjaxnet.com 

Visa • MasterCard • Discover 

2071-20MX Emerson St., Jacksonville, FL 32207 • 904-399-0424 

THE NAMES YOU KNOW AND TRUST... 

HIGH BIAS BULK-BLANK AUDIO TAPES FULL UNE OF RECORDING 
UNBOXED-UNLABEU33 

AND DUPLICATING SUPPLIES 

LENGTH 
*TEX 
PRO-SA 
COBALT 

maxell 
XI II 

El BASF 
custom 
PLUS 

5 BASF 
OTTIONE 
SUM 

C-10 24 t 254 254 284 
C-15 26 t 27 t 306 316 

C-20 28 t 306 31 t 354 
C-30 33 t 366 35 t 456 

C-46 404 45 t 42 t 584 
C-62 476 501 504 68 t 
C-80 564 68 t 65 it as a 
C-92 624 75 t 72 t 87 t 
C-100 70 t 831 766 95 t 

ALL LENGTHS AVAILABLE - 1 MINUTE TO 126 MINUTES 

DIRECT ON CASSETTE PRINTING 
CUSTOM LABELS AND .1-CARDS 

...FROM THE COMPANY YOU KNOW AND TRUST 

764 5111 Avenue 145 Lauro Pinero Ave., = 

-wogir. N. RS Cebo, Puerto Rico 00735 al Brooklyn, New York 11232 
In NYC Tel (718) 369-8273   In Puerto Rico Tek 

24 Hour Fax (718) 369-8275 memo' Recording Supplies Inc. 18091885-2316 

CALL TOLL FREE 1-800-538-2336 

'è riP 

(312' I 

d,„ 
TOP QUALITY PRODUCTS 

AT FACTORY DIRECT PRICES! 
CD's - Posters - T-Shirts 

Press kit covers - Cassettes 

Logo Design 

Complete Full Color CD Package 

500 CD's: $ 999.00 
CD package includes: Color 2 page booklet, 

2 color CD Label, all mastering, jewel box, 

shrink wrapping, graphic insertion. 

Film supplied by customer. 

WE DO 'TALL! - Package 

500 CD's: $ 1299.00 
CD package includes: Graphic design, film, 

color 2 page booklet, 2 color CD Label, all mastering 

jewel box, shrink wrapping, graphic insertion. 

1 •800•581•DISCI34721 
"Music professionals comb Mix Classifieds in search of the new, old, ordinary and extraordinary. I 

have found it a very effective way of reaching a diverse recording community worldwide. When peo-

ple look for a product or service, they look in Mil Classifieds." y.at usic 

244 SI I \ 11 1,1 / i'tttrt 



Miscellaneous 

CD 
MANUFACTURING 
CASSETTE DUPLICATION 

GRAPHIC DESIGN & PRINTING 
DIGITAL EDITING & MAS fERING 

E5P 

1-800-527-9225 
EASTERN STANDARD PRODUCTIONS, INC. 

37 JOHN GLENN DRIVE BUFFALO NY 14229 
(7161 691 7631* FAX (716) 691-7732 

DEAL DIRECT WITH THE FACTORY1 
Manufacturing Tomorrow's Technology Today 

Music. Software. Games, I nteractiN 
Multimedia, Education, Entertainment, 
Databases, Photo CDs, Movies and 
Karaoke. Mastering and Pre-Mastering, 
up to 6 color printing, replication, 
graphics, shipping and packaging, and 
fulfillment. 

W I NS 
DIGITAL CORPORATION 

10 Cot lllll ercial Street • Hicksville, NY I 1801 
Tel. 5 16-93 3-2 500 • Fax 516-933-2506 

Toll Free: 1-8 0 0-WINGS4 1 

RECORDING 
-.DUPLICATING 

SUPPUES 

eDig D 

TDK AMPEX 3M 

ARCM  BASF MAXELL 

Cassettes • Reel-to- Reel Tapes 
C-O's • Cassette Albums • Labels 
R-Dat's • CDR's • Video Tapes 

Data Storage Media 

ARCAL CORP. 
2732 Bay Rd., Redwood CIty, CA 94063 

TOLL FREE 1-800-272-2591 
FAX 14151369-7446 

Visit our web site: http://www.arcal.com 

Video 
Equipment, 
Services & 
Supplies 
VIDEO w/TC FOR LOCKUP 

Rebuilt 3/4" w/Warr., Betacam. 
1" VTRs: SONY, JVC & AMPEX. 
JVC & SONY Remote Controls. 
SONY VP-5000, 5600, 5800, 
5850. BVU-800, 950, VO-9800, 
9850. Four- Month Warranty. 
(212) 580-9551/(212) 206-1475. 
Fax: (212) 929-9082. Michael 
Temmer. 

Subscription 
Questions 

Call (800) 843-4086 

r,i.i r,i reTtorfo 

MASTERING 

REPLICATION 

PERSONAL 
EXPERT 
SERVICE 

212 3 3 3-5 9 5 3 
digital force@morebbs.com 

TOTAL CD, CD-ROM 
& CASSETTE PRODUCTION 

330 WEST 58th ST 
NY, NY 10019 

Tle Power of Excellence s" 

GRAPHIC 
DESIGN 

PRINTING 

COMPLETE 
PACKAGING 

POSTERS 

MASTERING MANUFACTURI NG PRINTING 

D1e1 - ROM 
FOR COMPACT DISCS • CD-ROM 

REAL TIME & HIGH SPEED AUDIO CASSETTES 

CID 

COMPLETE PACKAGE S • COMPETITIVE PRICING 
GRAPHIC DESIGN STUDIO - FAST TURN- AROUND 

PERSONALIZED EXPERT SERVICE 

1-800-815-3444 
(.212) 730-2111 

VISA 

130 West 42r,1 St,- e-t Va-w-k, /VI, 10030 

V' FREE 
, CATALOG 

.4ibb '7 Audio/Video/Data 
Cables & Tapes! 

HAVE, Inc. Dept. IVIX1 

1-800-999-HAVE (4283) 

SEE OUR AD IN MARKETPLACE pg. 23T 

VVVYVVYVVVVVVVYVVVVVVVVY 

Get It In Writing! 
Call for our free catalog and get the most 
comprehensive listing of books, instruc-

tional videos, software and other products 
for musicians and industry professionals. 

03001 233-9604 • ( 908) 417-9575 

BOOKSHELF 

WHATEVER YOU'RE 
LOOKING FOR 

AA New Job 

ARelapping 

ANew Equipment 

AMastering 

AFinancing 

ADuplication 

ARepairs 

AAcoustic Material 

AVintage Equipment 

AStudio Furniture 

We've Got It! 

Mix CLASSIFIEDS (800) 544-5530 

e-mail: boycemr@elvis.cardinal.com 

fax: ( 510) 653-8171 
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MIX CLASSIFIEDS WORK FOR YOU 

Text rate: 

Enhancements: 

Display rate: 

Closing: 

$100 per inch; eight (8) lines per inch (approximately 27-32 character spaces per line); one-inch minimum. $10 per bold line. Each 
space and punctuation mark counts as a character. $100 minimum charge for each ad placed. 

$10 black border, $15 for a grey-screened background, $25 for a reverse. $25 for Post Office box service. Charges are based on a 
per-insertion basis. 

$125 per inch ( 1" minimum/half-page maximum). Display Classified advertising must be camera-ready, sized to MIX column 
widths and specs. Frequency discount rates available; call for information. 

Fifteenth of the month, six weeks prior to the cover date (ex: April issue closing is February 15). Ads received after closing will be 
held for the next month unless otherwise stated. Cancellations will not be accepted after the closing date. Copy changes and 
cancellations must be submitted in writing. 

Other requirements: Full street address (PO boxes aren't sufficient) and phone numbers must accompany all requests. All words to be bold should be 
underlined. Copy must be typed or printed legibly in standard upper/lower case. Publishers are not responsible for errors due to 
poor copy. Arrangement of characters may be altered in typesetting process due to space. The publishers are not liable for the 
contents of advertisements. 

The small print: 

Send coupon 
payment to: 

No stated or implied discounts allowed on new equipment sales. Publishers reserve the right to refuse or discontinue any ad 
deemed inappropriate. 

Mix Magazine Classifieds: Attn: Robin Boyce, 6400 Hollis St., # 12, Emeryville, CA 94608, tel. (800) 544-5530 
or (510) 653-3307; fax (510) 653-8171. email: boycemr@elvis.cardinal.com. Payment must be included with copy: check, 
Visa, MasterCard, or American Express accepted. Sorry, no billing or credit available. 

CATEGORIES AVAILABLE (check one). 

J Acoustic Consulting J Multi-media 

J Business Opportunities 

J Employment Offered 

J Employment Wanted 

J Equipment Financing 

J Equipment for Sale 

J Equipment Rentals 

J Equipment Wanted 

J Instruction 

J Maintenance Services 

J Music Products/Scithvare 

J New Products 

J Records, Tapes & 
CD Services & Supplies 

J Recording Services 
& Repairs 

a Studios 

J Video Equipment 

J Miscellaneous 

Attach Your Classified Ad Copy on a Separate Sheet. Typed 
Double-Spaced or Printed Clearly in Capital and Lower-Case Letters. 

Company Name 

Name 

Address u PO Boxem 

City 

State Zip 

Phone I 

Signature 

Display ($125 per inch) 

Text MOO per inch, 
one-inch minimum) 

Bold @WO additional 

Border 41, $10 

Reverse W $25 

Screen @ 515 

Blind P.O. box ift $25 

TOTAL PAYMENT INCLUDED 

J Visa J MC 

J Check/Money Order # 

Card # 

Exp. _ 

J AMEX 

MIX 
Reader Service 

For more information 

about products and 

services advertised in this 

issue, fill out and return 

Mix's postage-paid reader 

service card! You'll receive 

information directly from 

the advertisers whose 

products interest you. 

NEW FROM MIXBOOKS 

The Key to the Studio Business! 
The new second edition of this widely-

used book is a necessity for anyone run-

ning or owning a studio, whether it's a 

project setup, a midrange commercial 

facility, or a world-class room hosting the 

stars! Author Jim Mandell gives you in-

depth, detailed, specific information on: 

• Writing a business plan and getting 

funding 

• Choosing and buying equipment 

• Determining monthly expenses and 

setting rates 

• Developing new income sources and 

making contacts 

• Advertising and PR 

• Scheduling and studio politics 

• Managing, hiring and firing personnel 

The Studio Business Book also includes special sections on the legal issues sur-

rounding home project studios and writing an employee handbook, plus a guide 

to terms and technology and other resources. 

Item 1319A, 834.95 plus $4.00 shipping and handling. 
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-FROM PAGE 132. ti11771 S7F.GALL 

album was his toughest project to date. 
"Alan teases me about this because he 
thinks I worry too much about it," he 
laughs, "but we had some tuning prob-
lems in the piano and I had to go back 
and replace a lot of piano and bass. 
Thank God (bassist) Glenn Worf and 
Pig Robbins were patient with me. 
Sometimes when you get into a trench 
with some of this stuff, it gets worse, or 
you think it is because you start pick-
ing things apart. I probably scopecl that 
record to death and worried myself 
silly about it." Ironically, that has been 
Jackson's biggest seller, thus far ex-
ceeding 600,000 copies. 
A big concern in Nashville is how 

crowded the country music scene ha› 
become, which makes one wonder 
why it is that one song or artist make: 
it to radio while another doesn't. 
"When I'm producing a new artist who 
is a writer," Stegall says, "I look for 
those songs they've written that I think 
people and radio will like. As a rule, it*, 
the songs first. Then it's making sure 
the performance is honest and true, 
and third is putting it sonically all to-
gether and just hoping by the grace of 
God that we'll get lucky enough to get 
on the radio. 

"I try not to follow trends too much 
because usually if you're following a 
trend, you're on the back end of some-
thing. I feel like with Alan's records, 
we've been on the front end of things, 
which goes back to letting the artists be 
themselves. Don't get me wrong, you've 
got to make records for the masses, but 
you also run the risk of making cookie-
cutter records if you're not careful. 
Again, that boils down to songs." 

Stegall concedes that one great diffi-
culty Nashville producers face these 
days is creating a unique identity for an 
artist. "You have to be there to make 
sure the artist is guided and to hear 
what the artist has to say about their 
music," he says. "A lot of times the 
strength comes from where the artist is 
in their head about what they're doing. 
An artist who comes to me and says, 
`Do something with me,' is too hard. I 
want to see somebody who says, 'I 
know who I am, I know the kind of 
songs I want to sing, this is what I am 
about, do you want to make a record 
with me?" 

"Terri Clark is a classic example of 
that," says Stegall of the singer who 
made a big impact last year. "She 
knows exactly who she is, and I imme-

diately knew she was different. She 
had an edge to her personality and her 
music, she was confident—not cocky— 
and she sounded different. It was obvi-
ous to me that we could make some 
really cool records with her. If some-
one doesn't sound different from 
someone else, we're in trouble from 
the get-go. I take my cue from the 
vocalist. Does this artist have some-
thing unique in their voice that com-
pels you to listen to them? Then 
making a record around that is a piece 
of cake." Stegall says an old Kelton-
owned U87 Neumann mic has a lot to 
do with Jackson's sound. 

Stegall also uses specific instrumen-

fort zone that helps when you've got 
that. Glenn Worf is a great bass player, 
and we've all gotten to be buddies. 
There's no ego in the room, nobody 
trying to outdo anybody. It's just fun. 

"When we're running songs down," 
Stegall continues, " I'll let the section 
have their way with it for a while be-
cause I know if you immediately start 
telling somebody how to do some-
thing, it takes away their creative 
prowess. After 15 or 20 minutes, I step 
in and guide them where I want to go 
with the music. I know a lot of people 
say, 'Here's what I want you to do,' be-
fore the guys ever sit down. I think 
sometimes you can really rob a track 

I TAKE MY CUE FROM THE VOCALIST. 

IF THEY HAVE SOMETHING UNIQUE THAT 

COMPELS YOU TO LISTEN TO THEM, 

MAKING A RECORD AROUND THAT 

IS A PIECE OF CAKE. 

tation to help define an artist's sound. 
"The players most apt to change in my 
rhythm section are keyboard and 
acoustic guitar," he says. "Those two in-
stalments can change the texture and 
sound of a record quite a bit. On Alan, I 
use somebody traditional like Pig Rob-
bins. On Terri Clark's album, we used 
Matt Rollings, who comes from a differ-
ent place. Bruce Watkins plays acoustic 
guitar on Alan's records because he 
plays a lot of the older, traditional 
'ching ching' guitars that were on the 
Nashville records in the '60s, but on 
somebody else's record, I'll use some-
body like John Willis who has a more 
James Taylor-ish approach to music, 
picking-wise. Those colors can change 
it. The mainstays for me are usually 
drums—Eddie Bayers plays on almost 
everything I do, although I used Kenny 
Aronoff on my stuff because I felt I 
could experiment more on my music 
and get away with it," he says, referring 
to his own recent autobiographical proj-
ect, Passages. "Paul Franklin is a great 
steel player, and we have a great com-
munication level. Brent Mason is a dear, 
dear friend of mine and there's a corn-

of its spontaneity and character by 
doing that. Sometimes I hear records 
finished in my head, but when I give 
people the space to do it, it comes 
out even better than what I heard in 
my head." 

Because Stegall's production philos-
ophy has been strongly influenced by 
having been on both sides of the glass, 
the musicians in town enjoy working 
with him. Many of his other associates, 
however, aren't so sure what to make 
of a man who is a successful song-
writer, artist, producer and now Mer-
cury's division chief. " People do 
multiple things in the pop world. I al-
ways think about Babyface who's run-
ning a record company, is an artist, a 
writer and producer. I think in 
Nashville it's just not done, so people 
look at it a little strangely—they won-
der if I can do any of it well. I guess 
the solution to that is that I just do it 
and hope I have enough success with 
it that people will let me do my thing, 
and I'll be a happy guy." 

Robyn Flans is a freelance writer 
based in Southern California. 
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FEEDBACK 
CAUGHT IN 
THE WORLD WIDE WEB 

îiI I \ I spent a couple of hours 
bro \ sing the Web, looking for home 

pages that contained audio samples. My 
thought was that I would learn more 
about the new file formats and get a bet-
ter feel for how real-time audio runs on 
the super highway. My first stop? Real 
Audio. 

To play these types of audio files, 
you must have minimum requirements 
in hardware. No problem, the station 
that I was on met minimum standards. 
Next you have to download the play 
software. That sounded reasonable 
enough to me. Twenty-five minutes lat-
er, I got that clone. Can I go play yet? 
No! You must fill out the information 

screen describing your system. Okay. 
What next? Back to the browser. 

With liver-spotted fingers from all the 
previous waiting. I re-entered the Web 
browser and called up the Real Audio 
home page. As winter slowly changed 
to spring, I began to notice a blurry im-
age taking shape on the screen. I made 
it! My enthusiasm sr)on turned to apathy, 
however, as this graphic image turned 
out to be nr )thing more than tasteless 
eye candy that did nothing. I clicked on 
it vigorously in spite of myself in hopes 
that it may make a sound. Nothing. At 
this point, I figured I would cut my loss-
es before I cut my own throat and tried 
another page: MTV. Here we 
go...Click...Wow, nice looking page. 
Loaded up real fast, too. Lots to click on. 
Hmmin...Videos, videos, videos, more 
funny little pictures, and my speakers 
are still silent. Let's try this...Click..."Se-
lect file to save to." I don't want to save 
anything! I want some audio! I turn to 
the head of our graphics department 
and say, "Hey, Doug. What the hell is 
with this thing?" Doug says, Well, Bol), 
there is no instant gratification on the 
Web." Sure there is, I could smash the 
monitor with this tape dispenser, and 
I'm gonna feel much better. 

With all this technology, there is no 

interest in giving someone a sound bite 
that does not accompany some pixilat-

ed fluff that takes a lifetime to render. Is 
this a medium that I want to contribute 
to? If I were one of my present clients 

looking for information on audio pro-
duction and interested in hearing a 
quick sample or blurb or even a single 
note of music, I would have disconnect-
ed my modem and dialed the phone 
myself in the first ten minutes. 
Two hours later, I am still interested 

in making fast and simple audio avail-
able on our company home page. 

Something easy to get at. Click 
here...get sonie sound, on any platform. 
Well, what are the answers? . AIFF? 
.WAV? Real Audio? I still don't know. I 
don't even know if I want to know any-
more. I did realize one thing, though. 
The Web is for spiders. Any of you tasty 
moths out there looking for audio pro-
duction can call me direct, and I'll Fed-
Ex you a tape. 

Robert Pascutylla 
Sound Designer/Composer 
Cramer Production Center 
Braintree. Mass. 

FIRE CODES AND FOAM 
The question of what type of fire rating 
applies to surface-applied acoustical 
foam comes to RPG's attention frequent-
ly. We decided to help clarify what users 
need to be concerned with, from a legal 
aspect and most importantly with re-
spect to life safety. 

Acoustic foam typically falls under 
what the National Fire Protection 
Agency (NFPA) refers to as an Interior 
Finish. Interior Finishes include wall, 
ceiling and floor interior finishes as de-
scribed in Section 6-5 of the Life Safety 
Code. The Life Safety Code, which was 
adopted by the NFPA, is a guide re-
ferred to by most other building codes 
used throughout the United States. 

For any building material to be con-
sidered for inclusion into a design as an 
interior finish treatment, it must first be 
treated according to the American Soci-

ety for Testing and Materials (ASTM) test 
E 84, "Test Method for Surface Burning 
Characteristics of Building Materials." 
(The NFPA also uses the saine test, 
which is referred to as NFPA 255.) From 
this test, data are collected for flame 
spread and smoke developed. Depend-

ing on these values, the material will be 
classified as Class A, Class B or Class C. 

Manufacturers make various claims 

and statements regarding the fire ratings 
of their products, but the only applica-
ble fire rating for these types of products 
as an interior finish is as described 
above. Class I or Class II ratings apply to 
interior finishes and are not applicable 
to interior wall or ceiling treatment. A "1 

Hour" or "2 Hour" rating refers to ASTM 
test E 119 ( NFPA 225), "Method for Fire 
Test of Building Construction and Mate-
rials," which is specific to certain wall 
structures/ partitions and, again, does not 
apply to interior finish treatments. Un-
derwriters Laboratory (UL) ratings, while 
applicable to certain ceiling systems and 
electrical fixtures, do not apply to build-
ing materials intended for this type of 
use. ASTM E 84 values are the only ones 
that are applicable for determining the 
suitability of a material as an interior fin-
ish treatment. 

The Life Safety Code specifically 
refers to cellular or foamed plastic mate-

rials and excludes them from use as an 
interior wall and ceiling finish, with two 
exceptions. One, the material may be 
permitted on the basis of fire tests that 
substantiate their combustibility charac-
teristics for intended use. Second, the 
material may be permitted for trim not 
in excess of 10% of the entire wall and 
ceiling area, if it is not less than 20 
pounds-per-cubic-foot density, is limited 
to 1/2-inch in thickness and four inches in 
width, and complies with the flame 
spread for Class A or B but not the 
smoke developed. Obviously, the size 
restrictions alone would preclude a non-
rated material from being as effective as 
an acoustical treatment. 

RPG Diffusor Systems Inc. made the 
decision early on that in order to fully 
comply with any local, state or federal 
authorities having jurisdiction over these 
matters, all RPG products will carry a 
Class A rating. 

Dr Peter ¡)Antonio 
President/CEO 
RPG Desor Systems Inc. 

Send Feedback to Mix, 6400 Hollis 

St. *12, Emeryville, CA 94608; fax 

(510) 653-5142; or 74673.3672@ 

compuserve.com 
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mson-vLz 12- CH • MSI402-VLZ 14- CH • D_LEIT ' EM • TRADE ' EM WITH DUR FRIENDS 

MICRO 
SERIES 

120:2 
VLZ 

4 MONO 
ICHS. 

STEREO 
CHS. 

s4213* 

MICRO 
SERIES 

I4C:2 
VIZ 

6 MONO 
CHS. 

STEREO 
CHS. 
s 59E* 

CALL 

TOLL 
'REE, 
FAX 
OR 

E-MAIL 
FOR 

YOUR 
40-PG 

"1N 

YOUR 
EACE" 

COMPACT 
MIXER 

TABLOID 
ANO 

APPUI-
CATIONS 

GUIDE 

geld tilL. 
reiI 

VLZ MICROSERIES: SMALL 
IT TAKES TO HANDLE 

BOTH MODELS HAVE: 
Studio-grade mic 

preamps with discrete — 
circuitry for high 

headroom low noise (-129.5 
dm E.I.N.) and wide 

frequency response (over 
300kHz!). Low Cut filters (1bdb/ 

oct. 617/DHz) on mono 
midline channels 

allow use of low- frequency 
Ea on vocals without 

boosting room rumble, mic 
thumps, P-pops and wind 

noise. 

Trim Controls on mono — 
channels have bOdb total 

gain range for boosting weak 
sound sources and a 10db 
"virtual pad" for taming 
hot digital multitrack 

outputs. 
2 Aux Sends per channel — 
(one global switchable 

pre/post, one post-
fader), each with 15db of 
gain above Unity to boost 

weak effects. 

3-band equalization 
with 12kHz High — 

shelving Ea 
broadband musical 

2.5kHz peaking Midrange 
& b0Hz Low shelving EQ. 

Constant loudness pan 
controls. r--

Stereo in- place Solo. -1 
Mute button routes r 
signal to "bonus" 
Alt 3-4 stereo bus 

outputs & Control Room 
matrix Handy for both   

recording and live 
applications. 

101 MSI402-VLZ ONLY: 60mm logarithmic-
taper faders based 

on our exclusive bebus 
design. Long-wearing wiper 

material and tight 
po&mer lip seals to 

protect against dust & 
other crud. 

121 supplies — no 
Built-in power — 

outlet-eating wall 
warts or hum-inducing line 

lumps. 

Phantom power so you can 
use high quality 

condenser microphones. 

XLR outputs with mic-line 
level switch (along with 1/4" 

IRS outputs on top 
panel). 

MIXERS 
SERIOUS 

MS1232-VLZ • 12x2 • 4 WC FRUMPS 

MS1402-VLZ • 1412 • G MC POEM'S 

All inputs S outputs 
are balanced' to cut 
hum & allow extra- — 

long cable runs, but can — 
also be used with 
unbalanced electronics. 
except RCA tape jacks, 
hea phone jack & inserts. 

01996 HACKIE DESIGNS INC. 
ALL RIGHTS RESERVED 

MAKI« •E' 
".. 

Controi Room outputs feed 
monitor speakers without 
tying up the headphone 
jack 

VIZ (Very Low 
impedance) 
circuitry first 
developed for our bef3u5 
console series dramatically 
reduces thermal noise & 
crosstalk in critical areas. 

uetàue 

WITH WHAT 
PROJECTS 

BOTH MODELS HAVE: 
Radio Frequency 
Interference protection 
via metaljacks & 
washers plus internal 
shunting capacitors. 
High-output headphone 
amp can drive virtually 
any set of phones to 
levels even a drummer can 
appreciate. 
Aux 1 Master level control & pre/ 
post switch. 
Effects Return to Monitor 
switch folds Aux 
Return 1 effects into a 
stage monitor mix via Aux 
Return 2 level control. 
RCA-type tape inputs 6 outputs. ]- Peak-reading LED meters 

with Level Set LED 
combined with In-Place 
Solo allows fast, accurate 
setting of channel 
operating levels for 
maximum headroom and 

  lowest noise floor. 
—  Control Room/ 

Phones Matrix adds 
monitoring, 
mixdown & metering 
flexibility. Select any 
combination of Main Mix, 
Tape In and Alt 3-4 signals 
for routing to phones, 
Control Room outputs 
and meters. Can be used 
as extra monitor or 
headphone mix, tape 
monitor, or separate 
submix Way cool. 

Tape Assign To Main Mix 
assigns unbalanced RCA 
tape inputs to main mix. 
besides its obvious use as 
a tape monitor, it can also 
add an extra stereo tape 
or CD feed into a mix or 

____ play music during a break. 

MS1402-VLZ only: Global 
Soli] Mode selects PFL or 
AFL 5010 modes. 

Solid steel chassis & thick 
fiberglass internal circuit 
boards resist abuse. 

  Channel inserts on mono rchannels. 

at every 
production project 
requires dozens of input 
channels and boatloads 
of buses. 
Out doing ANY Jude' 

job well ^equires,a 
mixer with superb 
specs...ind the right 
combination of usdul 
features. 
Our kficroSeries 

1202-111 and 1402-Vil 
might have smalll 
footprints, but when it 
comes t1 perfornance, 
they walk very tall 

Since both are 
basically chips off air 
blockbuster 836us 
Series consoles, fey 
have lig-board specs: 
_ _ greater than 

90d0 signal to 
noise,ratio, less ihar 
ma distortion, 
mare:dynamic range 
than compact discs and 
frequency response 
that's oily down 1118 at 
60,000 
Why own an imitation 

when you can own the 
brand oi compact mixer 
that ser:ous pros 
prefer. Call for ilia 
today. 

II= 
W:indinville • WA e USA • 98072 t„ 800/898-3211 t„ 206/487-4337 e e 

Outside the USA t.206/487-4333 HIE/485-1152 • Represented in Canada by S.F. 
( Si 5(1,5/, I r LK!) / oh' 1/.,/e/ 15/I. 
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